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RULES
OF THE

jimm SOCIETY OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERS.

[Adopted November 5th, 1884.]

OBJECTS.

Art. 1. The objects of the American Society of Mechanical

Engineers are to promote the Arts and Sciences connected with

Engineering and Mechanical Construction, bj means of meetings

for social intercourse and the reading and discussion of profes-

sional papers, and to circulate, by means of publication among its

members, the information thus obtained.

membership.

Art. 2. The Society shall consist of Members, Honorary Mem-
bers, Associates and Juniors.

Art. 3. Mechanical, Civil, Military, Mining, Metallurgical and

Naval Engineers and Architects may be candidates for member-

ship in this Society.

Art. 4. To be eligible as a Member, the candidate must have been

so connected with some of the above-specified professions as to be

considered, in the opinion of the Council, competent to take charge

of work in his department, either as a designer or constructor, or

else he must have been connected with the same as a teacher.

Art. 5. Ilonorary Mdmhers^ not exceeding twenty-five in num-
ber, ma}' be elected. They must be persons of acknowledged pro-

fessional eminence who have virtually retired from practice.

Art. 6. To bo eligible as an Associate, the candidate must have

such a knowledge of or connection with applied science as quali-

fies him, in the opinion of the Council, to co-operate with engineers

in the advancement of professional knowledge.
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Art. 7. To bo eligible as a Junior, the candidate must have

been in the practice of engineering for at least two years, or he

must bo a graduate of an engineering school.

Tlio term "Junior" ap]>Ues to the professional experience, and
not to the age of the candidate. Juuiors may become eligible to

membership.

Art. 8. All Members and Associates shall be equally entitled to

the privileges of membership. Honorary Members and Juniors

shall not be entitled to vote nor to be members of the Council.

ELECTION OF MEMBERS.

Art. 9. Every candidate for admission to the Society, excepting

candidates for honorary membership, must be j)roposed by at least

three members, or members and associates, to whom he must be
personally known, and he must be seconded by two others. The
proposal must be accompanied by a statement in writing by the

candidate of the grounds of his application for election, including

an account of his professional experience, and an agreement that

he will conform to the requirements of membership if elected.

Art. 10. All such applications and proposals must be received

and acted upon by the Council at least thirty days before a regu-

lar meeting, when the Secretary shall at once mail to each mem-
ber and associate, in the form of a letter ballot, the names of can-

didates recommended by the Council for election.

Art. 11. Any member or associate entitled to vote may erase

the name of any candidate, and may. at his option, return to the

Secretary such ballot enclosed in two envelopes, the inner one to

be blank and the outer one endorsed by the A'oter.

Art. 12. The rejection of any candidate for admission as mem-
ber, associate, or junior, by seven voters, shall defeat the elec-

tion of said candidate. The rejection of any candidate for admis-

sion as honorary member by tliree voters shall defeat the election

of said candidate.

Art. 13. The said blank envelopes shall be opened by the

Council at any meeting thereof, and the names of the candidates

elected shall be announced in the first ODSuing meeting of the So-

ciety, and also in the first ensuing list of members. The names

of candidates not elected shall neither be announced nor recorded

in the proceedings.

Art. 14.—Candidates for admission as honorarv members shall
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not be required to jiresent their claims ; those making the nomi-
nations shall state the grounds therefor, aud shall ceriilV that the
nominee will accept if elected. The method of election in other

respects shall be the same as in case of other candidates.

Art. 15. All jjersons elected to the Society, excepting honorary
members, must subscribe to the rules and pay to the Treasurer
the initiation fee before tliey cau receive certificates of member-
ship. If this is not done within six months of notification of elec-

tion, the election shall be void.

Art. 16. The proposers of any rejected candidate may, within
three months after such rejection, lay before the Council written

evideuce that an error was then made, and if a reconsideration is

granted, another ballot shall be ordered, at which thirteen nega-
tive votes shall be required to defeat the candidate.

Art. 17. Persons desiring to change the class of their member-
ship shall be proposed in the same form as described for a new
applicant.

FEES AND DUES.

Art. 18. The initiation fees of members and associates shall be

$15, and the'ir annual dues shall be $10, payable in advance. The
initiation fee of juniors shall be $10, and their annual dues $5,

payable in advance. A junior, being promoted to full membership,

shall pay an additional initiation fee of $5. An}- member or as-

sociate may become, by the pa3nnent of $150 at any one time, a

life member or associate, and shall not be liable thereafter to

annual dues.

Art. 19. Any member, associate or junior, in arrears may, at

the disci-etion of the Council, be deprived of the receipt of publi-

cations, or stricken from the list of members, when in arrears for

one year. Such person may be restored to membership by the

Council on payment of all arrears, or by re-election after an inter-

val of three years.

OFFICERS.

Art. 20. The affairs of the Society shall be managed by a Coun-

cil, consisting of a President, six Vice-Presidents, nine Managers,

and a Treasurer, who shall be elected from among the members

and associates of the Society at the annual meetings, to hold office

as follows:

Art. 21. The President and the Treasurer for one year; and
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no person shall be eligible for immediate re-election as President

who shall have held that office for two consecutive years ; the

Vice-Presidents for two years, and the Managers for three years;

and no Vice-President or Manager shall be eligible for immediate

re-election to the same office at the expiration, of the term for

which he was elected.

Art. 22. A Secretary, who shall be a member of the Society,

shall be appointed for one year by a majority of the members of

the Council at its first meeting after the annual election, or as soon

thereafter as the votes of a majorit}- of the members of the Council

can be secured for a candidate. The Secretary may be removed

by a vote of twelve members of the Council, at any time after one

month's notice has been given him by a majority of its members

to show cause why he should not be removed, and lie has been

heard to that eifect. The Secretary may take part in any of the

deliberations of the Council, but shall not have a vote therein.

His salary shall be fixed for the time he is appointed by a majority

vote of the Council.

Art. 23, At each annual meeting, a President, three Vice-Presi-

dents, three Managers and a Treasurer shall be elected, and the

term of office of each shall continue until the end of the meeting

at which their successors are elected.

Art. 21. The duties of all officers shall be such as usually per-

tain to their offices or may be delegated to them by the Council

or by the Society. The Council may, in its discretion, require

bonds to be given by the Treasurer.

Art. 25. The Council may, by vote of a majority of all its

members, declare the place of any officer vacant, on his failure for

one year, from inability or otherwise, to attend the Council meet-

ings, or to perform the duties of his office. All such vacancies

and those occurring by death or resignation shall be filled by the

appointment of the Council, and any person so appointed shall

hold office for the remainder of the term for which his predecessor

was elected or appointed
;
provided that the said appointment

shall not render him ineligible at the next annual meeting.

Art. 26. Five members of the Council shall constitute a quorum
;

but the Council may appoint an Executive Committee, or business

may be transacted at a regularly called meeting of the Council, at

which less than a quorum is present, subject to the approval of

a majority of the Council, subsequently given in writing to the

Secretaiy and recorded by him with the minutes. Absent mem-
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bers of the Council may vote by proxy upon subjects stated in the

call for a meeting, said prox}' to be deposited with the Secretary.

Art. 27. The President on assuming office shall appoint a

Finance Committee and a Publication Committee and a Library

Committee of five members each. The appointment of two mem-
bers of each Committee shall expire at the end of each year. The

Secretary shall, vx officio^ be a member of all three Committees.

Art. 28.—The Pinance Committee shall have power to order

all ordinary or current expenditures, and shall audit all bills there-

for. No bill shall be paid except upon their audit. When spe-

cial appropriations are ordered by the Society, they shall not take

effect until they have been referred to the Council and Finance

Committee in conference.

Art. 29. It shall be the duty of the Publication Committee to

receive all papers contributed, to decide which shall be published

in the Transactions, and which shall be read in full at the meetings.

Art. 30. It shall be the duty of the Library Committee to take

charge of the collection of all material for the Library of the So-

ciety, and to supervise all regulations for its use.

ELECTION OF OFFICERS.

Art. 31. At the regular meeting preceding the annual meeting

a nominating committee of five members, not officers of the Soci-

ety, shall be appointed, and this committee shall, at least thirty

days before the annual meeting, send to the Secretaiy the names

of nominees for the offices falling vacant under the rules. In ad-

dition to such regularly appointed committee, any other five mem-
bers or associates, not in arrears, may constitute an independent

nominating committee, and may present to the Secretary, at least

thirty days before the annual meeting, all the names of such can-

didates as they may select. All the names of such independent

nominees shall be placed upon the ballot list with nothing to dis-

tinguish them from the nominees of the regular committee, and

the Secretary shall at once mail the said list of names to each

member and associate in the form of a letter ballot, it being un-

derstood that the assent of the nominees shall have been secured

in all cases.

Art. 32. In the election of Vice-Presidents, each member and

associate may cast as many votes as there are Vice-Presidents to

be elected. He may give all these votes to one candidate, or dis-
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tribute them among more, as he chooses. Managers shall be

voted for in the same way.

Akt. 33. Any member or associate entitled to vote may vote by

retaining or changing the names on said list, leaving names not

exceeding in number the officers to be elected, and retmning the

list to tlie Secretary—such ballot inclosed in two envelopes, the

inner one to be blank and the outer one to be indorsed by tbe

voter. No member or associate in arrears since the last annual

meeting shall be allowed to vote until said arrears shall have been
paid.

Art. 34. The said blank envelopes shall be opened by tellers

at the annual meeting, and the person who shall have received the

gi-eatest number of votes for the several offices shall be declared

elected.

MEETINGS.

Art. 35. The annual meeting of the Society shall be held on

the first Thursday in November of each year, in the City of New
York, unless otherwise ordered, at which a report of proceedings

and an abstract of the accounts shall be furnished by the Council.

The Council may change the place of the annual meeting, and

shall, in that case, give timely notice to members and associates.

Art. 36. Other regular meetings of the Society shall be held in

each year at such time and place as the Council may appoint. At

least thirty days' notice of all meetings shall be mailed by the

Secretary to members, honorary members, associates and juniors.

Art. 37. Special meetings may be called whenever the council

may see fit ; and the Secretary shall call a special meeting at the

written request of twenty or more members. The notices for

special meetings shall state the business to be transacted, and no

other shall be entertained.

Art. 38. Any member, honorary member or associate may
inti'oduce a stranger to any meeting ; but the latter shall not take

part in the proceedings without the consent of the meeting.

Art, 39. Every question which shall come before the Society

shall be decided, unless otherT;\dse provided by these rules, by the

votes of a majority of the members and associates present, pro-

vided there is a quorum.

Art. 40. At any regular meeting of the Society thirteen or more

members and associates shall constitute a quoram.

Art. 41. Unless otherwise ordered, papers shall be read in the
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order in which their text is received by the Secretary. Before

any paper appears in the Transactions of the Society a copy of

the paper shall be sent to the author, and, so far as possible, a

copy of the reported discussion shall be sent to every member

who took part in the same, with requests that attention shall be

called to any errors therein.
. , , •

Art. 42. The Society shall claim no exclusive copjTight m
papers read at its meetings, nor m reports of discussions, except

in the matter of official publication with the Society's imprint, as

its Transactions. The Secretary shall have sole possession of

papers between the time of their acceptance by the Publication

Committee and their reading, together with the drawings illustrat-

ing the same ; and at the time of such reading, or as soon there-

after as practicable, he shall cause to be printed, with the authors'

consent, copies of such papers, " subject to revision," with such

illustrations as are needed for the Transactions, for distribution

to the members and for the use of technical newspapers, American

and foreign, which may desire to reprint them in whole or in part.

The policy of the Society in this matter shall be to give papers

read before it the widest circulation possible, with the view of

making the work of the Society known, encouraging mechanical

progress, and extending the professional reputation of its members.

Art. 43. The author of each paper read before the Society

shall be entitled to twelve copies, if printed, for his own use, and

aU members shall have the right to order any number of reprints

of papers at a cost to cover paper and printing ;
lorovided, that

said copies are not intended for sale.

• Art. 44. The Society is not, as a body, responsible for the

statements of fact or opinion advanced in papers or discussions,

at its meetings ; and it is understood that papers and discussions

should not include matters relating to politics or purely to trade.

AMENDMENTS.

Art. 45. These rules may be amended, at any annual meeting,

by a two-thirds vote of the members presetit
;
provided, that writ-

ten notice of the proposed amendment shall have been given at a

previous meeting.
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The opening session was called to order in the banquet hall of

the Hotel Brunswick at eight o'clock on Tuesday evening, Novem-

ber 10th. In the unavoidable absence of the chairman of the

local committee, Mr. 0. J. H. AVoodbury welcomed the Society and

its guests to the convention, and introduced Mayor O'Brien, of

the City of Boston. The Mayor made a brief speech of welcome, re-

ferring to the debt which his city owed to the profession of mechan-

ical engineering, and made way for General Francis A. Walker

President of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Tho

President spoke warmly of his pleasure in welcoming the Society

to the Institute Buildings, in view of the special interest and activ-

ity in the course of mechanical engineering in that school, and his

salutation Avas most cordial. Mr. Edward Atkinson, President of

the Factory Mutual Insurance Co., followed with well-chosen ref-

erences to the benefits which successful engineering had conferred

on mankind, particularly in those places where the soil was rocky

and the ground sterile. Mr. Woodbury presented a letter of re-

irret from Governor Robinson, of the Commonwealth of Massachu-

setts, that he was prevented from attending this opening session,

and then gave place to President Holloway of the Society, who

delivered his Annual Address.
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At the close of the Address, Messrs. S. A. Hand and A. Swasey

wore jqipointed toUi'rs to count the ballots for ofTicers of the

Society for the coming year, the Secretary made some announce-

ments, and the session adjourned. Supjier was served in an ad-

joining room and the evening was much enjoyed. Tlie Boston

JSociety of Civil Engineers were invited to join with the Mechani-

cal Engineers, and added much to the pleasure of the evening.

Second Day, Wednesday, November IIth.

The meeting was called to order in Room 14 of the new build-

ing of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, vvhieh had been

put at the service of the Society by the courtesy of the Trustees

and Faculty of the Institute.

The Secretary's Register contained the following names of gen-

tlemen in attendance on the meetings, and quite a number of

ladies Avere also among the visitors :

Alden, George I Worcesler, Mass.

Anthony, Gardner C Providence, R. I.

Asli worth, Daniel Pittsburgh, Pa.

Babco(k, George H New York City

Bailey, E. B Windior Locks, Conn.

Baldwin, Stephen W New York City.

Baldwin, William J New York City.

Bnncroft, J. Sellers Philadelphia, Pa.

Bayles, James C New York City.

Beardsley, Arthur Swarthmore, Del. Co., Pa.

Billings, Charles E Hartford, Conn.

Bond, George M Hai tford, Conu.

Boyd, James T East Boston, Mass.

Brooks, Edwin C Cambridge, Mass.

Brooks, Morgan Boston, Mass.

Campbell, Andrew C Bridgeport, Conn.

Capen, Thomas Wells Stamford, Conn

Church, VVm. Lee New YorJj City.

Churchill, Thomas L Boston, Mass.

Clarke. Samuel J • New York City.

Cole, J. Wendell Columbus, 0.

Colwell, Augustus W New York City.

Corbett, Charles H Hrookly n, N. Y.

Cowles, William New York City.

Crosby, George H Be ston, Mass.

Croutliers, James A New York City.

Cummings, A. G Harrisburg, Pa.

Davis, Isaac H Dorchester, Mass.
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Dean, F. W Scranton, Pa.

Deane, Cliarles P Hdlyoko, Mass.

De Kinder, J. J Philadcl])hia, Pa.

Douglass, Win. M Easton, Pa.

Durfee, W. F Bridgeport, Pa.

Du Villard, Henry A Providence, R. I.

Egleston. 'i lionias New York City.

Fisher, C'liarlts II Lowell, Mass.

Gallmipe, Francis E Boston, Mass.

Good, William E Beading Pa.

(Jrant, .I.J Fitcliburg, Mas.s.

(Jrinnell, Frederic); Providence, R. I.

Hall, Albert Francis Boston, Ma?^s.

Halsey, F. A New i'ork City.

Hammond, George W Boston, Mass.

Hand, S. Asliton Toughkenamon, Pa.

Harmon, O. S Jersey City, N. J.

Harrison, Wm. H Braintree, Mass.

Hawkins, Gardner C Boston, Mass.

Hawkins, Jolin T Taunton, Mass.

Hayes, George New York City.

Henderson, Alexander Washington, D. C.

Henthorn, John T Providt-nce, R. I.

Higgins, Milton P Worcester, Mass.

Hill, HA Boston, Mass.

Hill, William CoUinsville, Conn.

Hoadley, J. C Boi-ton, Mass.

Hobbs, A. C Bridgeport. Conn.

Hollingsworth, Sumner Boston, Mass.

HoUoway, J. F. , President Cleveland, 0.

Holmes, (ifeorge M Gardiner, Me.

Howard, Charles F Hartford, Conn.

Hutton, Frederic R.. Secretary New York City.

Hyde, Charles E Bath, Me.

Illingwoith, Jose[)h J LTtica, N. Y.

Jacobi, Albert II Newark, N. J.

Kent, William New York City.

Kettell, Charles W Charlestowu, Ma's.

Lanza, Gaetano Boston, Mass.

Lewi.s, Wilfred Philadelphia, Pa.

Livermore, Charh s W Boston, Mass.

Main, Charles T Lawrence, Mass.

Manning, Charles H Manchester, N. H.

Martens, Ferdinand College Point, N. Y.

May, De Courcy Philadelphia, Pa.

Miller, Alexander New York City.

Milh-r, Horace B New York City.

Moore, Cliarles A New York City.

Morgan, Charles II Worcester, Mas-.

Madge, Benjamin C Boston, Mass.

Murphy, Edward J Hartford Conn.
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Murray, S. W Milton, Pa.

Norman. Uoorge H Boston, Mass.
Tarker, Chnrles II Boston, Mas?,
Park.r. Wnlt.r K Lawrence, Mass.
Pliillips, Franklin Newark, N. J.

Powel, Samuel \V Hartford, Conn,
Pusey, Charles W Wilmington, Del,

Ha.viial, A. H New York City.

Hicliarcls. Charles B New Haven, Conn.
Kobinson, S. VV Columbus, 0.

Root, J. B Greenpoint, N. Y.
Sancton, Edward K Scranton Pa.

Sanderson, Richard P. C Koanoke, Va.
Sflileiclier, Adolph W Philadelphia, Pa.
Schuhmann, George Reading, Pa.

Schwamb, Peter Boston, Mass.
See, Horace Philadelphia, Pa.
Sheldon, Thomas C Boylston, Ma'S.
Smith, C. A Pawtucket, R. I.

Smith, Oberlin Bridgeton, N. J.

Smith, Sidney L Boston, Mass.
Snell, Henry I Philadelphia, Pa.
Soule, Richard H Frankfort, X. Y.
Spies, Albert New York City.

.
Stearns, Albert Brooklyn, N. Y.
Stone, Joseph Lawrence, Mas?.
Stratton, E. Piatt College Point, N , Y.
Swain, George F Boston, Mass.
Swasey. Ambrose Cleveland, Ohio,
Sweet, .John E Syracuse, N. Y.
Thurstcn, Robert H Ithaca, N. Y.
Tilden, .James A Boston, Mass.
Towne, Henry R Stamford, Conn.
Uehling, Edward A Bethlehem, Pa.
Upson, Lymau A Thompsonville, Conn.
Vauderbilt, Aaron New York City.
Ward, W. E Port Chester, N. Y.
Warren, B. H Bo.ston, Mass.
Webber, Samuel Lawrence, Mass.
Webber, William Oliver Lawrence, Mass.
Webster, John H Boj-ton, Mass.
Weeks, George W Clinton, Mass.
Wellman, Samuel T Cleveland, 0.
Wheeler, Frederic M New York City.
Wheelock, Jerome Worcester, ]MaFS.
Wightnian, D. A Pittsburgh, Pa.
Wiley, William H Xgw York ( ity.

Wood, Walter Philadelphia, Pa.
Woodbury, C. J. H Boston, Mass.
Worthington, Charles C New Y'ork City.
Wright, J. Q Fitchburg, Mass.
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The Secretary read the Report of the Council to the Society as

follows

:

The Council would present the following Report of its Tellers

:

New Yoek, Nov. 4, 1885.

The undersigned, Avho were appointed a committee of the

Council to act as tellers to coiint the ballots cast for or against

each of the persons proposed for membership in the Society

of Mechanical Engineers, to be voted for previous to the

annual meeting, 1885, hereby certif}^ that they have met this

day at the office of the Society and proceeded to discharge their

duties.

There were cast in all 272 ballots, but one ballot was thrown

out because of informality, the name of the member voting not

having beea affixed, and all the persons whose names appear

on the following list were duly elected in accordance with the

rules to their respective grades.

Charles T. Porter,

William H. Wiley,

Tellers.

MEMBERS.

Allderdice, VVinslow.

Brooks, Morgan.

Christie, James.

Cremer, James M.
DeArozarena, R. M.

Hartshorne, Wm. D.

Hunt, Charles W.
Jenkins, W. R.

Main, Chas. T.

Mailer, Maurice A.

Nicolls, Wm. J.

Parker, Charles H.

Rommel, Chas. E.

Sprague, Wm. W.
Tilden, J. A.

Babbitt, S. S.

Dent, Edward L.

Noriis, Robert V. A.

JUNIORS.

Rowland, Charles B.

Williams, Harvey D.

PROMOTION TO MEMBERSHIP.

Warrington, James N., Jr., A. S. M. E.

Bacon, Earle C.

ASSOCIATES.

I

Campbell, Andrew C.
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The Council tlierefore report the following summary of tlio

membership

:

Hoiiornrv Moiubors 11

LifH •' r,

Members 588

Associates 24

.1 unior.s 27

Total 599

Increase at this meeting:

Members 15

Associates 2

Juniors 5

23

Total 621

The losses bj death since the last annual meeting have been as

follows :

J. H. Burnett New York.

Horace Lod Hartford.

Henri Tresca (Honorary Member) Paris.

Henry H. Gorringe New i'ork.

Wilber H. Jones Wilmington, Del.

William Cleveland Hicks New York.

A total of seven.

The addresses of Messrs. Willard B. Roberts and Norman W.
Wheeler are unknown to the Secretary, letters to their former

addresses returning unopened and indorsed " not found."

Since the report made by the Council to the Society at the

Xlth Meeting in May, 1885, the sessions of the Council have been

occupied with routine business, receiving reports of the standing

committees and scrutiny of applications.

The Secretary has been directed to prepare suitable memorial

notices of members deceased during the society year, for publi-

cation in the Transactions.

The Council has directed that members delinquent in dues at

the end of the Society year, who take no notice within thirty days

of communications apprising them of their indebtedness, shall be

considered as not caring to retain their membership and shall be

dropped from the roll, under Art. 19 of the rules.

The following resolution is reported to the Society

:
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Jifsolrcd, That tlic nnmo of General Francis A. Walker be placed on the next

ballot-list as a candidate for honorary membership of tiie Society.

Respectfully t^ubmitted,

By the Conncil.

The Secretary then presented the reports of the Finance Com-
mittee and of its sub-committee, which examiued the books of

tlie Society. They were as follows

:

BEPORT OF THE AUDITING COMMITTEE.

The sub-committee appointed by the Finance Committee of

the American Society of Mechanical Engineers to examine the

boohs of the Society and to audit the accounts of the Treasurer,

w'ould beg leave to make the following report :

They met pursuant to an agreement at the office of the Society?

on 4th November, 1885, and the account books, vouchers, etc.,

were submitted to them. They fiud that there was:

Keceived from Charles W. Copeland, retiring

Treasurer, November, 1884 $751 03

Receipts to November 1st, 1885 8,822 33

$9,573 36

The total dit^bursements ending November 1st,

1885 8,783 93 8,783 93

Leaving a balance on hand. ... $789 43

Of this balance, $600 stands to the credit of the Society in the

Bleecker Street Savings Bank, New York City, on account of sub-

scriptions to the Library fund, and $189.43 is cash in hand in

the possession of the Treasurer, as by the bank-books submitted.

The total receipts above noted are to be apportioned among

the following accounts :

Annual Dues $5,547 90

Badge Account 135 96

Binding " 382 14

Engraving Account 1C3 85

Initiation Fees 1,005 dO

Library Permanent Fund 435 66

Library Expense Account - 164 00

Sales Account 998 06

Profit and Loss 26

$8,822 33
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The disbursemeuts during the same period are classified as

follows

:

Binding Account $835 50

Expense ' . 1,097 85

Ennrravin- " 1,099 46

Furniture and Supplies 74 31

Library Expense Account 12 75

Meeting's 621 25

Postage 180 C5

Printing of Transactions 2,705 13

General Printing and Stationery 740 64

Salaries 1,870 00

Traveling Account 40 Ij9

$8,783 93

Kespectfullv submitted,

Stephen W. BALD^^^N,

Feederick M. Wheeler,

Committee.

The Finance Committee, in submitting tliis report of its sub-

committee, would call the attention of the membership to the fact

that the expense of the Tolume which has been just issued has

much exceeded the cost of any preceding volume, both in size and

in number of illustrations. They would also mention that there

is still $542.22 due from members who have not paid what they

owe to the Society for the year just closing. It is hoped that the

great bulk of this is collectable, but the Council has been notified

of this deUnquent list, and has directed that the rules in respect to

non-payment of dues be enforced in those cases where the non-

payment seems to be the resvdt of indifference. There are a

number of bills which have been incurred for this meeting which

have been audited by the Committee, but do not appear in the

above enumeration ; others also have not, as yet, been presented,

but as these are chargeable to the income of the coming year

they are not embodied in the accounting.

Respectfully submitted,

Bij the Finance Committee.

Mr. Toivne.—On behalf of the Council I would like to say, in

connection with the report of the Finance Committee that has just

been read, that, as emphasized in the report of the sub-committee

to that Committee, there is a somewhat serious question before us
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as to ways and means. The expenses of last year have been in

excess of the income of the Society. That fact is wholly accounted

for by the unusual size of the vohime just issued, which consists

of more than nine hundred pages, whereas in any preceding year

no volume, I believe, has exceeded more than half that size. The

value of the volume to the membership is beyond (juestion. No

volume of equal size and containing material of equal value is pur-

chasable, I believe, in any way, for any such price. The member-

ship pa}S ten dollnrs a year, and has in return for that the priv-

ilege of attending our meetings, of getting advanced copies of

papers discussed there and of receiving this volume. The actual

cost of printing, of preparing the engravings, and of binding that

volume amounts to more than one-half of the present income of

the Society. In other words, for every dollar a member pays into

the treasury of the Society, more than fifty cents is expended for

printers' and engravers' bills, and it comes back to the member in

the book received. A hirge ]nirt of the other expenses—the salary

of the Secretary and his assistant, and our ofiice rent and other

incidental expenses—are necessarily parts of the preparation of

our book, and should be included as ]mrt of the cost. It is within

bounds to say that, of every dollar paid into the treasury, each

member thus receives back seventy- five cents.

The question has been discussed in the Council as to how the

deficiency thus arising shall be met, if it is to be a continuing

one. If that were the case, of course there is but one answer.

The expenses of the Society must be reduced to meet its income,

or its income must be increased to meet its present rate of ex-

penses. There is one way, however, in which the question can be

evaded, and which we hope may become operative, namely, an m-

crease of the membership. At present the cost of preparing this

large volume is borne by a membership of about six hundred. The

cost of preparing a volume for a membership of a thousand would

be very little more, and distributed over a larger membership, the

expenses would be easily borne and met out of our present rate of

dues. For this reason and for the promotion of the prosperity of

the Society in every way, it is exceedingly important that every

member should do his utmost to increase the membership by bring-

ing in deshable candidates for election, and in that way to extend

the usefulness of the Society, enable us to maintain our present high

standard of efficiency, and maintain also the present perfect manner

of preparing and editing our volumes, and yet accomplish all this
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without increasing the anionnt of our cannual duos. This can be

douo if each member will do his best to increase our membership

during the coming year by presenting desirable names for elec-

tion.

The President.—In supplementing briefly what Mr. Towne has

so well said, I may add that as the bound copies of the Transac-

tions of the past year have not as yet been ])resented to the mem-

bers of the Society, of course very few of those who are to receive

them in this form know the extent or vahie of the volume you are

awaiting. Being in our Secretary's office not long since, he said

to me that we must either do less talking, and have fewer papers

than at our last meeting, or we would bankrupt the Society. I

think there are none belonging to the Society who would wish

either of those things to be curtailed in the least. Our Transac-

tions are certainly exceedingly creditable, and I am quite sure that

there is no member of this Society who would feel that we ought

to curtail in that respect. We make it a point, and one of which

we have reason to be proud, I am sure, that in so young a society

as this, we have in so few years arrived at a point M^here the pub-

lished Transactions are not only very large, but very valuable

;

and it gives me great pleasure to acknowledge how well and how
carefully they have been edited. The suggestion made by Mr.

Towne is certainly a very good one, that all these increased ex-

penses may be met by a further increase of membership. There are

yet abroad in this land many men who, by reason of their experi-

ence, knowledge, and mechanical attainments, are eligible as mem-
bers of this Societ}'. It is desirable that such persons should

become members, and every one here knows of at least one or

more acquaintances whom he would deem to be entirely satisfac-

toYj as a candidate, and it would be well for ever}- one to make of

himself a committee of one, for the purpose of soliciting such per-

sons to become members of the Society.

While speaking on this subject, I simply want to say (not be-

cause there has been any occasion for any such remark), that in the

broad and liberal spirit in which this Society has been organized

and carried on, there cannot be any one who would permit any

personal spite or ill-wdll to operate against a gentleman, which

would prevent him from voting for him as a member, if otherwise

eligible. We certain^ Avant no one as a member who is not prop-

erly qualified, but it would certainly be a misfortune if any personal

matter should be allowed to come into any election of candidates.
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Tliere arc many not now members who woulil be an honor to the

Society, and who, I dare say, would be glad to join, if their names
were solicited.

The l^ecretaiT read the Keport of the Library Committee as

follows :

Keport of the Library Committee, American Society of

Mechanical Engineers.

November, 1835.

In accordance with the resolutions adopted at the last annual

meeting of the Society, active measures have been taken for the

creation of a library in the manner recommended by the report

of the Committee submitted at that meeting.

To this end, the Secretary issued a circular to the membership
explanatory of the proposed scheme, and soliciting contributions

in any of the three following forms, viz.

:

* (a) Special subscriptions, to a permanent fund, of $10 and uj)-

wards. (Payable in installments if preferred.)

To this there have been responses from 23 members, Avhose

subscriptions aggregate $613.40.

(//) Annual subscriptions of $2.00 payable at the same time as

the annual dues.

To this there have been responses from 83 members, Avhose

subscriptions for the current year have amounted to $1G9, includ-

ing one subscription of $5.00 per annum.
(c) Direct contributions of books and papers relating to

mechanical engineering.

To this there have been responses from 3 members, the contri-

butions from Avhom are enumerated below.

There has thus been subscribed to the Library Fund, during

the past year, $782.40 in money, and certain books and papers of

value. This commencement is higldy encouraging, and indicates

that the subject has attracted the interest of the membership, and

that it is a question of time only when the Society can be pos-

sessed of a library of mechanical engineering equal, if not supe-

rior, to any in the country, and of corresponding interest and value

to its members.

The method of obtaining funds by means of a small addition

to the annual dues, made voluntarily by members desirous of
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promoting the growth of the hbrary, li.-is proved highly .succcssfuh

It is ho])t'cl tiuit tliis phiii will still further commend itself, iind

tluit the list of annual subscribers to the Library Fund will, before

long, include all of the meml)ers whose circumstances make it

conyenient for them to assist in this important matter by the

small increase of S2.00 in the amount of their annual subscrip-

tions. The committee would also urge upon the members the

impoi'tance of sending to the Secretary copies of books, reports

and other engineering papers ot" which the members of the So-

ciety may haye been the authors, so that the library may include

a complete file of all such productions by members. In this con-

nection it may be mentioned that a contribution of any, or all, of

Vols. I. to XII., and Vols. XXVIII. to XXXIII., of Engineering,

would be particularly acceptable, as completing the file already

belonging to the library.

Appended hereto are detailed lists of the contributions to the

librar}' during the past year. The Committee begs to call the at-

tention of all members to the yalue and importance of the work

which has thus been so favorably commenced, and earnestly t^

solicit their continued co- operation in the future.

Very respectfully,

Henry K. Towne,
|

C. J. H. Woodbury, r Committee.

F. R. HUTTON,
)

CONTRIBUTIONS FOR THE MAINTENANCE OF A LIBRARY FUND.

Bartol, B. H $10 00

Bauer. Charles A 10 GO

Church, Wm. Lee 50 GO

Copeland, C. VV 50 GO

Couch, A. B IGO GG

Fritz, John
'

10 00

Gordon, F. W 10 00

Sellers, Coleman $10 00

Smith, Oberlin 25 GO

StOL-kly, G. VV 10 GO

Thomas, John 10 00

Towne, H. R 100 GO

Townsend.D 10 GO

Ward, W. E 10 00

Hand, S. A 10 00
|

Whitaker, Ezra 15 00

Boilingsworth, S 50 00
i

Wood, Walter 10 Of)

Holloway, J. F 25 00

Murray, S. W 10 00

Morgan, Chas. H 3 40

Norman, Geo. H 25 00

Woodbury, C. J. H. . . . 50 00

$613 40

DUES INCREASED ANNUALLY BY $5.00 FOR THE BENEFIT OF THE
LIBRARY FUND.

Robert H. Thurston.
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MEMBERS WHO HAVE INCREASED THEIR DUES BY $2.00 FOR THE
MAINTENANCE OF THE LIBRARY FUND.

Babcock, Stophen E.

Bailey, R. W.
Baldvvui, Williniu J.

BergiH-r, Theodore.

Bond, Oeortre M.

Booracni, J. V. V.

Boyd, James T.

Brown, Alexander E.

Burdsail. E., Jr.

Buslinell, R. W.

Capen, Thomas \V.

Cheney, Walter L.

Church, William Lee.

Cole, J. W.
Copeland, Geor;);e M.

Ciishing-, George \V.

Dan forth. Albeit W.
Davis, E. F. C.

Day, F. M.

Deane, Charles P.

DeSehweinitz, P. B.

Dixon, Chaile.s A.

Dobson, W. J. M.

Donovan, William F.

Duncan, John.

DuVillard, H. A.

Edison, Thomas A.

Emery, Charles E.

Francis, W. II.

Gardner, E. LeB.

Geer, James H.

Halsey, Fred. A.

Hawkins, John T.

Henning, G. C.

Hewitt, William.

Hiliman, Gustav.

Hoadley, J. C.

Hobb.s, A. C.

Hoi! ings worth, S.

Holloway, J. F.

Hugo, T. W.
Hunt, R. W.

Johnson, ('. R.

Johns >n, Lewis.

Kirby, Frank C.

Knight, Charles A.

Lipe, Charles E.

Loiseau, Eniile F.

Mason, William.

Mattes, W. F.

Mofifat. E. S.

Morgan , T. R. , Sr.

Nason, Carleton W.

Patton, \Villiam H.

I'ayne, David W.
Perry, W. C.

PorttT, Charles T.

Porter, H F. J.

Pratt, F. A.

Randolph, L. S.

Reed, Edward M.

Renwick, E. S.

Robinson, George H.

Robinson, S. W.
Roby, Luther A.

Root, John B.

Scheffler. F. A.

Schwanib, Peter.

Scrantoii, W. H.

Smith, Oberlin.

Smiih. William F.

Soule, R. II.

Sperry, Charles.

Tabor, Harris.

Upson, L. A.

Vanderbilt, A.

Wiiterman, J. S.

Webster, Hosea.

Weeks, George W.
Wc.-^t, Thomas D.

Wheeler, Herbert A.

Whiting, S. B.
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CON'riMlU'TIONS OF BOOKS TO TllK LIHUAUY.

rioiii * Imili's W. Hiirimliy. Snlom, Oliio :

(J. WcisM'nlxirn's American Knginecrinir, complete.

From John II. Cooper, Pliiliulelphia, Pa. :

Engineering, volumes i;5to2(), bound.

V!7 and 28, unbound.

Eiigin.er and Macliinisi's Assistant. 2 volumes.

Railway Locomotives. 2 voliim<s. D. K. Clark.

American and European Railway Practice. Hoi ley.

Catechism of the Steam Engine. Bourne.

Hand-book of the Steam Engine. "

The Steam Engine, and Machinery and Mill-work. Rankine. 2 volumes.

Technical Dictionaries, English^French and German. 3 volume s.

Weif-bach's Mechanics of Engin- ering.

Engineering Precedent.-i. Isherwood.

Life of Fulton. J. F. Reigart.

Miil-Gcering. Thomas Box.

Boiler Chimneys. Wilson.

Compound Engines. Turnbull.

Boiler Esp'osion?. Robinson.

Land and iSIarine Engines and Boilers (plate.«). Burgh.

From Thomas D. West

:

Modern Foundry Practice.

The Moulder's Guide.

Frdm liocal Committee of the Boston Meeting :

King's Hand-book of Boston.

LIST OF EXCHANGES.

Zpravy Spolku Architektn a Inzenyru. Prague.

Ingeniors-Foreningens Forhandlinger. Stockholm.

Mining Institute of Scotland. Hamilton.

North of England Institute of Mining and Mechanical Engineering. New-

castle.

Institute of Mechanical Engineering of Great Britain. London.

Institute of Civil Engineering of Great Britain. London.

Institute of Civil Engineering of Ireland. Dublin.

The Mechanical World. London.

Engineering. London.

The Engineer. London.

Iron. London.

Electrical Review. London.

Master Car Builder.s' Association. New York.

Engineers' Club of Philadelphia. Philadelphia.

Engineers' Society of West Penn. Pittsburgh.

United States Naval Institute. Annapolis.

Franklin Institute. Philadelphia.

American Society of Civil Engineers. New York.

American Institute of Mining Engineers. New York.

Associated Engineering Societies. New York.
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American Journal of Railway Appliances. New York.

Electrical Review. New York.

Chicago Journal of Commerce. Chicago.

Boston Journal of Commerce. Boston.

Industrial World. Chicago.

American Engineer. Chicago.

Manufacturers' Gazette. Boston.

American Machinist. New York.

Mechanics. New York.

Railroad Gazette. New York.

Engineering and Mining Journal. New York.

The Report of the Tellers being next in order, that report was
read as folloAvs bj Mr. Hand :

REPORT OF THE TELLERS.

The tellers appointed at the meeting last evening have to re-

port that they have finished the duties assigned them, and report

the ballot as follows. Whole number of votes cast, S24 :

PRESIDENT.
Coleman Sellers 323
Scattering 2

VICE-PRESIDENTS.
Olin Landreth 313

Horace See 330

Charles H. Loring 331

Allan Stirling 306
Scattering 2

MANAGERS.
Hamilton A. Hill 313
William Kent 318
Samuel T. Wellman 334
Scattering 2

TREASURER.
William H. Wiley 322
Scattering 2

S. AsHTON Hand,

Ambrose Swasey,

Tellers.

After a few pleasant words by President Holloway, expressing

his pleasure in the result of the vote, and his regret that the

President-elect was not at the session, some further announce
2
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inents wore made and tlie reading and discussion of papers was

begun.

Professor John E. Sweet, of Syracuse, read the first paper on

"The Unex])ec'ted which Often Happens."

Messrs. Towne, Bond, Durfee, Eogers, Hammond, Ashworth,

and O. Smith took part in the discussion.

Mr. Samuel Webber, of Lawrence, presented the next paper

on " The Frictional Resistance of Shafting," and Messrs. Hen-

thorn, O. Smith, Babcock, Schuhmanu, and Towne spoke on the

subject.

The Secretary read Mr. Barnis's paper on " A New Form ot

Calorimeter." Messrs. Babcock, Lanza, Thurston, and Rogers

participated in discussion.

After some announcements by the Secretary the session ad-

journed.

The afternoon was devoted to an excursion to the Improved

Sewage Works of Boston, tendered to the Society by the City.

Conveyances bore the party to the steamer J. Putnam Bradke, at

the wharf near the South Ferry, and they were thence taken first

to the pumping station, where the Leavitt and Worthiugton

pumps are installed. After an hour here the steamer went over

to Moon Island, where are the reservoirs in which the sewage is

stored, to be released only on the ebbs of the tides. The trip

concluded by a complimentary dinner, tendered also by the city,

at the Parker House. Mayor O'Brien presided, and a number

of city notables were in attendance. This excursion, not being

particularly congenial for the ladies of the party, they were enter-

tained at lunch and for the afternoon at the house of Mrs. Gen-

eral Francis A. Walker. The time of the evening session was

somewhat curtailed by the formalities of the dinner, but time was

found for the joint paper by Messrs. Trowbridge and Richards,

entitled "The Rating of Boilers by Horse-Powers for Commercial

Purposes." Messrs. Babcock, Kent, Webber, and Thurston took

part in its discussion.

After announcements the session adjourned at a late hour.

Third Day, Thursday, JSTovember 12th.

The Society convened again at half-past nine. The Secretary

read a series of resolutions passed by the Council at a recent

meeting to expedite the presenting of papers. They were as fol-

lows :
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"Resolved. That to facilitate the discussion of papers and the dispatch of l)usi-

ness the follovviuj^ rules are adopted :

1. That members speakiuj^ in reply to papers shall have priority to the floor

in the order in which they notify the Secretary of th ir intention to speak.

2. That members who have reduced their remarks to writing shall be entitled

to not exceeding ten minutes at one time, and that all others speaking in discus-

sion shall be limited to not exceeding five minutes at one liuie.

3. That no member having thus had the floor shall again claim it until all

others who desire to speak shall have had opportunity to do so."

It had been decided to spend an hour at this time in Topical

Discussions. Ten of these topics were brought np, and received

discussion by Messrs. Emer}-, Church, Towne, Lanza, Durfee,

Bancroft, Bond, Stetson, Powel, Soule, Baldwin, Kent, Schuh-

mann, PhilHps, and O. Smith.

At the expiration of the hour the Secretary read a paper by
Mr. Tl.orne, of Philadelphia, on " Twist Drills." Messrs. Stet-

son, Hawkins, O. Smith, and Bond took part in the discussion.

The paper by Mr. F. E. Galloupe, of Boston, on " Rapid Transit

and Elevated Railroads," giving a description of the Meigs Ele-

vated Road, was next read, and was discussed by Messrs. Durfee,

Kent, Halsey, Schuhmanu, and Huttou, and the paper on " The
Basic Bessemer Process," by Professor Thomas Egleston, of

New York, was discussed by Messrs. Holloway, Kent, and Durfee.

At this point Professor Ijanza presented his two papers, on
" The Course in Mechanical Engineering at the Massachusetts

Institute of Technology," and on " A Series of Experiments on

the Transmission of Power by Belting." He also presented Pro-

fessor Peabody's paper on " Steam Engine Tests " in the labora-

tory of the Institute of Technology. These received no discus-

sion, but were presented previous to the hour assigned for a visit

to the mechanical laboratories of the Institute. An hour had

been chosen at which the students would be engaged in their

regular work there, and the methods and appliances were ex-

amined with interest.

The President, in calling the session to order at three o'clock,

presented a telegram announcing that illness would prevent Prof.

Rogers from presenting his paper on " The Microscope in the

Workshop." It was presented by title only, and the microscopic

caliper was examined afterward by those interested, but without

exhibition. Tlie second paper was that of Mr. William Hill (Col-

linsville. Conn.) on " The Crystallization of Iron," wliich had

printed discussions by Messrs. Hutton and Thurston, and Messrs
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Egl(>ston, Hawkins, Durfoc, Siindorsoii, Webber, Kent, Nicholson,

Sweet, Colo, Stetson, Crontliers, and Harrison took oral part.

Mr. George M. Bond, of Hartford, presented a paper on
" Standard Pipe and Pipe-Threads," illustrated by samples to

show the uecessit}^ that some action be taken to correct tlie pres-

ent state of divergence in practice. Messrs. Schuhmann, Grin-

ncll, Baldwin, and Stetson spoke in the discussion, and finally

Mr. Kent made the following remarks

:

Mr. Kent.—Reference has been made to the difficulty of con-

necting the American system with the English. I would mention

the fact that in the experience of the Babcock and Wilcox Com-
pany they had to send a complete set of pipe-fitter's tools to Eng-
land for the use of their European branch. They find that the

standards in England and on the Continent are worse than they

are in this country in regard to irregularity^ I do not know that

we can help the matter by discussing it any further. As I have

had a sad experience recently as a member of one committee of

the Society, and as I would like to see somebody else subjected

to the same punishment, while declining to serve on a committee

myself, I move for the appointment of a committee to consult

wdth pipe-makers and users, and the makers of pipe-taps and dies,

and investigate the subject of standard pipe-threads. The com-

mittee might correspond with those similarly interested in foreign

countries also, and may be enabled thus to report on a standard

system which may be adopted in all English speaking countries.

The motion was duly seconded by Mr. Oberlin Smith as fol-

lows :

Mr. Oberlin Smitli.—I heartily second this motion. I had con-

siderable experience in a pipe mill in my younger days, and I

know the evils of the present non-standards. I do not think we
can do a more important work than to go ou in this line, and I

suppose the first thing is to appoint this committee. I suppose

they should deal with oil pipe and brass pipe while about it. All

we can do now undoubtedly is in our own country.

. The President.—Will Mr. Kent make a suggestion as to how
this committee should be appointed ?

Mr. Kent.—The committee, I think, should be appointed by the

chair, but I would suggest that it should include men representa-

tive of pipe manufacturers and of pipe users, with perhaps one

representative of the sprinkling system and certainly one of the

manufacturers of taps and dies.
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The motion was then put and carried. The President subse-

quently announced the committee as follows :

Mr. Frederick Grinnell Providence.

" George Schuhmann Heading.

" Wm. J. Baldwin New York.

" B. H. Warren Boston.

" Geo. M. Bond New York.

At this point Prof. Egleston, Chairman of the Committee of the

Society on Uniform Methods of Test, presented his report as fol-

lows :

Prof. E(jhston.—-The Committee has bgen actively at work

since its appointment a year ago and wishes now to report pro-

gress. In a very short time we shall have prepared a uniform

method of recording tests that will be proposed as a tentative

one for reporting all tests. Your Committee has made a large

number of experiments with a view of determiuing what is the

best method of testing and also the best method of making test-

ing-pieces, but they are not jot prepared to report on the subject.

The Committee hope soon to report the tentative method of uni-

form recording of all test observations. We find on discussing

this subject with those persons who test in this country and abroad,

that there is no uniform method of recording operations, and that

the first thing required to be done is to have such a method.

Your Committee therefore beg to report progress aud to ask to be

continued.

Prof. Eijleston.—Ihe Committee on the United States Testing

Commission wish to report that, as they reported last year, the bill

has again failed to pass Congress, but that they are not discour-

aged. It is a very curious thiiig that while a ver}^ large majority

of all the members in the House and Senate are in favor of this

bill, because, as the members say to me repeatedly, there is no

politics in it, it cannot be brought before the House. Your Com-

mittee is now endeavoring to get some politics in it, if possible,

and hopes by this time next year to be able to report considerably

more progress.

The hour being already late, the paper by Mr. Wilfred Lewis,

of Philadelphia, on " Experiments on the Transmission of Power

by Gearing," was read in abstract and discussed by Mr. Towne,

and the paper by William Cowles, of New York, on " Improve-

ments in Ferry-Boats," was also presented in brief. The paper
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bv Wm. J. Balilwin, entitled " Notes on the Comparative Values

of Metal Surfaces for Warming Air," was presented by title

only.

In the evening of Thursday, a reception was tendered to the

Society by the Boston Art Club, in the club house of that organ-

ization. It was a brilliant and successful affair, and much appre-

ciated and enjoyed.

Fourth Day, Friday, November 13th.

This day was devoted to excursion. A special train, tendered

by the courtes}' of the Boston and Lowell Railroad, left the station

at 9.30 for East Cambridge. A stop was made here for an hour

at the works of the Meigs Elevated Railroad Construction Com-
pany. Here a model was exhibited and run, and an inspection

was given to the full size engine and car now being built, and to

the experimental line of track. The party were taken thence to

Lawrence, where they visited the pumping station at the Water-

works, and looked at the Leavitt engine, and also at the dam of

the water-power. They adjourned to the Franklin House for

lunch, preparatory to their ^dsit to the Pacific Mills. Before

separating at the close of the meal. President Holloway called

the assemblage to order, and introduced Mr. Horace See, who
presented the following series of resolutions. Each of them was

passed by the meeting with a unanimous vote of acclamation.

His Honor The Mayor, and the City of Boston.

The AmericaD Society of Mechanical Engineers, assembled in Sixth Annual
Convention, feel that they are under no ordinary obligations for courtesies

extended to them by the City of Boston through its Chief Magistrate and the

Joint Committes of both branches of the city government.

We appreciate the honor of the presence of the Chief Magistrate at two of our

gatherings, and recognize the value of the unusual opportunities afforded us to

inspect the City Sewage System, which we believe to be tlie most conspicuous

example in the world of civil and mechanical engineering, jointly applied to

the solution of a problem of such paramount domestic and public importance as

the successful drainage and sanitary improvement of a great city. That such

complete entertainment should have been supplemented by your most generous

hospitality, and an opportunity to meet the representative men of the city

government, merits an especial recognition, and the acknowledgment of our

most hearty tlianks.

The Trustees and Faculty op the Massachusetts Institute of

Technology.

The American Society of Mechanical Engineers return thanks for courtesies

extended during their Sixth Annual Convention in the City of Boston.
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The Society recognizes the fitness and significance of their being permitted to

convene under the roof of an institution which, while training men for many
liberal professions, does not fail to accord to our chosen profession of Mechanical

Engineering a prominent ))Osition.

We have realized profitable enjoyment from our examination of your appa-

ratus, equipment, and methods of instruction, and from meeting with your

president and professors.

The Society appreciates the privileges which have been extended to it, and

desires to aclinowledge their sense of obligation.

The Boston Art Club.
Gentlemen :

The American Society of Mechanical Engineers, having enjoyed the hospitality

of the Boston Art Club, desires to record its appreciation of the privileges so

generously extended to its members.

The selection of Boston as the place of our Sixth Annual Convention has been

happily justified by each and every of ihe many and profitable and enjoyable

circumstances of our entertainment here, but the reception tendered by the Boston

Art Club has signalized this meeting as one of memorable interest and profit.

Th? members, both for themselves and on behalf of the ladies accompanying

them, return most cordial thanks for privileges of such an exceptional nature, so

liberally offered, and so keenly appreciated

The President and Directors op the Boston and Lowell Railroad Co.

The American Society of Mechanical Engineers feel tliat among the many
courtesies extended to them during their Sixth Annual Convention in the City

of Boston, that of your corporation in generously providing a special train

for our use to and from the city of Lawrence, has made us indebted to you for

a very enjoyable and profitable trip, and trust you will accept our most hearty

thanks.

The Pacific Mills.
Gentlemen :

The American Society of Mechanical Engineers desires to thank the man-

agement of the Pacific Mills for the privilege of visiting their justly famous fac-

tories in the city of Lawrence. We esteem it a grand opportunity to be thus able

to compass in one general survey the several successive processes of the manufac-

ture of textile fabrics. We appreciate our opportunity and stand indebted to

those who have accorded the privilege.

The Ameiican Society of Mechanical Engineers acknowledge the receipt of

the kind invitation of the Trustees Boston Museum of Fine Arts ; Trustees

Boston Natural History Rcoms ; Meigs Elevated Railroad Construction Co.
;

Major Francis H. Parker, U. S. A., Commandant U. S. Arsenal, Watertown
;

Profe.«sor Ed. C. Pickering, Director Astronomical Observatory, Harvard Univer-

sity; Mr. B. F. Sturtevant and a certain number of gentlemen have invited us

to visit their specialties while in tlie city, and thank them for the courtesies

extended.
•-••-•

The American Society of Mechanical Engineers take great pleasure in thank-

ing Mrs. Francis A. Walker for the courtesies extended to the ladies accom-
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panying us to Boston, and inform bor how niucli hor untiring efforts as a host-

ess have contributeJ, more than anything else, to make their visit not only

the most enjoyable, but one not soon to be forgotten.

At the close of tlie foregoing resolutions, Mr. See read

the following:

One of the finest pieces of engineering that has come under our favored notice

in the charming City of Boston, has been that of Mr. C. J. H. Woodbury, and the

Local Committee.

They have solved the problem how some 400 feet of mechanical engineers can

be successfully mn at varying speeds in a city with bearings very much out

of line, with the least possible amount of friction, say one half of one per cent.

We cannot help thinking, however, that something more than the Keeley

Motor must have been used to keep it going, with the help of the finest and

most costly lubricants.

We believe they should receive most honorable mention, and be recom-

mended as those who can be found, in the judgment of the Council, as it

stands in our rules, competent to take charge of work in their several depart-

ments, and therefore eligible to full membership.

These having been put and passed, Mr. Woodbury made a brief

reply of recognition, and the members separated to make their

visit to the Pacific Mills. This enormous establishment had con-

ferred on the Society the very unusual privilege of a visit through

their buildings, and the party was divided up and escorted by

various representatives of the Company. The course of the visit

was most admirably planned by itinerary, and no time was lost.

More than two hours and a half were spent on the visit, which

took in every part of the establishment. A tired party re-as-

sembled on the train to return, and on the retarn to Boston the

gathering broke up.
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CLXXXVII.

PRESIDENTS ADDRESS, 1885.

BY J. P. IIOLLOWAT, CLEVELAND, OHIO.

Among the various duties devolving upon the President of this

Society, is that of saj'ing something at the time, and on the oc-

casion of his retiring from the position of honor in which you had

previously placed him. With no hope of making up in parting

words for any of my previous shortcomings, I accept this duty

now devolving upon me, and shall attempt briefly to say some-

thing about the Mechanical Engineer, his position and mission.

Brief as is the history of this Society, it has already been

shown that there was a necessity for its organization and exist-

ence, and the rapidity with which its ranks have been filled up,

and the character and standing of its members, alike show how

widely felt was the want of some nucleus about which the members

of our profession might cluster. Of the advantages which in the

future will grow out of the formation of this Society it is yet too

early to speak ; but the benefits which have come to us all by

reason of our connection with it, by reading its pubhshed Transac-

tions, by attendance at its meetings, by participating in its discus-

sions, and, above all, by the pleasant acquaintances made at its

social gatherings are, I am sure, not only apparent, but are fully

appreciated by all those whose good fortune it has been to Join in

them. The term Engineer, is a generic one, capable of being di-

vided into a great many subdivisions
;
just how many it is diffi-

cult to say, as the necessities of civilization, and the advancement

of science have made it necessary to add new specialties, each of

which is of sufficient importance to occupy the full time and

energy of a special engineer in order to master and direct its de-

tails.

While I would render honor to all branches of the profession of

engineers, and would most certainly underrate none, I cannot but

believe that the Mechanical Engineer stands the peer not only of

any other engineer, but of any other man as well, in depth and

breadth of usefulness, and for the reason that for the final consum-

mation, and for those final practical results which best promote
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the comfort, safet}', aiul progress of liumanity, as well as by reason

of the fact that he, most of all, is concerned in the moulding and

directing of the material forces of nature. It was well and truly

said by one of the founders of this Society, that the profession of

mechanical engineering underlies all engineering, and it requires

but a moment's thought to make this apparent.

While the civil engineer may plan and locate his railways,

canals, aqueducts, bridges and tunnels, it is the mechanical en-

gineer who is called upon to devise the machinery and tools with

which they are to be constructed. The naval or military engi-

neers, guided by the experiences of the generals and warriors of

the past, may plan defenses by land or sea, may design forts or

iron-clad ships, but Avhen their resources are exhausted, it is the

mechanical engineer who is called upon to build the ships, load

them with defensive armor, and not only to provide them with

powerful guns, but also to provide the mechanism by which not

only the guns are to be handled, but by which the ship itself shall

be manoeuvered and driven alike through stormy as well as calm

seas.

As an example of the fact that in the prosecution of modern

warfare, the mechanical engineer has become a most important

factor, it is said that during the progress of the late Eiel rebelHon in

the country adjoining our north-western boundary, one of our engi-

neering firms who manufacture a rapid firing multiple gun, sent an

agent with one of their guns to the scene of strife, with a view of

extending their trade, hoping that, owing to the scarcity of troops

and the difficulty of transporting them up there, they would find a

market for their machine gun. The agent arrived in camp just at

the time when, after a good deal of marching and counter-marching,

the belligerents were at last by design or accident brought face to

face. With the push nattu'al to an American, the representative

of the firm was early on the ground, and running his machine far

in advance of the regular troops, he unlimbered his gun, and

grasping the crank, devoted himself to the task of showing what a

mechanical soldier could do ; and the account said, that, unmind-

ful of the storm of bullets that flew about him fi'oni the opposing

foe, he turned his crank with such unceasing energy that he act-

ually won the battle before the regular soldiers had a chance to

fire a shot. While this incident serves to illustrate the value of

the mechanical engineer, and his contrivances in modern warfare,

it is only proper and just to say, that the success in this case
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was largely due to the pluck and industry of the American drum-

mer who turned the crank.

How helpless would sit the mining engineer above his earth-

bound treasures, be they never so rich, did not the mechanical

en^nneer come to his aid to lift them from out their rock-ribbed

home, and with fiercely fanned furnace fires, free them from their

impurities and dross.

Even the giddy goddess Fashion, whose ways none can fathom,

would like Alexander sigh in vain for other worlds to con-

quer, did not this same mechanical engineer, like gallant knight

of olden time, come to her aid, and with ingenious and studied

transformation of wheels and cams, and flying shuttles, bring new

combinations to woof and warp, whereby the silken threads turned

into new channels, reveal a hitherto hidden beauty, which for the

time captivates all beholdei's. And so it is through all the indus-

trial pursuits of life which require for their prosecution the hand-

ling and the transformation of crude materials into forms of use-

fulness and beauty.

While it is true that scientific and technical training is, and must

ever be of great advantage to the mechanical engineer, there is yet

another source from which, after all, he will derive by far the most

benefit, and that is—experience. Not necessarily his own experi-

ence, but the experience of others, and of all ages as well. And I

know of no other way in which he can be so benefited and aided

all through his life.

I ever think of experience as of a vast storehouse, the corner-

stone of which was laid upon that day when the unbarred gates

closed behind our first parents as they left the paradise of Eden,

a storehouse to which each successive day since that time up to

yesterday, has added extended length and increasing stoi-es. In

this vast edifice every man of every occupation or profession has

had his nook in which to pile up the experiences of his life. Of

the gi-eat mass of knowledge therein stored, hidden by the accu-

mulated dust of ages, little has come down to the present, but

who does not regret that more cannot be known of the members

of our own profession who in remote ages builded so well that

even the ruins of what they accomplished challenge our admira-

tion now? What an addition it would be to the literature of

engineering, could we have the clearly interpreted pubHshed

transactions of those engineers, who, thousands of years ago,

built a Suez Canal through a country in which in our day
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De Lesseps could do uo better than to follow. Could they be

spread before us how much of interest would cluster about

the discussions of the. mechanical engineers who planned the

Pyramids, and contrived and executed plans for quarrying, trans-

porting, and erecting those numerous obelisks which once dotted

the plains of Egypt? "Who would not, were it possible, scan

with interest the drawings and plans of those engineers of

ancient Carthage, who, when Europe was fringed only on its

southern limit with civilization, came over to Spain, built pumps,

drained, and worked mines opened ages before by other and to

them unknown engineers.

The steady onward tread of those Roman legions, which once

made Rome mistress of the world, was made possible by the

labors of the sagacious and skillful engineers who built for them

imperishable roadways, spanned rivers with bridges which are

marvels to-day, and who laid so deep and so permanent their

foundations in the then far off " Isles of the Sea," that the en-

gineer of the present, as he excavates for his railways and build-

ings, often reaches the imbedded stone or crowning arch laid by

his professional brother thousands of years ago.

But, not alone would we be interested in knowing something of

the experiences of those far off engineers, who in the dim past

accomplished so much with so little; we would as well be greath'

interested, and greatly enlightened could we know more of those

who nearer to our own time have accomplished so much for the

benefit of the world at large. While it is true that we may go to

that garret in Heathfield, where he whom we are pleased to call

the father of the steam-engine, James Watt, lived and labored,

and while we may stand beside the bench whereon he worked,

may see the lathe which yet has in it the unfinished job he left

there, and beside which his leathern apron lies as last he laid it

down, and while all these from their associations would be of

especial interest to us all, who know how much the onward pro-

gress of the world was hastened by what he accomplished for the

steam-engine, there will still remain much which we shall never

know of James Watt and of his experiences. Xone will ever look

upon James Watt's scrap heap; none can do more than imagine of

his studying, his planning, his model-making, his trials, and his fail-

ures, as he worked out the problems of expansion, contrived the

condenser, air-pump, valve motion, governor, indicator, and, indeed,

every important feature of the successful steam-engine of to-day.
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Tliat be had a scrap pile "which received liis faihires, we may Avell

believe, for where is the engineer who has accomplisbeel anything

worthy, who has not hidden away in some secluded nook or cor-

ner, his pet schemes that came to naught, his long-dreamed of

hobbies which some inexorable law of nature defeated, his neg-

lected but never quite relinquished models, which were to work

wonders, and over which at long intervals he sits and dreams,

and promises himself at some time in the future to take in hand

and work out to a successful ending. That level-headed, canny

Scotchman, George Stephenson, who drove the " Rocket " at

Eainhill on that September day in 1829, and whose practical

good common sense and industry did so much to make the rail-

way and locomotive of his daj^ a success, has hidden away in his

lock-up, in the vast storehouse of which I have spoken, several

need I say unfinished models of perpetual motion.

It is said of the late Matthew Baldwin, one of the earliest and

best known builders of locomotives, one whose practical good

sense, industry, perseverance, and long-accumulated experience,

contributed more perhaps than those of any one else in bringing

the American locomotive to its high degree of efficiency, that all

through his life he was haunted with an idea that a rotary engine

could and ought to be used for propelling a locomotive; and, no

doubt, that in his pencil sketcliings, among his models, and in

his scrap-corner during his life might have been seen here and

there the outcrop of a hobby which in his dreams and in his

leisure moments rose up before him like Banquo's ghost, and

which like it, in spite of all his failures, " would not down."

Since time was young, it has been the mechanical engineer,

working often in the most obscure manner and in the most hum-
ble circumstances, who in the end pushed rapidly forward the car

of progress.

Wiiile it is possible, by the aid of history or tradition, to trace

back to their origin some of the innumerable inventions which

haye so benefited the world, how many yet remain about which
nothing is now, or ever will be known? Think for a moment of

that vast host lying in unknown graves, who, in the past, amid
poverty and discouragements, toiled from early morn until the

night Avas well spent in some obscure garret, or smith}', or Avork-

shop, to devise and perfect some simple machine, to contrive or

manufacture some article now so common, so universally used,

that its sudden removal would work a world-wide injury. While
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none wili (juostion the value of the engineer in aiding the progress

of the past, all will, I think, agree that at no time in the history

of the world was he so important a factor as he is to-day.

Standing in a city whose enlarged culture and great wealth was

made possible by tlu^ labors of the mechanical engineers, or,

indeed, is their direct result, who, by their skill and industry

have filled all the valleys of New England with flying spindles

and busy wheels, whose ingenuity has relieved all labor of its

drudgery, and whose inventions have giVen their country a world-

wide renown, I need not, I fancy, speak at large of the mission

of the mechanical engineer, or of what he has accomplished.

A stranger, standing in the midst of the glories of the Cathe-

dral of St. Paul, asked to be shown the memorial or monument

of the builder. He was told :
" Would j'ou see the monument of

Sii' Christopher Wren—gaze about you." So answer I : Would
you know the mission of the mechanical engineer—gaze about

you wherever in the civilized world you may be.

Putting aside all the wondrous history of by-gone ages, blotting

out all the engineering triumphs of the Middle Ages, calling the

time of Shakespeare and Milton antiquity, and coming down to

within a brief century, or, if you will, to the brief span of a single

generation, and what, or rather what not, has the Mechanical

Engineer accomplished? So broad, so varied, and so universal

has been the field of his action, and of his triumph, that I find

no time to begin even an enumeration of what he has done. A
thoughtful woman gazing at the ceaseless, steady action of an

immense engine, driving with tireless speed the ponderous

steamship through storms and calms, said half in soliloquy, but

wlioll}^ in earnest, " Engineers ought to wear crowns." While

it is true, that at least in this countr}', the position of any man
or set of men will be what they themselves make it, it is neverthe-

less a fact that the public at large are wont to accord eminence

and praise to those most in view, and oftenest heard. In the

history of the olden time it was the kings and rulers who occu-

pied much of the attention of the public : later on, and for a

much longer period, it was the chieftain, or warrior, whose praises

were sounded by the orator and poet, and the prowess, the bravery

and chivalry of the Knight Errant, surrounded with environments

of waving pennons, floating banners, and glittering armor, was the

theme of poetry and song through many ages.

Hannibal and Napoleon, with their armies crossed the Alps.
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Their pathway amid the clouds was strewn with thousands

upon thousands of those wlio fell by the way, and of the proud

armies who at their base began the ascent, comparatively few

reached the sunny plains beyond. They had indeed crossed the

Alps, but beliiud them their snowy peaks defiantly still touched

the clouds, unharmed, unconquered. Long years after these war-

rior chieftains had crumbled into dust, anot]\er, mightier than

Hannibal or Napoleon, came to the foot of these rock-barred

barriers, which for ages past had defiantly said alike to king and

peasant, " Pass me only at your peril." With no long retinue of

soldiers, no vast caravan of horses and elephants and bleating

herds, no waving banners, no blare of trumpets, or cry of herald,

came the conqueror of our day. Seeing the weary traveler and

burdened beast climbing with patient toil along the narrow

pathways, and about the storm-beaten crags half hidden in the

clouds above him^ and beside yawning gulfs no eje could fathom,

he bethought him of a better way. Seeing near by a dashing tor-

rent, which for ages had unconfined tossed high in air its flakes

of foam, he knew he had in that a giant force to do his bidding
;

so, curbing and guiding its wild spirit, he bade it turn his wheels,

swing his cranks, move to and fro his ponderous plungers and pis-

tons. He made swinging valves at each opening stroke, to gather

in that wildest, freest, anxl most untamable of all elements, one of

which it was said long, long ago, "It bloweth where it listeth
"—the

air—and driving it before him through long and tortuous passages,

he made it to knock with arm of steel upon the portals of the

hitherto impenetrable walls. You know the rest. With highest

skill, and unceasing industry, he bade the spirits of the air and

water alike to do his behest, guiding them to the right and to the

left, up and down as occasion required, and from either side

through months and years, until at last the hitherto defiant walls

were broken down and the eager men leaped through the rent

mountain, not to engage in deadly conflict or savage hate, but to

clasp each other in hands of equality and fraternity. Through

this open j3ortal, to-day on roadway of steel, luxurious carriages

glide swiftly and securely, filled with the inhabitants of all lands

on errands of pleasure, peace, and good-will. Other vans loaded

wdth the products of the field and vine, the spindle and the loom,

alike pass from Italy's sunny plains to the north land of snow and

ice, for barter or exchange.

Need I ask who conquered the Alps ; the soldier or the engi-
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neer? Need I ask whose triumph has contributed most to the

welfare of all the world, the generals who went over the Alps, or

the engineer who went through them? Let Mont Cenis and St.

Gothard answer.

The day of the professional warrior, the swash-buckler of camps,

whose sword was on hire for any cause, has passed forever, and he

is fast dropping out of sight. That there are, and it is to be hoped

ever will be, men Avho for their country's defense, and for the cause of

ri<yht and justice, will peril their lives on the field of battle, we fully

believe. It was such a one who, but a short time since, was borne

to his last resting-place, followed by a nation in mourning, and

for whose requiem, tolling bells beginning with the early dawn

upon our eastern coast, awakened new echoes in every town and

hamlet across the broad continent, until with the setting sun they

died out amid the murmuring waves of the Pacific. As the com-

rades in ai-ms of this great man came together to devise some me-

morial that should perpetuate his worth and keep his memory
green, with one accord they said, let not his monument be of

broken swords and captured guns, with all their attendant memo-

ries of conflict and strife, but rather let the sculptor with his high-

est art and best skill, transfer to the enduring marble, the sem-

blance of the great citizen sitting in the shadow of his home, and

under the shadow of an impending fate as well, facing that death

calmly which, baffled on a hundred battle-fields, now held him

wdthin easy reach, tortured with a pain we can but at best imagine,

using his last hours and waning strength in writing a memoir
;

not to place himself higher on the rolls of fame, or in the hearts

of his countrymen, but to leave behind him comfortable suste-

nance for the family he so much loved, and from whom he was so

soon to part. This sentiment of his comrades, the officers and

soldiers of the Grand Army, and which so accords with the feel-

iugs of all who admire the kindness of heart, the inflexibility of

purpose, and the absence of all vindictiveness in that great war-

rior, and greater citizen. General Grant, illustrates most fully the

change in public sentiment of which I have spoken, and illustrates,

as perhaps it never so well has been illustrated, the truth of the

saying that, " The pen is mightier than the sword." And let me
add, that among the pens that have accomplished mighty results

for the progress of civilization, liberty, and equality, is the draw-

ing pen of the mechanical engineer.

There remains but one more thought to which I beg j^our in-
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terest and indulgence, and tliat is the position of the mechanical en-

gineer with regard to his fellows. It is not man}' years since the

mechanical engineer knew far more of the men of all other profes-

sions than he did of his own. It was not many years ago that the

leading members of our profession knew little of each other except

by reputation, and I disclose no secret wlien I say that there was

little endeavor made to do away with the exclusiveness and dis-

trust, to use no harsher term, which to a certain extent was prevalent

then. Happily all this is changed now. The formation of this

and similar societies, the frequent meetings and conferences held,

the comparison of methods, the recitals of our successes, and the

avowals of our failures, together with the knowledge that has come
to us all by reason of this interchange of views and experience,

makes us all to feel that we live in a wiser and better age.

But not alone in a professional way have we been benefited by

these gatherings. The harmonious union of men standing high in

the attainments of their profession, high in the regard of the pub-

lic; representative men in communities spread all over the land, by

such meetings as this, held in the important industrial cities of

our country, in each of Avhich their best citizens have come for-

ward to greet us with most cordial welcome, there has been shed

a new luster upon the profession of mechanical engineering, and

it has been raised to a still higher plane of usefulness and obser-

vation. But better than all, by these meetings we have come to

know each other, as in no other way would it have been possible.

In this acquaintance we have been taught a broader charity for

each other's failings, we have come to know something of each

other's trials and misfortunes, and to find on every side warm
hearts, filled with generous impulses ready as well to give as to

receive.

Let it be our ambition so to conduct ourselves, that we shall

ever honor our calling, and shall assist in raising it in the esti-

mation of all, to that high position of honor and usefulness to

which, by reason of wliat it has done and is doing for the world

and humanity, it is so justly entitled.

3
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CLXXXVIII.

THE BASIC BESSEMER PROCESS.

BY T. EGLE9T0N, PH.D.

In the year 18T8 a paper on dephosphorizing iron was presented

to the Iron and Steel Institute, of England, which was considered

to be of so little importance that it was withdrawn by the authorities

of the Institute before it was read to that body. This paper was

written by Messrs. Thomas and Gilchrist, and was published as part of

the proceedings of the Institute, by mistake, in Engineering. Not-

withstanding this reception of it, it was not long before it began to

attract the attention of the iron and steel manufacturers. This is the

history of the introduction of what has proved to be the most import-

ant improvement in the treatment of iron ores and pigs which had

before that time been considered too impure for use. The amount

of output of steel made from material previously considered un-

fit for use, in 1882, the fourth year after the introduction of this

improvement, was 400,000 tons, and during the year 1885 will

probably amount to over a million tons.

Having had occasion to study this process in Europe in the years

1882 and 1884, and again in 1885, and as it has been adopted to a very

slight extent only in this country, I have thought it worth while to

present to this Society the results of my examination of the process

abroad. My study was confined to three works on the continent,

and four of the largest and most recently constructed works in

England. I shall not attempt to describe in detail any one estab-

lishment, but shall simply give the outline of what seems to me the

best practice in each. I have already described at length the various

processes of making the basic refractory materials,* and shall discuss

in this paper only the njanufacture of the steel, which is of the

greatest possible interest to this Society, as it shows conclusively

how necessary mechanical engineering has been and still is to the

success of this process, and what a wide field there is in metallurgy

for the employment of mechanical engineering talent.

* Trans. Am. Inst. Min. Eug., May, 1885.
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Tliere are several types of these works. Those on the continent

have generally been adapted from acid works. In Great Britain,

the basic part of the works of Bolekow, Vaughan & Co., at Eston,

which were the experimental ones for all England, and the school

for all the others, were built first. The works of the North-Eastern

Company and Glengarnock were constructed especially for the basic

process, having the benefit of the experience gained at Eston ; while

those of the South Staffordshire Steel & Ingot Iron Co., though

recently constructed, are composed for the most part of the differ-

ent parts of a dismantled acid works. Most of the works are planned

with a view to taking the iron direct from the blast furnace. They

are all constructed so as to use cupola metal if necessary
; seme of

them use a mixture of the two. The object of all is to produce

ingot iron, or the very soft varieties of steel, as well as rail steel,

from phosphoric pig. The works of Bolekow, Vaughan & Co., at

Eston, are those in which tlie process may almost be said to have

originated. Its success has been largely owing to their wise fore-

sight in recognizing the importance of the process, and their large-

minded liberality in allowing the public to have the benefit of their

experience. Theirs were the iirst works built, and they should not

therefore be criticised from the point of view of our knowledge of

to-day. They use the iron direct ; have six basic 15-ton and four

acid 8-ton converters; and employ both processes, making about

5,000 tons per week wdien running full.

The works of the South Staffordshire Steel & Ingot Iron Com-

pany are situated about two miles from Wolverhampton, and are

to be connected with the Spring Yale blast furnace, so as to use

the iron directly from the furnaces. They were completed in the

spring of 1884, and are yet in the trial stage. The plant was pur-

chased for the most part from the Mersey Iron Works, of Liverpool,

when that establishment was dismantled. It is an acid plant adapted

to the basic work. The plant is composed of three converters, with

one in repair, three cupolas for melting the iron, two cupolas for

burning the dolomite, and trains with reversible engines for mak-

ing heavy plate.

The woi-ksof the North-Eastern Steel Company, at Middlesboro',

were completed in June, 1883, to do general work. They ai-e situ-

ated on the bank of the River Tees. Ocean vessels discharge at their

wharves and carry away their products. The works use locomotive

and overhead cranes, and steam capstans ; very little of the carry-

ing is done by hand. They are surrounded in every direction by
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railroads and in tlieir immediate vicinity tliere are many blast fur-

naces of large capacity, which funiisli direct ii'on. They have also

cupola furnaces. They have four i2-ton converters.

The works at Glengarnock are situated a few miles from Glas-

gow. They were completed in July, 1885. They have three

cupolas for burning the lime, and three for melting the pig, four

10-ton converters, soaking pits, cogging and plate mills, and a basic

shop with overhead cranes.

The works at Angleur, near Li^ge, have six 5-ton converters.

Four are built after the old plan with a deep pit, and two are built

with the casting pit entirely above ground, which is much more
convenient. These works, with those of the Rhine Steel Co. and

ILirde, were large producers of acid steel, but have for the most

part given up its manufacture to take up that of the basic. In these

works the two processes are either running together, and the prod-

ucts mixed so as not to be distinguished, or the basic has entirely

replaced the acid works. When both plants are running, the ma-
terial is delivered together, and these products cannot afterward be

separated. The iron ties so extensivelj' used in the lines of most of

the continental railways made in these works are almost exclusively

made of Thomas iron. At Horde they weigh about twenty to the

ton. They have been used on very many of the European railroads

for a number of years, and are found much better and cheaper

than wooden ones.

The process differs in many of its essential details from the ordi-

nary acid Bessemer process. Acid refractory materials cannot be

used. The disposition of the works is also quite different, the

change in the process necessitating important changes in its arrange-

ment. The works are much less complicated, occupy less room,

and are more light and convenient. There is nothing, however, to

prevent the acid Bessemer from adopting most of the mechanical

details of the basic process, and it is not probable that any more
acid Bessemer works will be constructed in the old style. Each
works requii-es to have its own shop for the manufacture of the

basic material. This must be a very large space, and is placed be-

hind the converters for greater convenience, both of manufacture

and of repairs to the converters.

The converter itself is made in four parts, each one of which

can be treated independently. These parts are the nose, the body,

the bottom, and the plug. It will be seen by reference to the draw-
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ing, that the general shape of tlie basic converter, Figs. 1, 2 and 3,

is quite different from tliat of tlie acid one, Fig. 4, where there

is a projecting nose. In this process, experience has sliown that

wliile it is necessary to liave a nose, it is more desirable to have it

a little to one side of the axis of the cone than to have it on the

'^''^e. In some works it is placed directly in the axis of the cone.

Fig. 3. (Section of Fig. 1.)

DETAIL OFTRUNION RING FOaCONVERTER
SciUe ')}{ feet per inch

AT THE NORTH-EASTERN "WORKS.

The body is usually cylindrical, arranged with lugs, so that it may

be raised from its trunnions and carried on the crane to whatever

place it is necessary, in order to reline it. There are two types of these

carriages which differ essentially in their details—one, the carriage

used at the South Staffordshire works, is shown in the elevation in

Fig. 10 (p. 48), where the hydraulic lift is placed in the pit under-

neath the converter, and the body simply lifted off on to the car-
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riage. These lifts are sliown in Figs. 6 and 7. This method has all

the disadvantages of the acid basic Bessemer, where tlie hydraulic

lift is fixed, and in the pit beneath the converter. In the other, that

of the North-Eastern and Glengarnock works, the hydraulic lift

is on the carriage itself, leaving the pit entirely free, Fig. 6.

In the acid Bessemer works, the converter rotates only through

Fig. 4.

Scale >f=l it.

CONVERTEn OF SOUTH STAFFOKDSHIRE "W0EK8.

a half circle. The least that it can rotate in the basic works is three-

quarters of a circle, and in many of the works it rotates either way

through 360°. This is necessary, because it has been found that when

it rotates only through a small arc the wear on the sides is very un-

equal. This is quite natural, for when the steel is turned down for

casting, a considerable quantity of the slag, which is very infusible,

accumulates on that side, and remains there protecting the walls

until the heat in the converter rises sufficiently to melt it ofi". The

other side is, however, not protected at all. As it is necessary to re-

move the slas: from time to time, if the converter rotates in such a

way that the slag can be emptied away from the casting pit on the
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opposite side, not only will the slag be out of the way, and can be

inmu'diately removed, but some of it will adhere to tliis side, and

the two sides will then be protected eveidy. This simple change

ill the rotation of the converter has made it possible not only to

work faster, but better, as it relieves the ground under the converter

entirely, so that the men can have easy access to it at all times. The

lining of the converter is made either by ramming, witli very hot

iron rammers, shrunk dolomite, burned at a very high temperature

and ground to about the size of a bean, and mixed with coal tar, or

of bricks made of the same mixture and building them in.*

hydraulic lift car
Fig. 5.

In the best-constructed works, like the North-Eastern, Fig. 9, p. 48,

and the Glengarnock, the whole of the plant is built upon an iron

platform between the rolling mills and the basic brick-works. The

cupolas, which in the acid works are placed high in the air, are put

upon the ground. The platform is so arranged that a small loco-

motive engine I'uns upon the top, and at the North-Eastern all the

freight cars, without discharging, are brought by hydraulic lifts and

moved about on the platform. This being supported upon pillars, the

ground floor beneath it is entirely free. At Glengarnock, and at the

* Basic Refractory Materials, Trans. Am. Soc. Min. Engs., Vol. XIV.
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proposed works at Palmer's ship-yard in Newcastle, the locomotive

reaches the top of the iron platform by a surface railroad of very

PIT-LIFT OF TUK SOUTH STAFFOKDSHTItE WORKS, AT KIGHT ANGLES TO

FIG. 7.

heavy grade. The limekilns are also on the ground level, the lime

being stored in bins in the story al)Ove the converter in such a way

as to be connected with the month of the converter by a spont, or
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charged, as at the South StalTonlshire works, in a con ical-spont wagon,

Fig. 8, and brought to the level of the converter like the rest of the

TippIhK/
Cylinder/

found Line

PIT-LIFT AT THE SOUTH ST VFFOKDSIIIRE WORKS, SHOWN AT EIGHT ANGLES

TO FIG. 6.

charge. The pig iron is introduced from the cars into the top of

the cupolas, which are on the converter level. They are raised high

enough above the ground below so that their contents when melted
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can be discliarged into a ladle on a bogie, which is raised upon a

lift, or brought up the incline, and poured directly into the nozzle

of the converter. The spiegel furnaces are on the platform, so that

their contents are brought from the converter level directly to the

mouth of the converter. The parts of the converter wear very

differently, and require very different repairs; and as there is

great variation in the length of time which they last, they must be

arranged in such a way that they can be acted upon separately.

In\ll the most recently constructed works, every part of the

establishment is controlled by overhead cranes, the work of

changing a converter being done by the ladle bogies and by

the overhead cranes. When the converter is to be taken to

pieces, it is turned horizontally. The cast-iron bottom plate of

the wind chest is then removed and left upon the upper level. The

converter is then turned to a vertical position, the nose being up-

<r— 1.422'" >

LIME WAGON
[

=- Fig. 8.

permost and the bottom with its plug removed. If no other repair

is required, a new plug is put on in the same way. If furtlier re-

pairs are necessary, it' is turned with the nose down, and the nose

removed. It is then turned back into its normal position and the

body repaired in place as at Eston and Glengarnock, or, as at the

Korth-Eastern, the body removed by a seventy-ton overhead crane,

and carried to the place where it is to be repaired. It is put to-

gether in inverse order.

The moving of the converter on the wagon. Fig. 5, is done by steel

ropes and steam winches, or wheels on hydraulic ])istons, turn-tables

and tracks being provided in every direction, so that it can be re-

moved to any convenient position. The parts of the converter are

set down by the overhead crane where they are wanted. There are

always such a number of the parts in duplicate ready to be used in

case of need, that no delay arises from the want of them. Any part

taken oft" is inimediately replaced, while that needing repairs or worn
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out, goes at once to the repair sliop. The necessary delays in the proc-

ess are such that it is only hy the best mechanical devices that time

can be saved and the output increased. The weak points of the proc-

ess are the deficiency of output as compared with the acid process,

which can only be cured by the most careful mechanical engineering,

and the high cost of refractories per ton of steel, which is, however,

being rapidly reduced.

When the process was first introduced, it was supposed that any

impure ii'ons could be used, provided the amount of silicon was

kept within certain limits, and that the more phosphorus it con-

tained the better. This has been found not to be the case. A cer-

tain amount of phosphorus, which is over one per cent., is necessary

to raise the temperature of the metal to the point required for the

proper conduct of the operation ; n)ore phosphorus increases this

temperature, and makes it possible to make a purer product, but it

increases the loss very rapidly. The silicon should not exceed one

per cent.— the less there is of it the better; it would be well

if there were none at all. When there is more, there must be

less phosphorus, and there is a greater probability of the steel be-

ing of inferior quality. The usual limits required for phosphorus

are 1.8 to 3 per cent. On the continent a larger amount is ad-

mitted. So far as the quality of the steel is concerned, the amount

of phosphorus makes but little difference, provided there is enough

of it to produce the heat, but the greater the amount of it beyond

a fixed limit, the greater the loss, the amount of lime used, and the

amount of repairs to be made. The limits of sulphur, silicon, and

manganese differ a little in the various works. Those generally

adopted are given below :

Silicon 0.5 to 1.8 per cent.

Sulphnr 0.08" 0.3

Manganese 0. 5 " 2.5 "

Carbon 2.5 " 3.5 "

Phosphoi-us 1.2 " 3.0

In considering the amount of foreign matei-ials that may be con-

tained in the pig, it is found that those which contain less tlian one

per cent, of phosphorus cannot profitably be treated. It should

contain as a minimum from 1.2 to 1.5 per cent. "Wiiat the max-

imum may be will vary in different places and different circum-

stances. It is usually thought desirable to have about 2.5 per cent.,

and in many of the continental works the quantity is carried up

to 3 per cent, when the silicon is 0.5. "When the amount of
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phosphorus is increased bej^ond 3 per cent., the after-blow is very

much lengtliened, whicli causes a very great increase of the wear

and tear of the h'ning.

A certain amount of manganese is also necessary. It should

never be less than one per cent. It is better to have it above two

per cent. The best quantity is considered to be between two and

three per cent. Its principal role is to remove oxide of iron, and

at the same time serve for the elimination of the sulphur. Beyond

a certain limit it retards it. Up to this point it is highly bene-

ficial, all the more so, as its presence implies the absence of

silicon.

Silicon should be present in as small quantities as possible ; 0.5

per cent, is considered as harmless, but in no case should the quan-

tity be beyond two per cent. It would be better if there were none

at all. Its presence delays, or even prevents, the separation of the

phosphorus by making the slags acid. To insure the separation of

the phosphorus, the slags should be basic from the start. There is

no ditiiculty in doing this with irons of less than one per cent, of

silicon. When more than that is present, the after-blow will be

considerably prolonged, without the certainty of making a low plios-

phorus ingot. Experiments are now being made in Wales to re-

move the silicon.*

Sulpliur is the worst of all the ingredients likely to be found.

It should be under 0.1 per cent. With high manganese there

may be as much as 0.2 per cent, to 0.3 per cent. It is estimated

that it takes from 1 percent, to 1.5 per cent, of manganese to elimi-

nate 0.15 per cent, of sulphur.

These amounts have all been found by experience. They are

not closely adhered to in any works, as local circumstances will

cause the economical conditions to vary a little, but they are ac-

cepted as those which, on the whole, give the best results.

The pig used at the JSTorth-Eastern works contains 2.75 per cent,

of phosphorus, and from three-fourths to one per cent, of silicon.

The contract specifies 2.j per cent, of phosphorus. More can cer-

tainly be used, but the more phosphorus the greater the waste in

iron.

The whole object of the South Staffordshire mill is to make

plate

—

i. e., soft ingot iron—in order to compete with the plates com-

ing from other sections.

* Basic Open-hearth Process, School of Mines Quarterly, Vol. VII., p. 49.
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The In'gliest limits allowed for plate are:

Silicon trace.

Phosphorus 08 per cent.

Manganese 3 to .5 "

If the iron is taken directl}' from the furnace, the manganese

is allowed to run down to 2, or even 1.25 per cent. If there is no

manganese, as much as 1 per cent, of silicon may be present,

but no more. If manganese is present in considerable quantity

there will be no silicon.

The cast iron which is nscd at the South Staffordshire works

contains before melting

:

Silion 1.25 per cent.

Phosphorus 3.
"

Manganese 1 to 2 "

After melting in the cupola it contains:

Silicon 0.8 per cent.

Phosphorus 3,
"

Manganese 1.25 to 2.50 "

When the silicon is 1 per cent, they want 1.5 per cent, of man-

ganese in the pig ; when the silicon is 1.5 per cent, they want 2.5 per

cent, of manganese. They do not want silicon, but as much man-

ganese as possible. They will take down to 1 per cent, of man-

ganese if only 0.5 per cent, of silicon is present. Six per cent, of

phosphorus can be worked, but it will give more than double the

loss of 3 per cent.

In most of these works the object is to get the iron direct from

the blast furnace, in which case the manganese will be saved. This

is equally true of both acid and basic works. When there are a

number of furnaces, as in the very large European works, there is

little difficulty in doing this. At Eston there are nineteen blast

furnaces heated by Cowper stoves, three of which are running on

basic pig. At Barrow, which is an acid works, they use a mixture of

blast furnace and cupola metal. Here there are twelve blast fur-

naces in one row and two others at a little distance, each producing

80 to 100 tons in twenty-four hours with four castings. The engine

houses are behind the line of furnaces, the hot-air stoves of iron

behind them, and the regenerative stoves between them. The cast-

ing pit is in front, and unprotected. There is an opening in it

about twelve by six feet, which communicates with a gallery

beneath, running the whole length of the line of furnaces. Each

opening corresponds to a place to cast into two ladles on bogies.
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The runners are made in the sand, and communicate with the pig

bed. Tlie first hidle has its proportion of bhist-furnace metal

run into it, and tlien the second. The rest of the iron is turned

into the pig^ bed. The shig runs off one side into cars. There

are special locomotives both for the iron and shag. Tlie line of

cupolas is at right angles to that of the furnaces. The ladles are

filled half full at the blast furnace, and receive the other half of

their charge from the cupola. When full they are carried by a

locomotive more than a mile to the converter. The distance in a

straight line is not more than three hundred feet, but tlie levels are

so different, and there are so many lines of track to cross, that it

has not been thought best to make any change. An iron foot-

bridge connects the blast furnace and the converters. The bogie

ladle which is used in most of these works, has been fully de-

scribed.* The molten iron is turned directly into the converter

from it.

At Horde they formerly made ferro-phosphorus in the blast

furnace, with from 11 to 20 per cent, of phosphorus, out of a mixt-

ure of Thomas slag, puddle slag, and phosphate of lime. This was
used in considerable quantities to increase the heat in the con-

verter. As a substitute, they now use at least fifty per cent, of

puddle slag in the blast-furnace charge, but have given up making
the ferro-phosphorus.

They use at these works tuyeres in the blast furnace, composed

of two pieces of round plate, the one more flaring than the other,

upon which water plays. They cost ver}'^ little, and give entire

satisfaction. All the old water tuyeres are given up.

The details of arrangement of the plant differ in most of the

works. The general arrangement is, how^ever, the same. The
departure from the construction of the acid plant is wide, and

grows wider- every day as the price of steel falls and the necessity

for a greater output becomes more urgent.

The plant of the Korth-Eastern works is arranged in four

stories, the two upper ones being reached by lifts, and the two

lower ones being served entirely by locomotives. On the ground

floor there are three cupolas, each capable of melting from 1,600 to

1,700 tons of cast iron per M'eek. They are built on a platform so

that their tap-holes are six feet above the ground. They discharge

their contents into a ladle moved by a vertical worm, which is

carried by a lift to the upper platform. These cupolas are lined

* Journal of the Iron and Steel Institute, 1876.
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with a retVactory sandstone. On tliis level there are three lij-

draulic lifts, one at eacli end and one in the middle, Fig. 9,

wliich are each of twenty tons capacity, both of which are capable

of raising the ordinary freight cars loaded with either coke or pig

iron, and, without unloading, discharging them directly into the

cupolas. The one at the end is generally used for the pig and coke,

and the one next it for the charge of molten iron, but they can be

used indifferently for one or the other. The second story is a

staging, supported on pillars, and gives access to the mouths of the

cupolas and converters. It is built of iron, and is 22 feet above

the lower floor. On this level there are four Spiegel furnaces.

These furnaces are lighted on the cast iron used for making the

moulds, and are then changed to spiegel. The Spiegel is not, how-

ever, always melted, but is frequently cliarged hot, warm, or entirely

cold into the converter. The mouth of these furnaces is on a level

12 feet higher than the converter level. The third lift is the

ordinary hydraulic chain lift of the district, of two tons capacity.

It carries the spiegel for the spiegel furnaces, and the lime, in iron

boffies to the third floor. The lime is stored in bins. It is

charged in the converter through a long flexible pipe. The
converters are shown in Figs. 1, 2 and 3. The converter level

is served entirely by a small locomotive, which does the whole

of the work of shunting and carrying the cars and the ladle

of molten iron where it is wanted. These cars are all brought

to the level below by an ordinary locomotive. There are four

10-ton converters, with a bridge sufficiently wide in front and

behind to do all the work required with ease. The peculiarity

of these works is, that there is plenty of room in every direction

for doing all the work. The whole of the converter room was

originally covered with an iron roof, which became so weakened

by the heat, that a heavy storm did so much damage to it, that

it was removed, and the converters now blow in the open air.

At the South StafEordshire, Fig. 10, works the steel plant consists

of three cupolas with drop-bottoms, at one end of the line in front

for melting tlie iron, two of which are in use, and two cupolas for

burning tlie dolomite and the old bricks, which are here always

burned over, and which make the best bricks. Most of the dolo-

mite comes to the works already burned.

In front of the cast-iron cupolas is a platform about eight

feet from the ground, on which the runners from the cupolas

for the cast iron for the ladle are placed. A hole in the plat-
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form allows of the iron flowing into the ladle below. These

cnpolas are placed close to each other. Next to the cupolas is the

lift for the cast-iron ladle. Next this, arranged behind a heavy

bridge, on which is a very wide gauged railroad, are three con-

verters. Fig. 4, 8 feet in diameter and 20 feet apart between the cen-

ter of the trunnions. At the other end of the platform is another

hoist for bringing up the lime and the spiegel. On the side, at

right angles to the line of cupolas and converters is the pulpit,

which is raised to the level of the converter platform, and has the

pressure gauges and a bell connecting with the engine room.

The converters, which were made for an acid plant, are for five

tons. They are made to blow against a water screen. There are

three of these, two in use and one in repair. The pit is made of

two arcs of a circle. Figs. 10 and 11, commanded by two ladle cranes,

so that each crane commands two co::verters. The ladle is on

a four-wheeled truck, and is movable by hand or by hydraulic

machiner}'. Around the pit there are live cranes, some of them

supported from above. The converters are made of three parts,

the body, the ring or lower part, and the plug. Each of these is

treated separately. All the parts can be detached and lifted on

the hydraulic lift underneath the converter, wagons of different

sizes being provided for each of the parts, and turn-tables in the

basic shop, by which they can be carried to their respective places.

The body is turned down and held on the ring on the wagon by

lugs, and is lined on these wagons. When it is necessarv to repair

the iron-work of the shell, there is a jib crane for lifting them.

The bottoms and plugs are rammed on blocks of wood, and then

moved by the same crane whenever it is necessary. For these

three converters there is always one converter being lined. There

are two converter and three bottom trucks. There are always two

bottoms ready for use, and fuur bottom shells ready to be lined.

For the cupolas there are two ladles; each ladle bogie has two re-

serve ladles, or three in all. There are three blowing engines for

the converters, two for the cupolas, and two duplex hydraulic

pressure pumps.

The works at Glengarnock have nine blast furnaces for furnish-

ing direct metal, which are situated about a quarter of a mile from

the steel works. The molten metal is brought to the converter

level by a locomotive running up a steep grade to the top of the

converter platform. The blast furnaces are tapped into a bogie

ladle running in a tunnel under the level of the ordinary pig bed.

4
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Only liiilf of a cliari^e iiiny be taken direct ; the other half may
be taken from one of tliree cupolas, situated at a short distance

from the converter, and high enough above the ground for the

bogie ladle to run under their spouts. The cupolas are calculated to

melt 2,000 tons of cast iron per week, so that the converters may be

run on direct metal alone, cupola metal alone, or half of each. By
the side of the converters are three cupolas for calcining the dolo-

mite. Behind the converter is the basic shop, which is 160 x 75

feet, provided with a 20-ton overhead crane. There are four 12-ton

converters, or 10-ton basic, which weigh, when lined and in place,

60 tons each. They are placed on an iron platform 15| feet high.

The nose and bottom of the converters only are movable. The

bodv is fixed, and must be relined in place. The converter is

made to rotate through 3G0^ by a hydraulic piston attached below

the level of the platform. The spiegel furnaces are on the same

level as the convei'ters. The lime is added from a chute which is

attached to a low platform on the basic shop side. It is brought

to this level in wheelbarrows, which empty directly into the chute.

The converter is turned back at an angle of 45° to receive it. The

lime is raised to this level by a hydraulic lift. The metal is

brought in a bogie, tipped by a worm attached to a hand wheel

which acts upon a gear wheel fitted to the axis of the ladle. The

axis is about four feet long, and is attached to the ladle by a clutch,

so that it can be easily removed. By this disposition no slag or iron

can slop on to the gearing. The full ladle is easily turned over by

two men. All the work of the platform is done by a locomotive.

The bottom and nose are removed as at the North-Eastern works,

but as the bridge is lower, the hydraulic wngons are much less

cumbersome. The converter platform has no roof, but is entirely

open to the air. The molten iron is poured into a spout on wheels,

about three feet long, the end being turned into the converter.

The converters for the basic plant at Eston are six in num-

ber, divided into two sections of three each. Each set of three.

Fig. 12, has two ladle cranes and two pits, and four ingot cranes.

The ladle cranes have the ladle on wheels, controlled by a man in a

house at the other end of the crane, so that it can be brought in

and out on the crane to suit the place of the ingot in the pit. The

pit is verv shallow, being about two feet six inches in front, and not

more than twelve inches next the rane. The converter holds twelve

tons. The iron is brought direct from the blast furnace, melted, and

carried by a hydraulic lift up to the platform. It is poured into a
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runner, whose position is regulated by a bar passing under it, the

bar being suppoi'ted by two chains. All thfe six converters have

but one pnlpit. The place about the pit is very contracted.

At Palmer's ship-yard, at ISTewcastle, they are about to erect a

large basic plant. Two converters are to be put up first, and the

others afterward. The plant is to be arranged like that of the

jSTorth-Eastern, so far as the pit and the ladle cranes are concerned.

There are three hydraulic cranes, one on each side and one in

front of the pit. They expect to make five-ton ingots for plates.

To move these ingots there is to be a large crane on a carriage,

which will not only lift the ingots out of the pit, but carry them

at once to the soaking pits, of which there will be but few, as the

ingots are so large. The arrangement of the brick shop and of the

Bessemer plant in general, with this exception, is to be like the

North-Eastern plant. Fig. 9, but as they have plenty of room, the

locomotives are to go to the top by an inclined way, as at Glen-

garnock, taking the iron direct from the furnace.

In the establishment at Horde, the acid plant which was just

constructed is now lying idle, as they have given up making

acid steel. The basic plant which was among the first built, has

the cupolas set high up at the proper distance, and lifts at con-

venient places. In front of them are the long runners, like those

in acid works, which are fixed. The end runner rotates so as to

come under the fixed ones, and has so much motion that the spout

,goes a short distance into the converter. For the two converters

there are two spiegel cupolas and three iron cupolas, with eight

tuyeres, supplied by an air-chamber running round the whole

furnace. The blast engine fur the cupolas is a fan of fully thirteen

feet in diameter, made by C. Brinkmann, of Witten, Westphalia.

They have found it necessary to abandon the Hoot's blowers, and

use these entirely. There was a very great loss of wind at con-

siderable pressure, but more on one side than the other. A piston

engine wuuld have been better, even if it had to run at an excep-

tionally high velocity. Two converters are placed together. Fig. 16,

and, at a convenient distance, two others in a straight line. They are

set on stands made of iron, so that each one is independent. These

stands are 27 feet high, and 18 wide at the base, and 4 at the top.

The trunnions of the converters are set in fittings on the top of

this stand. A locomotive ladle crane, on a carriage 8 feet by 12

feet, runs through a pit about 30 feet wide. Tiie ingot moulds are

put anywhere that it is convenient to have them ; the locomotive
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moves the whole charge anywhere. As there is always in hy-

draulic cranes a loss of water, the ladle is moved up to its position

by a larj^e pump on the crane ; a small one on the opposite side

keeps up the supply. The pit is not more than three feet deep,

and is so wide that the heat cannot collect, so that, M'ith the four

converters going, there was no very sensible elevation of tempera-

ture except just around the moulds. The stays for the ladle are

made of rails bound together by screws passing thror.gh a loop.

This makes a very stiff and a very strong stay. Formerly the

slag was poured into the pit, as is usual in acid works. The ladle

crane then came to take away the steel. The slag was cooled with

water and immediately removed. Now, as soon as the slag is

ready to be cast the locomotive crane comes to receive it in

a small ladle, and carries it awa}' to the most convenient place to

dump it. This slag is all sold to a company, which treats it. When
the steel is ready for casting, the crane returns with the steel

ladle to receive it. During the castings the steel boils tumultu-

ously, causing the contents of the ladle to jump as much as 10 to

15 inches, and to slop over the sides. Most of what goes over

is slag, but some scrap steel is made. All of this which is not re-

covered in the works is recovered in the treatment of the slags.

Of all the plants that I have visited, the plans of the North-East-

ern and Glengarnock works, including the basic shop, the converter

plant, and the mills, are the best designed and arranged for the

most economical carrying out of the process. Those designed for

Palmer's ship-yards are in some respects an improvement on them,

but the main features are the same.

When a converter has been relined, just set up, and is cold, 1,400

lbs. of coke and coal are put in and- lighted with hot slag. When
the coal is well fired the blast is turned on, but is used only during

the time that the other converters do not need it. If the blast

could be used all the time, it would take only two lioars to heat it

up ; but as it can only be blown in the intervals, it takes five hours.

In this interval the converter is rolled—that is, turned very slowly

backward and forward with the blast on, so that all parts of it will

become equally heated. If a casting has been made, and no other

repairs are required except the removal of the material which has

become attached to the mouth, this is removed with a bar. What
clay is needed for repairs around the mouth is put in and pressed

to its place, and the converter is ready for a new charge. If there

is any delay, the lime is added with some coal, and the converter
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" rolled " until the charge is ready. In this way the converter is

kept quite hot. Rolling is, however, never done when it can be

helped. As soon as the converter is ready, the quantity of freshly

burned lime necessary for the charge is added. In some of the works

this lime is purchased and kept on hand, but as it is liable to slack, it

is better to have the limekilns arranged, as at the North-Eastern and

Glengarnock works, near the converter, so that lime just drawn from

the kiln ma}- be used. In most of the works the lime is added from

a bin which is kept full by the use of a special lift. It is placed in

front of and above the converter, with a movable spout which fits

into the mouth of the converter. This is the most convenient and

in every way the best arrangement, but it cannot always be made.

In the South Staffordshire works a lime wagon with a spout is used,

Fig. 8. This is filled on the ground, and is then raised on a special

lift and brought to the front of the converter and the change made.

In most works all the lime required for each part of the operation

is put in at once ; in a few it is thrown in during the operation.

The amount of lime to be added is determined by the amount of

phosphorus and silicon in the pig. The usual rule is to add 16 to

20 per cent. The best way to add it is to calculate for a very basic

scoria, which will not contain more than 10 to 15 per cent, of silica,

less even than that, ifpossible. The lime should be as free from silica

as possible, and should not contain any large quantity of iron oxide.

When the iron is direct metal, a sample is taken and the amount of

lime to be used determined from its appearance. If there are long

intervals between the blows, so that the converter is not very hot,

the lime is sometimes heated, but is generally added cold. In some

works it is considered essential, in order to have hot metal at the

end of the operation, that the lime should always be charged hot.

In order to avoid the inconvenience of having to draw it from the

kiln, the lime in some works is kept in hot stoves until wanted, but

it usually gets cold before it is added to the converter. iVt Creu-

sot 1.5 per cent, of ftuor spar is added with the lime in order to

increase the fluidity of the slag. As soon as the lime is in, the

converter is ready for the charge of iron. Where the works are

acid plants transformed, this is added from long runners, as is usual

there ; but in the newly constructed works, either iron direct from

the blast furnace, which is apt to give high phosphorus, as at most of

the works, is used, or the cupolas are placed on the ground and the

melted iron raised by a hydraulic lift. In the South Staffordshire

works the iron is brought in a ladle from the cupolas, which are
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situated to the left of tlie converters. They are raised high enough

above the ground so that the tap-hole is just over the top of the

ladle. The ladle, with the iron in it, is then raised vertically to the

bridge in front of the converters. By means of a capstan worked

by two men it is brought opposite to the converter and turned over

with a hand wheel and worm. This worm should always be on

the outside. When it is in the interior, as it is impossible to pre-

vent slopping, it A^ery often gets clogged, which sometimes makes

serious delay, and sometimes requires that it should be taken apart

before it can be used again, and usually requires the use of a jack-

screw to raise it again after it has been turned down to empty the

iron.

At the Xorth-Eastern works the iron is brought by a locomotive

from a furnace over a mile distant. To prevent it from cooling

while under way, the ladle is first filled with iron and then covered

with blast furnace slag, which is left to cool and forms a thick solid

crust on the top of the melted iron. A space in front is cut out to

pour from.

At Eston the furnaces are set so high that the bogie with the

ladle on it can be run under the spout which delivers the liquid pig

from the furnace. The iron in the ladle is brought up on the lift,

and carried to the converter by the locomotive. In front of the

converter is a short spout, which for convenience is arranged on

wheels, so that it can be turned into the mouth of the converter

and turned back again out of the M-ay when not required. This is

put into position and the iron turned into it from the ladle, which

is carried away by the engine. The spout is then turned away and

the converter turned up.

When the ladle of the North-Eastern or South Staffordshire works

is carried away, as it is difficult to tui-n it up by hand, it is let down

on the lift inclined as it came from the converter, a piece of iron

being placed one end on the platform and the other against its side,

the lift is made to descend and the ladle is turned up by the press-

ure of the iron bar against its side. At Glengarnock there is no

difficulty of this kind. AVhatever arrangement is made for bring-

ing the iron, there should be the least possible delay between the

furnace and the converter. The iron should be both hot and liquid,

all the more so if for any reason there has been any delay between

the two blows. The operation of blowing is called teeming. A
good teemer should be an active man, with a quick, accurate judg-

ment. He turns the converter down to receive the charge, and
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should be at his post watching eveiy indication until the charge is

finished. He alone gives directions what to do, and makes all

the signals.

In the tirst three to four minutes after the converter is turned

up the silicon burns with a reddish flame, and some of the

phosphorus is oxidized. The whole of the silica and part of the

phosphorus passes into the slag. In the next ten minutes the car-

bon burns with a clear yellow tlame. and often a great deal of slop-

ping. So much carbonic oxide is produced that some of the phos-

phorus which has passed into the slag is reduced and re-enters the

iron. The exact time when all the carbon is burned out is deter-

mined by a spectroscope. The flame then sinks. During this

time the heat of the charge is such that the pressure of the blast is

made to vary considerably, until the phosphorus, which up to this

time has been only slightly acted on, commences to oxidize. It

now passes rapidly into the slag, producing great heat. This

period of " after-blow," as it is called, lasts until the blower judges

that the phosphorus is gone, the signal to the engineer being given

by an electric bell on the pulpit. While the carbon is burning

some manganese passes into the slag. After the carbon line has

gone the charge is blown a few seconds only. The converter

is then turned down, and the slag poured out. A sample is

then taken. Lime is added, the amount being from 1 to 6 per

cent. At South Staffordshire, it is 1 to If per cent. ; at the North-

Eastern, it is 2 per cent. The sample is hammered flat in its own
heat, and cooled with water, and broken. According to the frac-

ture the blower judges of the phosphorus present and blows again,

repeating the operation until the charge is right. Fi'om long ex-

perience, the men are able to judge by the color of the flame and

the noise of the blast how to operate, and what they lack in judg-

ment of the eye and ear is given by the test. The number of

times a converter is to be turned down to empty the slag, and take

a sample will depend on the quality of the iron, and how much ex-

perience the men have had with the same iron. It will generally

not be more than three times, but I have seen the samples taken

as many as four, and sometimes more, with an inexperienced

teemer.

It is found that repeated additions of lime greatly facilitate the

separation of the phosphorus, and that they are absolutely necessary

when the phosphorus " hangs," i. <?., refuses to come out. When
the charge is right the ferro-manganese is added. This is heated
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red-liot for the purpose, but is often black before it is put in. The
ferro-nianganese contains 77 per cent, of manganese and 5 per cent,

of carbon. Just as little as will give the right quantity of carbon

is used. The ferro-manganese should have less than one-tenth per

cent, of silicon. If the charge should work very hot from the

presence of an unusually large amount of phosphorus or silicon,

the amount of lime is increased, and cold scrap sufficient to keep

the temperature down, is added.

As the ferro-manganese contains phosphorus, and as the bath im-

mediately after the after-blow contains considerable oxide of iron,

there is danger that its reduction bv the carbon of the ferro-man-

ganese will form carbonic oxide sufficient to reduce the phosphoric

acid in the slag and cause the phosphorus to pass into the metal.

It is necessary, therefore, to pour oif the slag before putting in

the Spiegel, to prevent the reduction of the phosphoric acid in the

slag. As all the slag cannot be separated, a certain amount will re-

main in or go back into the iron. In order to diminish the quantity

in some works, as at Creusot, only about one-third of the spiegel

is added in the converter and the rest is put in, in the ladle into

which but very little of the slag comes. If the whole of the spiegel

was added in the converter it would cause too great ebullition.

In this way the phosphorus in the ingot is kept down to 0.02 per

cent. To prevent the reduction of phosphoric acid, sufficient pig

containing 2 per cent, of silicon is added in some of the works,

to take up the oxygen in the iron and make silicic acid of the silicon,

and the slag so formed poured off. In other works, in order to

prevent the formation of carbonic oxide from the carbon of the

spiegel acting on the oxide of iron in the bath, and consequent

danger of the reduction of the phosphorus already in the slag, from

8 to 10 per cent, of a highly silicious pig is added before the ad-

dition of the spiegel or ferro, so as to be sure of the reduction of

all the iron oxide. The slag thus formed is removed and the ferro

added. As the addition of anything containing carbon is not desir-

able if it can be avoided, in order to add as little as possible, a

ferro-silicon containing 10 per cent, silicon was for some time used

with advantage. For rails they use 7 per cent, of spiegel ; for

ordinary woi-k 3 to 4. This spiegel contains 12 per cent, of man-

ganese.

I give below three tables of the chemical changes which take

place during the operation, the first two made by Mr. Massenez, of

Horde, and published in 1880, the last recently made by Mi*. Meier,
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of Diidelange, Germany, and communicated to me by Mr, P.

Gilchrist.

These three diagrams do not differ essential!}' in their results.

They were made at intervals of nearly five years, the last one having

just been made.

All the slag is not turned out of the converter, so that when

the contents are turned into the ladle the slag runs over the sides,

making a disagreeable mess which attaches itself to the out-

side of the ladle. Sometimes when the iron has been cold it boils

furiously both in the ladle and in tlie moulds, rising at times as

much as 18 inches. It boils also when the chai-ge is overblown or

does not have enough lime. The cinder contains :

Iron.. 5 per cent.

Manganese 3 "

Silica 5 to 6

Plioaplioric acid 18 to 20 '

The disposition to be made of the slag has been one of the most

annoying of the questions to be considered. In most of the works

it is turned on to the floor, toward the basic shop, and is always in

the Way. At Glengarnock, however, it is poured direct from the

converter into a slag bogie, placed beneath it. The slag is received

in a cast-iron receptacle, made of 10 staves which are plain on the in-

side, but reinforced at the top, bottom, sides, and middle on the

outside. These are bound together by three round hoops, places for

which are cast in the outside. These hoops have eyes at each end

through which screw bolts pass. This cylindrical vessel is placed on

an iron bogie. It is 60 inches in diameter at the bottom, 45 inches at

the top, and 42 inches high. It has three handles on the outside with

which to catch the crane hooks, to lift it off the bogie when the slag

is cold. This slag bogie is placed under the converter and receives

each successive discharge of slag, until the metal is ready to be cast.

Fearing that the slag would slop from being poured from so great

a height, a spout on wheels, about 5 feet high, was prepared, but

no trouble has been found in pouring directly into the receptacle,

and the spout has been abandoned. By this method there is no

inconvenience from the slag. It is taken away when the blow is

over, and is used in the blast furnace.

The following is an exact diary of one opei-ation at Horde, two

at the North-Eastern works and two at the South Staffordshire

works, which I took, watch in hand.
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TIME OF BESSOIKK OPERATION AT IIOIIDE.

11.35 C<)n%-ertcr turned up, lime put in.

11.39 Charge made.

11.44 Turned up, yellow and purple tlanip.

11.48 Flame quite yellow.

11.51 Couimeiices to slop heavily,

11 .52 Smoke become.-; whitish, with a deep yellow border.

11.56 Flame small and little of it, carbon line gone.

11.57 Flame very yellow and murky.

11. 5S Crops thrown in.

12. Turned down. Flame very red. Smoke almost black; sample

taken.

12.04 Turned up.

12.05 Turned down; sample taken.

12.06 Slag run out. Flame almost j)urple.

12.08j Turned up.

12.08| Turned down; sample taken.

12.12 Crops thrown in, and apiegel charged,

12.15 Turned down for casting.

TIME OF TWO BLOWS AT THE NORTH-EASTERN WORKS.

8.20 Ladle covered with slag brought by locomotive.

3.22^ Pouring finished.

3.24i Turned up. The flame clear and transparent, tipped with red at

sides. Flame long, slightly purple.

8 . 30 Flame growing yellow.

3.31 Flame tipped with yellow. Silicon out.

3.33 Carbon lines in spectroscope.

3.88 Flame thick, yellow above, still transparent below ; carbon lines
;

slag thrown out frequently ; carbon in red and green points.

3.42 Carbon line gone. Flame short, transparent, reddish yellow, with

large sparks of slag.

3.45| Large amounts of iron oxide smoke. Flame short, thick, very full,

and strong yellow.

8.47 Brown smoke, very thick.

3.48 Turned down ; slag tapped ; sample taken.

8.52i Tiirned up ; short yellow flame and much brown smoke.

8.54 Turned down. Length of after blow 1 minute 10 seconds ; another

sample.

3.57 One barrow of lime.

3.59 Turned up 35 seconds after blow ; slag tapped.

4.03 Two per cent, of ferro-manganese, 80 per cent, manganese, 7 per cent.

carbon ; slag run off.

4. 08 Turned down for casting.

4.08 Charge in. Converter turned nearly vertical ; clear bluish flame, trans-

parent, with reddish streaks.

4.18 Carbon line clear in spectroscope ; llame blue and transparent at the

mouth, yellowish at the tip
;
gets longer and thickens gradually

;

slag sparks carried very high.
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4.19 Flame thick, yellow and transparent only a foot or two from the

mouth ; the converter turned up venicul ; slag sparks very high

and abundant.

4.20f Flame falling rapidly and becoming bushy; carbon out.

4.20 Flame short, reddish, brownish yellow, orange, transparent, and high

shower of sparks; no slopping in either blow.

4.23 Shoit flame, transparent yellow flame; strong brown smoke.

4.26i Turned down; slag tapped; sample taken.

4.34 One barrow of lime added.

4.34^ Turned up.

4.41 Sample taken.

4.52 Turned down for casting.

TIME OF TWO BLOWS AT THE SOUTH SrAFFOEDSHIRE WORKS.

10.33 Charge in. Converter turned up ; reddish yellow flame ; many sparks.

10.35 Slopping a little.

10.36 Flame has yellow borders.

10.37 Fhnue yellow with reddish streaks.

10.38 Flame yellow, almost entirely, only reddish at converter.

10.39 Flame yidlow, tipped with blue.

10.40 Flame light yellow and bluish; slopping.

10.41 Flame light yellow, slopping a great deal.

10.43 Flame bluish yellow, tipped with yellow; slopping.

10.44 Brown smoke commences.

10.40 Flame edged with purple.

10.48 Blast increased.

10.50 Flame whitish yellow with purple edge.

10.52 Flame short, tipped with purple.

10.54 Flame very short, tipped with brown; much black smoke.

10.54A^ Turned down ; run ofE slag ; cleaned mouth of convetter.

10.56 Two buckets of lime thrown in.

10.58 Turned up ; long yellow flame ; reddish smoke ; very smoky on sides.

10.59 Flame shortening up ; very smoky.

10.60 'TvLTu&di ^ov/n ; sample taken ; spiegel brought up.

11.1 Slag tapped.

11.4 Another bucket of lime added.

11.5 Turned up; blast—short yell >w flame, reddish tip and edge ; much
smoke.

11.6 Turned down ; sample taken.

11.8 Slag run off, and cleaned from mouth of converter.

11.10 Another bucket of lime added.

11.11^ Turned up ; full yellow short flame, much smoke, red edge.

12. Turned down ; sample taken ; slag tapped ; lime goes out in lumps.

12.15i^ Turned up for ten to fifteen seconds ; Spiegel added ; rather cold.

12.18 Turned down for casting.

11.32 Lime charged ;
converter rolled.

11.30 Throw in lump coal.

11.40 Blow a little.

11.41 Turned down for casting.
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12.5 Iron weighed; pulled to hoist ; commence to raise it.

12.15 Begin to run ia metal.

12.23 Iron in ladle turned into converter.

12 23i Converter turned up ; long yellow flame, changing to reddish.

12.28 Flame short, deep orange ; sparks numerous ; blast 22 lbs.

12.29 Blast 19 lbs.; iron slops; but little slag.

12.30 Great slops of slag.

12.31 Blast let down to 14 lbs. to stop slopping.

12.36 Blast 19 lbs.; flame thins, bluish ; thick on sides, thin in the middle.

12.40 Flame short, with purple edge and tips.

13.41 Carbon line goes ; smoke black.

12.42 Turned down ; slag poured otf.

12.44 Two buckets of lime added.

12.44.V Turned up; short full yellow flame; purple tip ; much smoke ; blast

18 lbs.

12.47 Turned down ; sample taken ; slag run off.

12.50.V Turned up ; blast 15 lbs. ; short thick yellow flame ; reddish .smoke.

12.51+ Turne 1 down ; sample taken.

12.53 Spiegel added.

12.55 Turned down for casting.

As soon as the converter is empty a careful inspection must

be made of the bottom to ascertain its condition. This is done

through the nose. When after five or six castings it looks worn,

the iron plate which forms the bottom of the wind chest is re-

moved and the thickness measured with the instrument made

for the purpose. This is an iron rod, three feet long, with

a stop near the handle to prevent its passing too far into the

tuyere holes. The end is bent over a little, but so that tlie rod

will pass into the tuyere hole. The distance between the bend at

the end and the stop is the exact thickness of the bottom. The

bottom on the inside is caught with the hook at the end, and the

distance between the stop and the bottom of the ping on the out-

side shows how much the plug is worn away. In some cases the

bottom of the converter, on being turned down, was found to be

reduced to about seven inches in thickness. Many of the holes

were stopped. The bottom was so thin that it was not safe to use

it any longer. Preparations to take the bottom off were made just

as soon as the converter was turned down and before it was tapped

Tliey usually make six blows at the South Staffordshire works

in twelve hours with each of tlie three converters. They should

make about thirteen. These works are new and are hardly in good

working order. The shortest time that it has yet been possible

under ordinary circumstances to make a single blow has been forty

minutes. This would give thirty-eight blows in twenty-four hours.

There are so many unforeseen delays, however, that this limit has
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not often been reached. At Bochum they have reached as high

as thirty, but most of the works do not make more than ten or

twelve blows per shift when everything is working well. It is

expected that each converter will make 500 to GOO tons of ingot

steel or iron before relining.

At the Xorth-Eastern works they expect with thefom- converters

to make forty-eight turns every twenty-four hours. They are

actually making from thirty-six to forty-two. The plant was built

to make 2,500 tons of ingots in a week. The converters turn

either way. All the chains of the overhead cranes and of the chain

pulleys are sent to the makers to be reheated every three months

and tested to three times their capacity.

At Horde the men are paid by the number of charges thej' make.

Before commencing, 20 per cent, of partly-burned lime is put into

the converter and the charge put on this. No slacked lime must

be used, as it gives bad results. The experiment of blowing pow-

dered lime through the tuyeres was made, as it was thought that a

more intimate mixture of the steel and lime would result, but it

had to be abandoned. The converters are of ten tons capacity.

They make nine to ten charges in a day of 12 hours.

When a basic converter has been relined they always use the

spectroscope, but when it is going they turn down a number of

times, thus ascertaining the state of the metal by trial. To find

out the condition of things a sample is taken and the charge blown,

if necessary, again. As an example, a charge was blown 3 minutes

and 15 seconds after the carbon line disappeared and the spiegel

added. It was then blown about five seconds to make the charge

right. The rule which they adopt in working on a new charge is to

blow until all the carbon is out, and then, if from experience it is

known, or from the quality of the blow it is judged, that it will

take five minutes to get rid of the phosphorus, to blow four minutes

and then turn down toward the basic shop and run off the slag and

take a test. It is always best to get rid of the slag whenever it is

possible, and to add fresh lime. The men judge by the more or

less granular or fibrous condition of the sample how long to blow.

They have every interest in making good material, when they are

paid by the ton. The average at the Xorth-Eastern works was be-

tween .05 and .09 per cent, of phosphorus, out of a week's run ;
onh'

one or two were as high as .10, and this from the direct iron.

When the ii'on has over .12' per cent, phosphorus the men get

no pay, when 0.10, half pay. It is quite necessary that the pig to
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bo treated should he iiinform in phospliorus and silicon, for in this

way the men acquire experience in treating it which they could

not do if they varied. The iron billets contaiii .04- to .05 per cent,

of carbon. Rails for India .35 carbon, for the North-Western Eail-

road .40 + . Tiie contract for the rails made with them requires

that they shall not break by cold ; the rails were made of very low

carbon, so as not to break at —20° F.

At the jS^orth-Eastern works the twelve-ton converter turns down

into its ladle, there being two transfer ladle cranes to command the

four converters. This ladle is then transferred to the ladle crane,

which is supported at the top as are all the others. Tiie castings are

made successively to the right and left of the pit, which is 60 feet

in diameter. The positions of the transfer and the four ingot cranes

are shown in the diagrams, Figs. 7 and 13. At 3 p.m. the ladle was

full ; at 3.01 it was transferred to the ladle crane and booked in to

prevent its turning over. The transfer is made by the ladle having

two trunnions on the same piece. The transfer crane takes the out-

side. The ladle crane takes the inside and simply lifts the whole up.

It is so balanced that it never tips, but to prevent any accident that

may come from jar it is always hooked in. At 3.05 the first mould

was tilled. It took about 30 seconds to till an ingot mould of about

1,000 lbs., and only a little longer one of 1.200 lbs. At 3.05 the

sample was taken above the center mould. Only a few of the

moulds boiled ; scrap was put in, then a cover, then sand, and

finally water, which effectually stopped the boiling in almost every

case. At 3.10 all the moulds were filled. At 3.15 they tried to

take the moulds off, but they did not come. After trying six it was

given up. In the mean time the ladle had been cari-ied around to

the other side of the pit and the slag emptied. Such a ladle will

last as many as thirty heats. If the skulls, as is usually the case,

can be successfully extracted, they can be patched up. If not they

will last only five or six heats. They are lined with acid linings,

and there are four extra ones in repair. It has not been found

that the acid lining affects the metal, or is in any special way af-

fected by it.

At the Rhine Steel works the ends of the ladle stoppers are

made of graphite. They are fii'st made in a press to the proper

shape. Then after a little drying the)- are put into a holder, the

top of which has four holes to hold them securely, and the internal

screw bored in. This takes considerable pressure, so that the clay

comes through the holes. They are then burned. One man can
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make 150 to 200 of them complete in 12 hours. They cost 18

pfennigs, and are sold for 25. The stoppers are screwed upon iron

rods covered with clay, and then heated in an oven.

The arrangements of the various pits are shown upon the

plate, Figs. 11 to 16. The old English plant, Fig. 14, had two
converters turning down toward each other, witli a ladle crane

serving the converters and the supplementary cranes around

the pit. The Ilolley plant. Fig. 15, made the converters turn

down toward the pit, with a shallower pit and the ladle crane serving

the converters, with supplementary cranes arranged like the others.

The Bolckow, Fig. 12, has three converters in a straight line

turning toward the pit, with two ladle cranes serving quarter circle

pits, which are really on top of the ground, each pit served hy two
supplementary cranes, so that three converters have two ladle

cranes and four supplementary cranes. The South Staifordshire

works. Fig. 11, have three converters in a straight line turning to-

ward the pit with two ladle cranes, a pit composed of two arcs of

circles, and five supplementary cranes for three converters around

the pit. The l^orth-Eastern works. Fig. 13, has four converters in a

straight line, each set of two converters being served by a transfer

ladle crane which carries the ladle to the central crane, which is

in a shallow pit, and is served by four supplementary cranes. At
Horde, Fig. 16, there are three converters in a straight line, turn-

ing down toward the pit, served bj^ a loco-mobile crane, which first

takes the slag and then the steel, and carries them where they are

wanted.

At the works of the North-Western Eailroad Co. at Crewe, the

old English acid plant has been so modified as to be very compact.

This has been done by bridging between the two converters and
placing a turn-table for the bogie ladle between them. The cupolas

are placed a short distance back. The floor level of the works is

such that the converter bottom is put on from there, while the con-

verter is nearly horizontal, the pit is very deep and has two levels,

the ladle crane can be raised to either height. There are but two

ingot cranes to each pair of converters.

At Glengarnock there are two nearly circular pits for the four

converters, with a 15-ton ladle crane to each pit. There are five

8-ton cranes to the two pits, so arranged that three of them can be

used in each pit. Both the ladle and the pit cranes are sup-

ported above, and are tied to each other and to the framework of

the roof by girders. They run above on friction rollers, and are so
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light that they are easily moved. Two of these cranes on each side

are so situated that they can transfer tlie liot ingots to the soaking

pit, and one has a jib so long that it can take the ingots out of both

casting pits, and at the same time sweep both soaking pits, and

land the soaking pit ingots on the actuated rolls leading to the

cogging mill. One crane in each pit commands the sticker press.

To the jib of one of these cranes a Duckham scale is attached,

capable of ten tons, for weighing the ingots which have only

partially tilled the mould.

Of the pit arrangements the North-Eastern seems to be the best.

Tiie one at Glengarnock is very compact and convenient. The

Bolckow one is very cramped, the South Staflbrdshire one less

so ; but of all the methods the Horde seems to be on all accounts

the best adapted for doing good work, for the reason that the con-

verter and the pit are entirely independent of each other. I see

no reason why there should be any connection between the two.

The pit is a constant source of embarrassment, and a reason for de-

lays, and for doing work which eventually has to be done over

again. The casting house should be entirely independent of the

converter, and so arranged that the casting may be done wherever

it is convenient, and the stuck ingots arranged for, in such a way

that they can be pressed out of their moulds at once, so that the

mould can be used over again without delay. The skulls are all

broken up to be used again.

When the ingots do not draw easily they are hammered on the

sides with a sledge, and when they still do not fall they are struck

. with a mass suspended to the crane hook holding the mould, by two

men. The moulds are swung on the crane to a spot behind it,

where water is allowed to play on them until cool.

In some of the works the bottom of the ingot rests on a cast-iron

plate with.a depression in it, so that the ingot has a protuberance

on the bottom. This makes the ingot roll out so that the crop

ends are smaller. The plate is flanged so as to make the depression

come in the center of the ini^ot. The edijes are covered with sand,

and, if the steel flows out, it is covered with wet sand. The moulds

are generally easily removed, but sometimes they stick a little on

the bottom. A blow or two will usually be suflicient to loosen

them. If. not, they are struck on the sides with the head of a

crowbar. If they do not then deliver, they are struck on the-

sides with a sledge, and have either not cooled enough to contract

suflBciently, or are held by some mechanical obstruction. They are
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generally pnt back into the pit to give tliem time to cool, and arc

raised again and hit several sharp blows with a sledge. If this is

not sufficient to loosen the ingot, the mould with the ingot in it is

left suspended in the air. A lai-ge mass suspended from the hook

which is attached to the chain of the ingot, by its chain is then ram-

med against the side with as heavy a blow as two men can give. If

this does not loosen it, it is taken out of the pit and is either left

to get cold or is sent still hot to the "sticker" press.

In a single cast, eight of the thirteen moulds at the Korth-Eastern

works drew without pounding. The others had to be pounded.

The thirteen moulds were all drawn in thirty-five minutes.

All the ingot nioulds from W'hich the ingots cannot be drawn are

taken out of the pit and generally left to cool. The number of the

blow is painted on them, and they are then treated differently in

different works. In some, as at Bolckow, Yaughan & Co.'s, they are

placed in a horizontal hydraulic press, and the ingot pressed out.

At Glengarnock, the " sticker press " is made of very heavy casting,

with brackets on each side, inclined so as to be 18 inches apart on

the bottom, and 36 inches apart on the upper sides. They are thus

large enough to receive the largest ingots. On the bottom a heavy

step is cast the widtii of the thickness of the mould, which is just

above a shallow pit. The mould support has a very wide base. The
front is inclined at 80°. On the top a hydraulic cylinder, with a

differential ram, capable of 50 tons pressure is placed. In this press

the moulds are stripped so hot that they can go to the soaking pits.

In the ordinary presses the ingot is cold before it can be pnt into

the press. In these works one press is placed beside each pit

and directly back of the soaking pits, and is commanded by a

pit crane. In others, the mould is placed in a frame in an up-

right position, the bottom being 12 inches from the ground. A
falling weight is made to strike the center of the ingot. In both

these methods the object is to save both the ingot and the mould,

but the latter is frequently broken by the miscarriage of the Aveight.

It is the general experience with these " sticker presses " that

at least 75 per cent, of the stuck moulds can be saved. In most

works no attempt is made to save the mould. If it will not deliver

it is placed under a drop, and the mould broken off from it. The
number of the charge is then painted on the ingot, and it goes back

to the works. The same falling Aveight is used to break up all the

skulls and scrap made about the works.

In most of the works the moulds are poured from the top and
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large ingots are made, but at Horde the \u<j;ot moulds are very

email, being hexagonal in shape, about G inches across and 32 inches

high, and the system of bottom casting is used. It takes three-

quarters of an hour to cast seven tons. By such a system the

amount of loss is at a maximum. There are crop ends from the

ingots and runners from the castings. These are all used again

either in the Siemen's Martin's process or in a converter, but a

diminution of output from the plant is the result. When the bot-

tom runners are M-eak they sometimes burst, and I have seen a

wliole casting run into the pit from that cause.

Generally the ingot moulds are either on the sand of the pit or

on an iron plate covered with sand, which is sometimes flanged so

that it can be banked with sand. At the Korth-Eastern works the

red-hot ingots are carried on small bogies to the reheating furnaces.

When the steel is very soft it sometimes boils furiously, running

over the sides of the moulds. Such ingots are never full, and when

the boiling subsides a little they are often refilled. All the ingots

M-hich boil have hollow ends. The red-hot

ingots at the Xorth-Eastern works and in most

others are lifted from the pit by the crane and

placed on bogies which it takes two men to

liandle. At Bolckow, Yaughan & Co.'s four are

lifted on to an iron car, and a train of such cars

"'•^
is moved by a locomotive, and they are carried

Arrangement for
•'

•
i i A l AT i-1

moving Ingots fg tlio scalcs to bc wciglicd. At tlie JNortli-

Eastern works these are about 100 feet distant.

From here they are carried either to the soak-

ing pits or to the reheating furnaces which are

about 150 feet from the casting pit.

At the West Cumberland works when the

ingot is uncovered it is caught with the shears

whose sides project. Fig. 16^/. This is caught

by one of the two hooks, one a ring, Fig. 16/,

bent at right angles through the center, which

turns on a swivel, the other, Fig. 16e, three hooks.

The ingot in the shears is lifted out of the pit by

the crane hung on an overhead railroad and

carried to the soaking pits by two men. It is

transferred to the soaking-pit crane from the

overhead railway, and just before it reaches the bottom of the pit

the chain is let go, and the force of the blow on the sides of tiie

Fig. IP/

Fig. I6d
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shears forces the ingot out. All the transfers by crane are easily

made with either of the two hooks.

The soaking pits are made in two W'a3's, one with bricks and

the other in steel castings like an ingot mould, but fonr inches

thick. Both of them have double covers. The brick ones are

built as they usually are and need constant repairs. The others need

almost none. The mould is put on a foundation of fire-brick packed

two feet thick. The casting is placed on this and rammed on

the outside with Une broken brick. When cold it takes five

to six heats to bring them up, when hot it takes half an hour to

get them ready for the rolls. When once hot they are kept so from

Saturday to Monday without difficulty. When not in use coke is

put in to keep up the heat and to keep out the air. They intend

to go from ingot to cogging mill without heating. These pits

are made of any size to suit the ingots they are to receive. At Glen-

garnock there are twelve 18x18 inches, and 5 feet 6 inches deep,

and six 30 x 30 inches, and the same depth. From the soaking pits

the ingots are carried either by an overhead railroad, or by actuated

rollers as at Glengarnock, the object being to get them to the mill

as quickly as possible. The ingots for tin plates are cogged, taken to

the hammer, cut up into small pieces, re-heated and rolled to plates.

Where there is an acid and a basic plant together, as at Angleur,

the Rhine Steel works, Horde, and other places on the Continent,

no difference is made between the basic and acid products. The
ingots all go to the rolls at the same time and cannot be distin-

guished. No attempt is made to mark them. When the work has

been done properly, they claim a little less phosphorus for the basic

than for the acid steel. The basic steel contains only a trace of silicon.

The slags which form dui-ing the operation contain from 16 to

26 per cent, of phosphoric acid. The average composition is given

below.

Creusot. Horde.

Lime and magnesia 54. 52.

Alumina, etc 5. 2.58

Oxide of iron and manganese 11. 19.2

Phosphoric acid * 16. 19.33

Silica 12. 6.23

98. 99.94

They are treated differently, according as the works are acid

works transformed or built for the purpose. In the former case

they are dumped into the pit, and are always in the way. When
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tlie works are new the rotation of the converter allows the slags to

be tipped away from the pit toward the house where the refrac-

tory materials ai'e made. It falls in a heap out of the way. It can

be cooled with water at once and taken away, and this is the method

at the North-Eastern works. At Estou and Glengariiock the slag

is not dumped on the floor but in an iron car, and is carried

away at once. At Horde it is tipped into a special ladle on the

ladle-crane and carried to some designated place. At most of the

works in England the slag is thrown away. At Eston and Glen-

garnock it is used in small quantities in the blast-furnace charges

for Thomas pig. At Horde they are all sold to a company who

have purchased the patent right to treat them for all Germany.

This treatment is very simple. The slags ai-e first crushed, in

doing which a considerable amount of scrap steel is recovered. They

are then ground fine and treated in large tanks with weak hydro-

chloric acid, in order to dissolve out all the phosphates without

attacking the silica, which is easily done cold. The shig is kept con-

stantly in motion. When the acid has done its work and before the

silica is attacked, tlie liquid is run off, and strained milk of lime is

added until the material is very neai-ly neutral, tests being made

at very short intervals. This precipitates the phosphates as an im-

palpable powder, which is at once pumped through a iilter-])ress.

The water containing the lime chloride is allowed to run off'. After

washing, the phosphates are dried and sold for manure. It is not

only valuable from the quantity of phosphoric acid which it con-

tains, but because its very fine state of division makes it readily

attacked in the earth, and easily absorbed by the roots of the plants.

The residue in the tanks still contains six per cent, of phosphoric

acid, but in order to recover that there would be danger of attack-

ing the silica. It also contains 45 per cent, of iron. It is sold after

washing to the iron manufacturers, and is an excellent material

for making Thomas pig. The process costs but little and yields a

large profit.

The arrangement of the mills is different in all the works. In

all the newly constructed ones the chief object has been to do as

much of the work by mechanical means as possible. The plan

of the South Staffordshire mill is shown in Fig. 10. The North-

Eastern, which is one of the later ones and the best-planned mill

that I have visited, is built on a long strip of land, one end of which is

the bank of the River Tees, where everything arriving by water

is landed. The mill is situated about the middle of the plot. The
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reheating furnaces are situated about 100 feet from the convert-

ers to the left. There are four of them, with a wood-paved space

in fi'ont of them, Eacli set of two furnaces has a chain actuated

by raising the hydraulic press vertically. Opposite each of the four

doors of the furnace is a hydraulic piston with a wheel and chain

for drawing out the ingots. The chain is fastened below, passes

over the wheel at the top of the press down the side to a wheel

which chancres the motion to a horizontal one, and then in and out

over four pulleys. The object of this is to draw the hot ingots

out of the furnace. The lift has four of these pulleys on each side

of it to be used for separate furnaces. The furnaces have four

doors. To put an ingot in, the bogie is run up against the open

door. When the ingot goes in ])art of the way a bar bent at right

angles with a roller on the angle and crowbars are used to get the

ingots to their place. Coal is piled up in front of the door to burn

any air that enters there. The furnace is fired with coal and

blown. The waste heat is used to make steam. There is 40 feet

clear between the furnace and the lift, so as to give plenty of room

to manipulate the ingots. The ingots are brought just as hot as

they will bear transportation from the ingot pit. At Horde these

furnaces have eleven doors and hold 26 of the small-sized ingots

which they make there at a time. They were trying the experi-

ment of using water-gas for lieating, making it Avith superheated

steam. It was not very successful, although it woi'ks well at Essen.

At the Korth-Eastern works the ingots are all large, and the

furnaces hold only 12 of them. On the right and just in front of

the cogging mill are two sets of four soaking pits. Each pit is

seven feet deep, and seventeen inches square. It has an iron top

and a double iron cover. The pits are commanded by a light

hydraulic crane, with the top supported, which swings to the mill.

When these pits are used, the ingots are soaked in their own lieat

for about half an hour, and then swung to the cogging mill.

This is a very heavy one, moved by a heavy reversing en-

gine. Tiie ingot is passed through each pass of the rolls twice.

They are 36 inches with a lift of two inches. They are eight

feet wide and have seven passes. The housings of the rolls are

very heavy. On both sides of the mill are large actuated rolls to

move the ingots. The cogging rolls are only two-high, but

work up to 400 tons in twelve hours. The rolls are raised and

lowered by hydraulic pressure, a quarter section toothed wheel

acting on a full one. The tables in front and behind have five
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rollers, beyond these, a set of actuated rollers which carry the slab

or bloom to the bank, if it is to be sent away, or to the roughing

and finishing rolls about 100 feet away, if it is to be worked up.

If it is to be sent away as ingot, the two ends are cut by the saw,

when it drops on to a car in a pit holding an old-fashioned scale-

rack on a bogie. Tliis is actuated by a wii-e rope about fifty feet

distant, caught by a steam crane, the ejid caught by a hook. It is

carried where it is to be deposited and dumped by letting out the

suspension chain, the hook holding the bottom part. Two of these

cranes run in and about the works. One man handles the crane,

another attends to the adjustment of the pieces to be lifted, and

dumps them when they arrive at their destination. These loco-

motive cranes do all the work of the mill. The charijino: of the

red-hot ingots is automatic, and also their transportation to the

point where the O'anes take them. As these cranes are obliged to

be near certain points all the time, they get their water from pits

in the center of the track, on the outside of the building in which

there are water plugs. The tanks for the water supply are, as is

quite usual in England, on the top of the engine buildings. To
the left and beyond the cogging mill are two furnaces like the

others with a double-wheeled hydraulic press, so that one press

can serve several furnaces now used for heating ingots, but prob-

ably to be used for heating blooms. Over the cogging mill and

engine there is a heavy overhead crane commanding both and the

full width of the mill. The engine is here to the riffht. The
roughing and finishing rolls have a reversing engine to the left.

They both have actuated rolls on the floor in front of them. The
roll engines in almost all of the new works are reversing, the revers-

ing being done by hydraulic macliinery. On the left of the engine

is the roll-turning shop, also commanded by the overhead crane.

The engine is entirely surrounded by a brick wall about four feet six

inches high. The engineer's house is in the middle over the en-

gine, and commands a view of all that part of the mill. The rough-

ing rolls are in a direct line from the cogging mill, and the blooms

come directly to it. After passing these rolls it is transferred by

four automatic pushers across to the finishing rolls through which

it is made to pass. The finishing mill is there composed of two

pairs of 28-inch rolls.

At Glengarnock, the cogging mill has a pair of rolls 7 feet long

and 36 inches in diameter, worked by a reversing engine. The

rolls are raised and lowered by a small steam engine placed on top
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of the housings, and within easy reaeli of the platform from which
all the motions of the mill are controlled. The rolls take 15-inch

ingots and reduce them to 3 x 2.| inches. The ingot, while being

rolled, is pushed forward and tilted b}^ four hydraulic cylinders, so

arranged that the ingot can be turned over, made to miss one, two,

or even three passes, if desired, or the ingot may be raised and
made to travel horizontally with or without being turned over.

The mechanical devices about these rolls are so very ingenious and

simple that with two men and a boy their capacity is stated to be

200 to 250 tons per shift of 12 hours.

At the South Staffordshire works, where they make plate exclu-

sively, the rolls are very large and heavy. In all the new works

the engine-house commands a full view of the works. At the

North-Eastern works, and also at Eston, the policy is to have as

few crop ends as possible. Whether short or long iron billets or

rails are made, the ingots are rolled out to pieces which are often

over 125 feet long. To provide for this length there are two

inclined planes, one on each side of the rolls. Behind it is very

steep, the pieces being rolled passing at times over the overhead

crane; in front the inclined plane is rather lower. At Eston it

is flat. The piece is received on rolls which go only a certain

distance and are then stopped, the next roll taking the motion,

and so on. On passing the last pass it goes to the side of the

inclined planes and is carried on actuated rolls to the saw. Here

it is cut to any length. A single ingot generally makes live rails

of 24 feet. If the pieces are short, as wire billets, they are

dropped upon a wagon below the suiiace of the mill and carried

out as the blooms. If the pieces are long they are caught by

the locomotive cranes and carried to their place either in or out

of the works. At Eston the M'ork is done by overhead cranes

which, as here, command the whole of the rail plants. The rails

are cut up and are ])ushed to their place by a wagon carrying a

pushei", which pushes the rails or bars to right or left, but allows

the wagon to pass under in one direction so as to shove on the jour-

ney back.

At Eston the rails are moved to one side or the other of the mill,

as required, by a truck actuated by a wire rope attached to the drum

of a reversible engine. None of the carrying is done by men. It

is all done by small locomotives and overhead or locomotive cranes.

The rails are not curved, but straightened cold with ordinary

gags.
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Messrs. Thomas and Gilchrist gave the cost of making one ton

of basic steel in 1882, in England, as follows :*

Labor

Coal

Coke

Ingot moulds

Lime
Ferfo-manganese

Refractory material

Repairs

Interest and sinking fund at 10 per cent,

General expenses and royalty

Total cost

Waste
Cost, including waste

Cost of pig

Cost per Ton.

s. d.

Wei'^ht.
cwt.

Cost of Ton
of Ingot.

8. d.

3 6.

5 6 4.5 1 3

12 6 0.75 5.75

lOK
3.33 1 10

30 11 .nibs. 1 6

3 4

2

1

4 6

20 3

3.5 7 m
27 7M
42

69 7M

These figures are given for direct work. Remelting would add

3s. 6d. to 4s. 6d. per ton more to the amount.

Tlie waste in the process will vary from 14 to 16 per cent. The

amount of the basic additions will be from 15 to 20 per cent, of

the pig ; the spiegel 4 to 6 per cent. The lining used will amount

to 150 lbs. per ton of steel produced ; extra labor, 4 to 6 pence.

The difference between the cost of Bessemer and Thomas pig

will depend on the locality.

With regard to the quality of steel there seems to be no doubt

now that n'ot only low carbon steel and ingot iron can be made,

but also all the varieties which can be produced by the acid process

with any percentage of carbon and with great uniformity in their

composiUon with both low phosphorus and silicon. The silicon,

sulphur and phosphorus may always be made lower, while the

manganese will generally be about the same as in the acid proc-

ess under the same conditions. These amounts may be regu-

lated so as to produce any quality of steel, and the only reason

why the basic has not taken the place altogether of the acid process

is, first, the extra cost of the refractory materials, which is every

day diminishing, and also the inferiority of output occasioned by

the time which is required for the after-blow, and also by the cost

* Journal of the Society of Arts, London, April, 1882.
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of repairs. The result of twelve tests made in September, 1884, at

the North-Eastern works showed the lowest tensile strain to have

been 23.53 tons, and the highest 28.34 ; the lowest elongation, 23

per cent., the highest 30 ; the lowest reduction of area 45.9 per

cent,, and the highest 59.3. There is no doubt that higher qualities

could be made if the demand for them was sufficiently remunera-

tive.

With regard to the advantages of the construction of such works,

it may be said that they are equally well adapted, with changes of

lining, for the production of either basic or acid steel. The pecul-

iarities which are necessarj- for tiie basic are great conveniences

in the manufacture of the acid. The method of transferring the

ladle gives every advantage in the pit, and does not in any way
increase the difficulties of the manipulation of the plant. In fact,

there does not seem to be any reason why there should be any pit

near the converter. Experience has shown that the liquid steel as

well as the iron can be transported considerable distances. The pit

is a great disadvantage to the work of the converter, and the con-

verter to the pit, and there seems no reason why they should be

kept together. With the casting shop separate from the converter

there would be plenty of room and little concentration of heat, so

that the men could work more freely and with more effect. The
experience gained at Horde shows that there is no necessary con-

nection between them. They might better be some distance apart

than to be connected. The control gained b}' discharging the slag

into a ladle instead of on the ground is also a great gain. Even if

the slag has no commercial value, getting it into compact form

makes it easier to handle and leaves the space under the converter

free at all times. The method of giving complete rotation to the

converter and arranging it to move either way, so that the slag is

tipped toward the basic shop instead of toward the pit, is an advan-

tage, but does not equal the complete removal of the slag in one mass,

which is perfectly manageable, as at Glengarnock, and therefore

necessitates the use of fewer men. The method of removing the

different parts of the converter on hydraulic wagons, leaving the pit

ahvays free, and the use of overhead cranes for manipulation and ad-

justing all parts of the apparatus, needs to be seen to be appreciated.

The rapidity with which all parts can be moved from place to place

and put into position again removes the difficulties of much of the

manipulation. With a sufficiently large basic shop, and steam cap-

stans, the transfer takes but a few moments. The objection to the
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basic process is the deficiency in output, wliicli in many places must

nearly counterbalance the profit •\vbicli eoinos from using an inferior

iron. When a few engineering ditficnlties are overcome there

seems no doubt but that the basic will successfully compete

with the acid process. With regard to the great cost of refractory

materials per ton of steel, the future lies in reducing the cost by

either cheapening the present process or finding a more enduring

material. There does not seem to be much prospect of cheapening

the process so long as stamping the slurry into moulds for the

bricks or for relining the converter, which must be done by hand,

is considered essential. When all the parts can be compressed by

hydraulic machinery, it would seem not only that the work -would

be more uniformly done, but that the strength of the bricks to be

burned in moulds and of the parts to be burned in place would be

very much greater and the work more rapidly done. There seems

to be no reason why the manufacture of a brick from the mould

to the oven should take more than five minutes. The manufacture

of the magn .'sia bricks by hydraulic machinery at Horde and else-

where has aemonstrated that a very small brick about a quarter of

the size of the ordinary tar brick can be rapidly and cheaply made on

a machine but poorly adapted to it. With well-designed machinery

the bricks could be well and rapidly made, and with larger bricks and

machinery adapted to the purpose, the same number of large bricks

could be made as of small ones, and they would be much more uni-

form. Even the rammed portions might be better done by ma-
chinery than by hand alone. There might, I think, be a consider-

able economy effected in the burning of all the materials used.

Tiie system of burning them in non-continuous furnaces is almost

universal, but with a large production there is no doubt in my
mind that a continuous furnace of the Mendheim type* would be

better and cheaper. It is not an uncommon thing to find the

plugs, M'hich are very expensive to make, split entirely through

when taken out of the furnace, from too rapid firing or cooling.

INot unfrecjuently they are taken out of the furnace red-hot, and

are damaged by the sudden exposure. A uniform refractory material

can only be made by uniform treatment. This means equal com-

pression of the material of which it is made and proper time for

cooling and the same method of treatment. By using a furnace

like the Mendheim, where the temperature can be applied only in

* Basic Refractory Materials, Trans. Am. Inst. Min. Eng., Vol. XIII.
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a definite way, and wliere the heat absorbed by the material in

burning is given up to the heating of the gases which produce the

combustion, tliis is done with great regularity and uniformity.

There are none of those sudden increases or decreases of tempera-

ture which are so fatal to the manufacture of good refractory

materials. Not only would the bricks be better, but the shrunk

dolomite would be better and much more evenly calcined. The
reduction of cost seems to be much more likely to be effected in

this direction than any other.

The probability of finding some other and better refractory mate-

rial for this purpose is not great. Tiie most promising' material as

yet tried is magnesia, but that has failed because it has been found

to be too expensive. If its manufacture could be cheapened, as it

seems likelj' from the manufacture of magnesia from sea water,* or

if the bricks could be made to last longer, the effect would be pro-

duced. The action of weai-, W'hich is both chemical and mechanical,

is more the latter than the former. The way to improve seems,

therefore, in the direction of makino^ somethins" more solid than has

yet been made. On the supposition that all the reactions have been

properly performed and the magnesia properly worked, compression

seems to be the onl}^ way to effect this. That it has once failed, and

has been abandoned, is no conclusive argument, when the defect

seems to have been a want of proper mechanical appliances. The
same may be said of the artificially prepared dolomite where no

proper dolomite can be had, but this extra cost must be counter-

balanced by such processes of manufacture as to make the brick

last longer.

The basic plant can alwa3's be used on acid materials. It there-

fore has a very great advantage over the acid process, and with the

cheapening of the refractory material, wliicli of necessity must come

with a demand for it, the probability is that in the near future there

will be a greater difference in profit in favor of the basic process.

There are, however, a number of conditions which must also be ful-

filled. It is not easy to find an iron containing the requisite amount

of phosphorus, neither too high nor too low, that fulfills all the other

conditions. It must therefore be said that the basic pig at the

present time is not easy to obtain. It will, however, become easier

as the blast-furnace practice which is required for its manufacture

from ordinary' ores becomes better understood. The experiments

now being made in Wales, to reduce the amount of silicon in the

* Basic Refractory Materials, Trans. Am. Inst. Min. Eng., Vol. XIV.
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pig, are of the greatest possible interest. The difficulty lies between

too high and too low phosphorus, and this is one Mdiich will un-

dcubtedly beovereonie, and in manj districts could be overcome by

melting irons of different grades in the cupola. There is a saving,

too, in using direct iron. This, however, can only be done with

safety where there are a number of furnaces, so that accidents in the

quality and quantity of the supply could be guarded against. It

would, however, not be safe to do without the cupolas, which must

be ready to do duty where for any reason the direct iron fails.

The quality of the metal which is produced is altogether excep-

tional, and can be made quite as suitable for making ingot iron

as steel. It can be produced with great uniformity and regularity

when the same kinds of pig iron are treated in the converter. When
different kinds of pig iron are treated it requires a considerable

amount of testing, which is also true of any other process. It has

been proved by experiment on a very large scale that material

suitable * for plates, for chains, for wire, and for rails can be made

of such a quality as would compete with the products of any other

manufacture.

The length of the time between the pig-iron fi-om the blast fur-

nace and the manufactured steel, whetlier rail or plate, or what-

ever it may be, need nut be, at the outside, more than one hour, and

is usually about half that time. It might, therefore, be expected

that this process would be immediately introduced on a large scale,

but the greatest impediment to it is that the world has already all

the steel it requires, and a further production, for competition, must

be made under conditions which will presuppose a very decided

lowering in the price of the material. Up to this point the basic

process has not fulfilled these conditions. Whatever may be the

future of the basic process, it has stimulated the manufacture of

refractory materials to such an extent that we shall undoubtedly get

them of a much higher quality, and much lower cost, than we have

ever been able to obtain, and if the process does nothing more

than to cheapen refractory materials it will have conferred a great

benefit upon metallurgical processes in general.

In conclusion, I wish to express my thanks to Mr. Finlay Finlay-

son, of Glengarnock, for information, and my especial indebtedness to

Mr. A. Cooper, of the North-Eastern works, and to Mr. P. Gilchrist

for special facilities for studying this very interesting process in

the works.

* Jour. Iron and Steel Inat., 1884, p. 413.
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DISCUSSION.

TJie President.—I am very glad that Prof. Egleston, who, as

you know, is a prominent member of a sister Society, acknowl-

edges here before you all, that it is the mechanical engineer who
must take charge of the production of this newer metal, that it is

to the mechanical engineer you must look for its use and adoption,

and that it is the mechanical engineer of the present and of the fu-

ture, to whom these various problems of its manufacture must be

turned over.

Mr. Durfee.—I have no hesitation in saying that this is one of

the most valuable papers that has ever been, brought to the atten-

tion of the Society. Bat it is a matter of great surprise and regret

to many men who are familiar with metallurgical progress abroad,

that the American manufacturers of steel have so far i^j-nored en-

tirely the advantages of the basic process. I think there has not

been an attempt made in this country to carry it out commercially.

I believe that at Steeltou they did make a trial of it; just exactly

what their methods were I do not know. But, notwithstanding the

reputation which the American people have acquired for enterprise

in mechanical matters, we have in many cases hastened exceeding

slowly. In the matter of the introduction of the acid process, par-

ties who were pecuniarily interested in the patents hung fire and
neglected to take any special interest in it for eight or ten years.

Of course, in that time they were getting the advantage of the

l)lunders of other people. But at the same time it was a notable

instance of want of enterprise on the part of some of the more
prominent of our iron and steel manufacturei's.

There is one matter in connection with this paper in which I

have considerable personal interest, and that is the soaking pits. I

believe in no works in the United States are they in practical use

yet, notwithstanding the fact that they have been successfully em-

ployed in a large number of places abi'oad. There is a large saving

in their employment there. There is no reason why there should

not be a corresponding saving here. But 1 have exhausted my
eloquence and persuasive powers with some of our leading manu-

facturers of steel in the endeavor to induce them to take the thing

up. They are full of good intentions. In fact, they suggest the

statement which was made in regard to the place that (following

the new version) we must call Siieol, which is said to be " paved

with good intentions." In regard to the soaking pits there has
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been more of that kind of pavini^ nsed for their foundation in

America than is creditable to the conntrj.

The President.-^! simply want to say one word, as I do not

think that many gentlemen here are familiar with the laet. There

has recently been constructed in Joliet a new plant for the hand-

ling of ingots and the rolling of rails. Very little has been said

about this yet, and I do not know just how much the proprietors

care to have said about it; but I had the pleasure of witnessing its

operations recently, and it (;ertainly woi-ks very nicely, and it is

surprising to see how very few men are there employed in produc-

ing steel rails from the ingots.

Prof. Egleston.—With regard to the use of soaking pits, very

much of the success now being achieved in increasing both the

output and the quality of the steel in the Basic-Bessemer is owino;

to their use. They are making them in the new woi'ks three times

the size they formerly made them. As one of the results of their

use they are now rolling ship plates of more than double the length

and width ibrniei'ly made with about the same labor and fuel, and

were it not for the soaking pits and the mechanical appliances con-

nected with them, I do not think it would be possible for them to

make them of such size for about the same cost per ton. The
method merely turns now on getting the ingots out of the moulds

so hot and into the soaking pits so quick that they can go from the

soaking pits without any other reheating to the finished product.

Where these plants are now being used the object is to make every-

thing as long as possible in order to do away with the crop ends.

Every rail that is rolled in many of the new works is rolled from

130 to 150 feet in length, so that in five or six rails there are only

two crop ends. It is the avoiding of these crop ends that is dimin-

ishing the cost of manufacture. It does not make any difference

whether the product is wire billets, or rails, or angle iron, or what-

ever it may be, the pieces are cut from the long bar to the sizes

wanted. The mechanical ingenuity which is required to do this is

of the very highest order that the profession can fui-nish. I do not

thiidc that any of the young mechanical engineers can do better

than to study such a plant as would be required to make say seven

rails in one length. That would require that the one length should

be about 220 feet long. Seven rails with two crop ends means that

all the labor and money which were formerly spent in making one

thing now go into the finished product of one with only a slight in-

crease in the time required to make the one, and that the crop ends
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are reduced to a minimum of time, labor and material absorbed in

them. I only know of one works where the crop ends are wanted,

and that is in the acid open-hearth process, and in those works

Wliitworth told me that as he needed scrap in order to treat his

pig and could not purchase any pure enough for his purpose, he

had to make it; but this is a very exceptional case. Generally

people make scrap by accident, because they cannot help it, not be-

cause they want it. I have seen scrap made by having the whole

charge go into the pit; but the capital represented by the steel,

went to the pit at the same time. It is the work of tlie soaking

pit, it is the avoidance of crop ends, it is the mechanical appliances

of and attached to the rolls, it is the shears that cut up the big

plates—and I wish I had time to go on and tell 3'ou about some

more things that, depending on the ability of the mechanical engi-

neer, make the profit of the modern steel works.

The President.—What the Professor says about scrap, reminds

me of the fonndryman who said " he thought it was a very poor

fonndry that did not make all the scrap they ought to use, them-

selves."

-The treatment of ingots, as now observed in many steel works,

seems to me (and I do not profess to be a steel-maker) simply bar-

barous. That a metal so subject to strains, internal and otherwise,

by the slightest change of temperature, should be subjected to the

great differences of temperature that ingots now are on being taken

out of the ingot mould, being cooled on the ground, hauled off

and reheated again, is simply barbarous. I hope our friend, Mr.

Durfee, will be able to teach our steel-makers that when they have

a hot ingot, they should never let it get cool until it is put on board

the cars in the shape of rails.
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CLXXXIX.

RAPID TRANSIT AND ELEVATED RAILROADS^

WITH A DESCRIPTION OF THE MEIGS ELEVATED RAILWAY SYSTEM,

BY FRANCIS E. GALLOUPE, BOSTON, MASS.

It would be difficult in a paper of reasonable length to treat a

subject having so wide a bearing as that of rapid transit, with the

exactitude and thoroughness of detail which might be expected in

a technical article. The following notes are therefore with hesi-

tation submitted, in the hope that the incomplete form and in some

cases the mere suggestions which only can be presented within the

limits of this paper, may be accepted in place of a more extended

treatise.

The modern demand for increased facilities of transit is two-

fold. First, there exists an imperative need of better means for the

conveyance of passengers within all our large cities, making the

problem an universal one, although its attempted solution has thus

far been local. Second, there is the more general demand for

more rapid means of communication between cities and important

centers of population or business.

It is the present purpose to show what the existing requirements

are, as indicated by their gradual development, for obtaining with

safety a higher speed of transit, and how the problem may be met

as it arises, first, locally, and then for transportation through

longer distances.

The endeavors made to supply these wants are seen on every

hand. Probably most would agree that the time of increased fa-

cilities for transit is coming. The world will never go back to

slower speed. The tendency is indeed precisely opposite; that is,

to save time, shorten working hours, and to concentrate the vol-

ume of transactions in centers of business or of trade. What-

ever this progress of business and of life demands will be devel-

oped and put in practical use.

Fifty years ago there existed only the very beginning of the pres-

ent great development of the surface railway sj'stem, which has cost

6
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in the United States uloiie nearly seven thousand millions of dollars,

and employing three hundred thousand men, witli an extent at the

end of the year 1884, of 125,379 miles * They transported last

year 334,814,529 persons, and earned in gross $770,684,908, with

interest and dividends paid to the amount of $269,939,137.

Previous to this the most rapid methods of transit, still within

the memory of older men now living, were only post-riding and

the now primitive stage coach. Not even the horse car had been

invented. Later on, the horse railroad system took its place in the

streets of our principal cities, and although not developing much

increase of speed, its great convenience, as well as the economy

shown by the introduction of the principle of carrying passengers

by rail, as compared with any other method of land transportation,

has caused the growth of this system to the extent of many miles

of track and great perfection of detail. In Massachusetts, the pres-

ent extent of the street railways is 810 miles, as compared with

2,851 miles of steam railways in the State ; their value $12,410,-

631, carrying 94,894,259 passengers in 1884, and employing 3,846

men and 8,996 horses, as compared with about 16,000 employees on

street railways in the whole country.

The horse railroad has had so important an influence in the build-

ing up of suburbs and extension of the growth of cities as seem-

ingly to have become an absolute necessit}^
;
yet so great are the

present objections in blocking the streets, failing to supply sufH-

eieiit accommodations to the public, and loss of time by the delays

incurred by passengers, that in the East, at least, it is becoming

the general opinion that its limit of capacity and usefulness has

been reached nearly if not fully.

Wliile this system has been growing and other methods of ob-

taining relief from the crowded state of the streets and the conse-

quent retarding of transit have become established, such as the

London underground railway and the Vienna depressed railways,

a system of elevated railways has been developed in New York

City of which the results attained in the short period of time since

1872 have been extraordinary. Not only have these demonstrated

the fact, not before proved or deemed hardly practicable, that a

complete steam railroad system could be run upon the tops of a line

of posts set in the streets, as in the Bowery line, with entire safety,

* From Poor's . Manual of R. R.'s, 1885, Cost of Roads aud Equipment,

16.934,554,444. First Railroad completed in Mass., 1827; first locomotive run

Aug. 8, 1829.
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speed and convenience, but the permanent success of the principle

has been, I think, fully demonstrated. A short statement of their

progress is inserted, from a recent paper. " During the first year

the roads carried 170,000 persons, and during the past year nearly

100,000,000." " The first year's earnings were $17,000 ;
last year

nearly $7,000,000." " There was a steady progress each year."

" The aggregate earnings since the road was first built have been

$32,000,000; the aggregate passengers carried 444,000,000."

Such being the facts, let a moment's glance be given at the local

conditions existing in cities. Experience has shown that ease of

communication in the transaction of business requires its con-

centration into the least possible space. A street too wide for

business purposes is more detrimental than one too narrow. The

result has been the erection of five, seven and even nine story

business blocks, whicli, with the general introduction of fast run-

ning elevators, supply the demand for offices and warerooms,

and are more valuable for business purposes than lower floors

farther removed from the business center. Now, with this great

concentration and consequent increase in the volume of business

through the streets, the capacity of the streets themselves has not

been increased proportionately.

The result has been a blocking of the streets to a large extent,

and the obvious remedy, if the height of buildings is doubled, is

to have two-story streets, so to speak, i. e., to relieve their crowded

condition and divide the travel by some form of elevated railroad

which shall take from the snrface that portion of it which desires

merely transit as quickly as possible, and thus relieve the one por-

tion from its blocks and convenience the other.

We must either have rapid transit u_po)i the surface, under it, or

above the surface of the ground. The first is impracticable, for

reasons to be shown later on, while the second is open to the same

objection, on account of the limited field available caused by its

excessive cost.* For general usefulness, the only feasible method

is the third.

Objections to this remedy have been of two kinds
:

first, the

alleged damage to property adjacent to an elevated line of railway

;

and second, the sentimental one of injury to architectural features

of the buildings. The first should be at once recognized where

*The proposed underground railway for Broadway, New York, is estimated to

cost from $800,000 to $1,400,000 per mile, for single and double tracks, respect-

ively.
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real damage exists, and met so far as practicable by the road. A
new element has been introduced with the elevated railway, dis-

turbing the existing business relations and property interests, which

latter cannot defeat the railroad, but which must be readjusted after

the introduction of this new element. The injury done in places,

whether the abuttor's land is held to end in the edge of the side-

walk, as in New York law, or extends to the center of the street,

should be compromised between the railroad and property interests,

in equity, by the payment of damages, in case either of direct

damages by land taken, or of consequential damages, if proved that

the rent or income from the property is thereby diminished ; but

these cases are only incidental in comparison with the great and last-

ing benefits to the public at large. As to the second objection, it

may be said that the demands of transit should be first met, with as

little loss in other respects as possible. The primary use and pur-

pose of the streets is for transit, and not for the display of the

architectural features of the buildings lining them.

Opposition to these necessary facilities for transit, while some-

what surprising when the great benefits to be derived from them

are considered, is yet to be expected when we review the history of

the introduction of railroads to supersede the turnpike and the

stage coach, the introduction of the horse railways even, or that

of any of the great improvements, such as many in the progress of

manufactures, which have destroyed the value of some class of

property which they supersede. All such must, in the end, give

Way to the public need.

While it has been found that tlie elevated system is best adapted

for long-distance travel, i.e., for distances exceeding a mile, the re-

verse is true of the horse railway, which will still be found better

fitted for the accommodation of some portion of the short distance

passengers than even the elevated railway. Where the time re-

quired for conveyance is short and speed therefore not an object,

considerations of convenience will still lead the short-distance pas-

senger often to prefer to step upon the cars of the horse railway,

which goes directly where he wants to go, instead of climbing up

a flight of steps into an elevated railway car which may not leave

him so nearly at his destination ; and especially will this continue

to be the case if, as now seems likely, its service becomes improved

by the use of electric motors, in the near future.

For the increase of transit facilities, certain definite require-

ments should be met in any successful system. These may be re-
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garded as those of, first, safety ; second, sj)eed ; Rnd, third, con-

venience and economy.

The leading features of the surface railway system, viz.
:

Hrst,

the rail and car, for the reduction of required motive power and

dead weight carried per passenger to their least amounts ;
and

second, the truck system, having independent moving trucks,

coupled, supporting upon them the platform and body of the car,

should be retained.

Under the requirements for safety, should be noted, 1st, safety

from derailment, since next to railroad accidents occurring to per-

sons crossing or walking upon the tracks, which are not reported,

more than one-half of all reported raih-oad accidents are from this

cause ; 2d, safety from obstructions upon the track. These con-

sist of passing teams, trespassers and cattle, rocks and timber

falling upon it, wash-outs, which are of the nature of obstructions

;

in winter, the blocking of the tracks by snow, drifting of the same,

and many other causes resulting from railways built at grade, or

upon the surface of the ground ; 3d, an efficient brake system

should be provided that will act automatically should the cars break

apart or other derangement occur; ith, appliances to give the en-

gine-driver positive and absolute control not only of the engine,

but over the movement of the entire train.

Among the requirements for any material increase of speed, are,

1st, those insuring at least equal safety to that now existing under the

increase proposed, such as holding the truck upon the rails by flanges

or their equivalent, so that no derailment can possibly occur by the

trucks lifting or jumping away from contact with the rails ;
2d, the

center of gravity of the engine and cars should be lowered and the

stability of rolling stock increased, to prevent strains which would

overturn them; 3d, more secure attachments between the truck

and car body should be provided, to prevent the momentum of the

car body from breaking away from the former ;
4th, there should

be provided an improvement in the design of motive power, espe-

cially by the use of independent means for producing adhesion of

the driving wheels to the rails ; or a controllable and variable adhe-

sion, not dependent upon the weight of the engine for the pressure

of the driving wheels upon the rails ;
5th, a consequent saving

of weight both in engine and cars, with the same power of engiTie,

and reduction of the dead weight carried per passenger, should be

reached ; 6th, for speed, a clear line to be provided, with no cross-

ings at grade, and the use of an efficient block system.
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For the attainment of convenience and economy the system used

should be adapted

:

1st. For curves of shorter i-adius than have been heretofore

practicable, especially in cities, where streets are narrow ; and for

through lines, a better alignment as to grades and curves, made

possible frequently only where the track is raised above the sur-

face. 2d. For economy in repairs, by possessing freedom from

wash-outs or settling of the ground, and from the decaying of

cross- ties.

It will be seen that most of the above requirements can be met

and the result in view reached only by the employment of an ele-

vated system. It is the belief of the writer that all steam rail-

roads, excepting perhaps those only for freight having speeds of

less than ten miles per hour, should be elevated fi'oin the surface

of the ground because of the many advantages of such a con-

struction, as will be shown more fully in the further discussion of

this subject. In Massachusetts, a resolve of the Legislature,* re-

ferred to the Railroad Commissioners, looking to the feasibility of

a gradual abolishment of all grade crossings in the State has

already been passed, and this may be regarded as a first step in the

direction indicated.

To shovv that many or all of these conditions may be fulfilled in

concrete form and may exist practically, the problem will be illus-

trated by the selection and brief description of one of the several

distinct systems, each containing some excellent features, that have

been proposed, namely, that of the Meigs elevated railway system,

now under construction in the city of Cambridge, Mass.

This plan, invented and developed by Captain J. V. Meigs, of

Lowell, Mass., as the result of over ten f years' careful study of the

surface roads, their advantages and defects, is unique in that it is

a complete system, one part absolutely depending upon the others,

and having little or no analogies in the surface roads.

It may be regarded as a development from the !New York

elevated system, taking for its starting point the fact only that a

railroad can be built and successfully run upon a single line of

posts.

* " Resolved, That the Railroad Commissioners examine and report to the next

Legislature upon the subject of providing for the gradual abolition of grade cross-

ings in cities and tlie populous parts of towns." [Approved, April 19, 1884.]—

Report of R. R. Corns., 188").

f Aj.plication for patent filed May 16, 1873; issued May 11, 1875. Earliest

notes made in 1867 or 1868.
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Ohjecfs.—The Meigs elevated railway system is designed to

meet the modern demand and all the ordinary requirements of a

railroad for the safe, quick and convenient transportation of pas-

sengers in cities, or to and from the suburbs of cities to such cen-

trafpoints as passengers desire to go; wliile on longer lines, con-

necting cities and towns, to carry both passengers and freight not

only more economically and safely, but more speedily than has

heretofore been done.

The N"e\v York structure is essentially an ordinary railroad,

elevated, and is open to the criticisms of liability to derailment

and consequent want of safety; a too great height of the position

of the center of gravity, and want of stability, by reason of the

large leverage upon the posts when sustaining wind pressure upon

the sides of the cars; and the well-known obstruction to light and

air produced by the size of the structure in the street.

The fundamental principle of construction in tlie Meigs system

is to concentrate the strains due to the load upon the track directly

upmi the central line of the way, avoiding all disadvantageous

leverage. It is, in effect, to turn the ordinary track up edgewise,^

or vertically, with one rail lying directly over the other, instead of

side by side in a horizontal plane, as in all other railroads. Or, it

is as though the Y of the posts in the New York system as well as

all the cross-ties, nine feet in length, were abandoned, and the

double girder beneath the track condensed into a single central

truss, removing four-tifths of the material causing obstruction to

light and sight from the street.

Its general appearance is shown by Fig. 17.

In the execution of the design based upon these peculiar con-

ditions, the roadway consists of a single lattice iron girder or truss,

four feet in depth, and resting upon iron posts or columns placed

44.4 feet apart.

Distinguishing Features.—l^^ peculiar features and difEerences

from the ordinary railroad exist in

—

1. The Way
;

2. The Switch
;

3. The Trucks

;

4. The Passenger Cars

;

5. The Engine

;

6. The Draw Bar, and

7. The Brakes

;

as in the following description.
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I. The Posts and Foundations.

The posts may be of wood, rough, hewed or sawn square, for

tlie wooden track system ; or of iron wlien the iron way is used.

In the latter case tlie}^ will be of rectangular form, about 11 inches

by 10 inches in section, and 24 feet in length. They are composed

usually of two medium 10-inch channel bars, /"/", Fig. 22, and two

Fig, 23 F1J.24 njg25

plates, e'e, all about | inch in thickness, riveted upon and along

the flanges of the channel bars and the edges of the plates. They
thus form a hollow box-like structure, which may be varied in

cross-section or thickness in special places, or may have the solid

plates replaced by diagonal bars riveted in lattice form upon the

channel bars. The weight of each post, having a sectional area of
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23 8 square inches, is 1,919 lbs., the enisliing load 235 tons, and

safe load 39 tons, while the greatest load that will be imposed on

a post in any position of a passing train will not exceed 35 tons.

The foundations, as shown in Fig. 18, tliis and all subsequent

figures being in scale ^^ of full size, or | inch to the foot, being a

vertical section, and Fig. 23 a horizontal section of one form, con-

sists of a plate c, upon which the post rests, of somewhat larger

area than the post, as shown in Figs. 18 and 20, or of a similar

plate g', as shown in Fig. 19, which has an upwardly presenting

boss entering into its interior, set in and on a concrete foundation

about 3 feet in diameter and 6 feet in depth. The lower part of

the posts may remain hollow, or they may be filled with concrete, h',

or with sand or other non-compressible filling, as shown in Fig. 19.

If the foundation is upon soft earth, the earth is packed, as

shown in Figs. 18 and 23, by driving piles, marked a, all around the

place where the post is to be set, and filling between, and over

them, if necessary, with the concrete.

Where this is not necessary, another plan, shown in Figs. 19 and

24, is more usually followed, in which the post hole is simply filled

with concrete and broken stone below.

Where the ground foundation is good, but the surface soil is

mobile, as in the Mississippi valley and elsewhere, in which case

side thrusts are not well resisted, still another method, shown in

Figs. 20 and 25, may be employed, consisting of a stout resistant

boxing or lining to the post hole, of iron or wood, as shown at g,

and filled with concrete or sand inclosed between concrete ends, thus

forming a strong side support to the post, practically increasing its

section below the ground many times. At the surface of the

ground the posts may, if advisable, be additionally braced or guarded

from abrasion and injury by passing vehicles by means of caps or

collars, d or d', shown in Figs. 21 and 22. These are either of cast

or wrought iron, made in two parts, and bolted together and to the

post by means of ears or bolts passing through the post.

These posts, so set, at a distance of i4:.4 feet apart, will be amply

sufficient in strength to carry safely a girder capable of supporting

substantially such trains as are now in general use, at a height of at

least 14 feet from the ground to the bottom of the girder.

II. TueWay.

The way upon which the train runs. Figs. 26 and 28, consists, as

before stated, of a single iron girder or truss for each span, 4 feet
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in depth, ])laced centrally over the line of posts, and comprises an

npper track-beam, a lower track-beam, upon the sides of each of

which are carried the rails, and between these track-beams the

bracing or trussing. At the proper height for resting the lower

track-beam the bracket angle-irons, i, are riveted upon each post,

and on these irons the lower portion of the girder rests. The

npper track-beam rests upon the extreme top of the posts, and

through the diagonal braces supports the trucks and cars, whose

weight is carried upon the lower track-beam.

The lower track-beam of the girder, C, is a box-beam composed

of two channel bars, 1 1, Fig. 26, to which are riveted flat plates,
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Tc h, which in turn are securely riveted to the post sides by angle-

irons. In the exterior recesses formed by the channel bars are

imbedded wooden beams, wi m, one on either side of the line of

posts, which may be single sticks or composite beams made up of

several pieces, and which act as rail stringers. Across the girder

at intervals of about 2 feet are riveted T or double angle-irons, as

shown at n, Fig. 28, in order to bring the entire strength of the

iron into action.

In the angle formed by the upper plate, k, of the box-beam, O,

with the channel bars, Z, on its outside, the angle-irons, 0, are also

riveted. These may be made much deeper than shown, so as con-

siderably to stiffen the girder and serve as attachments for the

braces, D ; or, as shown, attachment plates, ^.>, are inserted at the

proper intervals and riveted to the angle-irons, O, and diagonal

braces, D, composed, as shown in Fig. 30, of two angle-irons and

a plate, or of channel bars, or | beams, attached by similar plates

to the upper track-beam.

The upper track-beam, B, of the girder, is also a box-beam com-

posed of two channel bars, V V, and two exterior angle-irons, k' h\

re-inforced by angle-irons, r r, all well riveted together and carrying

in the recess formed by the exterior angle-irons the stringer beams,

m' m', of solid or compound sticks of timber, for supporting the

rails, as described.

An expansion joint. Fig. 32, is formed at the end of these upper

track-beams, by means of a bracket, S, firmly riveted to the post,

to which the brace portion, Z>, and the attachment plates, jp', ^^^

fastened b}' bolts passing through slots of sufficient length to allow

for the ordinary expansion or movement of each section of the way,

due to changes of temperature.

The lower surface of the upper box-beam rests upon a terminal

plate at the top of the post, which thus takes its weight, so that

these brackets in the slip-joint serve only as guides. The upper

beam may also be made up as shown in Fig. 29, in which g' is tlie

lower plate connecting the two lateral channel bars of unequal

flanges, k^]^, and ^ a top plate to form the box-beam. The pur-

pose of using wood for the track stringers is not only to form a

continuous support for the rails and a convenient substance for the

attachment of the rail fastenings, but to assist in the preservation

of the alignment of the way due to its freedom from expansion by

heat, and also to aid the iron work in resisting longitudinal stresses

upon the girder, as in braking a train. It also supplies required
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elasticity for rails and girder, saving tlie iron from unneces-

sary wear from knocking and pounding, in several important

respects.

The rails of this structure are four in number; the two bearing

rails, which carry the load of the car, being angle-irons placed upon

the outer upper edge of the stringers, m, upon the lower track-

beam. They are marked t in the figures, and are fastened to each

other, to the stringer- beams, and to the lower track-beam of the

girder by through-bolts, u^ as shown. The upper track-beam also

carries two vertically placed rails for the balancing or friction

wheels, lettered t"^ f, and are similarly held to the stringers, which

project over the line of posts and braces and have a small recess

beneath them under which flanges upon the horizontal wheels run

to securely lock the truck upon the track.

The horizontal distance from outside to outside between the

lower rails which is found to be sufficient for transverse stiffness

is 22|^ inches, which thus constitutes the gauge of the road and the

total width of the way with its rails in the street ; the correspond-

ing gauge of the upper rails being 17^ inches.

It is anticipated that the form of rail section in common use

will be eventually adopted in permanent constructions, in which

case the lower wooden stringers may be chamfered off at their

upper outward corners to take the rails, whose axes would incline

at an angle of about 45 degrees with the vertical. The length

of the posts, 24 feet being usually sufficient, occupying 4 feet for

the truss and 6 below the surface of the ground, giving 14 feet

clear way beneath the truss, will be varied to follow the grades

and contour of the ground ; and at freight houses the girder may
be sunk below the surface 2 feet, to facilitate unloading upon

low platforms or into teams, or remain at grade, the platforms and

road being raised the same amount.

The present cost of building the permanent way is about as

follows

:

Iron Way, witli high posts $70,000 to $75,000 per mile.

" " low posts 50,000 to 55,000 " "

Wooden" " angle-iron rails 20,000 to 25,000 "

" " " round posts and sawed wooden rails,* 6,500 " "
" " " hewed track -stringers and hard wood rails,* 4,500 " "

* Estimate of H. Haupt, C. E. In a timber country and with the cheapest

possible wooden construction throughout.
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III. The Switch.

The switch, Figs. 34-38, consists in simply swinging a sino-le

section of the way upon a peculiarly constructed and very strong

hinge attached to one of the posts.

In Figs. 34: and 37,7^, and the continuance beyond the other post,

<:7', are portions of the main line; h^ /t^, the section composing the

switch; /t^ its hinge, the whole being shown in plan in Fig. 37.

The movement of the switch mnst be sufficient to enable the

cars and trucks on one track to clear the end of the rail on the
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other track, or some 4 or 5 feet. When operated, the free end is

swung over npon the supporting carriage provided with rollers

traveling upon the supporting rail v, being operated by suitable

chains and rag wheels by means of a winch or hand wheel, f7\

Fig. 38, and locked in position by a locking device shown in Figs.

P|g.42 Fi§.44-

Flg.43

35 and 38. Fig. 36 shows the connection of the rag-chain M'ith

the free end of the switch and its carriage.

The hinge is strongly bracketed out from the post at the

€nd of the main way, F, as shown in Fig. 34, and consists of a

series of curved iron plates arranged concentrically around the

pivot-pin or pintle, h\ One-half of these plates are attached to
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the swinging section and one-half to the post, the series on each

being composed of alternate laj-ers of concave and convex ended

plates which shut into each other so as to retain the strength of

the track at this point and yet form a hinge. In operating the

switch, the first movement of the hand wheel withdraws the lock-

ing spring-latch, d^, from engagement with the girder, by means

of the wedge-cam, ^, and this device is also designed to be operated

automatically by a moving train.

A singular effect of the inclined position or re-entrant angle of

the truck wheels, described later on, has been found to be such

that in running upon a switch left open even to the extent of 15

inches, the switch will be closed by the train, thus increasing the

safety of this feature.

The angle formed at the pivot or hinge end need never exceed

5°, for by dividing the throw of the switch equally to right and

left of the center line of main way, the length of switch truss

required would not exceed 35 feet, M'hich is a very moderate length.

IV. The Wooden Way.

A form of construction for the permanent way of much less

cost than that built entirely of iron, is illustrated in Figs. 39-44.

It consists of a wooden Howe truss. Figs. 39, 40 and 41, which

may be set on posts of any shape, tt, showing the rails as

before. Fig. 43 shows straps of wrought iron passing over the

tops of the posts, upon which the lower beams of the compound
girder are hung, being in this manner supported by the posts,

thus avoiding the cutting and loss of strength in the posts. Figs.

42 and 44 are cast-iron chairs for the end bearings of the diagonal

wooden braces of the truss. The trussing may be altogether dis-

pensed with by placing the posts near enough together, as it may
be a more economical construction in some cases to adopt.

V. The Tkuck.

The truck which has been found best adapted to the peculiar

form of way has been designed and constructed as a development

of the considerations governing the adoption of the permanent way

Fig. 45 shows an end view. Fig. 46 a side elevation, and Fig. 47

the plan view. It consists of a horizontal rectangular wrought-

iron frame, 1, Fig. 47, stiffened by cast-iron pieces, 2, Figs. 45 and

47, and provided with stiff cast pedestals, 4, 5, 6, bolted to its
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under side, in which are fixed sliort axles for tlie wlieels. Tlie

supporting wheels, 7, of each truck are four in number, and have

a notched rim or right-angled groove which fits the angle-iron rail

upon the upper corners of the lower track stringers, being placed

at an angular position of about 44° 50' with the vertical, so as to

run upon it, the axles being inclined.

Between the supporting wheds are two horizontal wheels, 8, one

on each side of the girder, upon vertical axles attached to the

truck frame, and bearing upon the vertical rails on the upper track-

beam of the girder. These move to a limited extent in sliding

boxes, ^, Fig. 47, to which their axles are affixed, are kept in yield-

ing contact with the rails by springs outside the boxes and serve

the purpose of balancing wheels to take side oscillations of the

cars. They have flanges which lip under the lower edge of the

rail-plates and thus tie the truck to the rails so that no lifting or

jumping can take place, or the possibilit}' occur of the trucks run-

nino^ off the track.

The truck wheels, which are large, being 42 inches in diameter

yet light and strong, have a broad tread of 3^ inches upon

each bearing face, and rotate independently of each other upon

large fixed axles surrounded by a loose sleeve which divides the

friction. They are lubricated by oil carried within the axles, which

are hollow, so that the journals constantly run in a bath of oil,

none of w'hich can drop out l)y reason of caps tightly screwed over

the hubs of the wheels upon the under side.

Between the supporting wheels on either side of the girder are

strong safety braces of T iron, extending from the pedestals, 6, to

points opposite yet so as to clear the rails by a small amount ; and

since the wrought-iron frame of the truck comes immediately

above the girder, should any or all of the truck wheels break and

even fall off, the frame would fall but about an inch before resting

upon the girder, forming a strong shoe which would slide upon

but could not leave the way, or allow the cars to overturn. That

is, even in case of the breakage and absence of all the truck wheels,

the framing alone could not leave the way, without lifting it

through a space of over four feet, the entire depth of the girder,

and this shoe is made sufficiently strong to maintain the cars, even

without the wheels, in position upon the way.

Upon the top of the truck frame is a wrought-iron movable

frame, 3, Fig. 47, of segmental shape, carrjnng four spring posts

containing heavy spiral springs, the posts interlocking beneath
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their upper flanges witli siinHar spring boxes or sockets securely

bolted into the floor framing of the car, which comes directly above

the truck, within 18 inches of the top of the girder. A center-pin

serves to guide the turning of the truck beneath this upper frame,

and horizontal flanges of the truck frame castings overlap the

periphery of the upper turn-table, thus as eft'ectually tying the car

body to the truck as the latter is tied to the rails.

The distance between the supporting wheels is 4 feet, which

thus forms the rigid Mdieel-base of the truck, tlie trucks turning

at curves and switch angles upon the balancing wheels placed

centrally between them. Appliances for the transverse movement

of the latter upon curves are also provided, which it will not be

necessary to detail.

The theory of this truck is very simple, but yet has been

found liable to constant misconceptions. To explain its principal

features let it be conceived, in the diagram Fig. 51, that ^ is a

platform, assumed to be one foot in length

perpendicular to the plane of the paper, i

loaded with an uniformly distributed weight

of 4,000 pounds. Let a a be vertical posts

supporting this platform, in the first instance, «

each of which posts would then sustain 2,000

pounds of load. Let J^ 1)e a central post,

and removing the posts a a substitute the

diagonal braces or supports, h h. These diagonals now support the

same load as before, but the stresses in the braces h h will be greater

than those in the former posts, a a, in proportion to the cosine of

the angle that h makes with the vertical. For, the I'esiiltant resist-

ance of the brace, J, acting opposite and equal to the

->.c stress due to the weight of the load, taking the direc-

tion and magnitude of the latter on any scale to be

A E, Fig. 52, may be resolved into the two forces,

Aa and Ac 'At right angles, A c producing an out-

ward strain in the platform A^ and ^1 a being the

a frj^r.52~'^ component, in magnitude and direction due to the

weight acting directly downward, or equal to 2,000

pounds. Hence it follows that the load in the direction A R is

greater than that due to the weight, or A a ; or

. ,-, A a
, „ 2000 _ „_^ ,AR^ -r— and R= „r.^r.,r. = 2,837 pounds,

sm a .705047
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Fig.53

Now, to support the weiglit upon a post and girder in this way,

li, Fig-. 53, being an end view of the way, a shouldered stick having

a bearing against the upper rail at a may be used to carry

the load, bearing upon a notched stick h

at the other end, made to lit upon the lower

rail at" c, which would thus support the

load. The resultant of the weight TT, act-

ing downward upon one side of the post,

will be to produce a downward pressure

along the center line of h upon the lower

rail f, and a horizontal pressure upon the

upper at a. Xow the supporting and balancing wheels of the

truck are placed in precisely the positions these braces would

occupy to support the load in the best manner upon this way.

Fig. 53 represents one-half, or one side of tlie truck. Of course

the same thing would be true of the other side, and the leverage

against the overturning of the car by any oscillations, unbalanced,

loads, or wind-pressure upon its side is represented by the depth of

the girder, or distance between the rails a and c vertically, which

is about -J: feet.

The only difference is that in place of the fixed brace, with the

wheels instead of the props a rolling brace is obtained, supporting

the load wherever it exists, and removing so much heretofore neces-

sary obstruction from the street by transferring it to the truck

instead of allowing it to remain in the permanent way.

From what has been said it will be seen that the angle of the

truck wheels will not necessarily be 45°, but dependent upon the

proportions given to the permanent way. They are actually laid out

as follows : Let B, Fig. 54-, be an end view of the

way, a and c the rails. From a as a center with a ^.

radius a c. strike an arc kcl. Upon the same scale

cut olf a portion of the arc from c, with the chord ^'

cd equal to the middle diameter of the wheel.

This chord will form with the vertical the proper

angle to use for the wheel ; and bisecting this,

b, the position of the axle is found, which is

maintained, together with the remaining brac-

ing needed, in the construction of the truck frame itself.

For all loads, whether due to wind-pressure or centrifugal action

upon tlie side a, or balanced or unbalanced loads acting downward

upon the side c, press the wheels ao-ainst the upper rail at the point

Fig.54
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a, about wliicli the truck tends to turn, and the wlieel, h, wiW trans-

mit the force at right angles to the line ah, or directly through the

center line of the wheel h c.

With this construction there are no end strains upon the hubs f f

the wheels, since they are left free to move to a limited extent

along the axles, being guided in position wholly by the lower rails.

This allows the wheels to separate by sliding out upon the axles,

should an obstruction, such as the protruding of a bolt-head, exist,

upon the track, while there can be no twisting strain brought upon

the wheel or axle. For, from the fact that the wheel is guided and

its position npon the axle determined entirely by the rail, there being

no hub bearings, it follows that the bearing is always square upon

the bottoms of the axles, and the effect of the load is thus communi-

cated at all times directly down through the center of the wheel to

the rail. From this it results that all loads, balanced or unbalanced,

aside from the weight of the wheel itself which of course bears

npon the upper flange, are, when the truck is once properly pro-

portioned, equally distributed over the vertical and horizontal sur-

faces of the lower rails. For, since the force of the load acting

vertically downward may be resolved into two forces at right

ancfles, one actino- through the center line of the wheel and the

other along the axle, the wheel with no end bearings to the hubs

would move until the latter component force becomes balanced and

neutralized, or, in other words, it would slide upon the axle until

the pressure of the wheel upon the vertical and horizontal surfaces

of the rail is equalized.

Besides the increase of load due to the inclination of the wheels,

there appears to be but one other mechanical objection to the con-

struction. Because of the varying diameters of the wheels at dif-

ferent distances from the center line there will be a slip of the rims

in every revolution equal to the distance they will travel in a revo-

lution beyond that of the central element. This will probably not

prove more objectionable than the present flange friction existing

upon railroads, and may be improved by slightly flaring the grooves

upon the sides so as to bring the bearing principally near the cen-

tral portion of the wheel rim. It may be entirely avoided by the

use of ordinary rails placed at the proper angle, and providing the

wheels with a flat tread at right angles to the center line, with

double flanges npon the edges.

By reason of the independent motion of all the truck wheels,

which is rendered practicable only because the design of the truck
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prevents the possibility of derailment from any cause short of the

destruction of the way, curves are followed so closely that, prac-

tically, the inci-ease of friction of the cars upon curves even as

small as 50 feet radius, is too slight to be noticed or measured by
weighing in a model one-eighth of full size. The construction also

Fic.^0 Fig .49 ^

admits of a car 50 feet in length turning by means of these trucks

from a street but 28 feet wide into another of the same width.

In Figs. 48-50 is shown an alternative plan of construction for

the truck. It is provided with vertical instead of inclined support-

ing wheels having flanges upon their outer rims, and is designed

especially with a view to the use of electricity as a motive power.

Fig. 50 shows a dynamo-motor for the truck and car, the electric

current in this case being derived from the rails, which are insulated

from the girder for the purpose, expansion being provided for by
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cables at the slip joints of the

posts. The motive power is con-

veyed to the truck and cars

through the horizontal wheels,

which act as tlie driving wheels.

VI. TiiK Passenger Car.

The car designed by Captain

Meigs is novel in many of its

features. An outside view, end

view, and cross-section are illus-

trated in Figs. 55, 50, and 57. It

consists of a strong well-framed

platform built of 5 inch channel

beams, 7 feet 6 inches in \vidtli

by 51 feet 2 inches in length over

all, trussed upon each side for

additional stiffness and attached

to the trucks by four interlock-

ing spring posts at either end.

The body framing is composed of

light X h'on ribs, bent in circular

form, filled in by panels covered

witli upholstering, which covers

the entire interior, and sheathed

with paper and copper upon

the exterior. The car is per-

fectly cylindrical above the

floor, 10 feet 8|- inches in dia-

meter, inclosing the same cross-

sectional area as the standard

car in use. The construction is

made as light as possii^le, and

strength of form carefully stud-

ied. The cylindrical shape is

expected to diminish wind re-

sistances and stresses fully one-

third as compared with the ordi-

nary car. The seats, or chairs,

52 in number, are arranged as in

parlor cars, i. e., independent, re-
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volving, and also folding up at will to gain space when unoccupied.

They, like the whole interior of the car, except the windows, arc up-

holstered, and comfort and luxury has been studied in every detail.

The chairs, as well as the device for securing ventilation at each

window without the annoyance of entering dust, are new and special

devices of the inventor. If it were ever desii'able, one would be-

come more easily reconciled to rolling down an embankment in

one of these cars than in that of any other known form, for the

entire absence of sharp corners and salient points is noticeable.

YII. The Engine.

The engine or locomotive for this system comprises a platform

car supported upon two trucks, one at either end, housed in similar,

manner in all respects to that of the passenger car. Its general

appearance and principal working parts are shown in Figs. 58, 59,

and 60, in outside view of engine and tender coupled, a front view

of the engine, and plan of engine floor with the locomotive mecha-

nism and boiler upon it, the position of the latter being shown by

broken lines. The engine floor is 7 feet 6 inches in width and 29

feet 3 inches in extreme lengtli ; that of the tender, carrying tank

and bin for the water and coal, being 25 feet 8 inches in length,

allowing additional room for baggage or the transportation of em-

ployees, or for other purposes. Upon this floor, in the engine,

covered with ^-inch iron plates, are supported in effect two com-

plete stationary engines, each connected with and operating a single

driving wheel, the pair being horizontal in position and opposite

each other on either side of the upper track-beam of the girder and

midway between the trucks.

A boiler of the locomotive type, though shorter, being 60 inches

in diameter of shell, and 15 feet in length over all, is placed over

the engine mechanism, its center line being 61 inches above the

floor. It contains 208 tubes, 2 inches in outside diameter and 7 feet

long, with a grate 4 feet 6 inches square, containing 20.25 square

feet area. For citj^ use anthracite coal will be used for fuel. The

grate in this case consists of water tubes having spaces between the

sets at intervals of al)0ut one foot for solid round two inch wrought-

iron bars, wliich may be withdrawn for the purpose of dumping the

Are. The crown sheet is arched or elliptical in shape, stayed to the

outer shell by radiating screwed stay rods riveted upon their ends,

and is inclined downward 4 inches at the back end, to allow of
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the climbing and descending

of grades equal to 800 feet to

the mile, Avithont exposing any

portion uncovered by water to

the furnace tire.

The cjlindei'S, 12 inches ij\

diameter bj 22 inches stroke,

are horizontal, their center lines

jDlaced 18 inches above tlie floor
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of the engine and 61|- inclies apart. Tlie piston rods connect with

independent cross-heads sliding upon steel gnide rods 2^- inches

in diameter and 22 inches centers, these being supported at their

ends by cast-iron standards bolted to the floor beams.

The driving wheels, 44.6 inches in diameter, flanged upon their

lower edge, in form and position similar to the balance wheels of

the trucks, are supported and rotate upon short stout axles of steel,

6 inches in diameter, which extend through

asliding-box containing the journals. These

boxes slide in cast-iron wa)'s transversely

to the longitudinal line of the engine, the

axle having a crank keyed upon its upper

end. The crank-pins rotate in square blocks

which slide in a rectangular gi-oove in the

under side of the cross-heads, the arrange-

ment being in effect the well-known device

called the slotted yoke connection.

The slide valves of the usual locomotive

form, in steam chests upon the cylinders,

are operated by the common link and double

eccentrics which are here put npon the

driving axles immediately above the floor

of the engine, the weight of axles and

wheels being supported upon a collar beneath. The only novelty

in the valve motion consists in the horizontal instead of vertical

position of the links, this re(piiring somewhat heavier and larger

rock-shafts than nsual, having vertical axes, the npper horizontal

arm of the rock-shaft being connected with the valve rod by means

of a short swins'ino' link, and the lower arm carrvinof the pin within

the link block.

For operating the links two bell-cranks shown in the plan are

employed, the longitudinal arras of which are connected with the

usual link-hanger and strap, though in horizontal position, and the

transverse arms with a central sliding piece of wrought iron, which

in turn connects with the plunger of a hydraulic cylinder, some 2

inches in diameter by 15 inches long. The throttle valve, link-rod,

brake and coupling rods, as well as the connection between the driv-

ing boxes for producing pressure and adhesion upon the rails, are all

operated by hydraulic power, though hand levers are also retained.

The method of obtaining adhesion of the driving wheels to the

rails, by means of a cylinder and piston attached by pins and eyes

/X<7 T9.
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respectively to the sliding driving boxes, which is thus secured in-

dependently of the actual weight of the engine, enables it to be

made considerably lighter than the ordinary locomotive for the de-

velopment of the same amount of power. It also attains another

very important object, that of a variable adhesion.

The extent of pressure is entirely controlled by a simple 3-way

hydraulic cock admitting the working fluid, preferably glycerine,

under pressure to the pipes connecting with the cylinder from a

receiver or reservoir similar to the Westinghouse air-pressure

drum. A hydraulic pump maintains automatically a fixed press-

ure in this reservoir, or by means of an accumulator ingeniously

constructed two grades of pressure per square inch may be auto-

matically maintained, one for governing the pressure between the

driving wheels, and the other, less in amount, for all the other

purposes connected with the operation of the engine. The object

of the sliding boxes carrying the driving wheels is to enable the

latter to follow the arc produced by the rails upon curves, and its

extent of transverse sliding from a straight line connecting the two

trucks is about 6 inches.

The engine driver occupies the front portion of the engine, the

fireman attending to the furnace at the rear end. The former

stands or sits upon an elevated platform, and has an unobstructed

view of the way through the windows of the monitor roof. Be-

fore him upon a shelf are the five hydraulic cocks controlling, re-

spectively, 1, the throttle ; 2, the reversing apparatus for the links
;

3, the adhesion of the driving wheels ; 4, the brake ; and 5, the

coupling rods of the entire train, while just above are steam and

hydraulic j^ressure gauges and indicators, speaking tubes to fire-

man and conductor, whistle and bell ropes, comprising those ad-

juncts which secure safety and convenience in practical operation.

A¥ith an engine having these provisions for a grip upon the rails,

any grades from a horizontal to a vertical can be climbed, it being

a mere question of supplying sufiicient lifting power by the engine.

While no provision has yet been made for connecting the two en-

gines with their driving wheels together, it being left for practical

running to determine the matter, several appliances are in readiness

to be added if necessary. This can be accomplished by a mechan-

ical connection in the mechanism, or by the valve motion control-

ling the steam distribution, or by the independent means of a

hydraulic cylinder or auxiliary steam engine to throw either driv-

ing wheel over the dead points, when needful.
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VIII. The Couplings.

These are automatic in their action, interlocking when conpled,

the nose of one draw-bar entering a socket npon the other to iorm

a ri.id bar between the two truck centers. A rod extending

throuc^h them parallel to the draw-bars and making butt .loints

when two draw-bars are coupled, controls the coupling hooks winch

are similar to the Miller hooks, by means of slotted links of varia-

ble throw, and these hooks are operated in such a manner by

moving the rods hydraulically that the engineman can uncouple

any car in the train, from the engine. The object of this is t

^
in case of an impending rear or head collision, which are almo tl^

only serious possibilities of accident existing m this system the en-

gineman, by one movement of the hydraulic cock controlling he

couplin^vs, can divide the train into sections consisting of separa e

cars'each having a brake which sets automatically "l-u detach-

ment from the train, and thus, by partially destroying the mo-

mentum of the whole, cause the collision to take place by a suc-

cession of comparatively small blows from the ^igine and slowing

sections consisting of the separate cars instead of by a single blow

having behind it the momentum of the entire tram This is ac-

compUshed by a hydraulic cylinder and piston upon the tender, the

piston-rod of which cylinder pushes upon the coupling rods, com-

pressing springs upon them during traction, and which when

pressure is' relfeved as by movement of the controlling cock or

breaking apart of the cars from any cause, causes the rods to spring

out witMrawing the hooks and uncoupling the cars.

Since the cart can neither lift nor swerve from the track, by

this construction of the coupling and of the trucks,_ end strains

can only be, brought upon the car platforms directly in ine wi i

them, sLngth to resist which is the leading teature of their con-

struction •

The draw-bars and couplings have special devices for a continu-

ous and positive connection throughout the train, although allowing

the draw-bars to swing upon the truck centers, and contain new

features of construction.

IX. The Brakes.

The purpose of a brake is to consume the power, momentum or

energy of a moving body such as a train of cars, by ^reatnig nc-

tion upon the wheels or rails, and it is in this system intended to
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be operated upon the horizontal or balancing wheels of the trucks,

altliough they may be fitted upon the supporting wheels also. In

the former ease they may be automatically operated by powerful

springs acting upon toggle-joints so as to cause the wheels to

pinch the upper track-beam of the girder, or by shoes upon their

rims, controlled in either case by hydraulic means similar to those

of the couplings. It is considered preferable to employ spring

pressure to throw the action of the brakes on, and positive press-

ure by the hydraulic cylinder, to throw the friction off, during

draft of the ti'ain.

It has been found in the Westinghouse brake experiments that

the most efficient action of the brakes exists at the point of greatest

pressure upon them before slipping of the wheel takes place. If the

wheels slip, the friction is at once greatly reduced. That is, more
power can be consumed in a given time by braking upon the rolling

wheels than by the sliding of the same wheels without turning, upon

the rails. It is well known also that in the ordinary form of brake

the pressure comes upon but one-half of the longitudinal cross-sec-

tion of the axle or one-fourth of the brass, owing to the use of half

boxes, and the position of the brake block with reference to them.

In this method it is resisted by the full half section of axles,

which are made large for the purpose, and the momentum of the

train is consumed not only by the friction at the brake-shoe, but

upon the axles and rims of the wheels pressing upon the rails, which

latter is doubled, vnth the same hrdkingforce^ by the equal friction

produced upon the opposite wheel on the other side of the girder.

The action of the brakes as well as that of traction can be best

illustrated by the rails rolling between the rolls of a rolling

mill. It is this well-known action reversed, and it is easily seen

why no slipping of the wheels can occur by any pressure upon

them. Indeed, as in the case of the transmission of pressure

through the supporting wheels of the truck directly through the

center of the wheels, which has been discussed, the greater the

pressure or load the more these actions are insured.

It should be said that the brakes just described are additional

to the ordinary hand-brakes with which each car is to be supplied

for use in an extraordinary emergency.

Continuing the discussion of the principal details of this System

which have been described, there remains room for the short ex-

amination of a few leading points only.
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The wei'ii'lits of eiijiine and cars as actually under construction

Avill be about as follows

:

Weight of each truck, complete (5.400 lbs.

" engiue carriage, exclusive of boiler and engine 20,836 "

*' engine mechanism 11,075 "

" boiler, empty, about 6,500 lbs. In ordinary work-

ing condition, . . 8,500 "

" engine, with boirr.compl'te. 38,000 " In ordinary work-

ing condition. . . 40,000 "

" tender " 22,935 " In ordinary work-

ing condition. . . 42,000*"
" car 25,000 " Loaded 32,000 "

There being the same number of supporting wheels for the

weight as in tlie ordinary system, or eight for each engine or cai',

there will be

:

Load per supporting truck wheel on engine, with ordinary working load. 5,000 lbs.

" " '• " tender, " " " " 5 250 "

" " " " car. " " " " 4.000 "

Center of Gravity.—The center of gravity is considerably lower

and tlie stability greater in this form of railway than in either the

Kew York elevated or in the surface roads. It lies within a few

inches of the floor of the car, when loaded, or about twenty inches

from the way and rails, while in tlie other systems named it is

nearly fonr feet above tlie rails. A principal feature in this con-

struction of way is the low point of support for the load, in con-

nection with a high-placed abutment for draft and brake power.

Curves and Centrifugal Forces.—Upon curves, the way is found

to be even stronger in form than upon the tangents, since the ac-

tion of centrifugal forces at these points has been found to act upon

the line of tangent posts, while the hoop form of the girder, so

long as it is presej'ved intact, effectually prevents any concentra-

tion of stress tending to overturn it, upon any single post. To
avoid all locating of posts in the streets, which is always desirable,

in turning from one street into another, diagonal trusses may
be thrown across from the opposite corner of the street, and the

track girders supported upon them, giving all required intermediate

support.

Tractive Force and Jiesistances.—The actual tractive poAver

which it will be necessary to employ in the Meigs system can be

determined only by experiment. The resistance to movement of

* With 1,800 gals, water, weighing 15.000 lbs., and 4,000 lbs. of coal.
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an ordinary freight car on a straight and level road at 10 miles per

hour is about eight pounds per ton weight, and the total may be

divided into a constant resistance due partly to the internal resist-

ances of the friction of the axles, and partly to the external resist-

ances of the rolling fricfion of the wheels upon the rails ; and vari-

able resistances. The latter include additional resistances caused

by flange friction upon curves and by gravity on ascending

grades, the friction of the engine and its machinery, the resistance

of the atmosphere and of wind, and those caused by the lateral

play of the wheels and transverse oscillations of the engine and

train ; and all these are affected by the condition of the engine

and of the permanent way, the evenness of the track, curves and

grades, the weather and wind. They are principally caused, how-

ever, by the speed, increasing as the square of the speed. The

fact, ascertained by D. K. Clark, that the resistance of a train

at 60 miles per hour was 21 pounds per ton, forms the basis of a

formula deduced by Mi-. Forney. Taking the constant resistance

at 6 pounds per ton, since the resistance at any speed to that at a

known speed, R: R^ = v^ : Vi, we have the resistance

„ R' ^ 21 2 . ^
Vi 't'f 171

The resistances of the atmosphere also vary as the square of the

speed, and according to the estimate of Mr. Zerah Colburn, in

Locomotive Engineering^ increase the above one-half, or 50 per

cent. The ordinary resistance of curves is stated to be fully cov-

ered by a grade allowance of 2^ feet per mile per degree.*

The total train resistances then, were this railway upon the ordi-

nary system, may be taken at from 16 to 20 lbs. per ton weight of

train, at moderate speeds. This would be, for engine, tender and

four cars, weighing in all 210 tons, from 3,360 to 4,200 pounds, ex-

clusive of atmosphei-ic resistances which would increase it to about

6,300 pounds.

The tractive power, or force exerted to move the engine with its

train one foot is

'In R '

* H. Haupt, C. E
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{p being the mean ejffective pressure of steam per square incli of

piston ; A the piston area, and S and R the stroke of crank and

radius of driving-^vheel, respectively) ;
or, the tractive force which

must be exerted in order to equal and overcome the above resist-

ance for a constant speed of train may be found conveniently ijy

multiplying the tractive }^o\\'qv 2^er pound of effective pressure per

square inch on the pistons by the pressure per square inch of the

steam upon the pistons. The first is obtained by means of the

following formula reduced from that above, or

rj^_>^^^ (12r-x22im^
^^^^

^ - n 44.6

. {d and D being the diameters in inches of piston and driving-wheel

respectively). The mean effective pressure exerted through the

stroke, assuming the boiler pressure at 150 lbs. per sqnare inch, di-

minished to 130 lbs. initial pressure in the cylinders, with the cut-off

at \ the stroke as usual, may be estimated at not far from 100 lbs. per

square inch of piston area ; which, multiplied by the tractive power

per pound, 71, gives 7,100 pounds as the maximum constant force

exerted by the engine at the rail, to pull the train.

Now the friction of the driving-wheels upon the rail, or the ad-

hesion produced, which alone makes the exertion of the tractive

force useful in moving the train, is in the ordinary system entirely

dependent upon the weight or load upon the driving-wheels, and is

but about \ of this load in amount, on an average. Thus it appears

that fully to utilize the power exerted in the cylinders of the en-

gine, there would be required in the ordinary system a load npon the

driving-wheels, or a weight of engine upon them of 35,500 ])Ounds,

in order to produce the adhesion of the wheels necessary to pre-

vent their slipping. It is estimated that the actual loss by slippage

of the wheels and absence of means to prevent the bouncing or

jumping of the wheels from the rails npon raih'oads is not less than

one-fifth their circumference in every revolution, causing a con-

stant loss of power to an extent of twenty per cent, of the entire

power of the engine. The area of actual contact of these wheels

upon the rails has been found l)y measurement to be surpnsnigly

small, an average of many experiments giving an extent ol but Ij

inches transversely to the rail by I inch longitudinally—an area

varying from ^uV <"« t¥o of a square inch, and averaging but ,Vd

square inch; from which it follows that the concentration of press-

8
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ure upon these limited surfaces varies from 26.607 lbs. to 85,961 lbs.

to the square inch, tliese enonnous forces causing great wear and

tear on the rails. It has been stated by R. Price Williams, an

authority upon the maiptenance of way in England, that anything

which will reduce the resistance due to deflection of track under

these forces and consequent abrasion, by ^ or -}, will soon effect

the saving of tlie whole cost of the rail.

In the Meigs system the bearings of the wheels upon the rails

are increased about 5^ times beyond those in existing railroads,

while all bouncing from the track is effectually prevented, or at

least its evil effects off-set, so far as adhesion is concerned, by a

corresponding pressure upon the opposite wheel, at the moment of

occurrence. There can be no slipping of the wheels, when suffi-

cient power is supplied, in a variable adhesion system; they will

always roll, under light or heavy loads equally.

Now an ordinary locomotive having 35,500 lbs. load upon the driv-

ing-wheels, to make available the 7,100 pounds tractive force we have

assumed to be required in this engine, would have to weigh in all

at least 60,000 lbs., or 30 tons, whereas this engine exerting the

same power will need to weigh but 20 tons, a clear saving in dead

weight to be transported of 10 tons, or 33 per cent, of the weight

of the ordinary locomotive.

The importance of this saving, resulting from the use of means for

producing a variable adhesion independent of the weight of engine

and possible only upon the system of way adopted, or a similar one,

demands particular notice.

Speed.—By this saving in power, an increase can be made in the

size of the driving-wheels, to draw a train of equal size as now run,

without a material increase in the expenditure of steam and coal

;

from which it results that with tlie same number of revolutions

of the driving-wheels as that now customary, a large increase in

speed is attainable, with the same power of engine. Thus, for

example, a 10-foot driving-wheel, without slip, would require but

168 revolutions per minute to make 60 miles per hour, while the

ordinary 5-foot driving-wheel requires to be driven at 336 revolu-

tions per minute, even without slip, to run at 60 miles per hour,

which it will be seen is nearly the practicable limit, producing a pis-

ton s})eed of from 1,200 to 1,400 feet per minute. Any large in-

crease of speed beyond this amount can hardly be looked for upon

the ordinary railroad, for the requirements of safety against derail-

ment, and the safe working speed of the mechanism, together with
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the exertion ot sufficient powerto move the load, are the limiting

conditions which forbid the increase in size of driving-wheels

against the rapidly and enormously increasing train and air resist-

ances, as the speed is augmented.

So that, it requiring but 280 revolutions a minute at usiial

speed of a 10-foot driving-wheel to make 100 miles an hour, as

compared with 336 revolutions with the ordinary 5- foot driving-

wheel to make 60 miles an hour, it will be seen that an am-

ple margin of steam is obtained, together with the absence of

slip, to run at such speeds with equal or ordinary power. Thus

it becomes perfectly possible and within tlie capacity of the present

locomotive boiler and without increase of piston speed, to run

trains at great speed upon the plan proposed, and the inventor con-

fidently predicts regular working speeds of from 75 to 100 miles

per hour upon this railway with equal and probably greater safety

than that with which 40 miles an hour are now run. The entire

absence of connecting and parallel rods in this engine should be

noted as an important point in the attainment of speed with safety

from breakage in the engine mechanism.

Power.—01 course the power developed by the engine will vary

with the number of revolutions made. Although the term, horse-

power, is applicable to stationary rather than to locomotive engines,

since as a general distinction the office of the latter is to draw a load

rather than to lift a weight through a certain height, its power can

be reduced to an equivalent horse-power, this being equal to the pro-

duct of a certain weight attached by a rope to the circumference of

one of the driving-wheels into a certain height through which it is

lifted per minute, divided by 33,000. Since the power exerted is

equal to the gross work performed, it may be represented, calcu-

lated from the effective steam pressure and the speed, as follows :

TTT^ « X 2 X ^1 X 2 X ^x ]V _ 4:pASN
^^P = SpOJ 33,000 '

it therefore depending upon the effective pressure, i>,
per square

inch exerted through the whole stroke; the joint area, 2^, of the

two pistons; the length of stroke, S, in feet; and the number of

revolutions, N', per minute. At 60 miles per hour with 10-foot

driving-wheels, the foot-pounds of energy developed at 168 revolu-

tions would be 13,021,606 per minute, and the nominal horse-power,

422. At 100 miles per hour and 280 revolutions per minute the
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number developed would be 23,202,676 foot-pounds per minute

and tlie corresponding; number of horse-power would be 703.

As to the train resistances at these speeds it can only be said

that no data now obtamed are applicable. Their actual extent is

simply a subject for conjecture, and can be determined only by act-

ual experiment.

It is evident that the same proportionate advantages may be real-

ized with the adoption of electricity instead of steam as the motive

power, for which the system is especially well adapted, and which

it is ultimately the intention to employ, with a consequent avoid-

ance of dust and noise.

In conclusion and in review, there may be noted the following

brief statement of advantageous points for the accomplishment of

rapid transit, as indicated in this system.

Swmmary of the Chief Distinguishing Points of the Meigs Ele-

vated Railway Systemfor Rapid Transit.

1. Security from derailment b}' the construction of truck over-

hanging the girder and tied by the wheel-flanges to the rails.

2. The connection of the draw-bars and couplings to the trucks

directly beneath the car platforms, preventing telescoping or rising

of the cars in case of collision.

3. The increased security of the attachment of the car body to

the truck, having four posts for each truck, in place of the usual

single pivot-pin, and the tying of both together by interlocking

flanges.

4. Obstruction in the streets and interference to light and view

reduced to a minimum, due to the reduction in the widtli of the

permanent way.

5. The advantage in strength of way due to bringing the stresses

of the load directly over the central line of posts, by means of the

diagonal supporting wheels.

6. The lowering of the center of gravity and consecpient in-

crease in stability both of the cars and way, as compared with the

New York system.

7. The advantage of independently rotating wheels for the pre-

vention of slipping and flange friction, enabling each wheel to

follow the rail more closely than in the ordinary truck, and thus

greatly diminishing its resistance upon curves.

8. The increase in breadtli of tread of the wheels upon the
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rails to prevent tlie concentration of the load upon small areas,

and to thus reduce the wear upon the rails.

9. The savin*^ of power attained in the production of pressure

upon the driving-wheels bj means independent of the weight of

engine, and controlling the same so as to produce the variable ad-

luision required.

10. The lessening in cost of operation by the reduction in weight

of engine and cars.

11. The cylindrical form of car and engine, for the diminution

of air and wind resistances upon their sides and resulting strain

upon the trucks and way.

12. The facility of turning sharp curves as small as those of 50

feet radius, enabling it to be constructed in narrow streets, not pos-

sible in the ordinary system, and the absence of increased friction

and resistances upon the curves.

13. The facilitj' and economy in climbing heavy grades without

loss of power by slijipage, and, in general, by the holding of the

wheels against the rail without the possibility of rebounding from

them, as in the ordinary system.

14. The superior advantage of the system pi'oposed of brakes

upon the upper or gripping rails,

15. The automatic coupling apparatus for diminishing the dan-

ger in head or rear collisions.

16. The increased safety of the switch due to its size and con-

struction.

17. The freedom of the way from obstructions, or from snow
and ice lodging upon the way and blocking it.

18. The entire absence of grade crossings, of trespassers, or the

possibility of other trains crossing at grade.

19. The economy of construction and maintenance of way due

to absence of surface grading, of embankments and drainage ditches,

and diminished repairs in alignment and cost of the renewal of

cross-ties.

20. The increased speed made practicable, with safety and econ-

omy, due to its special features as a system, as compared with the

ordinary system now in use.
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APPENDIX I.

AN ACT TO AUTHORIZE THE INCORPORATION OF THE MEIGS ELEVATED

RAILWAY COMPANY.

3e it enacted hy the Senate and House of Representatives in General

Court assembled, and hy the authority of the same, asfollows :

Sect. 1. Joe Y. Meigs, William S. Butler, William A, Kussell,

Roland Wortliiugton, Thomas W. Pierce, Henrj Hastings, Na-

than Appleton, Franklin E. Gregory, Edgar E. Dean, George A.

Alden, George E. Harrington, Frank Jones, J. W. Johnson,

George J. Carney, Charles E. Powers, their associates and suc-

cessors, may associate and become a corporation as the Meigs Ele-

vated Pailway Company in the manner provided by chapter one

hundred and thirteen of the Public Statutes and acts in addition

thereto, subject to all the duties, restrictions and liabilities con-

tained therein, so far as the same can be applied thereto, except

those parts referring to the "gauge" of the road, the amount of

its capital stock, and the manner of paying in the same for the

purpose of building, maintaining and operating an elevated rail-

way between some point in the city of Cambridge and Bowdoin
Square in the city of Boston. The location of said road across the

Charles River shall not be south of the southerly line of West

Boston Bridge, and shall thence proceed in the most direct prac-

ticable route to Bowdoin Square in Boston, and there terminate :

provided, however, that the board of aldermen of the city of

Boston may, for reasons of public necessity and convenience, to

avoid unnecessary damage to property, deflect the route from the

most direct line. For the purpose of applying said provisions of

said chapter one hundred and tliirteen to the corporation hereby

authorized, it shall be deemed a street railway corporation.

Sect. 2. The amount of its capital stock shall not be less than

one hundred thousand dollars for each mile of road. Not less

than ten per cent, of said stock shall be paid in before a certifi-

cate of incorporation is issued, and the whole capital stock shall be

paid in in cash before the construction of the road shall be com-

menced.

Sect. 3. Locations for tracks shall be petitioned for between

the points named in section one of this act, and after fourteen
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days' notice, of which notice a copy shall be left with the owner

or occupant of each estate on the line of the proposed location,

seven days before the hcarino-, a hearing shall be had before the

board of aldermen of the city in which the location is asked, as

provided in section seven of said chapter one hundred and thir-

teen, and after such hearing the board of aldermen may refuse the

location asked for, or grant the same, in whole or in part, under

such restrictions as they shall deem the ]niblic interests require,

and the board of aldermen of either of said cities of Cambridge or

Boston may, on like notice and hearing, revoke any location aftei"

the expiration of one year from the granting of the same, if, in

their judgment, the public interests so requii-e, and in case of such

revocation ma}' require the structures of the company to be re-

moved and the location to be restoi-ed to its original condition at

the expense of the corporation, in the same manner and with like

requirements as in the revocation of locations for street railway's

under sections twenty-three, twenty-four, twentj'-tive and twenty-

six of said chapter one hundred and thirteen.

Sect. 4. No location for tracks shall be petitioned for in the

city of Boston until at least one mile of the road has been built

and operated, nor until the safety and strength of the structure

and the rolling stock and motive power shall have been examined

and approved by the board of railroad commissioners or by a com-

petent engineer, to be appointed by them, and to be paid by said

corporation a price fixed by said board.

Sect. 5. The Meigs elevated railway shall not be built after the

manner of the New York elevated railways, but shall be built

according to the plans, methods and inventions of Joe V, Meigs, a

copy of which shall be filed with the Secretary of State within

sixty days of the passage of this act ; and upon granting a location,

the board .of aldermen shall prescribe the height at which the low-

est part of the girder shall be above the ground, and the width of

the track, provided that its greatest width shall not exceed twenty-

two and one-half inches.

Sect. 6. The provisions of sections thirteen and fourteen of

chapter one hundred and thirteen, and sections thirty-eight to

forty inclusive, and sections fortj'-three to forty-five inclusive, of

chapter one hundred and twelve of the Public Statutes, and of

chapter two hundred and sixty-five of the acts of eighteen hundred

and eighty-two.* shall apply to said corporation. The corporation

^ Provisions of the General Railroad Law.
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may take, in tlie manner prescribed in sections ninety-one to

ninety-three inclusive, of cliapter one hundred and twelve of the

Public Statutes, as niucli land as may be necessary for the proper

construction and security of the road, or as may be necessary for

depot and station purposes.

Sect. 7. The owner of any property taken for such railway, or

of any property abutting' on streets through which said railway may

pass, not so taken, in any manner injuriously affected or lessened

in value, whether by smoke, noise, obstruction of light, air or

access, disturbance of quiet enjoyment or otherwise, by the con-

struction, maintenance or operation of said railway, may petition

for assessment of his damages, and his petition shall be heard and

determined in the same manner and with like effect as now pro-

vided by law when real estate is taken for public highways. But

said corporation shall not acquire title to any land, nor enter upon

any street, until all damages to the owners of land and abutters on

any part of a street occupied, or to be occupied, by its structure

have been paid or secured in a manner satisfactory to the owner,

or to be fixed by the superior court or any justice thereof, sitting

in equity for the county where the land lies, upon the petition of

either party and summary hearing. And the erection of the struc-

tures authorized by this act in any street shall be deemed a new

servitude, for which damages may be claimed by any owner of land

having a fee or an easement appendant or appurtenant to his land,

in, on, or over such street, or by any tenant of such owner. But all

persons claiming interests in the same estate shall join in one peti-

tion. And such petition for damages on any street shall be filed be-

fore the expiration of one year after the structures authorized by

this act are built or operated in that part of such street contiguous

to the petitioner's estate.

Skct. 8. The damages and costs recoverable by the persons

petitioning therefor, as herein before provided, shall become and

be a first lien without priority to any of said petitioners as among

themselves, on all the property of the said corporation, having

priority of payment in full, except over debts and taxes due to or

assessed by the United States or the Commonwealth, or any county,

city or town in the Commonwealth ; said lien may be enforced for

damages and costs in equity. If any damages recovered against

said corporation, other than damages recovered by owners of land

and abutters on any part of a street occupied by any structure of

said corporation, or their tenants, as such owners, abutters or ten-
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ants, remain unpaid for thirty clays after final judgment therefor,

the superior court may, by injunction or other suitable process in

equity, ])rohibit and restrain the corporation from continuing the

operation of said road, or maintaining any structure in any place

or manner injurious to the person applying for such relief.

Sect. 9. AVhenever said corporation shall make any excavation

in or near any public highway, or shall set any foundation, pier or

post, in or near the same, the surface of the street, sidewalk or

other ground shall be restored, as soon as practicable, to the condi-

tion it was in before the excavation was made, as near as may be;

and no interference shall be had with, or change made in, water or

gas mains or pipes, sewers, drains or other subterranean works, ex-

cept with the concurrence of the board of aldermen first had and

obtained, and upon condition that the same shall be immediately

restored to a serviceable condition, as good as before the change or

disturbance, and at the sole cost and expense of said corporation.

And the superior court in equity may summarily enforce the pro-

visions of this section by injunction or other appropriate remedy.

Sect. 10. The provisions of section three of chapter one hun-

dred and five of the Public Statutes shall apply to the corporation

hereby authorized.

Sect. 11. This act shall take effect upon its passage. \_A.p-

proved, March 18, 1884.]

DISCUSSION.

Mr. Durfee.—I would like to ask the author of the paper a

question that occurred to me while he was reading it—whether

those diagonal wheels are sustaining wheels or steadying wheels.

The exterior diameter of the wheel is considerably larger than the

diameter of the bottom of its groove, and, it seems to me, there

must be a grinding action there.

Mr. Galloupe.—The diagonal wheels are the sustaining or sup-

porting wheels for the weight. "We do not suppose that that grind-

ing action will be any worse than the present flange friction upon

the ordinary wheel; but it can be entirely prevented by using the

ordinary form of rail placed at the proper angle and changing the

shape of the wheels to wheels having a flat tread with or without

flanges at the sides.

Mr. Durfee.—It seems to me that the grinding action there

must be very destructive both to wheel and track. It would bring

a very awkward strain on the inner flange of each wheel.
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Mr. ITent.—l did not notice any suggestion in the paper regard-

ing the influence of wind strains. We know how the Tay Bridge

fell down, because it did not have a wide enough base.

3Ir. Galloupe.—AU these questions have been carefully consid-

ered and gone over. It has been studied for some five or six years

both by a Civil Engineer as well as Mechanical Engineers, and

strain sheets made with every modification of the track structure,

and besides the calculations of theory, tests by model were made so

far as practicable. The whole system is now being built of full

size, experimentally, with about one-half a mile of track containing

Fig. 110.

the most extreme conditions as to grades and curves and difficul-

ties, which will ever be likely to occur in practice, and it is going

to be tested practically to see if the theories will be upheld. All

these things have been considered, and the maximum strains that

can be brought on the way and on evei-y part of the system have

been taken in designing it.

Mr. Halsey.—l am not a railroad man, but I see one point in

the design which appears to be very objectionable—the switch

shown on page 94. In principle this is substantially the old-fash-

ioned stub switch, the dangers of which are so great, even on sur-
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face lines of track, that in the

State of New York I believe

its use is now prohibited by

law. It does not seem pos-

sible with a track constructed

on this plan to apply any of

the modern safety switches.

As the result of a misplaced

switch of the construction

shown, mio'ht be to run a train

off the end of the track and

drop it bodily into the street,

the objection seems to me a

serious—perhaps a fatal—one.

3Ir. Dutfee.—The idea of

supporting a train of moving

cars upon a single rail sup-

ported by girders sustained

by posts is a very old one in-

deed. In the year 1824, live

years before the opening of

the Liverpool and Manchester

Kailway, Henry E. Palmer,

civil engineer, published a

" description of a railway on

a new principle," * which con-

sisted of a single track sup-

ported on posts. The wheels

and trucks were above the

roof of the cars, which were

suspended from the trucks

like panniers, on each side of

the track (Fig. 110). The

center of gravity in that con-

struction was very much

lower than in the one under

consideration. One of the

mm
'« I 111 If
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Fig. 111.

* Description of a Railway on a new principle, with observations on those

hitherto constructed, and a table showing the comparative amount of resistance

on several now in use. Also an illustration of a newly observed fact relatmg to

the friction of axles, and a description of an improved dynamometer for ascertam-
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illustrations of Mr. Palmer's book (reproduced in Fig. Ill) is of

especial interest as showing an early form of the cantilever bridge.

The form of single, rail, post-supported track described by Mr.

Palmer has been several times before the public since the publi-

cation of his book. In the year 1834 Henry Sargent, of Boston,

built at Chelsea a circular railway (intended for amusement only)

on this plan, and commenced the construction of a larger struc-

ture in East Boston, on a location described as " a marshy piece

Fig. 112.

of ground, full of creeks and ponds, and much more unfavorable

than the average surface of the country." At the Centennial

Exposition there was a short section of single rail on posts, on

which ran a peculiar locomotive having a passenger car attached.

Other examples of similar attempts might be given. I fail to de-

tect any conspicuous novelty in the car body described ; substan-

tially the same construction was proposed by a Mr. Eobbins and

an illustrated description published thereof many years since.

The plan proposed to insure tractive power by means of a pair

of horizontal gi'ipping wheels was originally debased by Vignoles

and Ericsson (Fig. 112), and an English patent granted therefor

ing the resistance of floating vessels and carriages moving on roads and railways.

By Henry R. Palmer, Civil Engineer, Member of the Institution of Civil Engi-

neers. With plates. Second edition, revised. London : Printed for J. Taylor,

at the Architectural Library, High Hoi born, 1824.
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in 1830 and it has been patented several times since both in Eng-

land and the United States. It was used on the Mont Cenis

Kailway, but was not regarded as a decided success.

Prof. IIufton.-Theve is one thing to which I look forward with

interest and that is to see how they will manage one of the details

of the switch. If it is desirable to have the switch move over a

verv small angle it would seem as if it were necessary that a very

long gh-der should be used to be swung at its heel m order that

the permanent way of the siding may clear the permanent way of

the main track. I know that that has been one very great dife-

cultv in railways constructed on this principle heretofore

3L' Schu7>mann.--Dxn-mg the Centennial Exhibition there was

shown a short elevated railroad, and that had the rail in the mid-

dle and the wheels on top of the car. The car itself hung down

saddle fashion, on both sides of the rail, as in the form lUustrated

by Mr. Durfee.
. -, -^ • -i o

The President.-V^^^ the power contained withm the car i

Mr ScJmhmann.-l beheve it was ; I do not remember exactly.

The road was only about 150 feet long. They used to take pas-

sengers on it for five cents. It ran across Lansdowne Kavme m

Fainnount Park.
ADDED SINCE THE MEETINO.

Mr. Gallonpe.-ln answer to Mr. Durfee's remai-k that a slip-

ping or <.rinAiug action of the truck wheels would bring a strain

upon th^ inner flanges of the wheels, I would say that it was pai-

ticularlj intended to show in the paper, under the discussion of

the truck's action, that such a thing could not occur as demon-

tt^d both by theory and actual trials witli models. The s resses

must be distributed on both flanges or sides of the truck w eds

equally, or they will move upon their axles (since there is nothing

to'resist motion in contact with the hubs, and the position of the

wheels is entirely governed by the rais) until 'tis occur This

has always been fouud a difficult point to establish, but will I

think become clear upon a Uttle reflection. It is one of tho..e

cases where seeing, rather than trusting to theory, '« .'^'^
i«!'^S;

In regard to Mr. Halsoy's comment upon the switch, 1 w ouW

say that it is diflicult to judge of a thing involving so many new

conditions by the analogies of the surface railroads. We have

here no very small rail section or switch points, invisible to the

engine driver beyond a few feet away, and hence necessaiy to

ha« the protection of a safety frog, but in this case a large girder
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two feet wide by foiu' feet in depth comprising tlie switch section,

its position being easily seen for a much greater distance, and

hence largely increasing instead of diminishing the safety of this

feature. Besides that, while the ordinary switch points have to

be moved not more than an inch or two out of place to derail a

train, this switch may be Tuoxedi fifteen inches out of place with no

effect resulting fi'om a train running upon it in this position except

to close it, an action following from the form and inclination of

the truck wheels striking it.

The present safety switch system in use on surface railroads

embodies the features of a continuous bearing for the supporting

wheels, and this is by no means impossible in the Meigs system.

It would involve the use of a girder of double the usual depth,

and divided into two parts horizontally. The supporting wheels

would ran on the upper boom of the lower member, and this

would be continuous except that it would have frogs. The upper

member would be the one to be swung to connect the branch

tracks and main line. The details of this safety switch have been

worked out so far as to demonstrate that it is fully feasible, but

in particulars, will depend largely in any instance on the details

of gii'der selected, and on the maximum and minimum headway

required or allowed by local authorities beneath the girder.

There is also a device to be soon applied to it that shall hold

the switch in one position or the other, as by springs, either open

or closed, so that I do not see that the switch is more unsafe than

the ordinary one, but quite the contrary. The great desideratum

is to prevent derailments, a thing which the ordinary switch is

not too perfect in accomplishing.

Prof. Hutton's suggestion that a small switch angle would

necessitate a verj* long gii'der for the switch is undoubtedly true

but this truck will never requii'e an inclination of switch section

to main line greater than about 5°, and is moreover perfectly

adapted to turning angles, not requiring a small switch angle on

account of its independently rotating supporting wheels, and the

central position of the upper wheels about which the truck turns.

With the above inclination, the length of switch trass will be mod-

erate, not exceeding 35 feet.

As to the Robbins car, the only feature in common with it and

the Meigs is that it is round, the method and weight of the

framing and construction being dissimilar throughout. They

were both designed about the same time, I beUeve.
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I am obliged to Mr. Durfee for alhiding to the history of

elevated or post line railroads. The earliest proj^oser of a single

post Hue railway, of which I know, in England is Henry Kobinson

Palmer, whose patent is dated Nov. 22, 1821. He shows a beam
oaiTying a single rail on top and supported uj^on a line of posts.

Upon this rail runs a vertical supporting wheel for the load, which

in this case consists of bags carried one on either side, like pan-

niers. [Described in Rep. of Arts, Yol. L, 3d series, p. 129 :

Neiotmi London Journal, Vol. Y., p. 151, Yol. X., p. 32 : Mechanics'

Magazine, Yol. XXVII., p. 349 : lieyister Arts and Sciences, Yol.

I., pp. 97, 131 ; Yol. II., pp. 150, 353 ; Vol. III., p. 141 ; Yol. lY, p.

219 ; Vol. I., new series, p. 9 ; Vol. IV., p. 25 : Engineers' and 3Ie-

chanics' Encyclopcedia, Yol. I., p. 615 ; Yol. II., p. 425.]

Since then pro1)ably over one hundred different patents have

been taken out in England and the United States in this line, of

which I will bi-iefly refer only to the following.

Among the English patents, April 2, 1825, a patent was taken

out by Jacob Jedden Fisher for a suspended railway, in which

weights were shown suspended below the level of the rail ou either

side, the track itself being supported like the floor of a suspension

bridge.

D. Maxwell, May 10, 1829, had a patent on suspended cars.

"William Newton, an English attorney, took out a patent July

30, 1845, upon a rail of ordinary section, having horizontal wheels

running upon its sides, close to the ground. Another was that of

Robertson J. CHnton, June 4, 1846, who provided a central rail

between the two ordinary rails, and elevated this rail to a higher

position.

July 14, 1846, Sir Samuel Brown took out a patent on a central

rail and a wheel having a notched or V groove to run upon it.

In the United States, we have Henry Sargeant, May 6, 1825,

who patented a post line railway carrying a rail on top and ver-

tical supporting wheels carrying panniers of wood, upon either

side. He printed a pamphlet upon it which was published in

Boston, April 30, 1827.

J. Stimpson, June 3, 1830, also patented a single post line

wooden way, hanng side strips upon the posts.

In the patent of Bryant and Hyett, June 13, 1831, a vertical

wheel is shown on a post line railroad, with the loud supported by

it hanging dow^n on either side of the posts. A similar patent is

J. Richards', patented March 9, 1832.
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But the nearest approach to the method adopted in the system

under consideration was that by U. Emmons, in the United

States, April 17, 1837, who, in addition to the post Une, siugle

rail and wheel on top carrying the car pannier-fashion, and which

extended down upon each side of the posts, employed side rails

upon the posts upon which run horizontal steadying wheels for

the lower part of the car.

July 2, 1872, a patent by E. Crew shows inclined steadying

wheels.

To conclude this brief review of these crude and disconnected

ideas but two more need be named.

The " Cameron " Pontoon Cart, proposed for South Africa, may
be regarded as the simplest possible form for a railway. It con-

sisted in fastening to the ground by rough, notched sticks a line

of hollow logs cut lengthwise in halves, not unlike a wooden house

gutter in appearance. In this groove was a single wheel carrying

a basket with arms on either side. This "wheelbarrow principle,"

as it is called, required the equilibrium to be maintained and pro-

pelhug power furnished by men or animals. Also log railroads

have been used, one by Kichardson Brothers, at a mill near

Truckee, Nevada.

This conception, elevated on posts about three feet from the

ground, was an idea suggested by J. L. Haddam, _'Engineer-in-

Chief of the Ottoman Government, for a military railroad, and a

section was built, with engine and rolling stock, the latter being

in form like an inverted V, or on the " camel saddle " principle,

hanging upon either side.

The single rail railroad, so called, built at the Philadelphia Ex-

hibition in 1876, over Belmont Ravine, was invented by Gen. Le
Eoy Stone, of New York. It was elevated about 35 feet and was

about 500 feet long, really consisting of tJiree rails instead of one

the section being not unlike the letter A, with a rail at each angle

of the triangle. The supporting rail was at the top, the lower

rails carrying the horizontal stead^dng wheels for the saddle-bag,

car. It was previously built at Phoenixville, Pa. The engine was
a rotar}' one of the La France pattern and connected direct to the

supporting wheels by gears instead of cranks. One fatal objection

to it seems to be its inability to turn curves.

Thus, while some of the ideas mentioned above undoubtedly

enter as elements in the system under consideration, it cannot be

said that any of them resemble it closely. It is a fact that this
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APPENDIX III.

RAPID TRANSIT AND ELEVATED RAILROADS.

(Page 102.)

Proof of Action of Forces on the Meigs Wheels.—In Fig.

139, let a G he, the vertical force due to gravity acting downward

upon the wheels and guides. We may separate tiiis central force

into two vertical and parallel forces hw, hw^ whose point of appli-

cation is at the central point of junction of the axles and wheels.

Now, the force hw may be resolved into

the two forces of which it is the resultant,

hs and sw, at right angles. Sio, at right

angles to the axle «.<?, tends only to trans-

mit a pressure through the center line of

the wheel, or normal to the rail at c.

If we consider the axles produced until

they meet at a as a rigid frame, being so

constructed in the truck frame as to be

immovable, but two motions are possible.

1st. A rotary motion of the point a in an arc passing through a, in

which case the arms as would slide through the wheels, which

motion is prevented with the least supporting force by the position

of the two balancing wheels pressing horizontally at the point r<,

or exactly opposite to the tangential force which would cause rota-

tion. 2d. Since the angle cannot rotate, the effect of the load pro-

ducing the force J ^s tends to crowd the axles through the wheels

and to increase or spread the angle 6«,s', the direction of the force

being he'. Since this is balanced by a rigid resistance presented by

the truck frame itself, its reaction is equal and opposite to the

stress caused by the force as and produces a pressure, ho, also

normal to the axle and rail at c, or directly through the center of

the wheel.

Therefore, the wheel runs as free in the inclined position as

though it were running ovei* a horizontal surface, and would do the

same if it had a flat tread parallel to the axle, and without flanges

or hub bearings, when it would lack only a guide.

I39rt
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To supply tliis, either hub bearings must be provided, which are

inadmissible, tQ prevent the wheel from moving out of position,

up or down upon the axle, or light flanges to keep it upon the rail.

The wheel itself rolls as free as any wheel rolls over a plane sur-

face. Neither flange in a flat tread-wheel would bear any portion

of the load (except the small load due to the weight of the wheel

itself, which of course acts vertically downward upon the upper

flange), but only serves to guide the wheel in position.

Since the direction of all loads on the car is the same as the force

of gravity acting on the trucks' weight, the action will be the same

for all, liglit or heavy loads, equally. F. E. G.
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plan existed previous to the designing of the New York system,

and was offered at the time the latter had been determined upon.

Generally speakiug, the differences from any previous ideas pro-

posed are that it is a truck system like the ordinary railway sys-

tem, and as such adapted to turning curves with faciUty. Then,

it is not a single rail system, but has four rails instead of one, two

or three, and the supporting wheels for the load are the lowest

instead of the highest rails where more than one is employed. It

also has four supporting wheels for each truck, or the same num-

ber as the ordinary railroad, which was not the case in the previ-

ous plans.

These early ideas were not practical : they had no truck system,

and nobody would put in money to develop the practical details.

As in the case of the telephone and other great improvements, it

is the man who can develop the crude ideas, put them in practical

form in all their details, and who creates a new and useful appliance

by a new application of principles, though they be very old, who

is entitled to the larger share of credit. In considering a rail-

road, unlike a machine which may be complete in itself, we must

have a st/stem which is complete. Previous attempts have failed

because the system necessary could not be carried out without

meeting objections fatal to success. Besides, so far as appears,

but few of those mentioned ever advanced beyond the conception

stage to anything Uke a practical working.

9
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CXC.

TWIST DRILLS.

BY WILLIAM H. THORNE, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

The following paper is offered as an inquiry into the require-

ments of the cutting edges of twist drills, and as a suggestion of a

mode of procedure by which a proper form for them may be de-

termined.

Each lip of a drill is required to cut a shaving from a metal

surface and should be in the shape of a wedge. The angle in-

cluded between the faces of the wedge, will be called the cutting

angle, and that between the surface being cut and the adjacent

face of the wedge, the angle of clearance. In order to secure the

greatest efficiency in cutting different metals, these angles should

be varied, but, on account of the inconvenience of having to keep

a different set of drills for each metal, a compromise has been

evolved which is reasonably efficient for them all. It is known

that the best cutting angle for wrought iron is about 60 degrees

and for cast iron about 70 degrees, the angle of clearance being

from 3 to 5 degrees ; hence, if we take 65 degrees as the cutting

angle of a drill, it will answer for either metal.

The body of a twist drill is a cylinder, grooved on two opposite

sides. The intersections of these grooves with the end of the

drill form two lines, the straight portions of which should be

parallel with each other and at a distance apart equal to about

one-eighth of the diameter of the drill and leading from the cir-

cumference a little past the axis, then curving backward in a di-

rection opposite to that of the rotation of the drill and again touch-

ing the circumference at a distance of rather more than a quadrant

from the starting point, as shown by the accompanying drawing

(Fig. 61). If these grooves were parallel with the axis, it is evi-

dent that the cutting angles of the drill would be 90 degrees, less

the clearance, or say 85 degrees. In order to reduce these

angles to 65 degrees, the amount required, the grooves are cut

spirally, making the angle of tlie spiral about 20 degrees, or
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its pitch about nine times the diameter of the drill. This

makes tlie cutting angle correct only at tlie part of the lip farthest

from the axis, while it will increase in magnitude from this point

in to the point nearest to the axis ; but, as the speed diminishes at

the same time, this increase of the cutting angle is not objectionable.

For brass, the cutting angle should l)e from 80 to 90 degrees

;

therefore it is best either to use a flat drill or to alter the cutting

angles of the twist drill by grinding off the lips by planes parallel

to the axis and to each other. Another object in making the grooves

spiral, is the lifting or screwing out of the chips from the hole

which is drilled.

The distance between the parallel sides of the grooves at the

axis gives the necessary strength to the center or web, while the

strength and stiffness of the drill is fui-ther increased by the metal

adjoining the curved parts of the grooves. The cylindrical por-

tions of the drill, which are left between the grooves, should be

baeked-off from their forward edges, to an uniform eccentricity, in

order to diminish the rubbing surface and to prevent undue friction

and sticking.

The angle of clearance of the lips is obtained by the shape to

which the end surfaces of the drill are ground, and the straight

part of the intersections of these end sui-faces with the grooves

forms the cutting edges. The most efficient shape for these end

surfaces caji best be determined by considering that the surface of

the metal being cut is in the form of a hollow cone, truncated a

certain amount depending on the thickness of the web of the drill.

The cutting edges of the drill will touch this hollow cone in straight

lines. Now, imagine a portion of a conical surface to coincide with

this hollow cone and then to be rotated about one of these straight

lines through an angle of, perhaps, 5 degrees. It is evident that

this would produce an uniform and similar clearance throughout

and would be perfect. It is the object, therefore, to approximate

this in shaping the end of the drill. As the two cutting edges are

straight lines, parallel to each other but at a distance apart equal to

the thickness of the web, and as each is produced by the intersection

of a conical surface with one of the grooves of the drill, these conical

surfaces must be selected so that their intersection with each other

will produce a proper form of chisel point, and so that they will

approximate as nearly i\s possible to the surface of the hollow cone.

The accompanying illustration (Fig. 61) represents on a scale of

one-quarter size a 2-inch and I inch drill as they should be ground
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by a well-designed machine, the complete conical surfaces and inter-

sections being- shown by fine lines. In these drills, the apices of the

conical surfaces are moved away from the apex of the hollow cone

a sufficient distance to produce,

by the intersection of the sur-

faces, a pi-oper form of chisel

point ; the axes are inclined so

that the radius of curvature of

the surface at the outer end of

the cutting edge corresponds

with that of the hollow cone
;

and these axes do not lie in the

same plane but in parallel

planes, at a distance apart

greater than the thickness of

the web of the drill, so that a

tangent to the conical surface

will make an angle of 5 degrees

with a tangent to the hollow

cone at the outer end of the

cutting edo^e.

The shanks of twist drills are

turned tapering, but unfortu-

nately there has been no sensible

standard adopted either for their

diameters or the amount of taper. Each machine-tool builder has

made the sockets in the spindles of drilling machines, lathes, etc., as

circumstances or the fancy of the moment happened to suggest.

The Morse Twist Drill Co. established a standard, which has been

adopted by most drill manufacturers and some tool builders, but,

by some unaccountable perversity, the diameters are uneven and

irregular, and each different size has a different taper. They also

adopted, as a method of driving the drills, the use of a flat tongue,

milled on the end of the shank and fitting in a slot across the

bottom of the socket, which method has unfortunately been almost

universally followed. This tongue frequently twists, its corners get

roimded, and it injures the slot in the socket, soon rendering the

latter useless. A far better device, to which the writer has been

long accustomed, is a key fitted permanently into the socket and
extending the entire depth of the latter. This key fits a groove in

the shank of the drill and supplies a perfect means of driving the
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latter witl. a mlnim.un of wear and strain. The end of the shank

for a sll-t distance, is tnrned smaller, and is hardened to prevent

Inv utseltin.^ by the use of the drift or wedge in removmg he

dvni 't Suoint of ta,,er, proper for the shanks, s a d.spnted

J stion. The Morse taper averages less than § .neh m d.,n r

^er foot of len^'th, or an included angle ot about 2 54, but \Mth

^ 11 d iv n bv^mLans of a key, | inch per foot is better, as ,t en-

able he drills- to be more readily removed from the socket, and at

ITsame time prevents then, fron, falling out ^^f^^T^^^^
The following table gives the proportions of the ««' ^« •M;«'

drill shanks. The diameter is measured at the month o

socket The length is measured from tins pomt, parallel with the

axis,t the end of the shank. The taper is the an.ount of .ncrease

in the diameter per foot of length.

MORSE STANDARD DRILL-SHANKS.

DIAMETER. LENGTH.

.475" 2.4
"

.699" 2.86"

.936" 3.51"

1.231" 4.5
"

1.746" 5.76"

The writer sngiccests the following as a table of standard propor-

tions for the shanks of twist drills.

PROPOSED STANDARD DRILL-SHANKS.

DISCUSSION.

Mr. Geor,je R. SteUon.-ln the matter of the proj^r g^^ing of

twist drills,' the manufacturers are
^-'<'^f'^^'.'\f"l°^'fZ^

standing in the way of their more general use .s the want of ca.e

in their grinding.
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The common practice, among metal-workers, of grinding a

tool when it is dnll, without regard to the proper form, works

badly for twist drills.

The larger proportion of drills returned cracked up the center

and complained of as defective, are broken by not having the

clearance back of the cutting-edge properly removed.

There are several machines now in use that secure automatically

the proper angle and clearance.

Their prices range from $100 to $200, the makers not being

able to furnish them fen- less. I would suggest that any one

making a machine for $50 to $70 to grind drills from ^" to 1^";

or, better still, from |" to 2", would be a public benefactor.

In hand-grinding, it takes but little practice to give the circular

clearance. Rest the drill on the left hand and move the shank by
the right hand.

The clearance can be measured by resting the drill point on a

plain surface, and holding a common rule parallel with its sides

and noting.

In a drill not much worn, the angle of 59 or 60 degrees, which

forms the cutting lip, in combination with the angle of 27 degrees,

which is the angle of the spiral at the point, will produce a

straight cutting lip or edge. Any deviation in the angle of the

cone or cutting lips produces a hooked or irregularlj^-formed

cutting edge. These conditions change somewhat as the drill

is worn toward the base, as the angle of the spiral changes.

To show that it pays to study to get the best results with drills,

I give some figures furnished me by a superintendent of a works

where drilling is an important feature. He writes: "I have
drilled with one j\" drill 4,383 holes, each 2" deep, in annealed

cast iron. I drilled 1,200 pieces in one day, equaling 200 feet

deep. The drill is running 1,000 revolutions per minute and
feeding 6" per minute. One thousand revolutions of a -/^" drill

gives about 82 feet per minute of speeil at the periphery of the

drill." I watched the working of a f" inch drill in the same class

of work. In this case the Avork revolved, the drill having only its

forward or feed motion. The work made 528 revolutions ]ier

minute. Feed was 88 to the inch, and the work was drilled 4|"

deep in 51 seconds, feed being 6" per minute, and velocity of

periphery of drill nearly 52 feet per minute. In both the above

cases the cast iron was thoroughly annealed. The table of speeds

of twist drills published by the Morse Company, gives about 20
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feet per minute for iron. In a good quality of cast iron this could

be 30 feet. On steel as usually annealed, 20 feet per minute is

fast. Better results are obtained at 16 to 18 feet per minute.

The conditions of stock vary so much that any table of speeds

must be used with judgment.

Regarding the standard taper for the shanks of drills, the idea

of Mr. Morse was to establish a standard taper of |" to the foot.

He commenced in a very limited way to make drills in Bridge-

water in 1862, and did not secure the aid of capital until the

summer of '64, when the Morse Twist Drill and Machine Company
was formed and his works moved to New Bedford. The first set

of hardened and ground standards were made in 1872, and the

original idea of |" to the foot taper had been departed from or

was not accurately established at first. The stock of drills in

haud would have made it diflficult to have made any change, and

the error has been allowed to continue. The greatest deviation

is in the No. 2 shank, and amounts to .025" in a foot, or .0059 in

the length of the shank. It would be much easier to correct this

en'or than to establish a new standard. The objection to a sharper

angle or taper is that the drill has a tendency to draw out of the

socket when coming through its work. This twists the tongue

and produces most of the trouble complained of, and would be

best obviated by a taper less than f" per foot. The Standard

Tool Company, of Newark, established a standard of j\" taper

per foot.

The desire to avoid the waste of stock required to make the

taper shank to drills will ultimately lead to the more general use

of straight-shanked drills and the chuck that will hold them strong

and true, to get all the work out of the larger sizes of drills with-

out their slipping, I would recommend as a secondary problem to

the man who should succeed in making the ideal grinder for

50 dollars.

3£r. Hawkms.—Referring to the grinding of twist drills, I pre-

sume that we may make up our minds that for many years to

come there will be a large proportion of it done by hand, even

though a comparatively cheap and good grinding machine could

be put on the market. I think that the suggestion made by Mr.

Stetson that the heel of the drill should be ground away is not a

good one, for this reason : I think Mr. Stetson would agree with

me that if Ave could grind a drill by hand so as to have whatever

is allowed to remain of the clearance angle a correct one, and
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grind the heel from there away as much as we choose, we would
have a perfectly acting drill. But the difficulty in gi'inding a
drill of that character is that the clearance angle is so short a line

that to arrive at a decision by the eye is very difficult; while with

a twist drill, if the whole heel is allowed to remain, it forms a

considerable guide to determine this angle of clearance, in the

same way that we can determine the inclination of a long horizon-

tal line pretty closely, while with a very short one we cannot. I

have seen myself, men who ground twist drills on a grindstone of

very small diameter and get them hollow from cutting edge to

heel, so that the heel would be a cutting edge also to some extent,

while the clearance angle at the cutting edge would be too great.

I think, therefore, that in such a case the least observation would
show the error ; while, if the heel was ground away, the operative

would have little or no guide : so that cutting away the heel of a
twist drill would be an unfortunate thing to advocate in the shop
among the men. It forms a guide, and a very good one, to deter-

mine the clearance angle in grinding such drills by hand.

Mr. Oherlin Smith.—I tlioroughly agree with Mr. Stetson in ad-

vocating a straight shank drill. The taper shanks are a nuisance

to hold on to and a gi-eat deal more expensive to make. The
metal is so reduced and weakened, that it is not very easy to

drive large drills. I think a good way to drive a straight drill and
to assist the friction of the chuck jaws is to cut away half the

upper end of the drill for a short distance, and let the projecting

half run up into a like place cut away in the chuck. I have used
a good many ordinary Morse straight-shank drills in that way.

None of the drill-chucks in the market will hold a |" drill to do
heavy service. I never found a friction chuck which would prop-

erly hold a drill of any size. I introduce a little plug into my
chucks at the rear of the jaws, cut half away, and then I cut away
one half of all the drills (for a length of \" to f), no matter what
Bize they are, from J^ up. When the drill is put in, the half-

cylinder of the drill goes up and locks with the half-cylinder of

the plug, which is fastened in the drill chuck. There is play

enough, so that when the chuck is tightened, it will bring the

drill truly in hue. That little half-round tail that sticks up is

Btronger than the ordinaiy flatted tail on a taper-shank drill. It

is very easy and simple to make and it answers the purpose
nicely.

Mr. Bond.—I might say in regard to the Standard Taper for
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drill shanks, if any change is to be made, to make it, as Mr.

Stetson says, -j\ to the foot. We use the latter taper in our own
work, and there seems to be a tendency toward the use of a little

less angle tliau is given in the Morse tapers. Some of our ma-
chines are fitted with the Morse taper rather than our own, but

onl}' because these machines are to be used with the Morse drills

;

but in our own practice Ave incline to a -^^ taper.

ADDED SINCE THE MEETING.

3Ir. Thome.—In a certain make of twist drills, the pitch of

the grooves increases from the point to the shank, but what good
purpose this serves is not clear. If the cutting angle, due to the

pitch, is correct when the drill is new and long, it should be the

same when the drill is nearly used up. A short drill, on account

of its stiffness, is well adapted for starting holes accurately and
for use in the lathe, and its cutting edges and angles should be as

perfect as when it was new. Hence it would seem that the angle

of the spiral should be the same for the entire length. If the ob-

ject of the increasing pitch is to tnake room for the chips, its

slight effect in this regard may be appreciated by considering that

the gi'oove of an inch drill makes only one turn in nine inches.

As regards the shank, the writer is familiar with the use of

tapers of I inch, | inch and | inch to the foot, and has found that

the pressure required to feed the drill into the work, is sulSicient

to force the shank, having |- inch taper, into the chuck firmly

enough to prevent i'ts being drawn out when the cutting edges

pass through the work, but not enough to prevent the drill being

readily removed from the chuck when desired, and believe that

the spindles of all Lathes and Drilling and Boring Machines

should be bored with this taper, and suggests the table of diam-

eters given in the paper for the sake of interchangeability.
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CXCI.

THE FRICTIONAL RESISTANCE OF SHAFTING IN
ENGINEERING ESTABLISHMENTS.

BY SAMUEL WEBBEK, LAWRENCE, MASS.

A PAPER on the above subject, recently presented to the Society

of Mechanical Engineers,'^ seems to give an impression with regard

to the amount of power actually consumed in overcoming said re-

sistance, which differs widely from the results of the experiments

of the writer of the present paper.

The reason for this discrepancy is to be found in the assumption

made in the previous paper that indicator cards, taken with all the

machine belts running on the loose pulleys of the machines, are a

correct representation of the power absorbed by the shafting.

This is to be denied in toto, as the loose pulleys are only a part

of the machine placed on it for the convenience of the operator,

to avoid tlie delay and annoyance, and possible danger, of throwing

the belt off and on tlie driving pulley on the shaft, every time that

the machine is to be stopped and started again, and is in no sense

a part of the shafting. When the machine is in operation the

loose pulley is not in use, but the power is taken from the shaft to

the machine by the machine belt, which latter is merely an acces-

sory to the machine itself, which cannot be operated without it,

while the shafting can be.

The writer knows that this method of taking indicator cards to

ascertain the power consumed by the shafting, with the belts run-

ning on the loose pulleys, has been the usual and common one, but

it is none the less erroneous, as it only arises from the unwilling-

ness of the mill owners or operatives to take the time and trouble

necessary to throw the machine belts off for a few moments entirely

while the indicator cards are being taken.

This amount of power consumed by the machine belts running

on the loose pulleys, will average in a cotton mill fully 10 per

* Trans. Am. Soc, Mech. Eng., Vol. VI., p. 461.
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cent vavyingfrom 5 or G per cent, in tl.c spinning-roo.ns to 18

0^20 pe, cent, in the weaving-room. This 10 per cent. >s n, th.s

manner charged to the sliafting, making an average as given m

Te paper referred to of 25.9 per cent, in a large number of .mils

£o S, fting and engine, which should not be over 16 per ceu m

a properly shafted mill, a,.d which is even much less than that m

m s of modern construction, if the machine belts are thrown ofi

te ore taking the indicator cards, a method of gettmg at the mat-

ter which hal been accomplished by taking a Saturday afternoon

^''tMs 16 P^'cent. should be divided as follows: Engine, per

cent ; shafting and belting, 10 per cent., including m the latter all

com t'er belts,°and everything except the small belts aetnaUy nv-

ing the machines, to which their power, as has been said, should

be charged, as they can neither be operated nor the.r power

weidied without tliem.
_ j- ^^ 4.

A number of years since the writer had occasion carefully to

weich and determine the power consumed in a lai;ge cotton mill,

.vhidi had iust been entirely rebuilt and fitted w.th new shafting

by one of the most judicious engineers in ^ew England the late

E A Straw, of Manchester, N. H., and although the shafting was

n^t of quite so small a diameter or run at so high a speed as has

since been often adopted, it was very well ari-anged, and would

serve as at least a fair example of good average dimensions, and not

much heavier than I should advise to-day, taking into account he

necessary stiffness to resist transverse strain, when belts were liable

to be led from it at any convenient point to reach the different ma^

chines, rather than limiting it to the diameter sufficient to bear the

torsional strain only.
. -,

, ^t 1 •„^,.,. wo«
The summary of the total power required by the inachmeiy was

744 22 H. P, and in making up the account of the whole, 10 per cent,

was allowed for the shafting, but subsequently the latter was cal-

culated, as a whole, from weighings which I had made of a large

part of it, assuming that which I had not weighed to require the

same power in proportion to its diameter and velocity. These cal-

culations gave a total of about 62 H. P., or only 8.3 per cent instead

of 10 percent, and have been fully confirmed by many subsequent

experiments. -. ^ j- t

The spinning-room in this mill contained 198 tl>rostlenframes of

128 spindles each, requiring at least 1.5 H. P. each, or 29^ U. P. m

all and 12 filling winders and 13 spoolers, requiring also 21.75
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H. P., or a total of 318.75 H. P. These machines were placed in

ten parallel rows, lengthwise of the mill, and were driven by two

lines of main shafting, each driving a set of machines direct, and

two other sets to either side b}' counter sliafts, each of whicli drove

two machines. This made twenty-four short counters driven from

each shaft.

The main shafts were each as follows: One length of 10 ft.

4 in., 4^ in. diam., receiving the main belt, then divided equally to

the right and left in lengths of 16 feet each ; 80 ft. of 2 in. diam.,

32 ft. of 2f in. ; 48 ft. of 2f in., and 32 ft. of 2| in, ; in all 202 ft.

4 in. each. The counter shafts were each 8 ft. 6 in. long and

2Jin. diam., and the velocity of tlie whole was 216 revolutions per

minute.

The required power to carry this shafting by dynamometer

measurement was, for each main line, 1.587 H. P., and the co-

efficient of friction was onlj' .0334. For each set of four counters,

with their counter belts, the power was .357 H. P., and the co-

efficient of friction was .0413. The total power, therefore, for each

system was, main line 1.587 H.P.

six sets counters, four each (a, .35 2.142

or 3^729 H.P.

which multiplied by two, gives 7.458 H.P.

as tlie total for the room, or only 2.34 per cent, of the power re-

quired for the machinery.

xsow this is the extreme light point, as the spinning-room re-

quires the least shafting, and uses the most power in the machinery

of any room in a cotton mill. In a weaving-room for print cloths,

the power for the shafting is about 20 per cent, of that required

for tlie looms, or about tlie same as that absorbed by the machine

belts running on the loose pulleys.

Having positively settled this fact in this mill, weighings were

afterward made in other mills of a sufficient portion of tlie shaft-

ing to enable me very closely to compute the total, which I have

only once or twice found to exceed 10 per cent., which basis I

have therefore taken as a safe one to use in computations of the

power required to operate a cotton mill.

As an illustration of the closeness of an estimate made on this

basis, I was called upon some years since to decide upon the size of

turbine required to replace an old-fashioned breast-wheel in a mill

where every inch of water-power was of value.
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Dynamometer weighings gave me as the power required for the

machinery 214.24 II.P.

adding 10 per cent, for the shafting, or . . 21.42

gave a total of 235.66 H.P.

as tlie liorse-power required.

One of the sizes of tiie Swain turbine, which was tlie most

economical wheel in the use of water which I then knew, was

guaranteed to give 240 horse-power under the available head

of eleven feet, and as this wheel had been Yerj thoroughly tested

by both Mr. Mills and Mr. Francis, I advised the mill owners to

put in this size of wheel, though apparently a very close fit for the

required power, for, as above said, every inch of water was of con-

sequence. The wheel was put in, and to the great delight of the

owners, when the water was let on, and the machinery put in full

operation, there was still a part of the last tooth in the gate rack

of eight teeth left unhoisted.

A similar operation, in another mill, a couple of years later, with

the same turbine, gave equally satisfactory results.

At both of the last two mills spoken of, the shafting was old, and

in excess of the amount which would be used to-day for the same

machinery. Soon after making the first one of them, I was called

upon to weigh the power used by one of the new mills at Fall

River, which I did, and was told that my result did not agree with

Mr. Bacon's cards from the indicator, of which I knew nothing

until my test was completed, I said that I did not include the

engine, for which at least 5 per cent, should be added.

Mr. Bacon's cards gave a total power, 470.57 H. P., my weighings

of the machinery only gave 408.94 H. P., to which I had added 10

percent, for shafting, making a total of 449.83 H. P. This I then in-

creased to 15 per cent, for " engine and shafting," making an ad-

dition of 20.45 H. P. more, and giving a total, 469.91 H. P., or a

variation of less than one horse-power in the two results, with the

estimate of 15 per cent, for the engine and shafting.

Indicator cards taken by me at one of the later mills in Fall

Piver, when the machine belts were all thrown off from the driv-

ing pulleys on a Saturday afternoon, when it could be conveniently

done, gave me only between 12 and 13 per cent, of the total for

engine and shafting, and I am fully convinced, by these and other

experiments, that 15 per cent, for " engine and shafting," or 10 per

cent, for " shafting onhj^'' is an ample allowance to be made for a

cotton mill in good running order, as they are now constructed.
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While I thus dissent from tlie writer of tlie paper referred to,

in regard to the data upon whicli it is based, I agree with him
fully in the conclusions he draws in regard to undersized shafting
and over-tight belts. Far more friction in the bearings will be
caused by the springing of a flexible shaft, than would be due to

the necessary excess of diameter to make it sufficiently rigid to re-

sist flexure fj-om the strain of the belts, nor is the substitution of

steel for iron anj material improvement in this respect.

From a series of elaborate experiments, made by Mr. Jas. B.
Francis, C. E., of Lowell, for the Merrimac Manufacturing Co., in

1866, and published by him in the Journal of the Franklin Insti-

tute, for April, 1867, he deduces the fact that while a 2-inch iron

shaft, "subject to no transverse strain other than its own weio-ht,"

would admit of a distance between bearings of 15.46 feet, a steel

one would only admit of 15.89 feet, although the diameter neces-
sary to resist torsion need be only 0.855 for steel to 1. for iron.

In my early recollections of mill shafting, over forty years since,

cast-iron shafts, of a cruciform section, on which wooden drums or

cylinders were built up, reaching from beam to beam, were still in

use, although wrought-iron shafts and cast pulleys wei-e being
substituted. The first formula I remember, for the diameter of

wrought-iron shafts, was given by Buchanan in his " Mill-work

and Machinery," and was, D = VlOO x H. P .
rpj^j^

formula

Mr. Francis still retained, after the experiments referred to, as a

good one for jack shafts, or first movers, and for the first length of

lines, receiving the pull of the main belts, computing the factor of

safety, or power of resistance above the breaking strain to be 15.58.

For transmitting lines, he reduced this co-efficient of 100 to 50,

and for light counter-shafts supported close to the bearings to 33,

and since the introduction of " cold-rolled shafting," I have found
the latter co-efficient to answer perfectly for transmitting lines, al-

though I prefer to keep close to the original formula for first

movers, to resist the transverse strain without fiexure, and when
the bearings are from 8 to 10 feet apart, as is the usual condition in

cotton and woolen mills, do not advise the use of any shafting much
less than 2" diameter, unless for the very last length of a line or

for such light power as is required for knitting or sewing machines.

Even in cases where the beams are 10 feet apart, it is well to use

an intermediate hanger near the pulley, if any amount of power is

to be taken off. I have seen a 2j inch shaft, at 250 revolutions
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per minute, where about 4 H. P. was taken from it midway between

beams 10 feet apart, so ''luckletV by the strain that I could not

bear my hand on it near the pulley, and in other cases have found

the co-efficient of friction doubled in tlie same manner, when test-

ing with the dynamometer.

Vhile the above observations ap})ly more particularly to cotton

and woolen mills, still the same principle will hold good in all

cases, and in the case of machine shops, where the percentage of

sliafting to the power consumed by the machine tools is much

greater^ the last counter-shafts with their loose pulleys are always

sold with, and form a part of the machine itself, and the power for

these should be charged to the machine and not to the shafting.

- DISCUSSION.

The President.—The paper of Mr. Webber is a very interesting

one, and one to which a great deal of study has been given. I

think, however, there will be different opinions among engineers,

in regard to the propriety of testing a main line of shafting,

divested of all its connection w^ith counter-shafts, etc., but in the

class of machinery to which he alludes, 1 suppose it is not common

to have very many counter-shafts. The point with some engineers

would be, whether or not in arriving at the total amount of power

used up in friction, the power used to drive the counter-shafting,

and in fact all that is intermediate between the engine and the

manufacture of the fabric itself, may not be chargeable as frictional

resistance. That is, if you want to divide the power in a mill, be-

tween the power to drive its machinery, and the power to manufact-

ure the fabric, you will necessarily be obliged to stop just where

the manufacture of the fabric begins, in order to be able to say

that the mill friction of shafts, etc., requires so many H. P., and the

manufacture of the goods or articles which are made, a certain

other number of H. P.

3Ir. Hentliorn.—l should like to say a few words in answer to

the paper which has just been presented, in which exceptions are

taken to a part of a paper prepared by me and read at the last

meeting of the Society. In this paper, entitled " On the Frictional

Eesistances of Engine and Shafting in Mills," will be found,

among other data, Table No. 1, giving the percentage of full load

required for engine and shafting in some fifty- five difterent mills.*

* Transactions A. S. M. E., Vol. VI., p. 464.
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Exceptions are not taken it seems to the facts, contained in said

Table 1, column 16, collectively or relativ^cl)-, but only upon the

ground wherein the limit of the term "shafting" ends and the re-

sistance of machiner}?^, considered as a separate element, commences.

I consider that all of the resistances outside of the producing

machine, while such is not in operation, are elements to be con-

sidered and maintained, and whatever amount of resistance is due

to the belts, running upon loose pulleys should be, and is included

in my table, and should constitute a part of the term " shafting."

If we are justified in omitting the belts and their loose pulleys

on the score that they are a part of the machine, we may have

equally good ground to eliminate all counters between main lines,

that are employed for driving one specific machine; and such

counters as serve two or more machines would then come under

the head of general shafting, and chargeable to friction account.

If these loose pulleys and single counters were frictionless, so that

none of the fuel burnt could be made chargeable to them, it would

be immaterial whether they were or were not included under the

term " shafting ;

" but, on the other hand, if they are elements

which have to be maintained, and coal provided for such as well as

for general shafting and engine, then we certainly should include

them in our estimates for frictional resistances.

If a manufacturer were to run a little overtime in his spinning

or weaving department the probabilities are that the remaining

belts would be run upon the loose pulleys of the idle machinery and

run together with the main line of shafting and counters; and it is

equally improbable that whatever belts and counters intervening

as a necessity between the main line and those idle machines

would be thrown off in the ordinary course of business. In view

of tills state of things, which is recognized by manufacturers as the

ordinary course to be pursued, we should then recognize that power

or its equivalent "coal" for maintaining these conditions.

While I am as anxious as an}' one to see this waste power reduced

to a minimum, I must say that it is not in justice to parties in-

terested to leave out elements which necessarily have to be main-

tained during the above stated condition of running.

If I were to ascertain the power required for driving engine-shaft-

ing, and friction of loose pulleys and corresponding belts it would be

necessary to determine definitely without assumption, the amount

distributed between these three elements going to make up the total.

But as long as we cannot practically determine these elements
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separately for a sufficieut uumber of cases as to admit of a com-

parison of one mill with another, I consider that if we have the

sum total as contained in my paper sufficient evidence is collected

for a basis of comparison by manufacturers.

It w^ould be exceedingly interesting and desirable to have such

a table covering a sufficient number of mills to be of value for

reference and recognizing the different elements which go to make

up the frictional resistances in mills, including, 1st, Engine, 2d,

Shafting and Counters, and 3d (to meet the criticism of the

paper just presented), Loose Pulleys and their Belts.

As this is impracticable in the general run of mills, although

possible for one or two special cases, I have therefore made no

attempt to give anything but the percentage of full load required

for total resistances of friction ; nor attempted to deduce from the

total result (representing the friction of engine, shafting, and loose

pulleys covering some fifty-five cases), an assumed constant factor

whicii would be equally applicable for each mill, for its engine, or

for loose pulleys, and their corresponding belts.

As these are elements which I believe change materially with

each case and condition, it would hardly justify the arbitrary

factor fixed upon in to-day's paper. I cannot agree that 6 per

cent, is an absolute quantity for all miUs, for engine, and 10 per

cent, for shafting and counters, making a total of 16 per cent, for

engine shafting and large belts, but not small belts actually driv-

ing machines.

Assuming for a moment that this estimate is admissible, and

that 6 per cent, is required for engine and 10 per cent, for shaft-

ing, excluding loose pulleys and their belts; if we will refer to

the table in my paper, it may be seen that we have two mills

requiring less than 1 per cent, for loose pulleys and their

belts ; four mills, less than 2 per cent. ; six less than 3 per

cent. ; seven, less than 4 per cent. ; nine, less than 5 per cent.
;

twelve, less than 6 per cent.; thirteen, less than 7 per cent.;

twenty-seven, less than 9 per cent. ; and thirty-one less than 10

per cent.

If we were to assume a constant resistance of one element in

among the several in our calculation of some fifty-five different

cases, the results would lose their reliabihty, one opinion not con-

firming another in this assumption.

And if we recognize in a table all of the facts as they practically

exist going to make up the total resistance due to friction while

10
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the macliinerj is stopped and not producing, then I think we have

accomplished the purpose of the paper criticised and each in-

dividual is left at liberty to assume what his particular engine may
take (be it 5 or 7 per cent.), or that belts on loose pulleys take 10

per cent, or more as his judgment may dictate.

Dynamometrical readings for a total result of a given mill are

as a class based uj)on an assumed like condition of running, for

that class of machinery tested. And the same may be said for

shafting tested under conditions different from those under which

they work ordinarily. When we come to the engine, all classes of

machines are generally treated aUke, and a percentage of friction

assumed alike for all ; which is not the case. After a summation

of the whole, I think that it is reasonable to grant, that although

an indicator test recognizing the total frictional resistances as

they occur in the mill is not absolute to a yf^j or -f^^, or even a

horse-power on a total of 200, yet it is equally as worthy of con-

sideration by manufacturers when considering this question rela-

tively, if they are based upon the same conditions.

Mr. Ohcrlin Smith.—I would like to call the attention of the

Society to a great evil which exists in almost all our shafting

plant, more especially in our machine shops, while in our cotton

mills the evil is perhaps not so gi-eat. I refer to too slow speeds

for shafting. In large mills the diameters of the pulleys and the

regular speeds of shafts, counter-shafts, and all that, has been

worked out to something like a system ; but I know that in

machine-shops the shafting runs perhaps not more than half as

fast as it should. In many cases the tools that we buy of the

machine-tool makers have their counter-shaft pulleys of such

sizes that the main shafting has to run as slow as 100 or 150. I

do not think that a line of shafting in any machine-shop should

run less than 200; 300 would be better. One of the great

difficulties is the straining of belts. Of course, if we run the

shafting slow and put on wide belts, thej' give more strain than

narrow belts, and besides this they are kept too tight. I suppose

that a critical examination of a number of machine-shops would
show that their speed of belts averages very much slower than it

should. I know that if a lathe counter-shaft was made Avith very

narrow light pulleys, two feet or more in diameter, and adapted to

fast line-shafting speed and quick-running belts, there would be a

good deal of power saved. Another advantage of such an

arrangement is the ease with which a belt of that kind can be
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shifted. We could then, with an inch or an inch-and-a-half

belt running at two or three times the speed that tliey usually

run (say on 20 or 24 inch pulleys), shift it so quickly that

the practical result would be better than we get with friction

clutches. I do earnestly advocate, as a needed reform, that line

shafting in machine-shops and such like establishments should be

run a great deal faster ; that the machine-tool men should make

their counter-shaft pulleys lighter and of larger diameter ; and

that belts should be run narrower and quicker. I now run line

shafting at 200 and use ordinary machine tools, but the

driving pulleys have to be very small. If shafting must have

great transverse strains upon it, the ideal form would be hollow,

but that brings in another evil, which my friend Professor Thur-

ston just mentioned to me in conversation, of the large journals

and consequent higher friction speed. That can be remedied,

however, by reducing the journals ; so that perhaps, all things

considered, ideal shafting should be very large in diameter,

hollow, very thin, and light, but with the journals reduced.

Whether it is best upon tlie whole to make it so, considering the

difficulties of construction, I do not know.

Jlr. Bahcocl'.—Perhaps some one here knows of an experiment

which was ti'ied some years ago in Fall Kiver, with hollow shaft-

ing, running it at so high a speed that the belts were run directly

from the shafting, pulleys being dispensed with. If so, perhaps

he can tell us what was the result, and if it is still running.

Professor Thurston tells me that the same thing is done in Colt's

Ai'morv.

While I am on my feet I wish to add a word in regard to what

Mr. Smith has said about the tightness of belts. I suffered defeat

from that cause at onetime in a competitive test of steam engines.

Oiu' engine was tested first, and being loaded very heavily, the

main belt slipped, whereupon the mechanics tightened it to the

utmost possible extent. Afterward finding that all the power could

not be used, the load on both engines was reduced, so that Avheu

the second engine came to be tested the belt was of normal tight-

ness. The difference in the friction caused thereby threw^ the re-

sult in favor of the other engine, when it ought to have been on

my side, of course.

Mr. Sehuhrnann.—I would like to ask Mr. Smith what difference

it makes if he runs a sliaft 200 revolutions with a 5-inch pulley

or at 100 revolutions with a 10-incli pulley—whether that will de-
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crease the strain of the belt any? I should think that the smaller

pulley requires a tighter belt, and as it riius at double the speed,

the fiictional resistance will be greatly increased instead of de-

creased. If he wants to decrease the friction due to belt strain,

let him increase the belt speed aud make the diameter of the

counter-shaft pulley to suit.

Mr. Oherlin Smith.—The objection to that is, that although the

pulleys are larger, you put your weight where you do not want it,

and bring in that kind of strain caused by the weight of pulleys.

Of course an inch belt pulls only half as much as a 2-inch belt.

I prefer to get belt speed by running the shafting at a high rate.

Of course there may be a middle ground. With regard to the

continuous drums that Mr. Babcock speaks of, I noticed those in

Colt's Armory at Hartford several years ago, and since, when I

have been there, and I believe it is a good system if it is properly

carried out. One bad thing with them is that their shafting is a

great deal too heavy. It must weigh a great deal more than a

whole row of pulleys. But if such a system is carried out by the

use of steel tubes mounted on flanges at then- ends, I believe it to

be the most perfect thiug imaginable for shahmg, provided the

makers of the counter-shafts and of the machines to be driven

would agree upon some common standard. Suppose, for instance,

all machine-shops could have a standard of 200 revolutions and a

standard pulley diameter of 10 inches or 12 inches, though I

think 8 or 9 would be better, with 300 revolutions. If we could

have 9-inch steel tubes 8 or 10 feet long, or whatever was found

the best length, running at proper speed, and then if all machine-

tool makers could agree on a standard (no matter what speeds the

lathes, planers or drill-presses run) for the fast and loose pulleys

on their counter-shafts so that they should be adapted to a fixed

speed on a continuous line of drums forming the main shafting,

there would be infinitely less trouble in every way, and a man

when he bought a machine-tool would know that it would agree

with his shafting, witiiout having to think up a lot of pulleys.

3Jr. Bahcock.—If I recollect rightly, in that case the shafting

was not very large, four or five inches, but ran at a very high

speed, GOO or more.

Mr. Towne.—I can partly respond to the inquiry, not as to Fall

Kiver however. The Wheeler and Wilson Company, at Bridge-

port, have their large shop shafted in that manner. The shafting

is of cast iron, 12 inches in diameter, I think, and all belts are
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taken directly from it without the addition of pulleys. lu fact

the shaft is a 12-inch pulley. I think this system is only ap-

plicable where the class of machinery employed in each room is

pretty uniform. In the case of the Wheeler and Wilson Company
the whole of one room is filled with milling machines, and another

with profiling machines, etc., and it is comparatively easy to adapt

the counter-shafts to a uniform size of line shaft. It would not

be as convenient in a shop having a miscellaneous assortment of

tools, I think it should be put on record that the percentage of

friction for shafting deduced by the author of the paper we are

discussing while applicable to Cotton Mills and some other sim-

ilar establishments, is not applicable to all kinds of shops. If any

young engineer were to adopt that proportion as the allowance to

be made for the absorption of power in the shafting of the average

machine-shop, for example, he would get into trouble. In the

case of the Yale and Towne Works, I have taken some pains to

ascertain what the consumption of power is Avith the machinery

running and not running, and the difference between those two

conditions, in that particular case, is nearly 2 to 1. The ex-

planation of this large figure, however, is partly that there are a

number of machines permanently connected with the shafting and

never thrown of}', several of them being fans of considerable size.

In addition is the fact that the works are large in extent and the

power carried in many cases through mule pulleys and other con-

trivances for turning corners and going up and down stairs and

so on, all which absorb much more power than straight lines of

shafting. Again, in a case of this kind the machines to be

operated are scattered over buildings separated by wide distances,

and there are long lines of shafting merely for transmitting

power ; whereas in a cotton mill the power is taken from the

shafting in a more condensed form than in almost any other class

of shops.

All of these facts should be considered in using any figures of

this kind. The instance I have referred to is corroborated by the

experience of William Sellers & Co., whose shops we all know are

models of their kind, in which I am informed the difference in

power between machines on and machines off is from 40 to 50

per cent.

Mr. Sa7nuel Webher.—I am a very poor hand at discussion, but

I want it distinctly understood I have drawn my line on shafting

at the loose pulleys. When the machine is running, the loose
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pulley is not iinclei- strain, aud therefore should not be deducted

from the power of the machine to get the power for the shafting.

There is the kernel of the whole thing. You are not running the

belt on a loose pulley while you are running your machinery. In

a cotton mill you are running your mill Of hours out of ten. You

are not running your belt on your loose pulleys. If a good cotton

spinner stops a day he does not run those belts on a loose pulley
;

he leaves the belts hanging. I have known mills where they

have had fires by trying to do it for half a day. In Lowell I

know a mill where they had to stop a spinning room for an hour

or two occasionally, and where they had so much trouble from

fire from pulleys getting dry that they had to bush all their loose

pulleys with metalline, rather than to keep a man constantly oiliog

them. At the Atlantic Mills in Lawrence, the Agent has told me
that 14 per cent, covered his engine and shafting. As to hollow

shafting I saw that tried with hollow cast iron, a number of years

ago. They did put it in, they ran it until they broke so much
shafting that they took it out and put up heavy wrought-iron

shafting to fill the place of the old hollow casting. They tried it

a few years and decided to re-shaft the mill.

With regard to the matter of speed. I believe in as high speed

and as light shafting as is properly adapted for the purpose for

which it is used ; but I do not believe in a cotton mill that you

want the same speed on all your shafting. You are running your

looms 150 picks a minute. Now it is all nonsense to drive that

shaft so fast that you can belt it right off the shaft itself without

any pulley. It ruins your belts to bring them around so quick.

In your weaving room you may run your shaft tlOO revolutions

overhead and drive it with a 9 or 10 inch pulley on the shaft.

When you get to the spinning room you want a high speed. The

old-fashioned way to do that was to have a 6 or 7 inch pulley on

the spinning frame. Now we put that shafting 350 or 400 rev-

olutions a minute. Then a 32-incli pulley overhead drives a 12-

inch pulley on the spinning frame. When you come to the card-

ing room you have got to meet both conditions. You are running,

say, 125 revolutions per minute on your cards. You have got a

16-inch pulley on them. At the other end of the room you have

got your roving frames. You want to run them 500 or 600 rev-

olutions per minute. Split the difi'erencc in your carding rooms.

Put your shaft in at 250 revolutions a minute, belt from an 8-inch

pulley on your shaft to a 16" on your card, and from a 32 inch to
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a 16-inch on your roving frames. Therefore I say that the speed
of the shaft should be proportioned to the work it has got to do.

With regard to the matter of loose ])ulleys, I do not consider that

they belong to the shafting. They are used because the mill

owners do not want to risk the life of the operative by throwing

the belts oif and on from the shaftiug, and they are merely a

corollary to the use of the machine.

It should be remembered finally that the previous paper referred

to herein, consisted almost entirely of the results of indicator

cards taken in cotton mills.
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CXCII.

THE UNEXPECTED WHICH OFTEN HAPPENS.

BY JOHN E. SWEET, STRACUSE, N. T.

If we had no experience or knowledge, or no knowledge of the

experience of others, everything which happens would be unex-

pected. It is not so much the unexplainable as the unexpected

which attracts our attention, excites our astonishment, or disturbs

our mental equilibrium.

The man who devotes his life to experimenting with practical

mechanics, is sure to meet with the unexpected, or else to be too

wise for his generation. Some of us do not care to admit that we

were ever caught with the unexpected, but I beg to expose a few

of the many things that have come upon me unexpectedly, in the

belief that they may be of use to others, and in the hope that others

will explain their experience, that we may profit in return.

Things perfectly familiar to mechanics engaged in one branch

of industry, are often matters of great wonder to workers in an-

other branch. Men may work a lifetime in cast iron as applied

to tools and machinery, and yet know nothing of what it will do

in the heating stove of a blast furnace. To such a man the dis-

covery that cast-iron heating pipes grow from six inches to a foot

in length by use would be unexpected. To tell the blast furnace

man that certain core bars used for casting pipes changed their

length by three inches in casting twenty or thirty pieces, would be

no surprise, until you supplemented the statement with the fact,

strange to him, that they grew shorter, rather than longer.

Another example of a strange fact, well known to plumbers, and

not to many others, is what is called an " air-trap." What that is

can best be explained by an example. A cistern in the roof of a

house has a pipe leading from near the bottom, down to the cellar,

along the cellar bottom and up to a wash basin of the ordinary

sort. Wlien this cistern has once been filled and then emptied

and again filled, air is trapped in the pipe. When the basin cock

is opened the water will not force the air out and be discharged at

the outlet as most mechanics would suppose. You ask the plumber

about it, and he will say, " Why, don't you know what that is ?
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Tliat is an 'air trap.'" You say "Oh!" and venture to su(>;gest

tliat you should tliink the water would force the air out. The
plumber says, "It is an 'air trap,' and how can it?" You say "by
gravity ;" then he says, " Oh !" and you finally come to the con-

clusion that possibly he knows just as much about what an "air

trap" is as you know about gravity, and no more. The thing is

explainable of course, but is likely to come upon most men unex-

pectedly.

The unexpected sometimes comes from causes perfectly self-

evident, after the thing had happened (as was the case in my ex-

perience by the clogging of a nail machine by the scale from the

nail plate), and at other times from causes utterly unexplainable, or

from causes which are difficult to fathom.

In practice, we use with a fair degree of success, for a piston-rod

packing, simply an easy fitting Babbitt bushing. When these bushes

become worn so as to leak, we close them up by compressing them

in the water cylinder of a sort of hydraulic press. In this opera-

tion a mandrel somewhat smaller than the piston rod is put inside,

and with all the pressure we can bring to bear, we have never been

able to compress the bush so as to grasp the mandrel tight, and yet

in two or three cases, perhaps a half dozen, we have had these

bushes (one of them after running a year) shut down while the

engine was running, so as to grasp the piston rod as if gripped in

a vise, in fact so as to break the bushes asunder, or so that we liad

to resort to destructive measures to get them off.

In the formation of embossed work, male and female dies are used,

and the female dies are often made by driving the hardened male

die into a block of soft steel. This operation is easily performed

by a few blows of the drop hammer. It drives in and raises the

soft metal without distorting the block in any other respect.

Whereas, .if the same operation is attempted by means of the hy-

draulic press, the block may be upset one-fourth its depth, the

sides bulging out or the piece crushed M'ithout producing any

impression of the male die further than a slight line marking of

it.

The unexpected comes upon us both by things not working when

we think they ought, and by their working when common reason-

ing would indicate that they ought not. The man who first in-

vented or constructed a lawn mower, must have been thought an

idiot (or at least a man not familiar with the common laws of me-

chanics) to have imagined that he could with two light Avheels get
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traction enough to rotate a cylinder six times their own weight,

at six times their own velocity, and cut the grass in addition.

The worm that drives the bed of a Seller's planer, does not wear

out half as fast as it ought, and 1 fancy there is something unex-

pected about it, even to the makers themselves.

An engine with a 12 x 18 inch cylinder had been i-unning a year

at 185 revolutions per minute, standing usually quiet on a cut-stone

foundation. One da)', without any apparent cause, it began to

shake endwise, and before night had shaken itself loose and had

a movement of tliree-sixteenths of an inch at every turn. The
engine being self-contained, no harm came to it, except the loosen-

ing of the foundation, and as the work was of more consequence

than the foundation it was allowed to go on with a view to repair-

ing it at vacation time, a month ahead. Before vacation time came,

the shaking stopped without any more apparent cause for its

stopping than that which caused it to shake, and the engine

continues to run perfectly quiet notwithstanding the shattered

foundation.

One of our well-known electricians built and tested for three

years a certain piece of apparatus w'hich promised to be of exten-

sive application. It worked perfectly, and was as good at the end

as at the beginning. A large amount of capital was put into build-

ings and plant, for the production of these pieces of apparatus for

the market, and a good many were built, but in no possible way

that all hands could devise were they able to reproduce the orig-

inal, either in effect or durability. I make this statement at

second hand, but believe it to be true ; first, because of the source

from which it came, and second, because it seems the only explana-

tion reconcilable with the action and business character of the

parties interested.

The unexpected often happens to the scientist as well as the

practical man, as must have been the case with Crooks, when he

invented the radiometer. The story goes that he first invented

the thing and then made it. Bat it turned out as tradition says

the ship did, when some genius blew into the sails with a bellows;

it went the other wa}^ We laugh at tlie stupidity of the man with

the bellows; the next generation may laugh at Crooks.

I venture the guess that there is many a man of science who
(knowing nothing of the rolling of railroad rails), if asked to

dictate as to which way the rail should be bent, to have it

come straight when cold, M'ould find tliat the unexpected would be
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likely to have happened twice wlien he saw his plan put in

practice.

The case is reported to me where the unexpected happened to

two boilers, and the}' did not blow np either. Two boilers alike

in size and shape were connected by necks of considerable area,

both at the top and bottom, and tlie connections, both of steam

and water, were without check valves. A lire was built under each

of the boilers, which were both half full of water, and when steam

was raised to working pressui-e the generators began to play

shuttlecock with the water. It first went all into one boiler, and

then all into the other. When the play got to its height, the boss,

considering the premises and the lives of the men of inore conse-

quence than the cause of science, ordered the fires drawn, and the

cause or consequences were never settled.

An engineer put in charge of our electric light station found

them using oil of 26 gravity, for lubricating the engine and

dynamos. Even when the oil was used freely the bearings would

warm up and sometimes get hot. It was the practice to increase

the quantity of oil as the journals got warmer and turn on water

when oil would do no longer. To the engineer's surprise, one

night he discovered that one of the bearings kept cool, and he

noticed also that the oil cup was feeding only about one quarter as

fast as had been the practice. The happy idea of "letting M'ell

enough alone" occurred to him, and he found it continued to run

cool, and experimenting lie proved that by feeding little enough

oil he got. the other bearings to run cool also.

In the case of an engine which was more than twice too large

for the M'ork it had to do, and which could not be reduced to one-

half the speed conveniently, it was decided to bush the cylinder to

about half its area, with a view, of course, to the saving of coal.

The result -was that it took a little more coal than before. I think

that this result was one which would have been unexpected to most

men who did not know of the experiment having been tried before.

For casting a chilled die to be used under a drop hammer, old

chilled car wheels were used, and in which fourteen per cent, of

spiegeleisen was melted under the expectation that a good chill

would be produced, as had been our experience. The first sur-

prise was to find that the die showed no evidence of cliill what-

ever, and could be filed easily. Some pieces of work were re-

quired at once, and the die was put in with the expectation that it

would only serve for a few, but the second surprise came when its
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endurance proved to exceed the best of the chilled dies as two to

one.

A large percentage of the unexpected comes in the development

of original inventions. When in the experimental stages it is easy

to brand the inventors fools or lunatics, and when predicted fail-

ures succeed, it is easy to forget that we ever expected anything

else. It is not always the ignorant who are wrong, or the best

informed who are never in error. If ten years ago the possibility

of conversing with people iifty miles away had been publicly sug-

gested, it would have been only accepted by the ignorant, who, re-

membering the marvels that have been accomplished, would in

their blind faith admit of its possibility, while the best informed

would have been staggered at the suggestion. Less than ten years

have rolled away, and it is an every-day occurrence.

It is not always the uneducated, the insane or the stupid who
produce failures, nor the best educated, most thoughtful, or most

experienced who bring out everything according to the original

intention. The unexpected comes to the good and bad alike, and

so in our teachings to the young and our planning for ourselves, is

it not well to have our statements and our speculations pretty well

saturated with the elements of uncertainty?

It is an old and common custom to use the statement that " two

and two are four" as an example of the certainty of certainties, and

another, that " like causes produce like effects ; " while as a simple

matter of statement, the first can be easily shown to be twenty-five

per cent, off, and the latter to hold along all the way from like

results to results diametrically opposite.

DISCUSSION.

Mr. Towne.—I will mention a case of the unexpected in my own

recent experience. The question was how to harden some steel

castings, which we are all coming to use more and more. They

were small and very liglit, weighing but a fraction of a pound, and

the part which it was desired to harden was very thin, tapering to

less than one-sixteenth of an inch. The caslings were made by

the open hearth process. It was stated that no-difficulty would be

experienced in hardening them, and that similar castings had been

hardened in considerable quantities. We undertook to harden

them in the ordinary manner with prussiate of potash, but when

putting the file on them afterward, I found that the file took hold
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beautifully. Other attempts were made, but with no better result

;

and finally I went down into the smith-shop myself and tried or

had tried various methods, and found ultimately that a})parently

the only way in which we could produce a hardening on these

castings, which would not allow the file to touch them easily, was

by using cyanide of potash, but that took a great deal of time and

was prohibitive in its cost. Finally other castings were hardened

in various ways, some by heating and dipping in water, no chem-

icals at all being used. The castings were broken up to see

what the result was inside, and, to cut a long story short, the fact

that came out finally Avas simply this, that the steel hardens

beautifully inside, but that there is on the outside a thin skin of

metal, about three to four hundredths of an inch in thickness,

which, except by the cyanide process, does not harden at all. In

all of the castings that had been hardened there was perfect

hardening under this skin, and finally, the moral of this, and of

some of the other unexpected incidents that Prof. Sweet has

mentioned, is that we should look helov^ the surface.

3Ir. Bond.—We find in our experience in making taps and

reamers that in case the steel has been over-annealed and has thus

been decarbonized, the hardening does not take effect except un-

der the surface, so that frequently, taps which appear to be soft,

if turned again will harden perfectly. I think perhaps the castings

referred to by Mr. Towne, may have been over-annealed, and in

that way a percentage of the carbon eliminated so that the

hardening would not take effect upon the outside surface.

Prof. Bogers.—The unexpected happened to me the other day

in the matter of a new astronomical clock, which I am testing at

the obsers^atory. It had run for a month at a constant rate of

0.81 seconds daily. Suddenly- it dropped 142 seconds, and then

went on with its old rate, for two or three days, when it stopped

suddenly. When the clock was overhauled, it was found that the

pinion of the second-hand wheel had no end shake. The end-

shake, originally, was so very small that the change of temperature

in the room of two or three degrees had tightened it up to such

an extent that it prevented the free action of the movement.

After the clock was again started it resumed its old rate, and has

so continued to the present time. It would be difficult to find

another instance in which a constant rate has been maintained

under similar circumstances.

The unexpected has always happened to me in this matter of
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obtaining hardened steel, which has a homogeneous temper

throughout the entire mass. The nearest approach to an even

temper which I have ever been able to obtain, has been at the

works of Miller, Metcalf & Co., of Pittsburgh, and of BroAvn &
Sharpe, of Providence. A short time si ace, I asked the latter firm

to set a price upon a hollow steel cylinder six inches in diameter,

three feet in length and with walls half an inch in diameter,

hardened and ground on the outside only. The price which was

set—from $300 to $500, without guarantee against flaws—may he

taken as the estimate of the extreme uncertainty always attending

any difficult case of tempering held by those who liave a full com-

prehension of the difficulty of the problem.

The difficulty of giving a homogeneous temper to a large mass

of metal is so great, according to my experience, that it is never

perfectly done. The test which I apply as the gauge of an even

temper is a very severe one. If all the lines ruled upon a highly

polished bar of tempered steel have the same appearance, the

temper of the graduated surface is good. I have, however, never

yet seen a set of graduations in which the diamond has with a

constant pressure cut all the lines to the same depth. The

diamond acting upon this polished surface detects the lack of

homogeneity iu the most perfect manner. If there is any person

in this country, or iu the world for that matter, who can temper a

bar of steel three feet in length and for a de])th of even a quarter

of an inch at any price, I should be glad to make his acquaint-

ance.

Ml-. Bond.—I can say in regard to the unexpected in hardening,

that Ave had occasion to make a set of gauges in which the sizes

were all two ten-thousandths of an inch larger than the nominal

sizes, and five days after the gauges were finished, one of them

suddenly gave way in the center, a crack extending around it

spirally, but not so as to injure the ends of the gauge. Out of

curiosity I thought that I would measure the uninjured parts to

see if any change had come in the diameter, and I found at l)oth

ends the diameter had enlarged forty divisions of the micrometer

which is equal to six ten-thousandths of an inch, and which, as mag-

nified, represented a space to the eye of about three-sixteenths of

an inch under the microscope. This shows, I think, that if steel

hardens at all, the internal strain must be something tremendous.

I think this will also explain why steel in being hardened through

the center, has a tendency to shorten under certain conditions,
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the capacity to resist this enormous strain becoming less and less,

until linally. it settles clown to something like permanency.

il/v. Hammond,—Some years ago tliere was a gentleman who
wished to harden some very large sheets of steel, and he applied

to several persons who said they could harden them, but they did

not succeed ; finally he discovered that a film of steam formed

between the steel and the water and prevented the plate from

cooling rapidly, the steam actiug as a non-conductor of cold, and

he arranged his large plate so that the liquid could pass down
rapidly' upon the two sides, thus giving a chance for the steam to

escape and allow the water to cool the plate. In that Avay he

succeeded in cooling and hardening this large surface. I would

like to ask if this film of steam should always be kept from forming

next to the piece of steel or iron during the process of hardening,

would nqt the pieces of metal to be hardened be uniformly treated

and the " unexpected " not come to pass ?

Mr. Ashworth.—This subject, the more you consider it, the more

prolific it becomes. But the most noted instance of the unex-

pected, in my experience, occurred quite a numbei' of years ago in

a sj)ecial line of business. Tlie matter of procuring castings free

from the minutest pores was the desirable feature, and failure to

secure this result was so common that in ordering castings a dozen

would be ordered with the expectation of simply producing one

perfect one. Now a castiug which would ordinarily be considered

perfect would be entirely ruled out in this case, simply from the

fact that when pressure was brought to bear upon the casting in

service, the plastic material being treated would work into these

minute pores and destroy the clearness of the metal, and would

also prevent rapid delivery. A great cry in that particular branch

of business went up to produce these castings. At a certain time

an outsider suggested the idea that the castings be made upon a

chill, and, as is frequently the case with those interested in a mat-

ter, it was hooted at and ridiculed at first, and yet in the course of

time this matter was brought to a practical issue, but it was a

misnomer to speak of a chilled core. The core was heated up to

a very high temperature, placed in its proper position, coated with

a lubricant, and as soon as possible after the cast it was removed
from the sand and the core knocked out. The result was marvel-

ous and it soon spread through this special braucli of business,

and yet a period of eight years elapsed during which it was looked

upon skeptically, and yonder in South Boston it was for the first
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time put to the test, and after that it was used from Cape Cod to

St. Louis. This sim))]e matter of putting in this heated iron core

covered with a lubricant, and taking it out quickly, was what did

the business. That was a striking instance of the unexpected.

i¥r. OberUn Smith.—A little thing occurs to me which may

possibly be of interest. I recently had occasion to make a small

cup, hke the sketch [Fig. 115], about three inches deep, and two

or three inches in diameter into Avhich I wanted

some water to leak at a certain definite rate of

speed, on the principle of sand running through

an hour glass. I wanted it to leak to the inside

through a hole in the cup, by submerging the

cup in the w^ater, one quarter of an inch. I

made a hole in the bottom about one sixty-

fourth of an inch in diameter. The material

was brass one thirty-second thick. The water

would not leak in. I might perhaps have worked out the matter

by the ordinary data for capillary-attraction, and viscosity of

liquids, and found that it would not, but I Avorked upon assump-

tion. I could'nt get water through that hole unless I submerged

it in water more than an inch. I then found that by making the

hole three oue-hundred-and-twenty-eights of an inch in diameter,

I could get it to leak with three quarters of an inch submergence.

I tried the hole greasy, and dry, and smooth, and rough, and I

found that by making the hole larger at the upper end it would

leak much more readily and with less "head." I found by

thickening the bottom of the cup and thus making a longer hole,

and tapering it from one thirty-second at the bottom to some-

thing like one sixteenth at the top (like c in sketch), I got better

results. With that shaped hole the water would run in very

readily Avitli about three-eights head. At a, in sketch is shown a

straight hole, and at h, one largest at the bottom—the worst

shape.

This experience was certainly the " unexpected," for it had

never occurred to me that I could not make water leak through a

hole. The same trouble of non-leakage happens when the water

is inside the cup, that is to say, it will not leak itself empty if the

hole is small.

Jtfr. Durfee.—Here is a case of the unexpected that occurred to

me some seventeen years ago. I had an ordinary locomotive

boiler unprovided with any pressure gauge, but having a safety
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valve which was believed to be reliable, whose lever was graduated

to 120 pounds. The man who was in charge of the boiler was in-

structed to keep the steam pressure at 60 pounds. The boiler was

an old one, having been in use at least ten years, and how much
longer I do not know. After the boiler had been at work for two

or three weeks its fireman came running to me one day with every

limb and feature indicative of extreme terror. As soon as he could

speak he exclaimed :
" The divil's got in the boiler, Mr. Durfee !

"

"What do you mean John?" said I. "The divil's got in the

boiler, I tell ye ; fur the weight's on the ind iv the liver an' 'tis up

in the air as high's it con git ; an' divil a mite iv stame's comin'

out
!

" " Well," I replied, " we will go down and see if we can get

the * divil ' out." On reaching the boiler I was surprised to find

the weight at the 120 pound notch, and that it was as high as it

could "git" (Fig. 113), and to my utter astonishment there was

Fig. 113.

but a suggestion of steam escaping. My first thought was that in

my immediate vicinity a boiler explosion was imminent ; however,

there was nothing to do but to ascertain the cause of existing con-

ditions, and I therefore immediately tried the guage-cocks, found

two full guages of water, and, from the appearance of the steam

which escaped on opening the upper cock, it did not seem possible

that there was 120 pounds of pressure upon the boiler. I then took

a fire-hook and without much effort, pulled the safety-valve lever

down, but on being released it slowly returned to its rampant
11
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position, and at no point of its movement was there anj increase

in the very small and feeble volume of steam escaping. I repeated

this experiment with a like result, and then began to think that

John's diagnosis was correct ; for the boiler certainly seemed

to be "possessed of a devil." Jnst how he got in, and how he

produced the observed effects, I could not imagiue ; my previous

experience with steam machinery, which I had been in the habit

of regarding as embracing every species of " pure cussedness "

that steam generators were heir to, did not furnish any clue to

the myster}'—for mystery it certainly seemed, and one which re-

quired prompt and decisive action for its solution. I therefore

ordered John to draw the fire as quickly as possible, and in due

time the valve was dismounted, and the state of facts disclosed is

represented in the accompanying cuts (Figs. 113 and 114}, which

Fig. 114.

show the interior of the valve after, and before, it became " pos-

sessed of the devil " of deadly danger.

The engravings so clearly exhibit the details of the valve, and

the relative position of its several parts, that very little explana-

tion is necessary, and it will suffice to say that the shell S, of the

valve was of cast iron, bored out to receive a cylindrical gun-

metal bushing, B, which wslsforced into its place, and held there

siniphj hj friction. On the upper end of this bushing the seat of

the valve V, was formed. As long as the bushing B, remained

immovable, the steam pressure acted on a circular area of the

lower surface of the valve V, having a diameter equal to that of

the interior of the bushing B, but as soon as the repeated ex-

pansions and contractions incident to use and years had loosened

the bushing B, the circular area upon which the steam could act

had a diameter equal to that of the exterior of the bushing B,
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vvliicli with the valve V, resting upon it, was then free to move

upward (see Fig. 113) as far as the lever L, would permit, acting

simply as a piston, and aflfording no outlet to the steam save that

due to the trifling leakage arising from its imperfect fit in the shell

S. The area of the last named circle was a little more than doiiUe

that of the first.

It is not uncommon for a coroner's jury, while attempting to as-

certain the cause of some disastrous boiler explosion, to be told

by the confident witness (he is always on hand in large force on

such occasions), that " the safety valves were all right, as they bad

been examined but an hour before the explosion occurred." Such

evidence in the case of a safety valve like the one which I have

described would be of no value whatever, as the fact of its being in

good order when examined would be no assurance that within the

next five minutes it would not be worse than no safety-valve at

all. It is exti-emely probable that there are many such valves in

use to-day, and also that valves of such construction have been the

cause of many unexplained explosions.
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CXCIII.

THE MICROSCOPE IN THE WORKSHOP.

BY WM. A. ROGERS, CAMBRIDGE, KABS.

It is a sound principle of meclianical construction that a second-

ary tool should never be used when the work can be as well done

bj a primary tool. If the capacity and the eflnciency of the primary

tool can be increased so as to meet every requirement, it is better

to dispense with the secondary tool altogether.

In the ordinary operations of the workshop, the lathe and the

planer are the primary tools, while the calliper, with the graduated

scale, is the secondary tool. Let us take the most simple case. It

is required to turn down a piece of metal to a given diameter.
,

In order to make the assumed case as simple as possible, we will

assume the required diameter to be an even inch. The calliper is

set for this unit of length, either from a graduated scale or, more

accurately, from an end-measure inch with parallel faces. The

setting in the latter case is done by the sense of feeling. We thus

introduce an additional element of complexity, since sight is at

once the primary sense and the ultimate test of a given limit of

extension upon which the workman must rely. When the market

is supplied with graduated scales from which any required length

may be taken by the sense of feeling, it will be in order to defend

the practice of relying upon this sense as a final test in measure-

ments of extension. As a differential test, it is both useful and

accurate. As an absolute test it had better be abandoned. It is a

make-shift at best.

Assuming that the calliper has been set to an exact inch, the

workman turns the piece of metal to the required size by a series

of approximations, with the ever-present risk of going beyond the

required limit. During the final part of the operation he stops

the lathe to test the diameter with his calliper. He then takes

another chip, stops, tries, starts, stops, tries until the subtle and

ever-varying sense of feeling satisfies him that he has obtained the

correct diameter. But after all, the uncertainty in the setting of
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the calliper remains, and this uncertainty is generally greater than

that which would be found to exist in the comparative trials of

the diameter. If now we increase the required unit, and especially

if fractional increments are added, the problem of transferring a

required length from a scale to a calliper becomes a most serious

one.

Every machinist must admit that there would be a great gain

both in time and in accuracy if he could be sure of knowing the

exact amount of work done at any instant, if he could see and

measure the varying diameter of his cylinder, and at the same

time control the amount of work to be done by the manipulation

of his lathe, stopping at the exact instant when the required

diameter has been obtained—if he could turn two shoulders upon a

cylindrical shaft to any required length in one operation, stopping

the last chip at the instant the correct length has been obtained

—

if he could turn a shaft to a required taper, and be sure that the

correct angle of inclination has been maintained during every part

of the operation—if he could—but I forbear further enumeration,

_lest the enthusiasm of inexperience may lead you to overlook the

gravity of the demand for a radical change in our present methods

not only of obtaining, but of applying measurements of length

;

a demand made in the interest of accuracy, iiniformity and

economy.

It is quite worth our while, therefore, to discuss the question

whether the microscope considered as an attachment to the lathe

and to the planer will not enable us to dispense with that secondary

tool, the calliper, in a majority of cases, and at the same time in-

crease the precision and the economy of mechanical construction.

The microscope has been generally accounted a delicate instru-

ment, especially adapted to the minute study of delicate organisms

and to the measurement of minute dimensions. l>y common con-

sent it has been relegated to the laboratory of the investigator

and has been considered quite unsuited to the every-day opera-

tions of a machine shop. One reason for this view formerly had

great force. Until the invention of the opaque illuminator, by the

late Robert B. Tolles—a single prism inserted between the two

front lenses of an objective—the illumination of objects in the

field of the microscope was for the most part obtained by transmitted

light, thus requiring a transparent substance. A previous inven-

tion by Professor Hamilton L. Smith, of Geneva, K Y., and since

patented under a slightly different form by Beck, of London, gives
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equally good results, but the care aud the time required in adjust-

ment and the difficulty in manipulation would prevent its use in

the workshop. With Tolles' illuminator, however, it is easy to ob-

tain at once a perfect illumination of a metal surface under almost

any given conditions. It is only required that one face of the

prism shall be presented toward the source of light, whether it be

an artificial flame or the open sky.

It has been assumed also that a machine to which a microscope

is attached must be most firmly mounted upon solid piers insulated

from the building and in a room in which a steady tempera-

ture can be maintained. This is by no means necessary in ordi-

nary workshop practice. The difficulty with regard to solidity of

foundation can be practically overcome by adding mass to the ma-

chine, and the question of temperature will be taken care of by

having separate standards of length of the different metals in or-

dinary use.

Only one other objection remains to be overcome. It is the

common impression that the delicate adjustments of the micro-

scope which are continually demanded— especially the adjustment

.

for focus—can only be made by the most delicate and sensitive

means. No impression could be more erroneous. Give me a small

lead hammer and I will set the stop of my comparator to a given

line in half of the time and with greater precision than it can be

set by means of a screw movement. Give me a vertical movement

by means of an excentric disc and a long lever-arm, and I will

bring the surface of a plate weighing 100 pounds into the focus of

the objective quite as quickly and quite as accurately as a similar

adjustment could be made in the hands of a professional micro-

scopist.

Having thus cleared away some of the objections which would

be very properly made a priori against the proposal to use the mi-

croscope as an essential part of the lathe and of the planer, it will

now be in order to point out some of the ways in which it can be

most effectively used in the interest of accuracy and of economy.

I shall, in this paper, limit the illustrations of the applications of

the microscope, to four operations in latlie work, viz.:

(«) Turning shoulders upon a shaft to a required length.

[b) Turning a face plate to a required diameter.

(<;•) Turning a shaft to a required diameter.

{d) Turning a shaft to a required taper.

In Fig. 07,/"^ represents a microscope which is attached to the
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carriage of the lathe. The microscope/, also attached to the carriage,

is adjusted over a scale g, which rests upon a plate h. This plate

is attached to the lathe bed. It has a fulcrum at n\ and an adjust-

able movement in elevation by means of a screw /r. Two or more

flexure screws secure a parallelism of the upper surface of the plate

at every point with the horizontal plane described by the carriage.

The shoulder next to the head stock is supposed to be already

turned. The micrometer line of microscope /Ms then set upon

the limiting edge and the zero of the graduations upon the bar g

is brought 'into^ coincidence with the micrometer line of micro-

scope /.

It is obvious that if the relative positions of the two microscopes

remain unchanged, the distance measured on the scale by the

movement of the carriage will be indicated upon the shaft by

microscope/^ It will be seen that by the use of two microscopes,

the necessity of adjusting the cutting tool with respect to the fixed

points of reference is entirely obviated. The position of the tool

bears no relation whatever to the dimensions sought. When the

first chip is taken—a little outside of the required limit—the amount

by which the carriage must be moved will be indicated by the

micrometer line of microscope/^ It is to be noted, however, that

the tool will do its work for one-quarter of a revolution before the

amount of work done is indicated by the microscope, but the proper

allowance can be quickly made by means of a graduated scale in

the eye-piece of the micrometer of microscope/^

In order to turn a face plate to a required diameter, adjust verti-

cally the micrometer line of microscope i over the point of the tace
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plate winch is stationary during its revolution. Adjust microscope

4^ upon the zero of the transverse scale. The required diameter

will then be indicated by the movement of -f^ over the scale and

the indicated limit of the circumference through microscope i.

In order to turn a shaft to a given diameter, it is necessary to

set the micrometer line of microscope i^ in the line between the

centers of the lathe. Since it is not possible to do this directly, we
introduce an auxiliary measuring gauge h l^, Fig. 68, which will

also be found to be of great service in testing the various adjust-

ments of the lathe. ^ is a cylindrical shaft, ground to a true cyl-

inder, e. g., in a Brown & Sharpe grinding machine, while supported

at its centers, l^ is a ring which slides freely upon the shaft and

is capable of being firmly secured to k by projecting flanges (not

Fig.68

shown in the figures). This ring is also ground to a true cylinder

and has a known diameter, <?. ^., of 3 inches.

When this shaft is placed between the centers of a lathe and T^

is set near the tail-stock, the projecting arm of a sliding arm m, Fig,

68, is brought into contact with the outside surface of ^-^ and the

micrometer line of microscope rri? — i^ is set upon the zero of the

scale upon the upy^er surface of the arm in. The shaft is now re-

moved and the carriage is moved inwards through the space of 3

inches, as indicated by the scale. The micrometer line of the mi-

croscope will now be coincident with the line between the centers

of the lathe, if the proper adjustment of the tail-stock has been made.

It is not probable that this adjustment would need to be tested

very often, if the microscope is firmly attached to the carriage.

If the point of the cutting tool is brought into adjustment under
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the micrometer line of the microscope, the required diameter can

be read off directly from the scale. Since, however, the wear of

the cutting tool would probably be appreciable, this direct method

of measurement would not probably be as satisfactory as the more

indirect method of employing the additional microscope/^ in con-

nection with an auxiliary calliper scale.

For any diameter up to about one inch with a 1-inch objective,

we may proceed as follows. When the contact of the arm with

the surface of the ring l^ is made, set the micrometer line of mi-

croscope/^ tangent to the ring on the same side. Then, for any

radius of the shaft to be turned, less than the working distance of

the microscope, we shall have, after an inward movement of 3

inches, the micrometers of both microscopes coincident with the

line between the centers of the lathe—one set upon the scale and

the other over the shaft. The required diameter will then be ob-

tained when the micrometer line of the microscope '? reaches the

required point on the scale and the micrometer line of/^ is tangent

to the circumference of the shaft.

With a slight vertical movement at right angles to the plane of

the ways, microscope i might advantageously take the place of

microscope/^ It would be necessary to raise the microscope in

passing the center of the lathe, but since it would fall back upon

the same seat, there would be little danger of disturbing the rela-

tive positions of the two microscopes by this movement.

In order to set the tail-stock for turning any required taper,

set the ring at the end of the shaft adjacent to the head-stock and

set the microscopes as described above. First set the ring at the

point where the largest diameter is required, and then adjust the

tail-stock in the usual way, so that the reading on the transverse

scale shall indicate the lesser diameter.

It is obvious that two microscopes attached to the tool carriage

of a planer, in connection with longitudinal and transverse scales,

may be made to serve the same purpose as in the lathe. The mi-

croscope may be made especially useful in leveling up the bed of

a planer. Place beside the lathe a shallow dish of mercury extend-

ino- its entire length with means of adjustment similar to plate h,

Fi° . 67. Attach a microscope first to one end and then to the other

end of the planer, and make the adjustment for level such that the

surface of the mercury is sharply in focus under the microscope in

the two positions. The bed-plate can then be blocked up at the

intermediate points until every point is in focus.
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With regard to tlie expense of fitting up a lathe with the micro-

scopic attaclinients indicated above, it may be estimated at about

$125, exclusive of the cost of the.graduated scales. Only two objec-

tives would be needed, at a cost of $20 each.

If it is urged that this direct process of applying dimensions in

mechanical construction is not practical, or not well adapted to ordi-

nary machine-shop practice, if it is insisted that the calliper must

be used, I shall still maintain that a reform is needed in the method

of setting the calliper for a required measure of length, and that

there is a better way than that ordinarily followed. It is simply

impossible to set a calliper with any degree of precision from a

'LLLdVr-r./>Xl!LLL LLLLLLLLLLtLLLL LL LTTt

Fig.63

line scale. End-measure gauges are expensive and they require

the most careful manipulation. Moreover, as ordinarily made,

they can only be used for aliquot parts of a given unit. They are

useless except for a few special lengths, and the extreme length

seldom exceeds 6 inches.

There are four requirements which ought to be met absolutely

in any proposed system of obtaining and transferring measures

of length.

First.—All measures of length must be referred to one line-

measure standard. This standard should be at least one yard in

length, and the subdivisions should be such that any required length

can be taken from it directly to yJ^^y inch. Subdivisions less than
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this limit can be better obtained with the aid of an eye-piece mi-

crometer in the microscope. The yard should be standard at 62.0°

Fahr., and the subdivisions should be so exact that there would be

no necessity of applying corrections.

Second.—The calliper gauge from which measures are to be taken

for use in the machine-shop must be universal in its action. It

must be capable of being set to correspond to any required length,

aliquot or fractional, as indicated upon the line standard.

Third.—li must be so simple in form, so direct and so sure in
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its action, that tlie amount of time required in its manipulation

shall be less than that required in the present practice of obtaining

measures of length.

Fourth.—The cost of construction must be such that anj shop

of moderate capacity can afford the outlay.

It is the experience of the writer that these conditions are ful-

filled in the universal microscopic calliper shown in the Figures 62,

63 and 64. This machine has been in constant use in the compar-

ing room at Harvard College Observatory for nearly a year, and

while it has less conveniences than the larger universal comparator,

it has been found to be capable of doing quite as accurate work.

Its first cost, not including the calliper attachment, but including

cost of patterns, was $320.

The main features of this apparatus and the method of operation

will be seen from the following outline references. In Fig. 62,

the microscope slide I?, which is closely fitted to the projecting side

bearings a^ and cc' and to similar elevated bearings beneath, is

carried the entire length of the bed by the racky^ and the bevel

gear pinions/"^/"^ and the pinion/", Fig. 64. The microscope plate

}A has a slow motion adjustment in elevation by means of an ex-

centric i^ Fig. 63.

The stops c & can be set at any desired position upon the bed.

They can be firml}- secured without the slightest disturbance of the

stops by means of large circular clamps beneath the bed plate at e-.

Fig. 63.

The plate r extends the entire length of the bed and is closely

fitted between the walls g and ^\ Fig. 64. . It rests upon two ex-

centrics opposite g^ and ^*, Fig. 62, and shown in the end view at

g^ g"^, Fig. 64. The adjustment in elevation is made by means

of levers inserted in the wheels ^ g'^.

The gravity lock of the microscope plate against the stops, is

shown in Fig. 63. The weighted lever e^ can be thrown out of

connection by means of the spring catch e®, when it is desired to

make the contact with the stops by means of the rack and pinion

movement.

The graduated bar B rests upon the bed of the machine and

against a vertical ledge which extends the entire length.

The universal calliper s s^ rests upon the plate r, and can be

placed in any desired position. The two parts s f<^ move independ-

ently ; s^ being carried by two arms attach.cd to the microscope

slide l\
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Tlie operation of setting tiie calliper for any required length will
be as follows

:

(rt) Clamp section s in any convenient position upon the plate r.

(b) Bring section s^ into a position such that the stops s and s^

will be in contact with a clear space between the bases s sK
(c) Make the connection between P and 6-^ by means of the screws

at I and P.
'
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{d) Set the micrometer line of the microscope in coincidence

with the zero line of the graduated bar B.

{e) Then, when the microscope slide 1> moves over any required

distance as indicated by the graduated scale, the stop z^ will move

the same distance away fi-om the stop z. The cylinders which form

the stops are holloM% and a rod (not shown in the figure) passes

through both, which serves as a support for the transferring calli-

per for inside measures. For outside measures, allowance is made

for the thickness of the two face plates in setting the microscope

slide. For support, the transferring calliper rests upon the two

cylinders.

In some kinds of work it will be found quite as convenient to

attach one stop s^ to one stop of the comparator and the other to

the vertical face of the microscope slide l^.

Z7

Fig.66

Another convenient form of the adjustable stops is shown in

Fig. 66. They can be substituted for stops c c^ with advantage

when minute differences in length are to be measured.

This machine can be used to the best advantage by adopting the

system of delivering measures of length from a "standards room,"

just as tools are now delivered from a tool room. This can be most

economically done by the aid of the small boy. If a workman

wishes his calliper set for any distance, he calls " boy." The mes-

senger boy receives the callii>er and a card on which is written the

dimension required. He takes it to the " standards room " and

after a brief delay he receives back the calliper properly set, to-

gether with the card on which are written the figures which have

actually been used, and delivers both to the workman in half the

time it would take him to set it from a scale with anything like

equal precision.
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There can be no more convincin<^ way of demonstrating the

feasibility of tliis method of obtaining and transferring measures

of length than by performing some of tiie operations indicated.

I enumerate below a few of them, with an estimate of the time

which each operation requires.

It is required :

(a) To bring the surface of the graduated scale into a plane par-

allel with the plane described by the microscope carriage. Time, 30s.

(h) To set the longitudinal line of a graduated scale parallel with

the ways of the comparator, 45 s

(c) To " set for focus " upon a given line. By lever movement,
6s. With lead hammer, 4s.

(d) To set for exact coincidence with a line of the scale by tap-

ping the bar with a lead hammer, 6s.

{e) To set the stops c c^ to correspond with any given distance.

For short distances, 50s. For long distances, Im. 10s.

{f) To compare a Whitworth end-meaBure yard with a line

standard and with a limit of error not exceeding one ten-thou-

sandth of an inch, 2m. 30s.

{g) To compare Whitworth 12 inch, 6 inch, and 1 inch end-

measures with corresponding line measures, Im. 45s. each.

(A) To compare a standard end-measure inch with corresponding

line measures, Im. 30s.

(^) To illustrate the limit of accuracy in measurements by the

sense of feeling by adding to or subtracting from an end-measure

inch one twenty-five-thousandth of an inch, 2rn.

{j) To set a calliper for the distance one inch, upon the machine
and compare it with a Pratt & Whitney inch, 2m.

{Tt) To illustrate the method of delivering calliper measures for

use in the raacliine shop.

As the result of experiment, it has been found that the actual

time required to perforin the operations indicated is less than

one-half of the limit given above. For the experiment under

division (A), tlie writer is under obligations to the Brown & Sharpe

Mfg. Co. for the loan of the five end-measure gauges of their manu-
facture.

From a comparison of the different end-measure inch gauges, the

followino: results were obtained:
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A plus sign indicates that the corresponding space is too short
j

a minus sign, that it is too long.

Space. Correction. Space. Correction. Space. Correction.

1 — .000(106 inch. 7 + .000005 incli. 13 + .000000 inch

2 + .000024 8 -.()000(J4 14 + .00^020

3 + .(00000 9 -.000012 15 -.(00016
4 + .0000(10 10 -.0C0(i42 16 + .0(.0(il-l

5 -.(J0()024 11 -.00(:026 17 + .000016

6 + .0(;0005 12 +.000036 18 + .000010

It must be understood that any apparent degree of accuracy ex-

pressed by a figure in the sixth decimal place in which the unit is

one inch, is probably fictitious.

(added since the meeting.)

Since this paper was put in type, the writer has received from

the Pratt & Whitney Co. an end-measure inch, kindly loaned

for this occasion. This standard was constructed from a four-inch

line standard, graduated by the writer in 1881, and which has

served as the basis of all the gauges made by this company. It

has no correction at 62.0° Fahr. The Betts Mfg. Co. also kindly

loaned a standard inch, made especially for the present purpose.

The}'^ also sent the Whitworth inch, which has served as the basis

of their gauges of this dimension. The same company some time

ago sent two additional standards for comparison to with my line

standard. Thus, with my own Whitworth standard, bought in Lon-

don in 1880, we have five independent standard inches for compar-

ison under division (A). With the aid of a recorder, it has been

found quite easy to make all of these comparisons without haste,

inside of the limit given for a single comparison as given under (h).

It will perhaps be worth while to give the results obtained. The

particular inch with which the comparison was made, is the first

inch of a standard one-half yard, subdivided to tenths of inches.

In order to obtain a standard for which no sensible corrections of

any kind would be required, 96 separate trials and corresponding

investigations were made.

The relative errors of the separate inches are given below. The

half yard has no correction for errors of total length at 62.0° Fahr.

The Pratt & AVhitney Co. inch is 1 millionth of an inch too short.

The new Betts inch (probably a copy of the P. & W. inch) is 21

millionths of an inch too long.

The Betts-Whitworth is 202 millionths of an inch too short.
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The Rogci-iS-Whitworth is 23G inillioiitlis of an inch too short.

The BeSs inch, No. 1, made in 1883, is 202 millionths of an inch

too short.

The Betts inch, No. 2, made in 1883, is 196 millionths of an inch

too short.

It will be seen that these comparisons bear ont the claim of the

Betts Mfg. Co. that their ganges are practically exact copies of the

Whitworth standard. All of the Whitworth gauges which have

been examined by the writer have been found too short.

Referring to division ('i),it may be said that the difference in the

length between the first two gauges in the list can be detected by

the sense of feeling with considerable certainty.

{The calliper, tcith its microscopes, although set up to be exhibited when the paper

was read, teas not described before the meeting, the author being prevented from at

tendance. For the same reason, the paper received no discussion.)

12
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CXOIV.

A NEW FORM OF STEAM CALORIMETER.

BY GEORGE U. BABRUS, BOSTON, MASS.

The calorimeters ordinarily used for measuring the dryness of

steam operate in an indirect manner. They first determine how
much heat is contained in the sample tested. The condition of the

steam with respect to dryness is then shown by comparison of the

result with the quantity of heat given by the authorities for dry

saturated steam. The sample contains moisture in proportion as

the result is less than the authorized standard. It contains what

is termed superheat, in proportion as the result is greater than the

standard.

Suppose the steam has a pressure of 80 pounds per square inch

above the atmosphere. The total heat given in the tables for this

pressure is 1212.6 B. t. u. above Fahr. If the calorimeter test

yields, for example, 1190 B. t. ii., it falls short of the standard 22.6

22.6
B. t. u., which is an indication that the steam contains

' = 2.5
oOO. 1 -

per cent, of moisture. If the test yields say 1225 B. t. u., it gives

an excess over tlie standard of 12.4 B. t. u., M-hich is an indication

12.4
that the steam is superheated —— = 26.1 degrees.

Calorimeters which work on this principle do not give accurate

indications of the amount of moisture in steam, unless thermome-

ters and scales are employed which are sensitive and which registei"

minute changes, and unless extreme care is used in the manipula-

tion of the apparatus. In the case of the harrel calorimeter, the

one commonly used, supposing the range of temperature to be 50

degrees Fahr., and the weight of steam used for a test 20 pounds,

an error of half a degree in the observations of the thermometers,

or an error of one-fifth of a pound in the observations of the

weight of water in the barrel, causes an error of one per cent, in

the result. A larger error than this might ensue, if the observa-
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tion of each extreme was erroneous, and all the errors acted in the

same iinal direction. Unusually close work is more important tliau

would first appear, for the reason that the moisture in steam of or-

dinary dryness, does not often exceed 3 per cent., and a snuill error

becomes large by comparison.

Calorimeters of the continuous type are more accurate in this re-

spect, for they deal with lai-ger quantities of steam and water and

a greater number of observations for a given test. Pnit they re-

quire equall}^ careful manipulation.

The new form of calorimeter ])rescnted in this paper is offered

because it so far reduces the errors referred to that they become

almost inappreciable, and it greatly simplifies the operation of

making an accurate test. In order to use it, it is simply necessary

to observe thermometers which show many degrees change of tem-

perature for a change of one per cent, of moisture. It should

be said at the outset that it is intended to be used only for testing

moist steam.

Unlike the calorimeters referred to, the new apparatus operates

directly upon the moisture contained in the sample of steam tested.

It evaporates the moisture, and determines its amount by measur-

ing the amount of heat required for this purpose. The evaporat-

ing agent is a current of superheated steam, and it is the superheat

of that steam which is utilized to do the work. The determination

of the amount of superheat required constitutes the immediate ob-

ject in view, and this is attained by observing the temperature of

the superheated steam before and after its use. When the quantity

of superheated steam equals that of the sample tested, the evapo-

ration of one per cent, of moisture reduces the temperature ap-

proximately, 18.7 degrees Fahr.* In proportion, then, as the fall

of temperature is greater or less than this number of degrees, the

amount of moisture sought for is greater or less than one per

cent.

It is immaterial what the exact quantity of steam is which is

tested, so long as the relation borne to the curi-ent of superheated

steam remains constant. Weighing is therefore dispensed with al-

together, and the desired relation between the quantities is main-

tained by causing each current of steam to pass through an orifice

of fixed size. To obtain equal quantities, which is the relation

most to be desired, the two orifices are made of practically tlie same

* This is the exact quantity for 80 pounds pressure. For other pressures the

quantity is obtained by dividing the latent heat by 47.5.
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size and the steam is admitted upon tliem witli a pressure common

to l)Oth.

The general form of the apparatus is shown in the illustration,

Fig. 86.

Two half-inch connections are made with the steam pipe or

Stccum. To 4e tJistctL - •

Dr,p.

f-Stt,<un. for S1fvr^^^JlSi-^

Ste/vn Calorimzte,r

boiler, one for the attachment of the pipe H, which is to convey

the moist steam to be tested, and one for the attachment of the

pipe E, which is to supply the superheater. The moist steam en-

ters and passes through the pipe H O, surrounded by the jacket

I J K. On its exit at O, it passes through the thermometer chani-
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Ler P, and einerii^cs tliroiigh an orifice at N, about | of an inch in

diameter. .

The supply of steam at E enters the snperlieater G, which is a

14- inch pipe, and is there heated by the gas lamps R. It^ then

passes through the thermometer chamber Q, and enters the jacket

I J K. The hot steam traverses the length of the jacket, passes

through the thermometer chamber L, and emerges at the orifice M,

whiclC like the one at N, is about J- of an inch in diameter. Each

thermometer chamber is provided with an immersed oil cup, con-

taining a thermometer as shown at L. The ends of the jacket are

provid^ed with insulated stuffing-boxes (not shown in the drawing),

through which the inner pipe passes, and this pipe is subdivided

into a number of smaller pipes to increase the heating surface.

The outside of the apparatus, with the exception of the superheatei-,

is protected with non-conducting covering.

In operating the calorimeter, full pressure is admitted to both

pipes, and the jacket steam is heated till the thermometer C com-

mences to rise above a normal temperature, a condition which indi-

cates that the moisture is all evaporated from the steam to be tested.

As soon as the indications have become constant, the diifereiice

between the thermometers A and B is observed, and the quantity

thus obtained is corrected for the amount which C has risen above

the normal temperature. A still farther correction is applied for

radiation from the outside of the jacket, which is found by passing

steam of the same average temperature through the jacket, without

admitting steam to the inner pipe, and observing its fall of tem-

perature. With hair-felt covering, the radiation causes a reduc-

tion of from 10 to 15 degrees, varying according to the degree of

temperature. The weight of steam used by each pipe when the

pressure is 80 pounds, is about 60 pounds per hour.

The result gives the number of degrees of superheat, correspond-

ing to the moisture which has been evaporated. To find the per-

centage of moisture, this number is divided by the number of

superheat degrees, corresponding to one per cent, of moisture, that

is, to one per cent, of the latent heat at the existing pressure,

. Latent Heat
which, as already noted, is ±7^

*

To revert, now, to the matter of the error to which the new

calorimeter is liable, a difference in temperature of approximately

18.7 degrees appears when a change of one per cent, occurs in the

amount°of moisture. If an error, therefore, of 18.7 degrees was
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made in observing the required difference of temperature, it would

effect the result only one per cent. In the case of the barrel calo-

rimeter, an error of 18.7 degrees would effect the result 37.4 per

cent.

APPENDIX II.

EXPERIMENTS ON THE FLOW OF SUPERHEATED STEAM THROUGH

AN ORIFICE.

It is proper in connection with the paper on a "New Form ot

Steam Calorimeter," to present the following memoranda relating to

some experiments made bj the writer in October, 1878, on the flow

of superheated steam through an orifice. The experiments were made

with dift'erent degrees of superheating, and in two series. In one,

the pressure over the orifice was 28 lbs. per square inch above

zero, and in the other the pressure was 58 lbs. above zero. In both

cases the steam was discharged into a surface condenser open to the

atmosphere, that is, against a pressure of 14.7 lbs. above zero. The

orifice consisted of a cylindrical opening in a cast-iron plug 0.09

inch in diameter three-quarters of an inch long. The temperature of

the steam was taken at a point about five inches above it. The re-

sults were as follows :

SERIES OF TESTS WITH 28 LBS. PRESSURE.

Kind of Steam.
Number of De^ees of

SiiperheatiMg.
Weight of Steam Discharged

per Hour.

Deg. Fahr. Lbs.

Saturated 10.16

Superheated 10 10.09

do. 109 9 l(j

do. 210 8.48

do. 309 8.14
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SERIES OF TESTS WITH 58 LBS. PRESSURE.

Kind of Steam.
Number of Degrees of

Superheating.
Weight of Steam Discharged

per Hour.

Deg. Fahr. Lbs.

Saturated 20.22

Superheated 10 19.73

do. 109 18.42

do. 209 17.18

do. 306 16.27

In round numbers an average increase of temperature of 16 de-

grees in these experiments i*educed the rate of discharge one per

cent. The results for satui-ated steam agree substantially with the

theoretical discharge calculated from Zeuner's formula.

DISCUSSION.

Mr. Babcock.—There is an obvious necessity for some n)ethod

of ascertaining the amount of water entrained with steam more

accurate than we now have, and it is more pressing as we know
more about the results with those heretofore used. At the Elec-

trical Exhibition, the judges found it necessary to throw out all

the tests made by the caloi"imeters and guess at the results, as they

could guess nearer than they could measure. The way they found

that fact out was by comparing results by three or four diHerent

methods which did not agree so well as their guesses did. There-

fore, the guesses must be more correct.

We are indebted to Mr. Barrus for the suggestion of a new

method of testing the quality of steam ; whetlier it will prove to

be any more accurate than tiie others is a question entirely in the

future. I can suggest several difficulties. In the lirst place, it is

a great deal more difficult than would be inuigined to obtain two

orifices of exactly the same size. You will recollect that Professor

Blake in some experiments on the flow of steam, some years ago,

tried to produce two orifices of exactly the same size, by driving a

hardened steel mandrel, carefully ground to shape, through the open-

ings in two diaphragms. When he came to test them by using first

one and then the other in the same place, he found the results varied,

and examination with a microscope disclosed a little speck of dust

in one of them, which made a material difference. Now, I imag-
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ine it will be more difficult to obtain accurate results by this ap-

paratus tlian Mr. Barrus would suppose. Again, there is evidently

a considerable difference in the rate of the flow of steam accord-

ing to whether it be moist, or dry, or superheated. Mr. Barrus has

anticipated that point, and given a tal)le of some such differences.

Whether it will be possible to ascertain accurately these differences

so as to make proper allowances therefor in the results obtained

by this apparatus, is questionable. Again, this is arranged for

steam of one definite amount of moisture ; that is, steam wliich is

homogeneous. When it is set once it is supposed to be set for a con-

tinued experiment, but, as is well known, the moisture in steam wnll

vary considerably at different times. A little difference in the

velocity of flow of the steam from tlie boiler will frequently make

a little difference in the quantity of moisture, and sometimes even

a question of firing will produce a difference in the quality of the

steam, so that it is not probable tliat the steam will remain homo-

geneous during any given test. These are some of the points that

suggest themselves at first sight as possible objections to this very

ingenious apparatus.

Prof. Lanza.—We have been using one of the old style Barrus

calorimeters, such as is described in the report of the Boiler Com-

mittee of this Society,* but we have made a modification l)y means
of which we bring the condensed water to the temperature of the

air before collecting it to weigh. It has worked very well, as the

results obtained from testing the quality^ of the steam produced b}^

our boilers have been, as a rule, quite consistent, from one to two

per cent, priming. I desire to call attention to one matter which

seems to lue to be the secret of a great deal of the trouble which

often occurs with calorimeter tests in general, and that is the fact

that correct results cannot be obtained when the steam pressure

varies during the test. If we begin the test with steam of 75

pounds pressure, and then the pressure drops to 70 pounds, the

walls of the pipe by which steam is conducted to the calorimeter,

being at the temperature corresponding to saturated steam of 75

pounds pressure, will evaporate a part or the whole of whatever

moisture is present. On the other hand, with a rising pressure the

reverse effect would be obtained. In either case, the calorimeter

would appeal to give an erroneous result, whereas, in reality, the

difficulty is not in the calorimeter at all, but in the pipe leading

to it.

* Trans. A. S. M. E., vol. vi., p. 297.
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Prof. Thurston.—1 do not know, Mr. (chairman, when I have

heard a paper which lias interested me more tlian this, or which

lias put in so few words one of the most interesting improvements

made in our apparatus for experimental work. I pi-esume very few

members of the Society who have not had experience in this direc-

tion have any idea of the importance of the work which Mr.

Barrus has attempted in this little invention of his. Twenty years

ago, fifteen years ago, even, the quality of the steam leaving a boiler

was not usually regarded as a matter of any very great importance,

and up to that time the only man, so far as 1 am aware, who had

ever attempted to determine whether the quality of the steam leav-

ing a boiler was a matter of importance in connection with experi-

ments on the power or efficiency of boilers, was M. Hirn, who, in

all his work, had taken a physicist's stand-point, and had tried to

do good experimental work. As early as 1865 he began his

attempts to determine what was the quality of steam leaving boil-

ers, but up to 1871, there had never been any considerable amount

of experiment in this direction, and the tests up to that time put

forward were beginning to be looked upon as being entirely useless

for important purposes. Assuming that a boiler was in good order,

there might be no question that it would furnish fairly dry steam,

and yet nobody knew, in any one case in which he might be spe-

cially interested, whether the steam were wet or dry, and if wet,

to what extent it was wet.

In 1871, it happened to be left to me to determine in certain

cases the relative value of a number of boilers of different designs

which were placed in competition, and as the chairman of the com-

mittee ill charge, I was compelled to determine upon a method of

experimentation that should settle which of these boilers was best.

But 1 could not then see the way through that problem. I could not see

any way then of conducting the test in the ordinary manner, and of

saying when the test was finished which boiler was best. We finally

went to an expense that was considered at the time somewhat extra-

ordinary. We obtained some tubes from M. Root, who showed

the most intelligent interest in the subject we had in hand, and

with those tubes we built up a surface condenser, and into that con-

denser w'e turned all the steam which the boilers could make. This

occurred at the exhibition of the American Institute in 1871. Five

boilers were tested, and in each case, the test continuing a half-day,

all the steam that came from the boilers was turned into the surface

condenser. My idea was mainly to ascertain by a method that
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might be rough, but M'hich shouhl be in some degree satisfactory,

whether we could rely on the older reports of the efficiency of

boilers, and whetherit would be safe to go on in the old way, and

make tests without reference to the amount of moisture contained

in the steam. The result was to show that M'ith proper manage-

ment, the percentage of priming could be kept down within live per

cent., and that the old results were often fairly satisfactory. We,

however, found it pei'fectlj possible, by carrying the water where

we chose, to reduce the amount of priming and to produce super-

heating: to almost anv extent we might choose. These tests came out

very well, and the quantities which were handled were so large that

I have no doubt that we obtained accurate determinations of the

performance of those boilers. But it would, of course, be imprac-

ticable to adopt that method in ordinary boiler trials; and the next

question that arose was whether we could not find a way of deter-

mining the extent of priming by some simple apparatus. The first

attempts were made by what has been known since as the barrel, or

tank, calorimeter. As devised by M. Hirn, it consisted simply of a

tank which might hold one, two, or three hundred pounds, as we

might choose. Steam was turned into this through a hose. The

amount of steam going into it being weighed, the change of tempera-

ture produced being determined with as great accuracy as possible,

we could calculate the amount of pi-iming or of super-heating. M.

Hirn made his tank a simple barrel, put into it a stirrer so that the

water could be efficiently stirred, and introduced a pipe leading

down the side of the barrel, pierced w-ith holes throughout its

length, through which the steam could be distributed. That simple

apparatus, I think, was used by Mr. Emery at about the same date,

and a little later at the Centennial Exhibition of 1876, and it has

been used from that time to this by a great many engineers, and

remains in use to-day. I have sometimes been able to get results

from it that were fairly satisfactory. At other times, in spite of

every precaution, the results were absurd. In order to get satisfac-

torily accurate results with tliat piece of apparatus, it is necessary

to have, in the first place, scales that shall have unusual accuracy.

That of Mr. A. H. Emery and the new scales and balances that are

coming into the market now will give all the accuracy that can

possibly be desired. I have no doubt also that the torsion balance

apparatus will perhaps give thoroughly satisfactory results. I have

even found that, where properly made, the knife-edge balance

would give results perfectly satisfactory in all ordinary commercial
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work, and possibly for scientific work. The Fairbanks Company
liave made me scales that have done very accurate work. Work
can be done with this calorimeter, therefore, that shall be satisfac-

tory, so far as the weighing is concerned. The next difficulty is

in orettino; thermometers which will be accurate at the start and re-

main accurate. These thermometers must be made with extreme

caz-e. The graduation must be very carefully made, and it must be

possible to read at least to tenths of degrees. With accurate weigh-

ing, with accurate measurement of tempei'ature, and with extreme

care in securing a thorough intermixture of the entering steam with

the condensing water, results can be obtained with a barrel calor-

imeter which will be satisfactory for almost all ordinary work. In

most cases, however, the barrel calorimeter has proved unsatisfac-

tory.

I only call to mind one engineer among all with whom I have

conversed, and who is considered an authority on the subject, who is

willing to trust to it. Witli the conditions all favorable, I should

not, myself, object to using it, and have used it a great deal, but it

has been found that the form of calorimeter w^hich is best repre-

sented, perhaps, by Mr. Hoadley's device, is more reliable for

ordinary work. That consists simply of a tank within which is a

closed coil, usually of copper, thus forming a surface condenser.

The steam issuing from the boiler passes into the coil, and is then

drawn off and weighed separately. There are some sources of error

which will, at times, cause difficulty in making accurate determina-

tions; but, on the whole, I think, the results obtained by that in-

strument are far better than those obtained by the use of the simple

barrel-calorimeter. Mr. Hoadley has shown us the highest refine-

ments in the construction of the second kind of calorimeter, con-

structing a tank of which the thermal content shall be shown as

accuratel3^ as possible, and so arranged and adjusted that all the

measurements may be made with great facility and accuracy. I

should say, then, that the Hoadley calorimeter might be taken as

the best representative of its class. The system just brought before

us was initiated twenty years ago, by Mr. John D. Van Buren, who
proposed to use a continuous calorimeter, in which the flow of water

should be determined by a standard orifice, and the condition of the

steam by the form of a calorimeter to which I now refer. That form

was used by a committee of which I had the honor to be chairman

about 1873, and it gave very good results. That calorimeter was

built at Mr. Van Buren's sugg .'Stion, by Mr. Skeel, a very prom-
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ising young engineer who lias since died, and tlie standardizing

was very skillfully performed ; the results obtained were very satis-

factory. Several forms of continuous calorimeter were introduced

later, one after anothei", ail embodying his principle of a continuous

flow of both fluids thi'ough the instrument. The most satisfactory

of tliese continuous instruments of which I have known is the first

form of calorimeter introduced by Mr. Barrus, in which there is a

constant flow of steam and water, both being ke|>t apart, surface

condensation being adopted, and some very fine work had been done

by it; but there still remained some of the difficulties met with in

other calorimetei's, and the necessity of having exceedingly accurate

measuring apparatus, and extremely fine thermometers. The device

just presented here by the same inventor strikes me as being a very

promising attempt at meeting what is the vital difficulty in all these

cases. The fact that he gets a range of 15 or 20 degrees for the

variation of 1 per cent, in the amount of moisture in the steam, is

of itself a most interesting fact, and I have no doubt that other diffi-

culties will be met and overcome, and that we will utimately obtain

something of this form that shall be probably more satisfactory and

reliable than anything we have at present.

Frof. Rogers.—I desire to call attention to two difficulties in in-

vestigations of this kind, both of which can, however, be removed.

First, with regard to the difficulty to which Mr. Babcock has re-

ferred, viz., that of obtaining circular apertures of known and uni-

formly equal diameters for every point measured, it may be said

that this part of the problem can be readily solved by the method

of local correction under the microscope. I have recently investi-

gated the diameters of orifices in plates of brass and of iron, which

were used in experiments at Holyoke. In every instance a different

value was found for the diameter from that hitherto assumed, while

the diametei'S at different points of measurement were found to be

considerably at variance.

With regard to the necessity of an exact knowledge of the tem-

perature, I should say that no special difficulty would be encoun-

tered if properly constructed metal thermometers were employed.

I beg leave in this connection to refer to some experiments in which

I am now^ engaged. In order to obtain a form of thermometer by

which any change of temperature can be instantly detected, I fast-

ened a strip of steel and a strip of aluminium side by side to a fixed

point of support at one end of the comparator, mounted in the new
equal-temperature room beneath the rotunda of the ol)servatory of
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Harvard College. These strips, wliicli arc one inch wide and 16

OTie-tliousandths of an incii thick, pass over rollers attached to the

other end of the comparator, and are fastened to the walls of the

room, a little below the plane of the two strips. Two spring scales

give the required tension to the strips. At a temperature of about

13° centigrade, a line was drawn across the face of the strips. It

is obvious that the measurement of the deviation of these lines

under any change of temperature which may occur, will be propor-

tional to the temperature if the lines always come into coincidence

at 13°. A sufficient number of observations have been made to

show that this zero is constant, and that this form of thermometer

is much more sensitive than the mercurial thermometer. Twenty

divisions of the micrometer of the microscope correspond to a

change of one degree in temperature. Since the sepai'ate pointings

can always be made within one division, it would appear that the

readings are reliable to twentieths of a degree.

In the experiments under consideration it would be better to em-

ploy a single strip of platinum suspended vertically. By measuring

the difference in length for immersions in melting ice and in steam,

two points of reference would be obtained which are independent

of the readings of any thermometer. Any differential variations

in length, for higher or lower temperatures, could then be expressed

in terms of the unit thus obtained. This method of obtaining the

temperature would have the decided advantage of allowing the

strip of metal to be wholly immersed in the steam of which the

temperature is desired.

Prof. Lanza.—The thermometers which we use in our calorime-

trie work are irraduated to millimeters, and we have calibrated them

ourselves ; they are read to one-tenth of a millimeter, which cor-

responds to from 0.01° to 0.02° centigrade, and we think that this

affords -sufficient accuracy.

I.: regard to the proposed form of Barrns calorimeter, the objec-

tion has been made that it is almost impossible to make two holes

of exactly the same size, and it has been claimed that the presence

of a small speck of dirt would alter the size sufficiently to vitiate

the result.

Without expressing any opinion as to the validity of such a claim,

I will merely say that, if such a claim is valid, we may as well dis-

card the calorimeter at once, as the difference of temj)erature that

must necessarily occur in its use, would make more difference in

the size of the holes than any speck of dirt.
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cxcv.

IMPROVEMENT IN FERRY-BOATS.

BY WILLIAM COWLES, NEW YORK.

Wherever men are separated by unbridged water, there is

generally a ferry of some sort. Between the grand Etruria plow-

ing her great circle course and the small dug-out pushed by one

man and a pole, there is simply the engineering question of

demand and supply.

Where the demand of traffic is great, it would seem that en-

gineering should supply an adequate transfer and keep it in the

highest state of efficiency.

It can be made apparent that around New Tork, which is the

greatest ferrying center in the world, this is not done, and it is

the object of this paper to discuss possible improvements that

may bring our ferry-boats up to the modern standard in efficiency

and economy. To make an effective comparison for the basis of

this discussion, a table of data has been prepared, together with

small scale outhne designs of four boats, as follows :

\st. The largest, newest, and in every way the best wooden

paddle-boat of the purely conservative type that we have in the

vicinity of New York, viz., the Southfield of the Staten Island

Rapid Transit Co. The measurements and data of performance

were taken by the writer recently, during several visits of in-

spection while the boat was running on her regular route and

service.

2(i. A wooden paddle-boat of same team and passenger ca-

pacity as No. 1, but with a compound beam engine, similar to

that on the Sound steamer Fall River, also high pressure boilers,

independent air and circulating pumps, and a surface condenser.

3c?. A steel paddle-boat, in all other respects the same as No. 2.

4^A. A steel boat with one screw propeller at each end, both

screws on one continuous line of shaft, connected by flexible coup-

lings and driven by a compound, inverted, direct-acting engine

with independent pumps, steam reverse gear, and a " high press-
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lire " surfcace condenser. Boilers of tLe same type as in Nos. 2

and 3. This boat, altliougli taken as of the same team and pas-

senger capacit}^ as the others, is really much larger, owing to the

larger amount of deck space available and its improved shape and

arrangement.

The left-hand half of the Figs. 70,' 77, and 80 show the two

wooden paddle-boats in elevation and plan, and the right-hand

halves show the steel paddle-boat. Fig. 78 is a section through

the fire-room. Fig. 79 through the bulk-heads, and Fig. 80 shows

the lines of the two models. Figs. 81 and 82 show the steel

screw boat in elevation and plan ; Figs. 83 and 84 are sections

through the fire-room and engine-room respective!}^, and Fig. 85

shows the lines of the model.

The arrangement of bulk-heads in the steel boat is that used in

the best-designed boats now running in New York waters. The
particular performance of 13 knots, or 15y miles per hour, is taken

in Nos. 2, 3 and 4 of the table, because that is the speed required

to make 20-minute trips between the foot of Whitehall Street and

the new slips at the northernmost point of Staten Island. No. 1

now runs nearly on this route, making the same distance in 25 to

27 minutes.

The conditions taken as the basis of discussion are those exist-

ing in New York. For other places it can be said that any boat

should be designed only after studying the conditions under which

she is to work.

The estimates and designs are approximate, of course, and con-

stitute a preliminary study of the subject; the attempt has only

been made to go far enough into details to put the matter in shape

to talk at. The table in itself discusses the matter of steel hulls

and compound engines for our paddle ferry-boats, and shows their

advantages so plainly that it is considered unnecessary to put in

a special plea in their behalf, especially when presenting the

matter to engineers.

Iron and steel hulls are alread}' adopted generally, and the

compounding of the beam engines would be at the best but half a

step. Except for the change from wood hulls to steel hulls, our

ferry boats remain to-day practically the same as they were thirty

years ago ; and while the science and the practice of marine engi-

neering has been improving almost every floating thing, these un-

wieldy hump-backed monstrosities remain invulnerable.

It would seem that something ought to be done in the case of
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new boats tliat would put them on a level with other modern
steamers. With this object in view jour attention is called to

the fourth boat in the table and to Figs. 81 to 85, in order to

discuss the merits of the Screw Ferry-Boat :

Speed, Poiver and Action.—Given a certain load to be carried at

a certain speed, the question of economy in carrying that load on
a ferry-boat is much the same as on a railway train. It depends

largely upon the ratio of ]^ayiug to non-paying load. This non-

paying load, i. e., the resistance at the light displacement, in a steel

double-screw ferry-boat is a minimum. It is about 11 per cent,

more in a steel paddle boat, and about 24 jDer cent, more in a wood
paddle-boat, all being of the same capacity and each with the best

types of boiler and compound engine possible. This decrease in

non-paying load allows the paying load to be transported with much
less expenditure of power, coal, and money, consequent upon the

finer model and less "immersed surface," in this feature alone

making a pure saving of from 1 to 24: per cent, as above. Again

the screw, as a propelling instrument, is much more efl&cient than

the radial paddle with the same model, and the fining of the

model allowed by using the screws, renders the screws themselves

still more efl&cient, adding to the above economy. The compound
direct-acting screw engine is much more economical in the use of

steam than the compound beam paddle engine, because of higher

piston speed and less condensation in cylinders ; also because of

less "clearance " in cylinders, allowed by fewer connections, again

adding to the above economy.

The screw in the bow of a boat has been proved by use on
ferry boats and tugs to be more efl&cient in propelling than a

screw at the stern. (This will be referred to again later on.)

This is a fact due, principally, I believe, to two causes :—the

more solid water for the bow screw and the pushing hack of the

stern wave by the stern screw. This increased eflSciency of the

bow screw adds still further to the above economy, and this diflfer-

ence in economy of screws over paddles will increase as the speed

is increased. The boat with screws will handle exactly the same
and have the same speed when going in either direction, which is

not the case generally with paddle boats because of the paddles

not being exactly at the mid-length of boat. When a paddle

feri'y-boat is driven at even a moderate speed she " buries " her

boAv, making a diflference in trim which sometimes at full speed

amounts to more than a foot ; this causes a reduction in the speed,
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and cannot be entirely avoided because the thrust of the paddles

is communicated to the hull at the level of the shaft center, some

12 to ir> feet above the center of resistance, thus causing an enor-

mous up-ending moment. In a screw ferry-boat this cannot

Tr

?->vo\.

_3.M.

., *5ea.tw Sio-w

De started or revergecl ^x,fuu j)ower almost instantly, whereas the

paddle-engine even in its best form for ferry-boats is yevy slow,

13
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and cannot be entirely avoided because the tbrust of tbe paddles

is communicated to the bull at tbe level of the sbaft center, some

12 to 16 feet above the center of resistance, tbus causing an enor-

mous up-ending moment. In a screw ferry-boat this cannot

happen as the centers of tbrust and resistance are very nearly on

the same level.

Mancuvermg Pmoer.—From tbe point of view of safet}- from

collision this is the primary feature of a ferry-boat. It is secondary

to speed only when efficiency and time are considered. I have

the best authority for stating that during the four years, alone,

between 1879 and 1883, the stoppages and delays on the P. B. R.

ferries between New York and Jersey City increased 50 per cent.

on account of the growth in river and harbor traffic, witliout any

increase in the maneuvering power of tbe boats. This trouble is

increasing yearly. When a ferry-boat can maintain her regidar

speed in transit and avoid other craft instead of having to stop

and wait, a very material decrease in the average time between

slips will result, to say nothing of the very important decrease in

danger of collision from this power of avoiding witbout stopping

;

for it is vastly easier to avoid a vessel by turning at speed (when

you have the power to do so) than by stopping. And this power

by decreasing the time of trips increases the earning capacity of

a steamer.

This power in paddle-steamers is limited to tbe action of the

rudder alone, and consequently the vessel is helpless to turn when
steerage way is lost. In a screw-propelled vessel the rudder,

besides having all the power of that in a paddle steamer, lies

directly in the propelling current, and is capable of deflecting that

current and so greatly increasing the turning effect upon the

vessel. A balanced nidder increases this effect in a screw steamer,

and with a screw and balanced rudder at each end the effect is

practically doubled. There is no satisfactory arrangement of

paddles and rudders by which tbis turning effect by means of

deflecting the propelling current can be obtained. High maneu-
vering power increases the speed of transit, because that speed is

the time from slip to slip, not the rate at which a straight away
mile can be made through the water ; and this power in its high-

est degree can be bad only with screws and balanced rudders.

Again, a compound propeller engine with steam reverse-gear can

be started or reversed ?iifidl power almost instantly, whereas the

paddle-engine even in its best form for ferry-boats is verj' slow,

13
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and can be started or reversed at only about one-quarter offull
power or even less, because of the small lift given to the valves by
the toes on the starting rock-shaft. There is a vast difference in

the two engines when used to check headway and avoid collisions.

If Ave adopt the idea of screws for ferry-boats it brings into

play the many devices connected with them to increase the maneu-
vering power ; for instance, the Kunstddter system could undoubt-

edly be applied with most satisfactory results.

Economy of Construction is in favor of the screw ferry-boat on
account of the much smaller hull, less expensive engine and boU-

ers and less joiner-work.

Economy of Operation points in the same direction, because of

much less coal and stores to perform the same duty.

Economy of Maintenance again points to the screw-boat be-

cause of more freedom from damage in ice and less expensive

repairs on machinery.

Arrangement of Cabins and Team (rr/n^i/jays is immensely bet-

ter in the screw-boat. The midship house can be entirely done

away with, thus allowing the team gangways to be brought to-

gether nearer the center of the boat as they should be, and also

increasing the space for passengers in main saloon. The large

paddle-boxes being cut out of the main deck cabins practically

doubles their capacity, and far more than doubles their comfort

and architectural effect.

The arrangements and fittings work in better in every way. A
net saving of deck space results in cabins and gangways amount-

ing to 1,822 square feet. This deck space in a ferry-boat is all

important, because on it entirely depends the capacity, conven-

ience, and comfort of the boat.

The Question of Ice in slips and on passages is alwa3's a serious

matter with ferry-boats in New York. The present paddle-boats

jam the ice up into the slips and against the pontoons untU it be-

comes a solid mass ; the wheels being 100 feet away from the

bridge and on the surface are unable to create a current which

will clear the ice out. The screw-boat, on the contrary, having

one of its screws close up to the pontoon when in the slip, will sweep

the slip clear at every trip. Some of the ferry companies when

much bothered with ice back a tug into the ferry-slips, getting its

stern up to the bridge, and then backing hard on the screw, thus

sweeping out the ice in the same way a screw ferry-boat would

naturally do.
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Again, while makiug passages paddles are continually working

directly on and in the thing to be avoided, thus cansiug a very

expensive wear and tear and sometimes total disablement. In

freezing weather the paddles become nearly sohd cylinders of ice

revolving in and rubbing hard against the surrounding cylinders

of ice in the paddle-boxes. This causes an immense loss of ^wwer

and efficiency. The transfer steamer Wm. T. Hart at Newbnrgh

uses 25 per cent, more coal in freezing weather on this account

alone.

The screws in the proposed boat have the tips of blades im-

mersed 12 inches. The blades are to be of cast steel and remov-

able. The form of cut-water and the tube braces tend to plow

vip the ice and throw it away from the screw. Tugs working with

the screw-tips awash or projecting above the water often lose

blades during two or three weeks of heavy ice each winter, but in

propellers with the screws well immersed this seldom happens.

Steamers running to the arctic regions are invariably propellers.

In fact, it is hard to imagine how a paddle steamer could work in

such a locaHty. In the ports of the North Sea and in some cases

on our gi-eat lakes, screw steamers are used as ice breakers, run-

ning screw first into the ice and cutting a passage through. In

these cases, cast-steel blades are found to stand the work.

TJie Silting H_p of Slij)s is also a serious matter in the vicinity

of New York. Periodic dredgings are necessary to maintain the

depth at and under pontoons
;
paddles cannot form a current to

prevent this, because on the surface and too far away. The screw-

boat in going in and out of the slip would keep the silt washed

out and maintain the proper depth without dredging. In cases

where the slips have not already sufficient water for the shoe of

the proposed screw-boat, the boat itself will cut and wash out a

place for itself in half an hour provided the bottom is mud or

silt.

Precedents of screw ferry-boats and tugs with screws at both

ends are not wanting.

At Detroit and Port Huron there are two or more transfer

steamers with twin screws (at one end) which work all the year

round in much heavier ice than any we have in New York. These

steamers are over 200 feet long, I believe, and transfer cars and

passengers across the Detroit Eiver.

At San Juan, Porto Rico, there is a small transfer steamer with

a screw in each end used in running across the harbor. This

»^r
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boat was built in England and sent out under her own steam, I

think.

On the Mersey, between Liverpool and Bii'kenhead, there are

now five large ferry-boats with two screws in each end ; on the

Clyde there are a number of similar boats. A description of the

Mersey boats in Engineering, about August, 1882, says in sub-

stance as follows :

The traffic had been carried on by paddle-steamers for years.

In August, 1879, the first screw-boafc was placed on the line and,

was so satisfactory that before August, 1882, she had been tripli-

cated.

The navigation across the Mersey is at times very difficult,

owing to the number of vessels at anchor, the heaviness of the

traffic and the occurrence of fogs, and hence handiuess of maneu-

vering is a property of great value in a ferry-steamer. This

property the screw-boats possess in a very high degree, the double

twin screws driven by two pairs of independent engines enabling

them to be taken to and from their berths with great facility and

to be at all times very promptly handled. When the paddles

were in use the tariffs were high, but when the first screw-boat

was placed on tlie service they were reduced one half, and they

have since been further reduced. These reductions in the tariff,

combined with more frequent service, and the gi'eat facilities for

prompt loading and unloading, have resulted in an enormous in-

crease in the tariff receipts, and there is every reason to believe

that these receipts will increase still further.

The saving of fuel effected by the first screw-boat as compared

with the paddle-boats was very important, the paddle-boats aver-

aging 10^ cwt. of coal per hour, while the average consumption

of the screw-boat was but 3| cwt. per hour, the speed of the lat-

ter being at the same time higher.

The boats are 140 feet long by 45 feet beam over plating, by

13 feet depth of hold with decks 6 feet above water. Each boat

has two independent, vertical, direct-acting compound engines
;

each engine with its shaft passing the whole length of boat and a

screw at each end, four screws in all on each boat. It is believed

that the bow screws, working as they do in undisturbed water, do

the major part of the work. The latest boats built have steam

steering gear, which in connection with their screws gives them
exceptional liandiness. The boats can each carry from 1,700 to

2,000 passengers.

^
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The company ascertained after working her eight months that

the third one of these screw-boats consumes 3 tons 11 cwt of

coal per day of twelve hours, whereas the newest of their paddle-

boats burns 4 tons 14 cwt. for the same number of hours work.

Tiiis being so, the screw-boat appears capable of carrymg her

full complement of passengers upon 45 lbs. of coal per 100 pas-

sengers, continuously, whilst the paddle-boat, under the same

condition, consumes 109 lbs. of coal per 100 passengers. Alto-

crether the economical working of the screw-boat, combmed xvath

?he greater safety from colhsion due to her great handiness, the

absence of paddle-boxes, and the adoption of a form of huh capa-

ble of subdivision into a large number of water-tight compart-

ments, renders the vessel entitled to be regarded a^ a decided

advance in the accommodation of river passenger traffic.

These boats were built by Wm. AUsup & Sons, Preston, Eng-

^""james Ilowden & Co., marine engineers and contractors for

steamships, Glasgow, Scotland, inform me under date of Angus

2 1883, that thev have built a number of steamers with screws at

ekch end, principally tugs, but some for ferry purposes. The

encrines in each case had two cranks, a continuous shaft passing

through the vessel and a screw on each end. They say
:

As re-

gards the efficiency of the propellers at each end, ^^^
found that

L could apply a greater engine power to a ^l-Jlow-djaft^steamer

than we could possibly do with a single screw. "

-L^e

bow screw we found is rather superior to the after screw m regard

to towing power. On a tug boat which was the same on both ends,

we had the rudders, which were also at each end connected to the

one steering barrel, and this gave a much quicker turning power

than a single rudder would have given. The rudders were also

perfectly balanced and very easily worked."

In conclusion, it would seem that there is everything m favor

of using screws in ferry-boats, and nothing against it except the

natural prejudice arising from lack of knowledge in this country

of what has been done with screw-boats in other parts ot Wie

world The building of a screw ferry-boat cannot be called an

experiment " in any sense of the word, in view of what has been

done. It would only be a new thing in New York harbor, where

all such matters are far behind the times.

Since preparing this paper, I have learned that Mr. Frank

Stevens, of Hoboken, proposed, some twelve or fourteen years
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ago, to the Hoboken Land and Improvement Co., a ferry-boat

with screws at each end, which was to be of iron. It is said that

the superintendent of the company at that time would not even

listen to the proposed iron hull, much less to the idea of screws.

COMPARATIVE TABLE OF FERRY-BOATS.

Ist. 2d. 3d. 4th.

Description of
Boat.

S. I. R. T. Co.'s.
" SOUTHPIELD."

Wood
Paddle-Boat.

Steei,
Paddle-Boat.

Steel Boat
with

Double Screws.

Source of
Information.

Inspection and
Measurements
taken on board.

Design Sketch
to scale
herewith.

Desiirn Sketch
to scale
herewith.

Design Sketch
to scale
herewith.

Length over all. 225'-10" 225'- 217'- 217'-

Length on L. W. L. 212'-8" 212'- 204'- Between perp's.
195'-

Beam over guards. 63'- 63'- 63'- 60'-

Beam over plank or
plating.

35'- 35'-6" 35'- 32'-

Beam at L. W. L.
abt.

34'- 33'- 33'- 30'-

Depth molded (.cenfei')

from l)as line to top
of deck (ends).

abt. 15'-6" 17'-
1.5'-

16'-
14'-

15'-
Not including

scag.
14'-

Load draught.
abt.

8'-3" 8'-6" 7'-3" ExtrL'ine 10'-
To keel 7' -3',

Load displacement.
abt.

800 tons.
744 tons. 547 tons. 482 tons.

( per inch
Displacement^ atL. W.

abt.

12i tons.
12.21 tons. 11.44 tons. 10.4 tons.

Bulk-heads water-tight. None. None.
16

See sketch.
13

See sketch.

Area of immersed sur-

face.

abt.

7200 n' 6755.2 D' 6128. D' 5534. D'

Mean anjjle of water
lines.

abt.
10°-0'

8° -54' 80-0' 8°-0'

Co-efficient of augmen-
tation.

1.0967 1.0777 i.07rr

Area of L. W. L. plane.
abt.

5200. n'
5150. a' 4804 13' 4368.5 D

'

Area of midship sec-
tion.

abt.

210. a'
181.3 D' 142.36 d' 130. d'

Material of hull.
Wood, diaironal
iron straps.

Wood, diagonal
iron straps.

Steel. Steel.

Estimated weight of
hull, alone.

4B% of Disp.
360 tons.

33^ of Disp.
181 tons.

33^ of Disp.
160 tons.
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COMPARATIVE TABLE OF FERRY-BOATS.—Continued.

1st. 1 2d.

1

3d. 4th.

Description op
Boat.

S. I. R. T. Co.'s.

"SOUTHPIELD."
Wood

Paddle-boat.
Steel

Paddle-Boat.

Steel Boat
WITH

Double Screws.

Source of
Information.

Inspection and
Measurements
taken on board.

Design Sketch
to scale

herewith.

Design Sketch
to scale

herewith.

Design Sketch
to scale

herewith.

Type of engine.
Simple, beam,
jet condensing,
low pressure.

Compound,
beam, surface
condensing.

Compound,
beam, surface
condensing.

Compound,
inverted, direct
acting, '• high
pressure " sur-
face condenser.
Single shaft.

Diam. and stroke H. P.
C3'linder.

None. 31"d. x6'-8"str. 29i"d.x6'-8"
str.

22"d. xSy str.

Diam. and stroke L. P.
cj'linder.

50" d. X 10' str. 48" d. X 10' str. 46" d. x 10' str. 40" d. X 32" str.

Floor space occupied
by engine, etc., which
could be used for
teauis and passengers.

Midhouse, 684 d'
Cabins and

saloon, 1543

Total, 2;22r D

'

654 d'
1543

Total, 2227 a'

684 d'
1543

Total, 2227 d ' Total, 405 D

'

Estimated wlir. of en-
gine and machinery.

less than
80 tons.

80 tons. 74 tons. 42 tons.

Propelling instruments.

Radial paddle-
wheels.

22'-H" d. X

9'—H" face.

Radial paddle-
wheels.

23' d. X 10' face.

Radial paddle-
wheels,

23' d. X 10' face.

Two screws on
same shaft.

8' d. X 12' pitch.

Type of hoileis and
working pressure.

Cylindrical shell,

water - leg fur-

n-ices return flue,

iron — 50.000. T.
S. 52 lbs. when
new in '82. Now
35 lbs.

" ScoMi,'" fur-

nace flues and re-

turn tubes. Steel.
65,nO0. T. S.

1(X) lbs.

"Scotch,"" fur-

nace flues and re-

turn tubes. Steel.

65,000, T. S.

100 lbs.

" Scotch" fur-
nace flues and re-

turn tubes. Steel.

65,000 T. S.

110 lbs.

Heating surface.
abt.

2400 c'
4266. D' 3840. D' 3200. D'

Grate. m D' 143. D' 120. D' 100. d'

Estimated wht. of boil-

ers—sfeam up.
abt.

75 tons
, 35^ lbs.

67 tons.
per sq. ft. heating

60 tons.
surface. ,

50.4 tons.

f
Hull 360 tons.

65 "

27 "

80 "

67 •'

145 "

744 tons.

181 tons.

60 "

27 "

74 '

60 "

145 "

547 tons.

160 tons.
C.irpentcr and join-

er work 57 "

CO
FittiDgs and equip-

27 "

Engine and machin-
ery

Boiler and fittings.

Load —600 passen-
gers @ 150 lbs.

and 24 tcnms @
4i tons

42 "
51 "

145 "

Total 482 tons.
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COMPARATIVE TABLE OF FERUY.BOATS.—Contimied.

Estimated performance at 15f miles per hour, same ratios and allowance for all.

1st. 2d. 3d. 4th.

Description of
Boat.

S. I. R. T. Co.'s
" SOUTHFIELD."

Wood
Paddle Boat.

Steel
Paddle-Boat.

Steel Boat
with

Double Screws.

Source of
Information.

Inspection and
Measurements

taken on board.

Design Sketch
to scale

herewith.

Design Sketch
to scale

herewith.

Design Sketch
to scale

herewith.

Indicated horse-power
for 15| m. = 13i kt.s.

I. H. P.
v3 X aug. surface

Actuol pei-form-
a«c« at 12.5 mil's
per hr. timed &
plotted, I. H. P.,

935

910 I. H. P.
(say 920.)

812. I. H. P.
(say 820.)

7331 1. H. P.
(say 740.)

20,000 Calculated. No
card.

Pressure of steam at
cylinder. 27 to 30 lbs. I 80 lbs. 80 lbs. 90 lbs.

Vacuum. 25 to 26 ins. 20 ins. 20 ins.
None. A "high
pressure " con.

Cut-off.
Slightly over J

stroke.
J stroke in each

cyl.
J stroke in each

cyl.

Abt. T^r*''" stroke
in each cyl.

Revolution per min. 23 to 23i 30 30 128

Piston speed per min. 460 to 470
L. P. 600'

H. P. 400'
L. P. 600'

H. P. 400'
682g-'

Slip of paddles or screws
in % of speed of cent,
of press.

24.52^ 30${ 30^ 12i^.

Coal per I. H. P. per hr.
for all purposes.

Actual
2.9 + lbs.

" Fall River " per
2.4 lbs.

formance, 2.3 lbs.

2.4 lbs.

This can be
lowered.
2.25 lbs.

Coal per 12 hrs. work on
route.*

(at ISOOlbs. per ,74 ro iha
cart.) measured oXi ; a.

10.8 tons.t
I

8.,4ton?.t
15753.6 lbs.

7.88 tons.t
13338. lbs.

6.66 tons.t

Comparative total cost.

.

85 100 120 108

* Running Ids. of time. t Tons of 2,000 lbs. each.

DISCUSSION.''"^

Mr. J. F. Holloway.—^Y\\Q paper presented by Mr. Cowles is one

which is of much interest to engineers. It treats of a branch of

engineering which it is hoped will in the future receive more at-

tention from members of this Society, namely, the construction and

arrangement of hulls and machinery in marine and river steamei's.

It is among the anomalies of engineering, as stated by the writer,

that while so many and radical changes have been made in almost

* Communications to the Secretary forwarded in writing since the meeting.
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every branch of the profession, there should liavc been few and
shVht changes made in marine eni;-ineering, as it pertains to " steam

ferry-boats," especially in the harbor of 'New York. Tlie ocean

marine, wliich has become only a ferry on a larger scale, as be-

tween New York and foreign jiorts, has undergone vast changes

in the thirty years past. What they are, as a whole, is not perti-

nent to the discussion of this paper, but tlie change proposed by

the author, namely, the substitution of screw-propellers in the

place of side wheels, is acknowledged on all hands to have been

the all-important change, out of which has grown the wonderful

results of speed and economy in the steamships of the present. It

may therefore well be asked, why may not a similar change in the

substitution of screws for side-wheels, and of upright compound for

ordinary beam engines, also be productive of like benefits in ferry-

boats of the class described in the paper. It is obvious that if it

were not the fact that the same boat must be used during the winter,

and amid ice, as is used during the balance of the year, a boat could

be planned which would perhaps do better service in either one or

the other seasons, than in both.

It has been found on the Lakes, and in the rivers and channels

connecting them, that a model best adapted to use, when there is

heavy ice, is one that shall not have sharp water lines, but on the

contrary shall be full at the bow, with the under lines sloping grad-

ually away under the hull ; or, as it is sometimes called, a " spoon

bow." The effect of such a boat when propelled as they all are,

by screw-propellers, is to rise on top of the ice, and to crush it by
the weight of the hull, and at each successive advance a new field

of ice is broken and passed under the hull, when it passes back

into the channel previously made. While this style of bow has been,

as I say, found best wiien the boat must be used during the win-

ter, it is not a shape out of which the best results of speed could

be obtained at other seasons. It is, perhaps, unnecessary to say that

a boat of fine water-lines when used in heavy ice, simply wedges
itself fast from the bow to its widest midship section in the ice,

with no power to penetrate the ice further, or to displace it side-

wise, when it is at all heavy, and at such a time side-wheels have

little or no effect, either in propelling the hull, or of opening a

way into the ice field. It is probable that in the harbor of New
York, with its shifting tides, and constantly passing boats, that the

ice never attains either the thickness or firmness often found in

Detroit River, the Strait of Mackinaw, or in the passage between
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Grand Haven and Milwaukee, so tliat it would not be necessary to

go to the extreme fullness in the lines of a boat used there which
has been found desirable at the places named. As to the advantage

of the screw-propeller when the slips are full of ice, there can be no
question, or, indeed, of its advantage in propelling the hull through
fields of ice, and it would seem that all question as to the economy
of this method of propelling hulls at all times must be considered

as settled by the experience on the lakes as well as on the seas,

where side-wheel steamers, except on special service, have long

since disappeared. The plan of twin screws, or one at each end
of the hull, has much to commend it for the service required, and
the adoption of the Kunstiidter plan of placing a small propeller

within the rudder itself, if it could be successfully carried out,

would be of immense advantage to the Xew^ York ferry-boats, as

it would enable them to overcome that most annoying of all delays,

namely, the tide drifting, which so often occurs, and which obliges

a boat, when quite near the slip, to go half-way back again in order

to get a new start and better steerage way.

3Ir. Horace See.—The advantages of the screw system of pro-

pulsion over the paddle, as employed on the Mersey ferries, where
double twin screws, driven by independent compound surface con-

densing engines, with shafting in a straight line rigidly connected
together are used, have been very satisfactorily proved after some
six years of continuous service. Increased speed has resulted from
the use of the double screw; greater handiness from the twin screw,

and superior economy from the high-speed compound condensing
engine.

How to modify this system to meet the requirements of naviga-

tion, in waters troubled with both large and heavy bodies of ice, is

a problem presenting many difficulties not easily surmounted.

The plan proposed, of vessels with one screw at each end, both

screws on one continuous line of shaft, and driven by a compound
high-pressure condensing engine, sacrifices some of the advantages

of the Mersey system, particularly those of handiness and economy,
by dispensing with the twin screw and air pump.

It is also open to several objections, prominent among which are

the peculiar arrangement of the cutwaters, braces, and rudders ; also

that of the screws to them, and the use of shafting; not in a straifjht

line.

The cutwater and braces intended to deflect the ice or any float-

ing matter from the screws, may perform this work at the bow, but
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not at the stern. Here the braces and cutwater together will act as

a net to intercept such matter and not only force it into the space

between the rudder and cutwater, so as to prevent the one from

being moved past the other, but will also pi-oject it downward
against the blades of the screw, with the great likelihood of break-

ing them.

In freezing weather, the rudder which is not used for steering,

and is fixed, Avill be liable to freeze fast to the cutwater, so that

when the time comes to use it for going in the contrary direction,

some difficulty will be experienced in freeing it.

Gearing, which is objectionable on a high-speed propeller-engine,

when working under ordinary conditions, is likely to become a posi-

tive evil, although in the form of flexible couplings, when the

screws are working in ice.

Mr. E. P. Stratkm.—While I greatly appreciate the able manner
in which Mr. Cowles has dealt with this subject, [ wish to call at-

tention to his proposition of making use of the compound engine in

connection therewith. Engines of this type have their advantages,

especially when run for protracted lengths of time, or over lines cov-

ering a distance of several miles ; but to adopt the compound en-

gine for use on short ferries, like those from Kew York, Brooklyn,

or even Jersey City, I would question the economj' to result from so

doing, for the loss in heat in having to warm up a high and low

pressure cylinder every time the river is crossed would, I think,

give an expensive and unsatisfactory result as compai-ed" with that

now obtained with comparatively high-pressure condensing engines

on such short ferries as tliose from Fulton, Catherine, Grand, Hous-

ton, and Thirty-fourth Streets in New York City. If Mi-. Cowles

were to place ferry-boats, such as he describes, on a long feriy like

those across the hai-bor of Rio De Janeiro in South America, or

some similar distance of six or seven miles, then his compound en-

gines would be a very desirable feature in connection with these

boats with a screw at both ends. The quickness of maneuvering

in a crowded harbor with such boats is one of great importance,

and must soon be considered by the great corporations controlling

some of the many feri'ies on the rivers of the Atlantic seaboard.

Mr. Chas. E. Emery.—This is a valuable paper whicli should not

pass without notice.

There is no question but what the economj' in space and operating

expenses which has been secured in large sea-going vessels can also

be obtained by the application of the screw-propeller, and suitable
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rnacliinerj to displace paddle-wlieels and macliinery on ferry-boats.

The only questions whicli will arise, are as to the manner in which
a screw should be applied to suit the conditions which obtain in our

crowded harbors in these high latitudes, I have frequently thought
that in a harbor like that of ISTew York, independent paddle-wheels,

or twin screws, should be used on ferry-boats for the purpose of

maneuvering. The objection to twin screws seems to be the diffi-

culty with ice. By long exjierience, paddle-wheels are now con-

structed which will stand the ice, not without care and considerable

repair and renewal, but at least without disastrous failure. The ac-

tion of paddle-wheels is to strike the ice from the top and drive it

down, where there is plenty of room. Fragments only are carried

up into the wheel-box, and do not stop the revolution of the wheels.

With a screw-propeller, however, there is a shearing action across

the stern and rudder posts which makes it possible to catch the ice

in a way to fracture the blades. Of course the difficulty is greatly

reduced by placing the propeller well under water, but if the bow
wheel be arranged between stem and rudder posts in the same man
ner as is customary at the stern, it would seem impossible to avoid

difficulty, for the reason that ice frequently banks up in front of a

vessel and portions of it are driven under, exactly where it would be

acted upon directly by the propeller. The only way, apparently, in

which propellers could be operated in the bow of a vessel safely,

would be to throw them out well in advance of the rudders, so that

no shearing action could take place. This feature of the problem

certainly needs further consideration.

I am sorry that I have not leisure thoroughly to study the plans

and the prominent features of comparison brought out in this paper.

The subject involves so many details that one would naturally pre-

fer to postpone an elaborate examination until required to decide

on a sytem suited for a pailicular place. Under such conditions

the paper would be a valuable one for reference. I desire to thank

Mr. Cowles for taking so much trouble in preparing it, and hope

the Society will encourage the preparation and publication of papers

of this kind.

Prof. R. II. Thurston.—The paper of Mr. Cowles interests me
very greath". He is taking the line of improvement that I liave no

doubt many naval architects have considered, but which no one lias

yet worked out as full}' as it deserves. It is unquestionably true

that the screw vessel greatly excels the side-wheel steamer in every

point made in the paper; it is, I think, equally true that these
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advantages would seem to be more palpably manifest in the case of

the ferry-boat than in any other class of steam vessel. The neces-

sity' which is felt in their case of secnring good speed, economy of

fuel, clear decks, quickness and certainty of maneuvering, and espe-

cially of safety, combined with economy of first cost and of main-

tenance, exists there as probably nowhere else in naval engineering.

All these desiderata are attained most satisfactorily, in my opinion,

by the adoption of the steel boat with modern screw engines, with

the possible exception of the fourtb. I am not sure that the screw

will excel in maneuvering power, for it is a matter of common
experience that the screw has a tendency to sweep the end of the

ship at which it is placed in the direction of motion of the lower

side of the propelling instrument, and this tendency causes a serious

inconvenience at times, especially when moving in a confined space

and at low speed, or just starting from rest, or when reversing the

motion of the vessel. But, in the design here presented, I imagine

that even this difficulty is avoided by the introduction of a screw

at the stem as well as at the stern. To what extent the advantasres

in other respects claimed for the screw^ in the bow may be antici-

pated I have no real knowledge, but I have no reason to doubt that

a steel screw ferry-boat, such as is here illustrated, with its two

screws, its high power, its lightness and quickness of response to

the action of its machinerj', coming, as may be expected, of its

lightness of hull and power of engines, the high motive force and

comparative absence of inertia, with its excellent maneuvering

power, its clear decks, its moderate cost, both of construction and

of operation, its safety from injury by ice in winter, or from the ac-

cidents to which the ferry-boat is usually peculiarly liable, will

prove vastly superior to the now antiquated side-wheel boats so

universally employed ; and once introduced, it may be expected, I

think, that it Avill rapidly displace them.

The dredging action of the screws in the slips, when the latter

are filled up with drift-ice or with silt, is, to my mind, a very im-

portant advantage. To one who has been accustomed to go fre-

quently to or from New York city, crossing either of the two rivers

enclosing it, and especially if familiar with the Hudson River
crossings, this last is likely to appear one of the most important of

all the advantages claimed for the new style of boat.

The balanced rudder, properly proportioned and handled by men
accustomed to the work, will be found an improvement on the

ordinary form. I have been "shipmates" with these rudders, and
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have M^atchcd their action on the Iloboken Ferry, where they were

introduced by their inventor, Mr. Robert L. Stevens, many yeai'S

ago, and are still in use ; and, although sometimes giving trouble,

from their very effectiveness, when in inexperienced hands, they

are certainly better steering instruments than the ordinary foi'm.

Captain Ericsson adopted them for his ironclads, and they have

been in use, in these places and elsewhere, a sufficient length of

time to prove their value. It is merely necessary, in designing

them, to see that they are not too perfectly balanced
;
perhaps one-

third the area on the forward and two-thirds on the aft side the

rudder post is as good a proportion as any. Yery possibly the

Kunstadter system may sometime come in here.

I notice that it is stated that Mr. Francis B. Stevens proposed

this system of ferry-boat construction to the Hoboken Ferry Co.

some dozen years ago. I am not certain but that I was myself the

proposer of the plan. I, at that time or earlier, sometime about

1871, I should say, proposed the scheme to the late Mr. W. W.
Shippen, the president of the company, and was asked by him to

look into the matter a little. I was fully convinced of the prac-

ticability and of the advantages of the plan, but the discouraging

reports i-eceived through, if I remember aright, the Yice-president

of the N. Y. & N. H. 11. R., in regard to the performance of a

single screw-boat then used by them at the Connecticut or the

Thames River crossing, together with the natural conservatism

which is characteristic of all business men, prevented the serious

consideration of the matter at the time by the officers of the com-
pany, and I have never since seen just the time to take up the

matter again. It is a great pleasure to find the data gathered b}^

Mr. Cowles, fully corroborative of my earlier convictions. (In

parenthesis, I may remark that I had a similar experience in the

matter of tlie introduction of the compound engine in this class of

vessels.) The evidence here presented on the superior efficiency of

the bow screw is to me as novel as it is interesting, and I hope that

we may be able to see the experiment tried on this side the At-

lantic.

One advantage, which seems to me a very great one, is not men-
tioned here. It is a niatter of common experience in the harbor of

New York, and, I have no doubt, elsewhere as well, that, in winter,

with a strong wind blowing, and especially with ice in the river,

and still more seriously if wind and ice and fog or snow combine

to make trouble, the side-wheel boat is liable to drift entirely off
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her course, and the pilot to become completely lost in a wilderness

which is, nevertheless, not a wilderness, for it is full of dangers and

threatening surprises. The screw-boat, with its lessened exposure

to the wind and its better power of holding its course and of di-iv-

ing through thick ice, is certain to prove, in this respect, and under

these most trying of all conditions, by tar the safer, surer, and most

comfortable boat. I have known the side-wheel boat to be hours

adrift, and only then to reach its dock to find that it was the one

from which it started ; but I doubt if this would occur to such a

screw-boat as this of Mr. Cowles once where it might happen twenty

times with the other.

Mr. Cowles' paper impresses me as being as important as it is

brief, and as creditable to its author as it is important.

Mr. William Cowles.—The value of a paper read before this

Society lies often, not so much in the paper itself as in the dis-

cussion of it, and it seems to me that this is true in this case. I

desire, before going further, to say that 1 feel amply paid for

any time and work I may have put into the foregoing paper, in

view of the very able and fair discussion which it has brought out

from high and competent sources. The idea of a screw ferry-

boat is no " hobby " of mine—an engineer can hardly afford to

keep so expensive a thing.

The paper is simply the result of one of those studies and in-

vestigations which engineers are constantly making in the course

of their profession, and if I wn'ote in a radical manner and went,

in some cases, beyond what would seem the limits of conservative

engineering, it was from the courage of my convictions formed

after a careful consideration of many details impossible to mention

in a " fifteen minute paper."

It is, perhaps, this enforced omission of details and extended

explanations which makes my paper obscure on some points, and

I am glad of this opportunity to reply to the discussion.

Mr. Holloway, in speaking of the best form of model for heavy

work in ice, commends the "spoon bow," and I heartily agree

;

he admits that such a bow may not be necessary in New York
because, in comparison with the Lakes, there is little or no heavy

ice there. The proposed screw-boat as set forth in the paper is

not one to meet genei'al conditions everywhere, as such a thing

would be an impossibility, because in a properly designed boat

almost every detail is a variable, conforming to the special condi-

tions of route, traffic, etc. The boat proposed is intended to fit
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the conditions in New York, and more than this, a special rente

and traffic, viz., that between the foot of Whitehall Street and the

proposed new slips at St. George, Staten Island ; distance from

slip to slip, five statute miles.

Now, in the harbor and vicinit}^ of New York the ice comes al-

most entirely from the North River. The broken or fine ice pre-

sents only slight difficulties, except in the slips, as stated in the

paper; it is the floe, or field-ice, which bothers boats on passages and

it is a very severe winter in which we have over two or three weeks

of large field ice. In coming down the North Eiver from Forty-

second Sti'eet to the Battery these fields have to cross ten regular

ferry routes and about twelve regular car-float routes, to say nothing

of the immense and constant river traffic in other bottoms, and, in

addition, the foreign and coasting steamships. The result is that the

fields become broken ice before reaching the Battery, and there are

only a very few days in a severe winter when the harbor below the

Battery contains large fields of floating ice which must be "bucked,"

split open and passed through. It can, therefore, be seen that this

ice service on the Staten Island Route is a very different one

from that on the Lakes where a channel has to be kept open for

months through solid and stationary ice-fields on either side.

For a number of reasons, in my opinion, the most suitable form of

model for the route and conditions in question is such a one as

outlined in the design shown. The reason bearing more directly

on Mr. Holloway's remarks is this: In passing through broken ice,

or comparatively small field-ice floating in free water, i. e., not

confined by stationary ice on each side, I believe it is far better

and more economical of yiowqy io plow i/j9 this ice, split it, and

push it to one side (over-riding it onl_y slightly with the upper

parts of bilges), than to push it down bodily with the bow and

beat it down with the paddles. In riding down a field of thick and

tough ice the huoyancy of a great part of the field has to be over-

come in addition to the force needed to break a channel ; in plow-

ing it up the weight of only that small portion of the field near

the bow is raised in addition to the force required to break the

ice ; it is fair to assume, too, that ice is more easily broken by a

force applied in the direction in which it is not water-home. The
shearinoj or breakingr streni'th in ice is small when the ice is taken

alone, but when that ice is backed up by water throughout its whole

surface this strength becomes very much increased.

Mr. Emery's exceptions in regard to ice banking up in front of
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the bow and being driven down to be sheared between the propel-

ler blades and rudder or stern post, are certainly well taken, and

it is this very objection which was the subject of most serious

thought when making the design. It was the consideration of this

point, togetlier with the accompanying advantages of finer lines for

speed, which led directly away from the "spoon bow," which in a

more or less pronounced shape is present on all New York ferry-

boats. The " spoon bow " on a screw-boat would undoubtedly

cause the action Avhich Mr. Emery describes ; in such a bow the ab-

rupt "shoulder" or "bilge" which overrides and bears down the

ice commences at oi" very near the stem ; in the design of thepaj^er

this "shoulder" commences, very gradualli/y about midway be-

tween stations 80 and 90 (see Fig. 85.) Forward of this any im-

mersed section of hull is an extremely sharp wedge with no tendency

whatever to vide down the ice. In fact, the shape of guard-stem

and braces will tend to raise the ice or other floating matter in the

wake of the screw, and the action of the bow-wave (when at consider-

able speed) will continue this rising tendency to at least station 90.

I have tried to do exactly what Mr. Emery suggests and advocates,

viz.: throw the bow-screw out ahead of where the ice would be

banked up and pressed down. I have done this and at the same

time kept the screw shielded, as it should be, by the stem-guard,

braces and deck. I have also kept the rudder forward of the screw

so that it may be in the n;ost efficient position for deflecting the

propelling current when this same screw is the stern screw (boat

moving in reverse direction). It should be remembered that 1 can

easily get 12 to 14 inches more immersion for the screw if thought

necessary, and by using the Kunstiidter arrangement, I can do this

without increasing the draught. The design is, as I have said, only

in outline to " talk at." It can most certainly be improved when

studying out details and working drawings. The shearing action

which Mr. Emery fears, cannot take place unless the ice is ovqx-

x'xi^^Qxi 2a\(}ii pressed down into the screw; if I avoid this pressing

down until after I have got the ice past the screw I have avoided

the trouble.

Independent paddles with two sets of compound, inclined, di-

rect acting engines arranged below decks so as to take up the

same deck and cabin space as in the present arrangement (see

Figs. 77 and 78) would certainly be an improvement, but it is main-

tained that this would be only a slight one, con)pared with the ad-

vantages to be obtained with screws. There would be a material

14
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increase in the weight of engines and maeliinerj, and the weight of

boilers, linll, etc., would remain about as in the third boat of the table,

with no gain whatever in that verj important item, de'ikroom. It

would also involve two engineers, and more complicated and ex-

pensive machinery than the third boat. The only gaiti would be that

of considerably increased maneuvering power and, dn my opinion,

this power would be considerably less than with screws, especially

if the Kunstadter system, or some similar one is used, because, tak-

inor the model of screw-boat, the " arm " through which the turn--

ing force of the screw acts ({. e., the half length.) is about 4^ times

as great as that of the paddle under similar circumstances {i. e., the

half breadth plus f face of paddle), and the turning force of the screw

and deflected current from rudder resolved at right angles to its

"arm" cannot be fairly estimated as low as i the turning force of

the paddle. Besides, with the independent paddle-engines, we still

have the old, slow movement. One of the important features of

the screw is that the engine in maneuvering can, in emergencies,

be started at full power, and reversed at same almost instantly.

An examination of the maneuvering of boats with independent

paddles, such as the TFm. T. Hart, at Newburgh, for instance, will

not be very encouraging if we bear in mind at the same time some

of the admitted advantages of screws in this particular.

Mr. Stratton misapprehends my meaning when he assumes tliat

I propose the compound beam engine for short ferry-routes. I am
decidedly of his opinion that it is not the thing for routes directly

across the East Eiver, such as Fulton, Hall Street, Catherine and

similar ferry-routes. I am not so snre about the North Hiver routes.

There is evidently a point somewhere at which the fitness of such

an engine for different lengths of route changes; this point, to

my mind, is somewhere between ferries of such length as above

mentioned and those equal in length (live miles) to the Staten Island

Feny, It was with special reference to this latter ferry that the

compound beam engine was considered, and even then, as "at best

but half a step," in view of the advantages offered by the screw-

engine.

Mr. See believes that I have sacrificed handiness by abandoning

twin screws with their separate engines, as in the Mersey boats, in

favor of a single screw at each end both on one engine. With

the use of the Kunstadter gear I do not sacrifice any part of my
maneuvering power; although without that gear it is true that as

much maneuvering power is not attained with single screws as
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with twin?. I simply i^ive up in this particular case a portion of the

handiness for the sake'of simplifying the machinery and reducing

the running expenses, still having a superior amount of handiness

left. If t\vo engines are used, either with two sets of twin screws

or with single and independent screws, it will cost between $170

and $200 per month extra for engineers' wages alone {two extra for

"watch and watcir'), whereas with the arrangement shown, the

screw-boat takes no more engine-room force than the " Southfield"

type. The design of any boat consists of compromises; efficien-

cies on the one hand being reduced to obtain certain desired advan-

tao-es on the other, and so make the boat as a whole more suitable

for the special purposes intended. The matter of losing economy

by cutting out the air-pump and substituting a " high-pressure
"

surface co'^idenser, is in itself a very broad and comprehensive sub-

ject, incapable of being argued properly here for lack of space, and

because there is much to be said on both sides. Briefly, however,

I will give some of my reasons for preferring the arrangement pro-

posed In the paper to that of the ordinary surface condenser and

air-pump. I believe that very often on board ship the conditions

are such that the most efficiency can be obtained by taking only

enouo-h heat out of the exhaust steam to reduce it to water ot a

temperature which can be handled by pumps and then forcing tins

water through an exhaust feed-heater back to the boiler. In this

way it is perfectlv practicable to keep the. temperature of feed at

the check-valve "over 200% instead of at or below 120°, as in the

ordinary way. After the exhaust steam is reduced to water which

can be handled and put back into the boiler, any further abstraction

of heat is useless and causes a direct loss, because that heat must

be put back again, and even if it is put back by the exhaust steam,

there is a loss. To this loss (large in many cases) add the power

required to run the air-pump, together with the first and running

cost, weight, and room of that pump ;
also the care, attention, and

repairs which it requires; the extra power for the circulating

pump above that required with the " high-pressure" condenser,

and the extra weight, cost, space occupied, and attention needed in

the whole vacuum rig aside from the air-pump. Then set oft

against tliis the saving of steam or the actual gain in horse-power

by the use of a vacuum.

The balance, to mv mind, is strongly against the vacuum in tlie

case under consideration. On shore it is an entirely different mat-

ter. A vacuum often costs absolutely nothing there, and is pure
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gain ; but in many cases afloat it costs in power, loss of heat, space,

weight, and other things, far more than it comes to.

Therefore, instead of sacrificing economy by dispensing with the

air-pnnip in this case, I thought I was getting rid of a nvisance. I

must insist that tlie braces at the stern will not "act as a net to in-

tercept " floating matter, simply because, in the natural course of

things, the immediate wake of a vessel is always cleared of such

things by the hull. AVater, and matter which it supports, will not

jiow in horizontally along the " run " of a ship in motion, and in a

vessel moving through ice, it is well known that the immediate

wake is clear. Ice, or other floating matter, and the water, too,

when pushed to one side, stays there. This is matter of fact, not

matter of opinion. Even where ice is overridden, it is forced up

the inclined bilges by its buoyancy and leaves the ship's bottom or

side at some distance from the center line, toward which it does

not return, unless drawn down and into the screw by the screw's

suction, and this latter happens only to a very slight extent in tugs

and similar screw vessels. I do not deny that, in backing and fill-

ing in ice, a chunk might get wedged into the guards, but this

would be a chance accident, not a regular and natural thing. A
little working of the rudder and a boat-hook, used from the deck,

would clear the ice. I propose using both bow and stern rudders

(independently) all the time, as intimated on page 193 of paper;

the rudder blades are to be arranged with suitable preponderance

and worked clear around, the two forward edges always pointing

one way. In such case the rudders will not be "liable to freeze

fast to the cutwater." If the boat is laid up during freezing weather

the rudders will be blocked with ice at the water-line, undoubtedly,

and will have to be " cut out " just as I have seen rudders and

screws and paddles "cut out " under similar conditions. With good

design and construction the toggle joint in marine shafting has

been used satisfactorily under far more trying cii'cumstances and

transmitting far more power than required in this case, where its

extreme angle is less than 2°; notably in the steamship Bri-

tannic, working through an angle of over 18°, I believe. The

Britannic Avas altered and a straight shaft put in, because of

trouble in the lowering and raising gear of her shaft and the struct-

ural weakness of her stern ; not on account of the toggle-joint.

The steamship Stratheden, Avith a toggle-joint working through

90° and under the most trying conditions, has been running without

trouble since the early part of 1882. Instances could be multi-
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plied. Prof. Thurston's relation of liis experience with the Ilobo-

ken Ferry Company in regard to a proposed screw-boat in 1871, is

most interesting news to me; the time was evidently not "ripe"
then for the proposed advance, hut now that our cousins across the

water have shown us the lead in its practical application, it seems

to me we can with advantage give more attention to this matter of

screw ferry-boats.
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CXCVI.

THE RATING OF STEAM BOILERS BY HORSE-
POWERS FOR COMMERCIAL PURPOSES.

BY W. P. TROWBRIDGE, NEW YORK, N. Y., AND C. B. KICUAKDS, NEW HAVEN, CONN.

The use of the term horse-power to designate tlie capacity of a

boiler for making steam has become so far nniversal, at least in

this country, that it is employed at once to furnish in a general

way, not only a basis for estimating the first cost, but also a meas-

ure of the performance of a boiler Avhen in use.

Even if it were desirable there would probably be little pros-

pect of success in any effort which might be made to substitute

any other form of expression or to give any other name to the unit

by which boilers are commercially rated. "When a boiler is spoken

of, or advertised as a ten, twenty, or fifty horse-power boiler, it is

implied that a unit which in this connection is called a horse-power

is used to measure in some way the magnitude, or value, or per-

formance of such boiler.

The question theri immediately arises, what is the character of

this unit which, whether properly or not, has come into use in con-

nection -with boilers ? That it has not the same meaning as when
employed as a unit of rate of work is at once conceded ; but that

it is considered to be a unit of measure of some kind, is also cer-

tain, otherM'ise it could not liave come into use commercially as

designating, by its mnltiples, the value of what one man sells and

another man buys—the basis of a contract.

In their most common uses, boilers may be said to be the sources

of energy which is utilized or exerted in actual wo^^h performed

through the medium of engines of greatly varying economical

efficiency. But inasnnich as the efficiency or inefficiency of an

engine in no way effects the possible performance of tlie boiler,

or the possible value of the boiler, it is admitted that the term

horse-power as a unit applied to boilers has no direct reference to

work perfoi-med. There is no doubt that the expression originated

in the idea that a boiler which is intended to supply steam for an
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engine of a given horse-power may properly be called a boiler of

a given horse-power; for this term, as applied to boilers, has come

down to us from a remote time when there were few if any appli-

cations for t!ie use of steam except for supplying engines which

differed little from one another in their economical efficiency. The
incongruity of the expression has, however, become more apparent

as the use of boilers for other purposes than power has been ex-

tetuled, and for which ])ui-poses they are still sold by the horse-

power, and it is becoming more important every year that the true

significance of this unit as applied to boilers should if practicable

be ])roperly defined.

In commercial transactions, where a unit is employed to define

the quantity or value of the thing bought and sold, that unit has

a value at least approximately definite and universally accepted,

either expressed by the unit itself, or implied through common
usage, or by some statutory provision. Men buy fluur by the bar-

rel with confidence because they know that a barrel of flour must

by law weigh a certain number of pounds. Land is sold by the

square foot or by the acre, but it is understood that all surface

measurements of land thus bought and sold are reduced to hori-

zontal planes, otherwise there could be no universal unit of land

measure such as is now emplo3'ed; and in all standard commercial

transactions where units of measure or value are used, law or cus-

tom sufficiently defines the unit of measure, so that there need not

be anj' misunderstanding as to the signification of the jiai'ticular

terms em plo3'ed ; and it will hardly be disputed tliat both parties to

a contract cannot be fully and equally protected unless both dis-

tinctly understand the scope and meaning of the specific terms

used in the agreement between them.

An apparatus for generating steam is a complicated structure

when considered in reference to the draft, to the proportions of

its parts, to its details of construction, and to its management. A
variety of circumstances connected with coinbustion, transfer of

heat, and evaporation of water, combine to give it a specific value

to the purchaser, who however as a general rule has little knowl-

edge of the definite principles which govern its performances.

"Without better guidance than is now afforded, the buyer must

trust largely to the manufacturer or vender to obtain what he needs
;

and if disappointment or disagreement occur the former is usually

quite helpleds from not having been able to understand distinctly

what he has purchased, and from the absence of any common usage
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or accepted standard of capacity to refer to. The committee on

boiler tests in their very able report recently submitted to the

Society, recognize this condition of things, when tliey state that

" what is needed is a standard unit of boiler power whicli may be

used commercially in rating boilers, and in sj>ecificatio7iS i:>rescnt'ing

the power to be demanded by the purchaser and guaranteed by the

vender."

Can we look to the "horse-power" of a boiler as the unit of

boiler power for a remedy, partial or complete, of the difficulty?

This unit, whether considered as it is popularly used or scientifi-

cally defined, must l)e, like most other units, a complex unit, i.e.,

it must be composed or made up of two or more simple units.

The horse-power considered as a unit of rate of work involves

space, time, and force—three simple units. But it is well known
that each of these simple units is arbitrary, and each refers to cer-

tain conditions which are universally accepted : the element of

space to a standard foot, the element of time to the standard unit

of time, and the element of force to a standard unit of force.

If the unit of boiler power is to have a fixed, definite, and uni-

versally acceptable meaning, it also must be refeiTed in its elements

to standard or fixed conditions. Whenever a unit is employed to

designate the quantity or value of a thing sold, the buyer and seller

should be equally' protected by having the elements of that unit def-

initely fixed, either by common usage or special understanding.

If dissatisfaction occur, and an appeal to. the courts is taken, unless

it can be shown that both ought to be expected to have the same

definite understanding in regard to the unit which was employed

to measure the value of the property, that unit would be of no aid

whatever in the settlement of the difficulty. The seller who has

got his price would have the best of the bargain.

The question then recurs, what is this unit of boiler power, and

can it be stated in such a way as to be of substantial value in com-

mercial transactions? If not, then it is difficult to see that it can

have any spenal value whatever, for in a boiler test, where all the

special conditions of com!)U3tion and evaporation are noted, all an

expert can do is to determine and note the results, whatever they

may be. If it be a compc^titive test, the performances of two or more

boilers reduced to the same standard conditions will determine which

is the better under those conditions, without reference to any unit

of ])ower, and if it be for the information of the owner, the results

stated in units of boiler power can have no special significance un-
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less tliis unit lias a distinct value or meaning on which some ques-

tion especiall}' depends ; and we repeat, it is difiicult to see how a

unit of boiler power, by whatever name it may be called, can have

special importance or significance, except as a standard by which

the value or perfoi-mance of a boiler may be commercially stated,

or as a basis for contracts, agreements, or estimates. It does not

otherwise appear to have any important connection with boiler

tests.

The essential elements or simple units, which must compose the

complex unit of commercial boiler power are : 1st, a certain weight

of water evaporated in a given time; 2d, a unit of evaporation as

determined by the temperatures at which the water is sujiplied and

evaporated ; and 3d, the quantity of fuel required to evaporate

the given weight under fixed or specified conditions.

If either of these elementary units is left indefinite the whole

unit will be indefinite. Let us consider them separately.

• I. The weight chosen must be a pound, or the multiple of a

pound.

II. The quantity of heat required to evaporate a given weight

will be established when a " unit of evaporation " or the quantity

of heat required to evaporate one pound is chosen. This requires

that the temperature of the feed water and the temperature of

evaporation shall be taken into account. It is a matter of mere

convenience or expediency whether the old and well-established

custom of assuming both these temperatures at 212^ Fahr. shall be

departed from and new temperatures selected.

The number of pounds of water, or the weight of water, which

shall enter the unit of boiler power, has not been fixed eitlier b}""

statute or universal custom, while the third element is also one

which has not been fixed.

The most recent effort to treat of this subject with definiteness is

the very exhaustive Report of the Committee on Boiler Tests, pre-

sented to the Society at its Xlth Meeting in May, 18S5. It has been

contended in the discussions which followed, that it is unnecessary

to i?itrodnce the element of fuel definitely, and that the unit of

boiler power is exact when defined with only the first two elements

above considered, the third being practically left out of consideration

or named in an indefinite manner. AVe believe the advocates of this

view have failed to recognize the distiiiction between the " horse-

power" unit by which a boilei''s ca))acity may be rated commercially,

and the simpler unit, which is a constituent element of the complex
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unit under discussion, and wliic-h merely expresses the quantity of

steam which si tail be assumed to represent the average consumption

of steam per horse-power per hour of a non-condensing engine.

They doubtless refer to this simpler unit, Tbe consideration of

fuel consumption is, in our opinion, a vital point. Upon it de-

pends entirely whether it is possible for this Society to suggest or

propose a unit of boiler power so definite that, used as a basis of

agreement between buyer and seller, both can be fully protected.

Under the pix'sent unsettled state of the question, a person who

buys a boiler of a given horse-power is certain of but one thing

—

its first cost. He must trust to the sellei- for its performances.

When the seller states that it is a boiler of so many horse-power,

and the purchaser takes it as such, the latter tacitly waives all

questions as to what the term " horse-power " means when used in

this connection.

We will suppose that it be assumed that a boiler horse power is

properly defined as a certain number of pounds of water evaporated

from feed water at 100° F. and at a pressure of 70 lbs., all special

conditions of draft, etc., being left out of consideration as having

nothing to do with the unit whatever. A purchaser buys a boiler

and has a guarantee that its capacity is a given power, according

to this " standard ;" he finds, however, that its performance is un-

gatisfactory, complains, and appeals to the courts; and experts are

called to test the boiler according to the rigid, exact, and in every

way very excellent pi'ocesses recommended b}^ the committee of

this Society, one expert for the complainant and one for the de-

fendant. Inasmuch as the rules for the tests do not specify in-

variable and uniform conditions in regard to di-aft or rate of

combustion, the experts are left to their choice in these matters.

It is scarcely within human probability that their determina-

tions of the power of the boiler would agree, if they work inde-

pendently of each other, yet both might make their tests by the

same rigid rules, one expert employing a very different rate of fuel

consumption from the other; for even the committee's recommen-

dation respecting " modei-ate draft" and "good economy" have no

reference to the unit of boiler power as defined in that report and

ex{)lained by its chairman in its appended discussion.

Of what use or value would their tests be in arriving at a judicial

settlement of the particular point in dispute? And of what use in

this connection would be a standard unit of boiler powci", thus de-

fined, since it has not been a protection to the purchaser, and has
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been of no aid to the court? The seller may have been honest

enough, but there was no definite understanding in regard to the

meaning of the terms employed in the contract, not even such as

might in some transactions be derived from common usage.

Again, we will suppose a man to purchase two boilers of the

same nomiral horse-power from two manufacturers. He may pay

the same or different prices for the boilers. He confidently puts

them at work under the same conditio!is of draft, etc., and quite

naturally finds very different results. Experts are again called in,

and each, independently of the other, tests both boilers; they find

not only that their determinations disagree as .to the two boilers,

but neither boiler gives according to their rating the power for

which it was sold. Surely in this case again the unit of boiler

power as defined has been of little help even in st:indard tests.

Let us suppose, however, that the experts agree befoi-ehand as

to the conditions under which they will make the tests; their re-

sults harmonize, but unless they have been invested M-ith the

power of arhitratot'S, the results are of no value in settling the

dispute. They have agreed to agree on certain points, that is all.

They have not settled the dispute between the contending parties.

If such things can happen in a common commercial transaction,

a remedy is needed, and these hypothetical cases, if they be pos-

sible ones (of which there can be no doubt), show that the unit of

boiler power as defined and explained by the committee, is not

sufficiently definite and does not supply what is needed. This

unit should be so defined that an expert in making a test in cases

like those above mentioned must adopt' certain conditions, fixed

either by common usage or by the terms employed in defining the

unit. His results will then settle a question in dispute—not as a

matter of his opinion or judgnient, but as a matter of experimental

facts. His opinion, or his choice of dominating conditions or cir-

cumstances, need not, and should not, enter into the result.

A steam boiler is an apparatus or structure in which a part only

of the heat evolved in the combustion of fuel is imparted to water,

converting it into steam. The proportion of the whole heat so

transferred per pound of coal, depeuds on several independent cir-

cumstances: to wit, the quality of the coal, the rate of combustion

or draft, the manaii:ement of the fires, and the amount of heatinc:

surface exposed to the action of the heated gases and to the radi-

ation from the incandescent fuel.

The quality of the coal and the management of the fires are
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under tlic control of the purcliaser. Custom or common usage,

and even the ordinary principles of fair dealing, ^vould de-

mand that, in case of a dispute, good ordinary coal should be used,

and that the management of the fires should not be intrusted to an

ignorant or unskilled stoker. This the seller has a right to expect.

Common practice and universal custom in both these respects may

be relied on. The litigant who should insist on having his boiler

tested with interior coal, and under the management of an ignorant

stoker, or who should claim that he must get the full rated power

of a boiler under these circumstances, would have no standing in

court. It is not so, however, with the quantity of fuel burned on a

given grate in a given time, or the draft. This with a given

boiler depends on the dimensions of the chimney, in cases of chim-

ney draft, for which common practice or usage affords no rule,

although the draft exercises a most important influence on the

amount of evaporation per pound of coal burned.

The height of the chimney may vary in ordinary' practice from

20 feet to 100 feet, the combustion varying between these limits

generally from 60 pounds of coal burned to 150 pounds, for each

square foot of cross-section of the chimney.

The quantity of heating surface and the proportion of the heat

ing surface to the grate surface must almost necessarily be fixed

when the boiler is made ; and when once fixed are usually invaria-

ble; but the draft is a variable quantity. Here then is one of the

principal points where the buyer and seller should be furnished

with some common ground to stand upon. They caimot refer to

universal usage or common practice. An "average" height of

chimney or rate of combustion is too indefinite. They should,

both understand what rate of combustion is to be adopted when

the boiler is to develop the power for which it is guaranteed—

a

certain number of horse-powers.

The capacity of a given boiler for making steam, the grate and

heating surfaces being fixed, depends directly on the rapidity of

the combustion or the quantity of fuel burned in a given time,

the capacity increasing as the rate of combustion increases, but with

a diminishing rate of increase.

This diminishing rate of increase in the power of the boiler

arises, as is well known, from the fact that although the heat

evolved by the combustion of one pound of fuel is the same

wliether the combustion be slow or ra])id, yet the proportion of this

heat which is transferred to the water in a given time depends on the
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laws of transfer of heat through the metallic plates, a greater propor-

tion of heat being thus transferred with slow than with rapid com-

bustion ; a greater proportion also being trausferred the greater the

amount of heating surface in proportion to the weight of fuel

burned in a unit of time.

It is therefore necessary in establishing a unit of boiler power,

that the rate of combustion as a limiting condition shall be fixed,

otherwise this unit will be an indeterminate quantity.

By referring the rate of combustion to the heating surface this

object is not only attained but a reasonably uniform standard for

the economy of evaporation—a most important consideration in

connection witli the market value of boilers—is secured.

This idea of referring the rate of combustion to the heating sur-

face was suggested by Ilankine, and also by General Morin, and if

it be impossible to introduce the rate of combustion as an element

of the unit nnder consideration, it seems to us that it would not be

advisable for this association to connnit itself to any definition

whatever, but rather to discourage the use of the expression horse-

power as applied to boilers.

We believe however that the subject is well worthy of further

consideration by the Society, not only with the object of giving, as

far as possible, uniformity to the rating of boilers throughout the

country, but for the purpose of affording in cases of actual dispute

or litigation, some common ground for engineers and experts to

stand upon in their determinations of the commercial ratingof boilers.

It is not the object of this paper to discuss in detail the questions

which must be considered in establishing a proper unit of boiler

power; nor even to suggest or recommend any definite formula

for such a unit; but rather to urge the subject upon the Society as

one which should he separated entirely frovi that of hoiler^ tests;

and which, since it has come before the Society for discussion and

action, should be treated with the care which its jmportance seems

to deserve.

While commercial transactions in boilers are not very large and

extended, compared with some other branches of trade, yet when the

importance of the steam boiler is taken into account, and the many

issues which may depend on a correct understanding of the term

"horse-power" as applied to it are considered, it seems to us that

the American Society of Mechanical Engineers may do the public

a real and substantial service by making this subject one of special

consideration and action.
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Purchasers of boilers, who are chiefly interested, have no otlier

resource for reliable authority or information than the deliberate

decisions of an engineering society like this, which in its organiza-

tion and membership is in every way competent, and the only

public authority to which such questions can properly be referred.

In conclusion, we desire to state that we consider that the chief

object to be attained in agitating this subject is the adoption of a

unit so clearly and precisely deflned as to remove as far as possible

all uncertainties as to the conditions which form the basis of a pur-

chase and sale, and under which precise conditions an engineer or

expert must undertake a test in case of dispute.

The unit of boiler power which shall meet public expectation

should evidently be one so defined that no two experts in deter-

mining the power of a boiler could substantially or materially dis-

agree in their determinations.

DISCUSSION.

Mr. Bahcock.—However much we may dislike the term horse-

power as a rating for boilers, it is too late to change it now, and as

the principal thing is to have some measure to use for that purpose,

it matters little what name we give it. "A rose by any other name

would smell as sweet," has passed into a proverb. It is certain that

a bushel would be no less in capacity or usefulness if we were to

call it a "horse-measure," though the name would be inappropriate.

So, while we may not like the term horse-power, the name is of

less consequence than the ass\n-ance of its accuracy as a measure.

The main question is : Can we so define a boiler horse-power that

its value as a unit of measure is capable of accurate determination.

If simplicity were all that is desired, we might adopt Watt's

unit of a square yard of heating surface, and a cubic yard of con-

tents. In fact, a similar system has been the basis of the practical

rating of boilers to a greater extent than ajiy other; the unit, how-

ever, varying from six square feet to twenty, according to the loca-

tion, the stvle of boiler, or the whim of the boiler maker. Bnt a

horse-power based on amount of heating surface is as definite as

would be a gallon which should be ^Qf^n^A ^9, ^ pound of jpewter

made into a pot.

Watts had another standard of horse-power in boilers which has

been used to some extent, defined as one cubic foot of water evapo-

rated per hour. This is better than a square yard of heating surface,
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and is sufficiently simple, but is still far from a definite measure of

capacity, and much too large for modern practice.

The committee of this Society in their able report discussed at

the Xltli njeeting, have sought to give us a standard measure of

horse-power in boilers, both accurate and convenient. The ques-

tion raised by the paper just read is not whether such a standard is

too large or too small, but whether it is sufficiently accurate for

practical use ; and the authors argue that it should have an addi-

tional element—namely, the cost in pounds of coal, or, as they ex-

press it, " the quantity of fuel required to evaporate the 'given

weight of water under iixed or specified conditions." "Would this

add to the accuracy of the unit, or to the convenience of its

use?

Let us suppose it has been adopted. A buys of B a boiler of

100 horse power,which horse power is to be thirty poujids of water

evaporated per houu, from 100'' F. into steam of 70 pounds press-

ure, using not more than three pounds of fuel for that quantity.

A sets up his boiler with a chimney 40 feet in height, and burns

pine wood. He linds he can evaporate tlie 3,000 pounds of water

per hour under the specified conditions as to tempei'atureand press-

ure, but that it requires 7iot only 300 pounds of fuel per hour,

but eight hundred, and therefore claims the boiler is not 100-horse

power. But B says he did not mean pine wood when he said

"fuel;" he meant anthracite coal. A tries anthracite coal, but can

burn only 200 pounds per hour,which evaporates only 2,C00 pounds

of water. Again he condemns the boiler as below its rating. B now
claims that the chinmey is too short, while A complains that he

cannot afford to pay $6 a ton for anthracite when he can get pine

wood for $1 a cord, or Illinois bituminous coal for 10 cents per

bushel; so B agrees that Illinois coal is " fuel," but requires the

stack to be increased to 100 feet. After the delay and expense of these

alterations A finds his boiler evaporating 3,G00 pounds of water per

hour, but requiring to do it 600 pounds "fuel," i.e., Illinois coal.

More complaints follow, and as a well of natural gas has been struck

in the vicinity, it is finally agreed that that is the cheapest and best

"fuel." It is therefore applied, when the boiler evaporates 5,000

pounds in an hour; but as there is no way of weighing the fuel,

A refuses to pay for his boiler on the ground that he is not satis-

fied that it has the power guaranteed ! How much better off is B
for having the additional element of fuel in his definition of a

horse power ?
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It needs no farther argument to show the added difficulties of

such a measure, and when we remember that under the term "fuel"

is comprised all grades from sawdust to petroleum, with evaporat-

ing values from one to twenty times their own weight of water, it

is difficult to perceive how such a variable element can add to the

definiteness of the measure.

But even if terms could be found to express this element in defi-

nite form, would it add to the proposed measure of horse-power,

either in definiteness or accuracy? We are told that an object may

have either one, two or three dimensions—but that a body with

four dimensions is unknown. A measure of capacity^ must have

three dimensions, but has no use for four. A horse-power in

physics, has three elements: force, space, and time. A horse-power

in boilers, as defined by the committee on boiler tests, has the

equivalent of static force or weight in the water evaporated, of

space in the increased volume, and it has also j^he element of time.

It has no use for any more. It needs the added element of fuel

burned no more than a ton of coal needs the requirement that it

should, in addition to weighing 2,240 pounds, cost no more than a

specific amount. In the matter of horse-power, the question of

fuel is a question only of cost, and it would be more convenient

and desirable if this element were to be expressed, that it should

be stated in dollars and cents, instead of pounds of fuel. And then

we might go further, and establish a standard of cost outright per

horse-power, of the boiler itself. Some bewildered purchaser, un-

able to determine the point himself, might thank this Society for

doincr so. Why not? It is claimed that we need a unit for '•' com-
es ./'

mercial })urposes," as a standard between buyer and seller, and

while we are about it, it might as well cover all the ground.

But the real question before the Society is: What shall be con-

sidered a standard of boiler liorse-power ? Such a determination

is wanted, not only as a commercial question, but as a unit of

measure among engineers. So far as can now be seen, professional

engineers, like doctors and lawyers, must remain a necessary

evil until "all the world and the rest of mankind" are educated to

know everything. There is no more reason why a man should be

his own engineer than his own lawyer or doctor, and there is truth

in the adage, "A man who is liis own la"\vyer has a fool for his

client." The standard required, therefore, has no inherent necea-

sity of being adapted to the con)prehension and use of the boiler

buyer. As properly could we demand that all the formulas of
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medicine should be comprehended by the patient, thongli \vc can-

not deny that tlie patient wonkl be better off for knowing.

The simpler the formula of our desired standard, the better. Wc
might define a gallon coiTectly as a measure 7 inches long, inches

wide, and 5|- inches deep; and to determine the number of gallons

in a given vessel, M'e could divide the length in inches by 7, the

width by 0, and the height b}^ 5^, and then multiplying these quo-

tients into each other, we should have the contents in gallons. A
much simpler way is to sa}' that a gallon is a measure containing

231 cubic inches, and dividing the contents in cubic inches of any

vessel by that number, will give its contents in gallons. The

standard proposed by the connnittce on boiler tests is of the first

character, composed of a standard terapei'ature, a standard weight,

a standard pressure and a standard time. Instead of adding to

these a standard cost, as advocated in the paper under review, these

might be reduced one-half to great advantage. A dynamic horse-

power in its simplest form is 33,00 foot pounds per minute. A
boiler horse-power should be detined as 33,000 heat-xinits fcr Jioxir

imjMrted to the icater. That represents a definite quantity of work,

and is simjile to comprehend and handy to use. It so nearly cor-

responds with the standard proposed by the committee as to be

practically identical, while it eliminates the elements of tempera-

ture, weight, and pressure, or condenses them into the one term

—

heat-units—and being simpler in expression, is more readily under-

stood and calculated. The objection Avhich has been made that

there is a slight difference in the statements as to what constitute a

heat-unit, holds with equal force against our measures of length,

as Prof. Rogers has shown us. Nevertheless, we do not hesitate to

use our foot rules, and are not inconvenienced in practice if there

be a slight discrepancy between them. If it be a radically new

expression of the measure, that is no objection, for a society like

this is fully competent to suggest and adopt a novelty, if by so

doing it can better what has gone before, and advance the con-

veniences of mankind.

Mr. Kent.—The paper of Professors Trowd^ridge and Pichards

appears upon its face to be a criticism of the existing custom of

applying the term horse-power, with the existing definitions of this

term, to steam boilers, "as a basis of estimating the first cost," and

also as "a measure of the performance of the boiler wiien in use."

Precisely the same criticism which they make concerning the use

and definition of this term as applied to boilers may be made con

15
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cerning its use as applied to steam engines. In fact, in naany cases

in whicli they use the word boiler, the word engine may be cor-

rectly substituted.

To show this I quote from their paper, placing in brackets the

words necessary to make their statements as correct in reference to

engines as they are in reference to boilers.

" What is the character of this unit, which, whether properly or

not, has come into use in connection with boilers [engines] ? That

it has not the same meaning as when employed as a unit of rate of

work is at once conceded, but that it is considered to be a unit of

measure [of engines] of some kind is also certain, otherwise it could

not have come into use commercially as designating by its multiples

the value of [an engine which] what one man sells and another

buys—the basis of a contract."

" Boilei's [engines] maybe said to be the source of [prime movers

conveying] energy which is utilized or exerted in actual work per-

formed through the medium of engines [lines of shafting and

machinery] of greatly varying economical efficiency. But inasmuch

as the efficiency or inefficiency of an engine [the shafting] in no

way aifects the possible performance of the boiler [engine], or the

possible value of the boiler, [engine] it is admitted [who admits

this?] that the term horse-power as a unit applied to boilers

[engines] has no direct reference to the work performed." A
nunjber of other instances may be given where the word "engine"

may be substituted for " boiler " in their paper.

The term horse-power has two meanings in engineering litera-

ture : First, an absolute unit or measure of the rate of work, that is,

of the work done in a certain definite period of time, by a source

of energy, as a steam boiler, a waterfall, a current of air or water,

or by a prime mover, as a steam engine, a water-wheel oi* a M'ind-

mill. The value of this unit, whenever it can be expressed in foot

pounds of energy, as in the case of steam engines, water-wheels

and water-falls, is 33,000 foot pounds per minute. In the case of

boilers, where the work done, the conversion of water into steam,

cannot be expressed in foot pounds of energy, the value which the

committee on boiler trials of this Society would give to the term

horse-power is equal to the evaporation of 30 pounds of water of a

temperature of 100 degrees Fahrenheit into steam at 70 pounds press-

ure above the atmosphere. This is equivalent to 34|^ pounds of water

from and at 212 degrees Fahrenheit, or 33,305 heat-units. Both

of these units are arbitrary, the first, 33,000 foot pounds per min-
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lite, first adopted by James Watt, being considered equivalent to

the power exerted by a good London draught-horse, and the 30
pounds of water evaporated per hour being considered to be the

steam requirement per indicated horse-power of an average

engine.

The second definition of the term horse-power is an approximate

measure of tlie size, capacity, vahie or "rating" of a boiler, engine,

water-wheel or other source or conveyer of energy, by whicli meas-

ure it may be described, bought and sold, advertised, etc. No defi-

nite value can be given to this measure, which varies largely with

local custom, individual prejudice, or individual opinion of makers

and users of machinery. The nearest approach to uniformity

which can be arrived at in the term " horse-power " used in this

sense, is to say that a boiler, engine, water-wheel or other machine

"rated " at a certain horse-power, should be capable of steadily de-

veloping that horse-power for a long period of time under ordinary

conditions of use and practice, leaving to local custom, to the judg-

ment of the buyer and seller, to written contracts of purchase and

sale, or to legal decisions upon such contracts, the inter^^i'etation of

what is meant by the term " ordinary conditions of use and prac-

tice." The boiler test committee so used the word horse-power as

a rate for boilers in the paragraph in their report, in which they

state that it is the opinion of this committee that a boiler rated at

any stated number of horse-powers, should be " capable of devel-

oping that power with easy firing, moderate draft, and ordinary

fuel, while exhibiting good economy ; and further, that the

boiler should be capable of developing at least one-third more than

its rated power to meet emergencies at times when maximum
economy is not the most important object to be attained." The
committee purposely omitted to give any more definite rule or

formula .for the rating of a boiler, because it was impossible to lay

down any law or formula for rating a boiler which would be at all

likely to meet with general acceptance. I believe this is the only

place in their report in which they use the term horse-power as

meaning the rating of a boiler, except in the blank for reporting

the trial, item 44, where they say, " horse-power—builders' rating,

at . . . square feet per iiorse-power," showing cleaily that they

intend to have the builder rate the horse-power of the boiler accord-

ing to his own ideas, they not attempting to tell him how he should

rate it, except as in the paragraph before quoted. In all other cases,

I believe, in which the term horse power is used in the report, the
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reference is to the absolute iiT^asiire of horse-power as a rate of

work done, as defined in the first definition above.

It is evident in tlie first of the above definitions tliat a horse-

power is an absolute unit, and that its elements are only, first,

j)Ounds : second, temperature of the water and steam; and third,

time. The quantity of fuel required to evaporate the water has

nothing whatever to do with the horse-power unit. Professors Trow-

bridge and Richards, on the contrary, assert that one of the essen-

tial elements, or simple units, which must comprise the complex

unit of commercial boiler power is the quantity of fuel required to

evaporate the given weight under fixed or specific conditions.* It

may be interesting to know that this idea of introducing the ques-

tion of fuel consumption into horse-power is at least forty years

old. for I find that John Bourne answered it in his treatise on the

Steam Engine in 18J:6. lie says (page 110, 3d edition), "In esti-

mating the proper proportions for a boiler and its appendages, ref-

erence ought to be made to the distinction between the power, or

efi'ect, of the boiler, and its duty. This is a distinction to be con-

sidered also in the engine itself. The power of an engine has ref-

erence to the time it takes to produce a certain mechanical effect,

without reference to the amount offuel consumed^ and, on the other

hand, the duty of an engine has reference to the amount of me-

chanical effect produced by a certain consumption of fuel, and is

independent of the time it takes to produce that effect.''

This confusion of the power or effect of the boiler with its duty

is fundamental in the whole idea which is under review.

"Whether the term horse-power of a boiler be used in reference to

the rate of work of a boiler in a boiler test, or as an approximate

measure of what the boiler ought to do in ordinary service, and of

what it ought to be called in advertising or in buying and selling

it, this term has reference only to quantity of work done in a given

time, without any reference to cost of doing that work. Just as a

100 horse-power engine, sold as such, should be capable of devel-

oping 100 indicated horse-power under ordinary conditions of run-

ning without reference to the cost of engine, of steam, of lubrica-

tion, or anything else, so a 100 horse-power boiler, when rated as

such, should be only capable of regularly furnishing steam enough

to run such a 100 horse-power engine, or, as an average engine of

100 hoi-se-power should require not over 3,000 pounds of steam per

hour, a 100 horse-power boiler should be capable of furnishing that

* Transactions, Vol. VI., p. 318.
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Steam. The cost of the steam or of the boiler is not an clement of

the problem at all, so far us the mcaiiinc^ of the term liorse-power

is concerned.

In order to show more clearly, if possible, how well the unit

which is already in extensive nse, 30 pounds of water per horse-

power per hour, works in actual practice, and how impossible it is

that any unit which considered the fuel consumption could be of

general application and use, I will give a number of illustrations of

the use of the term connected with the purchase and sale of boilers,

which have come under my own observation.

Case A.—Mill owner having boilers and engines each of which

lie called 120 horse-power, has an accident with his boilers; thinks

them not worth repairing, and telegraphs to a boiler maker, "for

what price will you sell me two of your 60 horse-power boilers?"

^Receives price and telegraphs ship them at once. Boiler manu-

facturer writes accepting order, and sends also a regular printed

form of specification, in which he agrees to furnish two CO horse-

power boilers, and states in pai-enthesis, horse-power equals 30

pounds of water evaporated, and particulaily describes the boilers as

liaving drums of such and such dimensions, tubes of certain num-

ber, length, and diameter, and grate surface of specific dimensions.

Boilers are delivered and set to work, and mill owner soon tele-

graphs, "Boilers will not furnish steam enough to run mill: send

expert to find out the trouble." Expert goes, reports that he has

tested the boilers and finds that they are developing 160 horse-

power, on the basis of 30 pounds of water evaporated being equal

to a horseqtower, and says that the trouble is that the engines are

calling for more than 120 horse-power of steam. Thinks the en-

gine is a wasteful one. Mill owner not satisfied, calls in engine

expert who indicates engines, finds them developing only l2iHiorse-

power, but from the shape of the indicator cards, estimates that

the engines are using more than 40 pounds of steam per horse-

power ])er hour; condemns the engine as being of wrong ty])e for

the service; recommends purchase of a modern automatic cut-

off engine. Mill owner buys new engine and all trouble ceases.

The two new boilers easily furnish sufhcient steam to I'un it ; thus

far the question of fuel consumption has not entered into the mat-

ter at all, the whole question is one of horse-power for measuring

the work done and as a measure of the size of the boilers by which

they are rated, but by watching the coal bill, the mill owner finds

that Avith the new combination of new boiler and new engine he
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is savin <; 30 per cent, of the fuel used with the original combi-

nation. This fuel consumption, liowever, is a matter totally for-

eign to tlie question of horse-power. Boiler maker now demands

payment of his bill
;
payment is refused on the ground that the

new boilers were not 60 horse-jwwer each ; experts sent again to

straighten matters out : mill owner says to him : "Mv old boilers

were only 60 horse-power each ; here they are out in tlie yard, meas-

ure them for yourself, and they run my mill satisfactorih"
;
your

new boilers would not run my mill, therefore I hold that they were

not 60 horse-power boilers. Bj yonr failing to deliver two 60

horse-power boilers which I have ordered, you have put me to the

expense of buying a new engine. Tou have caused my mill to be

stopped for several weeks, and instead of my paj-ing. jon for these

boilers, I onght to sue you for damages." Expert says: "When we
accepted your order for boilers,we gave you a detailed specification

of exactly what we proposed to furnish you ; we furnished you ex-

actly what we said we would do, and, not onh^ that, but furnished

exactly what we had been selling for 60 horse-power boilers for the

last twelve or fifteen years. These boilers are known in the trade

regnlarly as 60 horse-power boilers, and they already develop by

actual test 80 horse-power each. We will make no discount on our

bill, and you must pay every dollar of it or stand suit." The man
paid the bill without suit.

Case B.—Mill owner says to boiler manufacturer: "I like your

boilers very much, but you overrate them, the 240 horse-power

boiler which you sold me does not give over 200. I have another

boiler of same general type as yours wliich is very much more satis-

factory ; no difiiculty at all in raising steam Avith it, and I think it

is as good a boiler in every respect." Boiler manufacturer sends

expert to determine cause of this complaint. He tests both boilers

;

the 240 horse-power boiler will only develop 200 horse-power on

the basis of 30 pounds of water evaporated, while the other boiler

rated at 120 horse power develops over 200. As the 240 horse-

power boiler was sold with the understanding that it would easily

develop that amount, it is necessary to find the cause of its lack of

power, and this, easily discovered. It has the modern ratio of heat-

ing to grate surface of 40 to 1, but in the circuitous passages through

its tubes and between the boiler and the chimne}' there is such a

bad arrangement of flue with three or four right-angle bends in it,

that it is impossible to get a force of draft at the end of the boiler of

more than 0.15 of an inch of water column. The other boiler has
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the ratio of heating to grate surface of 20 to 1, :ind direct pas-

sage for the gases into the cliimney, and a force of draft at tlie rear

of the boiler equal to | of an inch water column. These were tlie

reguhir conditions or practice in that mill, and had been so steadil_y

for at least two years. The engineer and fireman liked the 120

horse-power boiler nnich the best, for they could always get the fire

to burn well under it, while it was frequently sluggish under the

other. Expert tells mill ownier 3'our complaint about this 210 horse-

power boiler is entirely a just one, you ought to have complaii'.ed

about it long ago ; but the fault is not with the boiler, it was with

the flue connections. If you would place these boilers each in the

position of the other, and give this old boiler the poor draft, and

the new boiler the good draft, you would have things about exactly

right. The new boiler would then give 3'ou about 300 horse-power

of steam, and the old boiler about 120, which it ought to do instead

of 200. The new boiler is not working economically, because it

is not worked up to its capacity, the fire does not burn fast enough

to insure good combustion, and the radiation is a higher percentage

of the total work done than it should be. The old boiler is also

worked with very bad economy, because more heat is given out by

the fuel than the boiler can absorb. The flue gases leaving the new
boiler are too low in temperature to secure the best results, only

about 300 degrees, while those passing from the old boiler are about

900. This involves a serious loss of fuel. That 240 horse-power

boiler will easily give you 300 or 350 horse power if you set it

properly. In this ease also, the question of fuel consumption does

not enter into the meaning of the term horse-power, either in the

mind of the mill owner or the boiler manufacturer.

Case C.—Another boiler of 240 horse-power and identical pro-

portions is complained of because if does not furnish enough steam.

Expert- tests it and finds it just does produce about 240 horse-power.

The draft is excellent, coal may be burned when the fire has been

thoroughl}' cleaned at the rate of 40 pounds per square foot of grate

surface, but within two hours the coal clinkers so badlv and the

grates become choked so that no more than 20 pounds can be burned

per square foot of grate ; the clinker is verj'' difficult to remove from

the grate bars, and during the cleaning steam goes down to such

a low point that the engine will not rnn. Mill owner says your

boiler is not a 240 horse-power boiler. You have caused me serious

damage by selling it to me as such, and if 3'ou don't straighten this

matter out I will give your boilers a bad name all over the country.
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Expert says the trouble is not witli the hoiler but witli tlie coal, you

ou^ht to u e better coal. Mill owner says that is the best coal in

tins part of the country. I get it very cheap and am not going to

change it, the old boilers burned that coal well enough and you

must make yours do it. Expert begs for a little delay, ships a car-

load of that came coal to another locality, where there is the same

kind of a boiler which lias a record with a fair quality of bituminous

coal of developing 50 per cent, above its rated capacity on a grate

surface which has been cut down from 60 feet to 48 square feet. At
this new location the e.xpei't finds the boilers still giving satisfaction,

and proceeds to test the boiler with the car load of coal from the

other place. Within half an hour the engines stop for want of

steam, the fire is drawn and the grate surface restoi'ed to its original

60 square feet and the coal tried again, and now by careful firing

and frequent cleaning of fires enough steam is raised to keep the en-

gine running, and the test shows that this boiler, which had a I'ecord

of developing 50 per cent, above its rated power with contracted

grate surface, develops 15 per cent, below its rated power with the

enlarged grate sui-face. Tiie problem is now solved, and the expert

reports that for this peculiar coal the standard proportions of heat-

ing to grate surface must not be followed. To secure the best re-

sults the grate surface should be at least double, and the coal burn

slowly to prevent its clinkering and to provide abundant chance for

the air to get througli the grates to burn the coal. Mill owner who
complained of his 240 pounds horse-power boiler is enlarging liis mill

and orders 400 more horse-power of boilers on the same type on a

guarantee of their giving satisfaction. The new boilers are built in

precisely the same way as the old, but the grate surface is made
larger, and entire satisfaction results. In this case also the horse-

power refers to the amount of \vork which can be got out of a

boiler and not to the amount of coal burned, to produce tliat work;

the coal in fact was so cheap, that it was a matter of trifling im-

portance how much coal was used compared to tlie damage which

resulted in frequent stoppages of the mill for want of steam.

Cask D.—Mill owner wants about 400 horsc-])Ower of boilers;

what's the price? Answer, $7,500. Why, that is exactly double

the price for wliich I can get them of the same type that I am
now using. Salesman investigates, finds that he is using two fine

boilers each of 400 square feet of lieating surface and four of them

would easil}' pi-oduce 400 horse-power, and mill owner is nearly cor-

rect in saying he can get them at half the price of the others. The
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salesman says no doubt you are getting 400 horse-power out of these

boilers of yours, but tliey ought not to be rated at over 50 horse-

power each, or 200 horse-power. Now, if my employers would allow

me to sell you our boilers and set them the same as yours are set

with a grate surface equal to j^ of the heating surface 1 would sell

you one of our 200 horse-power boilers and guarantee to develop

400 horse-power with it, but my employers insist on giving 12 square

feet of heating surface for each horse-power, and give only 1 square

foot of grate surface for ev^ery 40 of heating surface. By this means

their boilers may come higher in first cost per horse-power actually

developed, but it pays the purchaser in the long-run to buy

them, in the saving of fuel which they accomplish. The result of

the talk is that the new boilers are purchased at the price named

and they are then tested. The test shows that they develop 500

horse-poM'er, or one horse-power from every nine and a half

square feet of heating surface : the old boilers are then tested

and found to develop 400 horse-power, or a horse-power for

every four square feet of heating surface. Thus the new boilers

filled tlieir guarantee and do twenty-five per cent, better, while the

old boilers do one hundred per cent, better than their rating. Thus

far the question of fuel consum])tion has not been mentioned, simply

because it has nothing to do with the horse-power question. But

for commercial reasons and to show the mill owner that he liad bet-

ter pay $19 a horse-power for the new boilers, rather than $10 a

horse-power for the old ones, the fuel consumption is figured up

showing the saving of thirty -five per cent, of fuel in favor of the

new boilers, or enough to pay their whole cost in eighteen months,

the works running night and day.

Case E.—Mill owner buys the boiler rated 150 horse-power.

Shortly afterward reports it is not more than 100, Expert goes

to investigate, and while approaching the boiler-house, in company

with the superintendent, says :
" 1 see one cause of that trouble be-

fore I get into the boiler-house; your cliimney is not large enough."

" "Wliy didn't your people tell us that when we bought the boiler?"

"We had nothing to do with your chimney, we only sold you

the boiler, and you put it to work at an old chimney which was

too small for it." Tests were made, and the boiler shown to be devel-

oping about no horse-power. The coal was anthracite pea, rather

dirty and very wet, as it was exposed to heavy rain out-doors.

A steam jet was put in the chimney temporarily and the power

developed rose at once to about loO horse-power. The grates were
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then cleaned and anthracite egg coal substituted, and burned

without the use of the steam jet. JSTearly 200 horse-power Avas

developed. The steam jet was then put on and tlie power raised

to over 250 horse powei-. In this case the whole question was,

whether the boiler would give the horse-power for which it was

sold, the question of fuel economy was not considered at all. The
result was entirely satisfactory to the purchaser. He built a new
chimney, and there has been no complaint since.

Case F.—Another 150 horse-power boiler, mill owner reports

does not furnish steam enough to run the mill. How much coal

are you using, he is asked. Not using coal at all, using shavings

and refuse lumber. I supposed the old boiler 1 had to be of smaller

capacity than yours, and had no trouble with it, and yours cannot

be the horse-power it was sold for. Expert sent and finds a con-

tracted flue between the boiler and chimney, secondly a hood over

the cJiimney, which acted as an obstruction to the draft, rather

than a help to it, and, thirdly, that the furnace under the boiler was

not of sufficient size for burning the shavings properl}', recommends
change of these three faults in the order named. The contracted

flue is enlarged and the hood taken off of the chimney, and satis-

factory results ensue without making any change in the furnace.

Here, again, the question of fuel economy had nothing to do with

the problem ; in fact, the fuel consumption was of no importance

whatever. The character of the furnace under the boiler was such

that the shavings were being distilled, and converted into gas

and sent up the chimney in that form rather than being properly

burned, so that the fuel consumption, under conditions of proper

draft which thoroughly burned the fuel, might be even less than

under poor draft which merely distilled the shavings into gas.

Case G.—Another boiler fed with shavings and i-eported not to

be developing its rated horse-power.

Expert finds that the blower carrying the shavings into the

boiler furnace is so placed that it blows the shavings to the chim-

ney before they get a chance to burn ; the front of the boiler fur-

nace is cold while the chimney is red hot. A change in the direction

of the blower was the oidy one recommended. It was changed

so as to blow the shavings down to the floor of the funuice, and

cause them to rebound back into the furnace and burn there instead

of burning in the chimney; the result of the change was en-

tirely satisfactory, and the boiler was agreed to be furnishing more
than its rated power.
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Case II.—A hypothetical case. A party writes to four boiler

makers for s ecifications and estimates for a 100 horse-power

boiler, of their regular makes. The specifications submitted may
be tabulated for compai-ison as follows

:

""'^«'-
Sq. ft. Sq. ft. „ l^"""

,

,ting Grate ^^I'llf
*«

Price,

rating.
--^^^^^- Surface.

g^;^j,[«^_ ^^^^^^^^

M^i^--
b!;;i:;.^s

Price
Price

per sq. ft.

Heating
jf'^

100

100

•CO

100

1,500

1,200

1,200

1,000

87.5

30

40

40

40'to 1

40 to 1

cOtol
25 tol

iHl,500

1,260

1,320

1,200

ll.CO

1.05

1.10

1.20

$15.00

12.60

13.20

12.00

Would-be purchaser is puzzled, A's boiler costs the most, but

it is the cheapest per square foot of heating surface. D's costs

least, but it is the dearest per square foot of heating surface. B's and

C's boilers approximate to D's in cost, but to A's in cost per square

foot of heating surface, while they differ widely in extent of grate

surface. All the makers define a horse-power as a guaranteed

evaporation of 30 pounds of water per hour, but all say their boil-

ers will evaporate 25 or 50 per cent, more if driven. Would-be
purchaser has heard that the question of horse-power of boilers is

an unsettled one, and thinks he would like to see how the horse-

power of these four boilei'S compares when some scientific rule is

applied to it

He hears of two rules proposed, involving the rate of combustion

of fuel under the boiler, and presented before this Society.* These

are :

Rule 1.—II.P.= 35 pounds of water, from and at 212° F., when
the rate of combustion is not less than 10 pounds of ordinary coal

on each square foot of grate surface.

Rule 2.—II. P. = 40 pounds of water evaporated from and at

212° F., with a rate of combustion of not more than j^ pounds

of good ordinary coal per square foot of heating surface.

After learning further that one pound of "good ordinary coal"

will evaporate 9 pounds of water, he applies these two rules to the

specifications, with the following results :

According to Rule 1.

A's boiler, rated at 100 H. P., is not less than 96 H. P.

B's " " 100 " " 77

C's " " 100 " " 103

D's " " 100 " " 103

According to Rule 2.

Is not more than 150 H. P.

120

120

100

* Discussion of Report on a Standard Method of Conducting Steam Boiler

Trials, by Prof. W. P. Trowbridge. Trans. A. S. M. E., Vol. VI., pp. 319, 320.
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While he is cogitating over tliese cnrions results without getting

any clearer idea of the relative horse-power of the four boilers, A,

B, C, and D appear and urge their respective claims.

A is told, "Your boiler costs too much." A replies, "I am giving

jou more boiler than any of my rivals, 15 square feet of iieating

surface per horse-power. It is the cheapest per square foot of heat-

ing surface, and has the proper proportion of grate surface to give

you both capacity and economy. It is the most economical of fuel,

because it has the largest surface to absorb the heat.

13 is told, "If A's boiler is 100 horse-power, yours is not. You
don't give enough heating surface nor enough grate surface." B
then "runs dDwn " A's boiler, shows that a large portion of its

heating surface is badly placed and tiierefore inefficient ; that it

consists of small tabes closely placed together, which will soon get

covered with scale and cease to absorb heat. " A gives 40 square

feet of grate, to be sure, bat the gas passages are so contracted,

that his draft will be choked, and he caimot get any more coal

burned, and therefore any more horse-power out of his 40 square

feet cf grate surface than I can out of my 30.

C is also told that his boiler is smaller than A's, and he replies

as B did. Then he is told that his boiler is higher priced than B's.

Yes, but he don't give you as much grate surface, and therefore the

capacity of his boiler is limited. I can get 30 per cent, more horse

power out of my boiler than B can out of his.

D is told that his boiler is entirely too small for 100 horse-power

—onU' 10 square feet of heating surface per horse-power. " True,

but I place every square foot where it does good service, and I can

easily keep it all clean, so that it will do as much work as A's 15

square feet of heating surface per horse-powei'." " Well, your price

is too high—S1.20 per square foot of heating surface, while A's

price is only $1.00." " Certainly, for A's heating surface is onh^

small tubes, Mdiile mine is large tubes and shell, costing more to

build. I give yoa more grate, also, than A, and plenty of draft,

which A don't give, and therefore I can guarantee to develop 50

horse-power more than A can, in case you need to drive your boiler

at any time above its rating." "But your boiler will not be as

economical of fael as A's, because you have not enough surface to

absorb the heat." "Well, there may be 1 or 2 per cent, difference,

but what is that to you, when coal costs you so little, as you are

near a coal mine, and you will not need to drive your boiler over

TO or 8D horse-power over one-tenth of the time?" D's boiler is
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purchased, and is furnished with a large chimney. It is afterward

tested. Results, 20 pounds of coal burned per s:juare foot of grate

per hour, or 800 pounds per hour. Water evaporation only 6 pounds

per pound of coal= 4,800 pounds, or 160 horse-power, according to

the customary definition. As tlie rate of combustioti per square

foot of heating surface is j% pounds, or double the maximiim
allowed in Rule 2, that rule cannot be applied to the test, or if it is

applied on a '"pro rata" basis, the horse power might be called only

60. As the rate of combustion is double the minimuni of Rule 1,

that rule will apply, and the horse-power developed called 137.

Now^, shall this boiler be rated at 160, 60 or 137 horse-power?

Had we not better leave the rating to D himself, who calls it a 100

horse-power boiler, rather than to attempt to lay down a law for

him, which he would not follow if he could, and could not if he

would ?

These cases it is hoped are sufficient to show that the term horse-

power is properly used as a rate of work done, or as an approxi-

mate measure which is expected to be done for the purpose of

selling or advertising a boiler, and in either case the rate of com-

bustion, or the fuel consumed, is not an element of the problem.

In numerous cases of complaint concerning contracts foi- deliv-

ering boilers with which the writer has had experience during the

past three years, he does not remember a single case where the

term horse-power has had any relation to the fuel consumption,

and in most cases the use of the term in this way would have cre-

ated confusion of the worst kind. In many cases a contract for

selling boilers does contain a guarantee of fuel economy ; but that is

one thing and horse-power guarantee is another. In this case

the contract says, we agree to furnish you a 100 horse-power

boiler, the horse-power being defined as an evaporation of 30 pounds

of water per hour, and we further agree that when the boiler is

being run at a rate not exceeding 120 horse-power it will evaporate

9 pounds of water from and at 212° for each pound of anthra-

cite cg^ coal. In this case the duty of the boiler is considered a

separate matter from that of the power, just as was recognized by

John Bourne forty years ago.

Prof. TJiurston.—I am not quite sure whether this discussion is

on the horse-power unit for boilers, or the method of measuring the

power of boilers. When the matter of the unit of boiler power

came up in connection with the work of the committee on trials of

steam boilers, that committee could do no less than attack the latter
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question, so far as lay in tlieir province; but it did not lie within

their province to determine a metliod of conunercially rating boil-

ers. It was their duty only to find a standard method of testing

boilers, to determine efficiency and economy. In doing that, it was

necessai'y for them to find a n7iit of iiteastire, not a unit of the power

by which the boiler should be rated, but the power actually deliv-

ered through the boiler; it is not necessary for me to go over the

arguments pro and con. They were given very clearly, I think, in

the report of the committee. The fact is, that that committee had

no business, at that time, with the measuring of the capacity of

boilers, with a view to determine how they should be rated as sold

in the market. It seems to me to be evident at once that there are

two distinct matters to be considered ; first, what shall be the unit

by which boiler power shall be measured ? Secondly, under what
conditions may that unit be applied, in order that we may be able

to say that a boiler has a certain power, or has not a cei-tain power.

The first of these tasks—of determining the unit—fell within the

province of the committee. They could not carry out the work as-

signed them M'ithout performing it, and the result was practically

to say that, as we say 33,000 foot-pounds of work per minute, or

1,980,000 foot-pounds ])er hour, represent a horse-power for an en-

gine, so, substantially, 33,30J thermal units of energy in the form

of heat shall be the measure of a unit of boiler power, and those

were the figures at which, substantially, the committee arrived (33-

305), and they are in accord with Mr. Babcock on that point. They
took a number which was, substantially, the same as that previously

arrived at by the committee on steam boiler tests at the Centennial

Exhibition. I think the difference in the two problems has been

brought out in Mr. Kent's reply very well ; and if I may be al-

lowed to say so, without any attempt to bring up the humorous
side of the matter, I would say that, to attempt the process of meas-

urement which is proposed in the paper that has been read to-night,

is very much like attempting to provide that a steam engine shall

be measured up in units of 33,000 foot-pounds of energy delivered

per minute, tiie engine M'orking at 100 pounds of steam, cutting off

at one quarter stroke, non-condensing, piston speed 500 feet a min-

ute
; the steam itself to be, substantially, dry, and the management •

to be good; the engineer being always sober and never sleeping

on watch.

What remains to be done, undoubtedly, is to determine under

what conditions it is fair to apply the measurement and to deduce
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the rated power ; that did not come within tlie province of the

cotnnnttee ; but if the Society M^ere to choose to refer tlie new ques-

tion to that comniittee, I have no doubt they could settle it if it is

desirable to settle it. I have never made the motion to refer that

question to the committee on tests of boileis, simply because I do

not feel certain that it is desirable at present to give a delinite state-

ment of the conditions nnder which the unit now established shall

be applied. It M-ould be fair to add that a great deal which is stated

in the paper read to-night is indisputably exactly correct, and I pre-

sume every engineer present who is familiar with this subject will

agree with nineteen-twentieths of what is there stated.

Mr. Chas. E. Emery.—The feeling that a standard for the power

of boilers should also contain some provisions to secure reasonable

economy is entirely natural. Further thought on the subject will

show that it is as impossible to do this as it would be to provide that

the cost of the power in all steam engines should be the same, or

at least equal to a common standard. Even an uneconomical rotary

engine may be the best for a portable tire engine, in which it is

desirable to get as much power as possible with as little dead

weight. So also in respect to the boiler for a fire engine, economy

of fuel is not of the slightest consequence. Large power with

small weight is all that is required, as fires are of limited duration.

Similar considerations prevail to some extent in portable boilers

using waste products for fuel, and in steam yachts making short

trips, etc. Boilers used in fuel-producing districts also can be of

cheaper construction, and therefore be less proportioned for econo-

my than in other cases. Paramount to this, however, the mercan-

tile consideration comes in. Purchasers demand low prices, sellers

provide for them. It is the same with boilers as with engines, and

no formula can be made which will eliminate this part of the prob-

lem. The power of the boiler must be confined to its steam-pro-

ducing capacity. In order, however, that a given boiler may pro-

duce a given power under average circumstances, the report of the

committee on boiler tests states that " the boiler should be capable

of developing at least one-third more than its rated power to meet

emergencies at times when maximum economy is not the most im-

portant object to be attained." This covers the whole ground. Of

course this same boiler will develop ditterent powers with different

conditions of draft, and diiferent fuel, etc. ; but, in making a trial,

the boiler, if forced, with the particular height and size of chimney

in use when the trial is made, should be able to develop one-third
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more tliaii its rated power, and the actual power developed, as well

as that wiiic'li can be obtained with easy firing, can be readily ascer-

tained by comparing the results of trials by the standard given in

the report of the committee.

Mr. Samuel Webber.—I agree fully with Professors Trowbridge

and Richards as to the necessity of fixing some limiting point for

the rate of combustion as compared with the amount of heating

surface.

A large number of experiments, which I have made at different

times, to ascertain the relative economy of various forms of boilers

and different kinds of fuel in the production of steam, for such

purposes as bleaching, dyeing, and heating, have all gone to show

that a slow rate of combustion would convert the largest amount of

water into steam at a moderate pressure, say 30 pounds per inch;

but these experiments would also have shown a much larger quan-

tity of water than 30 pounds pei" horse-power.

If we assume what may be considered as fair average practice, an

evaporation of 8 pounds of water per pound of fuel, and a consump-

tion of 3.75 pounds of fuel per hour per horse-powei-, we reach this

figure of 30. pounds per hour per horse-power; but, to enable us to

make this assuinjjtion, we should know something about the area

of grate surface, and area, height and draught of chimney.

So far as I now see my way to any fixed term for the rating of

boilers, it is only to the simple one of 15 square feet of heating

surface per horse-power for a tubular boiler, of the ordinary under-

fired horizontal construction, which experience shows will develop

a horse-power of steam under fair working conditions.

These conditions, however, remain to be defined, and it seems to

me that the statement should include the area of grate fAirface, and

the rate of combustion per hour.

Without attempting to give the exact proportions, it seems to me
that a form somewhat like this is wanted :

1 horse-power of boiler to be — to 15 square feet of heating

surface, with a ratio to grate surface of 30 to 1, and a combustion

per hour of 6 pounds of coal per square foot of grate.

I merely throw out these suggestions for future consideration.
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CXCVII.

CRYSTALLIZATION OF WROUGHT IRON.

BY WILLIAM HILL, COLLINSVILLE, CONN.

The writer would present before the Society a specimen of

crystallization of wrought iron, which apparently took ]i]ace under

the influence of continued repetition of violent shocks. The

specimen exhibited is from the lower end of a hammer bar of a

T\\ 71. TIC^. 72. Tlt^ 73.

UT.'

Sellers 2,000 lb. steam hammer. The bar was originally made as

shown in Fig. 71, but after having been in use about five and a

half years one of the lips broke off at C, Fig. 71. The bar was

then cut off at A B, Fig. 71, and the head turned down to a size

IG
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uniform with that of tlio bar itself, as shown by Fig. 72. When
the head was turned down a small crack was observed at 1), Fig.

72. After turning off the head, a fjdse head in two halves Avas

made and put on, as shown by Figs. 73 and 74 (Fig. 74 is a hori-

zontal section through Fig. 73 at E F).

Tlie head was held in place by the ring L (Figs. 73 and 74),

which was shrunk on, causing the two parts of the head to grip the

bar tightly. A few months after the new head was put on, the

hammer bar suddenly broke atGH,Fig. 73, the same point where

Fig. 75.

the crack had been ])revionsly observed (D, Fig. 72). It will be

noticed that the break occurred at the i)oint where the original

forging Avas enlarged to make the head. At the time the break took

place the forging had been in use five years, nine months and ten

days, during Avhich time it had been in use night and day almost

continually, and had probably hammered about 13,500 tons of

200 lb. blooms, made from scrap iron.

By an inspection of the fracture reproduced in Fig. 75 by a

photographic process, it will be seen that the forging is more

ciystalline than pig iron. It is difficult to determine whether the
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forging was crystalline when made, or not, but it does not seem

possible that it couUl have stood constant nse for nearly six years

before breaking, if it had originall}- been in its present condition.

The specimen is brought before the Society that the mem-
bers may see in it a specimen which tends strongly to show that

wrought iron can crj'stallize while cold, under long-continued

repetition of shocks.

DISCUSSION.

Mr. Hatton.—I must confess complicity in the bringing of this

paper and sample fracture before the Society, because of a desire

to call out a discussion on the subject which it brings up.

I know of two theories or hypotheses about the structure of

irons and structural alloys. No doubt there are many modifi-

cations of both held by the members present, and it will add in-

terest to hear them and put them on record.

The first theory is that iron (both cast and wrought) is, to a de-

gree, of a colloid structure like jelly or glue or resin. The phe-

nomena which support this notion are those seen in the cold-flow

of metals, under pressure or rolling. Hot wrought iron, as drop

or die-forged, is obviously of this structure, and to hold that it re-

tains the same qualities when cold only necessitates that there

should be so much more force exerted to compel it to change its

shape. The theory is, perhaps, the extreme reaction from the

theory that a Mrought-iion rod was a fascicle or bundle of con-

tinuous fibers running from end to end of it. In building up a

crank or other forging on this theor}', the object of the designer

was to lay the fibers so as to have the strain come along their

length. The jelly theory represents the other extreme. It has to

be held, however, with limitations, for there must be time allowed

for change of shape, which will difi'er with each form of the metal

and the amount of change. The holders of this theory would ex-

plain the appearances on the fracture of this hammer-head by

saving that these facets were the cleavage planes produced by

shocks and compression, exactly as wax or lead under pressure

stratifies at right angles to the pressure on them.

The second theory or hypothesis is the one which I am more

inclined to hold, and may be called the crystalline theory. By
this notion, a bar is made up of ciystals of iron, interlacing and

overlapping on the ends, and made to grip each other by their

hold on their sides. When a bar is slowly broken by dii'ect ten-
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sion or flexure, these crystals stretch out so that on a ragged

fracture we see the light reflected from their sides and the fibrous

appearance is developed. Sudden fracture does not allow these

crystals to stretch (or the metal to flow), and so we see their ends

onl}', and the appearance of the break is called crystalline. High

carbon steels whose crystals will not stretcli without parting can-

not be brought to show a fibrous break. The reduction of area

at the point of fracture of a machine specimen is the result of the

drawing out of the crystals at that point by the strain. The ten-

sile strength of a bar is the hold which these crystals have upon

each other by their sides, and the greater the hammer treatment

or the " work " of the rolls in the reduction, the stronger will be

the bar, because the crystals, being fined in their grain, get a bet-

ter hold to resist pulling stress, and there are more of them per

square inch of area. Or, another view would be that the greater

work on the bar in hammer and rolls had elongated the crystals

more when hot so that they were more likely to resist further pull

when cold. This is confirmed by the fact that small sections are

stronger per square inch of section than larger ones. By this

theory, overheating of a bar, or heating without hammering, sim-

ply allows the elongated crystals to shorten back again to their

octahedral form ; the structure goes back more nearl}' to that of

cast iron, and has no greater strength. Similarly, cold hammering,

or hammering after the bar is cooled too far, tends to loosen the

hold Avhich the crystals have upon each other sidewise, and the

forging has checks on its surface, or is rotten under strain.

On this theory, vibration either lengthwise or transverse has a

tendency to loosen the hold of the crystals on each other. Each
crystal alternately pulled and relaxed tends to work on its neigh-

bors, exactly as they do in a piece of wire which is bent back-

wards and forwards for the purpose of breaking. This loosening

or disaggregating process Avill always start at a place where the

crystals are free at then- ends, as at an abrupt change of section

or a flaw in the iron, and the strength being gradually impaired by

this action, the bar suddenly breaks at a strain perhaps much below

what it was formerly able to withstand and has withstood when
new. The sudden break allows no drawing out of the crystals

which still hold and the fracture is called a crystalline fracture.

Or the fracture may be partly fibrous in appearance and partly

crystalline, because the break took place so as to admit of the

stretching of certain crystals, but not of all. I used to think that
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the relaxing of the sidewise hold of crystals on each other by

vibration, allowed the crystals to shorten back from the condition

of extension which the forge treatment had caused, and thus de-

velop the larger crystalline faces visible on the break. The diffi-

culty with that view is that it would require an increase of cross

sectional area at the fracture to have the crystals lose their de-

formation lengthwise, and so far as I know that enlargement has

not been observed. This enlargement would be called for by the

analogy of the reduction of area at the extension of bars under-

going test in a machine. In a section which shows large crystals,

as in the one before the Society, it seems necessary to hold that

the larger section of the bar admitted of relatively less mechani-

cal treatment to make a fine grain, and the slower cooling of the

large mass from its plastic state when at a welding heat favored

the formation of large crystals, as has been so universally ob-

served in castings. I confess it is difficult for me to accept the

bald theory that a bar can become crystalline in the solid by

passing from some different structure. I do not believe in the

fibrous structure of iron, unless he who uses that term means by

it what I do when I speak of the bar as made up of separate crys-

tals, which elongate under strain and fracture. There seems to

me to be great force in the position that true crystallization of a

substance can only take place from a state of either solution, fu-

sion or sublimation.

There is another series of phenomena, explicable in part at any

rate by this second theory. I refer to what has been called the

fatigue of metals under shock, blows and strain. It would seem

that nearly all the effects referred to by Colonel Webber and Pro-

fessor Egleston, in a discussion on the Physical Properties of

Metals and x\lloys,* can be explained by assuming that a blow, by

disturbing the initial arrangement of a crystalline structure, pro-

duces a change -which can be made manifest by etching. The

beginnings of fracture at "gag-marks," on a straightened rail,

would be but results to follow rationally from a local disaggrega-

tion of the crystals at that point where the pressure had come,

and vibration would do the rest on this theory. A gag or stamp

pressure would produce its disturbing effect for some distance

into the bar or rail, thus confirming previous observations in this

direction. It may be also that the complementary observations

of the restoration of their original properties to overstrained

* Transactions A. S. M. E., Vol. V,, page 154.
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metals, by giving them a prolonged rest, is to be explained by the

notion tliat rest gives the crystals of the body a chance to seize

each other again by the surfaces wbich vibration has separated,

and thus to get back their first tenacity, just as lead surfaces

attach themselves to each other.

I am aware that this discussion may be classed among specula-

tions necessitating what Tyndall calls " the scientific use of the

imagination." Nor do I suppose this crystalline theory, as so

stated above, is entirely new, but I have never seen it definitely

stated anywhere, nor has attention been called to how well it can

be made to agree with a great many observed facts. Besides the

confirmations above noted, it explains that unique and surprising

case where an alloy increased in diameter under light cold ham-

mering! The crystals becoming disaggi-egated necessarily re-

quired more room as they became less compacted. The spongy

center so often found in steel taps and reamers, resulting from the

fact that the round bar from which they are finished was worked

out under the hammer into an octagon, is a phenomenon of the

same class.

While primary reference is made in the above remarks to

wrought iron, the same principles, with the proper limilations, will

apply to steel and to some of the other metals and alloys, and it

would be useful to hear further opinions in this matter, and to

have suggestions made for tests confirmatory or to oppose to any

theory which has been or may be proposed.

B. H. Thurston.—The subject of Mr. Hill's paper is of very

great interest and of equal importance. The facts are among the

most common and familiar in engineering practice ; but the pre-

cise character of the change and the method of its occurrence are

not so well determined. I do not think that I can add anything

really new relating to the matter. It has been one that has attracted

my attention, as it has that of every one who lia% had much to

do, practically, with the handling of machinery subject to jar and

repeated strain. I am not at all sure that this is a real crystal-

lization, although some well-known writers and admitted au-

thorities so consider it. It may be a form of granulation, not

crystallization, due to repeated strains exceeding the elastic limit.

There is no question that, under some circumstances, iron

and steel can take on the crystalline condition. This is well

knowTi, and the kind of crystallization has been well settled.

Both iron and steel crystallize in the " cubical system " of the
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mineralogists, and in the related forms. This change from their

usual amorphous or fibrous condition may be brought about,

certainly, in either of two ways : by solution and slow deposition
;

or by heating up to the bright red heat, and holding that temper-
ature for considerable periods of time. It is in the former Avay

that the chemists, as Miller and others, have studied the morpho-
logical structure of these metals ; and it is in the latter way that

the crystallization observed by the engineer, and so often de-

stroying his best Avork in wrought iron, is very frequently pro-

duced. It is caused by the prolonged heating, at high temper-

ature, so generally needed in the building up of a large shaft, as for

a marine engine, by " fagoting ; " and such shafts, so made, are

seldom perfectly sound, in c(msequence of this action ; while, in

many cases, they are entirely ruined, and break on the trial trip.

The same is true of steel, when drawn down in such work. I ex-

amined the steel shaft of the Dolphin^ the United States steamer
recently made famous by the unfortunate misunderstanding

between Mr. Koach and the Navy Department, which has led

us to so strongly sympathize wdth that enterprising builder of

late. I found the section fractured, exhibiting most excellent

structure near the surface
; but it was very strongly crystalline,

apparently, near the center. It had, I judge, been too heavy a

job for the hammer available for forging it ; the crystals had been
produced while heating it, and had not been broken up in forging,

in consequence of the fact, I have no doubt, that the effect of the

blows could not reach the core. The tenacity of the outer part

of the shaft was evidently fully up to standard ; but the center

had lost its strength very greatly. Steel requires a heavier

hammer than iron, and I have little doubt that the same hammer
could make a shaft of iron for that boat which would be sound
and safe.

I received some years ago from the Navy Department some
beautiful specimens illustrating this action, and I remember that

I published illustrations of them, among other places, in my
" Text-book of the Materials of Construction." in the chapter on
"Conditions affecting Strength," and also in my " Materials of

Engineering," Vol. 2, " Iron and Steel," under the same heading.

One of these cases was the following : A hammer-head, made of

steel, for a blow-pipe set, Avas left to anneal in a furnace, over-

night, and presumably was at a red heat for hours. The next day,

when taken out and cooled off, a slight tap with a hammer, ac-
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cidentallj given, broke it, and it exhibited such a perfect and

beautiful crystallization, throughout the area fractured, that I had

it enlarged and engraved, under the microscope, for the Scientific

American, and also published it in the books to which I have just

referred. It was the most perfect and beautifully complete

crystallization, I think, that I ever saw. With these illustrations,

I published also several obtained by the now familiar process of

etching a cut surface to bring out the texture of the metal, as

done by Dr. Sorby.

Whether such crystallization can be produced by jar, as in the

action of the steam hammer upon its rod, illustrated in the paper

before us, I am not so sure ; although I have a strong impression

that it sometimes may. Where the stresses are insufficient to

carry the particles beyond the elastic range, I presume it cannot

occur ; and this seems to be indicated by the experiments of Fair-

bairn, and of Wohler and Spangenberg. They found that, within

a certain limit, milHons of changes of form produced no apparent

effect in change of structure ; while, beyond that limit, the number

of deformations required to produce rupture rapidly decreased as

their magnitude increased. What is the character of the fracture,

when such breakage takes place, is the question in dispute. The
fact of a change from the fibrous condition observed in the slow

fracture, by a single stress, at ordinary temperatures, of good

iron, to a different and either granular or crystalline fracture, is

one of the most familiar facts, as I have already said, in engi-

neering. But it is not settled whether such difference due to

method of fracture is granulation or crystallization. This is the

question still to be settled by properly conducted investigation.

The fact that the same difference is produced in a number of ways
is, perhaps, an evidence that it is granulation. If the same bar

has piece after piece broken off it, by different methods of fracture,

different kinds of breaks will be seen ; and it is easy to produce

one or another kind at will. If good fibrous iron is broken slowly,

it exhibits its characteristic fibrous structure ; if broken by a

sharp, quick blow, the fracture is of the other kind. If broken

at high or moderate temperature, the break may be perfectly

fibrous ; while, if broken at zero, in precisely the same way in

every other respect, the break will be like that of a stone or of a

casting.

But it is not of so much consequence, perhaps, what we shall

finally call this kind of fracture. The important fact is that it
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may be produced wherever or whenever iron or steel is not handled

aright, or properly proportioned to its work; the conditions pro-

ducing it are well understood, and the well-informed and pains-

taking engineer will never be troubled by this kind of break in

any ordinary situations. Some time ago, Mr. Wm. Metcalf stated

that he had found the best material for hammer-rods to be a

steel containing about 0.80 per cent, carbon. This corresponds

very closely with my own Avork in the determination of qualities

having maximum " elastic resilience," or shock-resisting power
within the elastic limit.

It is perfectly obvious that, in cases in which the piece must
necessarily meet with heavy blows, and especially with sharp,

quick blows, the quality to be sought in any metal to be adopted

in the construction is this of " elastic resilience." This quality is

possessed in highest degree by steel of the character Avhicli I have
just specified. The expedient to be adopted by the designing en-

gineer, in such cases, is so to design and proportion the machine,

of which this is a part, as to avoid, as far as possible, the pro-

duction of such destructive action in its operation, to reduce the

frequency and violence of shock to a minimum, to cause it to af-

fect the most resilient parts of the structure and to distribute the

stresses and strains, to dilute the shock, just as much as possible.

Prof. Egleston.—I have had some occasion to stnd)^ these phe-

nomena, and although this subject is somewhat obscure, perhaps

some of the results of the researches I have been able to make at

various times may throw some light upon it. We are very apt to

think of iron and steel as a homogeneous material. It is, how-

ever, anything but homogeneous. If a mass of metal is built up

of separate pieces and welded together, it is generally supposed

that the piece made will be a homogeneous mass resulting from

the welding by interpenetration of the different parts. I had oc-

casion in 18G8, as the civil member of the Board appointed by the

United States to examine into the use of iron for fortifications, to

make some of the investigations on the quality of the iron used in

conjunction with bi'ick and stone in the fortresses of the United

States, with a view to strengthening them.

We found, in examining weld surfaces, that in a square foot

there would not be one-third of it where there Avas any interpene-

tration. Over all the rest of the surface there was simply juxta-

position, with a thin coat of oxide of iron between. It is, I

believe, not generally understood that in welding by interpene-
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tration the most minute trace of oxide will prevent anything more
than juxtaposition of the surfaces. In order to make up my n>ind

exactly what was the effect of it, I liad prepared by the Inncrberger
Steel Works, of Austria, in the year 1873, a series of steel speci-

mens which were made by welding 24 ingots togethe]-. These
ingots were reduced by hammering to one-fourth of their original

size, and a section of the ingot so prepared Avas afterward polished.

It appeared perfectly homogeneous, yet every individual ingot, as

well as every deformation of tlie surface of each ingot, could be

distinctly seen when the polished surface was etched with weak
acid. Instead of being a homogeneous mass, it was simply a

bundle of individual ingots, each one perfectly preserved, with all

its good or bad qualities, without alteration except as to a little

change of shape. Yet such ingots were exhibited and received a

prize at the World's Fair at Vienna, in 1873, as the best samples
of homogeneous steel.

There is another cause of a lack of homogeneity which occurs in

many irons and steels, and that is blow-holes. I had occasion once
to examine some 12 or 15 pieces of steel which appeared to be per-

fectly homogeneous; but on examining them with the microscope,

I found them full of blow-holes, so regularlv an-anged around the

section of the piece in the order tliey were compelled to move by
the power exerted to force the bar into the shape into which it

was manufactured, tliat it had every appearance of a i-ather bad
quality of so-called fibrous iron. Yet the article passed current

as homogeneous steel. If one of such blow-holes should come to

the surface, no matter how minute it is, it will eventually propa-

gate itself through as a crack. I also found that whenever iron

which was supposed to be more or less homogeneous was sub-

mitted cold to shock, there was a tendency for the uncombined
carbon to combine with the iron. If this was continued long
enough, the crystals became large and the piece broke. When
lai-ge masses of iron and steel are kept liquid for some time, there

is a tendency for the metalloids contained in tlie iron to undergo
what we call liquation, and settle from top to bottom and from
sides to the center. It has been known for a long time that any
alloy which contains one or two metals will also liquate when kept

melted for any length of time. The components will separate

according to gravity. It has been recently discovered that, under
pressure, they will do the same cold. Tiiis phenomenon of liqua-

tion is all the more prominent as the mass of metal is larger. The
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assumption lins been ninde tliat small steel ingots will not liquate,

while large ingots always will. To test this matter, I had several

very small ingots made, and on analyzing the top and the bottom

of each ingot, I found they were not of the same composition nor

exactly of the same quality.

When liquid iron or steel used for castings which will weigh any-

where from 10 to 15, 25 or a 100 tons is cast, the liquation may
take ])lace to such an extent that there may be a difference of 0.25

per cent, in the carbon, Mdiich in some cases changes the metal

entirely. The metal of all very lai'ge castings should be stirred

before jiouriiig. If they are to be of great thickness they should

be made hollow and so cooled from both the inside and outside at

the same rate. If this stirring was not done in making tine gold

and silver, there would be a difference of several thousandths of

fineness between the top and bottom of the melt. In castings

generally, if the metal is cooled suddenly, the iron is white, and

w^e say that the carbon is combined. If the same iron is cooled

very slowly, it will be gray, and we say that part of the iron is

combined and part uncombined. This method of expression is

justified, because if a piece of hard white iron or tempered steel is

dissolved in nitric acid, there will be no residue. If a piece of gray

cast iron or untempered steel is treated in the same way, there will

be a residue of carbon remaining. The coinbinini>" of the carbon

means simply that a crystallization has taken place. The more a

uniformly fine-grained iron is shocked when cold, the larger the

crystalline faces become. These faces are sometimes so large

that a solution of continuity between the crystals takes place, and

the metal breaks. I have a steel rail which was broken on the North-

ern Hallway of France in 1872, where the fracture commenced

in the foot, ran up through the web, then ran five inches and a half

along the web, then horizontally along under the head, then through

the head. That crack started in a blow-hole, but the fracture was

caused by the crystallization produced by the constant shock of

the wheels of the train falling from the top of the end of one rail

to the rail below, or rising to the one above it, though the distance

was less than one-eighth of an inch. The force of the blow de-

pended, of course, on the weight on each wheel. When crystal-

lization is being caused by shock, owing to the combination of the

carbon, this tendency can be counteracted if the iron is treated be-

fore actual rupture takes place, either by heating or else by rest.*

* Trans. Am. Inst. Min. Engs., Vol. VIII., p. 398.
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Now supposing tliat an ingot which is a very large one is being made
(and I speak of this in this connection because it has recently hap-
pened in a large works in casting very large guns), and it is allowed
to remain for a considerable length of time in a liquid condition.

It was found in the special case to which I refer that the material

on the outside cooled, while the material on the inside did not cool.

There were consequently two sets of strains. The material was cold

on the outside, and could not liquate; it was more or less liquid on
the inside, and did liquate and become of a different composition

there from the outside. Besides this, there was a set of strains

on the outside different from those set up in the interior of the

ingot. At the same time there was a tendency to crystallization,

and the material was therefore not homogeneous. It is only neces-

sary to keep the metal liquid a certain length of time, when there

will be produced a double set of causes why that ingot should not

be strong. If a recently cast but solid ingot remain for some time
in its own heat—and this is the principal advaiitage derived from
the soaking pits—then the metal will become uniform inside and
out. This was the very reason why the large casting that I spoke
of failed, that it was not heat-soaked, that is, of uniform tempera-

ture inside and out. If such an unsoaked ingot is worked, a series

of strains is produced which tend to make the material crystalline

and the metal is consequently brittle. Xo large piece of steel

which has once been heated up should ever be allowed to get

entirely cold ; or if that cannot be prevented, it should be covered

with coal and made to cool so slowly that it will be annealed

throughout, that is, all parts will have cooled down alike, so that

there will be no internal strains. If in making any part of a

structure out of iron or steel, it has been necessary to bring any
part up to a welding or forging temperature, the whole piece

should be brought to the same temperature and slowly cooled, or,

in other words, annealed. If this had always been done there

would have been less loss of life and property from the giving

away of bridges.

I may say, in this connection, that I recently had occasion to

examine how much surface was in actual contact where a careful

shrinkage joint is made, and found it to be only about one-third

of it. In some cases it is much less. Many failures to make
and separate shrinkage-joints are owing to improper soaking of the

metals.

I have laid out and have commenced to make a number of in-
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vestigations on these subjects, some of wliieli I liad hoped to have

completed before this ; but in the multitude of my other duties,

the want of sufficient assistance and tlie vai-ious calls on my time

liave prevented my completing them. So far as 1 have been able

to complete them, however, they shoM^ that equal pressures, equal

temperature, and equal cooling are necessary in all parts of a large

ingot to make reliable steel, and that pressure, not shock, should

be used in producing their form. I have made a great many
analyses over a long period of time in the study of these phe-

nomena, and I am satisfied that jar is the great cause of fracture

in most cases where the ingot is solid to commence with, and is

caused by the combination of the carbon and the producing of

large crystalline faces which are hard and smooth, and slip on each

other with great ease, which is all the greater if the pieces have

varying internal strains, have been welded and not annealed, or if

the piece has been so woi'ked in the fire that the temperature

of the interior and exterior were not the same. The rupture will

be all the quicker if in addition to other causes a blow-hole ever so

minute comes to tlie surface. All of these are causes of subsequent

rupture.

Mr. Ilaiohins.—I would like to say a word in reference to some-

thing in Prof. Thurston's remarks on this subject, where he said

:

" If the same bar has piece after piece broken off it by different

methods of fracture, different kinds of break will be seen, and it is

easy to produce one or another kind at will. If good fibrous iron

is broken slowly, it exhibits its characteristic fibrous structure ; if

broken by a sharp, quick blow, the fracture is of the other kind. If

broken at high or moderate temperature, the break may be per-

fectly fibrous; while if broken at zero, in precisely the same way
in every other i-espect, the break will be like that of a stone or of a

casting.," I call to mind an experiment I made some years ago on

a bar. The fracture showed a decidedly fibrous texture, except at

a certain portion of it, perhaps occupying one-fourth of the area of

the fracture, where the fracture was distinctly crystalline and very

markedly so, and the limits of the crystalline portion were as dis-

tinctly marked as could be, and could be seen perfectly without any

magnifying-glass. It occurred to me that possibly this crystalline

portion would extend through the entire length of the bar; but I

found, after cutting and breaking the bar into short pieces in the

same manner that the first fractu7*e was made—namely, by nicking

them around with a blacksmith's cold chisel and breaking them
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over the anvil with a sledge— that at every place there was a dis-

tinctly different fracture. In some places it was wholly librous, in

other places of the mixed character, showing that this crystalline

texture did not run through the bar, but existed in it in pockets. It

was a rolled bar. This would go to show that the test given by

Prof. Thurston would not be a reliable one, because f)-oni the same

bar we would find different results under the same conditions, and

the variations shown in his experiments might conic from causes

other than the stated changes in the conditions under which the

fractures were made. I would like to say also, in reply to Mr.

Hutton's remarks, that he seems willing to upset the generally

accepted idea that rolled iron is generally and actually fibrous. I

think we should not throw aside that view of the matter too sud-

denly, if indeed at all. Probably most engineers present know
that, if a round rolled bar be turned and polished, and afterward

treated with acid, it will show the distinct fibers running length-

wise on the surface of the bar. Then again, if we take a j^late,

such as nail plate, where it is rolled very much more in one direction

than in the other, we all know that a narrow strip cut off crosswise

of the plate, will have very much less strength than if cut from the

plate in the direction of its length. So that I think we caimot

throw aside the fact that we do have a fibrous structure in such bars

that gives them a very decided value for strength in one direction

over that in another.

Mr. Durfee.—One of the greatest difficulties we have in consid-

ering a matter of this kind is this : the way in which a mass of

wrought iron is built up does not seem to be well understood, and

the difference of its structui-e from that of a homogeneous material

is not fully comprehended.

The term wrought iron is popularly supposed to designate a

metal; but it is really the name of a mechanical admixture which,

at its best, consists of clusters of crystals (which may be described

as compound crystals) of pure iron separated from each other, as

the result of the manipulative processes emjiloyed, by films or

threads of an unavoidable imjHirity, called "cinder." In the man-

ufacture of wrought iron, we first deprive the pig iron of carbon

and other impurities by the puddling process.

This process may be briefly descriL)ed as consisting of four dis-

tinct operations, viz. :

1st. The melting of the pig iron.

2d. 'The " boiling" of the melted metal in a bath of liquid cin-
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der (composed mainly of silicate of protoxide of iron) until the

iron begins to solidify in the form of small granules, or crystals,

wliich can be seen moving amid the boiling cinder, like white-hot

peas in a red-hot soup. When the iron begins thus to granulate,

or crystallize, it is said to be "coming to nature."

3d. The collection by the puddler of these granules, or crys-

tals, into distinct masses, which are called " balls ;
" these contain

much cinder.

4th. The " squeezing," or " liammering," of these balls, while

still at a welding heat, into more solid masses, which are called

" blooms." These contain much less cinder and other impuri-

ties than the balls, but are far from being uniform in structure.

The balls above named may be described as white-hot

sponges of iron saturated with liquid cinder, which fills all their

accidental and irregular cavities. "When the balls are ham-

mered or squeezed for the purpose of expelling this cinder, and

welding the granules or crystals of iron into a homogeneous

mass, the operation is never wholly successful ;
for the cinder, as

the metal cools, quickly assumes a pasty consistency, and flows

with difficulty, and all that portion of it inclosed in the interior

cavities of the ball is simply flattened out, or elongated. Hence

it will be seen that the bloom is composed of a compacted

mass of granules, or crystals of iron, separated from each other

by films of cinder of very irregular thickness.

When speaking of crystals of iron, I mean minute ultimate units

of that metal, which are bounded by well-defined planes, whose in-

tersections always form salient angles. A number of these crys-

tals may cohere and form an aggregation, having bounding planes

similar in their outline and relative arrangement to those of any

single crystal ; such aggregations vai-y in size, and are often re-

garded- as single crystals, and spoken of as such
;
just as we speak

of crystals of galena and calc-spar, when, as a matter of fact,

the ultimate crystal of each of these substances remains undiscov-

ered, and as undiscoverable as the ISTorth Pole.

These large, or compound crystals of wrought iron are, in them-

selves, practically homogeneous; that is to say, the ultimate crys-

tals of which they are composed are not se])arated and kept apart

by any foreign substance, but are as nearly as possible in actual

contact, as the law of cohesion, in obedience to which they are

formed, will admit.

Kow let us see how a bloom—which may, with propriety, be
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described as the crudest form of a mass of wrought iron—differs in

its structure from that of the homogeneous compound crystals of

whicli it is built up.

Such a mass of wrought iron is an aggregation of an indefinite

number of such compound crystals as have been described, sepa-

rated from each other by films or threads of cinder of varying thick-

ness
; but which, notwithstanding, are mutually attracted with a

greater or less degree of force, the minimum value of which is the

measure of the cohesive strength of the mass.

"When a properly heated bloom, or other similarly constituted

mass of wrought iron, is subjected to the action of hammers or

rolls, the contained cinder endeavors to escape from its entangling

alliance with the crystals of the iron, and in so doing each particle

thereof moves in the line of least resistance, which liue is always

located in a plane at right angles to the direction of the force acting

upon the metal ; that is to say, if the bloom is rolled or forged

into a rod or bar, the metal will be acted upon in two directions at

right angles with each other,^" and its individual compound crystals

will be compressed in directions normal to the exterior surfaces of

the bar, and at the same time elongated in the direction of its length,

thus forcing the ends of adjacent crystals towards each other, and
compelling the intervening cinder to move at right angles with the

axis of the bar, and unite with the films or threads of cinder whicli

have become established in parallel lines of least resistance along

the flanks of the crystals, and at right angles to the direction of the

force acting upon the bar.

rig. 133 is intended to illustrate on an exaggerated scale this

arrangement of elongated com-
li pound crystals of iron with in-

pjg, 133 tervening films or threads of

cinder, the light spaces repre-

senting the iron crystals and

the dark spaces the cinder, the

force of compression acting on

the bar in the direction of the arrow.

Fig. 134 illustrates a method of showing by experiment the

structural difference between a bar of wrought iron and one of

a homogeneous material, such as low steel. In this figure, let A
* In forging a bar it is the usual practice to turn it about its axis through an

angle of 90° between each blow, or series of blows ; and in rolling a bar, it is

usually turned through the same angle between each "pass" thi'cugh the rolls.
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be a vei'tical section of a cylinder provided with an accurately fitted

plun<i^er, P. The space 1> below this plunger y^ will suppose to

be 11 lied with bird shot, or preferably, fragments of lead of ir-

regular dimensions, having their surfaces covei'ed with

a coating of oxide of lead. If sufficient force is now
applied to the plunger P, the lead will be forced out

of the hole in the lower end of the cylinder in the

form of a rod, C, and every fragment of the lead will

have become more or less elongated, but will be pre-

vented from actual metallic contact with adjacent

fragments by a film or thread of oxide of lead.

In this experiment, the elongated fragments of lead

correspond to the elongated compound crystal of

wrought iron before named, and the oxide of lead

occupies the same ]-elative position in the I'od of lead,

as the cinder does in a bar of wrought iron. If now,

in place of the fragments of lead, we place in the

space B a solid mass of that metal, then, on applying adequate

pressure to the plunger F, there will be forced through the hole

in the bottom of the cylinder a rod of lead, whose structural differ-

ence from that of the former rod made from the oxide-covered

fragments, is closely allied to that subsisting between a bar of low

steel and one made of the cinder-coated compound crystals of

wrought iron.

The direct consequence of the elongation of the conqjound crys-

tals and the effort of the cinder to escape in the direction of least

resistance while the bloom is being forged or rolled as before de-

scribed, is the establishment of that structural aggregation in the

bar known as " Hber," which is one of the most conspicuous quali-

ties of wrought iron, and one not found in any other forin of ferru-

ginous materials. The forging or rolling of a bloom into a rod

or bar, involves, as before stated, the alternate operation of two

forces acting in planes at right angles to each other, and necessarily

results in the production of a "fibrous" or "stringy" arrangement

of the cinder and elongated coirqjound crystals, which together

constitute the bai-, and when any of these films or threads of cinder

are so large as to be visible to tlie unassisted eye, they are called

"sand seams" or " cinder cracks." If the compound crystals are

nearly pure iron, the bar can be readily bent cold without fracture,

and, if forcibly ])ulled asunder, its fibrous texture is at once evi-

dent to the eye ; but in case the compound crj'stals have chemi-

17
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cally combined with them some substance—sucli as phosphorus or

silicon—which teiKls to diminish the cohesive attraction between

the ultimate crystals of which they are composed, as well as the

mutual attraction of the compound crystals for each other, then the

bar cannot be easily bent cold without rupture, and is said to have

a " crystalline fracture ; " but, notwithstanding this appearance, the

mechanical structure of the bar is the same as before; that is to say,

the cinder and elongated compound crystals are still arranged in

lines parallel with the axis of the bar, though it is quite probable

that the length of the compound crystals may be much less than

those in a bar such as the one first described.

Whenever a bloom is subjected to a force of compression

which always acts perpendicular to the same plane—as is the case

when it is rolled into a sheet or plate—the compound crystals and.

accompanying cinder are each flattened and extended parallel with

that plane; and the resulting sheet or plate has more of a lami-

nated than a fibrous structure ; being built up of a number of

leaves or strata of iron separated from each other by films of cin-

der; which, if at any point unduly thick, cause defects in the plate

that are called "blisters."

We now come to a question which has been asked many
times, and which is in effect repeated by the paper before us, viz.:

Can a bar of wrought iron which is originally of a pronounced

fibrous structure, be ruptured so as to exhibit a crystalline frac-

ture ?

I answer yes ; in two ways, viz.

:

1st. By a sudden application of a force of extension ; commonly

called a " jeik."

2d. By a prolonged repetition of a force of compression ; some-

times called a "jar."

The first method of rupture has already been well described by

Prof. Ilutton. Briefly, it may be said to consist of a transverse

division of the compound crystals of the bar, as distinguished from

a sliding of their interlocking flanks upon each other, as is the case

when the rupture presents a fibrous appeai-ance. I have often seen

ci'ystalline fractures produced in truly fibrous iron. In the manu-

facture of iron rails (now a nearly extinct industry) it was always

considered desirablethat they should be of a hard and crystalline text-

ure as to their tops or " heads," but soft and fibrous in their bottoms

or "flanges ;" but, however perfectly this distribution of metal was

made, it was always possible to break such a rail so as to show a
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crystalline fracture in its flange; this was accomplished by mak-
ing a slight nick across the flange and placing the rail (flange

down) in the straightening press on suj~>p()rts placed a short dis-

tance on either side of tiie nick, and then putting in the gag
" //^at'?/," just over it; the result was almost always a crystalline

fracture in the flange ;—in short, the elongated compound crystals

were " jerked " asunder. But, if the points supporting the rail

were placed further apart, and the rail has an opportunity to jield

slightly between them, then, if the gag Avas put in "Z/^//^" a

number of times in succession, the fracture of the flange would be

sure to exhibit a flbrous texture ; due to the fact that sufficient

time had been given to break up the films of cinder along the

flanks of the compound crystals and destroy their transverse cohe-

sion, thus i)erniitting them to slide apart and exhibit the appearance

of disrupted flbei'S.

The section of a hammer bar before us is a good illustration of

the second method of producing a crystalline fracture in fibrous

iron, as it is the result of repeated action of a percussive force of

compression.

As has been before stated, there exists in a bar of fibrous iron

films of cinder, between the ends of its elongated ccm.pound crystals

(as shown exaggerated in Fig. 133). These cannot, from the nature

of their formative process, possibly be of uniform thickness, which,

considered in connection with the fact that the greatest force of

the percussive action per unit of area of any cross section of the

hammer bar, is exerted upon a section made by a plane cutting the

bar at right angles immediately above its head A B (Fig. 71), jus-

tifies the conclusion that at or near this plane fracture would be

most likely to occur. It is also evident that the percussive action

of the hammer would have more destructive eiiect upon thick than

upon thin films of cinder, while at the same time the foi'ce of cohe-

sion between the ends of adjacent compound crystals will be

diminished in some inversj proportion to the thickness of the film

of cinder between them. It therefore seems exceedinglj' probable

that the fracture due to the continued percussion will take place

in the plane above named, or in one very near to it, in Avhich the

cinder films chance to be of greater thickness. The particular

point in the circumference of such a hammer bar where the immi-

nent fracture first appears, is often determined by the manual pe-

culiarity of the ''hammer-man ;" a left-handed man will incline to

throw his work to the left, and a man who is right-handed will be
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Fig. 135

likely to use the ri^^lit side of the anvil more tlian the left, in which

ease, as is evinced by Fig. 135, tlie work, B, will tend to produce a

tensile strain at the point G, and therefore we
should expect the initial • manifestation of the

fracture to be found at that point, and that it

would gradually extend toward H, until, as a

consequence of continned percussive compression,

the bar was "jarred" asunder; the separation

taking place through the films of cinder between

the ends of the elongated compound crystals of

the bar, thus exposing these ends and exhibiting

what is called a crystalline fracture, as in the ease

nnder consideration. As long as workmen are

rio-ht and left-handed there will V>e more or less

of this one-sided work done ; and, in fact, certain

kinds of work demanded of steam-hammers neces-

sarily involve this objectionable feature. I have

in mind a hammer (having a bar similar to but

much larger than the one described) which

was used for "punching'' and "bicking" tire

blooms, at which all of the "bicking" was done on the right

side of the anvil, and, after some years' use, a crack manifested it-

self on the left side of the bar in exactly the same relative position

as that at D (Fig. 72) in the bar under consideration.

M7\ Sanderson.—It is about two years ago that I inspected a

laro-e number of iron axles. The effect of concussion was a little

different on the iron from the direct blow of the piston-rod on the

hammer. 1 frequently carried a test after I had fulfilled the

requirements called for by specification to the breakirg point.

Before commencing I tried to follow up a plan to find out some-

thino- about the crvstalline nature of iron. I found invariably under

the points where the blow had been struck, a thin bar of bright

crystalline iron about one-eighth of an inch thick ;
underneath that

was a thin layer of granular iron, and underneath that was every

kind of iron under the sun. I had hoped to find that in bending

axles up and down sometimes as much as 13 inches, that the center

of the axle would remain fibrous, and that the outside would be

changed. But it didn't follow out my idea at all. Prof. Thurston,

in his discussion, says such crystals can be produced by jar. I am

not 60 sure of that. I think the matter of rest was mentioned in

the secretaiy's discussion. The question came up once as to
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whether the axle, which got very warm after 22 blows, would stand

the test as well if it was allowed to cool o£E. 1 had two axles run-

ning exactly the same way which broke at the 24th or 25th blow;

the thii'd one I stopped at the 22d, and let it cool off. At the next

blow after cooling it flew apart like broken crockery. The second

axle, after receiving 24 or 25 blows, had a certain amount of gran-

ular fracture, mixed irregularly with crystals. This third axle

was purely crystalline. It was pi'obably an hour and a half cool-

ing off', yet it stood 22 blows before it broke.

The President. —Did you ever make the experiment of anneal-

ing the axle under the process of testing it in this way ?

Mr. Sanderson.— iSTo, sir ; I intended to do that after I went

back, but I was changed off to other work.

Mr. Harrison.—I would like to ask where that ingot was cast

which was referred to by Prof. Egleston.

Prof. EyJeston.—I do not care to say, because it was a failure.

Ko publication of the matter has been made.

Mr. Win. O. Wehber.—1 would like to confirm what Mr, San-

derson has said about the matter of rest after dropping axles. I

made a great manj' experiments some four or live years ago test-

ing axles in that manner, and found that, invariahly after letting

the axle cool qf\ after a dozen or more drops, it would break on

the first blow ; that is, with iron axles. But on steel axles, of

which I tried a great many, I found it made no difference
;

at least I never could break one on the first two or three blows

after letting the axle get entirely cooled off.

The President.— I, look upon this question as being one of very

great importance to mechanical engineers, and it involves in it

some other questions which are of equal importance, and to which

the mechanical engineers of this country will have to give their

attention very soon. One of the questions growing out of this, is

the influence which will be exerted upon steel, cast in moulds or

ingots, by its being hammered. We have had some notable

instances of hanmiered steel shafts breaking, and I have noticed

references here, in which the fracture of steel structures has been

mentioned. It is important for the Society to investigate, and

ascertain, if possible, to what extent a steel casting or a steel

ingot will be improved or damaged by its being afterward heated

and hammered. There are certaiidy some curious things which

have happened in connection with this, and it is a very important

question, because some of our largest structures are now made of
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steel castings, or steel ingots. Personally, I am inclined to think

(perliaps it is a very bold thing to say), that we have had no
instance in this country -svhere a first-class steel casting has been

benefited—I mean in a large structure, of course—by its being

afterward hammered. There is something very peculiar in the

behavior of steel in this respect, as compared with wrought iron.

There is a tendency, as is known to every one here, in hammering
any metal, to produce a flow of the metal on the outside first.

This is particularly time of steel as compared with wrought iron.

Every blow which is struck upon a steel bar seems to move the

outside of it most, no matter whether it is a large bar or a small

one. This will occur to many of you who have undertaken to

sharpen a cold chisel ; after you have hammered it down it is often

cupped on the end, and you have to cut the point off. One would

suppose tliat an article as thin as a cold chisel, that the penetration

of the blow would drive the center along with the outside, but

practice shows that the outside of a steel forging or bar will move
while the center remains stationary. Or, what is M'orse, in a

large bar, or shaft, it often does not remain stationary, but actually

pulls apart, as has been shown in many instances, when the forging

has been cut asunder, lengthwise, or has afterward been broken.

This is important for j-ou to consider now, and in the future,

whether we do not damage large masses of steel by undertaking

to hammer them on the outside, especially after they have been

allowed to become cold and a^rain reheated.

Mr. Durfee.—Your remark about steel drawing on the outside

calls to mind a fact which has unfortunately come to my notice on

several occasions. If a large, cold ingot is put into a furnace and

suddenly heated, it will expand much faster on its outside than at

and near its axis; and the resnlt will be a pulling apart of the center

of the ingot as at A, Fig. 136. This breach of central continuity

may in some cases have a dian)eter equal

to half that of the ingot.

An ingot thus internally fractured, if

hammered or rolled down to a smaller

pjg, 13g section, will have a cavity developed in

the center of its mass, as shown at B,

Fig. 130, and unless you are fortunate enough to work upon the

ingot until you discover the existence of this cavity, serious diffi-

culty may result from its use as a part of any mechanism. Many
of the so-called" blow-holes" which are discovered in broken steel
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forgings and shafting, etc., are only ca\'itles resulting as above

described from inij)roper heating of the ingot from which they

were made, and this accident which I have described occurs a great

deal oftener than people who forge iron and steel are disposed to

admit or even believe.

Pi'of. Eijleston.—The matter which has been just brought up by

the President is perhaps the most important matter in tlie whole

metallurg}' of steel. It wants a discussion of several days, and not

a discission confined to minutes. The first way in which the diffi-

culty can be gotten over is to have no center to your steel. Take

the center out ; then the structure would be a great deal stronger, and

have a great deal less dead weight. The other way is not to ham-

mer it ; and I may say here that in large masses hammering is cer-

tainly the worst thing to do. It would almost be better to sprinkle

sulphur over 3'our work, or do almost anything else to it than to

hammer it with very heavy hammers, particularity if in large masses

the outside and inside are not of the same tem])erature. If they

have been soaked, that is, allowed to remain in a furnace until both

the outside and the inside are at exactly the same temperature, then

perhaps they may be hammered with safety, but there will always be

danger in hammering. The difficulty may be overcome either by tak-

ing out the center or by pressing. There is in no human engineer-

ing a disposition of the material in any wa)' comparable to that

which is seen in a rye straw. Why not imitate it ? I have seen

a shaft 56 feet long with a hole 18 inches through the center

pressed up so true that when ^-^ of an inch was taken off the out-

side, it was read}' for use. The ingot was cast hollow, and it was

pressed out on a mandrel, and that is I think what will have to be

done with tfie large steel ingots in the very near future. I have

no hesitation about it. I am glad to sa}' that I have seen two or

three 80-ton hammers in the scrap heap. The abandonment of

the hammer and the use of the press for structural steel is what

I think we shall all have to come to.

I have recently had occasion to examine a forged crank pin,

made with great care from the best open hearth steel. It was

rough turned to 1G| inches. To ascertain its quality in the center

an inch and a half hole was bored through it. This hole revealed

such a Tiumber of" cracks and cavities that the hole was increased to

four inches, in the hopes of cutting them out. Defects of consider-

able size were still found. The pin was then sawn into, where

single horizontal cracks, 10 inches in diameter and g inch wide
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were found, and inclined ones 7A inches long, in M-hicli there were

cavities ^ an inch wide, to say nothing of defects of minor im-

portance. None of these conld have been revealed but for the

forethought of examining the center of the piece. If it had been

used without this examination it would liave produced great dis-

aster. If it had been cast hollow and forged on a mandrel thej

would never have occurred.*

With regard to fibrous iron, there is no such thing. It is an ap-

pearance, not a quality. Etching with acid does not prove the

fibrous structure, since all iron contains a considerable amount of

slag easily soluble in acids. This in a rolled bar will be dis-

tributed more or less uniformly in the direction in which the bar

has been rolled, and wlien acted on by acid will be eaten out in

more or less parallel layers from the outside. When the action is

continued, this appearance of parallelism disappears as it is onl}--

superficial. If the same iron is submitted in a tube to a current of

chlorine gas the whole of the iron will be dissolved out and a mass

of exactly the same shape as the iron will be left behind, which is

exceedingly light and porous, which is slag. If this is examined

it will be seen to have a sort of pseudo-laminated structure running

through its mass, which brings long strings of it to the outside of

the iron, giving the pseudo-fibrous appearance to the piece when it

is etched. It is the eating out of the slag which gives the fibrous

appearance. If the end of any fractured bar which has the pseudo-

fibrous structure is examined with a glass, each so-called fiber will

be seen to be the face of a crystal. It is the draM-ing out of the

ends of these crystals which produces the change of color in the

mass which gives the pseudo-fibrous appearance. If the surface

was highly magnified there would be no filjrous appearance. I

have had occasion elsewhere to call attention to another of

these metallurgical optical delusions,! and there are many of

them.

J//'. Kent.—In corroboration of what has been said by Prof.

Egleston, I would mention an instance told me by Mr. Zimmer-

mann, of Pittsburgh. He said that at one time he had occasion to

inspect a lot of steel for bridges, whicli was cast in small pieces,

which were hammered into smaller billets and rolled into a test

piece. The effect of the hammering of these billets was such as

to make all the difierence between acceptance and rejection. In

* School of Mines Quarterly, Vol. VI., p. 216.

f Trans. Am. Inst. Mining Engineers, Vol. XII., p. 385.
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regard to tlie stretcli of steel on the outside and breaking in the

middle, I have seen repeated instances of it in a certain lot of very

bad steel wliich was heated in a furnace and passed through cog-

ging rolls. It pulled apart in the middle and stretched on the out-

side, so that you could see daylight right through it. I have had

repeated instances of breaking in the middle without breaking the

edges in testing boiler plate in a testing-machine, in which the

strain was ap])lied by means of screws. Once in testing a piece of

round steel and measuring the stretch very carefully with an elec-

tric contact micrometer and plotting the results, I found a sudden

change in the readings of the micrometer. Continuing the tests I

found the modulus of elasticity was lower. I nuide the statement

then that the piece was broken in the center, although there was no

external evidence of the break. We discontinued the test, I think,

at midnight, and broke it the next day, and found plainly a flaw in

the middle of the fracture. I reported that test to the American

Institute of Mining Engineers some six years ago.

Ml'. San'dersoji.—I would like to mention one little thing more.

I noticed when testing mild steel axles that, after the iirst blow,

the deflection would decrease and the axle stiffen up, then give out

gradually until it broke. Now is any change going on in the axle

during that stiffening process? I would like some member to tell

me something about that if he can.

3Ir. Durfee.—There is one property of the structure of metals,

which has not been mentioned here, and that is the increase of

strength due to properly manipulating them. I have no doubt at

all that that observed increase of the tensile strength is caused in

the case of iron by the reduction of thickness of the fllm of cinder

which separates the particles of iron from each other, so that the

attraction of cohesion (whatever that may be) has less space to act

through. It is well to remember, when we talk about less space in a

matter of this kind, that we are dealing almost with the infinitesimal.

The President.—It is very well known that le-working wrought

iron, which means as far as possible the exclusion of the cinder

from it, or, in other words, its refinement, always adds to its tensile

strength. The question is whether, as Mr. Durfee suggests, this

cinder is attenuated more, and made much less in thickness in being

drawn, so that the fibers of the iron come closer together. Of

conrse it adds, as we all know, to the tensile strength of the ma-

terial. This also is a question, gentlemen, which is going to meet

3'ou in the near future.
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Mr. Stephen NicJiolson.—In connection with tliis subject of ham-

mering steel I have noticed, in the working of small pieces (say

from 2X2 inches and nnder), first, that steel may be hammered in

such a wa}' that, after a number of blows, ranging, perhaps, from

12 to more, it becomes so crystallized and brittle, as to break

entirely. Secondly, and in opposition to this, I have seen under a

liamraer a forger take a cold piece of steel and hammer it to white

heat, draw it out and shape it nicely, and the steel worked very

well—as well as when heated in the ordinary way. 1 mention these

as two directly opposite results obtained both from hammeiing.

I am sorry to say, Mr. President, that in your mention about the

sharpening of the cold chisel, I have observed, perhaps ever}^ da}'',

that the steel works very differently. Instead of forging out hol-

low, or cupping, it turns out rounded. I have observed, further,

that steel worked above a certain temperature, say, perhaps, a bright

red heat, will lengthen out and shape itself with a great deal of

ease, but that below that heat very poor results can be obtained in

changino; the dimensions of the steel. The surfaces can be made
flat or equalized, but very little effect can be had in forming or

drawing.

The President.—Those of you who have oliserved the action of

a lai'ge ingot or bloom under the hammer, will have seen, I think,

that it is nearly always cupped at the end. Perhaps in the particular

instance to which the gentleman alludes I am not correct.

Prof. Sweet.—I would like to remind the members of the fact

that the most of the Stubs' wire which we buy at the present time

is made by hammering rods of steel from an inch and a quarter

perhaps down to -^-^ of an inch, or less, cold, the rod being reduced

about -^-^ at eacli operation, and every reduction makes it stronger.

It seems to rne this is one argument which offsets the one that steel

is ruined by being hammered. My own impression is that you are

mistaken, Mr. President, about steel ingots always cupping at the

end. I believe that if the hammer is laro^e enouo-h in hammerino' an

ingot three or four inches in diameter, the ends of the ingot will

round out. They use that as a gauge to tell whether the hammer is as

larjje as it ouijht to be for a certain inj^ot or not. If the hammer
is too small the end is sure to be cupped.

Mr. Hill.—We make small steel ingots about 4 inches in diam-

eter. The)' are then hammered out under a steam hammer, and

the ends always round out.

Mr. Durfee.—Tliere is another article that is manufactured by
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cold lianimei-ino', and tliat is sewinij-maeliine needles. All sewins:-

niachine needles are now reduced from the wire. The wire is cut

off at a proper length, and put into a mechanism that subjects it to

a very rapid, but very light hammering, and the result is that the

metal is reduced in diameter and elongated, and the needle resulting

is really better than that made by the old system.

J/r. Stetson.—I wish to ask whether the Stubs' steel wire was

made in this country which was nuide by the hammering process?

I am led to believe that the Stubs' wire which is usually brought to

this country is drawn through draw-plaies, and I guess that the

Stubs' steel wire which is made in this country is made by hammer-
ing.

There is one set of men who never will be convei'ted to the idea

that iron does not gi-anulate, and those men are hammersniiths.

Wherever you fat^ten iron heads on the wooden helves of trip-ham-

mers, after a while the bolts will break and appear to be crystal-

lized, and that crystallization depends very much on the torsional

strain of the nut. I have two workmen, one of whom seems to

break the bolts every day, and the other not nearly as often. One
fastens them with a long wrench tight, and the other leaves them

as slack as possible, and this matter of the fatigue of the metal seems

to come in there in the bolt of the man who keeps that portion over-

strained. That set of men will always believe that iron does change

its nature from iibrous to crystalline structure.

Prof. Egleston.—We have been discussing the effects of hammer-

ing steel in lai-ge ingots when the temperature of the inside and

outside is not the same. The hammering of steel wire is a difi'erent

inattei'. It is done on small sizes at very great velocity of blow

all around the diameter of the wire, and has exactly the same effect

of compression as the draw plate. It gives and should give a close

grained and high quality of steel wire, much better than that which

is drawn, but this is a vei-y different thing from hammering a large

ingot the interior of which is at several temperatures, all of them

different from that of the outside. Such hammering weakens large

pieces of steel and leaves them with so many interior strains and

60 deteriorates the material that it cannot be depended on. All

large masses of steel, after they have been wrought up to a given

temperature shown by color on the outside, should be left so long

in tiie furnace that it will be certain that the heat is exactly the

same on the inside and outside, and then they may be properly

and safely worked.
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Mr. Ohcrlin Smith.—In dealing witli tin's question I think we

ought to consider whether these troubles would occur in large ingots

if the hammers used with them -were as large and heavy, in pro-

portion to the ingots, as are the hammers that pound out the little

bars of tool steel and the sewing-machine needles, leaving blow-

holes out of the question. Would these cracks in the interior be

started if these large hammers were immense enough to bear the

same proportion to the large ingots as the small hammers do to the

small bars.

3fr. Crouthers.—An experiment was made not a great while ago

which would seem to corroborate Prof. Egleston's idea. The test

which I speak of was made on a buggy-axle, the cross-section of

which was an inch. It was suspended between .centers, and 16

blows of a certain weight of drop broke it by reversing it each time

of its drop. The mate of this axle was taken and put through a

process of conversion. We coated tliat axle with a quarter of an

inch of steel, and instead of requiring 16 blows to break it, it

required 21. We welded the first axle together again, and covered

it with another coat of steel an eighth of an inch thick. That we

hardened as hard as fire and water could make it. That required

20 blows of the hammer to break it. We went through a series of

experiments of different kinds with railroad iron, and with a car

axle, with pieces of the commonest kind of iron we could pick out

anywhere, showing them to be a rank of crystals—a whole regiment

of them. By covering them with this process of steel covering, we

drove all those crystals out of existence. We coated them with a

coat of steel from a thirty-second of an inch to half an inch thick.

Each time we found less of the impurities in them. Dissatisfied

with the results there, we tried another brand, and got about the

same effect there, increasing the torsional strain 40 per cent, and

the tensile strain 60 per cent.; coating them and hardening them,

and then bending them into any shape we might desire, and still

they were hard enough to cut ordinary steel.

The President.—Please explain the mode of coating.

Mr. Crouthers.—I beg your pardon, but as yet I liave to decline.

I have also some cutter knives which were foi-ged, hai'dened and

tempered, and twisted after. If it is going to ruin steel to hammer

it, we will have to use iron. AVe can hammer iron, we know, and

improve it by hammering, and then turn I'ound and make steel of

it.

Mr. Harrison.—I would like to ask Mr. Durfee in regard to tlie
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hammering of those needles—whether it is done, with one opera-

tion, and also about the carbon.

2lr. Durfee.—I have seen great quantities of it done ; the reduc-

tion is a gradual one. The end of the wire is inserted between

dies having conical cavities in their faces, and gradually travels in,

and as it goes, the metal is gradually reduced. It is left with a per-

fectly smooth polished surface.

J//'. Harrison.—How hard is the steel \

Mr. Durfee.—I cannot say just what the percentage of carbon is.

Mr. Stephen Nicholson.—A gentleman inquired about the fine

American wire used in place of Stubs'. I have seen the wire made,

which probably ranks highest in the market. It was made by a

Pittsburgh firm, and is made under a similar process to that de-

scribed b}" Mr. Durfee. I think the same machines which are used

in making the needle are patented and used in both places. The

percentage of carbon which can be treated I do not think is

material. I have seen wire which was perhaps three-eighths of an

inch in diameter tapered from three-eighths down to a sixteenth of

an inch. Another sort of wire which in this country sells in place

of Stubs' wire is drawn, and so far as I have seen, it works equally

as well as that hammered, cold or otherwise. I do not think that

any of the fine wire sold to-day in America is made hot. It is all

finished cold.

Mr. Durfee.—This so-called crystallization of iron as the result

of prolonged use, I think is a mistake altogether. I think that

the crystals existed there just as we see them at the time the metal

was put into the form in which it was fractured.

A number of processions of these crystals were, by the processes

of manufacture, formed ])arallcl with the axis of the bai", raid these

were separated from each other by films or threads of cindei-, and

the individual compound crystals in each procession were likewise

separated by films of cinder; in other words, the bar had a struct-

ure similar to that resulting from the compression of the fragments

of oxide-covered lead befoi'e named.

Now, after a bar subjected to sudden "jerks" or the "jars" of

percussive compression has been shaken up, in some cross section

in it having a slightly thicker film of cinder between the ends of

adjacent crystals of iron, that film of cinder finally gets broken

up and the cohesion is destroyed, and the result is what we see

there in that fragment of a hammer bar. Those crystals existed

in that bar, I haven't the slightest doubt, when it was made, but
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they were separated from the rest of the bar ])y a fihn of cinder,

and the result of the shock was to break that up and so rupture

the bar.

In speaking of films of cinder I am talking of very thin sub-

stances, but I have no doubt but that these existed when the bar

was forged, and separated as I have snjiposed, the ends of the

elongated compound crystals, which are those we now see in the

fragment on the table.

The President.—Is it not true that iron crystallized in the man-

ner which you speak of may be made very much tougher by re-

heating ? If that is so, how do you account for it %

Mr. Durfee.—I account for it in this way, that in the original

heating and shaping of the forging its crystals had a comparatively

thick iilm of cinder between them, but when it is reworked those

crystals are di-iven^ up into closer order, some of the cinder is

expelled, and what remained is very much reduced in thickness

and the cohesive attraction between the crystals having less space

to act through, acts with augmented intensity.

Mr. Bayles.—Interesting and instructive as this discussion has

been, it seems to me to have touched very lightly and only inci-

dentally the question presented in the paper of Mr. Hill. The

facts to which he calls attention are interesting, but not surprising,

similar phenomena having been encountered in the experience of

every engineer who has carefully observed the behavior of iron

under various conditions of shock and stress. The fracture de-

scribed presents a crystalline appearance. Mr. Hill considers it

more distinctly crystalline than pig iron. The accuracy of this

comparison will, I think, be found to depend upon what kind of

pig iron is taken as the standard. The object of Mr. Hill's paper,

as I understand it, was to invite a discussion of the question

whether the shocks of use had produced in the metal structural

changes of the kind necessary for the transformation of libers into

crystals. My opinion on this subject was foi'med long ago, and

has since been strengtliened l)y observation and experiment.

Among the first questions which I was called upon to discuss

under conditions imposing a professional responsibility, was this

very question of the crystallization of wrought iron. While seek-

ing evidence on the subject I was invited by the manager of a

rolling mill in Pennsylvania to witness some (simple experiments,

and from these I learned a great deal. In the bhicksmith shop

attached to the mill a number of test pieces of high quality mer-
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chant bar were tested. These ])iec'es were niched and turned over

the horn of the anvil. They deveh)ped a fracture more like that

of seasoned hickory wood tlian anything else to which I can com-

pare it. The metal tore open with long, silky, fibrous fracture,

showing a quality as good as had ever been attained in iron

making up to that time. Six inches further along the same bar a

second nick was made, and, without any apparent difference in the

manner of striking it, the iron was broken short off, showing a

structure so apparently ci'ystalline that one might imagine it was

anytiiing but good wrought iron. I found upon investigation that

this was simply a blacksmith's trick, and that such results could be

produced at pleasure, the character of the fracture depending en-

tirely upon the manner in which the metal was struck after nicking.

At first I was somewhat skeptical on this point, deeming it prob-

able that the shocks and stresses of tearing the fiber apart in the

first test had produced certain structural changes M'hich accounted

for the appearance of the fracture occasioned in breaking it short

off. .
This, however, was disproved in a very few minutes, it being

as easy for the blacksmith to produce the crystalline fracture first

and fibrous fracture afterward, as to reverse the order. These

facts have been touched upon by some of the gentlemen who have

already spoken, but they do not seem to have given the fact that a

piece of new iron can show both a fibrous and crystalline structure

within a space of two oi" three inches, as much weight as it seems

to me entitled to as evidence with regard to the cold crystallization

of iron.

From such study of iron structures as I have had opportunity of

making, I have reached the conclusion that talking about the

crystallization of iron is much the same as talking about the

crystallization of sugar and salt. It cannot pass from the plastic to

the solid state in any other way than by crystallization. "Whatever

we may be able to do to it in the M'ay of sho}) manipulation, w'e

cannot give it a structure other than crystalline. In rolling iron

important structural changes are produced; crj^stals are more or

less distorted and are so displaced that they foru), with the aid of

the cindei-, what we commonl}^ call the fibrous structure. The

crystals remain, however, and 1 have never seen a piece of iron

polished and etched with weak acid in which a well-defined crys-

talline structure was not distinctly visible. If, therefore, we find

in iron w^hich is broken, an apparently crystalline sti"U(;ture, there

is no occasion for surprise. The question is not whether it has
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become ciystalHne as the result of shocks or stresses, but what

changes have been produced by these means which render the

metal more brittle than when first wrought into form. This is a

question quite separate and distinct from that presented at present

for discussion. No fact has ever been brought to my notice which

has seemed to me to warrant the conclusion that any crystals had

developed in cold iron which M^ere not there before it had cooled.
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CXCVIII.

EXPERIMENTS ON THE TRANSMISSION OF POWER
BY GEARING.

MADE BY MESSRS. WM. SELLERS & CO.

PRESiENTEU BY WILFRED LKWIi^, PIUI-ADEI.PHIA, PA.

The idea of determining by experiment the relative values of

different forms of gearing as measured by the economy with

which they transmitted power originated with Mr. J. Sellers

Bancroft in the spring of 1883, and soon after the following in-

vestigation was begun at his instance and carried out under his

dii'ection. The question implied was one of continual recurrence

upon which diverse opinions were found to exist, and these were

so frequently based upon general impressions or loose observa-

tions, in which some important fact or condition was wanting,

that the necessity was felt for more definite and reliable informa-

tion, as a guide in the construction of high class machinery. To
obtain this in such a manner as to leave no room for doubt, it

was proposed that the gearing itself should be made to bear

testimony, and the writer accordingly undertook to prepare the

design for an apparatus which should thoroughly test the effi-

ciency of the more common forms of gearing, namely, worm,

spiral and spur.

With what success our efforts were attended in the design and
execution, of the work will appear in the sequel, but at the outset

we imagined our apparatus to be well-nigh perfect and almost

incapable of showing anything but the truth.

The principal requirements in the problem presented, were

a dynamometer to measure the power received by the worm
or pinion shaft and a brake to measure the power delivered

to the wheel shaft. These two elements in their proper

relation to the gearing to be tested, constituted the appara-

tus shown in plan by Fig. 87, and in elevation by Figs. 88
and 89.

The chief difficulty in the perfection of the scheme lay in the
18
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constniction of a d3'namometer which should not have the errors

and defects common to such macliines.

We required in the fii"st place that it should be readable at any

time, with as much delicacy and precision as an ordinary pair of

scales, and, in the second place, that its own resistance should,

if possible, be eliminated from its readings, witliout the necessity

of making guess-work corrections.
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All experimental dynamometer similar to tlie one represented

was built at the suggestion of Mr. Bancroft, and tested witb en-

couragiug results ; but, instead of the universal joints, lie used

simply a straight shaft and depended upon its flexibility, and in-

stead of the frame hinged at A, two separate frames were used

and the shafts held at a fixed distance apart by means of links.

From a practical point of view, this might have been consid-

ered a success, but, theoretically, it was subject to an error arising

from the friction of the driven shaft in its bearings. When prop-

erly lubricated this fiiction Avould be small, but from carelessness

in oiling, it might well be worth considering, and the arrangement

shown in Fig. 87 was adopted as an improvement. Here it will

be seen that the frame which carries the driven wheel is sup-

ported by a flexible joint at the line of contact A, and again at B,

by portable platform scales.

From this construction it follows that no matter how great the

friction in the journals of the shaft C D may be, there will be iio

pressure at the point B, except what results from torsion in tlie

shaft D E.*

To demonstrate this point, let us imagine the driven wheel

firmly clamped to its frame, so that for all intents and purposes

it may be considered as part of the lever A B. Now it is evident

that a downward force acting on this lever at any point to the

right or left of A, will produce at B a reduction or increase of

pressure proportional to the distance of the force applied from A.

And it is likewise apparent, when a force acts directly in line

with A, that no portion of it can be communicated to B. When
this principle is clearly understood, it can readily be seen that

journal friction is nothing more than a partial clamping of the

wheel to its frame P. A thorough test of the accuracy of this

construction was made by attaching to the shaft C a brake in

connection with the frame A B. When the wheels were set in

motion this brake represented a magnified case of journal fric-

tion, and no matter how tightly it was drawn, the reading of the

scales remained unaltered.

As a still further refinement of this dynamometer, the attempt

was made to avoid the use of gear teeth altogether and drive

by the contact of flat-faced wheels, but the great pressure re-

quired to drive caused the journals to heat rapidly, and the idea

* This principle is the same which was used by Mr. Tatham in liis belt dj'ua

inonieter.
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was soon abandoned. Otherwise the method w^as satisfactory, and

the truth of the principle just demonstrated was repeatedly shown

by the fact that the reading of the scales could not be altered

by any change in the clamping pressure on these discs.

To measure the power transmitted it was important to know the

effective length of the lever arm A B, and this was carefully tested

in the following manner and found to agree with actual measurement.

The universal joints were disconnected, the driving pulley was

blocked and a weighted lever attached to the shaft C ; the scales

were then balanced, and the weight was moved out upon the lever

until the reading of the scales was increased by an amount equal

to the weight moved. The distance through which the weight

had to move was then taken to be the effective length of the lever

arm of the dynamometer.

The brake used to measure the power transmitted was designed

to maintain an approximately constant load of any desired

amount. It consisted of a drum or pulley encircled by a Napier

brake of rather novel construction, in which the load itself was

made to adjust automatically the tension on the strap. By this

means there were no extraneous forces involved and no corrections

to be made, and the error usually arisicg from the use of an auxil-

iary tightening lever was avoided.

By reference to the drawing it will be seen that, for any given

load suspended at the point M, the tension on the strap at L de-

pends upon the horizontal distance of M from K, and that the

moment of resistance is measured b}' the horizontal distance E, of

the point M from the center of the drum.

As a precaution against excessive heating during the progress

of experiments, this brake drum was provided with deep internal

flanges forming a trough through which water could be made to

pass by means of a siphon.

The gearing to be tested is represented on the drawing as a

worm and wheel, bu.t the housings which carry their journals are

adjustable, so that the brake shaft can be set obliquely to the

worm shaft for spiral gearing or parallel to it for spur gearing.

The worm box was made very large, to insure an abundance of

oil and dissipate as fast as possible the heat of friction. It also

acted as a reservoir for the lubrication of the journal and step-

bearings, and as a bath in which a thermometer could be kept to

note the temperature from time to time.

Power was received by a belt to the driving pulley fi'om an in-
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dependent engine, the speed of which was under the control of

the experimenter. In preparing for experiments, the shafts C D
and E F Avere set in line, or nearly so, and the edge of the block O

adjusted to be directly under the center of the drum shaft. Then,

with a known Aveight attached to the chain from M, the worm box

filled with lard oil and the apparatus set in motion, the experi-

ments were ready to begin.

By means of the nut L, the position of the weight was adjusted

until the graduated bar M N, resting upon O and M, was brought

to a horizontal position. Then the revolutions per minute were

counted, the temperature noted, and the reading of the dynamom-

eter observed, together with the distance E on the bar M N.

In commencing to make the experiments, several unexpected

difficulties were encountered, whieli for a time vitiated the results

to an unknown extent. The experiments thus affected, howcTer,

were afterward repeated so as to exclude any errors which might

have crept in unobserved.

At moderate speeds everything ran smoothly, but as the speed

was increased, the step bearing for the worm shaft began to give

trouble. This bearing was formed by the contact of two hardened

steel discs carefully ground, and although well lubricated by a

circulation of oil, the danger of cutting at high speed was to be

constantly apprehended.

The delay caused in this way was very annoying, and after a

number of futile efforts to lengthen the hfe of the bearing, the ex-

periment was finally made of introducing a loose washer of hard

brass between the hardened steel faces.

This remedy proved to be effectual, and no further evidence of

cutting at this point was detected for any combination of speed

and pressure.

The brake strap was also at first another source of annoyance.

It was made as shown by the drawing of a flat iron strap lined

with hard-wood blocks on end grain, and for a time it worked well,

although not quite as steadily and smoothly as could be desired.

There appeared to be considerable variation in the friction of

these blocks against the drum, and the weight suspended was in

consequence thrown into oscillations, which had to be checked be-

fore the distance R could be properly measured.

To check these oscillations it was sim|)ly necessary to press the

bar MN against its bearing, until they were absorbed by the fric-

tion thereby produced, and so long as a slight amount of oscilla-
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tion remained, it was considered as evidence that this friction did

not affect the mean radius to be determined. Still there were

variations in the amplitude of the vibrations which could not be

altogether controlled in this way, and for the purpose of impro\-

ing its action the brake strap was lubricated with a mixture of

tallow and oil, Avhich at once produced the most alarming results.

The load was thrown into the most violent agitation, and the ap-

paratus shaken in a manner which threatened to break it down.

For this strange phenomenon no satisfactory explanation could at

first be given. The apparatus was strengthened and braced in

various ways, sometimes with an improvement in its general work-

ing, but oftener without avail. The vibrations were at times very

violent, and again entirely absent under apparently the same con-

ditions. Sometimes they increased in Adolence with the speed,

and sometimes they diminished, and finally disappeared.

At or above a speed of 180 revolutions per minute of worm-

shaft which corresponded to a surface velocity of about 60 feet per

minute at brake surface, these vibrations seldom occurred; but as

the wheel slowed doAvn they would almost invariably appear be-

fore coming to a full stop. Once they occurred at a speed of 348

revolutions after the wheel had become hot enough to melt the

tallow, and their recurrence at this speed was prevented by keep-

ing the wheel cool with water.

At another time, when running at a speed of 70 revolutions

with the same load, the vibrations continued for several hours,

and were finall}' checked by allowing the wheel to waim up. The

speed was then reduced to 3 revolutions, at which it ran without

sliake or jar, but five minutes later, upon starling up, the vibra-

tions Avere as severe as ever and could not be made to disappear,

even at a speed of 70 revolutions.

The wooden blocks were then scraped and washed with benzine

to remove all grease, with, it was thought, some improvement,

although at slow speeds the vibrations still continued.

In general, it was found that slow speeds and heavy weights

had the greatest tendency to produce vibrations, and that the

heavier the load the greater the speed necessary to check them.

At slow speeds their amplitude was greatest and their number

the least, while as the speed increased they became shorter and

more rapid, producing a higher and higher tone until they finally

ceased.

The phenomena presented were so strangely contradictory that
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for a time they seemed to defy explanation, and seriously to

threaten the success of the undertaking.

The oul}' plausible theory upon which they could be accounted

for appeared to be, tliat the I'rictional surfaces were in an unstable

condition, caused by the difference between friction of rest and

friction of motion.

With most substances the friction of motion is less than the

friction of rest, and it was argued, that by reason of the friction

of rest, the brake strap would be carried beyond the point where

it belonged, to be in equilibrium with the friction of motion, and

wheu sliding occurred, it would fall back and grip the wheel with

such force as to stop all sliding and again produce friction of rest.

Having failed to secure a satisfactory brake surface of wood,

it was decided to try another material, and from the view of the

case just presented, leather suggested itself as the most suitable

substance, on account of its peculiar frictional properties, which

make it an exception to the general rule, that friction of motion

is less than friction of rest.

Accordiugly, each block of wood was covered with a leather face,

and all further difficulties of this kind were effectually checked.

During the long series of experiments which were afterward

made, a slight tremor was sometimes noticed when the wheel be-

came hot enough to dry up the leather, but at such times the

original condition was easily restored by the application of a

moderate amount of belt grease.

Too much of the lubricant was found to be injurious, and no

more was needed than could be absorbed by the leather. It was
also noticed, that on account of the increase in friction of the

leather over the wooden surface, the brake was more easily ad-

justed, and that the weight suspended fi'om it hung, in conse-

quence, farther from the center of the drum shaft.

It could hardly be expected that a weight suspended in this

manner from a rotating wheel would remain motionless, and very

naturally it was found that oscillations of gradually increasing

amplitude were to be constantly contended with. The disturbing

cause, however, was so slight that the friction produced on the

guide O, by a weight of one pound resting upon the graduated

bar M N, was found to be sufficient to reduce the variation in its

readings to -^ inch. The apparatus was now thought to be en-

tirely satisfactory and the experiments were begun anew.

The readings of the graduated bar were taken to the nearest
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one-sixteenth of an inch, and they were considered accurate within

that limit, which, in a radius of 14 inches, gives a probable eri'or

of less than .005. During the progress of au experiment this

radius was subject to gradual changes, which were generally ac-

companied by corresponding changes in the reading of the dyna-

mometer.

The readings of the graduated bar and dynamometer were,

however, always taken at the same instant, and as a matter of

possible importance the temperature of the oil in the worm box

was also recorded by a thermometer constantly immersed.

The dynamometer was sensitive to a variation of half a pound,

and the readings for average cases were probably taken within

.01 of their true amount, the error in observation being greater

for light loads and less for heavy ones.

It was not suspected until the experiments were about to be

concluded, tliat the dynamometer itself was liable to any error at

all, and it was then discovered, when too late, that it had a con-

stant error of about two per cent., which was either positive or

negative according to the alignment of the universal joints.

It will be explained further on how this error was detected and

the causes which produced it, but in view of the great variations

found in experiments made under similar conditions, it was not

thought necessary to attempt to make any correction. Indeed,

this could not have been done without a repetition of the whole

work, and the experiments are accordingly presented as subject

to an error of two per cent.

The probable errors in observation are not included, because it

is not to be supposed that the average of so large a number of ex-

periments could be much affected by errors in observation, unless

these errors were necessarily in one direction, as in the case just

cited.

The merits and defects of the apparatus have been thus re-

viewed at length, partly for their own intrinsic worth, but chiefly

as matters of the first importance to a clear appreciation of the

real value of the experiments.

It is intended to give not merely the bare results, but also the

facts upon which a judgment or criticism of them can be formed,

and this is our apology for what may seem like unnecessary de-

tail.

Having overcome the difficulties thus far enumerated the ex-

periments themselves were continued.
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Weights were suspended from the point M, ranging from 256 to

4.000 lbs., and the worm shaft was run under these loads at

speeds ranging from 3 to 880 revolutions per minute. A great

variety of conditions were thus obtained, and covered by about

800 experiments.

These conditions involved four variables, namely, speed, press-

ure, temperature, and state or nature of the rubbing surfaces.

The speed and pressure were the primary conditions adjusted

by the operator, and the temperature and state of surfaces were

secondary, and dependent upon the duration of the experiment as

well as upon their primaries. The importance of the latter vari-

able was not discovered until about half of the experiments were

completed, and then it could be judged of only by its effects.

The experiments have been divided into series, each represent-

ing a special set of gearing tested.

The first series was made upon a double-thread worm, 4-inch

diameter, gearing with a worm wheel of 39 teeth, ll-inch pitch,

the thrust of the worm being taken on its annular surface instead

of upon the step bearing used in other series. The remaining

series upon this form of gearing were made upon worms having

cast and cut teeth of single and double threads, all of the same
pitch and diameter, gearing with the same diameter of wheel.

Four series were made with spiral pinions 4-inch diameter,

l|-inch pitch, having respectively 1, 2, 4 and 6 teeth, gearing with

a spur wheel of 39 teeth, and one series with a spur pinion of 12

teeth, li-iucli pitch, gearing with the same wheel.

In every case the material used was cast iron, and to facilitate

comparisons the wheels and pinions were all made as near as

possible to the same dimensions.

From the great mass of data obtained in this way, it became

necessary to deduce some general conclusions by which the effi-

ciency of any system of gearing could be determiued.

The foundation for this work was taken to be the efficiency of

the apparatus used. This was computed for every experiment by

two persons independently, and their results were compared and

corrected by a third, so that the possibility of errors in calculation

should be reduced to a minimum.

The method of computation was very simple, but the labor in-

volved by so many experiments was very great. The efficiency of

the apparatus was in each case determined by dividing the

moment of tUe dynamometer into tlie moment of resistance.
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The moment of resistance was measured by the product of the

weight suspended at M into the distance R, phis an additional

amount for the moment of the brake itself, and the moment of the

d3'namometer was measured by the product of its record into the

distance AB times the ratio of the gearing used.

The efficiency was at once seen to depend principally upon the

speed, and within limits, the higher the speed the greater the effi-

ciency. But iliere were other disturbing elements including tem-

perature, pressui'e and state of surfaces, the combined effects of

which produced many exceptions to this general rule.

At very high speeds, the rubbing surfaces were more liable to

cut, and beyond certain points which could not be definitely de-

termined, the efficiency appeared to diminish.

In different cases, variations of temperature and pressure were

accompanied by such contradictory results that no generalizations

could be made concerning them.

As already stated, the condition of the rubbing surfaces could

be judged of only by its effect. At certain speeds and pressures

the efficiency would slowly increase to its maximum, while at

others it would suddenly diminish and indicate the destructive

action known as cutting.

Upon examination this destiuctive condition did not always

become apparent to the eye, and in some cases the apparatus was

taken apart and cleaned, without making any decided improve-

ment in efficiency, but it was finally discovered that in such cases

it was necessary to restore the surfaces to their best condition by
running for some time at a moderate speed and pressure. From
this it appeared that the order in which the experiments were

made, had an important bearing upon the results obtained, and it

also furnished a satisfactory explanation for the contradictory ap-

pearance of many experiments which were otherwise made under

apparently the same conditions.

Throughout one-half of these series no attention was paid to

the order of the experiments, their sequence being guided entire-

ly by convenience. The main object at first was to discover

the efficiencies corresponding to variations in speed, pressure

and temperature, and to determine a definite limit beyond

which the speed of worm gearing could not be carried to advan-

tage.

The injurious effects of high speeds upon succeeding experi-

ments was not at first noticed, and a number of series are thus
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intermixed with exceptional cases arising from this cause, while

iu others the destructive conditions appear to form a separate

group.

Having found the limiting speeds and pressures for worm gear-

ing, care was taken in the remaining series to avoid them as far

as possible, and by this means to secure some very good and har-

monious results.

In order to present the experiments in a convenient shape for

generalization and practical use, the attempt was made to tabu-

late them with reference to the speed as the most important vari-

able. But the tabular method proved to be inadequate, unwieldy,

and difficult of application to other cases, and in its place was
substituted a graphical method, by which the efficiency and at-

tendant conditions in each series could be seen in a much more

comprehensive and instructive manner.

The results of each series herewith presented have been care-

fully plotted to scale, making abscissas proportional to the loga-

rithms of the revolutions per minute and ordinates proportional

to the efficiency of the apparatus.

This peculiar method of constructing the abscissas was adopted

because it was seen that increments in efficiency were more nearly

proportional to the ratio of the speeds than to their actual dififer-

ences.

Different symbols are used to denote different pressures on

teeth, and each symbol is numbered to show the order in which

the experiments were made and the temperature of the oil in the

worm box.

These symbols are connected so as to form lines of efficiency

corresponding to the various pressures used, and the average of

all these lines is taken as the average for the whole series.

The first series of experiments graphically represented in Fig.

90 was made upon a double-thread worm 4 inches diameter, gear-

ing into a worm wheel of 39 teeth l|-inch pitch.

Tliere are 114 experiments which cover a range of speed from

3 to 790 revolutions per minute, and loads up to 4,000 lbs. upon

brake wheel.

The worm and wheel had jast teeth, and the thrust of the worm
was taken upon the worm itself instead of upon the shaft step, as

in the subsequent series.

Of these 114 experiments the first 38 have been omitted as pre-

paratory on account of difficulties already stated, and the diagram
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begins with experiment 39, when the leather higging on brake

strap was first used.

The first 62 experiments were made with tlie disc dynamome-
ter, and fi'om there on, gear wheels were used to diminish journal

friction.

The diagrams herewith presented give the essential results ob-

tained, and it will only be necessary in connection with them to

notice some ])eculiavities.

Considerable Tariatiou in the efficiency of the apparatus at any
given speed will be observed on all diagrams, but more especially

REVOLUTIONS PER MINUTE OF WORM..
6 7 8 9 10 12 15 20 30 40 50 60 70 90 00100 120 150 300 400 500 600700800 000

Fig. 90

upon those for worm gearing, where, as abeady stated, no atten-

tion was paid to the progressive order of the speeds and loads.

In Fig. 90 the bulk of tlie experiments were made between the

limits of 3 and 70 revolutions per minute, for, in order to obtain

the higher speeds it was necessary to make a change of pulleys,

and, fortunately, this was not done until the experiments on the

lower speeds were completed.

Between the limits just mentioned the general direction of the

lines of efficiency is strongly marked, and (he group forms a baud

of nearly uniform width, extending over about 10 per cent, of
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variatiou. At the liigher speeds the resiiUs are very much scat-

tered and give unmistakable evidence of cutting.

This series was unexpectedly brought to a close by the break-

ing of the worm teeth, which were found to have been entirely

gi'ound away. The wheel, however, was in good condition, the

wear having been just sufficient to polish the surface of the teeth.

The second series of experiments was made upon a single

thread cast worm and wheel, the thrust being taken on the step

at end of worm shaft. In this series, also, the experiments appear

to form themselves into separate groups, and the same phenome-

Fig. 91

non will be noticed on Eigs. 92, 93 and 98, and in all cases where

the destructive conditions depending upon speed, pressure and

temperature have not been carefully avoided.

So long as the condition of the rubbing surfaces is unimpaired,

the efficiency appears to increase with the speed, and even after

cutting has begun, the same general tendency will be observed,

although starting from a lower point on the diagram.

The principal object in this series was to determme the limitmg

speeds and pressures at which the worm could be run without

danger of cutting. These speeds were also found to depend upon
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the temperature and duration of the experiment, and they were,

consequentl}', not clearly defined ; but in general it was noticed

that at slow speeds the greatest efficiency was found under the

heaviest pressures, at moderate speeds under moderate pressures,

and at high speeds under light pressures. This seemed to point

toward a limiting product of speed and pressure, beyond which

the heat of friction became generated so rapidly as to impair the

condition of tlje surfaces in contact and produce catting.

The folloAviug table shows the conditions under which cutting

was found to take place within periods of ten minutes. In all

cases the precise time at which cutting occurred was marked by a

sudden rise in the reading of the dynamometer, and from the

reading at that time the final efficiencies were computed. In the

last experiment no cutting took place, as shown by the constant

efficiency of .677.

SPEEDS AND PRESSURES LIABLE TO PRODUCE CUTTING.

Velocitj-

of Sliding
Pressure

on
Teeth.

Temperature. Eppicienct.
Duration
of run iu
minutes.

Ft. lbs. per
min. consumed
in friction before

cutting be-
gan.

in ft. per
min.

Initial. Final.

140°

132=

150°

133°

167°

180°

166°

Initial.

.609

.607

.575

.594

.591

.639

.641

Final.

800

880

880

800

480

400

360

1785

1780

1205

448

2822

3481

4837

106°

118°

137°

118°

144°

170°

138°

.387

.462

.360

.445

.450

.415

.473

6

3

3

10

7

3

6

117,600

129,300

97,000

29,400

117,800

98,300

122,400

306 5558 163° 186° .677 .677 10 lO-.'.OOO

It appears from this table that the danger of cutting does not

depend entirely upon the amount of frictional work, and it is not

easy to understand Avhy this should be the case, but the fact

remains, and we are forced to conclude that very high speeds

should be avoided, even under light pressures, and that the best

working conditions are to be looked for at or below 300 revolu-

tions per minute, which corresponds to a surface velocity of slid-

ing of about 300 feet per minute. A great deal, of course, depends
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upon the rapidity witli which the heat of friction can be con-

ducted away.

For the apparatus used it was determined that when one horse-

power w-as consumed in friction, the worm box remained at a uni-

form temperature of about 50° above the surrounding air, and,

assuming the rate of cooling to be proportional to the difference

in temperature, it seems improbable that more than two horse-

power could be continuously consumed in friction without over-

heating the lubricant.

In plotting the diagrams care has been taken to exclude from
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the general result the worst and most evident cases of cutting,

such as those just given in the table.

The third series, represented in Fig. 92, was made on gearing

similar to that used in the first series, with the exception that the

thrust of the worm was taken upon the step at end of worm shaft

instead of upon the annular end of the worm itself. At the con-

clusion of this series the step bearing was found to be in good

condition, tlie rubbing surfaces having worn to an annular bear-

ing of, sa}' from one to three inches diameter.

The worm shaft and its bearing at large end, however, were
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badly cut, and, judging from the record of the experiments, the

cutting must have occurred near the middle of the series, thereby

reducing the efficiency of the latter half of the experiments, and

furnishing an explanation for the discrepancies between this and

the first series. In this series the limiting pressure for a speed

of 300 revolutions appeared to be about 4,500 lbs. for a run of five

minutes.

A pressure of 5,600 lbs. at a speed of 280 revolutions per minute

and temperature of 190° produced cutting in three minutes, but

whether on the teeth or in the journals it was never possible to

determine without taking the apparatus apart at the sacrifice

of considerable time. But this cutting would naturally be sup-

posed to take place sooner on the teeth where the intensity of

pressure was greater.

One more series, the 9th in order, represented in Fig. 98, com-

pletes the experiments upon worm gearing. This was made upon

a worm and wheel similar in every respect to those used in the

second series, except that the teeth were cut instead of being

cast. The speeds, however, were kept below the limits found by

previous experiments to produce cutting, and the temperatures

were consequently moderate, ranging from •48" to 116° in extreme

cases. In this way the rubbing surfaces were kept in good con-

dition throughout, and the results are altogether more satisfactory

than any yet recorded.

The break in the line of efficiency at the highest speeds is not

due in this series to their injurious effect, but to the fact that the

precaution of runuing the apparatus for some time before com-

mencing to note experiments was accidentally neglected.

It had been previously observed that under moderate speeds

and loads, the efficiency of the apparatus would continue to im-

prove until a maximum limit appeared to be reached, and, in

order to obtain observntions under the best working conditions,

a rule had become estabhshed not to begin noting down experi-

ments until after the apparatus had been warmed up once or

twice in running.

For all speeds below 100 revolutions, however, the curve shown

on Fig. 98 may be accepted as very near the truth, and, by com-

paring this with Fig. 91, it seems probable that with both sets of

gearing in their best working condition, these lines of efficiency

would practically coincide.

From the experiments made to determine the limiting speed
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aud pressure at which worm gearing can be run successfully, we
conclude that when the gearing is loaded to its working strength,

it is not safe to exceed a velocity of sliding of 300 feet per minute,

and that, in general, the best working conditions are obtained at

or about a velocity of 200 feet per minute. The experiments upon
spiral gearing begin with Fig. 93, which shows the efficiency of
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a one-toothed pinion gearing with a spur wheel of 39 teeth 1^-

inch pitch.

In these experiments, the shaft; G H was set around at an angle

of 6° 51', so that the teeth of the spur wheel should gear properly

with the pinion. The results obtained show a constant improve-

ment in the condition of the rubbing surfaces throughout the

series, and clearly indicate the necessity just mentioned, of run-

ning the apparatus for some time before taking observations.

Here the slow speeds were taken first before the teeth were worn

to a good bearing, while in the ninth series the circumstance?

19
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were reversed. In both series the condition of the surfaces un-

derwent considerable change, and the results are to that extent

not as saliisfactory as could be desired. Upon repeating some

experiments at the conclusion of this series, it was noticed that

the efficiency had improved nearly 10 per cent., and the broken

line on the diagram was drawn to show the probable position of

the curve, had the precautions alluded to been observed. Theo-

retically, the efficiency of the spiral gear should have been a trifle

better than that of worm, on account of a slight diminution in the

( 3 i f
'

f )10 1
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velocity of sliding, and had this series been repeated, it would un-

doubtedly have so appeared. The teeth used in this gearing were

accurately cut to cycloidal shapes, and in all cases their action

in rolling contact was practically perfect, while with the worm

gearing the shape was rather indefinite, presumably evolute, but

the patterns for the wheels were made by a cutter, like the worm

itself, and the two were necessarily obliged to fit.

The fifth series was made upon a spiral pinion of 4 teeth, with

the shaft G H set around at an angle of 28° 31'. In this, as well

as the following series of experiments upon spiral pinious, the
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apparatus was run at a moderate speed and load, until the rub-

bing surfaces were tliought to be in their best working condition,

before any records were taken, and as a result, the diagrams will

be found to be more definite and conclusive than anything here-

tofore shown. The speeds ran just high enough to sliow that the

limit had been nearly reached, but no well-defined case of cutting

occurred, and the experiments may be regarded as having been

taken under the best working conditions.

The sixth series was made upon a spiral pinion of 2 teeth, with

REVOLUTIONS PER MINUTE OF SPIRAL PINION.
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the shaft G H set around at an angle of 13° 49'. Here also the re-

sults obtained are remarkably progressive, and free fi'om all evi-

dence of cutting. A comparison with similar experiments upon

the double-thread worm shows a great gain in efficiency—which

cannot be credited entirely to the improved action of the gear

teeth, but which must also be accounted for by the fact that

destructive speeds were avoided, and that the apparatus was main-

tained throughout in good working condition.

The seventh series, upon a spiral pinion of G teeth, with the

shaft G H set at an angle of 45° 44', also gives very good results.
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and these three series, Figs. 94, 95, and 96, might be taken as a

basis upon which to determine the laws of friction for spiral gear-

ing in general.

To make a complete analysis of these results, it would be neces-

sary to eliminate the friction of worm shaft and drum shaft from

that of the teeth themselves, and determine the coefficient of fric-

tion for a number of different velocities of sliding.

An effort was made to do this by running these shafts under

known journal pressures, but the results obtained were of such an

indefinite and contradictory character that the task seemed hope-

- 3 i 5 6 -
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less, and it was not until after the completion of the eighth

series that a method was adopted by which the efficiency of any

set of gearing could be approximately determined. For practical

convenience the efficiency of the whole apparatus may be consid-

ered as equal to that of any other similar piece of gearing, and, as

a matter of fact, the relative dimensions of the various parts do

not differ a great deal from those used in these experiments.

The wheels might be larger or smaller, but the diameters of

spiral pinions and worms general!}' bear about tlie same relation

to their shafts, and it is in these parts that the principal work of
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friction is consumed. When the angle of a worm or pmion and

its speed are given, it should be possible, fi-om these experiment.,

to fix at once with tolerable accuracy the efficiency of the gearing

to which it belongs.
_

This can now be done for the angles experimented upon, but

we shall presently show how by the method aUuded to, the effi-

ciency mav be determined for any angle whatever.

The eighth series (Fig. 97) was made upon a cut spur pinion of

12 teeth li-inch pitch, with the shaft G H set parallel to the pinion

shaft. In "this series an error, already mentioned, was discovered

D(r\/oi ilTinN<^ PER MINUTE OF WORM
S=

c, 10 12 T% ^ 40 r/.r^ 70^000100120 ir̂ 200 3:K) 400 500mo7no.

in the readings of the dynamometer. The efficiencies, as calcu-

lated from the record of experiments, were in some cases found

to exceed 100 per cent., and these results were repeatedly con-

firmed by experiments.

Numerous efforts were made to locate the error without success,

until finally it was remembered that the accuracy of the instru-

ment was predicated upon the assumed flexibUity of the universal

ioints. It was also thought probable that however carefully ad-

justed the shafts F E and C D might be, they would no doubt be

somewhat out of line, and that consequently the universal joints
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would be forced to swivel slightly under pressure. Should the

error be due to this cause it was expected that bj moving the

shaft FE parallel to itself for a short distance to either side of

the center line of C D, the efficiency would appear to be alter-

nately above and below its true value by an amount due to the

stiifness of these joints.

The shaft E F was accordingly moved about 1 inch from the

center line in either direction and a number of experiments were

made in each position, the result of which showed a total varia-
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tion of about .04 in the average efficiencies as determined for each

position and speed.

For a speed of 20 revolutions the efficiency varied from .944 to

.993 according to the position of E F, and the true value was ac-

cordingly estimated at .908, the arithmetical mean. Similarly the

efficiencies at a speed of 80 revolutions, varied from .960 to 1.016,

giving .991 for the true value at this speed.

The eighth series, as plotted upon Fig. 97, represents the mean
of two sets of experiments conducted in this way, and the errors

due to the stiffness of the universal joints are consequently elimi-

nated. It should bo observed in regard to this error, that its
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actual amount is proportioual to the efficiency itself, or, in other

words, that the error is 2 per cent, of the efficiency and not a

actual difference of 2 per cent, more or less, and for this reason

it may bo said there was less necessity for its correction in any

other series than there was in this. An approximate analysis of

the loss in effect presents fewer difficulties in this series than in

any other, but still it is necessary to make certain hypothetical

assumptions which cannot as yet be substantiated. This loss in

effect may be considered as composed of three parts, the friction

of two journals and the intervening gear teeth.

If we assume the loss in each case to be proportional to the

product of the pressure and amount of sliding, we have the press-

ure on pinion shaft equal to the pressure on teeth, and the press-

ure on drum shaft about 50 per cent, greater, owing to the result-

ant from load suspended.

The amount of sliding per revolution of pinion shaft is about 7.5

on pinion shaft, 3 inches on teeth, and 3 inches on drum shaft, and

the product of these numbers times the pressure in each case gives

the relation of 7.5, 3, and 45, the sum of which is 15. Of this

total effect the friction of the gear teeth consumes .2.
^

Therefore, it appears on this assumption, that the principal loss

in effect with spur gearing is from journal friction.

The experiments which were made to determine the friction of

the worm shaft under various loads and speeds, showed for a

pressure of 800 pounds, coefficients ranging fi-om .15 at the start

to .006 at speeds between 110 and 240 revolutions per minute,

and for a pressure of 3,440 pounds, coefficients ranging fi'oui .12

at the start, to .033 at a speed of 240 revolutions per minute.

This irregularity under different loads made, as already observed,

so much difficulty in determining the loss in effect from journal

friction, that the attempt to eliminate it was at first abandoned,

but, after the completion of the eighth series it was thought that,

inasmuch as the principal loss was there due to this cause, this

series itself might be made the basis upon which to eliminate the

effect of journal friction in others.

We will therefore assume for this series that the loss in effect

fi-om journal fi-iction is .8 of the total amount of loss. The loss

from this source in other series has been roughly estimated to be

nearly the same, and proceeding from this stand-point we can find

the probable coethcients of friction for the pinions used in the

fifth, sixth, and seventh series.
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The efficiency of the apparatus, E, plus Z, tlie loss iu effect

from journal fiictiou gives the efficiency of the si)iral pinion and
its step. From this we can find the coefficient of friction by as-

suming the coefficient for step friction to be the same as for the

teeth themselves.

Let a = angular pitch of spiral pinion.

(p = coefficient of friction.

n = ratio of mean diameter of step to pitch diameter of

pinion = A.

Then it can readily be shown that

whence

F + L

9

1 + (1 ->r n) (p cot a

I - {E ^- L)

{E + L) {1 + n) cot a

(1)

(2)

From these formulae a number of coefficients have been calcu-

lated, and their values given in the following table, from which it

will be seen that the coefficients agree as closely as could be ex-

pected, and thereby indicate to a certain extent an harmonious
relation between the curves employed in their determination.

o c"
. o

E

8th
Series.

L E *

5th Series 6th Series 7th Series 5th Series 6th Series rth Series

4 Teeth. 2 Teeth. 6 Teeth. 4 Teeth. 2 Teeth. 6 Teeth.
>
<

3. .90 .OS .70 .59 .81 .105 .086 .094 .095

5 .92 .064 .73 .63 .83 .097 .078 .089 .088

10 .94 .048 .774 .685 .86 .081 .064 .076 .074

20 .956 .035 .817 .741 •89 .065 .050 .061 .059

50 .973 ,023 .876 .813 .93 .042 .035 .038 .038

100 .982 .014 .913 .«62 .955 .030 .025 .024 .026

300 .984 .013 .923 .892 .967 .026 .018 .015 .030

The discrepancies are really not so great as they appear when

we consider the variations in the experiments themselves, and the

practical impossibility of obtaining very accurate results.
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The average of these coefficients, it was thought, would repre-

sent, as nearly as possible, the best general results of the whole

course of experiments ; but upon still further comparison with the
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Fig. 99

best pai'ts of the other series, it was concluded that the sixth

series itself formed a better standard from which to deduce hypo-

thetical curves of efficiency for other pinions not included in the
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experiments. In this series the probable error in these coeffi-

cients was less than in either of the others, because the pinion

and step consumed a larger proportion of the total loss in effect,

and had the series upon the smgle tooth pinion been made with

equal care the error would have become still less.

We are well aware that the method just employed for the

determination of these coefficients is open to criticism, but when

judged by the character of the data with which we had to deal,

we believe it to be as refined as the conditions Avould permit, and

however faulty it may be in theory, it is ex-ident that by reversing

the process we can reproduce from these coefficients the original

curves from which they were deduced.

The effort has been to find some law, by analysis if possible,

or by trial, if necessary, which would cover the best portions of

all the experiments. In this we have failed to obtain sufficiently

accurate data for a complete analysis of the problem, and we

have reluctantly been obhged to feel our way by the aid of as-

sumptions whose meiits Avere largely founded upon the results

which they afterward brought about.

We have assumed, for instance, that the loss in effect from

journal friction is the same for all series, that the coefficients for

different portions of the apparatus are alike, and that the veloci-

ties of shding for the different pinions were equal, to all of which

exceptions might very properly be taken, but the results obtained

upon these assumptions have agreed so well with each other that,

for the present, we are obliged to accept them as correct, at the

same time hoping that there may be enough interest awakened in

the subject to lead to a better understanding of it in the future.

In order to put the results of these experiments in the best

shape for practical use, a number of curves have been computed

and plotted in Fig. 99, from which it is easy to find by interpola-

tion the efficiency corresponding to any angle and speed of pinion.

To illustrate the practical use of Fig. 99, let us consider the

following train of gearing and proceed to find its efficiency.

Given a spur pinion driving a spur wheel, upon the shaft of

which is a spiral pinion 30° angle, driving another spur Avheel

upon whose shaft is a worm 7° angle driving a worm wheel.

When the speed of the first shaft is known, it is easy to find from

the dimensions and ratio of the gearing, the velocity at pitch-

line of each pinion or worm. We will assume 200 feet per

minute for the spur pinion, 50 feet per minute for the spiral
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pinion anil 10 feet per miuute for tlie worm, and by reference to

Fig. 99 we find .985 for the efficiency of the spur pinion, .902 for

that of the spiral pinion and .53 for that of the worm.

The efficieuc}' of this train of geariug is, therefore, .98.5 x .902 x

.53 = .471. For speeds above 200 feet per minute, it is recom-

mended to estimate upon the efficiency at that speed.

From tlie coefficients as determined for the sixth series,^ + L
can be found by substitution in the formula.

E + L =
1 + 1.4 (^ cot a

and the value of E is then easily determined by subtracting the

value of L, as just given in the table.

The curves determined for 5°, 7° and 10° spiral pinions may be

used equally well for worms, and they have been so marked. If

we let E = efficiency of a spiral pinion, and E^ = efficiency of a

worm having the same angular pitch, then it can be demonstrated

that

E _ cotn^ .

E, ~ Gota-
(l>

^'^^

as far as the friction of the teeth alone is concerned, and for

small angles this relation is so near unity that the difiference is

practically inappreciable.

Theoretically, for worms of 20° pitch, the difference in efficiency

for the teeth alone should not exceed .03, but the side thrust on

worm wheel would probably increase the friction considerably if

larger angles were used.

Additional experiments, not shown on the diagraras, were made
to determine the efficiency of spur gearing, in which the reduc-

tion corresponded more nearly with that of the single and double-

thread worms. For this purpose the driving gear of an old 48-inch

lathe which had been for many years in use, and consequently

represented the best attainable conditions, was called into requi-

sition. This lathe Avas provided with double-back gears which
gave, respectively, reductions of 38.4 and 10.2 to 1. The coun-

ter-shaft was driven by the dynamometer, and the power trans-

mitted was measured by the brake, already described, earned

between the centers. The efficiency of the lathe was measured
for every speed under different loads, the average results of the
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test showing tliat for a reduction of 10.2 to 1 tlie efficiencj was
.952, and for a reduction of 38.4 to 1 the efficiency was .935. The
power- required to run the lathe empty was, of course, excluded

in the calculations, otherwise the efficiencies would have had a

different value for every load, becoming almost nil for Kght loads

and approaching the figures given for heavy ones such as the

lathe was expected to carry.

These experiments showed conclusively the advantage of spur

gearing over all other kinds in point of efficiency and durability,

for not only is there less friction, and consequently less wear, but

the wear in spur gearing is distributed over a great deal more
surface.

In conclusion it may be said, that the whole subject of friction

is dependent upon such a variety of changeable conditions that it

is almost impossible to separate and determine the effect of each

independent variable apart from others which attend it. The
four variables—speed, pressure, temperature, and condition of sur-

face— are susceptible of infinite combinations, and even if it were

possible to measure the effect of each independently, it is quite

probable that the effect of any given combination would not fol-

low from that of each component factor.

To give some idea of the extent of these experiments and the

time and care spent in arriving at the results herewith presented,

it may be stated that the experiments began on the 8th of Au-
gust, 188"^, and were not completed until January 14, 1884, that

fully six months were consumed in the design and construction of

the apparatus, and as many more in working up the records ob-

tained.

That they were not more completely successful is due to the

fact that we attempted too much at first, and only learned by
experience the influences which operated to impair the results.

DISCUSSION.

Mr. H. R. Towne.—The relative efficiency of worm and spur

gearing has heretofore been largely a matter of speculation and

theory, authorities differing widelj' in regard to it, and no reliable

information being given in the text books as to the true efficiency

of either under the conditions of ordinary practice. The experi-

ments now under review go further to supply this deficiency than

anything previously published, and are of corresponding interest

and importance.
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The practical value of all such information is increased by stating

the results obtained in a summarized form, convenient for refer-

ence, and so far condensed as to admit of the whole being compre-

hended at one time, and with reference to the relationship of

each of the several deductions to the others. Such a summary of

the experiments presented by Mr. Lewis seems to afford the fol-

lowing deductions and indications

:

1. That spur gearing is decidedly the most efficient mode of

transmitting power by positive gears.

2 That the efficiency of a pair of good cut spur wheels, having

a velocity ratio of 1 to 3^, ranges from 86 to 99 per cent, under

average conditions.*

3. That with spiral gearing the efficiency is increased with the

angle of the thread until the spiral pinion becomes a spur pinion,

when the axes of the pinion and its wheel become parallel.

* ReferriiK^ to this deduction, Mr. Lewis comments as follows:

" Here I would prefer to see the velocity ratio eliminated, althougli I recog-

nize it as a variable, wliicli should, strictly speaking, be considered.

" The diagram (Fig. 99) is constructed without reference to anythmg but veloc-

ity at the pitch line of teeth, so as not to complicate tlie question more than is

necessary for an approximate determination. As a result of this, 1 believe that

the errors arising from neglecting the velocity ratio, size of journals, etc have a

tendency to neutralize each other. For instance, supposing two cases of a wheel

and pinion in each of which the same pinion is used. Let the wlieel m one case

be three times, and in the other six times the diameter of the pmion. For the

same velocity of teeth, the pinion in each case makes the same number of revo-

lutions, and the friction on its journals is the same. The smaller wheel, how

ever runs twice as fast as the larger, and there is consequently twice as much

slidiiig in the journals in its case, but, on the other hand, the coefficient of fnc

tion for the smaller wheel is much less on account of higher velocity.

" By the same reasoning large journals would compensate partially, m the re-

duction of the coefficient of friction, for the increase in the amount of sliding.

This feature is not proved, of course, but such a tendency no doubt exists, and

is further augmented by tlie fact that, in general, the larger the wheel, the larger

are its journals. It may be slated, as a general principle, that the higher the num-

ber of teeth gearing together and the smaller the journals, consistent with

strength and stiffness, the greater the efficiency.

"The limits imposed upon all proportions of gearing by considerations other

than that of efficiency do not, 1 think, admit of sucli great variations as to require

in ordinary piactice a consideration of the question of velocity ratio. Taking any

pair of shafts connected by gearing, I think it will be admitted that the efficiency

will increase with an increase in the size of either <me of the gears, whether the

velocity ratio becomes greater or less. I would suggest, therefore, that as the

velocity ratio cannot be used as a guide or limit, it may properly be omitted from

the statement covered by your second deduction from the experiments reported

by me.
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4. That with worm geariiig the efficiency corresponds at small

angles (10° and less) very closelj'^ to that of spiral gearing. At
greater angles the efficiency of worm gearing does not increase so

rapidly as that of spiral gearing, and, nnlike the latter, the possi-

ble angle of the thread is limited. *

5. That the efficiency of spiral and worm gearing (of cast iron,

machine cut or worn smooth) ranges from 35 to 90 per cent., accord-

ing to the conditions of speed, angle, pressure and qiialitj^ of surfaces.

6. That with each kind of gears there exists a certain point of

maximum efficiency, depending chiefly, under average conditions,

upon the velocity of the rubbing surfaces.

7. That very high velocities develop a tendency of the rubbing

surfaces to cut, and that this difficulty then becomes a limiting con-

dition.

8. That with worm gearing, a large part of the applied power

being lost in end-thrust on the worm shaft, it becomes correspond-

ingly important to adopt a form of end-bearing which will dimin-

ish this loss as much as possible.

9. That the range of variation from the mean line of efficiency

in the Sellers experiments rarely exceeds 5 per cent, in either di-

rection, in the case of worm gearing, and is diminished to about

3 per cent, in the case of worms of high angles and spur gearing,

so lonof as no cuttino: occurred, but that the variation became much
greater and very irregular as soon as cutting began.

10. That in general, at slow speeds, the greatest efficiency is

found under the heaviest pressures; at moderate speeds under mod-

erate pressures ; and at high speeds under light pressures. This

seems to indicate a limiting point for the product of speed and

pressure at which the heat of friction is so rapidly developed as to

impair either the condition of the surfaces in contact, or their

ubrication, and cause cutting.

* On this latter point Mr. Lewis suggests as follows :

" The limiting anijfle for the maximum efficiency of worm gearing is to be

determined in a manner similar to that for screws, as fully explained in a paper

which I prepared some years ago, and which may be found at page 73 of the

Journal of the Franklin Institute for Februarj-, 1880. The formula particularly

referred to is No. 6, on page 76. from which it will be seen that the angle for

greatest efficiency is probably limited to something approximating to 45°. Al-

though this angle has been often used on screws with good results, I should

hesitate to recommend it for worms on account of the heavy side thrust upon the

worm wheel, and I am inclined to think that 30 is the more nearly correct figure

for the limit for maximum efficiency of worms."
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11. That tlic liability to cutting depends upon tlie speed ot*

slidinir, beijig ako affected by the quality ot" lubrication, the inten-

sity ot" pressure, and the period of duration.

12. That with worms and spiral gears, time or duration of action

is a limiting element, a good pair of gears being capable of eflScient

action for live or ten minutes, or more, but failure from cutting

will result after the proper time Is exceeded. (See table on page

280.)

13. That the maximum etHciency is attained at or below a veloc-

ity of 300 feet ])er minute of the sliding oi- rubbing surfaces, and

that while.it is possible to exceed this limit tem]H)rarily with good

results, it is somewhat hazardous to do so. For continuous work
200 feet per minute is probably the highest velocity of rubbing sur-

faces which can safely be adopted without danger of cutting.

14. That in spur gearing the chief loss from friction is in the

journals, wliich should therefore be carefully designed ; that the

same is true in the case of worm gearing, but that it is still more
important in the latter to provide for the reduction of friction due
to the end-thrust on the worm sliaft.

15. That the coefficient of friction {q)) of the spiral pinion

and the worm, including step friction, ranges from 2 to 9| per

cent, (See table on page 296.)

The importance of the above determinations admits of no ques-

tion, and will be apparent to any one who has ever given consider-

ation to the subject to which they relate. The application of them,

and of their summarized results, as shows in the tables on pages

286 and 296, and in the diagrams of efficiency (Fig. 99), will be

of the greatest service in adapting gears of any kind to any partic-

ular use, and this is especially true in the case of woi-m gearing

—

wherein the limiting conditions have been but little understood

heretofore.

Asafurtl'er contribution on this subject, I will now describe the

results obtained from a series of experiments made at the instance

of the writei- for The Yale <k, Towne Manufacturing Company, by

Professor R H. Thurston, at the Stevens Institute of Technology,

in 1883-4.

In this case the gears experimented with consisted of a cast-iron

worm-wheel of 15|f inch pitch diameter, with 50 machine-cut teeth,

2^ inch face; driven by a double-threaded cast-iron worm, machine
finished, of (5^^ inch pitch diameter, and 4 inches long on the

thread. The velocitv ratio was 25 to 1. These ijears were set in a
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suitable frame, and were driven by power transmitted by sliafting

and belting through a transmitting dynamometer carefully stand-

ardized. The power transmitted from the gearing was taken off

and measured by a Prony brake, also carefully adjusted. The
tests were made with much care, and by competent observers, and
were sufficiently numerous to give assurance of reliable results.

The range of speeds covered by the experiments extended from 41

to 339 revolutions of the worm per minute, and the variations in

the amount of power transmitted to the gearing ranged from .2 to

4.14 horse power. In each case, apparently, the experiments were

carried up to and beyond tlie point of maximum efficiency, which

latter was, of course, the determination aimed at in the investiofa-

tion. The range of speeds above referred to gave velocities of the

rubbing surfaces ranging from 65 to 538 feet per minute. The
latter speed aiForded clear indications that the point of maximum
efficiency had been reached and passed, its location, under the con-

ditions of the tests, being apparently at or about the point of 243

feet per minute of the rubbing surfaces (which is obtained at a

speed of 140 revolutions of the worm per minute), a result strik-

inglj' corroborative of the work of Mr. Lewis.

Appended hereto are two tables, ]^o. 1 giving the dynamometer
readings, speeds and efficiency of the gears under varying condi-

tions, and No. 2 showing a summary of the same, with the coeffi-

cient of friction as deduced therefrom.

By examining these tables it will be seen that the ratio of power

absorbed or lost in the gearing decreases with increasing velocity

up to a maximum at the point where the velocity of the rubbing

surfaces is 243 feet per minute. As the speed is further increased

a decrease in efficiency occurs, thus indicating clearly the speed at

which the gears experimented with should be driven in order to

attain the highest efficiency in amount of power transmitted.

Obviously the precise velocity of maximum effect will vary with

the degree of pressure on the rubbing surfaces, and also, to a less

extent, with the kind of lubricant used. In the present case the

maximum obtained was with the highest pressure consistent with

the genei'al strength and rigidity of the apparatus, and with thor-

ough lubrication with good sperm oil. It thus represents condi-

tions which are probably the best ordinarily attainable, and the

maximum efficiency thus indicated, while closely approachable, will

rarely, if over, be exceeded in ordinary practice.

The results of the tests made by Professor Thurston, as above
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described, showed a lower efficiency of transmission from the geai-s

than was expected, and tliis led to an investigation as to the causes

of loss. Chief among the latter was evidently the absorption of

power caused by friction due to the end-thrust of the worm against

its bearing in the frame. To diminish the loss from this cause, the

apparatus was thereupon provided with twofoimsof thrust-bearing

for the worm-shaft, so arranged than either could be readily applied

and tested independently of the other.

As originally constructed the end-thi-ust of the worm was taken

directly fi-om its hub upon a corresponding face' or collar of the

cast-iron box contained in the frame or housing, the width of this

surface of contact being one inch, and its mean radius from the

center of the shaft or worm 1^ inch. The two modified arrange-

ments consisted :

1. Of what is usually known as the " button thrust-bearing, ur

step," in which the projecting end of the worm shaft is capped

with a thin disc of hardened steel, the exposed face of which is

slightly convex, and behind this is placed an adjusting set screw

with its hardened end abutting against the disc on the end of the

shaft. In this case the area of contact of the rubbing surfaces is

the minimum which, which the metals used, will resist crushing

under the thrust received. The radius of rotation is obviously

also reduced to a minimum, and is very small. The whole bearing

WHS kept well oiled.

2. Of an adaptation of the well-known roller thrust-bearing, con-

sisting, in this case, of 12 chilled cast-iron coned rollers of j\ inch

mean diameter, contained within a brass cage having a separate

pocket for each cone, the cones traveling, at a mean radius of If

inch from the axis of the shaft, between two steel collars or rings,

one bearing against the hub of the worm, and the other against the

face of the frame bearing, the faces of these rings being consd to

the shape of the rollers. The centrifugal thrust of the cones was

resisted by a wrought-iron ring surrounding the cage, the ends of

the cones being convex.

The apparatus being thus modified, further tests were made, the

results of which, in the case of the button thrust-bearing, are shown

by table No. 3, and in the case of the roller thrust-bearing by table

1^0. 4. A comparison of these with the preceding tables at once

discloses the fact that the efficiency of the gearing is materially

increased by both forms of thrust-bearing, a maximum of over 60

percent, being obtained with the roller thrust-bearing, as compared

20
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with a maximum of 43 per cent, with the original bearing. The

efficiency of tlie improved apparatus is thus 50 per cent, greater

than that of the original arrangement, showing conclusively that a

well designed thrust-bearing is a most impoi'tant feature in worm
gearing for the transmission of power. Appended to this are dia-

gramatic plot.tings of the several tests above described (Figs. 137

and 138), an examination of which will show a curious divergence

in the curve of efficiency of the button and of the roller thrust-

bearings. This discrepancy or divergence led to some appre-

hension of an error in the tests, and to remove doubt on this

point tlie experiments were repeated, but with no change in the
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results. It is probable, therefore, that under high pressures the

roller bearing is subject to deformation, or other alteration from

strain, which decreases its efficiency, whereas the button bearing

continues to gain in efficiency up to the point whei'e cutting of the

surfaces will begin. The general results of Professor Thurston's

tests, as above referred to, are very clearly exhibited in the above

diagrams, Figs. 137 and 138.

The results of the tests thus reported are strikingly confirmative

of those made by Mr. Lewis, and all of the deductions which I

have stated as to be derived from his work apply almost equally to

that of Professor Thurston. The chief importance of the latter,

aside from its general confirmation of the former, is the clear indi-
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cation it gives of the importance of providing for the end-thrnst of

the worm much more carefully than has ordinarily been done.

The experiments show that by a very simple provision of this kind

the efficiency of the worm can be increased 50 per cent. Tlins

constructed, its absolute efficiency may be said to range from 50

per cent, to 60 per cent, of the power received, as compared to an

efficiency of 75 per cent, to 95 per cent, in the case of the best cut

spur gearing. Worm gearing thus becomes a permissible mode of

transmitting power in many cases where a large velocity ratio is

desired within a small space, where it is necessary to connect two

shafts whose axes are at i-ight angles, and especially where the duty

on the gearing is intermittent and the duration of maximum stress

limited to short periods of time. On the other hand, it is obvious
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that worm gearing cannot, under any circumstances or conditions,

be as efficient a means of transmitting power as well made spur

gearing, and that the loss of efficiency l^ecomes very excessive when

worm gearing is used at slow speeds. Thesefazts indicate clearly,

tlierefore, that the nse of worm gearingfor trammitti7ig poioer in

machines moved hy maimal labor, and at slow speeds, should at-

v)ays he aA}oided, if possible. In machines driven by steam, or

other power, worm gearing is often a njost convenient and useful

substitute for spur gears, and, if properly designed and used, is

not so much below the latter in efficiency as to cause any hesitancy

in its employment. The proper methods of constructing and using

worm gearing will certainly be better understood by a study of the

investigations reported in the preceding pages.
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TABLE NO. 1.

YALE AND TOWNE WORM GEARING. WITH COLLAR THRTJST-BEARING.

Read-
ing on
Dyn.

Rev. of
Dyn. Rev. of Worm. Rev. of Gear.

Pounds
on 4-foot
Arm.

Horse-powei
received.

1

Horse-power
given out.

Efflc.

i 70 50.7 2.03
i

59 .252 .0914 .362
1 70 50.7 2.03 1 116 .417 .176 .422

n 73 52.1 2.08 ' 160 .599 .254 .424
2 70 50.7 2.03 213 .747 .33 .441

2i 66 47.8 1.91 250 .860 .264 .423
3 67 48.5 1.94 290 1.032 .429 .415

i 57 41.6 1.23 58 .205 .055 .268

i 108 78.6 3.14 61 .388 .146 .376

i 135 97.8 3.91 65 .486 .194 .399
1 54 39.1 1.56 92 .322 .109 .338
1 97 70.6 2.82 100 .578 .215 .371

1 122 88.7 3.54 106 .727 .286 .393

H 157 116 4.64 252 2.04 892 .437
2 157 116 4.64 212 1.67 .751 .449

U 162 119 4.76 157 1.34 .570 .425

1 168 123 4.92 105 .995 .39 .391

1 162 117.7 4.7 119 .965 .427 .444

i 159 115.5 4.62 68 .572 .239 . .417
1 197 143.1 5.72 121 1.174 .528 .449

i 212 153.9 6.15 71 .7(13 .333 .436

1 255 184 7.36 123 1.519 .691 .454

i 285 206.5 8.26 69 1.026 .-135 .423

1 218 165 6.64 91 1.04 .460 .435

4 266 195 7.80 87 1.27 .517 .417

i 285 206 8.26 69 1.026 .435 .423

^ 333 243 9.72 143 2.76 1.09 .895

n 370 281 11.24 155 3.26 1.36 .417

n 365 266 10.64 107 3.03 1.221 .403

n 395 283 11.32 182 3.51 1.61 .458

u 393 280 11.20 120 2.81 1 05 .373

1 318 233 9.32 115 1.90 .85 .447

u 318 233 9.32 134 2.27 .985 .434
1 308 225 9.00 101 1.83 .717 .392
1 400 294 11.76 98 2.38 .912 .383

4^ 304 274 10.96 85 1.79 .732 .409

11 464 339 13.56 119 3.31 1.27 .384

u 413 303 12.12 139 3.44 1.33 .386

If 465 337 13.48 168 4.14 1.77 .427

1-I^ff 442 323 12.92 152 3.58 1.52 .424
1* 453 331 13.24 137 2.77 1.41 .375

u 434 317 12.68 130 3.61 1.3 .36
1 400 294 11.76 98 2.38 91 .383

1 4::36 826 13.04 ' 9<i 2.60 1.03 .396
a 439 320 12.80 70 1.81 .72 .398
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TABLE NO. 2.

YALE AND TOWNE WORM GEAKING. WITH COLLAR THRUST BEARING.

Revolutions of
Worm.

Velocity of
Rubbing.

Horse-power
received

EtHciency.
Coefficient of

Friction.

45.5 72 .229 .347 .194

84 133.8 .545 .383 .162

88.7 140.3 .727 .393 .159

118 186.6 1.51 .425 .140

154 243.6 .993 .440 .132

195 308.5 1.27 .431 .136

226 357.5 1.957 .418 .144

275 435 2.81 .405 .152

285 450.8 2.83 .402 .154

315 498.3 2.96 .390 .160

333 526.8 3.45 .395 .158

TABLE NO. 3.

•YALE AND TOWNE WORM GEARING. WITH BUTTON THRUST-BEARING.

Net W't in
Pounds on

Scale.

Rev's of
Worm.

Rev's of
Gear.

Reading
of

Dyuara.

Rev's of
Dynam.

Horse-
power as

per Dynam.

Horse-
power as
per Brake.

Efficiency.

1.20 128 5.12 .030 179 .247 .005 .020

1.25 175 7.00 .010 242 .311 .008 .024

10.80 136 5.44 .092 188.3 .315 .054 .170

10.80 128 5.12 .030 180 .248 .058 .234*

16.52 165 0.60 .181 225.3 .472 .100 .212

16.54 196 7.84 .240 268.3 .636 .119 .171*

17.35 140 5.60 .203 192.3 .423 .092 .217

18.09 98 3.92 .204 134 .295 .068 .230

19.94 32 1.28 .'.^26 44.7 .103 .023 .223

36.50 356 14.24 .393 402.7 1.432 .478 .334

37.66 175 7.00 .377 234 .706 .240 .339

39.06 310 12.4 .443 63 1.470 .444 .302*

39.07 136 5.44 .355 188.3 .549 .190 .346

39.25 103.7 4.188 .338 141.7 .402 .150 .373

42.61 108.3 4.33 .407 148.3 .408 .170 .363

42.96 34.7 1.388 .214 47 .106 .054 .509*

43.22 46.3 1.85 .443 63 .210 .076 .361

49.55 176 7.04 .280 242 .619 .290 .471*

55.40 196 7.84 .434 208.3 .882 .390 .442

64.18 128.3 5.08 .467 175 .602 .299 .496

84.77 129 5.16 .562 181.7 .707 .402 .568

* DoubtfuL
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TABLE NO. 4.

ALE AND TOWNE WORM GEARrNG. WITH ROLLER THRUST-BEARING.

Net W't in
Pounds on

Scale.

Rev's of
Worm.

30.50 168

36 93 155

37.35 168

41.31 100

43.08 170

49.40 170

49.89 197

52.70 314

55. C7 139

58.88 85

60.83 183

65.36 319

65.73 168

65.90 168

68.08 174

105.00 131

110.59 330

115.07 156

115.34 354

119.26 260

131.48 317

Rev's of
Gear.

6.73

6.20

6.72

4.00

6.80

6.80

7.88

8.56

5.56

3.40

7.28

13.76

6.73

6.72

6.96

4.84

12.80

6.24

14.60

10.40

8.68

Reading
of

Dynam.

Rev's of
Dynam.

231.123

.265 314

.255 331

.324 138

.310 333

.347 333

.365 379

.4.59 397

.433 194

.503 118

.452 353

.459 441

.503 331

.507 231

.491 338

.869 167

.936 442

.891 315

.793 488

.853 359

.913 399

Horse-
power as

per Dynam.

.3404

.5328

.5645

.3820

.631

.6705

.836

1.011

.537

.426

.8534

1.503

.8348

.8410

.8466

.893

3.500

1.171

3.509

1.8905

1.6578

Horse-
power as
per Brake.

.1367

.3105

.3303

.1516

.3695

.3089

.3616

.4149

.2876

.1841

.4039

.764

.4061

.4069

.4386

.4673

1.G048

.6603

1.5019

1.1406

.9666

EflSciency.

.301

.395

.408

.397

.437

.460

.438

.410

.535*

.432

.473

.50^

.486

.484

.518

.534

.643*

.5644

598

.603

.583

* Doubtful.
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CXCIX.

STANDARD PIPE AND PIPE THREADS.

BY GEORGE M. BOND, HARTFORD, CONN.

The value of a system of pipe thread sizes which would be iii-

terchaDgeable, not only for the product of one particular pipe

manufacturer but for all, has long been urged, and no doubt is

fully recognized and appreciated, even if not actually adopted and

practically carried out.

It was mainly thi'ough the efforts of the late Robert Briggs,

C.E., that engineeriog principles were brought fo bear upon this

subject, and in proposing formulae and tables for the dimensions

of pipe and pipe threads, he endeavored at that time carefully to

carry out these principles practically, in the manufacture of pipe

and pipe fittings.

Since that time changes have been going on in the methods of

manufacture, and the quantity manufactured being greatly in-

creased, the demands of the trade now require pipe in such sizes

and quantities as may have taxed the older methods and facilities

to the utmost ; so that, owing to the gradual change in size from

what probably all manufacturers originall}' started, and the con-

sequent variation in the sizes of dies used to cut the threads, the

actual condition of the interchangeability of pipe threads is, at

the present time, far from being satisfactory to consumers who
find it necessary to buy their pipe in the open market.

In a letter received by the author from Mr. Briggs, dated Marcli

29, 1882, reference was made to a paper he was soon to publish

before the Institution of Civil Engineers, London, and in which

he claimed as his the standard list of pipe dimensions as ]3re-

paved by him when Superintendent of the Pascal Iron Works in

1862 and before.

The taper of the thread was then established as 1 in 32 each

side, or | inch per foot in diameter, up to and including 8-inch

pipe.

The length of that part of the thread which was perfect at top

and bottom (the angle of the thread being GO degrees), and which
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he termed the "complete thread," he expressed generally by the

formula,
Comp. T = (4.8 + 0.8 D) P

D being the outside diameter of the pipe, and P the pitch of the

thread, equal to ^, N being the number of threads per inch.

A list of these values is given later on in this connection.

The length of perfect thread, expressed by the formula, is fol-

lowed by two threads imperfect at the top, the bottom only being

complete, and finally, the remaining four threads, which are im-

perfect at both top and bottom, vanish at the surface of the pipe

at this point.

In the illustration here shown (Fig. 105), and which is taken

from a sketch contained in Mr. Briggs's letter, the section of one

side of 22-inch pipe indicates this varying character of the thread,

and also the angle and the taper.

[(_ 4 threads -,^2 thr.jf_ Complete thread.
I imperfect, jfullati T=(4.8 x 0.8 D)P
I

root. ^ '

I
I

I

f,
0.50 -^ 0.35-4 O-SS

Fig. 105

Conditions for actual size 3}^ inch Pipe Tliread.
Taper % inch per foot, or 1 in 32.

For whole length of all threads add 6 threads.

TABLE OF VALUES FOIl COMPLETE THREAD DEDUCED FROM ABOVE FORMULA,

WITH LENGTH OF ADDITIONAL 2 THREADS AS ABOVE.

Length of Pitch of
Nominal Actual Actual Length of Comp. Thread Thread =

Size of Pipe. Inside diam. Outside diam. Comp. Tliread. + 2 Threads. N

s 0.270 0.405 0.19 0.264 27
i
4 0.364 0-.540 0.29 0.4(»2 18

# 0.494 0.675 0.30 0.408 18

i 0.623 0,840 39 0.534 14

4
0.8-24 1.050 0.40 0.546 14

1 1.048 1.315 0.51 0.683 lU
n 1.380 1.661) 0.54 0.707 Hi
u 1.611 1 900 0.55 0.724 Hi
8 2.067 2.375 0.58 0.757 lU
2i 2.468 2.875 0.89 1.138 8

:5 3.06? 3.500 0.95 1 200 8

3^ 3.548 4.000 1.00 1.250 8

4 4.026* 4.500 1 05 1.300 8

4i 4.508 5.000 1.10 1.350 8

5 5.045 5.563 1.16 1.406 8

(> 6.065 6.625 1.26 1.513 8

* 4.07, in Haswell'tf Eiigineers' and Mechanics' Pocket Book, 35tli edition.
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Ou the basis of these dimensions, and using the formula of Mr.

Briggs for length of thread, the company with which the writer is

connected, during the year 1882 made a set of thread gauges for

all sizes of pipe from | inch to 4 inches inclusive, using every

possible precaution to avoid error, and with the greatest care

taken to conform to the figures given for the outside diameter of

the thread in the published list issued by Messrs. Morris, Tasker

& Co. (Limited), from which these dimensions were taken, and in

the angle, pitch, and taper of the thread.

In the course of time it became evident that pipe threads cut

by the dies in general use would not enter the external or ring

gauges, which were each adjusted so as to be a perfect fit on the

standard reference gauge or plug, and which represented the data

given in the list mentioned for each size pipe.

As an instance of this variation from a definite standard, one

Fig. 106.

STANDARD PIPE-THREAD GAUGES.—EXTERNAL AND INTERNAL.

case may be cited in which the range of sizps, compared with

these gauges, covered pipe threads fi'om | inch to 4 inches inclu-

sive, and dies from 2i to 4 inches inclusive. In nearly every size

there was shown a marked increase in the diameter of thread cut

by the dies used by the manufacturers who furnished the pipe

referred to.

The samples were sent to us for comparison by a corporation

doing a large business in pipe and pipe fittings, the pipe they

used being obtained direct from the manufacturers.

The gauges used were the external or ring gauges before re-

ferred to, and these were so adjusted to the standard plug

that the end of the latter was exactly flush with the face of the

ring.
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Fig. 106 represents the style of gauge used. In the ring, pro-

vision is made for adjustment by having the inner ring split in

several places, and a fine pitch thread (30 per inch) cut in the

outer edge of the inner ring, which is slightly tapering in the

thread A taper binding screw firmly holds this inner ring in its

position by expanding it to a fit in the receiving thread of the

outer ring.

The samples to be tested were short pieces of pipe, two of each

nominal size, with thread cut on one end only.

They were marked No. 1 and No. 2 ; those marked No. 1

being from one prominent manufacturer, and No. 2 from

another.

The following table will show the results of the comparison

:

Size of
Pipe.

Sample
Number. Relative Size as Compared with Gauge.

f

1

1

1 Ente
2

1

2

ired \ thickness of gauge.
' i " " "

' depth of one thread only.

11

1

2

' I thickness of gauge.

8

1

2

, S. " '< "
4

2 1 ' within one thread of being flush with face of gauge.
2 2 ' f thickness of gauge.

2^ 1 ' within one thread of being flush with face of gauge.

2i 2 2 thickness of gauge.

3
3

1

2

' within 1| threads of being flush.
' 1 thickness of gauge.

3i
3^

1

2

' i " " "
* less than ^ thickness of gauge.

4
4

1

2

' 1 thickness of gauge.
' i " "

"

In connection with this test of pipe threads, solid dies for 2^, 3,

3^ and 4-inch pipe were compared with the internal or plug

gauges.

The 2|^-inch die permitted the gauge to enter and the end to

pass -^^ inch beyond the face of the die, comparing favorably with

2^-inch pipe, sample No. 1.
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The 3-inch die had the same small variation, and shows it to

be a little larger than the 3-iuch pipe No. 1.

The 3;-iuch die was apparently correct, as the gauge entered

flush with the face of the die when screwed in tightly, and hence

did not compare favorably with 3Unch pipe, either No. 1 or 2.

In the -i-inch die, however, the gauge passed i\ inch beyond the

face of the die, showing that it was more nearly the size of 4-inch

pipe No. 1.

It will be seen fi'om the above comparison, that with the ex-

ception of one or two sizes, there has been more or less increase

of outside diameter of pipe from the figures originally adopted by

the Pascal Iron Works, for the threads in every instance were

full at the top and bottom, and certainly looked as if cut with dies

which were in good condition. These dies were probably made to

conform to the diameter of pipe as would be ordinarily found,

and if made small enough to cut to the sizes represented by the

gauges, would evidently weaken the pipe materially, besides im-

posing too much work upon them in removing the surplus metal.

Some manufacturers, in order to reduce the extra weight of pipe

due to this increased outside diameter, have enlarged the inside

diameter also, thus keeping the thickness of the pipe within a

certain limit ; in fact, even less than the original thickness, as the

author has every reason to believe, making it practically impossi-

ble to cut the original standard thread on pipe as it is now manu-

factured.

It will be noticed fro.n the comparison as shown in the table,

that only the 1-inch and the l^-inch samples were alike, and while

the 11 compared favorably, the 1 inch was so much larger than the

standard that the pipe only entered the gauge one thread. The

other sizes show more or less difference, and the comparison

proves that the two samples of the same nominal size were not

alike, and that the manufacturers evidently were not using the

same standard for their dies.

This must certainly be a serious check to confidence in the

interchangeability of pipe and fittings, especially by the parties

having to rely on samples showing so much variation. This lack

of confidence is keenly felt by those who handle pipe in large

quantities, as they do not find it possible always to obtain their

pipe from the same manufacturer, and even if this were possible,

the chances are against its being uniform to a degree necessary

in engineering operations of this kind, unless some united action
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is taken by all manufacturers interested, and by their competing

on the basis tliat each shall endeavor to use the same standard

for reference in all pipe and pipe thread sizes.

One instance in which, a non-interchangeability of pipe threads

resulted in serious loss to the parties concerned, and which is

authentic, may be mentioned here. A prominent corporation

doing business not far from New York, undertook to execute a

contract ior fittings for a large factory in which extensive alter-

ations in their water-supply system were to be made. The threads

in the fittings were carefully cut to correspond with pipe which

had been found to be quite uniform in size, and which was con-

sidered as fairly representing standard sizes in the thread. The
fittings, when delivered, were found to be unsuitable for the

threaded pipe already in the factory and with which they were to

be connected. The consequence was the fittings could not be

successfully applied, and were rejected.

In a case of repairs likely to be required in any large works

where fittings are to be replaced or new joints made, the work is

usually done at night, or possibly Sundays ; it is then that this

question of uncertainty in regard to practicable interchangeability

becomes a serious matter. Often after working all night getting

the old work out of the way, the new pipe or fitting is found to be

too large, or perhaps too small, so that even with the advantages

of the taper thread, and the proverbial resources and energy of

the fitter, the joint cannot be made, or else some other change

is necessary to preserve the original lengths of pipe and con-

nections.

All that can otherwise be done is to replace the old fittings and

try again at tlie next time of " shutting down," or by correcting

the misfit at the cost of expensive delay. This is certainly not an

ideal case, nor is it of rare occurrence.

In the introduction of their system of automatic sprinklers in

cotton mills and other factories, the Providence Steam & Gas
Pipe Company experience great inconvenieoce on account of this

lack of uniformity, as it is often necessary to send from their

works large quantities of pipe cut to short lengths, and which

allows little variation in making up the connections. In this sys-

tem for fire protection of mills, the greatest care is taken to know
that every pipe and fitting is interchangeable. No chances are

taken; but it often happens that new pipe must be screwed into

old fittings, and then the trouble commences.
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Dies will wear, and taps for fittings also wear, biit all this vari-

ation is easily remedied, or at least can be held witliin reasonable

limits, providing some definite standard is adopted and folloiced.

A standard which shall be recognized, covering sizes for the out-

side and inside diameter within practicable limits, and also for

the threads which the manufacturers cut upon the pipe thus

drawn, can only become a reality and a success when all the larger

companies agree to accept such a standard, and to faithfully in-

spect the pipe, using gauges which must in turn be carefully ad-

justed to standards resei-ved for this purpose only. A working

o-auge cannot possibly remain a standard always, for in this, as

iii work requiring a higher degree of nicety, such as arms and

sewmg-machine manufacture, ultimate standards of reference are

absolutely necessary. These can be made and can be kept

standard.

Fig. 107.

Gauges such as are represented in Figs. 107 and 108, and which

are used for inspecting round iron intended f^r United States

Standard bolts, with limiting variations above and below the

standard size, were adopted by the Master Car-Builders' Associ-

ation, June, 1883, and represent what can be done in gauging out-

side diameters within a practicable Hmit above or below the

standard size.

Reference gauges Hke the set shown, serve to verify the working

gauges, or to furnish standards to which worn gauges may be

readily adjusted, and thus kept serviceable in spite of wear.

If round bar iron can be rolled within practicable hmits, over-

coming the " oversize " evil in this case, it seems evident that

within limits that may be determined by the difficulties of pii)e

production to a standard size, the tendency toward larger outside

diameters might be checked.
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If the outside diameter can be secured w itliin definite practi-

cable limits, the inside diameter will then be determined by con-

siderations of the proper thickness to withstand the internal

stress, depending upon the purpose for which the pipe is to be

used, with due regard for the weakening efi'ect of the thread cut

at the ends.

In sizes larger than 2 inches and including 6 inches diam-

eter, the customary standard of 8 threads per inch seems

rather too coarse for the average thickness of pipe as now made
for ordinary steam and water pressures ; it is certainly so in com-

parison with the pitch of the thread for the smaller sizes. In a

recent conversation with Mr. J. H. Flagler, General Manager of

the National Tube Works Company^ he expressed himself in

favor of the change for the larger sizes, il' possible, to threads of

a somewhat greater number per inch, and recommends, also, the

Fig. 108.

adoption of 11 per inch, instead of 11^, now used for pipe of

1 inch to 2 inches diameter inclusive.

This would correspond with the pitches of threads for all sizes

from i inch to 2 inches inclusive as adopted by Whitworth, and

which are used universally in England. It would certainly aid in

simplifying the question of interchangeability in our own prac-

tice, and should American pipe find a market where English pipe

is now exclusively used, any objection on this score could not be

urged.

The great pipe lines conveying oil from the wells in Pennsyl-

vania to the refineries in Pittsburgh, Philadelphia, Baltimore,

Bay^onue, and other points, are laid with pipe which is of special

manufacture ; the working pressure averages 1,200 lbs. per square

inch, and hence the pipe is made of extra thickness, and lap-

welded ; it is 6 inches diameter for the three lines extending from

Olean, X. Y.,to Bayonne, N. J.—a distance of 300 miles—and the

number of threads per inch cut on the ends of 18 feet lengths is 9,
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being one thread more per inch or finer than is used for ordinary

steam pipe of only 2^ inches diameter. The ends and unions are

made with a taper of f inch per foot, and a special sleeve is iised to

conuect the pipe, as the ordinary steam-pipe Joints used on 4-iuch

pipe prior to 1S77 would not resist the strain, and leakage caused

considerable loss and iiiconveuience.*

Some discussion has arisen from the fact that while the taper

of pipe threads is f inch, the taps for fittings are often found to be

1 inch taper per foot. At first thought this might seem imprac-

ticable, but when we consider the relations of the fit under these

conditions, the pipe being cut to a standard size, and the thread

in the fitting also properly cut, we would find that this tends

to produce a better joint, because the first " gripping " of the

thread would be at the end of the pipe where it is the weakest, or

where it would yield most readily, and in the fitting it would

take place at its strongest part, which is inside, and would thus

avoid the liability to spHt at the outside edge.

This gi-adual compression along the thread is more favorable to

the conditions of a close fit for the entire length than if both had

the same degree of taper, so that the practical difficulties, which

are opposed to an extraordinary degree of nicety in pipe thread

sizes, are in this Avay overcome, and good tight joints with the

minimum amount of force required to make tliem so, are the result.

The variation from the taper of the pipe in so short a length

(about 1 inch for a 2-inch pipe) is almost inappreciable, but

this apparently unimportant difi"erence will aid in securing a

steam tight joint, for reasons that it would seem are practically

sound, and while the mathematical calculations as to the exact

strains mvolved during this gradual "flow of metals" might

easily be deduced, assuming a value for the coefficient of fric-

tion in this instance, it is hardly necessary to enter upon them

here.

It might be well to include in the investigation of this subject,

the most desirable standard for the diameter and threads of

drawn brass pipe and the threads of brass fittings. This class of

work, and the value of material involved, evidently warrants such

a suggestion, not only on the broad principle of uniformity and

interchangeabiHty,but in order to estabhsh and put on record the

best possible conditions of size and thread which will cover the

* See London Engineering, July 31, 1885; article, "The Transportation of

Petroleum."
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range of the various diameters and thicknesses of brass pipe or-

dinarily manufactured.

Should the right sort of action be taken, in this question of

practicable uniformity of pipe and fittings, by the manufacturers

who have it in then* power to shape the means to accomplish so

desirable an end, the manufacturers of fittings or of pipe taps and

pipe dies would certainly give to it their hearty support, by work-

ing even more closely to accepted gauges than may be possible

to draw the pipe ; for although the difficulties and differences as

they now exist are less serious than formerly resulted from the

lack of uniformity in bolts and nuts, and which is now ha])pily

settled for the purpose for which the Sellers, or United States

Standard thread was intended
;
yet the value of a uniformity in

all pipe sizes is of sufficient importance to be urged upon the at-

tention of those who would be most benefited by its introduc-

tion, which includes manufacturers and consumers ahke.

DISCUSSION.

Mr. George Schuhmann.—I would like to state that at the

Reading Iron Works, which is the company with which I am con-

nected, we have a complete set of standard gauges for pipe threads,

which were made by Morris, Tasker & Co. while Mr. Briggs was

their superintendent, and Mr. Briggs, after leaving there, was the

consulting engineer of the Reading Iron Works up to the time of

his death. We use those gauges, just as Mr. Bond recommends

them to be used, for ultimate standards only. For reference in the

thread cutting department as well as in the tool shop we use dupli-

cate gauges, and we refer to the original standards only when the

duplicates begin to wear.

The threads cut on our pipe are made to conform to those stand-

ards, the same as twenty years ago, and we have not increased the

diameter. Of course we have had our complaints about our threads

not corresponding with certain fittings, but on referring to the

standards we found almost invariably that the fittings were wrong,

not the pipe. As a rule, each piece of pipe which goes into the

market has a coupling screwed on one end, and as the pipe is after-

ward tested under hydrostatic pressure varying from 300 to 2,000

lbs. per square inch, the inspector has a good control of each and

every joint, and if the joint leaks or the coupling does not fit prop-

erly, the matter is at once referred to the gauges, to see whether
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the fault lies witli the die or witli the tap. Now, as I understand

it, the tittiug makers do not use such control. The fittings are

taken out of the tapping machine and boxed up for shipment, and
it is left for the user to find out whether they are standard or not.

Another thing I would like to call attention to is the defect in

the construction of the ordinary wrought-iron coupling sleeves, or

sockets as we call them, for while all the pipe threads are taper the

sockets are tapped parallel by running the tap all the way throuoh.

Now it is very evident that if we screw a taper pipe into a straight

socket, a few threads only will have to stand the whole strain. It

is claimed that in screwing on, the sockets will expand to match

the taper of the pi[)e, but it does so only to a very limited extent

and the strain will remain on a few threads only. In a line of

piping screwed together with the straight socket, the joint is de-

cidedly the weakest part, so that strengthening the joints means

strengthening the whole line. They found it out very quickly at

the oil wells where the pipes are put to very severe tests, for in-

stance in letting tubing down a well, often over 2,000 feet deep,

the whole weight is carried by the top joint, and of course the

straight sockets would not stand it, so they ordered the threads

longer for this class of goods, and insisted on having the sockets

tapped taper. The great pipe lines from the oil region to tide-

water, referred to by Mr. Bond, have all taper sockets. These sock-

ets are first straight tapped by running a tap through, and are then

tapered by j-unning a taper tap first in one end and then in the other

end, which of course adds considerably to their cost of manufactui-e.

A great deal of thought has been given to the subject of devising

some means to mannfacture them by some cheaper method, so that

they could be put on common pipe also, without adding to the cost.

Mr. Briggs u)ade some interesting calculations as to how much
power would be required to expand the straight tapped sockets l)y

means of a mandrel witii grooved rollers, similar to the Dudgeon
flue expander, but we did not adopt this method. We made some
experiments with a mandrel cut in sections, which had the proper

taper thread on the outside and a tapering hole in the center, and

we expanded the sockets by forcing a taper pin into the hole of the

mandrel by means of a hydraulic press. We found it took more

pressure than we anticipated, and the sockets would not expand

uniformly, owing, I suppose, to the variation in the flow of the iron,

I have heard that some Western party has adopted this method of

expanding now, but I ))i'esume it is keeping an inspector busy to

21
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assort tlie sockets. The socket wliicli comes nearest to what is

\\'anted is the so-called " Morse recessed socket." In outside ap-

pearance it is the same as the common socket, bnt it has a recess or

chamber in the center which gives room for the cuttings and

allows the socket to be tapped from both sides at the same time,

the same as other fittings. The recess is rolled in the iron and

forged in the socket, and we use collapsing taps to save the backing

out, which enables us to make them as cheap as the common socket,

that is for all sizes from 2^" upward. As the thread of these sock-

ets has the same taper as the pipe, the strain is distributed over the

whole socket instead on a few threads only, and in fact it is making

as perfect a screw joint as it is possible to make it. We put these

sockets on common pipe, when so desired, without extra charge.

As regards Mr. Bond's suggestion about making a new standard, I

agree with him that eight threads per inch is too coarse for 2|" and 3"

pipe, and the oil well people want liner threads and longer threads

than the Briggs standard calls for. A lot of 6'' and 8" drive pipe

which we sent to the Russian oil fields recently had threads 4^"

long and sockets 10" long, but I consider this as going to the

other extreme. In order to accommodate the oil well people, the

pipe manufacturers formed an association and decided on a stand-

ard for oil goods—in 1878, I tliink. They adopted ten threads as

the standard for line pipe ; they are making it with nine threads

to the inch now, but the change was made, I suppose, because some

customers wanted it. The so-called oil-well casing is very light

pipe, and is used to keep the water out of the wells. The pipe

manufacturers adopted fourteen threads as a standard for all casing,

no matter what diameter, while our Canadian neighbors insist on

ten threads for their casing.

In order to keep the outside diameter of the pipe as near stand-

ard as possible, we use gauges similar to the one illustrated in Fig.

108, and as soon as the first pipe comes out oi" the finishing rolls,

the finisher cools one end oif and tries his gauge, and if the pipe is

not the right size, the rolls are adjusted until it is right, and the

outside diameters of our pipe made to-day are still the same as the

original Pascal Iron Works standard.

Mr. Grinnell.—I have been indirectly instrumental in having

this subject brought to the attention of the Society, and I would

gladly go into the details of the question, in the matter of the

manufacture of pipe to standards, but Mr. Stetson, I see, is on the

list of gentlemen who are to speak on the subject, and therefore I
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Mill leave all details and simply say a word to call the attention of

the Society to the importance of this question. As every one here

present knows, the matter of standards is entering more and more

largely into all our mechanical work, and from the slightest consid-

eration you will all agree with me that any tendency to depart

in this manufacture of pipe from a standard which secures good

and reliable work causes loss of time and even injury to life and

limb. Whatever may be said in reference to the present condition

of this matter, as it now rests with the manufacturers of pipe, those

of us who are using pipe in large quantities know by actual expe-

rience that there is a wide divergence in the size of pipe, and espe-

cially in the larger sizes. I can commend Mr. Bond's paper to

you most earnestly ; I have considered the matter with him before

the paper was prepared, and think he has covered the ground

thoroughly, or sufficiently, at any rate, so that in my judgment

some practical result may come from our consideration of the sub-

ject. It would be a good work on the part of the Society to ap-

point a committee which should confer with a committee of pipe

manufacturers to the end that a more rigid and a closer condition

of interchangeability of pipe threads and fittings may be possible

in the future. A good work has certainly been done in bringing

the manufacture of round rolled iron and of bolts and nuts to a

standard, and 1 think this Society can do equally good work in im-

proving the condition of pipe manufacture.

Mr. W. J. Baldwin.—Oi the necessity of a standai'd for threads

for wrought-iron pipe there is no question. Evidently, there may

liave to be two standards, one for the well-tuber, and one for the

steam, water, and gas fitter. The steam-fitter evidently wants a finer

thread tlian present so-called standards. An inch, inch and quar-

ter, and an inch and half pipe, and probably the two-inch pipe, ar^

all Hi threads to the inch. A thread as coarse as 11^ cuts too far

through these pipes ; that is through pipes that are lap welded.

The butt welded pipe seems to be a little thicker as it comes to the

user. Consequently, where the i)resent thread might suit very well

on a thick pipe, at present it cuts too far through the sizes I have

mentioned, and therefore I would argue against the use of eleven

threads to the inch, as it tends to aggravate a difiiculty which now

exists. Evidently one-inch pipe would want fourteen threads to

the inch, the same as three-quarter pipe now has. I think that

would be an improvement for tlie steam-titters. One and one-

quarter inch would probably want the same thread. One reason
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which the steam-fitter finds for his fittings and pipe not generally

coining together, is that the manufacturers of fittings—some of

them, not all—use a long straight tap. They grind it on the

point to shorten and sharpen it. They make a long tap, and as it

M'ears they simply take it to the grindstone or emery wheel and

shorten it. The result is, the intei'ual threads in fittings are parallel

at the top or point of the V ; the bottom of the thi-ead is not.

This is an objection, c>f course. A great many manufacturers of

brass goods also use a straight tap. They depend on the brass fit-

tings or valves spreading and taking the shape of the pipe.

Mt. Stetson.—I have not intended to take much part in this dis-

cussion, as it seems to me that I have not much concern in this

pipe matter. It is among the pipe makers and not the tool

makers. We usually make exactly whatever is demanded. Some
of the remarks have called to my mind certain facts, and one is

that in aur manufacture of the taps suited for straight fittings, we
have had so much trouble that we will make no more of those taps

unless the man sends the fitting, because the range of sizes are so

large that we have not been able to establish a standard unless it is

given to us by the party ordering ; so that I should suppose there

was an opportunity for improvement there. In regard to the

changes of the thread, it is very difiicult to make changes of that

kind, and the Sunday work would be much interrupted by the Sat-

urday night profanity when it was found that your new fittings

were 11, and not 11;|, or 9, and not 8. I acknowledge that that in

the hands of the ordinary pipe-fitter would not make much differ-

ence. It shows how we lean on one another. I had thought that

the service to which the pipe of the water sprinkler was put was

the most critical of any that came under ray observation, and we

^lad accepted the standards pretty much as they gave them to us,

and their fittings are certainly always creditable; the threads are

perfect and indicate that they keej) their tools in very good condi-

tion. The fittings which are sent to us very frequently, would indi-

cate that discount on them was moving up toward 85 per cent.

In regard to the brass pipe, the difficulty comes in there that it is

drawn with a great many thicknesses for the position into wdiich it

is to be put. Take water-pipes in cities or in places where the

pressure increases and decreases. While the fitters there, I sup-

pose, have generally charged for the heaviest brass pipe which is

used about the fitting of the house they do use very great differ-

ences of thickness of pipe, and it will be satisfactory to us if the
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diameter of those pipes ami tlie number of tlireads could be known.

So that there is a want of overhauling of this subject, and I would

suggest that it would be well for us to get at it as soon as possible,

as the English are thinking of adopting our system and we ought

to set them a good exani]>le. Their pipe fittings are tajiped

straight. Their taps are straight, and they certainly must do bet-

ter work than we do or they couldn't get along at all. We have

had the samples from Wliitworth, and they must work to the size

of their pipe better than we do.

Mr. W. J. Baldwin.—If our pipe standard agreed with that of

English makers, our trade in wrought-iron pipe and fittings with

South America and the Spanish speaking Republics of Central

America would certainlv increase. This difference af ffauijes is

keeping our iron pipe out of these markets. These people com-

menced with English pipe and English fittings, and they have to

purchase English pipe and fittings to nuike their alterations and

keep up their standard.

Mr. Bond.—It was meant simply to state that in those oil-pipe

lines, even in pipe of such large diameter, the thread is finer than

it would be in the old system of 2^-inch ])ipe ; so that it would

show that the}' made the thread finer from reasons of economy, safety

and efficiency, and it would seem as though the change to a finei*

thread would be reasonable to ask, i n case any change should be made.

Two pieces of 2-inch pipe are exhibited which wei'e sent to us

by the Providence Steam and Gas Pipe Company. They are both

nominally intended foi- standard 2-inch pipe. The variation in

size is over yg^ of an inch in the outside diameter, and nearly an

eighth of an inch in the inside diameter, and yet they were both

threaded witli the same die. They both screw in the gauge nearly

alike, and though rather larger than standard in the thread, each

might pass for 2-inch pipe. They both came from the same man-

ufacturer.

Mr. W. J. Baldwin.—I used a large quantity of 22-inch pipe

where 2 inch would be large enough for the purpose of conveying

the water or steam, simply to escape the danger from diffiLudty with

the thin size, because 2| inch is a thick pipe. The thread is eight to

an inch, but there was sufficient metal left to prevent a weak

link in your chain. The lap-welded 2-inch pipe is the poorest pipe

in the system ; it is of very irregular thickness and outside gauge,

and is approached only in this respect by the 1\ inch, which is very

irregular.
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Mr. Bond.—-Iti pipe received from the same company there was

a difference of j\ of an inch.

Ml'. Baldwin—Would not the thickening of pipe generally be

an advantage? With the present thickness is wanted a finer thread,

or else the pipe should be thickened, if the thread is unchanged.

Mr. Bond.—The pipe, of course, of 2| inches diameter and over,

has eight threads per inch, and that is very much coarser, and this

change to eleven threads, if it includes sizes over 2^ inches diam-

etei", would evidently materially increase the number of threads.

Mr. Baldwin.—Two inches would be coarser than it is now ?

Mr. Bond.—Yes, sir.

Mr. Baldwin.—That would be a disadvantage from my stand-

point, because it would get tapered.

Mr. Bond.—It would be an advantage to some extent in doing

away with fractional threads, but what the manufacturer wants is

to keep down the weight, as lie sells pipe by the foot. It is the

intercbangeabillty of the ordinary pipe thread that is of great im-

poi'tance. If there are different kinds of pipe, like that used for

oil-pipe lines or the casing for oil wells, that should not interfere

with the other question. Twelve threads per inch might be more
practicable.

Mr. Schulimann.—-The 2" oil tubing that goes down the well is

actually 2" standard pipe, except the thread. They are tested with

2,000 lbs. pi'essure, and when hanging down a well, say 2,000 feet

deep, the weight causes a tensile strain on the upper sections of

over 6,000 lbs. per square inch. So there is a large margin for

safety when used for ordinary steam fitting of, say a 100 lbs. press-

ure, even if common pipe should be a little lighter than the

standard,

Mr. Baldwin.—The question with the titter is not so much the

resisting of internal pressure by this thin pipe, but its standing

the bending and torsion to which it is subjected. The likelihood

of breakage close to the fitting in use, is another of the principle

objections to it.

Mr. Grinnell.— I would like to say a word with reference to the

practice in England. I had occasion sonae two years ago to form a

connection with a very prominent engineering fii-m in Manchester,

and the senior meml)er of that estal>lishment was at my place, and

the character of the work in this country in the matter of steam

fittings M-as quite a revelation to him. And I would say tliat in

their work in England, for a 2-inch pipe and larger they use a cast
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iron flange pipe in length not exceeding seven feet put up and

bolted together, and the use of a larger pipe than 2 inch of wrought

iron is very rare. It seems to any one acquainted witli the busi-

ness here that they are very far in our rear in this matter. "We
are using pipe there constantly for steam connection, for large en-

gines and boilers, of 10 and 12 inches in diameter. It is very much
lighter and stronger, and less liable to strain joints and cause leak-

ages than cast-iron pipe. The result of this interview between this

party and myself was that they ordered of us a pipe-fitting tap-

ping machine, and they are now trying to inaugurate in England
the use of cast iron fittings in the place of their wrought iron

fittings. Their wrought iron fittings are made by hand, formed up
and welded and then tapped with a straight tap. We could tap

on that machine, which we sent over there, six times as many
elbows in a given time as they could tap, and of others a ])roportion-

ate number, and I state it as a matter of interest to this Society that

it is worth our while to co-operate with some establishments over

there and see if a uniform system of threads and fittings cannot be

brought about. It certaiidy would be greatly to their benefit, if

not to ours, for they are in th.e dark ages as to this matter of the

use of wrought-iron pipe and fittings.
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CC.

STEAM ENGINE TESTS.

MADE IN THE lyiECHANICAL ENGINEEEING LABORATOEY OF THE MASSA-

CHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY.

BY C. H. PEABODT, BOSTON, MASS.

These tests were made as a part of the regular laboratory work

of the thii-d and fourth year classes in mechanical eagineering and

electrical engineering, primai'ily for instruction. They were ar-

ranged in series, a the conditions of a series, except one which

was chosen for a variable, being as nearly constant as possible,

with the expectation that each series, when complete, would

give definite information as to the effect of changing that

variable. Two theses, with these tests for the subject, have

been presented by students in the classes of 1884 and 1885, each

arranging and investigating the tests so as to develop special

points of interest or to draw such inferences as seemed war-

rantable.

The engines tested were a Harris-Corliss engine of eight inches

diameter and twentj-four inches stroke, with a normal speed of

sixty revolutions per minute, and nominally of sixteen horse-

power; and a Porter-Allen engine of ten inches diameter and

twenty inches stroke, which at 230 revolutions per minute, is

rated at eighty horse-power. The latter is commonly run at about

200 revolutions per minute, driving shafting and the ventilating

fan in the New Building, and exerts about twenty horse-power

;

during the tests additional power was applied at a friction brake.

The Hams-Corliss engine was run at ])0wers varying from two

to eighteen horse-power, at different speeds, and both with a cut-

off and a throttling governor.

The steam for running the engines during a test was drawn from

the general supply (used also for heating the buildings) generated

by two horizontal, externally fired, tubular flue boilers, of the

common type. The steam pressure was commonly seventy-five

pounds to the square inch, and the amount of priming determiaed
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by careful tests by a Barrus calorimeter was from one-half of oue

per cent, to two per cent. These determinations were not made
in connection with the engine tests, though under the same con-

ditions and during the course of the tests, and tlierefore give

the quality of the steam used.

The exhaust steam was condensed at atmospheric pressure in

a sui'face condenser, and weighed in a tank. Power was applied

by a sensitive friction brake, cooled by water circulated through

a coil cast into the rim of the pullej', and driven by a belt fi"om a

line of shafting. The brake was driven by either engine as re-

quired.

The tests usually lasted from an hour and a half to an hour

and three-quarters, the time for the exercise being two hours, in-

cluding starting and stopping. At each five minutes a gong was
struck at which the counter and steam pressure gauge were read,

indicator cards were taken at each end of the cylinder, and the

condensed water was weighed in the tank. In the intervals be-

tween observations, the areas of the diagrams on the cards were

measured with planimeters, the initial pressure was measured,

also the pressures at cut-off, release and compression, the per

cent, of cut-off was determined, and the mean effective pressure,

and mean back pressure, if any, were computed. The release

and compression of each engine was constant during a test, and
was assumed at some convenient per cent, of the stroke which in-

sured that the valve was then closed. The cut-off was so nearly

constant during a test with the throttling governor on the

Harris-Corliss engine that it was treated in the same way ; when
the variable cut-off was used on that engine, and when the Porter-

Allen engine was tested, the cut-off was assumed as nearly as

could be estimated from the card, immediately after the valve

closed.

These data, together with the barometric pressure and the tem-

perature of the engine-room, were recorded on a printed form or

log, while the test was in progress. The piston displacement and
clearance for each end of the cylinder were also given.

From the data given, were calculated and recorded on the log

the following results of the test

:

(a) The revolutions per minute ; the water per revolution and
the water per horse-power per hour, given by the tank measure-

ment; the indicated horse-power of each end of the cylinder, and
the total indicated horse-power.
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(?>) The average was found, for all the cards taken at each end

of the cylinder, of the initial pressure, the apparent cut-off, the

pressure at cut-off, release and compression, the mean effective

pressure and the mean back pressure, and these averages were

assumed to correspond to an ideal pair of cards representing the

entire test.

(c) The volume, including clearance, which was filled with

steam, at cut-off, release and compression, being readily deter-

mined, together with the average indicated pressure, the weights

of steam in the cylinder at those points were found by the aid of

steam tables. This calculation was made for each end of the cyl-

inder separately, and the sum of the weights for the two ends, at

a given point of cut-off, was called the weight per revolution for

that point. It is properly double the average weight per stroke.

To the weight of water per revolution given by the tank was added

the weight of steam per revolution at compression, and the sum
was called the mixture in the cyhnder. The weight of steam at

cut-off and at release was divided by the mixture in the cylinder,

and thereby the per cent, of the mixture shown by the indicator

at those points, was found.

Thus the tests were made to show as special points of interest,

the water per horse-power per hour actually used, the amount
shown by the indicator, and the condensation and re-evaporation

in the cylinder. The tests here reported are numbered from 1 to

49 in the order in which they were made. As, however, that

order was chosen for the convenience of tlie work in the labora-

tory, and to give proper variety of instruction to the different

classes, the order in which they are presented is changed ; they

are grouped in four series, and each series is arranged in order of

the horse-power. A few of the tests are omitted because in them
some of the conditions assumed to be constant, varied.

Abstracts of the several series are given in Tables I., 11, III.,

and IV.
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The first series was made on the Harris-Corliss engine at nor-

mal speed, and controlled by the automatic cut-off governor. The

cut-off varied from yVV of one per cent, to 41 per cent, of the

stroke, and the indicated horse-power varied from 1.78 to 18.46.

The notable feature is the large amount of water per horse-power

per hour at small powers, amounting to 149.29 pounds for the

smallest power. To show this effect more clearlj' the curve A B
of Fig. 100 has been drawn with the pounds of water per horse-

Fig.100

power per hour for ordinates, and the number of horse-power for

abscissae.

The tests 6, 7, and 8, placed at the bottom of Table I., were

made with considerable back pressure, applied by throttling the

exhaust steam between the engine and the condenser. So far as

may be, considering the small number of tests, they show the dis-

advantage of excessive back pressure.

The second series was made on the same engine with the auto-

matic governor, but at speeds varying, in different tests, from 23

to 50.4 revolutions per minute, the speed for each test, however,

being nearly constant. These experiments are represented by

the curve A C, Fig. 100, and show the curious fact that slow speeds

show better economy at small powers than high speeds. For

larger powers the curves coincide for some distance. If the mean
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apparent cut-off be chosen for the abscissae, as in Fig. 101, all the

tests of both series fall very near the same curve, indicating that,

Fig. 101

Ordlnates-Water per H. P. per hour.
Abscissae-apparent cut-off.

with this engine, the ef-

ficiency increases with

the length of cut-off up

to 45 per cent, of the

stroke, and that it ap-

pears to depend princi-

pally on the length of

cut-off. It should be

said, however, that at

very slow speeds the

fly-wheel was insufficient,

and that the engine

would not pass the dead

centers if much power

was applied, consequent-

ly the tests that varied

greatly from normal speed

were all at very small

powers. The third series was also on the Harris-Corliss engine,

but the automatic governor was disconnected, the cut-off for each

test was fixed, and the

engine was controlled

b}' a Huntoon throttling

governor. The series is

represented by the curve

D E in Fig. 100, which

shows that in this series

the efficiency was in all

cases less than that given

by the automatic gov-

ernor. The initial press-

ure in the cylinder was

usually about ten pounds

less than the boiler press-

ure, a sufficiently nar-

row margin on which to

govern.

The fourth series was made on the Porter-Allen engine while

doing its usual duty of driving the shafting and apparatus in the

Fig. 102

'Ordinatcs-per cent of mixture In
the cylhider shoyn by Infllcator.

Absclssi^-apparent cut off.
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mechanical engineering and electrical engineering laboratories,

and of ventilating the New Building. Additional power was ap-

plied at the friction brake used in connection with the tests on

the Harris-Corliss engine, giving a range of from 17.80 to 35.04

indicated horse-power. The water per horse-power per hour is

represented by the curve F G in Fig, 100. The tests show the

great disadvantage of running an engine at a fraction of its proper

power, though the considerable back pressure occasioned by ex-

hausting into the heating system of the New Building, materially

increases the amount of water per horse-power per hour used.

The large condensation and consequent re-evaporation in the

cylinder is shown in each of the abstracts of the tests, by the

Fig. 103

Ordlnates-per ceut of mixture in
the cylinder shown by indicator.
lA-bsclssffi-appare it cut-off.

columns 16, 17 and 18. This is much more noticeable, as is to be

expected, at the low powers of the first and second series than in

the higher powers of the same, or in the third and fourth series.

It is quite remarkable that the per cent, of the mixture of steam

and water shown by the indicator at release is much less variable

than that shown at cut-off.

To show this more clearly, Figs. 102, 103 and 101 have been

prepared with the mean ajiparent cut-off for abscissae, and the

per cent, of the mixture of steam and water shown by the indi-

cator for ordinates. In each the lower curve is for cut-off and

the upper curve is for release. Fig. 102 represents both .series 1.

and series II. ; for it has been shown that when the cut-off is
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taken for a basis of comparison tliey reduce to one series. Fig.

103 represents series III., and Fig. 104. series IV. The Dear ap-

proach of the upper curve of Fig. 103 to a horizontal hne is par-

ticularly noticeable. These diagrams indicate that the customary

method of estimating the real amount of water per horse-power

per hour from that shown b}^ the indicator at release, is proper,

provided that the correction added be determined for the type

Fig. 104

Ordluatts-pcr cont of mixture In
the cylintUr shown by hiilicator.

Abscissa^-ui)p;ii-oiit cut off

.

and size of engine in question. Of course such an approximate

method is to be recommended only when direct methods cannot

be applied.

The tests reported in the paper are only the incomplete begiur

ning of the work which may be expected from the laboratory ; at

the jiresent time we have nearly as many more which we are not

ready to report on, and it is hoped that in course of several years

the number of series may be increased and made more complete,

till finally conclusions may be shown which will be of material

value. The suggestions indicated by those already made will

probably be modified, but it is thought that we are on the right

track to accomplish something in addition to the very important

work of instructing our students.

22
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CCI.

THE COURSE IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING AT
THE MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOL-
OGY AND THE LABORATORIES OF MECHANICAL
ENGINEERING AND APPLIED MECHANICS.

BT GAETANO LANZA, BOSTON, MASS.

AxY one eno-ao-ed in teadiino; Mechanical Eno^ineerino^ must

value very highly any opportunities he may have to submit his

work to the inspection and criticism of those who are actively en-

gaged in the practice of the profession. It is very natural, there-

fore, that this visit of the Society to the Massachusetts Institute of

Technology should be an occasion of peculiar gratification : and in

extending to you a cordial invitation to visit the departments of

Mechanical Engineering and Applied Mechanics, it is witli the hope

that you will feel free to inspect and criticise all our methods.

Two years and a half ago, when the writer was called upon to

take charge of the Mechanical Engineering department, the erection

of two new buildings had just enabled us to liave the much needed

space for a laboratory and drawing room, which had been previ-

ously crowded into sucli small corners of the one Rogers building

as could be afforded in view of the needs of other departments.

The task was then taken up, with the aid of Profs. Schwamb and

Peabody, of organizing the course and the laboratory in such a way

as seemed to us best suited to the requirements of such an Engi-

neering school as our own.

Before going farther, it should be said that by " the laboratory"

is meant the laboratory of Mechanical Engineering proper, as dis-

tinct, on the one hand, from the Mechanical laboratories or work-

shops, and, oil the other, from the laboratorj' of Applied Mechanics,

which is a laboratory for investigating the Strength of Materials,

and also distinct from the Electrical Engineering laboratory of

Prof. Cross.

The following are the pi-inciples which have guided us in the

development of the course and the laboratory:

1. The proper function of such a department is to drill the stu-
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dent in the tlieoretical (especially rnatliematical and plly^^ical)

principles that underlie his profession, and to conduct this drill

in such a manner that he may be able to apply them to the ])racti-

cal cases that he will meet after he leaves the school and enters

active life.

2. If, instead of this, the student is taught to depend upon

formulae, liand-book rules, or ruleof-thumb methods, instead of

upon his own power of applying principles to the solution of his

problems, he has not been given the education that he has a right

to expect.

3. In order to accomplish the objects stated, as hirge a practical

element as time will allow should be introduced, in the recitation

room, the drawing room, and the laboratory. This practical M'ork

should always follow and not precede the theoretical instruction

bearing upon it. The student should be made familiar with the

machinery which is to be found in the market to-day, and the

models used in instruction, the illustrations, and the practical

applications of his theory should all have to do with modern ma-
chinery and not with obsolete or impracticable combinations, and

the style, system, conventions, etc., used in the instruction in draw-

ing should be such as would be suitable for use in a draughting

office.

In the laboratory he should be drilled in just such work as he

will meet with in the practice of his profession, and this work, such

as boiler tests, engine tests, measurements of power, etc., should be

carried on with machinery of such proportions as would be em-
ployed by the engineer, and the conditions of working and the

methods of conducting the experiments should be those suitable

for use in practice.

He should be taught to perform his experimental work with the

care and accuracy necessary to insure results of real value, and he

should also be made to carry on experimental investigation.

4. Besides this he should have a good course in shop work ; and

his graduating thesis should consist of something which he has in-

vestigated for himself, the chief value of the thesis being, in my
opinion, the practice the student acquii'es in carrying on original

investigation on his own account.

5. Any attempt or claim of a technical school to give a student

an education which will supersede that given subsequently by ex-

perience in practice, or to send him out an accomplished engineer

is futile and impossible.
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The regular work of tlie course may be classified as follows:

1. The Matheiiiatics, Physics, and Applied Mechanics, which are

given outside of the department ; the last including the strength of

materials.

2. The recitation-room work.

3. The drawing-room work.

4. The shop work.

5. The laboratory work.

Mention has already been made of the importance of the first. A
few words should, perhaps, be said about the instruction in Applied

Mechanics, which is also in the charge of the writer, and which

extends through the third and fourth years. In this course the

student is taught the strength of materials, both the theories and

the experimental results, and is also given practice in testing in

the laboratory of Applied Mechanics. It is believed that besides

understanding the principles of the strength of materials, he should

also be familiar with the experimental results obtained by testing,

especially the more recent tests on full-sized pieces, and have prac-

tice in performing the tests himself.

2. In regard to the recitation-room work of the Mechanical

Engineering Department proper, it begins in the second year with

a study of the ])rinciples of mechanism, construction of gear teeth,

etc., given by Prof. Schwamb ; and this is followed, in the last part

of the year, by two courses : one on machine tools, and the other on

the mechanism of cotton machinery ; the object of these courses

being to familiai-ize the student, after his study of the principles of

mechanism, with tlie shop and mill machinery which is to be found

in the market to-day, and to this end he is shown, in addition to his

recitation-room work, the machinery in our own shops and in other

shops in the neighborhood, and also the cotton machinery in the

laboratory, and is required to study their mechanism, the machines

being run and stopped at will for his instruction. Excursions are

also made to cotton mills near by.

In the third year he has a course on the slide valve and link, on

thermodynamics, and the theory of the steam engine, and on steam

boilers, all given by Prof. Peabody, and in this course the practical

work of the laboratory, boiler and engine testing, etc., is kept con-

stantly in view, and the student is shown how his work will apply

to sucli tests as are made in the laboratory, or will have to be made

by him in practice.

In the first half of the fourth vear instruction is given partly by
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Prof. Peabody, and partly by the writer on a variety of incclianical

engineering snbjects, as dynamometers, governors, fly-wheels,

springs, rotative effect, effect of reciprocating parts, balancing of

engines, injectors, steam-pumps, cylinder condensation, hydraulics,

etc.

In the second half year a course on turbines is given to all the

students, and an option is also given them during the second,

and a portion of the first half, year, between a course on Marine
Engineering, Locomotive Construction, or Mill Engineering. It is

probable that ere long the number of these options will be increased.

DRAWING.

In this connection care is taken to have the drawino-s made
according to a system suitable for use in the workshop ; so that

the student shall not, when he goes into practice, make such blun-

ders as to omit dimensions over all, or employ a fanciful variety of

methods of putting on his dimension lines, or make other similar

mistakes. He is first taught to make working drawings from his

own measurements of the piece, actual parts of machines being used

and not model-makers' models. He has also to make the necessary

drawings in connection with his course on mechanism and irear

construction.

In the third year the class makes detail drawings of the different

parts of some machine, as an engine lathe, a planer, etc., and \vhen

these are completed, assembly drawings from their detail drawings,

so that they may know how to set up a machine. In the latter part

of the third year they are required to make some mechanism designs.

One of last year's designs was a set of cone pulleys for a lathe,

arranged so as to give a variation of speeds changing by equal

amounts.

In the first half of the fourth year a course is given by Prof.

Schwamb of boiler drawings and machine desiii'iis. In these desio-ns

the proper strength for the different parts is taken into account,

and the student is obliged to study thoroughly every detail, just as

he would if the entire responsibility for the manufacture and the

success of the machines designed rested upon him,

SHOP WOKK.

The shop work, which is in charge of Prof. Schwamb, includes

carpentry, pattern making, forging, chipping, filing and machine

tool work. It begins with the second year and extends through the
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fourtli. On the part of Prof. Schwamb an invitation is extended

to you to visit the shops, and to inspect the work done by the stu-

dents. The proper method of conducting instruction in shop work

has been publicly discussed on a great many occasions, and tlie

methods pursued at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology are

well known. It is with no desire to start a discussion on this sub-

ject, but merely to express a personal opinion, tliat we state our

view that this method works best with our classes whei'e the stu-

dents have a great many other duties at the same time as well as

their shop work.

THE MECHANICAL ENGINEEEING LABOEATORY.

The objects to be accomplished in such a laboratory are three-

fold.

1. To give to the students practice in the performance of boiler

and engine tests, pump tests, measurement of power, and other ex-

perimental engineering work thatthey are liable to be called upon to

perform in the practice of their profession ; and this work should be

conducted on a practical scale, the conditions under which the tests

are made being those of actual practice.

2. To give to the student skill in making original investigations,

and in making them with such care and accuracy that the results

nuiy be of I'eal value to the engineering community. ,

3. To publish the results of such investigations from time to

time, and thus to add gradually to the common stock of knowl-

edge.

The student begins laboratory work at the middle of the third

year, the last part of that year being devoted to a drill in making

steam-engine tesls. The laboratory work is then continued through

the fourth year, and consists partly of a more extended drill in the

usual mechanical engineering tests of boilers, pumps, power, etc.,

and also contains a large amount of original experimental investi-

gation.

APPARATUS AND WORK OF THE LABORATORY.

The following partial list of the apparatus of the laboratory will

make it possible to explain intelligibly the character of the work

which we are now doing.

The laboratory, of which a plan is shown in Fig. 109, contains

as a portion of its eqnipment,
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1. An 80 H. p. Porter-Allen engine, which also furnishes power

to the New Building and to the Mining Department.

2. A 16 II. P. Harris-Corliss engine, furnished with a throttle

governor in addition to its own automatic cut-off governor, either of

which can be used, the other being thrown out of action for the

time being. The automatic cut-off governor is also furnished with

a lever by means of which we may so load it as to vary the speed

of the engine at will.

3. A surface condenser (in which the condensing water passes

outside of the tubes) arranged so that it can be readily put in com-

munication with the main steam pipe from the boiler or with the

exhaust of the Harris-Corliss, the condensed steam being delivered

into a tank on scales where it can be weighed,

4. A surface condenser (in which the condensing water passes

through the tubes), connected with the exhaust of the Porter-Allen

and delivering the condensed steam into a tank on scales where it

can be weighed.

This condenser is also arranged in sections so that the condens-

ing water may be passed back and forth once, twice or three times,

at the option of the experimenter.

5. A nicely made Prony brake for the purpose of using up and

of weighing the work done by either engine ;
also the use of another

Prony brake in the Applied Mechanics Laboratory.

6. The four horizontal tubular boilers used for furnishing steam

for power and heating purposes to the Rogers and the New Building.

7. Steam and vacuum pumps as follows : one Worthington, two

Blake, one Knowles steam pumps, and one Deane vacuum pump.

8. One Mack injector.

9. A machine specially made for determining the ratio of the

tensions on the tiglit and loose side of a belt when the pulley and

belt slide over each other with different speeds.

10. A machine for determining by actual weighing the sum of

the tensions required to enable a belt to carry a given power at a

given speed with not more than a given amount of slip.

11. A mercury column.

12. A Swain turbine arranged in such a way that it can be run

and experiments can be made on the work done, the water used,

etc., under different gates.

18. A transmission dynamometer.

14. A Wliitin card, an English drawing frame, a Lowell speeder,

fly frame and ring frame, a Mason mule.
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Besides these a good supply of indicators, tliermometers, gauges,

anemometers, and other accessory apparatus.

We also make use for experimental purposes of a Brown 40 II. P.

engine, a horizontal tubular boiler, a Deane pump, and Hancock in-

spirator and a number of looms, which are in the mechanical labora-

tories on Garrison Street.

This list of apparatus will perhaps make it possible to explain

the character of the work done.

1. In regard to the Mork of the kind referred to under the

first head we are well equipped for making careful and complete

boiler tests—engine tests in which the water passing through the

engine is condensed and weighed, measurements of power, calorim-

eter tests, pump tests, valve setting, etc. For the power measure-

ments we make use of the cotton machinery.

2. In regard to the part which it is intended that the laboratory

should fill in matters of original investigation, it may be said that

it is perfectly feasible to have a great deal of such work done at

the hands of the students, provided only the necessary supervision

is exerted lo arrange the work properly, and to see that it is accu-

rately done.

This is accomplished in this laboratory both with tests intended

for drilling the students in the processes, and also with those in-

tended exclusively for original investigation.

Thus each engine test is made to fill some place in a series of

cut-offs, of speeds, of back pressures, etc., with either throttling or

automatic cut-off.

There are now on file results of abont SO carefully conducted

tests, which have been made the subject of two theses; one by Mr.

A. L. Fitch and one by Mr. Thos. W. Fry, and an account of them

is given you in Prof. Peabody's paper at this meeting.

bur boiler tests also are to be used as means of systematic inves-

tigation, on the value of different coab, grate areas, height of

bridge wall, etc., etc.

We have also apparatus for testing the transmission of power

by belting, which is a problem that we have been at work upon

for some time.

As it had been pointed out by Prof. Holman of this Institute

that the great discrepancy of results in the ordinary friction theory

of belting was due to the fact that the different experimenters used

different speeds of slip, we made a large number of experiments on

the different results obtained with different speeds of slip, and then
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bj attaching counters to a series of shafts, and varying the power
transmitted at will, we were able to ascertain a soniewliat average

value for the slip of 8 and 10 inch double belts transmitting diiier-

ent powers. Then obtaining our coefficient of friction by using

this slip we found Briggs' and Towne's coefficient of .42 altogether

too high and a coefficient of .27, much nearer the truth. But now
we have an apparatus in which we hang a transmitting shaft by

two belts to tiie driver and driven shaft, the two last being in one

line, and through this combination drive a brake on which we can

varj'' the power at will. Then by means of levers we load the

belts, thus ascertaining the least tension necessary to transmit a

certain power at a certain speed, measuring the corresponding slip

by counters. These experiments are described in my paper on belt-

ing, presented at this meeting, and it is believed that this work is

entirely new.

Then with our condenser we try a number of experiments on

efficiency of condensers, etc.

The cotton nuichinery is used for four purposes :

1. To teach the second year the mechanism of the machinery.

2. To teach the fourth year how to operate it, and to adjust it

to suit the different numbers and qualities of yarn that it is desired

to make.

3. For power measurements.

4. For original investigation.

This rongh outline of the work done in the laboratory will ex-

plain to you the direction in which we are working.

LABORATORY OF APPLIED MECHANICS.

The description of this laboratory, a plan of which is shown at

the end of this paper, will be very brief. It is essentially a strength

of materials laboratory. It contains:

1. An Olsen 50,000 lbs. testing machine for tension and com-

pression.

2. xlccessory apparatus devised at the Institute for determining

the modulus of elasticity.

3. A 50,000 lbs. transverse testing machine suited to determine

the breaking strength and deflection of full-size beams up to 25

feet span, under concentrated or distributed loads; also tlie strength

of framing joints, fnll size.

4. Arrangements for subjecting a number of full-size timber
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beams at once to a moderate load, and determining the effect of

time, and also of seasoning under load upon their deflection and

breaking strengtli.

5. A macliine for testing the strength of mortars and cements.

6. Machinery for determining the breaking strength of shafting

subjected to a twist by actually transmitting power through it, and

at the same time to a transverse load corresponding to the pull of

the belt.

Also arrano-euients for determining the twist and deflection of

shafting under combined twisting and bending due to the belt pull,

and studying the effect of different distances of hangers and posi-

tions of pulleys upon the twist and deflection of the shaft.

The object of this laboratory is to give the students a practical

familiarity with the behavior of tlie materials themselves when

subjected to such stresses as occur in practice ; and it is believed

that whenever possible the pieces should be full size, and the con-

ditions as nearly those of actual practice as possible.

We have already ascertained a number of constants for use in de-

termining the transverse strength of timber, and we intend to do

the same for shafting, besides making other experimental investi-

gations on the strength of materials.
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ecu.

TIiAXS3IISSI0N OF POWEll BY BELTING.

AN ACCOUNT OF THE WORK DONE UPON THIS SUBJECT IN THE
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING LABORATORY OF THE MASSA-

CHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY.

BY OAETANO LAKZA, B08T0N, MASS.

It is well known to mechanical engineers that the rules for

determining the proper width of leather belting to carry a given

power at a given speed differ enormously from each other. xVny

one may readily satisfy himself of the truth of tliis statement by

a glance at the " Use of Belting,'' by John H. Coopei-, Avhere he

will find such a mass of different rules, that he will need some

further evidence on the subject before he can decide which rule is

right, and which rules are wrong.

The greater part of these rules are no better than guesses ;
being

merely the practice of this or that mechanic, based upon no ex-

perimental evidence whatever.

Fades of this character will not be considered in this paper, and

only those will be discussed which have as their basis some experi-

mental investigation, whether correct or incorrect ; but even these

differ in their results, in some cases, by as much as one hundred

per cent.

During the last two years we have been carrying on a series of

expei-iments in the laboratt»ry, with a view of solving this pr(.»blem

with such completeness as to leave no room for doubt as to the

correctness of the results. At the present time we are engaged

upon one of these series, which we believe to be the final one, and

which must, by the time it is completed, give us a definite answer

to the problem which we set out to solve. The work done upon

the subject has formed part of the regular laboratory work, and

also the subject of two theses—one by Mr. A. J. Turinton, and

the other by Mr. A. L. Merrill.

An account of this work, and a summary of the results obtained,

will now be given in the order in which they were determined

;

but beforehand I will state briefly what had already been done by

others.
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The only experiments of wbieli the writer is aware are the fol-

lowing :

1°. By General Morin.

2°. By Henry R. lovvne of the Yale & Towne Company.
3°. By Edward Sawyer of Charlestown, Mass.

4°. By Pi'ofessor S. AY. Jlolman of the Massachusetts Institute

of Technology.

(1°) As to those of Morin, he used a fixed cast-iron drum, over

which hung the belt, the ends hanging vertically, and bein^ of

equal lengths ; these two ends he loaded with equal weights, and

then added weight on one side until the belt slipped, and thus

determined the two tensions Ti on the tight side, and T2 on the

loose side. He then determined the co-efRcient of friction, y, from

the formula

jp _ hjp log Ti — h^'p log To

The results obtained by him are as follows:

New belting on smooth cast iron, dry . 284

New belting on smooth cast iron, wet 0.377

New belting on rotigli cast iron 0.281

Old belting on rough cast iron 0.277

He does not state what was the speed M'itli which the belts were

slipping when he obtained these results.

(2°) Mr. Henry R. Towne performed his experiments in the

same way, only that he allowed his belts to slip at a speed as

nearly 200 feet per n)inute as he could judge by the eye.

He obtained as result/ = 0.58; but lie and Mr. Robert Briggs

recommend for use two-thirds of this, or/" = 0.42.

(3°) Mr. Edward Sawyer, of Charlestown, used also a fixed

drum, and performed the experiments in the same way as the other

two, with this exception—that, when he had loaded the heavy side

sufficiently to make the belt slip, he then placed additional load on

light side, until he just stopped the slipping ; then, calculating his

co-efficient of frictions by the same formula, he obtained results

varying from 0.12 to 0.17. Whichever of these results is used, the

rule for finding the ratio of the tension on the tight and loose

sides of a belt is given by the formula

T
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where e = Napierian base, and 6 = circular measure of arc of con-

tact between the belt and the pulley ; and, having this ratio, it is

easy to compute the width of belt necessary to convey a given

power at a given speed.

4". In 1882 Professor S. ^Y . Ilolman of tiie Physical Department

of the Institute of Technology undertook a set of expei'iments

with a view to ascertain the cause of the enormous discrepancy

in the results of the different experimenters. He caused the

pulley to slide under the belt, hanging weights on the loose side

of the belt, and attaching the other end to a spring balance.

He found that, with a low speed of slip, he obtained as low a

result as 0.12, while with a speed of 200 feet per minute he obtained

about 0.58 and intermediate values, with intermediate speeds of

slip ; hence that the co-efticient of friction varies with the speed of

slip.

One important function of the laboratory of mechanical engi-

neering is to undertake and carry on original investigations of

engineering problems. Recognizing, therefore, the importance of

the belting problem, we set out to determine :

1°. What is the average value for the speed of slip which we
realize in practice under ordinary conditions of working ?

2°. What is the co-efficient of friction which is obtained with the

average speed of slip?

3°. How does the co-efficient of friction vary with the different

kinds of belt and of pulleys ?

This work has been made a part of our regular laboratory work,

and was also carried on in connection with the two theses already

mentioned.

A summary of the results obtained up to the end of the last

school-year will now be given, but I will preface it by the following

remarks in regard to the mode of procedure and the nature of the

results.

The slip tests were made entirely on 7-inch, 8-inch, and 10-incli

double belts, by loading them with a known horse-power by means

of a nicely made Prony brake on which the power used could be

weighed. These tests were made as follows : Placing a fixed load

on the brake, readings of counters attached to the driving and

driven shafts were taken at definite intervals ; and, the diameters

of the pulleys being known, the slip of the belt was readily com-

puted.

The slip of these belts under ordinary loads was, on an average,
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about 3 feet per minute. Experiments were then made upon a

machine driven by power, and specially designed for the purpose,

where a pulley was caused to slide under the belt at such a rate

of speed as might be desired; and thus the ratio of the tensions,

and hence the co-efficient of friction under various speeds of slip,

was determined.

The average value of this co-efficient under a speed of slip of

3 feet per minute would seem to be, in the light of these tests,

about 0.27, corresponding (if the admissible stress per inch of

width be taken at 66f pounds) to the rule that a belt 1 inch wide

must travel 1,000 feet per minute to transmit one horse-power.

This, it will be seen, requires much wider belts than Briggs's

and Towne's rule, to take 0.42 for co-efficient of friction ; and, as

a matter of fact, we never realize in practice while driving, a slip

anywhere near 200 feet per minute, which was the slip used in

Mr. Towne's experiments.

I will next proceed to give the summaries.

SUMMARY OF TESTS MADE IN 1883-84.

No. of
Experi-
ments.

Maximnm Minimum Speed of

Kind of Belt.
Side next
Pulley.

Nature of
Pulley.

Co-efti-

cient of
Co-effl-

cient of
Humid-
ity.

Slip, in
Feel, per

Friction. Friction. Minute.

1 Old oak- tanned.

.

Hair, Lagged, 0.2700 0.2500 0.39 1.91

2 " " "
0.27:{0 0.2570 0.36 1.91

3 (( << Flesh, 0.2660 0.2460 0.49 1.91

4 Raw hide Hair, 1.0420 0.9825 0.44 1.91

5 " " Flesb, 0.5695 0.5250 0.44 1.91

6 " " Hair, 0.8800 0.8840 0.44 1.91

7 New oak-tanned. '< 2850 0.26:0 0.38 1.91

8
It it Flesh, 0.2800 0.2640 0.39 1.91

9 Rubber

Hair,
Cast iron,

0.3780
0.3860
0.1440

0.3450 0.39
0.43
0.48

1.91
10 1.72
11 New oak-tanned. 1.91

12 ( i .1 Flesh, 0.1710 0.48 1.91
13 Raw bide Hair, 0.2510 0.48 1.91

14 »i tt Flesb, 0.26.50 0.48 1.91

15 tt it Hair, 0.2260 0.55 1.91
16 Old oak-tanned .

.

" 0.1560 0.55 1.95
17 tt n Flesh, 0.1793 0.44 1.75
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SUMMARY OP SLIP TESTS, 1884-85.

No. of
Esperl-
mente.

3
4
5
6

7
8
9

10
11

7
12
8
13
9
14
15

10
11

12
13
14
15

Description of Belt.

10" double belt.

8' double belt.

10" double belt.

8" double belt.

Speed of
Belt, in
Feet, per
Minute.

1311
13.')0

1365
138.>

1414
1411

1537
15S6
1605
1630
1066
1064

1315
1303
1-298

1597
1610
1548
1593
1536
1576
1528
1568
1517

7" double belt 1617
1631
1617
1600
15&1

1539

Horse-
power
trans-
mitted.

14.69
11.12
10.23
8.31
5.31
5.31

14.09
11.12
10.23
8.31
5.31
5.31

11.75
12.66

Speed of
Slip, in

Feet, per
Minute.

6.11
8.21
10.15
12.05
13.99
15.47

14.76
9.64
7.13
5.75
3 57
3.34

10.98
7.49
6.52
4.61
2.70
2.14

4.33
5.41
3.13

6.11 1.53
8.21 1.97

8.83 3.44
10.15 4.65
11.75 2.20
12.05 5.14
12.66 4.09
13.99 4.68
15.47 3.71

Remarks.

2.70
4.29
5.70
6.90
6.35
7.94

Inclined at about
45° to tbe horizon.

The belt was very

slack.

Nearly vertical.

The belt was very

slack.

The belt was now
tightened to about
ordinary tightness.

The belt was now
tightened to about

ordinary tightness.

Horizontal belt.
This belt was rather

slack.

It will be .seen tliat, when the belts experimented upon were

ordinai-ilj tight, the speed of slip of these belts had for its grcMtest

value 6.41 feet per minute, and that a rough average might be

taken at about 3 feet per minute.

I will next proceed to give a summary of the tests for deter-

mining the co-efficient of friction during 1884-85, a part of which

were done as regular laboratory exercises, and a part by Mr. A. L.

Merrill for his theses.
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The simimary is as follows :

SUMMARY OF FRICTION TESTS MADE BY MR. MERRILL.

HAIR SIDE NEXT PULLEY. HAIR SIDE NEXT PULLEY.

Test No.

Speed of
Slip,

in Feet,
per

Minute.

Ratio
of

Tensions.

Co-effl-

cient of
Friction.

Test No.

Speed of
Slip,

in Feet,
per

Minute.

Ratio
of

Tensions.

Co-efB-
cient of
Friction.

1 2.09 2.22 0.255 21 6.84 2.39 0.275
2 2.09 2.23 0.255 22 6.84 2.41 0.280
3 2.09 2.22 0.255 23 6.84 2.48 0,290
4 2.09 2.23 0.255 24 6.84 2.58 0.300
5 2.09 2.23 0.255 25 6.84 2.67 0.313
6 2.09 2.08 0.235 26 7.00 2.88 0.337
7 2.09 2.02 0.225 27 7. CO 2.96 0.345
8 2.09 2.03 0.225 28 7.00 2.83 0.330
9 2.09 2.02 0.225 29 7.00 2.90 0.339

10 2.09 2.03 0.225 30

Average,

7.00

6.92

2.90 0.339

Average, 2.09 2.12 0.240 2.64 0.310

HAIR SIDE NEXT PULLEY. FLESH SIDE NEXT PULLEY.

31 2.09 1.93 0.210

11 2.83 2.34 0.270 32 2.09 l.i3 0.210

33 2.09 1.9^ 210

12 2.83 2.38 0.275 34 2.t.9 1.92 0.210

35 2.09 1.91 0.210

13 2.83 2.38 0.275
Average, 2.09 1.92 0.210

14

15

2.83

2.83

2.39

2.41

0.275

0.280 36 3.38 2.27 0.260

37 3.38 2.18 0.250
16 2.38 2.49 0.290 38 3.38 2.10 0.246

39 3.38 2.17 0.248
17 2.38

2.38

2.38

2.49

2.50

2.49

0.290

0.291

0.290

40

Average,

3.38 2.16 0.246

18 3.38 2.19 0.250

19

41 7.00 3.20 0.370
20 2.38 2.51 0.294 42 7.00 3.17 0.367

43 7.00 3.11 0.361

44
45

7.00
7.00

3.06
3.05

0.357
0.355

Average, 2.605 2 3Q8 0.278
Average, 7.00 3.12 0.363
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No. of
Experi-
ment.

Kind of Belt.
Side next
Pulley.

Nature of
Pulley.

Co-cffi-

civnt of
Friction.

Speed of
Slip, in
Feet, per
Minute.

18
19

20
21
23
23
24

• 25
26
27
28
29
30
31

32
33
34
35
86
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47

Hair Cast iron,

<<

<(

0.776
0.45
0.83
0.51
0.37
0.30
0.33
0.33
0.80
0.34
0-43
0.36
0.38
0.33
0.45
0.38
0.45
0.43
0.52
0.74
0.67
0.43
0.37
0.32
0.37
0.31
0.33
0.60
0.58
0.57

338.0

Flesh 338.0

ti Hair 310.0

i( Pl.sh 310.0
15.4

Hair 15.4

,,

it

15.0

,, 15.0

,, FU>sh 15.0

<( .

.

Hair 16.9

,, Flesh 16.9

Hair 14.9

n " ... Flesh 14.9

'< " ... Hair 15.1

" Flesh 15.1

Hair 13.9

<< •< Flesh 13.9

<< << Hair 14.9

<< Flesh 14.9

<£ It 12.8

.< <• << 12.8

Hair 13.7
13.7

k< 12.7

,, Flesh 13.4

(( 13.4

,, .< 13.4
<• 13.5
.< 13.5

<( l< (1 (< 13.5

I will next give a table which exhibits a comparative view of

the results thus far referred to under a variety of aspects.

Morin
Towne (experiments) . . . .

Towiie (given to be used.

Co-effi-

cient of
Friction.

Sawyer

M. E. Lab., with slip of 3

feet per minute

0.28
0.58
0.42
0.12
to

0.17

0.37

required
to

transmit
1 H. P. at

1,000 Ft.
per

Minute,
in Lbs.

55.2
39.3
45.0
105
to

79.6

57.8

corre-
spond-
ing,

in Lbs

22.2
6.3
12.0
72.1
to

46.6

24.8

corre-
spond-
ing,

in Lbs.

77.4
45.6
57.0

177.0
to

126.2

82.6

required
to

transmit
IH.P. at

1,500 Ft
per

Minute,
in Lba.

36.8
26.2
30.0
70.0
to

53.0

38.5

T,
corre-
spond-
ing,
Ll)8.

14.8
4.2
8.0
48.0
to

31.0

16.5

Ti + T,
corre-
spond-
ing,

in Lbs.

51.6
30.4
38.0
118.0
to

84.0

55.0

23
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It would seem reasonable, that with a belt travel of about 1,500

feet per minute, which is about the speed of the belts used in

making ttie slip tests, the speed of slip should not be more than

about three or fonr feet per minute ; and this would necessitate a

co-efficient of friction of about 0.27, which means that the belt

should have a strain of 55 pounds per horse-power transmitted.

This is the value of the co-efficient of friction deduced as an aver-

age by Mr. Merrill in the tests which he made for his thesis.

It is also evident, that if we use a lii^lier co-efficient, as 0.42,

we must, in order to realize it, have a strain upon the belt of onl}-

38 pounds per horse-power transmitted; but then we should have

a speed of slip much larger than would be suitable to use in prac-

tice: and that, if we determine the width of the belt on the basis

of 3S pounds, and then strain it more, we are no longer keeping

within the limits of safety intended.

Moreover, while the work described above would seem to throw

a great deal more light upon the problem of belting, there are two

objections that might theoreticallj' be raised to this form of exper-

iment, which objections can only be refuted by another foruj of

experiment.

These objections are the following :

1°. Is the ratio of tensions the same when the belt is driving

as when either the belt slides over the pulley, or the pulley under

the belt ?

2°. Is the ordinary friction theory correct for a driving-belt?

In regard to this, I will say, that the few experiments we have

thus far made tin's year show very conclusively that these results

are nearly correct. It will be observed that by means of the

brake and the counter we are able to determine Jl — T.^; and, in

order to determine 7\ and Tj, we must first have some other func-

tion of the tensions besides their difference. We have been re-

lying upon the frictional inachine to supply this M'ant by giving

us the ratio of the tensions. In the work we are now doing,

however, we are actually weighing the sum of the tensions, or

Ti + 71,, and thus we can determine 2\ and Tg. Professor Pea-

body, Professor Schwamb, and myself have all had a hand in

getting up this new apparatus for the laboratory ; but we had it

ready for use only about two weeks ago, and hence our results are

but few, and some of them are doubtless partially vitiated by the

inexperience of the students when first put on these tests.
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However, the results wliich we have point very clearly to a cun-

firmatioTi of the conclusions drawn from the preceding results.

The machine itself I will not stop to describe, but will merely

say that the power is transmitted from the driving-shaft to another

shaft in the same line through an intermediate shaft, which is

hung from these by two belts of equal length ; the pulleys being of

equal diameter. Thence the power passes to a brake, where it is

weighed. Now, the boxes which contain the hanging-shaft are

attached to levers, by means of which the sum of the tensions

on each of the belts by which it is suspended can be weighed.

Then counters are attached to each shaft in the series, and also

to the brake.

Thus we can, by means of the brake and counter readings,

determine T^ — T^, for any given case, and then T^ + Tg by direct

weighing ; hence Ji and T^ are determined without the assump-

tion of any friction theory.

This machine enables us to answer either of the following ques-

tions ; viz.

:

1°. In order to transmit a given power at a given speed of belt,

what is the least value of Ji {- T^ with which we can succeed

to drive at all, without having the belt slip off? what is the speed

of slip we obtain under these conditions ? and what the values of

2; and T^ ?

2°. If a given power is to be transmitted with a given speed,

and the speed of slip is not to exceed a given quantity, what is

the value of Ti + To required for the purpose? and what are T^

and T2?

These questions can be definitely answered, and then the ques-

tion of width of belt is to be determined by so fixing it that

it shall be able to bear the required value of 7" without injury

and without losing its tightness. And the amount of strain which

should be put upon it is determined thus : if we assume, with

Briggs, a safe-working strength of 66| pounds per inch of width

through the lace holes, we merely need to divide 2\ by 66| to get

the width of belt required.

I will now give the results of the few experiments which have

been made thus far :
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It will be seen that, in transmitting about five horse-power, the

least value of T^ + T-i with which it was possible to run was 150

pounds = 30 pounds per horse-power: this is the value we should

obtain by using 0.58 for co-efficient of friction, the value obtained

by experiments of Towne ; but we then should liave a speed of

slip of about 50 feet per minute, which is manifestly very much in

excess in what is either safe or economical to allow. On the other

hand, we obtain much better running with 275 or 300 pounds for

T; + Tj, 250 being rather light ; and this gives a speed of slip of 3

to 12 feet per minute. Now, 275 pounds for five horse-power is 55

pounds per horse-power, which is just what we should obtain by

using a co-efficient of friction of 0.27.

While there are doubtless some discrepancies in these few ex-

periments, which will be eliminated as soon as we have a larger

number, and while we shall before long be able to make out a

table showing exactly how much we must strain our belts to

accomplish any desired result as to transmission and slip, which

table will furnish us readily the proper sizes of belt to use for any

given case, nevertheless even what has been done is sufficient to

enable us to say with certainty that a co-efficient of friction of

0.42 is altogether too large, and is never realized in practice, as

the belts are in practice strained more than this co efficient implies,

and also that a co-efficient of 0.27 is much nearer the truth, and

hence that our rules for belting if based upon the latter would be

much nearer correct than if based upon the former.

ADDED SINCE THE MEETING.

Mr. H. R. Towne.—Professor Lanza's experiments cover the

most thorough investigation of the efficiency of belting as a means

of transmitting power, which, so far as I know, has yet been pub-

lished. The subject is one of great interest and importance, and

it is strange that it had not been sooner brought within the rapidly

enlarging field of exact determination and rule based upon experi-

mental investigations conforming so closely to the conditions of

actual practice as to make sure that the results arrived at arc sub-

stantially identical with those obtaining in use. .

In 1S67 I undertook to determine the co-efficient of friction of

leather belting on cast-iron pulleys by means of a series of work-

shop experiments, made carefully, but with no other apparatiis

than a few pulleys, belts and weights. My experiments and their
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results were piiblislied fully in the Journal of the Franklin Insti

tute for February, 1868, the preceding number of which contained

a discussion of the theory of belt transmission, and also working
tables and rules (based on the co-efRcient determined by me) pre-

pared by my friend the late Robert Briggs of Philadelphia, at

whose suggestion I had taken up the subject. The absence of

satisfactory data, and the need of better information on this sub

ject at that time, was evidenced by the fact that the results em-
bodied in the above tw^o papers, which are usually referred to as

"Briggs's and Towne's Experiments," were subsequently copied,

adopted and refen-ed to by nearly every writer of general text-

books on engineering who treats of belting, such as D. K. Clark

and Professor W, C. Unwin, of London ; Professor Reuleaux, of

Berlin, and numerous An)erican authors. This general acceptance

of the results of those early experiments is my excuse for referring

to them now, and for offering the following brief explanation of

the difference between those results and the recent work of Prof.

Lanza.

For nearly twenty years the experiments referred to above have

been generally accepted as offering a reliable guide to practice in the

matter of belting, notwithstanding the crudeness of the means em-
ployed in making them, and the further fact that the method of

conducting the tests had been fully set forth in the original publi-

cation. The period which has thus passed has been one of great

progress, and has seen wonderful advances in all mechanical arts.

It is gratifying to see that the better knowledge thus obtained has

been applied to a reinvestigation of a subject of such importance,

and that the results indicated by the latter are such, and are so

presented, as to afford a much more reliable guide than any data

previously existing. It is greatly to be hoped that Professor Lanza
will continue his investigations, and will finally reduce his results

to convenient tabular form for reference and use.

The most prominent point of difference between the recent ex-

periments and the earlier ones is the fact, now for the first time

clearly brought out, that the speed of slip between tlie belt and the

pulley is a factor of])rime importance in determining the co-effi-

cient of friction.. The earliest experimenter. General Morin, of

Paris, whose investigations of friction have been a standard of

reference for a generation, in his report gives no information as to

the speed of slip, thus, tacitly at least, leaving it to be inferred

either that such speed was a constant factor, or else that it is an
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unimportant one. The experiments of the present Avriter above

referred to were made under the ap])roxiniately uniform condition

of 200 feet per minute slip. This fact was clearly stated in the

original, publication, whei-c it was also explained that this speed

was adopted as the slowest which permitted of substantial uniform-

it}' under the various conditions of test with the crude apparatus

employed. Professor Lanza's experiments, with his refined and

apparentl}' perfect apparatus, show that in practice the sj)eed of

slips never reaches so high a figure, and probably, under proper

conditions, rarely exceeds 2 or 3 per cent, of this rate. The other

experiments referred to in Professor Lanza's paper, those of Mr.

Sawyer and Professor Ilolman, approximate much more closely

to the conditions of practice in this regard, the latter investigator

having discovered the chief explanation of the discrepancies in

previous work by proving that variations in the speed of slip

would cause changes in the co-efficient of friction rang! no- from

.12 to .5a

In view of the time when, and the conditions under which the

experiments of the writer were made, no apology is offered for the

fact that they must now be set aside in favor of those arrived at by

Professor Lanza with his elaborate and beautifully designed testing

apparatus. It is somewhat consoling, however, to know that the

investigations of Professor Ilolman, and the recent work done by

Professor Lanza, both show that at the speed of slip of 200 feet

per minute, a co-efiicient of .58 to .82 is developed (the average

of four tests reported by Professor Lanza, with speeds of slip rang-

ing from 210 to 238 feet per minute, givesy= 639), thus fully

confirming the correctness of the results obtained in my experi-

ments notwithstanding the crudeness of the apparatus employed.

After carefully reviewing our experiments, Mr, Priggs and I

considered it prudent to reduce our co-efficient of friction of .58

by one-third, and therefore assumed for practice/"= .42, and on

this latter value the tables in Mr. Briggs's paper were based. In the

light of Professor Lanza's experiments, so far as published, I fully

concur in his determination of a co-efficient of .27 as being more

nearly correct than .42.

In conclusion I will express the hope that Professor Lanza's

experiments may be continued and extended until their indications

have settled conclusively all important points involved in the

transmission of power by belting. I would suggest, also, that his

apparatus, which is at present so arranged that the belts are verti-
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cal, sliould ultimately be modified so as to place tlie belts in hori-

zontal position, and, also, that the experiments shonld cover the

ordinary range of conditions as to relative sizes of driving and

driven pulleys. It is to be hoped, also, that the experiments may
throw some light upon the question of very high belt speeds as

affecting tlie eflBciency of ti'ansmission and the durability of belts,

and, finally, that the results arrived at in all of these respects may
be reduced to such convenient and simple form as to come into

general acceptance and use.
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CCIII.

NOTES ON COMPARATIVE VALVES OF METAL
SURFACES FOR WARMING AIR.

BY W. J. BALDWIN, NEW YORK CITY.

The experiments reported here were made by the writer, assisted

by Mr. F. W. Wright, of New York City, and extended over a

period of one year.

Their prime object was to aseei-tain the best form to give what
'

is known as " compound coil-radiator " surface, viewing it from

the commercial stand-point.

In doing this some data and miicli general information were

collected which may be of value to the members of this Society

;

incomplete though the results may be from a purely scientific

point of view. It must, therefore, be remembered our investiga-

tions were not in the interest of pure science, and progressed only

in any one direction, to the extent of showing whether we were on

the road to accomplish our prime object, or whether we were mak-

ing a retrograde movement, and were, therefore, often suddenly

interrupted and a new mode of procedure adopted, or a new form

of coil tried.

It may be explained here for those who do not follow the im-

provements in air-heating surfaces that " compound-coil surface"

is the covering of the pipes of an ordinary box-coil with a spiral

or helically coiled wire, which is again wound in the helical form

around the pipe of the coil. A section of pipe covered in this

manner' is shown in Fig. 124.

To warm air with plain box-coils requires from six to twelve

pipes in height, when set in rows directly over each other, to make

the air sufiiciently hot to maintain the heat of rooms in cold

weather with the limited supply of air that will pass through flues

and registers with natural draft currents, the temperatures vary-

ing from 110° to 150° Fahr. at the registers, with pressure of steam

ranging between 2 and 10 pounds, and other conditions, such as

length of flues, their position in outer or inner walls, etc., being

factors against or for the temperatures.

With cast-iron surfaces covered with tapering prongs and known
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as "pin surfaces," a depth of 6|- inclies will give results equal to a

common box-coil ten pipes high; and should the velocities be
quickened, the "pin" heater M^ill pass the increased quantity of

air without apparent diminution of its temperature and with an

increased condensation of water, whereas the plain box-coil will at

once show a fall of temperature due to the increased quantit)^ of

air, and will show but a comparatively slight increase of water
condensed.

By progressive changes in box-coils covered with this " second-

ary " surface we have reduced the number of pipes in height for

coils, until we find that with two pipes in height and with about
the same floor-space occupied by the " pin " radiator, we can con-

Atfaujdi euBToxfia.fi^,/^

FIG. 124.

dense equal or greater quantities of water, with equal or greater

results in air-warminsr.

The points, I think, that will be of interest to the members will

be our method of receiving the water of condensation ; the tem-
peratures at which the air generally leaves coils oi- heaters, and the

average of the water condensed for the different heaters for a given

time, with the progressive forms of the new coils.

After making experiments with different forms and numl)ers of

pipes in height of the new coil—which I will call " secondary-sur-

face" coil—and with " pin-surface " and other old forms, we found
that we were getting variations so great in the quantities of water

(apparently) condensed that something must be wrong with our

method.

In all these trials we were taking steam at about 50 pounds pres-

sure from the boiler and reducing it through a " Curtis " regulat-

ing valve (a) to 20 pounds, with slight variations, thence passing
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it to a reeeivino- evlinder (h), 9 inches in diameter by 42 inches

long, as shown at Fi«>-. 125, with a steam-trap (c) at the lower end

to take away the water separated or condensed.

From this separating cylinder we again reduced the pressure

through a " Handren & llobins " regulating valve (d) to 2, 5, or

10 pounds i)ressare, as required for the tests, the object of the

latter valve being to secure a constant pressure in the heatei's under

test, and which we found could be done within the limits of one-

quarter of a pound.

The steam as it passed through the latter valve M-as assumed to

be at maximum densitv. It was certainlv as free of water when

FIG. 125.

it expanded tlii-ough the regulator as we can hope to get it in best

practice.

Our first method of receiving the water of condensatioii was to

use the Hawes steam-trap on the return end of each coil or radia-

tor, the trap being used in the ordinary manner. Difficulty was

found in adjusting the traps to pass only the water of condensation,

and after using them some time, and comparing the results, it was

apparent we were getting that which M'ould be of little practical

use vjith short tests, as the amounts of water varied so greatly for

20-rainute tests fui- the same heaters under, as far as could be seen,

similar conditions. It would ap])ear -that the amount of water for

a numl)er of consecutive tests should give the actual average, but

apparently there was an element of uncertainty, caused presumably

by the draft of steam through the radiators disturbing water

that could lodge in the bottoms of bases or in the enlargement of

fittings below the line of the bottom side of the outlet-pipes.
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When the trap was " blown through " the passing steaui drew the

pockets empty, and tliese places had to fill before any considerable

quantity of water ran off by the trap. This water could not be

accounted for, and in the "pin " radiator of six sections, on account

of the large flat bottoms of its sections, this water made a consider-

able factor. In the small pipe-coil of only 16 1-inch pipes, 38

inches long, it was probably not one-tenth of the amount. The

great internal surface of the pin-sections compared to the small

internal surface of the pipe affected the results when agitated, as

all these surfaces are covered with beads of water draining slowly

toward the outlet.

It might be. well to remember here that we were making compar-

ative trials only between heaters for our own purpose, and that

previous to this we did not think it necessary to take into consid-

eration matters, apparently slight in themselves, which we found

afterward could not be neglected, such as a particular way of

branching pipes, feeding different heaters under test at the same

time, or other little matters which may appear as I go along.

The water, as it left the traps, was received into iron buckets of

equal size and weight. Some vapor, or steam, passed the traps or

had to be allowed to pass to assure us we were not holding water

back. This vapor condensed on the sides of the buckets, and

would in itself be sufficient to destroy the value of any but prelimi-

nary and comparative tests. The condensation in the pipes lead-

ing to the heaters from the main also brought an error into the

result which should be eliminated by careful tests of the pipe

alone, and a constant error established for time, but for our pur-

pose of comparison we again omitted to take it into consideration,

as all were served alike, and as the condensation from plain direct

surface, as this would be, would always be against the heater doing

the greatest duty.

To prevent condensation on the sides of the pails we tried

receiving the water of condensation under water from the traps

in the receiving pails, noting the rise of temperature of the

water in the pails for comparison. As w^e had to contend against

the cooling of the water in the iron pails, we substituted wooden

ones, our objections to not using them earlier being variations in

their weights, due to soakage, and the inability to drain them

quickly. We still found too great variations for results from the

same heaters, the steam leakage from the traps now entering into

the problem, as it was all condensed in tlie pails ; the trap with the
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greatest percentage of leakage destroying the comparison, and the

leakage in any case raising the quantity of water above that

actually condensed by the heater. This warranted us in going no

further in this direction, and proved conclusively that it was

impossible to get accurate results as to the water (condensed by this

style of trap, or, in fact, from any trap, and that the attempt to

measure the units of heat by the rise in temperature of water,

whether discharged through a trap or not, could not be relied

upon so long as the accuracy of a trap or any other means of

drawing water from a heater could not be assured, the latent

lieat of the escaping vapor being a large and unknown factor.

At this time I determined to receive the water of condensation

%//////////////////////////

Fig. 126.

under pressure and by gravity only, or, in other words, by over/low,

and without traps, receiving only the water which would overflow

by the natural increase for a given time. The arrangement shown
in Fig. 126 was then substituted and used at the drip-pipe of each

heater. It consisted of a galvanized-iron cylinder, a, 8| inches long

by 6 inches in diameter, not including the bulges of the heads.

It had an air and vent cock b, a ground union joint c, with Wnch
pipe connection d d, and valves e andy. These cylinders were

made of jSo. 22 iron, double-seamed and soldered, and safely bore

20 pounds pressure, ^nd would presumably bear the full boiler-

pressure with safety.

By this means the water of condensation and the air was drawn
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avvaj from tlie lieatei'S before the tests were coinmeiiced, through

the valve c and the pipe d^ into a pail. When all was nicely

warmed the valve e was closed and the valve / opened and
water allowed to run into the cylinder for an indefinite time, but

sufficiently long to assure us the efi'ect of blowing at the cock e had

been overcome by the tilling of pockets or depressions in tlie pipes

or castings, and that only water which overfiowed was being

received. Then the cock/was closed for a moment and the cylin-

der removed and another substituted ; the test commencing from
the moment of closing/", the water forming during the time of

the change being held in the pipe connections and allowed to run

into the cylinder the moment the union was screwed tight, air

being allowed to escape by the cock h until vapor appeared.

At the end of twenty minutes the valve/" was closed, signifying

the end of one test and the commencement of another, and so on
for a number of hours.

The cooling of the cylinders between tests and the steam

necessary to warm them were not taken into consideration.

After adopting this method we found the water of condensa-

tion to be very much more uniform, and the first four consecutive

trials gave 3 lbs. 14 ozs., 3 lbs. 14 ozs., 3 lbs. 13 ozs., and 3 lbs. 13^

ozs., for an experimental secondary-surface heater, two pipes high,

directly over each other, by six pipes wide and 42 inches long over

bends and headers, made of |-inch pipe with 18 pounds of No. 14

romid wire forming the secondary surface, the nominal heating-

surface being 30 square feet, the actual pipe-surface being 13 square

feet, and the secondary wire-surface being 22.5 square feet. By
" nominal surface" is meant the commercial rating.

At the same trial six sections of " pin " center-connection indi-

rect radiators, nominal surface 60 square feet, gave 5 lbs. 84 ozs.,

5 lbs. 7| ozs., 5 lbs. 7^ ozs., and 5 lbs. 8| ozs., this being the standard

heatei-. The variations, as you may see, were no greater than an

ounce, wherejis by our former methods it often exceeded a pound
for the same heater on 20-minute tests.

Our results were so regular by this method, that we Ment no fur-

ther in this direction, reasoning that we were getting the actual

water condensed, plus the condensation in the f" inlet pipe and valve

and that formed in the drip-pipes and cylinders which received the

water, and which may be assumed approximately to be not over

six ounces per square foot of the exposed ])ipe or cylinder.

In all tha comparisons drawn hereafter, whenever the term
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" tmclu-a hcate,-
" !s .mide uso of, it must be re.nHmbered it is six

: ll "in ••
nuliato.-s, witl, ccter conncotio,,, e.c-1, scefon

:: ;:;ni, ! Ol^ ;..: tei..g "o.ni,.,% ^. .a>--e foot «* s„>^a.. to

t:^,, ...K. u'tually 8.87 s,„a;-e feet (and -;;;";"- -^„„«
snnare feet) tl,e castin- being 0} mclies in height liy 41 mcl e. ion

,

and ael , 1 with a blse of one-half inch, a top of one-quarter ineh

and lie,' gth of eleven-sixteenth inches, with the pms m staggei-ed

rows, as shown in Fig. 127.* .

The fiooi-space occupied by a single section - « '"<=''«
'^

length by 8 inches in width, si. sections being => ''«'? "^^
f

inches in width, when the gaskets are between them. To hnd the

To , CO or anv number of sections, therefore, allow three inches

?:r.hTwMth of "each section, plus onchalf inch for each outside

Fig. 137.

tor..and the sections were suspended in the center of the height

"'Ttru-ial heaters foV indirect purposes were 42 i-lies long over

r'tf^r:;t,:t:"s::-fri^^^^^^^

':t: will he gii: .iti^^th^w^^^

'-^Z;^:;^^:::^:^ » a .«.,on a„d otV« l... ...a„ 90«. Se=Uoa,

with 938 plus have a towl .urf.ce of 8.49 square feet.
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and will be alluded to as " compound coil,'' and should tliey be sim-

ply alluded to as " pin " and coil, the former will mean the stand-

ard heater of six sections and the latter the trial heater for the time.

Early we found there was no necessity for making the compound
coil higher than four pipes.

Trial 1.—A trial coil of compound form made of |-inch pipes,

four pipes high bj six pipes wide, with 3 pounds of JS^o. 14 round

wire in the helical form on each pipe, with an assumed nominal

01' commercial value of 60 square feet, an actual plain surface of

.^^

' Fig. 128.

24.5 square feet, and a secondary or wire surface of 45 square feet,

was then tried against a standard heater of 60 square feet of nomi-
nal or commercial surface, and an actual surface of 50.22 square

feet—natural draft only being used. The inlets to the coil-

boxes were each one square foot in cross-section and the outlets

one square foot in cross-section, and otherwise, as shown in Fig.

128.

The results were : Trial heater—Water condensed per square

foot (nominal), 4.85 ounces per hour
;
pressure of steam, 2^ pounds ;
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air enterini? box, 62.25° Fahr.; air leaving box, 170° Falir.; velocity

at mouth of outlet, 244 feet per iiiinnte. Standard heater—Water

condensed per square foot (nominal), 4.725 ounces per hour
;
steam

pressure, 2 1- pounds; air entering box, 61.5° Fahr.; air leaving

box, 157° Fahr.; velocity at mouth of outlet, 266.7 feet per min-

ute. ,

This gave a higher temperature of air with less velocity and

slightly more water condensed for the trial heater than for the

standard.

Trial 2.—A trial heater was then used of two pipes high and

six pipes wide, with 3 pounds of No. 14 round wire per pipe—

or just half the former trial heater—and the results were :
Trial

heater, 30 square feet nominally ;
water condensed per square foot

(nominal), 5.71 ounces per hour; steam pressure, 4 pounds; air

entering, 09.5° Fahr. ; air leaving, 140° Fahr. ; velocity at top of

outlet, 220 feet per minute.

Standard heater, 60 square feet nominal ;
water condensed per

square foot (nominal), 3.91 ounces per hour ;
air entering, 71.5°

Fahr. ; air leaving, 157° Fahr. ; velocity at top of outlet, 230.5 feet

per minute. Figure 129 shows cross-

section of this trial heater, and the prin-

cipal point to be observed is the great

amount of work done by tb.e two lower

rows of tubes of a heater, even when

the conditions are somewhat unfavora-

ble, as indicated by the slow motion Fig. 129.

of the air through the standard heater compared with the foregoing

trial. The velocities of the air entering the boxes were noted in

this trial (No. 2) to be 180 feet per minute for the trial coil and

190 feet for the standard heater.

Trial 3.—With the same coils, when the conditions of air were

about the same, but with 10 pounds of steam, the condensation

was 6.25 ounces per hour for the coil and 4.4 ounces for the pin

(nominal surface).

Atmospheric conditions seem to affect the velocities of air

through the heaters, and also appeared to affect the amount of

condensation.

Trial 4.—This trial was made on a damp day. The trial heater

was four pipes high by six pipes wide, and was the same in every

respect as the trial heater in No. 1. Trial heater gave water con-

densed per square foot (nominal), 3.48 ounces per hour, with 10

24
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pounds steain pressure ; temperature of air leaving, 1GS° Falir.
;

temperature of air entering, 7V Fahr. ; velocity of air leaving, 172

feet per minute; velocity of air entering, 138 feet per minute.

While the standard heater gave 3.83 ounces water per hour ; tem-

perature of air leaving, 169.0" Fahr. ; temperature entering, 72°

Fahr. ; velocity leaving, 169.5 feet per minute ; velocity entering,

127 feet per minute.

In the foregoing experiments tlie wire helices were all of i^o.

14 round wire, the external diameter of which was 0.4 of an inch.

In the following experiments with box-coils, IN'o. 14 square wire

was used, with a larger helix, and the pipes used in the coils were

all one-inch steam pipe. The helix in this case was .56 of an inch

external diameter.

Trial 5.—The trial heater in this case was a box-coil of only two

^- >

Fig. 130.

pipes in height by eight pipes wide, 42 inches long over the fittings

and containing tliree pounds of Xo. 14 square wire to the pipe,

with an actual pipe measurement of 22.5 square feet and a second-

ary surface of 60.8 square feet, the assumed commercial surface

beino- 60 square feet nominal. Tlie trial lieater gave 13 lbs.

^ oz. of water for the hour, with 6 pounds of steam-pressure, and

the standard heater gave 12 lbs. 12| ozs. water for the hour, which

will be 3.466 ozs. per hour per square foot for the trial heater and

3.4 ozs. for the standard heater, when they are given the same

nominal value. The temperature of the air leaving the box for

the trial heater was 165°, and for the standard heater 159°. Fig.

130 shows the cross-section of the pipes of the trial heater.

Trial 6.—This trial was made with the same number and size of

pipes in the box-coil, the only difference being the pipes were

staggered, as shown by Fig. 131. Trial heater gave 14 lbs. 1 oz.
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for the hour, and the standard gave 13 lbs. 8 ozs. for the same

time, the pressure of steam being 4 lbs. This would be 3.75 ozs.

per hour per square foot for the trial heater and 3.6 ozs. for

the standard, the temperature of the air leaving each heater at 178°

Fahr.

Trial 7.—The same heaters with the top of the boxes removed

gave trial heater, water, 14 lbs. 8 ozs. for the hour; standard

heater, 14 lbs., or 3.86 ozs. and 3.73 ozs. per hour respectively.

As these experiments were made at a time when the entering

air ranged between 60° and 75° Fahr., the question arose as to

whether the trial heater would do equal work with the standard if

they were both taking air at, say, zero, or even higher, say °+20.

To prove this, to a certain extent at least, we tried cooling the air

with ice by passing it down through sieves of broken ice. It was

Fig. 131.

with difficulty that by this method we cooled the air from 69° to

50°, and from it we obtained no practical results.

We then resolved to force the air through the heaters with a fan,

reasoning that it could make little difference whether tlie heat was

taken from the heaters by extremely cold air at natural-current

velocities or moderately cold air with forced currents, where we

had it in our power to pass three or four times the air that would

pass by natural currents. The remainder of the experiments on

indirect heaters were conducted with the staggered coil, just

before described and shown in Fig. 131, the difference being in

the amount of air passed or in the boxing and air-openings.

Trial %.—Trial heater with staggered pipes (Fig. 131), fan run-

ning, inlet and outlet for air each one square foot : Water con-

densed for an hour, 32 lbs. 4 ozs.; .-team-pressure, 5 lbs.; water

condensed (nominal square foot) per hour, 8.6 ozs. ;
air entering,
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72° Falir. ; air leaving, 141.2° Fahr. ; velocity, 685 feet per minute

at the outlet (or 685 cubic feet of air at 141.2° Fahr.).

Standard heater gave : Water for the liour, 34 lbs. 12 ozs.
;

water condensed per (nominal) square foot per hour, 9.26 ozs. ; air

entering, 72° Fahr. ; air leaving, 141.6° Fahr. ; velocity, 602 feet

per minute at outlet (or 602 cubic feet of air at 141.6° Fahr.).

It will be noticed in this trial that the trial heater gave the

smallest condensation and gave the greatest number of units of

heat to the air. This is accounted for on the supposition that the

direct radiation from the standard heater is very much greater than

from the trial lieater, on account of the ver_y small primary surface

of the box-coil, as compared with the primary surface of the pin-

radiator, and also tliat the secondary surface on the box-coil inter-

cepts the radiant heat very largely, and communicates it to the air

by contact, the same as it does the heat it conducts by actual con-

tact with the primary surface. Something like this goes on be-

tween the pins as well, as they radiate one to the other and rera-

diate, but as the conducting power of the pin is sufficiently great to

supply all the heat the air can take away, the result is different,

and in any case the flat outsides of the castings and top and bottom

lose heat that is not communicated to the air. The heat lost by

radiation in both cases is very apparent, at the low velocities, as

the condensation is very much greater for the units of heat added

to the air than with the high or forced velocities, the times being

the same. This, of course, is to be expected, as the heat lost by

radiation is directly as the time, while that given to the air must

be in a ratio nearly equal to the amount of air passed.

Trial 9.—Same heaters as before. Trial heater—Water for the

hour, 31 lbs. 8 ozs. ; steam pressure, 5 lbs. ; water per square foot

per hour, 8.4 ozs. ; temperature entering, 70° Fahr. ; temperature

leaving, 135° Fahr. ; cubic feet of air passed per minute, 655.

Standard heater—Water for the hour, 33 lbs. 8 ozs. ; water per

square foot per hour, 8.93 ozs. ; air entering, TO Fahr. ; air leaving,

137° Fahr. ; cubic feet of air passed per minute, 560.

Trial 10.—The same heaters were used with a decreased quan-

tity of air. Water per hour, 31 lbs. ; water ])er square foot per

hour, 8.16 ozs. ; air entering, 82° Fahr. ; air leaving, 149.6° Fahr.;

cubic feet of air passed per minute, 484.

Standard heater—Water per hour, 31 lbs. (same as trial heater)

;

water per square foot per hour, 8.16 ozs. ; air entering, 82.5° Fahr.

;

air leaving, 152.3° Fahr. ; cubic feet of air passed in a minute, 413.
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It will be noticed that with Trial 8 the temperature of the

escaping air agreed, and that witli this hist trial (10) the quantity

of water condensed was just equal. These three experiments also

show a rapid decrease of air passed without a corresponding

decrease in water condensed, which goes to substantiate the con-

stant loss of heat by direct radiation.

lu these trials with fan-pressure, the air being supplied from a

Fig. 132.

common source, and consequently equal pressure, every precaution

being taken to give the heaters equal conditions, it will be noticed

the coil passed the greatest quantity of air. This is only what might

naturally be expected to follow, as the passage for air between the

pipes and secondary coils is much greater than in the pin-radiator,

and the resistance consequently less.

Trial 11.—This trial was made with fom^ pounds of secondary

wire surface on each pipe, and gave 36 lbs. 12 ozs. water for the

hour, against 32 lbs. 12 ozs. for the standard heater, the pressure

of steam being five pounds. This trial was made with the fan

running, passing about 600 cubic feet of air per minute through

each coil.

Trial 12.—The same coil was tested against a standard heater,

natural currents, with the whole bottom of the box removed in

each case. The condensation for an hour was : Trial coil, 16

lbs. 6 ozs ; standard heater, 14 lbs. 14 ozs. ; steam pressure, 5 lbs.
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Trial 13.—Same coils, whole top and bottom of coil-boxes

removed, allowiiiij all the air that could possibly pass the coils or

radiators, with natural currents to go by: condensation per honr,

trial heater, 20 lbs. 13 ozs., and for standard heater, 16 lbs. \^\ ozs.

;

steam pressure, 5 lbs.

Fig. 132 shows how tests were made with a plain and a wire-

covered 1-inch pipe. Each pipe was 9' 3" between centers of

elbows and nine inches from center of elbows to center of tee

—

being, say, 10 feet lineal of one-vaoki. steam-pipe. In the one case

it was plain ; in the other the pipe was covered with the wire

helix, nine pounds of No 14 square wire being used.

In the plain pipe the condensation per lineal foot for an hour

wasl lb. 15f ozs., and in the pipe with the secondary surface on it,

it was 3 lbs. <6\ ozs. The pressure of steam was 10 lbs.

This last trial was made to establish the value of the secondary

surface for wall coils, where the air is unconfined and not forced to

pass between the loops of the coil.

Where a board was used at each side of the coil to confine the

air very much more water was condensed, but the results were

not accurately recorded. This will account for the coils doing a

gi*eater duty per lineal foot in most cases.

If we now consider the surface of the receiving cylinders to

have the same condensing value as the plain pipe surface, we will

have a little under two ounces of water condensed per hour per

lineal foot of the plain inch pipe, and if we divide the increased

condensation due to the secondary surface by the length of pipe

actually covered, we have 2.65 ounces per lineal foot as the increase,

and the total value per lineal foot 4.65 ounces for the compound

surface.

More ex])eriments will be made during the coming cold weather

which I hope to be able to give to the Society at a future meeting,

when, if possible, I will have the matter tabulated and the results

reduced to some common standard of comparison.
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APPENDIX IV.

TO

NOTES ON COMPARATIVE VALUES OP METAL SURFACES FOR
WARMING AIR.

BY WM. J. BALDWIN, NEW YORK CITY.

The velocities of the air through the twelve-inch square hot-air

liueSj as measured by the auemoineter, are assumed in the paper to

represent the cubic feet of air passed foi- the same time. This assump-

tion is undoubtedly incm'7'ect^ as the units of heat found in the air,

on such a supposition, exceed those in the steam condensed by

about 83 per cent. This is partly accounted for b^' the fact that a

large anemometer was used (nearly seven inches in diameter),

which, whe!i introduced into the flue throngh a trap and kept mov-

ing by the muffled hand and arm of the operator, reduced the area

of the flue sufficiently to give a greater lineal velocity through the

reduced part than through the remainder of the square flue. The

corners of the flue, also, must have had a slower movement of the

air than that near the center, and as the anemometer was large, it

did not go sufficient!}' into the corners, and was probably held near

the center of the current for too much of the time ; therefore the

units of heat in the steam condensed are the real and only reliable

measure of comparative efficiency of these surfaces.
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CCIV.

TOPICAL DISCUSSI0X8 AND INTERCHANGE OF
DATA.

Xllth Meetim

No. 204,-8.

Can condensation be diminished in the cylinder of a steam

en^^ine by the use of a non-conducting lining of glass, porcelain or

other similar material ?

DISCUSSION.

Mr. Chas. E. Emery.—DwYmg the years 1864-8 1 was an

Assistant Euirineer in the U. S. Kavy, detailed as one of the En-

gineer Oorps^ making experiments on the expansion of steam at

the expense of the government at the Novelty Iron Works, New

York, under the general directions of Horatio Allen, Esq., Presi-

dent of the Novelty Iron Works, and Chief-Engineer Islierwood,

at the head of the Bureau of Steam Engineering, U. S. Navy.

These experiments covered a wide range. The principal feature

was to ascertain the amount of useful work which could be obtained

with a given quantity of steam used with different measures of

expansion, to determine which, required the use of a number of

cylinders of different sizes. The results of these experiments are

published in Ajypletoyi's Encyclopaedia, but in so condensed a form

as to be'of little or no service to the profession. To make them use-

ful, some party connected with them should publish, in connection

with the results, a statement of all the conditions, thereby explain-

ing many seeming discrepancies. As these experiments progressed,

I was much interested in the general subject, and finally, in 1866,

tested the question of the quantity of steam which could be meas-

ured out of three small cylinders, one of iron, another of iron

enameled, and a third of glass. Tiie two first named were simply

pieces of Ifinch gas pipe about 18 inches long. The three cylinders

were made" of exactly the same capacity, as measured with water,

by means of displacement screws in the iron ones. Each cylinder
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was in turn connected witli a valve which admitted steam from

a boiler and exhausted it into a condensing coil from which tlie

water of condensation was collected into a bottle. The exhaust

port of the valve was contracted where it first opened, so as to let

the steam escape slowly at first, and then more rapidly, thereby

imitating in the cylinders the range of temperature in the cylinder

of a steam engine, but of course without the performance of work,

as there was no piston in either cylinder. As each cylinder was

tested, it was covered with hair-felt so as to eliminate the influ-

ence of external temperatures. With 22| lbs. of steam, the en-

ameled tube, for a given number of movements of valve, measured

off 26 per cent, less steam than the iron tube, and the glass tube

52 per cent, less; that is, a glass tube of the same actual capacity

as an iron one, apparently held less than half as much steam, the

fact being, of course, that the surfaces of the iron tube were cooled

by the lower temperature of the exhaust, and required first to be

heated by the incoming steam before the pressure rose to maintain

the temperature, and it required a little more steam to do the re-

heating than to fill the cylinder. Further experiments were made

with 20 lbs. of steam, dried by passing it through a pipe jacketed

with 75 lbs. of steam, when the enameled tube saved 30 per cent,

and the glass tube 60 per cent, as compared with the iron.

These comparatively simple experiments were apparently suffi-

cient to warrant the construction of an experimental engine to test

the same principles doing actual work. A box-shaped surface con-

denser was constructed with two independent compartments con-

necting severally to the two ends of a double-acting air pump,

and upon the condenser were erected two cylinders, each 8 inches

in diameter by 8 inches stroke, with piston rods connected to a cross

head between the two, giving motion through side connecting

rods to external cranks on a main shaft at the end of the frame.

Each cylinder was provided with a main slide valve and sliding ad-

justable cut-off, the latter as well as the air pump being operated

from the main cross head. One cylinder was simply well con-

structed in the ordinary way, the other, located at the end of the

frame opposite the crank shaft, was varied as required to compare

with that first named. The first experimental cylinder constructed

had the valve seat separate from the cylinder, but bolted to it along

the center line of the cylinder ports. The cylinder and the half

ports connected with it, and the half ports connected with the

valve seat, also the piston heads and the interior of the cylinder
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heads, were carefully enameled. The process distorted the cast-

ings very much, but the separate seat was scraped down onto

the cylinder so as to make a steam-tight joint, and the cylinder

itself ground out by special machinery so as to be approximately

true; several of the cylinders being spoiled in getting one that

was satisfactory, and the one employed was sufficiently untrue to

require grinding down to the iron for a little distance at one point

to make it possible to run a piston in it. The piston was neces-

sarily packed with hemp carefully plaited and set up, notwith-

standing which, great difficulty was found in keeping it tight.

When experimenting, both cylinders could be opei-ated at the

same tiuie, using steam at the same pressure from the same boiler,

but exhausting into separate condensers with the water of con-

densation delivered to separate hot-wells and tanks, where it was
carefully weighed separately. The resistance of the engine was

furnished by a large Dimpfel blower, driven at high speed, the

discharge orifices being closed by a slide when it was desired to

decrease the power. The largest saving was 27 per cent., which

was obtained when using steam at 75 lbs. pressure, cut off at ,03

of the stroke, but I find notes stating that the average result of

experiments considei-ed most reliable was about 17 per cent. 1

next took advantage of the loose seat on the lined cylinder to put

in M'hat I called a Cornish valve, by means of which the steam

was admitted to one end of the cylinder only, and transmitted to

the other end before being exhausted to the condenser. Mean-
while a large steam drum had been added to the boiler, and other

precautions taken to ensure dry steam. The result was that the

cost of the power was reduced in both engines. In later experi-

ments the steam pressure was not allowed to exceed 40 lbs., on

account of the difficulty with the pistons referred to, but with this

pressure,' cut off at .15, the cost of the power in the common cylin-

der was 31.991 lbs. of water per horse-power per hour, and in the

lined cylinder 23.12, a saving in the latter of about 27 per cent. In

another case with steam at 25 lbs. pressure, cut off at .36 of the

stroke, the cost with the common cylinder was 39.8, and with the

lined, 27.1, a saving of over 30 per cent. No practical work could,

however, be done with the lined cylinder, on account of the difficul-

ties with the piston—so finally that cylinder was bored out to the

iron, and packed with rings in that ordinary way, the larger portion

of the enamel remaining on the cylinder and piston heads and in

the passages. The result was to reduce the saving to from 12 per
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cent, to 18 per cent. Other experiments were made with this

cylinder, testing different degrees of cushioning and various otlier

changes and conditions, which I cannot take time to enumerate.

In the final experiment with non-conducting materials tliere was

constructed a cylinder with trunk piston working through rings at

the middle of the cylinder with spaces in cylinder on either side of

the rings lined with glass plates ^ iuch thick. Plates of same
thickness were also applied on the cylinder covers and piston heads.

The wearing surface of the piston was of iron, but the glass being-

ground approximately true, the iron surface was not exposed to

direct radiation from the body of steam in the cylinder. The
cylinder ports passed out through the cylinder heads and were en-

ameled up to the valve faces. This construction was very expen-

sive, but it was made to move perfectly without steam on. On
heating up the combination, however, with the greatest care in

starting the engine, crunching noises immediately commenced,

necessitating a stop to remove the pieces of broken glass. Another

trial resulted in the same way, and still another, until a very large

percentage of the glass was displaced, and finally the engine was got

to run well enough, but in no condition for tests, so the experiment

was abandoned. In this case the glass for the interior of the cylin-

der was moulded in segments accurately ground to each other at the

edges. The glass on the cylinder and piston heads was moulded

into a casting provided with dovetail recesses, the projections

extending only about half way through the thickness of the glass.

The glass in practice flaked off down to the projections, and ci'acked

in all directions, though occasionally some pieces of large size

remained. Great care had been taken in the annealing of the

glass, in fact, the cylinder piston heads were necessarily annealed

with the iron plates into which they were moulded.

Finally, yeai-s afterward, through the liberality of Capt. C. P.

Patterson, Superintendent of the Coast Survey, new cylinders were

made of different sizes, and connected to form a compound engine,

when the whole apparatus was erected at the Metropolitan Mills,

owned by Messrs. Hecker & Bros., of New York. This firm fur-

nished steam and facilities for the experiments. The results of the

trial are not accessible at the moment, but the experiment showed

that the greater portion of the economy due to the use of non-

conducting material in steam cylinders could be secured by com-

pounding the engines.

I will only add, in conclusion, that within a year Mr. George
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Westinglionse, Jr., called upon me to learn my experience with

non-conducting materials, and in the end fitted up one of his en-

gines with enameled plates on the cylinder heads and piston. The

results, as reported by one of the members of the Society to Mr.

Westinghouse, showed no economy by this change. I attribute

this to the speed at which the engine was run, the alternations of

temperature being so rapid that the moisture on the surface had

more influence than the quality of the material.

It will be interesting to state further in this connection that one

of a series of experiments made was to ascertain the effect of varia-

tion in speed of revolution with constant steam pressure vacuum

and cut-off. The results are shown in the following table

:

TABLE.

Steam pressure 80 lbs.

Vacuum 24 inches.

Cut-off 33 inches.

Revolutions per minute. Water per 1 H. P. pei- hour

30.51 40.25 lbs.

44.96 37.36 "

58.34 34.56 "

60.23 34.50 "

80.21 31.60 "

105.61 29.38 "

The quantity of water required is considerably less than will be

found necessary in other small engines, even though provided with

automatic cut-off gear, for the reason that these particular experi-

ments were made with the cylinder which had remaining on its

heads and in the ports large portions of the enamel used in the

experiments above referred to.

It would naturally be supposed that a portion of the better

results was due to the vacuum, but other experiments showed that

in these small engines there was no gain by having a vacuum when

the steam pressure was 80 lbs. or upward.

Mr. Church.— As to the experiments of Mr. Westinghouse

alluded to, it was impracticable to enamel more than the cylinder

heads and the piston heads. If the entire surface had been en-

ameled better results mio-ht have been obtained.
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No. 204.—9.

What is the best method of determining approximately tlie

economic efficiency of small steam engines, without expensive ap-

pliances and preparation ?

DISCUSSION.

3It\ Towne.—If I understand the purport of this inquiry, it is

whether there is any method by which small engines can be tested

as to their efficiency and some reasonable determination arrived at

without expensive preparation and special appliances. If any

member present can give any information on that point, it will be

very interesting, I think. We all know that it can be done in an

expensive way. The question is whether there is any approximate

way of getting at it with only moderate expense.

Prof. Lanza.—It seeujs to lue that the feasibility of making such

tests cheaply must depend upon the possibility of obtaining some

cheap and portable form of condenser to use in addition to the

indicators. This condenser should be sufficiently large to condense

all the exhaust steam of the engine.

Mr. Towne.—Of course it is assumed that an indicator might be

made use of. I understand Prof. Lanza's suggestion to be that

that be supplemented by a condenser.

Prof. Lanza.—If such a portable condenser, preferably a

surface condenser, could be devised, we could carry it around

along with the indicators. Then we could attach it to the exhaust

pipe of the engine, and thus, condensing all the exhaust steam, we
could weigh the condensed water by delivering it into a tank on

scales, which could be easily obtained anywhere. We could thus

determine the water per horse-power per liour, the condensation

and re-evaporation during tlie stroke, and all other quantities needed

in such a test. Perhaps such a condenser could be made of small

brass tubes and iron pipes.

Mr. Towne.—That leaves open, however, the question of the

amount of moisture.

Mr. Church.—I have been accustomed in instances of that kind

to carry a very low water line in the boiler, even where it might

be said to be dangerously low, securing tiiereby exceeding dryness

of steam. I would judge of this dryness only by the color of the

steam. Then with the Prony brake, a ver}-^ efficient and cheap kind

of which we are using daily in our test room, we can arrive at
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Avhat is called for here ; namely, an ajpproximate inetiiod of deter-

mining the efficiency of small engines. This has been with me
an exceedingly satisfactory method, and gives a remarkably accn-

rate determination of water consumption.

Mr. Durfee.—It has occurred to me since Prof. Lanza proposed

the condenser, that a cheap form of condenser might be devised by

prolonging the exhaust pipe into the reservoir, and then injecting

into that pipe, by means of a fan or other method, a blast of cold air

which would condense the steam. I think that some such con-

struction could be made for a small engine sufficiently portable,

inexpensive and efficient.

No. 204.—10.

What is the best kind of stuffing boxes and packing for pneu-

matic pressure, for moving parts (reciprocating or rotary) and for

joints ?

DISCUSSION.

Mr. H. R. Towne.—T may state that on making this inquiry of

a iirm engaged in the manufacture of pneumatic appliances, par-

ticularly pumps and presses, I was told that the cup-leather is the

best method of packing stuffing boxes. But I believe also that

hemp gaskets plaited in the usual manner are sometimes used.

The objection apparently to cup-leather in a case of this kind

would be the absolute dryness, which M'ould seem liable in time

so to dry the leather as to make it very brittle and incompetent to

do its work. I am in hopes that some one present will be able to

shed some light on the subject.

Mr. Bancroft.—There was a packing used in France made by
Mr. Giflfard which was stated to give extraordinary j-esults for this

purpose. As he constructed it, it was made of vulcanized rubber,

the side next to the moving part being vulcanized considerably

harder than the other side, and this ring of rubber was placed in a

seat made with curved sides so that the air pressure pushed it for-

ward and packed it against the reciprocating parts, very much as

the cup-leather acts, but without its disadvantages.

The President.—Was there any wearing of the rubber by attri-

tion ?

Mr. Bancroft.—A slight wear ; but the pressure of the air packs
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it forwai-J and takes up tlie wear. We have used this same form

of packing for hydraulic work verj successfully, using a leather

ring instead of rubber, the seat being

formed as shown in Fig. 116.

The President.—Are there any gen-

tlemen here who have had experience

with the Bessemer process ? In the Bes-

semer process of course packing is re-

^ quired very much. Can Mr. Durfee tell

J us anything about that?

I Mr. Durfee. — I have constructed

J packing rings for the piston's high press-

ure blowing cylinders in this way : The

piston is made with an ordinary " junk

Pig. 116. ring," the same as would be made for

a three-ring metallic packing, but with

more space between the inside of the cylinders and the outside of

the junk ring. That space was packed with segments of leather,

breaking joints with each other, laid in loose and with their ends

pretty close together, and the follower screwed down tight, and the

whole thing turned off. That niade a very satisfactory packing, in-

deed. Fig. 117 shows its ar-

rangement, together with the
p

method of setting it out by a

central adjusting screw. A,

whose conical end acts upon

the inner ends of five radial

rods (one of which is shown at

B). The outer ends of these

rods abut against the middle

of curved blade springs hav-

ing their extremities bearing

against the inside circumfer-

ence of the junk ring at ])oints

equi-distant from each other; thus by turning the adjusting screw,

A, the junk ring is acted upon at ten points of its circumference.

Obviously this ari-angement is not well suited for horizontal

cylinders.

I used the above described arrangement for the first time twenty

years ago, and I think that the leather segments for the packing

of the pistons of blowing cylinders are now quite generally used.
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v^m n^

Fig.119

For hydraulic packing, cup-leatliers are very generally used, and

many persons find fault with them, saying they are good for noth-

ing ; but, for cnp-leathers as for every other mechanical detail,

there is a right and a wrong way of construction. We will sup-

pose Fig. 118 to represent a ver-

tical section of one side of a

hydraulic cylinder having cup-

leather packing on the end of its 1 ^ |^
piston or "ram;"—now if the [ f

^'"""^

cup-leather is turned down at the

corner A, and left unsupported

on its convex side, it will last but ^^.c^^

a comparatively short time, as Fig.118

the pressure will crowd the cor-

ner of the leather into the angle made by the bottom of the ram

with the side of the cylinder, causing cracking and failure at that

point. I know of one instance in which the frequency of such

failure, and the consequent annoyance and expense, caused the

abandonment of the manufacture of a hydraulic organ blower which

had been largely introduced, and which in every other respect

gave entire satisfaction. Now if the construction is slightly

changed, and a metallic support is provided for the rounded cor-

ner of the cup, its life will be very much longer than if this

corner was left unsupported. For the su[)port of these cup leathers

I have usually used a hard brass

ring let into the piston (as shown

at B, Fig. 110) and turned to a thin

edge behind the leathei's, in such

JA way that the leather before pres-

sure is applied is in close contact

tlicrewith over the whole extei'ior

surface of its rounded corner.

Mr. Bancroft.—With reference

to that same supporting corner

that Mr. Durfee s])eaks of, we
had a curious experience some

years ago with a differential ac-

cumulator, in which we had a stem

Fia. 120. running up through the accumu-

lator with two different diameters, the difference in the area raising

the weight. This accumulator should have lifted with 2,500 pounds
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pressure per square inch, with no allowance for friction. The
packing was arranged as shown in Fig. 120, the ring B being con-

cave, as shown where it supported the leatlier forming two sup-

porting corners. Now I put 3,500 pounds pressure on it and it

didn't move, and I concluded of course that something was stuck

fast about it. I examined it and found nothing whatever the

matter
;
put it together again, and the same result followed. Then

I concluded I would take that packing out. I removed the

ring A, took the ring B out and put the pressure on, expecting to

blow the packing out. I put 2,000 pounds pressure on and it didn't

move. There was nothing whatever to hold it except the friction.

I then, without removing the leather packing, put back the ring B
reversed so that its straight side came against the leather, and that

accumulator went up with 2,650 pounds pressure, and fell when the

pressure was reduced to 2,350 lbs.

Mr. Tovjne.—What is your explanation of that, Mr. Bancroft.

Mr. Bancroft.—I presume it was simply that the pressure of the

water made the packing tight at the edge of the leather, and that

we had the friction due to the pressure over the whole length of

the packing. I repeated that experiment several times with the

same result, but we have abandoned that corner in consequence

of that experiment.

]S"o, 204.—11.

What metal or alloy can be substituted for steel in springs for

watches, cars, wagons, etc.? Is aluminum, or aluminum bronze

available ?

DISCUSSION.

M7\ Bond.—I have had no experience in springs, excepting in

regard to those which we used for the railroad oil-testing machines,

made under the direction of Prof. Thurston ; we tried only one

material, and that was the steel used for car springs. We never

have had occasion to use an alloy as a substitute for that purpose.

The steel springs furnished by the A. French Spring Company
(Limited), of Pittsburgh, seem to answer very well for this pur-

pose. Tests which were made of these springs at the Stevens

Institute under the conditions of a Fairbanks transverse testing

machine showed no further permanent set after a dozen compres-

sions, and the amount of deflection was uniform for constant incre-
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raeiits of load of 500 pounds each. The springs used on our

machine gun of course are of a good deal lighter weiglit, but they

have always been nuide of steel so far as I know.

Mr. Stetson.—I do not know that I have had any experience

that would be of any value in this line of springs. I had occasion

once to make some very strong ammunition for cartridges, and we

used aluminum mixed with copper. It was difficult to roll, and in

its manufacture it formed a spring very quick by drawing. The

temper seemed to draw into it so that the spring could be very

easily produced, and it was necessary to anneal this metal very

frequently, and by the common methods employed in copper it was

reduced to ductility. One or two drawing processes would get a

very fine spring temper in it. I should think that such metal might

be valuable in a watch spring, for example, but I do not think it

would be available for larger work, as it is too expensive.

Mr. Bond.—There is one case in point which I did not think of

when I svas speaking before. Several years since I found that the

case spring of my watch was broken, and I sent it back to the

factory at Waltham for repairs. Mi-. Van Woerd, at that time

superintendent, said that he would like to try anew material for the

case spring, and said they were making experiments with an alloy

called '' magnesium bronze; " he said he would put that kind of a

spring in the watch, and have me try it and see how it would work.

It has now been in use for three years, and I will venture to say

that there is no steel spring in any watch, at least in any I have

ever seen, used the same length of time, that has the same elasticity.

I handed the watch to Mr. Benedict, of New York, the other day,

and asked if he could see any difference in the elasticity; he

thought there was possibly a little loss of action at the open limit

only. The spring seems to still have an equal tension in all posi-

tions. I . lately had occasion to have the watch repaired, and the

jeweler wanted to know what I was doing with a brass case spring.

He thought it was brass, as it had that color, but it was the alloy

called by Mr. Van Woerd " magnesium bronze."

Mr. Powel.—I know an instance of a small spring that was used

in a machine for making a special cut on sewing machine work,

in which a steel spring, necessarily small, on account of limited

space, and of considerable stiffness, caused great trouble by break-

ing. The life of a steel spring, was from a few days to probably a

month. From the construction of the machine it would have been

difficult to change its size, and experiments were made in substitut-

25
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ing different materials. We found tliat German silver would last

for a year or longer where a steel spring would last only a few days,

the size of the springs being the same.

Mr. Bond.—I might say, to supplement my former remarks,

that the reason for using a bronze spring was that Mr. Yan Woerd
thought that a spring of this kind would thus be non-magnetizable.

Mr. Towne.—I may mention that in the construction of the large

Emery pressure gauges, for very high pressures, a small hair-spring

is required, and we have found a steel spring, gold plated, very

satisfactory, the gold plating protecting the steel thoroughly against

rust even under pretty severe conditions. Of cour.-e this is only

available where expense is not very important.

Xo. 204.-12.

"What is the best place for the dome on a locomotive boiler.

DISCUSSION.

Mr. Sonle.—The best location of the steam dome of a locomotive

boiler seems to be purely a matter of judgment. The prevailing-

custom seems to be to put the dome of a M-agon-top boiler on the

wagon top, manifestly so that the throttle-valve shall be as high as

possible above the surface of ebullition in order to secure dry steam.

In the straight-top type of boiler the dome is generally placed for-

ward in order to avoid passing wet steam, which would probably

result if the dome were placed over the crown sheet. The al-

inost universal English practice is to use the straight-top type of

boiler. I have seen straight-top boilers with the dome over the

crown sheet, but have generally learned that the arrangement re-

sulted in a considerable amount of water getting into the cylinders.

On the other hand, I have seen American locomotives with straight-

top boilers having two domes, one placed over the crown sheet and

the other on the barrel forward near the stack. In such engines

the throttle-box is invariably placed in the forward dome ; in that

way dry steam is secured. But there is one discrepancy between

theory and practice which confronts us in this connection, and that

is, that while the high dome on a wagon-top engine is supposed to

be so arranged in order to secure dry steam on account of the great

distance between the surface of ebullition and the throttle-box,
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nevertlieless it will invariably be foinid that locoinotive eiig-ineers,

wlio have had experience with both wagon-top and straiffht-top

engines, will tell you that tliey carry their water much liigher

in wagon-top boilers than they do in straiglit-top boilers, even

when tlie arrangement of tubes and the level of the crown sheet is

the same in both cases. I cannot find that this peculiar practice

is based on any good reason other than the reduced chances of

burning the crown sheet.

An incidental advantage in having but one dome, and having

that as far back as possible, is that the engineer is thus better able

to command a good view of the track on crooked portions of the

line than be would if the steam dome were forward near tlie stack.

On the other hand, the prevailing tendency to use straight-top

boilers with lire-box crown sheets stayed from the roof sheets, and

again the more general inti'oduction of the Belpaire type of fire-box,

makes it almost imperatively necessary, in order to secure sound

construction, that the dome should be placed on the barrel for-

M^ard of the fire-box.

No. 204.—13.

Are descending smoke-flues admissible from boiler to base of

chimney stack ?

DISCUSSION.

Mr. Durfee.—In the course of my experience on several occa-

sions I have had to do that \q\'^' thing. In one case the smoke
pipe from the boiler was carried into a flue descending as much as

30 feet, and going undergi'ound perhaps 20 feet. In the employment

of Siemens Gas Furnaces I have on one occasion placed a gas pro-

ducer at a considerable height above the furnace in which the gases

were consumed. That is contrary to the usual constrnction ; but

the arrangement worked perfectly well. T have alwaj's built in

the base of the chimney, for both boilers and gas furnaces in

which descending fines are used, a small furnace having grates

of 18 inches by 2 feet, burning a small amount of coal, just for

starting the movement of the air in the chimney itself. The
old practice in England and in some of the older rolling mills

in this conntry was to carrj' the waste gases from the furnace to

the space around a "hay-stack" boiler. There they rose ten feet
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perhaps, then passed tlirougli a lari^e horizontal flue which com-
municated with a central descending flue, and from this descend-

ing flue they passed by a horizontal underground flue to the chim-
ney. In some cases these horizontal flues have been of very great

length. I have in mind one mill where the chimney was 150
feet high and the gases from twenty-four furnaces were run into it,

and the flue to the chimney was, I think, 15 feet in diameter.

Mr. W. J. Baldwin.—In a building in New York (the Hotel
Dam) the boilers are under the sidewalk and the chimney is in the

rear of the building. The architect provided a flue from the front

wall of the building to the chimney. We found the water came
up and filled this duct. A cast-iron box 24 inches square, and water-

tight, was placed in the flue at its lowest point, its length being

about 20 feet. The whole length of the underground flue was ovei-

60 feet. From the boilers the flue went down perpendicularly,

presumably 10 feet. The uptake of the chimney was between 90
and 100 feet, and probably two-thirds of the area of the box and
underground flue. To start the fire the first time, we did as Mi-.

Durfee proposed—lit a fire at the base of the perpendicular chim-
ney. Much moisture was found to form in this flue at first, due
presumably to damp brick-work, etc. You must remember the cast-

iron flue was practically in the water. After a few weeks' firing

we found the dew-point was not formed within the flue. From
then until now that flue has been in operation and is giving good
satisfaction. The conditions were: about 10 feet downward, 60
feet horizontally, and 100 feet up. It was a cast-iron box in water.

In time the earth j)resumably became dry behind it, but for three

weeks fully there was a dew-point in the box, although since that

there is not.

Such conditions, of course, are not desirable, and I only cite this

to show an extreme case.

Mr. Clmrch.—I mention the fact that the question originated

with me in order to call attention to the large value of these topical

discussions to the Society. I have in hand now a client who de-

sires very much to carry a descending flue about 10 feet vertically

downward, underneath the floor, and about 70 feet horizontally to

the base of a stack. But al>out the middle of the length he desires

to expand the flue out so as to make it serve as the floor area of a

drying-room, and he desires to put baflie plates in the expanded
flue. This form of construction is made desirable, in his judg-

ment, not only for the sake of his drying-room, but by the construe-
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tioD of the building. I have not felt like lending my own endorse-

ment to the scheme, and I have held the matter in check until I

could receive something in the way of suggestion in the matter

from the discussion before the Society. I would like to know, in

an off-hand way, if such a plan as that, particularly considering the

question of expansion of the flue, covering it with a cast-iron ])late

and taking advantage of it for drying purposes, would be a thing to

venture upon.

Mr. W. J. Baldivin.—I would say that in the N. Y. Tribune

Buildiner the flues of the four boilers are carried down within the

intermediate walls. The depth doAvn is presumably 16 feet. Then

they are carried under the floor of the basement to the uptake.

There is no difliculty whatever with the draught. The chimney

proper is probably one hundred and fifty feet in height. In New
York, and I think' in a great many other cities whose buildings

contain boilers in their basements or under sidewalks, this condi-

tion exists. Where it does not exist is the exception. The chim-

ney has to be in the walls of the building, and the boilers are al-

ways, or nearly always, under the sidewalks, and to get from the

area under the walk to the chimney flue such a down-draught is

necessary and is the custom, unless overhead iron smoke pipes are

used, which warm the basement inordinately and which are not

well liked by the rire underwriters.

When the horizontal length of flue underground is inconsiderable,

the down flue is nearly balanced by the same length of uptake, and

as the effective height of a chimney can only be rated from the

level at which the gases leave the boiler, the efliciency of the down-

draught is not as much impaired as may appear at the first con-

sideration. After evapoi-ation from brick-work, etc., ceases in the

horizontal ducts, the ett'ect of cooling the gases in these flues is

comparatively slight.

Mr. Kent.—The case stated by Mr. Church introduces two new

compli{!ations of the problem of the downward flue. I would say,

in direct answer to the questioii, that descending smoke-flues are

admissible but objectionable, and they may be employed provided

you have means for producing a strong ascending current in the

main chimney. Mr. Church's plan introduces a drying floor

which will cool the gases in the chimney ; secondly, he introduces

baffling plates. Every baffling plate you introduce in a chimney

flue checks the draught. In that case I should say it would be ad-

visable to have some means in the chimney of creating an artificial
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draught. I think it would be desirable to put an exhaust fan in

the chimney which could be worked by boj-powor before the

engine was started and afterward by the engine.

Mr. Church.—I wish to disclaim entirely any responsibility for

that plan. I could not submit for a moment to these baflfle plates.

Mr. Towne.—The question under discussion seems a settled one

in this respect, that the draught in the chimney is of course directly

the result of the difference in temperature and gravity between

the gases in the chimney and the air outside. Tlie draught is di-

minished, on the other hand, by the friction it encounters in pass-

ing from the boiler to the top of the stack. Anything that tends

to diminish the difference in temperature, by lowering the tem-

perature of the gases, so far diminishes the draught. Anything

that tends to increase the friction between the grate and the top of

the stack diminishes it also.

With regard to the dropping of the flue, I have always considered

that it is simply equivalent to cutting off so much from the top of

the chimney, and that it is immaterial whether the fine drops or

not, provided you add an equal amount to the top of your chimney.

So also in regard to baffling plates. If it is desirable to cause the

gases to traverse a tortuous passage, it may be done if the friction

thereby created is compensated for by an increased draught obtained

either by heightening the chimney or by introducing artificial

draught in any way.

With this view of it, 1 think there is no objection whatever to

the use of a down-take in a smoke flue if the question of cost is

properly considered. If it is worth the cost of adding a proper

amount to the height of your chimney, then there is no objection

to making the down-take or to using baffling plates.

—• • •

—

No. 204—14.

What is the best method for burning anthracite culm of poor

quality.

DISCUSSION.

Mr. Durfee.—I presume the simplest method for burning anthra-

cite culm is the adoption of a very large grate area and a very

slow combustion at any particular point of that area. This simple

method is carried out, I believe, with entire success in some loco-

motives of the Reading llailroad which have been in use eight or ten
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years, and I believe they are changing all their old locomotives to

this form. Some of the locomotives in use on the Reading Rail-

road have a grate area of 4 by IG feet, and the combustion at any

one point is very slow. If the combustion was rapid, there would

be a formation of clinkers, and the draught would be impaired. I

have used with success anthi-acite culm with quite a percentage of

dirt in it, in the proportion of 25 per cent, of the whole fuel used

(the balance of the fuel was bituminous coal) in gas producers in

connection with a Siemens furnace. Anthracite culm alone can be

used with success with a bhist under the ]>roducers, but the pro-

ducer capacity must be large, so that the combustion therein is

quite slow, in order to avoid the formation of clinkers.

Mr. Kent.—I have been asked this same question several times

in the past year or two, and my answer has generally been, " Go
to Scranton and iind out.'' And if there are any gentlemen here

from Scranton perhaps they can tell us something about it. In

Scranton, the Lackawanna Coal and Iron Company are using an-

thracite culm to a large extent, and there are two inventors in

Scranton who have invented and patented shaking grates, the object

of which is to cut away the clinker from the bottom of the srate,

and I believe they are succeeding very handsomely.

Mr. Durfee speaks of the advisability of having a large grate

surface and slow combustion. 1 think in Scranton they are using

just the opposite. But the conditions in which they use rapid

combustion, are that they have some means of cleaning away the

clinker rapidly. The culm is generally burned with forced blast

by steam jet, and my own opinion, which is subject to revision

after studying the subject more carefully, is that the steam jet by

itself should not be used, but that you should have an additional

air blast as from a fan, for the reason that the steam jet carries in

too much moisture. If you can carry in dry air enough to support

combustion, and steam enough to cool the coal at the grate l)ars,

then you will have the best conditions. You want cool grate bars,

and the cooling can be produced by steam.

I would like to hear from some Scranton gentlemen on the

subject.

Mr. George Schuhniann.~l would like to confirm what Mr. Durfee

said about the locomotives on the Reading road ; they have the so-

called Wootten tire-box, which has a very large grate surface, about

70 square feet, and the combustion is slow. The draught has been

lessened by enlarging the exhaust nozzle, which also reduces the
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back pressure in the cylinders. I have nothing to do with these

locomotives myself, but I see them pass every day and sometimes

make inquiries about their working, and they seem to give general

satisfaction. All the new locomotives which they are building have

these large lire-boxes, which seems to indicate that the officials of

the Reading road at least have satisfied themselves tbat large grate

surface and comparatively slow combustion is the best method of

burning anthracite culm. They burn what is known as buckwheat

coal, which I believe is screened cuhn.

Mr. F. W. Dean.—I have had opportunities to observe culm burn-

ing at Scranton as referred to by Mr. Kent, and would say that the

tendency is quite the opposite of that stated by him, and grate area

is being increased very much. Recent boilers of the locomotive type

have had as iQuch as 64 square feet of grate area, the diameter of

shell being some 60 inches. The results are stated to be to the

satisfaction of the designer. In another instance boilers having a

somewhat smaller grate, but still a very large one, are doing good

service. Mr. Kent is correct in saying that the blast is of the

steam jet type. Probably no culm-burning boiler in or near Scran-

ton is without this. It generally blows air into the ash-pit,

although in some cases jets ai-e very successfully introduced into

the chimney near the top.

Fire-boxes, 16 feet long by -4 feet wide, have not recently been

built on the Philadelphia and Reading Railroad, the tendency

now being toward boxes square in plan. Some recent very heavy

passenger locomotives have grates 9' 6" long by 8' 0" wide, g ving

76 square feet of grate area.

After an extensive observation I caimot see that these locomo-

tives should be said to burn culm in any proper sense. They burn

clean coal of all small sizes from pea to stove size.

In regard to culm burning under stationary boilere, I have often

heard doubts expressed of the efficacy of combustion chambers. I

should think that possibly a judicious application of a mass of lire-

brick might be beneficial to combustion.

No. 204.—15.

What is the best method for drilling holes in plate glass ? Is

there anything better for true holes than a copper tube and

emery '{
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DISCUSSION.

Mr. Durfee.—Many years ago I had occasion to drill a number
of holes through glass. The holes were y\- of an inch in diameter
and the plates were perhaps \ of an inch thick. The metiiod

adopted was that of using an ordinary bow drill with spirits of tur-

pentine as a lubricant. The hole was drilled from one side until

the point of the drill just punctured the opposite side of the

glass. Tiien the glass was turned over and the hole finished by
drilling from the opposite side. I do not remember that I cracked

a single glass in that work. That drilling operation is a very good
one for a hole of moderate size.

Mr. Oherlin Smith.—I used to drill holes in plate glass years

ago, and I always had pretty good success with a very hard drill

lubricated with turpentine, as Mr. Durfee has mentioned ; but I

did not turn over and drill through the other side, because the drill

would be apt to i-un sideways somewhat. I used to put a piece of

perfectly flat cast iron under the glass, with a little piece of paper

between, clamping all firmly together, of course seeing that the

iron fitted the glass at that place. By letting the drill puncture

the iron a little it went clear througli and did not bi-eak the bot-

tom side of the glass, except the corner which would ci'ack off a

little—perhaps a sixty-fourth to a thirty-second of an inch. It

was not more than that, I think, and some of the holes I worked
were as large as half an inch in diameter in plates perhaps \ of

an inch thick.

Mr. Ashworth.—Those who are not familiar with glass can

scarcely realize how stubbornly it refuses to yield itself to the hands
of the operator. The Hemingray Glass Company with which 1

was connected did considerable of this drilling. The drills used by
that company were built up of lead reduced to a conical form,

having no cutting edges whatever, satui-ated with turpentine and
emery. There was no drilling from the other side. This produced
a countersunk hole, and it was drilled out afterward with a straight

rod and emery. A system of doing it efficiently was desired, and
that system was the sand blast steam jet. By that means 100 holes

could be drilled for one by the old method not only accurately but
rapidly

;
a clear straight hole and with perfect success, without

breaking. The breakage is very small in plate glass. When we enter

into colored glass the fractures are very numerous. The subject of

glass, I think, is one which will probably occupy our time in the
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future to a great extent. As meclianical engineers, applying our-

selves to the other branches and to work in metals, we are apt to

form the idea that we can form, mould and drill glass with impu-

nity ; hut such is not the case. Even the tubes which to the ordi-

nary eye seem to have been bored and turned and polished have

been only blown and drawn out, and though they result marvel-

ously in their diameters so far as accuracy is attainable by that

process, yet they are not accurate enough for the operations of a

piston.

Ml'. Durfee.—Mr. Campbell has just reminded me that in a cer-

tain place in Bridgeport glass is drilled in large quantities by means

of a black diamond. The plates are perhaps i of an inch thick,

and the drill is lubricated with oil and spirits of turpentine, and

when the hole is nearly through the glass is reversed. The plate

to be drilled is held in a mechanical holder so that it can be

reversed perfectly.

Mr. Kent.—-Some time ago I had occasion to want some plate

glass drilled and in considerable quantity, and I thought tlie best

])lace to go to have it done was at the plate-glass jnaker's. I wrote

to one who said he could do anything of the kind, and I got a price

from him which was almost prohibitory. I was in somewhat of a

quandary, when somebody told me of the sand-blast process. I got

a price from a paity using it which was low enough to allow of the

order being given. I believe the plates are now being drilled by

the sand-blast process, but I have not seen them yet and do )aot

know what they will be like. But I am obliged to Mr. Ashwortli

for what he has told us.

Mr. Toione.—Undoubtedly the sand blast is the best method of

cutting glass that we know of where the work is to be done in

large quantities and can be sent out to be donee

It happened that in the Yale & Towne works this question came

up some time ago, and noting this inquiry on our list I wrote to

the gentleman who had the work in charge, and obtained the fol-

lowing data in regard to it, which may be of interest to persons

who want to do this work in small quantities and in their own

establishments instead of sending it away to be done. The holes

which we had to drill are -^\ of an inch in diameter. The work has

been done for more than ten years, and very satisfactorily and eco-

nomically. The cost is a small fraction of what it was done for

originally by some of the plate glass people. The best tool for the

work has been found to be a brass tube -j^o of an inch thick. The
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cutting agent is emery, number 5 II, and the lubricant simply water,

which has been found as efficient as oil or turpentine and much less

troublesome. The glass is I of an inch thick, and the workman

16 able to drill 30 to 40 holes per hour. The drill is run at 2,000

revolutions per minute, and the drilling of 40 holes through the

^-incli glass uses up about one inch of the tube. It is important to

keep the emery well washed and cleaned, that is, with the dust

removed from it which results from the abrasion of tlie glass. In

our case, as the holes are required to be all in one position, the

glass is put into a steel jig, and the drilling tube is run through a

steel bushing. The hole produced is exceedingly smooth and true,

and is carried straight through without the need of drilling back

from the other side It seems to me that the hollow tube drill

must be a better method than the solid drill, because the amount

of glass cut is only that covered by the area of the annular edge

of the drill, instead of the whole surface of the hole,

Mr. Oherlin Smith.—How much larger are the holes than the

original diameter of the tube ? I suppose some emery must get in

alongside of the tube after it is partly through the glass, and there

must be an appreciable difference ? And are the holes tapering,

being larger at the top where that loose emery runs along, than at

the bottom ?

Mr. Towns.—There is a slight ditference between the diameter

of the hole and that of tlie drill. The tapering effect I have not

noticed. I doubt if it is apparent. The emery is kept packed

around the drill during the process so as to cause as much as pos-

sible to work down through the hole.

Mr. Ohp.rlin Smith.—Is there any of the emery put inside

through the tube 1

Mr. Toione.—No ; merely packed around it.

Mt. Stetson.—I suggest that the difference in size of the hole

would necessitate a difference of method. In corroboration of one

of the statements made, I would say that I watched the drilling of

a part of a sewing machine with a diamond drill, and it was really

comfortable to hear the little " zip " that finished the work. It was

so satisfactory that it made the contractor who discovered the pro-

cess quite comfortably off in this world. The suggestion came to

him of a diamond instead of a copper rod and emery. I cannot

see what could be better than this diamond drill in small holes.
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No. 204.—16.

Standard tapers for bolts in locomotive work ;—also for dowels

and pins.

DISCUSSION.

Mr. Bond.—The question of a standard taper for reamers for

locomotive work includes an important class of work in which it

is desirable to have uniformity. The taper used by railroad people

in quite a number of instances is practically the same. The taper

of yV of an inch to the foot is now^ used on quite a number of the

roads, though in some cases, whether intentionally or not, the stand-

ard is slightly different. In some cases I have known it to be a

taper of only -^-^ of an inch to the foot. Others have i, and I know
of one case in which the intention was to have the taper J^ of

an inch to the foot, but by some mistake the taper of the first set

of gauges for reamers, instead of being -^-^ to the foot, was -^^. I

think that yV of ^"^ inch taper to the foot, so far as we know from

practice, is a good angle of taper for bolts which are required to hold

together frames for locomotives, or, in fact, any such work. Mr.

Coleman Sellers, in an address delivered, before the Master Mechan-

ics' Association in Chicago, June, 1883, considered that the grinding

of reamers, and the preservation of standard sizes in reamed holes for

frame bolts, using gauges for the purpose, was made a much more

simple operation by having a taper rather than a straight fit. The
bolts are easily removed, and they certainly can be made to tit the en-

tire length as well as if they were straight. In dowel pins the amount

of taper per foot might be increased, and an angle represented by

a taper of a quarter of an inch to the foot might be better for this

purpose.

Mr. Towne.—I may mention, in connection with this question,

that the subject to which this relates has been very fully discussed

in the proceedings of the Master Car Builders, and a reference to

their papers would shed a good deal of light on it.

No. 204—17.

The effect of internal strain in hardened steel.
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DISCUSSION.

Mr. Kent.—I do not know what is covered by this question, but

I know of one instance of the effect of strain in hardened steel,

whicli it might be well for members to know. One of the members

of this Society, Mr. Gill, then of Pittsburgh, had occasion to make

a knife edge for a testing machine. He took a piece of steel 10

inches long and 2 inches in diameter, formed it in proper shape,

then cut it and tempered it, then ground it, and put it away on a

shelf until he wanted to use it. In six weeks it broke in half, with

a report like a pistol shot. That was the effect of strain in hard-

ened steel. Wliat caused it to wait six weeks before breaking I

do not know.

Mr. Stetson,—It is not a phenomenal case to find a tool that shall

have stood well iov a number of days, broken. We frequently ship

tools that are returned broken in halves, although they left our

hands perfectly sound. I frequently find in the case of larger tools

that there is an air bubble, or some want of the steel being entirely

compact—some little defect of that kind, and quite generally, when

there is a break, this defect is appai'ent. The hardest thing, per-

haps, to harden is a large solid mass of steel. It is not a matter of

much snrpn'se to find a hardened and solid arbor, for instance,

break the second day, and frequently, as I have suggested, this is

due to some little defect in the steel. It seems as though there was

a gas in there that has unlimited power. I have noticed, generally,

some slight defect of that kind, and the effect of this internal strain

in steel is to decrease our respect for steel somewhat. We think

when we have got a hardened steel we have got something, as is

familiarly said, that we can tie up to ; but that is not a fact. You
take a hardened and ground gauge and it is changing. It will be

found in course of time that a change has taken place and that

the gauges won't go together. Sometimes that leads to breaking

that gauge and finding some defect in the steel, and in other ways

the behavior of steel is singular. I used to laugh at the old idea of

an old razor being laid away and growing better by the rest. I really

believe that might be so, and I think there is a constant motion of

steel. The magnetic influences might be something, but there are

certainly strains that take place that are entirely unaccountable,

and until we get to be finer in our methods of investigation, they

must remain entirely bej'ond our reach.

Mr. Oherlin Smith.—I hardly agree with the gentleman that

there is anything " electrical" about it. It seems to me natural
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that when tlie external part of a piece of hard steel is put under a

permanent tensile strain, it should give way some time under some

accidental vibration. I have had occasion to harden a good many

steel rings of the L sliaped suction, shown in the cut, wdiere one side

was thick and heavy wliile the other was thin

and light. I always found that I must dip them

with the thick side, 5, down, because then the

cooling of the thick part, which takes place first,

draws in the thin part, while it is still hot and

ductile. In cooling afterward it is not apt to

break. Dip the thin side, <z, in first, and the thick

part won't go in with it because it hasn't yet

had time to shrink, and the tensile strain in the

Fig. 121. thin part is likely to break it. Although some of

these do not break at first, they break at some unexpected time after-

ward, and the thin part drops off, apparently without special caiige.

Mr, Durfee.—It may throw some light upon this subject if we

consider the action of cooling and hardening upon the particles

which compose the mass of steel. In cooling suddenly any mass

of ferruginous material—and I do not know but that it is the fact

in regard to all metals—the crystals arrange themselves perpendic-

ularly to the cooling surfaces. In a bar of

steel having a rectangular cross section, the

crj^stals will arrange themselves on suddenly

cooling the bar, as shown in Fig. 122,* and

if a steel ingot is broken across, two well-de-

fined diagonal lines (formed by the meeting

of the crystals from each side) will be seen

as is well represented in the engraving.

Now, in the case of hardening any piece of

manufactured steel the sanie arrangement of

crystals takes place. In the case where a bar of steel having a cross

section, as shown in Fig. 123, is subjected to the

hardening process, the crystals will arrange them-

selves perpendicular to the several cooling surfaces,

and at the re-entrant angle. A, there would be an

ugly strain occasioned by the interlocking of these

crystals. It makes no difl!erence what the cross

Fig. 123. sectioTi of the metal may be, the crystals will ar-

range themselves perpendicular to the cooling surfaces.

* See Vol. VI, Transactions A. S, M. E., p. 665.

Fig. 122.
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Mi\ Bond.—I might say in corroboration of what Mr. Stetson has

just said, referring to what was mentioned in the discussion of Pro-

fessor Sweet's paper on " Tlie Unexpected which often Happens,"*

tliat tliis internal strain, being relieved under rupture, manifested

itself by changing the size of the ]">arts not disturbed by the sudden

giving way, causing an increase of their diameter. It may be said

that under this condition of strain a hardened gauge which does not

break in course of time, would change in size and become smaller,

because the inner part becoming gradually incapable of resisting the

strain from hardening, would finally accommodate itself to the new
condition of things. Now this need not affect the interchangeability

of these gauges, for while there is a change in the diameter after

hardening, which has been shown to be the case, still I think under

certain treatment in hardening this change can be overcome. I

know we find it so, and have had no trouble during the last two

years in preventing it, whereas before, in two or throe weeks' time,

hardened rings would change perceptibly in size. This perma-

nency of size could be brought about, I think, by not allowing

the hardening to take place entirely throughout the mass, retaining

the center soft. Now, in hardening any mass of steel—a Sellers

hob, for example—4 inches in diameter, and which would probably

be about 18 inches long, we had at first considerable trouble in

getting tiie steel to harden without cracking, but we found that by

simply drilling a |-inch hole centrally through the entire length

this tendency to break was obviated. It seems to give a chance

for the strains to adjust themselves around some central cavity,

and I do not know of but one case in which hardened work has

broken where this " safety" hole has been put through, and in this

instance the hole was not drilled centrally the entire length.

* Page 158. Vol. VII. Transactions A. S. M, E.
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The Xlllth meeting of tlie American Society of Mechanical

Engineers was held in the city of Chicago, begiiming Tuesday,

May 25th. The liead-qnarters of the Society were in Rooms 1 and

3 of the Grand Pacific HoteL

The opening session was lield in the club-room, Xo 4, in the

Grand Pacific Hotel. The session was called to order by Mr. J. A.

Roche of the Local Corainitee, who delivered a brief address of

welcome to the Society. Mr. Henry P. Towne of Stamford, Conn.,

Yice-President of the Society, responded to the address in tlie ab-

sence of the President, Mr. Coleman Sellers of Philadelphia. In

the course of the meeting, the following letter from the latter was

read to the meml>ers :

3301 Baking Street.

Philadelphia, Mai/ 24, 1886.

Mr. President, and Mcmljers of the American Society

of Mechanical Engineers.

Gentlemen :

It is a bitter disappointment to me to find mj-self unable to attend the meeting

in Chicago, and to perfoi-m my duties as presiding officer of a Society in which I
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feel so deep an interest. A loner and tedious illness has confined me to the house
since the beginning of last Dect'uiber, and for many weeks to my bed ; as yet I

am unable to bear the fatigue of a long journey. I have asked the Secretary to

explain my enforced absence from this meeting; but I feel called upon to say a
few words more directly to you, and, in this lame way, to thank you for the honor
you have conferred on me in selecting me as your presiding officer. I have for a
long time been hoping against hope, that I could meet you in person and come
to know those members with whom I have not had the pleasure of meeting, as

well as of greeting once more many who have been endeared to me through long
years of pleasant intercourse, and the attraction of kindred interests.

It is fortunate that the active conduct of societies such as this, rests more with
the Secretary than with the President. The former, if wisely selected, acting

from year to year, identifies himself with the Society and learns its wants and the
best means of promoting its advancement. It gives me pleasure to feel that the
present incumbent of the office of secretary is so thoroughly competent.

The part played in the progress of the world's industries by the interests repre-

sented in this Society, may be well illustrated in the operation of a kindred so-

ciety in another country. One of the oldest associations for the consideration of

engineering subjects is the Institution of Civil Engineers, 25 Great George Street,

Westminster, London. The name of this society suggests a special interest in a

single branch of engineering, generally considered distinct from that of the

mechanical engineer, but an examination into the proceedings of this older and
highly honored society will show that more than three-fourths of the matters
brought prominently before it, belong solely to the province of the mechanical
engineer, who is the engineer in the broadest acceptation of the term. The lect-

ures delivered in the winter course in Great George Street are mo.^tly on subjects

connected with dynamical engineering, and the great mechanical engineers of

England have been in turn the honored Presidents of the Society.

As we look back over the few years that span the life history of engineering,

as a distinct profession, we see the names of great mechanical engineers loom up
as the pioneers in all those great movements which have rendered modern civili-

zation possible. The education of the engineer has already engaged your atten-

tion, and 1 have much that I would like to say to you on that subject, as this

Society must play a very considerable part in the edacaJon of the future; but my
present condition compels me to putoflf until a later day this task. I hope in my
annual address next autumn, to review this subject, and also, without stepping

outside of matter germane to this Society, to tcucli on the subject of the employer
and the employee, in mechanical industries, and in general to review those points

which bear on the progress of mechanic arts, and to suggest methods by which
the mechanic arts may be developed with the least loss in unnecessary experi-

ments—to point out the work which can be done by our Society in educating the

community to a just appreciation of the value of competent engineering assist-

ance in carrying out important enterprises.

Carefully conducted original investigations into all subjects connected with

mechanics, should be encouraged by us and find a place of record in the proceed-

ings of this Society ; and the value of such papers should be attested by well con-

sidered awaids to their writers, not awards of high money value, but made of

greater moment by their well placed disposal.

In conclusion, to you Mr. Vice-Pre.-iident, I tender my thanks for your perform-

ance of my duties, and at the s:une time desire to express my satisfaction in hav-

ing a substitute so thoroughly able and well fitted for the task. Earnestly pray-
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ing for the continued prosperity of our Society and hoping in future to be able to

do my full share in its active work, I am,

Very truly and respectfully,

Coleman Sellers,

President.

Mr. Towne acted as President throughout the sessions.

The professional business of the even in (^ was tlie discussion of

Topical Queries. Messrs. Sinclair and Ileniinway discussed the

question :
" Are there any grave objections to cam motions for mov-

ing the valves of high-speed engines : what is a limiting speed for

cams ?

"

Messrs. Lewis, Sinclair and Oberlin Smith took part in answer

to the query: What is the maximum safe load for steel tires on

steel rails : can this be expressed in terms of the crushing strength

of the tire and rail, and per inch of width for different diameters of

tire ?

The next question was as to the present status in Chicago of

smoke-preventing furnaces tmder steam boilers. Messrs. Palmer?

Cole, Babcock, Durfee, Carpenter, Hawkins, Underwood, King,

Harding, Minot and Walker spoke upon it.

The last query was: "How do you make successful foundations

for structures upon yielding earth ? " Mr. W. L. B. Jenney, one of

the leading architects of Chicago, was present as invited guest of

the Society, and spoke in detail of the special problems which are

met in securing foundations in that city. Messrs. Palmer, Oberlin

Smith, Durfee and Cole continued the discussiom

The Chair, under the rules, announced the Committee of the

Society to nominate officers for the ensuing year, consisting of

Messrs.

J. F. Holloway, Cleveland, O.

J. M. Dodge, Philadelphia, Pa.

J. E. Sweet, Syracuse. N. Y.

W. E. Parker, Lawrence, Mass,

W. F. Donovan, Chicago, 111.

The Society then adjourned to a supper tendered by the Local

Committee, and a pleasant social reunion was enjoyed to a late

hour.

Second Day, May 26th.

The second session was called to order by the Chair at ten

o'clock A.M., in the large liall in the Methodist Church Block, cor-
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ner of Clark and Wasliington streets. The Secretary's Kegisters

showed the following members in attendance :

Allen, James M Hartford, f'onn.

Anderson, Jolin W South Bend, Ind.

Arnold, Bishop Auburn, N. Y.

Babcock, George H New York City.

Baruaby, Charles W Salem, 0.

Barnes, W. F Rockford, HI.

Barrus, George H Boston, Mass.

Bassett, N. C Chicago, 111.

Bauer, Charles A Springfield, 0.

Bennett, F. M Chicago, III.

Binsse, H. L New York City.

Bond, George M Hartford, Conn.

Borden, Thomas J Fall Ri%-er, Mass.

Briggs, John G Terre Haute, Ind.

Brown, C. H Fitchburg, Mass.

Bullock, M. C Chicago,-Ill.

Bushnell, R. W Cedar Rapids, la.

Carpenter, R. C Lansing, Mich.

Cartwright, Robert Stamford, Conn.

Clements, W. L Bay City, Mich.

Cobb E. S Terre Haute, Ind.

Cole, J. W Columbus, 0.

Collins, CM South Bend, Ind.

Colweli, A. W - .New York City.

Crane, T. S Newark, N. J.

Dingee, W. W Racine, Wis.

Doane, W. H Cincinnati, 0.

Dodge, J. M Philadelphia, Pa.

Drummoud, W.,W Louisville, Ky.

Durfee, W. F Bridgeport, Conn.

Elmes, C. F Chicago, 111.

Ewart, W. D Chicago, III.

Fawcett, Ezra Alliance, O.

Fingal, Charles - Chicago, I.I.

Forsyth, William Aurora, 111.

Foster, C. H Cliicago, 111.

Fowler, John Louisville, Ky.

Eraser, D. R Chicago, 111.

Fraser, N. D Chicago, III.

Galloupe, F. E Boston, Mass.

Giddings, C. M Massillon, O.

Gobeille, J. L Cleveland, O.

Goss, W. F. M Lafayette, Ind.

Hamilton, Homer Youngstown, O.

Hammer, A. E Branford, Conn.

Hand, S. A Toughkenaraon, Pa.

Hawkins, J. T Taunton, Mass.

Heminway, F. F New York City.
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Higgins, S Buffalo, N. Y.

Hill, C. C C'liicago, 111.

HoUingsworth, S Boston, Mass.

Holloway, J. F Cleveland, 0.

Howard, C. P Hartford, Conn.

Hutton, F. R. , Secretary New York City.

Ide, A. L Springfield, 111.

Jenkins, John Milton, Pa.

Jenkins, W. R Bellefonte, Pa.

Jones, R. R Pittsburgh, Pa.

Kempsmith, F Cleveland, O.

Kent, William New York City.

Kirnball, H Cleveland, O.

King, C. I Madison , Wis.

Kirkevaag, P Youngstown, O.

Lane, J. S Cliicago, 111.

Lewis. W Philadelphia, Pa.

Lipe, Charles E Sy laciise, N. Y.

Mackinney, ^V. C Philadelphia, Pa.

Magruder, W. T Taunton, Mass.

Metcalfe, H Troy, N. Y.

Miller, W Cleveland, 0.

Minot, H. P Columbus, O.

Mohr, L Chicago, 111.

Morava, W Chicago, 111.

Morgan, T. R., Sr Alliance, 0.

Murray, S, W Milton, Pa.

Nagle, A. F Chicago, III.

Palmer, G. E Chicago, 111.

Parker, W. E Laurence, Mass

.

Parks, E. H Providence, R. I.

Pitkin, J. H Canton, O.

Pond, F. H St. Louis, Mo.

Prindle, E. T Aurora. HI.

Robinson, A. W St. Catharine, Out.

Robinson, J . M New York City

.

Robinson, S. \V Columbus, 0.

Roche, J . A Chicago, 111

.

Rlimely, ^^'
. N Laporte, Ind .

Scheffler, F. A Erie, Pa.

Schuhmann, George Reading, Pa

.

See, H Philadelphia, Pa.

Sellers, M Chicago, III

.

Sharpe, J Salem, O

.

Sinclair, A Chicago, 111

.

Smith, G . H Providence, R . I.

Smith, H. S Joliet, HI.

Smith, J. M Detroit, Mich.

Smith, Oberlin Bridgeton, N. J.

Snell, H. I Philadelphia, Pa.

Sprague, W. W Lake, 111

.
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Stalil, A . VV Lafayette, Ind

.

Stone, H. B Chicago, 111.

Sweeney, J. M AVlaeeling, W. Va.

Sweet, J. E Syracuse, N. Y.

Tallman, F. Q Beaver Falls, Pa.

Taylor, F. W Philadelphia, Pa.

Thompson, E. B Chicago, 111.

Towne, H. R., Acting Fresidfjii Stamford, Conn.

Uehling, E. A Sharpsville, Pa.

Underwood, F. H Tolland, Conn,

Walker, John Cleveland, 0.

Wallis, P Aurora, III.

Warren, B. H Bo?ton , Mass.

Warrington, J. N Chicago, III.

Webster, H Chicago, III.

West, F. D Cleveland, 0.

Whitney, B. D Winchendon, Mass.

Whitney, W. M Winchendon, Mass.

Wiley, W. H New York City.

Wood, W Philadelphia, Pa.

Woods, A. T Champaign, 111.

Woodward, CM St. Louis, Mo.

The following report from the Council was presented and or-

dered upon the records :

REPORT FROM THE COUNCIL.

The Council would respectfully report to the Society the deaths

of

Messrs. Wm. Cleveland Hicks, member, of Xew York.

Frederic E. Butterfield, " of Seneca Falls, N. Y.

David S. Hines, " of New York.

Emile Fr, Loiseau, " of Belgium.

Tliey would further report that a Committee of the Council was

appointed to prepare a plan for the regulation and encouragement

of discussion upon the papers presented to the Society, who offered

the following report, which was adopted.

RULES FOR DEBATE.

The Committee appointed by the Council to prepare and suggest

a plan for regulating the presentation of papers and the discussion

thereon at the meetings of the Society, so as to promote the orderly

conduct of business and to apportion the time of the meetings

equitably among the members presenting papers or participating in

their debate, beg ]ea.ve, respectfully, to submit the following plan :
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I. Papers to be presented at any meeting must be placed in tlie

Secretary's hands not less than nine (9) weeks in advance of the

date of the meeting, in order that all snch papers may be printed

and ready for distribution not later than three weeks before the

date of the meeting. Papers not received prior to the time named

will not be entitled to presentation at that meeting.

II. Preliminary notice of date and place of the meeting of the

Society shall be issued to the membership by the Secretary at least

eight (S) weeks in advance of each meeting, aiid there shall be in-

closed with such notice a blank form by which the members may

signify to the Secretary their intention of attending the meeting.

^III.' Copies of all papers to be presented at each meeting shall be

sent by the Secretary three weeks in advance of each meeting to

every member who has previously signified his intention to attend,

accompanied by a blank by which a member intending to discuss

any of the papers to be presented may give notice of snch intention

by properly filling in and returning the blank to the Secretary
;

priority in debate on each paper shall be given to the members so

signifying their intentions, in the order in which such notifications

are received.

IV. At each meeting, papers entitled to be presented shall be read

by abstract only (unless so sliort as to permit of their being read in

the time limit), and preferably by the Secretary ;
not more than five

(5) minutes to be occupied in the presentation of any paper.

V. Members w^ho have given previous notice of their intention

to discuss any paper shall be entitled to priority in its discussion as

above provided for; a member who has reduced his remarks to

M-rlting may occupy not exceeding ten (10) minutes for its presen-

tation (either in full or in abstract); extemporaneous discussion by

any member, shall be limited to a time not exceeding five (5) min-

utes at oije time.

YI. Any member having once had the privilege of the floor in

debate on any paper shall not be again entitled to it until all other

members desiring to speak in the discussion of each paper shall

have had the opportunity to do so.

YII. Members unable to attend a meeting may request copies of

any papers to be presented thereat, and may thereupon forward to

the Secretary their written discussion of such papers. Written dis-

cussions so received by the Secretary, not less than three days prior

to the date of the meeting, will be entitled to be presented in the

same manner as oral remarks (in full or in abstract) by the Secretary.
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All such discussions shall be treated as though spoken at the meet-

ing and shall appear accordingly in the records.

YIII. The authoi- of each paper presented at a meeting shall be
entitled to a time not exceeding five (5) minutes in which to close

the discussion thereon, but, if he prefers, may waive this right and
submit his closing remarks in writing after the meeting, provided

that all such additions be forwarded to the Secretary within not

exceeding four (4) weeks after the close of the meeting.

IX. The Publication Committee shall carefully examine the papers

to be presented at each meeting of the Society, and shall apportion

among them the time available in the sessions for papers and dis-

cussions, allotting time to each in such proportion as they deem just.

At the expiration of the time so allotted to it, the discussion on every

paper shall cease, and the paper next in order shall he taken np.

Should any time remain at the end of that session and after the

presentation of all papers allotted to it, discussion may be resumed
upon any paper^ previously presented, and in the order in which

the}' were placed on the docket.

X. (Added by the Council on presentation of the report.) These

rules may be suspended at any session by the (Council (such suspen-

sion to be announced at the beginning of the discussions) or during

the meeting by unanimous consent.

The Committee commenting on the above would call attention

to the fact, that the purpose aimed at throughout is to provide for

the most economical use of the time at each session, and also for the

equitable distribution of that time in the presentation and discus-

sion of the several papers. Although at first glance and by reason

of unfamiliarity the rules may seem somewhat arbitrary, a careful

consideration of them will, it is believed, demonstrate their desir-

ability as a means for increasing the amount and improving the

quality of the work done at each meeting, and their fairness in

providing for the distribution of time among the various authors

and speakers.

Respectfully submitted,

Henry R. To%vne, ) ^,
-r^ Ti „ r Comnntlee.
Jb. K. HUTTON, )

A committee was appointed to take steps by which the members of

the Society might be benefited by the scientific and technical reports

which are issued by the United States Government. This commit-
tee consists of Messrs. Babcock, Obei-lin S?nith, and Wm. Hewitt.
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The Council have directed that under the RnleP, Art. 10-13, it is

not necessary to wait until the designated thirty days in advance

of a meeting before submitting to the voting membership the

names of candidates seeking election at that time. They have

therefore directed that more than one ballot list may be issued, the

several lists to be distinguished by different colors, and that one

shall be issued as soon as a sufficient number of a[)plicants to make

it desirable shall have been approved.

The Council would further present the following report of its

tellers :

May 10, 1886.

The undersigned were appointed a Committee of the Council to

act as tellers under Rule 13 to count and scrutinize the ballots cast

for and against the candidates proposed for 'memboi'sliip in the

Society of Mechanical Engineers, and seeking election l^efore tlie

Xllltli meeting of the Society in May, 1886. They would report

that they have met upon the designated days in the office of the

Society and proceeded to the discharge of their duties. They would

certify for formal insertion in the records of the Society to the

election of the appended named persons to their respective grades,

upon the lists .IS umber one and Number two, colored respectively

pink and yellow.

There were 314 votes cast in the ballot upon the pink list, of

which 8 were thrown out because of informalities, and there were

300 votes cast using the yellow ballot, of which 5 were thrown out

because of informalities.

Wm. Kent,

Wm. II. WlLEV.

Tellers.

HONORARY MEMBERS.

Bn.ker, Benjamin. Dredge, James

Prof. V. Dwelsbauvers-dery Walker, Francis A.

MEMBERS.
Arnold, Bishop Auburn, N. Y.

Armington, Pardon Providence, R. I.

Bacon, Earle C New York City.

Barnes, W. F Rockford, HI.

Bartol, George Cleveland, 0.

Beck, Matt. A Milwaukee, Wis.

Bennett, Frank M Chicago, 111.

Bleloch, George H Springfield, Mass.

Borden, Thomas J Fall River, Mass.

Brown, Jas. A Philadeljjhia, Pa.
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Butterworth, James pi ,-,„ , , , . „
tavanagh, Joseph r>i -i i i i

• t,

Clarke, Alfred p, , , '

^,, , -,^ ^ tJevelana, 0.
Clements, Will. L t> r-* \i- i.

Cobb, Edwards ^ '^^' t.
Collier, R.B .

Tene Haate. Ind,

Collins, Chas. M a^ .^ -ii \, r „
P,.„„ m CI

bOLith Bend, Ind.
Crane, Thomas S x- i xt t

Daniels, Fred H ,,.
xx; ,„ „. " orcester. Mass,Dmgee, W. W „ .

'

n Ty „ liacine, ^is.Dowue, Henry S i?-, i ,

Falkenau, Arthur. ..

.

Fuchburg Mass.

Fitt,Janies
Chicago, 111.

Forbes, W.D ..
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Sargent, Jolm W Scran ton, Prfi.

Saunder., WuK L New York City.

Sellers, Morris ^'^"•'^S"- ^'^'^
^

Sim., Gardiner C Providence-, R. I.

Smith, T. Carpenter Philadelphia I a.

Tavlor, Stevenson New lorl; C>ty.

Ta'vlor, Fred. W Nicetown, Pa.

Thompson, E. B Chicago, III.

Wallis, Philip ^"'"'"'^
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,.., .,
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Williams. J. Newton Brooklyn, N. Y.

Winter, Herman New York City.

Woodward, Calvin M St. LouiR, Mo.

Woolson, Oro.co C Stamford. Conn.

Worswick, Thomas Guelph, Ont.

Wyman, Horace W Worcester Mass.

ASSOCIATES.

Clark, Frank M Boston Mass.

Low, Fred. R Boston Mass.

Russell C. M Massillon 0.

,,, . I t n T\ Boston, Mass.
Wainwright, (. . U '

txTv.-^ ixr„, A,T Winchendon, Mass.
Whitney, Wm. M

JUNIORS.

XT- • n„^,.„o Tf Manchester, N. H.
Higffins, George 1^ '

Tir n • 1 T? Brooklyn, N. Y.
Moran, Daniel Ki / '

Stevens. Wm.N Brooklyn.

Stone, Wilbur M Hartford, Conn.

Kespectt'ullj submitted by the Council.

Mr. Oberlin Smith presented a brief report as follows, on behalf

of the Committee on the Appointment of a United States Test

Commission.

Mr. Oherli7i Smith.—\Vith regard to the Test Commission Com-

mittee, of M'hich I am a member, I would say that we have no

written report. I have not seen the chairman of the committee.

Prof. Egleston, lately, although I corresponded with him about

tlie matter not long since. We have sent out a good nuuiy circu-

lars, and have written to quite a number of members of Congress,

and' to business men throughout the country, urging the latter

to write to their representatives in Congress upon this subject.

The bill will come up during the present session and is likely to be

reached. If it is reached, there is little doubt about its passing.
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The great difficulty will be that it may be crowded out by press ot

other business.

Mr. Towne reported on behalf of the Coninnttee on Uniformity

in Test Specimens and Methods of Test as follows :

il/r. H. R. Toivne.—I happen to be a member of this Committee,

although not its chairman, and in Prof. Egleston's absence I would

report informally that some progress has been made in the prepa-

ration of test specimens, test blanks for reports, and in arrange-

ments with makers and users of testing machines for making a

series of tests of the specimens provided. I think that the work

which the Committee has projected will be of great interest and

great value. It is a somewhat novel line of investigation, and will

bring out, I believe, a great deal that will be useful. It will,

however, occupy, necessarily, a good deal of time to complete,

and probably no full report can be looked for earlier than the

next meeting, and perhaps not until the meeting following.

Mr. Geo. M. Bond, Secretary of the Coirmiittee on Uniform

Standards in Pipe and Pipe Threads, reported on behalf of the

Committee as follows:

Mr. Bond.—In the absence of our Chairman, Mr. Frederick

Grinnell, I can say that we have been in commnnipation with the

wrought iron pipe manufacturers individually, also with nearly all

the fittings manufacturers, both brass and iron, and have received

many favorable replies to the individual letters so addressed.

When in New York last week I was informed by Mr. J. H. Flagler,

general manager of the National Tube Works Company, that a

Committee was appointed at the meeting of the Pipe Manufacturers'

Association, held at Philadelphia, on tlie 12th inst., to confer with

our Committee.

A communication has just been received from Mr. Jas. II. Mur-

dock. Secretary of the Manufacturers of Wrought Iron Pij^e and
Sailer Tubes in the United States, stating that at a meeting of

their Association held at the Continental Hotel, Pliiladelphia, May
12, 1886, a Committee to confer Mith our Committee was appointed,

the members of which Committee are

Mr. L. W. Shallcross, chairman, representing Morris, TasTcer &
Co., Limited.

Mr, J. H. Flagler, representing The National Tuhe Worhs Co.

Mr. L. J. Piers, representing 2'he Allison 3[annfacturing Co., and

Mr. Jas. II. Murdock, Secretary to tlie Committee.

A communication was also received from Mr. S. L. Morrison,

secretary of the Manufacturers' Association of Brass and Iron,
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Steam, Gas and Water Works of the United States, stating that at

a meeting of this Association held at Pittsbnrgli on the lltli, 12th,

and 13th inst., the following resolntion was nnaniuionsly passed :

"Resolved, That tliis Association favors the establishment of a universai

wrought iron pipe gauge, 1o be used as a standard throughout the United States,

and that any action taken by the manufacturers of wrouglit iron pipe to accom-

plish this object shall have our hearty co-operation."

There was also received from Mr. W. H. Douglas, Corres]3ond-

ing Secretary Cast Ii-on Fittino-s Association, a letter advising- onr

Committee of the following action taken by them

:

" At a meeting of the Cast Iron Fittings Association, hekl in New York, May 19,

the following resolution was unanimously adopted :

" ' Resolved, That a committee of five (5) be appointed to take into consideration

the matter of a standard gauge or thread.'

" The following gentlemen were named as such committee :

"Mr. R. T. Crane, Pres't Crane Bros. Mfg. Co., Chicago, 111.

"Mr. C. C. Walworth, Pres't Walworth Mfg. Co., Boston, Mass.

"Mr. E. G. Burnham, Vice-Pres't The Eaton, Cole & Burnham Co., Bridgeport,

Conn.
" Mr. Charles Jarecki, Pres't Jarecki Mfg. Co., Erie, Pa.

"Mr. Carleton W. Nason, Pres't Nason Mfg. Co., New York City."

Tlie latter Committee will confer with the Committee of Pipe

Mannfactiu'ers as to the best means of bringing about the desired

result.

A conference with the Committee of Pipe Manufacturers is ex-

pected soon by our Committee, and everything seems now ready for

final, definite action.

Our Committee would ask for further time, as we hope to have

something even more definite to report at the next meeting.

The Chairman.—It is understood, of course, that the Commit-

tee is continued, in view of the promising condition of its work.

Letters of invitation v/ere read from Messrs. XL IT, Beliiekl, Di-

rector of the Chicago Manual Training Sciiool, and L. P. More-

house, inviting the Society to visit the school and to join an

excursion to Pullman, respectively. The engagements of the

Society prevented tlie acceptance of these invitations, and the

Secretary was directed to send a note of thanks to these gentlemen

for their courtesy.

The first paper presented was by Mr. Wilfred Lewis, of Phila-

delphia, entitled " Experiments on the Transmission of Power by

Belting." The chairman introduced the reading of the papers,

by the following remarks :
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The Chairman.—Before commencing the reading of papers, I

wish to ask tlie indulgence of the members in regard to tlie new
rules in tlie matter of their presentation and discussion referred to

in the report of the Council. Thej are new and different from

anything we have ever attempted before, and at iirst may cause a

little friction, like other new machinery ; but I believe that in the

end it will be found that they will do a great deal to improve the

quality of onr work as well as the amount of it which can be got

through, and in addition to that, they will certainly provide, if prop-

erly carried out, for a fair distribution of our time among the

papers presented. In one case which f recall, decidedly the best

paper which was entered at the meeting was left until so late and

the time left was so short that the paper had to be read in a very

hurried manner, and no debate whatever followed. Under the

new rules each paper will have its fair share of time whether Urst

or last on the list, and, in addition to that, the time available for

debate will be so much greater than heretofore that the total time

devoted to each paper will be much larger and should be made
more valuable. It will soon be apparent whether the rules work

satisfactorily, or whether they need to be modified or improved.

Mr Lewis's paper received discussion by Messrs. Hawkins, Ober-

lin Smith, Towne, Underwood, Walker, Taylor, Doane, Babcock,

Morgan, and Kent.

Mr. Wm. O. Webber's paper, entitled " Eelative Efficiency of

Centrifugal and Beciprocating Pumps," was discussed by Mr.

Borden. Mr. See's paper, " Production of True Crank Shafts

and Bearings," was discussed by Messrs. Kent, Taylor, Cole, Hol-

loway. Walker, See, Babcock, Sweet, Minot, Nagle, Schuhmann,

and Oberlin Smith. Mr. Babcock's paper on "Substitutes for

Steam" was discussed by Messrs. Crane, Schuhmann, Durfee, Kent,

and Walker.

The Society took a recess until the afternoon at this point.

Afternoon Session, Wednesday, May 26th.

The session was called to order at 2.30 p.m. The first paper was

by Chas. W. Barnaby, of Salem, 0., entitled a " JS^ew Steam Engine

Indicator." This was discussed by Messrs. Porter and Walker.

Following this the set of three papers on the topic of shop manage-

ment and shop account were presented and discussed together.

These papers were " The Engineer as an Economist," by H. R.
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Towne of Stamford ;
" The Sliop Order System of Accounts," by

Henry Metcalfe of Troy, and "Inventory Yalnation of Machinery

Phmt," by Oberlin Smith, of Bridgeton. These were discussed by

Messrs. Partridge, Fitch, Anderson, Hand, Taylor, Durfee, Ober-

lin Smith, Metcalfe, Hawkins.

At the close of the debate, in view of the general interest of the

topics of this group, it was moved that the preparation and reading

of papers on these and cognate subjects be encouraged for discussion

in the general sessions of the Society.

It was then resolved that the session previously ordered for Fri-

duy evening be held on Tiiursday evening.

The paper of Thomas I). West of Cleveland was entitled :
" Irreg-

ularities in Contraction of Duplicate Castings," and was discussed

by Professor Sweet; and that of Mr. Frederick G. Coggin, was

called, " A I^^ovel Chimney Staging." The latter was discussed by

Messrs. Borden and Durfee. Mr. Thomas S. Crane's paper on
'" Water Purification for Manufacturing and Domestic Purposes,"

was discussed by Messrs. Kent and Durfee. The paper by Mr.

Fred. W. Taylor on the value of water-gas and gas from Siemen's

Producers for melting in open hearth furnaces was discussed by

Messrs. Kent and Schuhmann.

A special committee had been appointed to acknowledge the

letter of the absent President of the Society, Mr Coleman Sellers.

That committee presented its report in the form of a telegram, as

follows :

Mr. Coleman Sellers, President :

The American Society of Mechanical Engineers now in session sincerely regret

that illness prevents you from being with us on this occasion. We tender you
our warmeit sympathy and unite in wishing you an early and complete re-

covery.

W. H. DOANE, )

J. F. HolloWAY, [ Committee.
F. R. HCTTON,

)

The receipt of this telegram was acknowledged by letter from

the President, but too late to be presented to the meeting.

The paper by Mr. John H. Cooper, of Philadelphia, Pa., was

read by the Secretary, entitled : ''Grain Handling in California,"

and discussion by Mr. Hugo had been sent in in manuscript.

The session then adjourned.

In the evening a banquet was tendered to the Society by the

Local Committee in the dining-room of the Grand Pacific Hotel.

27
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Over three liundred persons were in attendance, and the SchiTbert

Quartette Chib, of Chicago, rendered several selections during the

evening.

"Third Day, Thursday, May 2Tth.

Tlie day was devoted to an excursion. A special train Vt'as tendered

by the C. B. vfc Q. RR., through the courtesy of Mr. Henry B.

Stone, general manager, and member of the Society. It took the

party first to the stock-yards, where a visit was made to the estab-

lishment of Armour 6z Co. ; thence the train was taken and a visit

of two hours was paid to the City of Pullman, 111., lunch being

served on the train. Returning, the train stopped at tb.e North

Chicago Rolling Mill, at South Chicago, and a visit was paid to the

docks, blast furnaces, converting house and rail mill.

In the evening an exti"a session was held for special discussion of

Topical Queries. Messrs. Walker, Jesse Smith, Durfee, Babcock

and Hawkins discussed the question, " Would the use of an an-

nular jet in an ejecter indues a greater current of the fluid to be

moved than if a solid jet was used of the same area ?
"

Messrs. Hawkins, West, King, Walker, Babcock and Magruder

discussed the question :
" What are the best conditions covering the

molding, mixing, melting and casting of iron for the successful

production of molds for printing-press ink rolls?"

The next query was as to the effect of mechanical circulation in

steam boilers as a means of preventing scale. Messrs. Kent and

Durfee spoke to it.

The discussion on the query, " What is the best device to catch

the water of condensation in the exhaust pipe of a high-pressure

steam engine; and would an}- economy i-esult from entrapping the

water and pumping it back to boiler?'" was by Messrs. King,

Scheftler, Giddings, Kent, Durfee, Babcock, and Schuhmann.

Messrs. Snell, Towne and Robinson gave facts as to the power

required to drive a blower.

After a brief reference to the date oftheav.tumn meeting of

the Society, the session adjourned.

Fourth Day, Friday May 28th.

The session was called to order at ten o'clock. The paper by

W. P. Trowbridge, "On the Relative Economy of Ventilation by

Heated Chimneys and by Fans," was discussed by Mr. Babcock.
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The paper of C. M. Giddings, of Massillon, O., was entitled :

"Description of a Yalve Dynamometer for measuring the power

required to move a slide valve at dilferent speeds and pressures."

It was discussed by Messrs. Porter, Babcock, Schuhmanu, Kent,

Lewis, Holloway, Jesse Smith, Bariiaby, Hawkins, Sweet, and

Towne.

The paper by Prof. C. M. Woodward on " The Training of a

Dynamic Engineer at Washington Uuiversity, St. Louis, Mo.,"

was discussed by Messrs. Thurston, Kent, Hawkins, Oberlin Smith.

Taylor, Sinclair, Dodge, llobinson, Durfee, Webster, and King.

At the close of the discussion the following resolutions were

presented and passed with acclamation

:

Whereas, Tlie visiting members of tlie American Society of Mechanical Engi-

neers desire to express their appreciation of the kind and unremitting attention

extended to them by our committee of arrangements, therefore

ReKolved, That we hereby lender our smcere thanks to Messrs. Win. F.

Donovan, J. A. Koche, Geo. E. Palmer, Chas. F. Eimes, M. C. Bullock, N. C

Bassett, VV. D. Ewart, Robert Forsyth, William Forsyth, C. C. Hill, J. S. Lane,

A. F. Nagle, Angus Sinclair, H. S. Smith, H. B. Stone, Jas. N. W^arriugtou.

and Hosea Webster, whose untiring efforts and generous hospitality have made

this our Xlllth semi-annual meeting oue of the most enjoyable meetings ever

held by this Society.

Res'oldcd, That the thanks of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers

be tendered to the citizens of Chicago for the courtesy and attention extended to

our Society during this its Xlllth meeting, held in the City of Chicago, May.

1886.

We would especially thank the Chicago, Burlington k Quincy K.R., and its

general manager, Mr. H. B. Stone, Mr. M. Cndahy for Armour & Co., Messrs.

O. W. Potter."president, and John Parkes,. manager of the North Chicago Rolling

Mill Company, and the Pullman Palace Car Co., for the favors and attentions

received at their liauds, which have contributed so much to our enjoyment and

information.

J/r. Babcock.—I wish to offer a resolution. I think all who

have noticed the amount of work which we have got thi-ough with

at this session, and the ease with which it has been done, will agree

with me that the rules which have been nutde by the Council for

that purpose are salutary, and that they have worked well, so lar as

they havG been applied. The only regret might be that they have

not been applied with still more strictness. I want to offer this

resolution :

Resohed, That we heartily approve of the new rules established by tlu^ Council

for conducting tlie business of these meetings, and that we favor their applica-

tion in our future meetings.
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Mr. Oherlin Smith.—I wish to make an amendment, if it is in

order—that the time for the reading of a paper be ten, instead of

five minutes. If an abstract contains all the ideas of a paper, that

ought to be the paper itself. If it does not contain them all, it

ought not to be read in the meeting, as presenting that paper.

The Chairman.—Before putting the motion on the amendment

which Mr. Smith offers, as one of the committee which prepared

these rules, I cannot forbear expressing the hope that the rules will

be allowed to stand for at least one more trial. We Jiave had

twelve papers read at this meeting, and with the exception of two

or, perhaps, three of those papers, they have all been very clearly

presented by abstract in from two to five minutes, and I think that

after a little more experience with the new rules the members will

all find no difficulty in condensing their papers, so as to give a fair

abstract of what they are within the five-minutes limit. As the

papers are all in print, and are distributed long in advance of the

meeting to all who expect to attend, there is no reason why the

members should not make themselves familiar with them.

Mr. Kent.—I would make a point of order that these rules are

established l)y the Council, and that we cannot amend them.

The Chairman.—Tlie amendment is simply to the resolution of

Mr. Babcock, expressing the sense of the meeting as to the rules.

Mr. Oherlin Smith.—I think that five minutes added to each

paper would add very little to the length of tiie session.

The Chairman.—It would have added one hour to this meeting.

We should be one hour behind time now.

The question being then put upon Mr. Smith's amendment, it

was lost.

Mr. Babcock's motion was then carried, as read.

Mr. Kent.—I wish to call the attention of membei'S to the fact

that the American Association for the advancement of Science

meets at Buffalo on the 18th of August. That Association has a

section of mechanical science and engineering, and some of the sub-

jects which are to be presented at that meeting will be of especial

interest to members of this Society. One is the question of the

education of an engineer. Another is the relation of tlve Govern-

ment to engineers in civil life. A paper has been promised on

that subject, and a very earnest discussion is expected. There has

been a convention of civil engineers lield in Cleveland recently,

to bring about some reform in the Government's relation to civil

engineers. I think mechanical engineers have not taken the inter-
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est in this subject they should have taken in it. Another question

is Endowment for Scientific Research, and the Co-ordination of the

Several Engineering Societies of this Country. 1 hope those who

can make it convenient to go to Buffalo, will do so. The meeting,

I suppose, will have from eight hundred to a thousand mend^ers

present.

The Chairman.—It is now one o'clock. Our business is ended,

but there remains a paper by Professor Robinson, entitled " Ex-

periments on the Flow of Gas from Wells." This came to the

Secretary several weeks after the time at which, under the rules,

the list is closed. Will the mend)ers have that paper presented

and read, or will they adjourn ?

Professor Sweet.—I move that the paper be laid over to our next

session in the fall.

The Chairman.—I presume there will be no objection to read-

ing the paper by title at this meeting and placing it on the min-

utes. What is Professor Robinson's preference ?

Professor Pohinson.—I would leave the matter wholly to the

Society. The circumstances connected with it, I think, will neces-

sitate the M'ithdrawal of tlie paper unless it is presented at this

meeting.

The Chairman.—You are satisfied with its presentation by

title ?

Professor Robinson.—I am not particular in regard to that.

The Chairman.—If there is no objection, then, the paper will

be considered as part of the proceedings of this meeting, and will

be read by title.

In closing this Thirteenth Semi-annual Session of the Society, I

wish to add my own tribute of thanks to the resolutions which have

been passed in appreciation of the work of the Local Committee.

We have never had a meeting of more interest, or where we have

had a warmer reception, than here in Chicago. I wish also to

express the regret which, in common with all of you, I feel at the

absence of Mr. Sellers, our President, and to thank all of the mem-
bers liere for their kindness and forbearance to me while occupy-

ing the chair during the session. The meeting is adjourned.
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CCVI.

IRREGULARITY IX THE COXTRACTION OF DUFLI-
CA TE IRON CA STINGS.

BY THOMAS D. WEST, CLEVELAND, OHIO.

Many have been at a loss to know why foundries are so unsuccess-

ful in producing equality of contraction in duplicate castings. Col-

umns, for example, ranging from ten to twelve feet long when east

are generally found to vary in length from \ to |- an inch. A
similar variation in contraction often perplexes the designer and

engineer in such castings as half flywheels, pulleys, and in castings

for machines where uniformit}' in contraction is desired and fig-

ured for.

The main cause of all this variation in the contraction of dupli-

cate castings is simply that the mixture of iron in them is not ex-

actly the same. The difference in contraction which will be caused

by the slightest change in the mixture of iron is often surprising.

Why mixtures are not produced exactly alike is a question which

many will be interested in having answered.

To obtain exactness in mixtures of iron melted in a cupola calls

for conditions over which even when known foundr^mien can often

have little or no control. These conditions are: First, that the

iron used shall be of uniform cheijaical composition. Second, that

the fuel with which the iron is melted be also uniform in chemical

composition. Third, that the foundry foreman and melter be men
possessing good judgment and knowledge of iron and management

of cupolas. FouKTii, that the character of the work moulded will

admit of uniformity in heats and chai-ges of iron.

The difficulties to be encountered in meeting the first condition

will be easily realized by those familiar with iron. The greatest

element c»f uncertainty in obtaining like mixtures in the selection of

iron is caused by the use of scrap.

With pig all graded from one cast, a uniform mixture can generally

be relied on so far as that material is concerned, but upon scrap

such reliance cannot be placed, for the reason that under the most

favorable cii'cumstances there can be no certainty of its being all alike
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in composition. In a large pile of scrap composed of one kind of

castings, altliongh the iron may appear even in grade, yet it is cer-

tain that there must exist a dissimilarity in its chemical composi-

tion, from the fact of the scrap having been collected from castings

made from difl'erent heats and from different irons. If fi-om a scrap

heap all ofone kind this difficulty ai-iscs, what is to be expected of

scrap piles of such variable character as are generally found in

fonndr}^ yards.

The evil tendency of variable fnel to cause ii-regularity in the mixt-

ures of iron cannot l»ut be foreseen when the variable percentage in

carbon a!)d sulphur is considered which new shipments of fuel are lia-

ble to contain. This point may he said to be a delicate one, but, never-

theless, it requires attention, ms sulphnr and carbon in fuel are very

effective elements for changing the character of iron melted in a

cupola. It will of course be evident from the manipidations re-

quired for melting cast iron in " air furnaces," where the iron is not

tapped out nntil it till is melted, and where the fuel and iron are

separated, that under good management the chances are greatly in

favor of greater unifoi-mity in the mixtures of iron, at any rate for

one heat, when melted in that class of furnace.

The importance of the third condition will be evident to all, from

a perusal of the points here treated.

riie fourth suggestion presented is practically the one which

causes most variations in the contraction of duplicate castings from

jobbing foundries, etc., and is one to which the jobbing foundry fore-

man, even if fully posted, is often forced to submit. In a jobbing

or machine foundry two heats can seldom be arranged alike, and

again, in one heat there may have to be several different grades of

castings made, and therefore of iron melted. Under such a state of

affairs, could the foreman have all the fuel and iron evenly graded

for some special line of castings, it would be seldom that he could

arrange his work economically, so as to insure uniformity in the

contraction in some special line of castings.

There are several plans of inciting by which uniformity in the

mixture of iron for castings may be obtained. Some of these are

more expensive than the ordinaiy and every-da}^ practice will ad-

mit, and so they are little used or known. Yet, as it may be found

necessary to resort to these plans in some cases, on account of the

variable character of the line of work in a shop, or because some

specially fine measurements are to be desired or obtained, it will be

well to notice them.
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The first plan is simply to make a special lieat of the kind of

mixture desired, and large enough to give all the iron for the num-
ber of castings desired. This iron as it comes down should be col-

lected in a ladle large enough to hold it all, after which it is then

poured out into a pig bed. The pigs thus obtained, free from any
other mixture, are remelted and used for pouring off the moulds or

castings desired, which mRj, on account of the facilities for mould-
ing, require more than one heat. The expense of this plan, and the

limit to the amount of iron which can be obtained for it, and also

its frequent impracticability, would be forcibly impressed upon any
who might desire to get a foundry man to practice it.

The second plan is to collect sufficient pig and scrap all of the

same class to make the number of castings desired. Then let the

same be cliarged and melted down in heats entirely free from any
other mixture. This plan would resemble the former in cases

where the shop cupolas were in constant daily use melting iron for-

eign to the special mixture desired, or where th'b melting capacity of

the cupola is greatly in excess of the weight necessary for the spe-

cial mixture, in presenting disadvantages, practically as well as

economically.

The third ].ilan is to charge the special graded iron at the first of

a heat, and then, after the charges are all melted down, to shut off

the blast and renew the bed witli fresh fuel, and charge on whatever

other mixtures are desired till the cupola is full. When this is

done the blast is again started, and the balance of the heat is run off

in the ordinary manner. The length of time which may elapse be-

tween the first and second blow can range from the earliest moment
up to three hours or more, but the sooner the second blow is staited

the better are the chances for procuring hot iron. Again, if the first

blow was to exceed one-quarter of the melting capacity of the cu-

pola, it may be necessary for the breast to be knocked out and to

have the dirt and slag cleaned out. All details necessary to be
followed in manipulating this third plan have been given elsewhere

by the Avriter, so that no further reference need here be given.*

However, it might be well to state here that this third plan is more
economical and often more practical than the first two i)lans given.

The fourth and last plan which will now be noticed is one which can

be practically applied by almost all foundries, although it is not nearly

so reliable as any of the other three given above. By it fly-wheels,

* American Foundry Practice.
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sixteen feet in diametei', weighing over fifteen tons, cast separately

in halves, are often made under the supervision of the writer, and

when put together no difference is discernible in their diameter or

contraction. Before commencing to cast a batch of wheels, enough

iron of the same ciiaracter is gathered on hand to run off the num-

ber of wheels wanted. In justice to foundry men it should be said

that one thing which also greatly favors the results obtained is the

large quantity of iron which has to be charged. If the quantity

was small the same success could not be expected. It is to be un-

derstood that other mixtures are run through the cupola at the

same heat, and to prevent their getting mixed with the liy-wheel

iron more of the fly-wheel iron is charged than is wanted, and to

use it up, some piece is made to follow the fly-wheel pouring, for

which nothing definite in mixture is required.

It will of course appear from the remarks upon fuel in the pie-

vious part of this paper, that in all of the above four plans care

must also be taken to see that the character of the fuel is as uni-

form as possible, as well as that of the iron.

Another point which has a bearing upon the question here at

issue is the temjyerature of the metal when poured. This affects it

by reason of the difference which exists in the contraction of hot

and dull-poured metal ; also by the power of liquid irun to strain

a mould or to fuse its surface sand, by which a scale may be formed

upon the surface of the casting, in massive work from ^V to \ of

an inch deep. The hotter the metal is when poured, the more it

can increase strainage, and fuse the surface of the mould and affect

the finished size. With reference to the difference in contraction

of hot and dull-poured metal, as far as its own elements ai-e con-

cerned, several trials which have lately been made, using bars 5 feet

long by 1^ inches square, cast horizontal and carefully moulded by

the writer, have showed that hot-poured metal will contract more

than dull-poured^ as the hot-poured bars contracted on an average

about .^^' more than the dull-poured bars. The bars when being

moulded had the sand dug away from the ends of the patterns

when the nowel was rolled over, and iron plates one-quarter of an

inch thick by two inches square were rammed up hard and tight

against them. The pattern before being drawn would not be

rapped at all endwise. By these two means and b}' drawing up the

pattern square, the moulds were all made of exactly the same

length, a thing to accomplish which too much caution cannot be

taken by any who might desire to give the matter a test. The bars
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were poured by means of a ladle hclding about 100 pounds of metal.

The metal in the ladle, after pouring one bar, was allowed to cool

down natural!}' until it was as dull as could be safely used for giving

a good full-run bar. The gates for both bars, it might be well to say,

were cut large so that the moulds could be quickly tilled. From
the above three facts, it will appear evident to all that duplicate

castings should be poured with metal of like temperature.

This whole paper is of course based upon the supposition that

the setting of sweeps, mouldings, and rapping of patterns, etc., are

always performed alike by the moulder, but it is not intended that

any one shall turn upon tlie author with the question—Do they?

DISCUSSION.

Mr. John E. Sioeet.—One cause of unequal shrinkage in castings

not mentioned in Mr. West's paper was met with in our experience,

and owing to the attending circumstances, it proved to be of an

interesting character. An account of it may be of some value.

Ill brief, we were casting a lot of flange-pipe 8 feet 2 inches long,

and with others, six lengths of 5 inch pipe each day. As the pipe

were cast with chilled ends, w^e were in the habit of testing them

for length, and to our surprise we found that they varied from f
inch to f inch ; although cast from the same pattern and same ladle

of metal, half were too long and half of the required length. As a

second peculiarity, we noticed that about one-half w^ere usually

sound and one-half unusually poor. It was with this lot of pipe

also that we discovered that the core bars grew shorter by use, and,

too, that one-half changed more than the other half. With the

above combined facts before us, it only needed the further fact,

that one-half of the core bars were larger than the other half, to

lead to a satisfactory and ])robably correct solution of the whole

trouble. Three of the core bars were of 3| inch gas pipe and three

of them 3 inch gas pipe perforated for vent.

My theory is, that when the melted metal first set, it bound firmly

on the sand core and large core bars which resisted end shrinkage,

and while this was taking place, the metal of the castings was

partly torn asunder and rendered porous in the same manner as

the center of a mass is torn or made porous by the outside cooling

first. By the time the castings had cooled down and become rigid,

the core bars had been raised to a red heat and become soft, so that

the final cooling and shrinking of the pipe-casting actually upset
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the core bars from day to day by its frictional grij) upon tlieiii.

These actions did not take place in tlie case of the small core bars,

or at least not to so great an extent, but if to any extent, nuiy we
not look to the core bars, and tiasks even, to account for unecpial

shrinkage and in some cases unsoundness of castings? In the case

of steel castings it is a well-kimwn trouble, that ]")ieces of certain

shapes pull themselves apart before the mould can be broken out

of the way to permit shriidvage.

While it is not strictly within the scope of this discussion, as a

useful fact it may be well to explain one successful method of ar-

ranging the dry sand mould to allow for this rapid contraction in

steel castings. Take for example the casting for a connecting rod,

where there is an enlargement at each end. In addition to the

pattern itself, there is moulded in at the same time patterns in the

form of what is known as " horn sprues," just inside of tiie projec-

tions of the enlarged ends, but not quite in contact with the con-

necting rod pattern. After the pattern and the patterns of the

"horn sprues" are withdrawn and the mould dried and closed, it

will be understood that as no metal is admitted into the horn sprue

cavities, the mould is weak and the contracting metal can crush it

at these points.

Mr. Thomas D. Westr—From a study of Prof. Sweet's com-

ments upon the irregularity of contraction in his flange pipes, I

cannot fully agree with the theory which he advances. As far as I

can judge from the renuirks presented in his discussion, the trouble

would seem to be largely due to the variation in the soundness of

the castings, to which he calls attention when he says that "one-

half were usually sound and one-half unusually poor." Under such

a state of affairs there could not exist a uniformity in contraction,

let the metal be never so uniform in mixture. The elements called

out by Prof. Sweet's discussion are all good and have their effect to

some degree, but such a difference in the contraction of the casting

which he cites, was mostly caused, in my judgment, by the differ-

ence in the soundness of the metal.

*Coutnbuted since adjournment, under tlie rules.
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CCVII.

THE ENGINEER AS AN ECONOMIST.

BT HENBT E. TOWNE, STAMFORD, CONN.

The monogram of our national initials, whicli is the symbol for

onr monetary unit, the dollar, is almost as frequently conjoined to

the figures of an engineer's calculations as are the symbols indicat-

ing feet, minutes, pounds, or gallons. The final issue of his work,

in probably a majority of cases, resolves itself into a question of

dollars and cents, of relative or absolute values. This statement,

while true in regard to the work of all engineers, applies partic-

ularly to that of the mechanical engineer, for the reason that his

functions, more frequently than in the case of others, include the

executive duties of organizing and superintending the operations

of industrial establishments, and of directing the labor of the arti-

sans whose organized efforts yield the fruition of his work.

To insure the best results, the organization of productive labor

must be directed and controlled by persons having not onl}^ good
executive aiulity, and possessing the practical familiarity of a me-
chanic or engineer with the goods produced and the processes

employed, but having also, and equally, a practical knowledge of

how to observe, record, analyze and compare essential facts in rela-

tion to wages, supplies, expense accounts, and all else that enters

into or affects the economy of production and the cost of the prod-

uct. There are many good mechanical engineers;—there are also

many good " business men ;"—but the two are rarely combined in

one person. But this combination of qualities, together with at

least some skill as an accountant, either in one person or more, is

essential to the successful management of industrial works, and has

its highest effectiveness if united in one person, who is thus qual-

ified to supervise, either personally or through assistants, the oper-

ations of all departments of a business, and to subordinate eacli to

the harmonious development of the wiiole.

Engineering has long been conceded a place as one of the modern
arts, and has become a well-defined science, with a large and grow-
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int^ literature of its own, and of late years has subdivided itself into

niiinerous and distinct divisions, one of wliieli is that of mechanical

engineering. It will probably not be disputed that the matter of

shop management is of equal importance with that of engineering,

as affecting the successful conduct of most, if not all, of our great

industrial establishments, and that the management of icorks has

become a matter of such great and far-reaching importance as per-

haps to justify its classification also as one of the modern arts. The
one is a well-defined science, with a distinct literature, with numer-

ous journals and with many associations for the interchange of

experience ; the other is unorganized, is almost without literature,

has no organ or medium for the interchange of experience, and is

without association or organization of any kind. A vast amount of

accumulated experience in the art of workshop management already

exists, but there is no record of it available to the world in general,

and each old enterprise is managed more or less in its own way,

receiving little benefit from the parallel experience of other similar

enterprises, and imparting as little of its own to them ; while each

new enterprise, starting de now and with much labor, and usually

at much cost for experience, gradually develops a more or less

perfect system of its own, according to the ability of its managers,

receiving little benefit or aid from all that may have been done

previously by others in precisely the same field of work.

Surely this condition of things is wrong and should be remedied.

But the reined}^ must not be looked for from those who are " busi-

ness men" or clerks and accountants only; it should come from

those whose training and experience has given them an under-

standing of both sides (viz. : the mechanical and the clerical) of

the important questions involved. It should originate, therefore,

from those who are also engineers, and, for the reasons above indi-

cated, particularly from mechanical engineers. Granting this, why
should it not originate from, and be promoted by The American

Society of Mechanical Engineers?

To consider this proposition more definitely, let us state the work

which requires to be done. The questions to be considered, and

which need recording and publication as conducing to discussion

and the dissemination of useful knowledge in this specialty, group

themselves under two principal heads, namely: Shop Management,

and Shop Accounting. A third head may be named which is sub-

ordinate to, and partly included in each of these, namely: Shop

FoKMS and Blanks. Under the head of Shop Management fall the
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questions of organization, responsibility, reports, systems of con-

tract and piece work, and all that relates to the executive man-

agement of works, mills and factories. Under the head of Shop

Accounting fall the questions of time and wages systems, determi-

nation of costs, whether by piece or day-work, the distribution of

the various expense accounts, the ascertainment of profits, methods

of book-keeping, and all that enters into the system of accounts

which relates to the manufacturing departments of a business, and

to the determination and record of its results.

There already exists an enormous fund of information relating

to such matters, based upon actual and most extensive experience.

What is now needed is a medium for the interchange of this expe-

rience among those whom it interests and concerns. Probably no

better way for this exists than that obtaining in other instances,

namely, by the publication of papers and reports, and by meetings

for the discussion of papers and interchange of opinions.

The subject thus outlined, however distinct and apart from the

primar}' functions of tliis society, is, nevertheless, germane to the

interests of most, if not all, of its members. Conceding this, why
should not the functions of the society be so enlarged as to em-

brace this new field of usefulness \ This work, if undertaken, may
be kept separate and distinct from the present work of the society

by organizing a new "section" (which might be designated the

" Economic Section''), the scope of which would embrace all papers

and discussions relating to the topics herein referred to. The meet-

ings of this section could be held either separately from, or imme-
diately following the regular meetings of the society, and its papers

could appear as a supplement to the regular transactions. In tiiis

way all interference would be avoided with the primary and chief

business of the society, and the attendance at the meetings of the

new section would natui'ally resolve itself into such portion of the

membership as is interested in the objects for which it would be

organized.

As a single illustration of the class of subjects to be covered by

the discussions and papers of the proposed new section, and of the

benefit to be derived therefrom, there may be cited the case of a

manufacturing establishment in which there is now in use, in con-

nection with the manufacturing accounts and exclusive of the

ordinary commercial accounts, some twenty various forms of spe-

cial record and account books, and more than one hundred printed

forms and blanks. .The primary object to which all of these con-
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tribute is the systematic recording of the operations of the different

departments of the works, and the computation theretrom ot sucl,

statistictxl information as is essential to the efficient management ot

the business, and especially to increased economy of production

All of these special books and forms have been the outgrowth ot

experience extending over many years, and represent a large amount

of thouohtful planning and intelligent effort at constant develop-

ment and improveme.it. The methods thus arrived at would un-
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doubtedly be of great value to others engaged in similar operations,

and particularly to persons engaged in organizing and starting new

enterprises. It is probable that much, if not all, of the niforma-

tion and experience referred to would be willingly made public

throu-h such a channel as is herein suggested, particularly if such

action on the part of one firm or corporation would be responded

to in like manner by others, so that each member could reasonably

expect to receive some equivalent for his contributions by the ben-

efit which he would derive from the experience of others.
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In the case of the establishment above referred to, a special sys-

tem of contract and piece-work has been in operation for some fif-

teen years, the results from which, in reducing the labor cost on

certain products without encroaching upon the earnings of the

men engaged, have been quite striking. A few of tliese results,

selected at random, are indicated bv the accompanying diagram

(Fig. 191), the diagonal lines on which represent the fluctuations in

the labor cost of certain special products during the time covered

by the table, the vertical scale representing values.

Undoubtedly a portion of the reductions thus indicated resulted

from improved appliances, larger product, and increased experience,

but after making due allowance for all of these, there remains a

large portion of the reduction which, to the writer's knowledge, is

fairly attributable to the operations of the peculiar piece-work sys-

tem adopted. The details and operations of this system would

probably be placed before the society, in due time, through the

channel of tlie proposed new section, should the latter take definite

form. Other, and probably much more valuable, information and

experience relating to systems of contract and piece-work would

doubtless be contributed by other members, and in the aggregate a

great amount of information of a most valuable character would

thus be made available to the whole membership of the society.

In conclusion, it is suggested that if the plan herein proposed

commends itself favorably to the members present at the meeting

at which it is presented, the subject had best be referred to a spe-

cial committee, by whom it can be carefully considered, and by

wdiom, if it seems expedient to proceed further, the whole matter

can be matured and formulated in an orderly' manner, and thus be

so presented at a future meeting as to enable the society then intel-

ligently to act upon the question, and to decide whether or not to

adopt the recommendations made by such committee.

{This paper received discussion in connection with two others on germane topics.

The discussion is printed at the end of the paper on " TJie Shop-Order System of

Accounts.")
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CCVIIL

IXVEXTORY VALUATION OF MACHINERY PLANT.

BY OBEl'.I.IN SMITH, lUlIDCETON', N. J.

The keepiiiii: of cvw?* and valuation accounts in connection with

machinery has never been bronght into so perfect a system as has

ordinary commercial book-keeping. Recently, however, there has

been a good deal of interest taken in the subject, and new light has

been thrown n})()n keeping co.'^t accounts by such valuable l)Ooks as

those of Captain Metcalfe and others. The matter of inventory

valnations, how^ever, with which it is proposed briefly to deal in this

paper, is, to say the least, in a very mixed up condition, and al-

thouo-h with some machinery owners it has received consider-

able attention, the average method contains a good deal ot guess-

work.

It is evident that at the very base of all account-keeping is the

finding out the true value of the property kept account of ;
and that

without this being correct, all else is useless.

Probably the most popular and frequently used method of doing

this is by pure guessing. Another system is that of taking original

cost at first, and then depreciating a given percentage each year,

reo-ardless of the several modifving conditions which will be men-

tioned later on. One large manufacturer, known to the writer, used

to work upon this system with his machine tools, depreciating their

value 10 per cent, each year. Although acknowledging that it

brought the figures rather too low, he said that it kept him upon the

safe side, in not letting his assets appear of greater value than they

really wer^. However safe this method may be, it is worthless if

the object is to show the real value of the property. This will be

apparent if reference is made to the second line of the following

table, wherein $100 is shown decreased at the end of each year 10

per cent, from the remainder belonging to the year previous

:

Year.
1

> 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 15 20

\Hoft

S^oflf

100.00

100.00

90.00 81.00

95.00 90.25

$ s
72.90 65.61

85.74 81.45

ft

59.05

77.38

$
53.15

73.51

47.83

69.83

43.05

66 34

38.74

63.03

$ ; $
.34.87, 20.59

59.88, 46.33

$
12.16

35.85

28
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It will be noticed that at the end of 10 ^-ears the amonnt is oidy

about 35 dollars, at the end of 15 years 20|^ dollars, and at the end

of 20 years about 12 dollars. In the third line is shown the

respective amounts for $100 as depreciated 5 per cent, each year in-

stead of 10. This gives about $60, $46, and $36 respectively, as

the amounts at the end of 10, 15, and 20 years, and it is much more

reasonable, for the valuation of machine tools, than is the first

mentioned discount, if a system of this kind, with a constant ratio,

is to be employed at all. The absurdity is, however, apparent, of

using a tool costing $100 when in such bad condition as to be

worth but $12, or even $36. Such practice would be suicidal ; and

yet many tools need not be thrown away in 20 years.

Another method is to estimate the probable price which an ar-

ticle would bring at auction. This is a very indefinite way, as it is

well known that there are auctions and auctions. In some of these

the property brings more than it is really worth, while in others,

where the proper bidders do not happen to be present, or where an

article is bought for a purpose for which it is unfit, the prices are

sometimes almost nil.

A striking illustration of the variable values which may be at-

tached to a let of plant may be seen l)y comparing the average in-

surance value and the average taxation value, the latter being usually

a very different thing from the former, and the difference being

something that frequently sadly puzzles the conscience of the

owner to adjust, as it is a soothing balm to his pocket-book. The

system now used of taxing machine-shop plant is very variable, and

the average tax-assessor is often at his wits' end to know what value

to put upon such articles as patterns and special tools, even if he

arrives at any fair conclusion regarding the standard machinery.

The result is usually a compromise between the high guesses of the

assessor and the low guesses of the owner.

It will not be necessary in this paper to dwell upon the best

methods of finding the cost of machinery or its productions, but

taking it for granted that a machine shop's accountants have a com-

plete record of the cost of all its plant, whether it shall have been

purchased or made upon the premises, and supposing further that

said plant is new and not deteriorated by wear, the question arises

what is its value f The first and most important thing to do is for

everybody concerned to get it out of their heads that value is neces-

sarily dependent upon cost. There are many modifying conditions

which prevent this being true. First among these variable condi-
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tions is conimereial Jfuciuation of value, and tin's applies perhaps

more to purchased articles, such as standard machine tools bought

in open market, than to patterns and other special tools, etc., made

upon the premises ; although the latter classes have of course cer-

tain fluctuations in cost, dependent upon the labor market and the

current jirice of materials. Thus, if an engine lathe should have

been purchased a year ago for ^1,000, and remaining unused,

should noAv be assessed, its value, of course, would depend upon the

present price chai-ged by its maker. iV second factor in variation

oi Yidues \&localiti/. For instance, if the lathe above spoken of

was to be used in a mountainous region away from railroads, it

would be fair to add to its value at that place the freight and other

expenses (perhaps also custom duties) paid to get it there, provid-

ing an equally good and cheap lathe could not Ije bought nearer at

hand, where the freight would be less in amount. An appraiser

must, however, be careful not to follow the rule of adding freight

and custom charges to the cost of a machine, without propei- dis-

crimination as to whether it was necessary to bring the tool from

a great distance or from a foreign country, instead of buying some-

thing nearer at hand. If the latter could have been done, the

whole of such charges should of course not be added.

A third variable pertaining to values is ohsoletcmess, for it is evi-

dent that our hypothetical $1,000 lathe, even if it has been bought

at the lowest market price, which has not yet fallen ; and near at

hand, where no freight of much amount was to be added ; and is

new and in perfect condition, is not worth si,000 if a lathe can

be bought for the same price which is of such superior design that

twice as much work can be done with it in a given time. In this

case, the first-mentioned lathe is practically obsolete, and its value

might i)e less than nothing. This supposable case is, of course, an

extreme oaie, but the fact is that in these days of intense inventive

activity, machinery is constantly becoming more or less obsolete.

In many cases, this is so only to a slight degree, especially in cases

of machine tools, such as lathes, planers, drill-presses, etc. This fact

is not much to the credit of mechanical engineers, but it is never-

theless a fact, that far less original design has been put into this

class of tools than into many others outside of machine shops.

A fourth, and the most obvious cause of depreciation in machin-

ery plant, is 2vear and teai\ and there is perhaps more good judg-

ment necessary in determining the exact amount of this deprecia-

tion than in any other part of the appraiser's work.
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The grand principle which lies at the root of correct valnation,

and which should govern the appraiser throughont all his work, is,

that any article is worth not what it did cost, but what it loould cost

to replace it to-day, providing it is so nsefnl that it wonld be de-

sirable to so replace it were it destroyed. Thus, if a shop has a lot

of machine tools which are built so near to the best modern prac-

tice that it would be desirable to duplicate them were they de-

stroyed, they are worth exactly what said duplicates would now cost

delivered and set up in the shop, less the depreciation due to the

wear and tear. This rnle also applies to boilers, engines, shafting,

belting, shop fixtures, and small tools—anything, in fact, M'hich can

be bought in open market (and, for that matter, it can be applied also

to buildings and ground, as well as plant). In the case of working

drawings, patterns for castings, and other special tools, such as jigs,

etc., all of which are usually made upon the premises, and whose

chief cost consists in the items of labor and general expenses, to-

gether with a small amount for material, the method of obtaining

the true value is of course somewhat more complicated. This is for

the reason that the amount which such an article did cost is a very

poor index of what it would cost to build a second one, it being

usually the case that but one of a kind is needed, and no duplicate

has been made. There must necessarily be some guess-work in

getting the value of these articles, but it is usually from 10 to 30

per cent, less than the original cost spoken of—that is, if in full use.

With this class of tools, the variation of market-price, locality, and

wear and tear, do not occur to so great an extent as with machine

tools proper, but the variation due to obsoleteness occurs in a very

much greater degree than with almost any other class of property.

It will be noticed above that working drawings and patterns are

classed with jigs, as " special tools." They are not always regarded

as such, but undoubtedly should be, as they have exactly the same

general conditions governing their use. It may be here said that a

marked distinction should always be made between an original

drawing and a workiTig drawing. One of the former class may cost

$1,000 to make, on account of the designing which is incorporated

with it, but as a drawing it is not worth more than $10, if it can be

duplicated by an ordinary journeyman draughtsman for that

amount. Whatever value the designing spoken of has in itself,

must be found in some other part of the inventory, under the head

of "patent rights," "good will," or something of that kind, rather

than in the class " drawings." A working drawing, therefore, is
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(<ukI the same way with a jio;) worth exactly what it would cost for

a draiii;'litsniaii to copy it oit", plus the paper on which it is drawn.

A pattern is worth exactly what the waives and general expenses

would be for a ])attern maker to du})licate it, ])lus cost of the wood,

glue, varnish, or other material. The true value of a jig or tem-

plet may obviously be found in the same manner, always assuming

that said articles are needed foi' frequent use in the regular pro-

duction of the goods manufactured by the shop in question. It is

evident that the value of all these classes of special tools depreciates

enormously if said production is permanently decreased from regu-

lar and standard to occasional, or if the articles made are going out

of fashion in the market, or are not able to compete in price with

others of a similar natui-e. If they have become entirely unsalable

from the above causes, or from, having been superseded by improved

articles of some other kind, then the value of the drawings, pat-

terns, and other S])ecial tools with which they were produced is of

coui'se reduced to nothing. Great care should always Ije taken in

appraising to rate such articles low enough so as not to show de-v

ceptively high assets, l)ut at the same time, in justice to all con-

cerned in the OM'nership of the property, -they should not be put at

a foolishly low figure, as were the patterns of a large manufactur-

ing concern known to the M-riter, whose policy was to gradually de-

preciate all their patterns, until theii' value stood at "nothing"

upon their books. This of course made them safe against showing

false profits, and also had the merit of making their inventory

worthless for this particular class of tools, as far as the legitimate

functions of an inventory are concerned. The simplicity and in-

genuity of this plan was more conspicuous than its common sense,

especially after some time had elapsed, and the figures had gotten

down very low. Of course if the system was right at this time, it

must have been wn*ong at first, and to carry it out logically the

patterns should all have been counted as worth nothing when they

were first made.

In all jobbing machine shops, which do re]:)aii'ing and odd work

rather than limiting themselves to standard manufacturing, tliei'e

is a large accumulation of drawings and |>atterns (not usually, how-

ever, many jigs), which belong to what may be called "transient''

jobs, and which will ])robably never be used again, or at any rate

only occasionally. These should be valued at a very low figure,

usually less than 10 per cent, of what they cost, the amount of this

percentage de])ending upon the probabilities of their future use.
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Ill estimating tlie depreciation due to wear and tear in engines,

shafting, belting and macliine tools, dne regard shonld be had to

the general system npon which they are run—whether they are al-

lowed to wear themselves almost entirely out and are then replaced

by new ones, of which a new inventory is taken, or whether they

are kept up to a certain standard of goodness by the replacing of

worn parts, etc. The latter is the system practiced by the writer

for many years past, and is, in his opinion, nndoubtedly the best

one. Leaving out the question of obsoleteness^ there is no reason wh)'

a lathe or a planer should not be run for twenty or thirty years and

kept up to the standard (by frequent repairs and replacement of

parts) to which it has attained in the third or fourth year of its age.

Shafting and pulleys can be regarded in the same way, but can

probably be kept nearer to a new standard, as they do not wear out

so fast. Belting also can be treated upon the same principle, but

kept at a lower standard, the average condition of a lot of belting

throughout a shop usually being probably nearly half worn-out.

The writer intends, for his own use, to establish for these classes of

machinery, and also for small tools, such as twist drills, reamers,

etc., a standard percentage of " worn-outness "—if such a word

may be coined for the occasion. He has not yet made an accurate

estimate of the proper percentage to be employed in each case, but

probably a fair allowance for the percentage of present ncM- value

in a well equipped and properly taken care of machine shop (leav-

ing out, as before intimated, the question of obsoleteness), would

be, for shafting, etc., SO to 90 per cent., engines and machine tools,

70 to 80 per cent., boilers and belting, 60 to 70 per cent., and small

tools (which are constanly l)eing ground away), 60 to 60 per cent.

This estimate is, of course, only approximate, and its correctness

would var}^ with the standard of condition which was adopted and

the consequent thoroughness and frequency of repairs.

A properly kept inventory of the class of articles just mentioned

would put them at new value the first .year, and depreciate them

from 5 to 10 per cent, annually, until the standard constant was

reached, after which they would remain at about the same price

each year, except as affected by violent fluctuations in the market,

and by obsoleteness of design.

With regard to the special tools befoi'e mentioned, the depre-

ciation for wear and tear need be Init ver}' little, as if they serve

their purpose at all, they must be kept in such repair as to serve it

})erfectly ; and they are not a marketable article in which a slight
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deterioration in appearance would largely aifect their value, as

would be the case with standard articles. In the case of working-

drawings, which are usually of trifling value, it is not worthwhile

to take account of the wear and tear, as when worn too nnich for

use they can be wholly replaced with duplicates, and the valuation

can be kept, for convenience, at the same rate.

An excellent mental aid to an appraiser, in considering the value

of doubtful articles, is to estimate what he would be willing to bid

at auction for a duplicate, were the article destroyed. This amount,

if correctly guessed at, is certaiidy a true index of the real value.

The writer has for several years past paid considerable attention

to keeping a systematic inv^entory, in which all the property of the

machine works with which he is connected is classified into " class-

es " and " sub-classes," so entered in tabular form that the names

need not be re-written yearly except in case of additional articles

entered. In this book there is a set of columns provided for each

year, for a term of years to come, so that the value merely need be

entered, together with the amount of depreciation since the last

year. There are proper columns provided for cost, variation

therefrom to obtain actual new value, subsequent depreciation for

the various causes that have been mentioned in this paper, etc., etc.

He will not, however, occupy the time of the Society now to de-

scribe this book in detail, though it may possibly furnish a theme

for some future occasion. The object of this paper will be attained

if it shall haply influence even a few among many engineers to

us more systematic methods in estimating the true value of the

property in their charge.

As a recapitulation of the foregoing, the rules governing an

appraiser may be tersely stated thus: Rate all property that it

would be desirable to rejiroduce, were it destroyed to-day,, at the

net cost of such reproduction, in its existing locality, minus its esti-

mated damage by wear and tear. Hate partially obsolete articles

the same way, but minus also a percentage of their apparent value

equal to their estimated percentage of obsoleteness or of improba-

bility of usefulness. Rate wholly obsolete articles at nothing.

{This paper was read in connection with the paper on " The Hhop-Order System

of Accounts," and the discussion is printed at the close of the latter.)
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CCIX.

THE SHOP-OEDEB SYSTEM OF ACCOUNTS.

BY HEXRT METCALFE. WATEKVLIET AH-^ENAL. TROY. \. Y.

Let us imagine the art of iiuisic before its notation was devised.

Think of the strains which might liave Ijeen immortal, but which

died as voices die, and were lost. Imagine the energy wasted in

repetition : the effort ])egiimi]ig afresh with each new learner of

each new tune, enlai'ging his own experience merely and leaving

no vestige to o-uide another's wav.

Look forward, on the other hand, and imagine it possible to catch

and fix the vibrations of an nntrammeled voice seeking expression

in speech or song. Is not this the ideal toward which stenography

and phonography are bnt instinctive and feeble approaches?

Now, administration without records is like music withont notes

—by ear. Good as far as it goes—which is but a little way—it

bequeathes nothing to the future. Except in the very rudest in-

dustries, carried on as if from hand to mouth, all recognize that the

present must prepare for the demands of the future, and hence

records, more or less elaborate, are kept. Their elaboration de-

pends on what their results are worth.

I used to think that only government workshops suffered from

circumlocution, and took it for granted that private establishments

had simple and direct methods of procuring supplies, of keeping

track of work in progress and of determining its cost when done.

I kne^v, of course, that no shop running to make money could

afford to wait, as I have had to do, f<»r the most necessary material,

and assumed that in other respects their management was gener-

ally on a par with their facility in pi-ocuring su])])lies.

But in seeking better methods where the ]>eniianent personal

respouvsibility of profit tends to whittle off excrescences of admiii-

istrati<^n which lead to wasteful delay, I found that much had
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been sacrificed to iinniediate ndvnntag-e; that records were too

often kept by memory, so tliat as tlie manager of an establisliment

employing 1,400 men once told me, " The trouble is, not in fore-

seeing necessities, nor in starting the work to meet tliem ; but in

constantly running over the back track to see that nothing ordered

has been overlooked, and in settling disputes as to whether such and

such an order was or was not actnally given and received. Super-

intendence," said he, '' would be very different work if I were sure

that an order once given would go of itself through the works, leav-

ing a permanent trail by which I could follow it and decide posi-

tively where ami by whom it was stopped. As it is, I spend so

much of my time in 'shooing' along my orders like a flock of

sheep, that I have but little left for the serious duties of my posi-

tion."

These were familial- words, and when I went further down, and

saw how much foremen's time and memories were taxed for means
of attending at once and finally to their daily wants, I became con-

vinced that the government methods, thongh bad enongh, were not

the only ones to be criticised.

In the matter of costs, too, I found great uncertainty : I found

one business which had been exposed to expensive litigation, in-

volving $6,000,000, to determine what was the true cost of ma-
chinery sold by its agents at a commission based upon its cost of

production. I found another entire trade based upon costs deter-

mined, as one of its members writes me, by "thumb-sailing:"

large establishments suffering from the competition of ignorant

free lances, who'in ruining themselves also injui-ed their neighbors.

II.

The "proposed system of shop accounts is based on two compen-

sating principles.

1. The radiating from a central source, let us saj^ the office, of

all autliority for expenditure of labor or material. These being,

however they may be disguised, the elemental forms of all internal

expenditure.

2. The converging toward the office from all circumferential

points, of independent records of work done and expenses made by

virtue of that authority.

Upon the free play of the forces thus defined there is lint one

essential restriction ; that every right to the means for executing
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an order shall be qualified by a responsibility, which shall be

recorded in as great particularity of detail as the scheme of man-

agement adopted may require. This leads to a comparison of

managements depending upon the automatic record of their results.

The following discussion will show how easily and cheaply this end

may be attained.

In a broad sense a manufactory may be considered as an engine

for transforming material, and its efficiency, like the duty of ;a.

pump, ma}' be measured by the ratio of the effort exerted to the

effect produced.

It will not be disputed that this ratio is best expressed by the

true costs of its products, and that managements may be compared

by their costs.

The object of the proposed system of accounts is to provide

automatic, and therefore impartial means for determining the most

probable cost of manufactures in gross, or iu such detail as the

expense of its determination may permit. This is no new neces-

sity. It enters into the imminent questions of what we can afford

to make at market prices ; of what is the lowest selling price ; and

also into estimates relating to the differences caused by the addition

or removal of parts and the substitution of processes.

The difficulty of analyzing the usual gross account of expendi-

tures, the uncertainty of this analysis when made by clerks un-

familiar witli the processes analyzed, and the evident objections to

so employing the time of foremen, have generally led to more or

less exact accurate estimates of cost by those whose management

was more or less in question. I do not exclude the self-deception

of absolute proprietors. Tliese objections are increased as the

product of an establisiiment is diversified, so that the more miscel-

laneous is the product, and hence the more necessary the knowledge

of its difference in cost, the more difficult is this knowledge to

obtain. A system which might serve a blast furnace would utterly

fail in a rep;tir shop, yet are not the accounts of repair sliops often

kept on blast-furnace principles i

It would seem that the practice of estimating costs would not be

followed if a more positive method were available at a reasonable

price.

The world has been working too long with existing methods for

any one to hope to improve them ; the change must be one of

methods. I propose to replace the ordinary ex /)rw^y«<?to analysis

of expenses by a preliminary analysis of objects of expense to be
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followed by a synthesis of items of expense, made mechanically by

sorting cards on which the objects of expense have been indicated

at the time of expenditnre, by the persons who most probably knew
them best, in symbols significant to the least experienced com-

piler.

I>y tiius defining every charge for labor and material, onr acconnts

are, so to speak, balanced in advance, and it only remains to dis-

tinguish between specific and general expenses -and properly to

apportion the general expenses among the specific, in older to

obtain the most probable cost of any specific object.

III.

A mannfactory may be functionally divided into two main por-

tions, the workshops and the office.

In the shops are performed the processes with the records of

which tiie ofiice is principally concerned ; on one side stands the

foreman expending labor in transforming material ; on the other

sits the clerk recording the results of the other's acts. Taking these

two as typical figures, I propose :

1. To recpiire the highest local authority to define the objects on

which its resources are to be expended. In other words, what

accounts are to be opened.

2. To require the foreman to define the object most probably

benefiting by the expenditure which he directs, as nearly as pos-

sible at the time that the expenditure is made.

3. To require a clerk,. independent of the foreman, to compile

the record of the foreman's acts.

4. To provide a simple symbolic language, common to both

office and workshop, by which the same object of expenditure,

whether it be a product, a component or an operation of manu-

facture, shall always be called by the same name and by which the

foreman's symbols shall suffice the clerk, without requiring of either

a knowledge of the other's work.

T). To make each act of record an independent unit by entering

it on a separate card, certified by significant punch-marks.

6. To save clerk's work in combining similar entries by assort-

ing mechanically cards containing similar symbols, only trans-

scribing the summation of the charges they contain.

T. To provide that no claim for labor shall be allowed, nor any

material put in the v;ay of expenditure unless charged to its most
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probable object; so that to eveiy riglit there sliall attach a respon-

sibility of record.

8. To provide for the transfer between general and specific

expenses, of charges more probably belonging to either.

9. While allowing free play to the foreman, to ijicrease corre-

spondingh' his responsibility as measured by

—

1. The cost of specific work.

2. The ratio of his general expenses to the causes of such

expenses.*

10. To eschew the use of books, except for final records, be-

cause of

—

1. Their infiexibility ; they can be used by but one pei'son at a

time.

2. The labor of combining similar entries made in them at dif-

ferent times and places.

3. The certainty that "when used for memoranda, the effete

matter will soon obscure the important, so that the longer an entry

has escaped attention, the more certainly will it be neglected.

11. To prefer natural methods to arbitrary, so that those who
may use the system shall of themselves tend to conserve it.

IV.

THE SHOP-ORDER SYSTEM.

The system has three principal objects in view :

1. The prompt performance of work by the prominence given to

unfinished orders.

2. The determination of the most probable cost of work and of

management.

3. The keeping of an account of stock, in units of material as dis-

tinguished from their values.

It attains these objects by using three fui-ms of cards, viz. :

1. Shop-order tickets, or warrants of expense, and records of

expense reported on

2. Service cards.

3. Material cards.

* It will he seen that relieving himself under one head increases his respon-

sibility under the other, so that the line of least resistance will be the truth. The
same result is reached by requiring daily records, the immediate bearing of which

on ultimate costs can hardly be apj)reciated at the time.
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Takiiio- the al.)Ove objcL-ts in the order of tlieir importance we
liave

—

1. Orders for work: shop-orders.

These are of two kinds, viz.

:

1. Special orders, requiring tlie performance of specific work.

2. Standing orders, requiring the maintenance of certain facili-

ties for the execution of the special orders.

These facilities may be either in charge of certain foremen, the

costs of whose management we wish to compare, or may be too gen-

eral in their nature to be assigned to any one department.

The first are called departmental, and the second, general, stand-

ing orders.

Designation

:

The special orders are designated by serial numbers, beginning

at 100, according to their sequence in the shop-order book.

Each department of the manufactory is known by a number, pref-

erably in the order of work, and the standing order relating to its

maintenance has the same number as the department. The num-
bers below 100 may be reserved for these orders; e.g.^ 1. for the

pattern-shop. 2. for the foundry, etc.

General standing orders may run from 50 to 100. In deciding

liow many and what they shall be, we must remember that our first

analysis may safely be detailed because details may always be com-

bined by neglecting their differences, and it is easier so to combine

them than to analyze results too grossly stated into their component

parts. The more complete is our preliminary analysis, the more

stable will be our synthesis. The history of chemistry and of

mathematics teaches this. In another sense we say " we divide that

we may rule."

The following general standing orders are suggested :

51. Office expenses relating to factory.

52. Office expenses relating to sales.

58. Office, and other expenses which cannot be classified.

54. Power.

55. Heat.

56. Light.

57. Transportation, in and about factory.

58. Eepairs of buildings, not departmental.

59. Superintendence, general.
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For rent, insurance, taxes and the siilxiivision of general ex-

penses, see Cost of Work, page 454.

Authority to issue ordei's.

The authority for all orders is vested in the office ; but, as is cus-

tomary, is more or less extended to include transactions between
foremen. With the free exercise of this right is combined the in-

cidental responsibility of a written record, retained by the recipient,

who is in turn restrained by the automatic record of the cost of his

work. Both records coming finally to the office, one foreman is

accountable for the necessity of the order and the other for the

cost of executing it. This principle of liberty qualified by respon-

sibility runs throughout tlie plan.

Form of order.

The shop-order book provides a place for the record of every

order originating in the ofiice. A special order here receives its

serial number, and work of a general nature worth special entry

takes the number of its proper standing order.

To distribute orders, and for other purposes, the order ticket is

devised. See duplicate form separated by a perforated line, page

447. A punch-mark of special design in the " authority " space, in-

dicates the giver.

Standing orders and their numbers are circulated in lists which

are soon memorized.

Course of tickets.

I shall desciibe the simplest case first, as its principles apply in

all others.

1. For short jobs on which only one kind of work is done at a

time, single tickets serve.

Tliey are displayed in a rack in each foreman's office, while the

work is in his shop. When the work is done he punches out his

nmiiber* in the marginal line headed " completion" and passes the

work and the ticket with it to the next foreman in order. This is

continued until the ticket reaches the office, where the date of its

completion may be entered in the shop-order book.

2. When work is to begin or continue in more than one depart-

* Men are known by the numbers of their shops or of the departments in

which they work. In each dei)artment they are ranged by invariable numbers
according to their importance, seniority, etc. Thus of shop, or department 3,

the foiemau is No. 301, the next man 303, and so on. This allows for 100 men in

each department. If this number should be exceeded, many expedients of cor-

rection are possible. M.A. below signifies Master Armorer in arsenals ; in jiri-

vate shops S. might be used for Supeiintendent.
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ment at a time, separate tickets must be made out for each depart-

ment. These issue directly from, and are returnable directly to,

the office, as soon as each department's work on the job is done.

Receipt. SUA. 201. 205. 301. 401. SOI. 601. 701. 801.

SO. ; C. ; o.
!
N.

i

I 88 .

Authority, Completed, I 88 .

Coinijletion. M-A. 201. 205. 301. 401. 501. 601. 701. 801.

Receipt. H-A. 201. 205. 301. 401. 501. 601. 701.

S-O. ; C. ; O. N.

801.

188 .

Authority, Completed, 188 .

Completion. .M-A. 201. 205. 301. 401. 501. 601. 701. Soi.

3. Subordinate orders.

Foremen requiring the co-operation of others may originate tick-

ets specifying the work to be done, by indicating the number of the
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original order authorizing the work and punching the authority

space with their special punches. The tickets are returned to the

office by the recipient. They may well be white to distinguish

them from office tickets, which may be of two or three different

colors to indicate the relative urgency of the work they authorize.

Thus S-0. 789, JBuild 6 double axle lathes,

might be on a yellow ticket, indicating a staple manutacture, and

—

S-0. 2, P. Cut door, north side pattern-shop

on a blue ticket, to indicate local work of an important nature.

Such tickets emanating from the office would be in ink, and would

refer to drawings, specifications, etc. ; but a merely local order or

foreman's request, such as

55, W, Stop leak in steam coil,

sent, say, by the master carpenter to the mastei- machinist, might be

in pencil on a white ticket.

It is desirable, but not essential, that subordinate orders be in

writing. The advantage in definiteness, in responsibility, in the

certainty of execution, and in the accuracy of the record which fol-

low from writing them are so great as to outweigh the slight loss

of time taken to fill them up and puncli them. A package of tick-

ets, a lead pencil and a ticket puncli are all that a foreman needs

for attending finally to any order which he is competent to give.

In complicated operations,, where it is desirable to take heed of

the receipt of orders on their delivery, duplicate tickets, such as

shown in full, may be used to advantage. The duplicate ticket is

also intended for a complete exhibit, say in the racks of the super-

intendent's office of unfinished work ordered by him or by his

superiors. As the completed tickets come in from the foremen,

he takes down his retained copy from the proper rack, punches

it, and returns it to the main office, keeping that which he has re-

ceived.

Advantages of order tickets.

Each foreman's unfinished work is always displayed before him,

relieving his memory and permitting him to fipply ciH his energy

to active work. This applies in even greater measure to the super-

intendent.

For the orders in question the ticket represents both the work

and the authority for doing it; and as no foreman receives work

without its warrant, each one checks the other and prevents the loss
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or neglect of either. The loss of a ticket, at the worst, would cor-
respond only to an order forgotten under common methods; in
practice they are never lost.
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The tickets in the racks may be classified as work in hand or as

not in hand, by departments, and in many other convenient ways.
When returned to the office after completion, they may be re-
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sorted according to objects worked on, forming an indefinitely ex-

pansible index to the order book.

VI.

RECORDS OF EXPENDITURE.

Having shown how an order, stai-ted from the heart of the ad-

ministration or from one of its intermediate points, finds its way

out to the circumference and along it ; and how, its work accom-

plished, it is by natural means brought back to its source, it remains

to show how the records of the expense it has involved are similarly

directed in their centripetal course.

The expenses of a workshop may be classified under two heads:

( Internal.

1. Services. ->

( External.

2. Material.

1. SERVICES.

Labor may be performed either within the establishment or with-

out it. To both kinds of labor the name service is given, and their

record is kept on uniform service cards. For internal services these

are roughly bound into little books like check books, each page con-

taining one card detachable like a bank check, and having a mem-
orandum stub for the workman's private use. All cards are printed

on one side of brown manilla paper.

Emjjloyment of service cards.

One of these cards, designed for arsenal use, and such as, with

the addition of a space for " machine time," is used by one of our

large locomotive factories, is reproduced full size on page 10.

R. G. & SOX.
^pp 2 1886 '

I>To- ISTsLine- RsLte.

235. Lannigan, 0.25.

Order No. Piece. Work. Hours.

7^(j wjundle^. wlanei. W

The above is a full size cut of a similar card in simpler form,
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designed for day work in an estal)lisliment where no y^iece work is

done. If greater simplicity were recyuired, tlie two middle spaces

might be omitted.

When a man is hired he receives a book in which, on each card

his name and rate of wages are stamped. This certifies his employ-

ment to his foreman. He gets his book from his foreman in the

morning and retnrns it at night with one page filled for every order

on which he has worked dnring the day.

If he has worked all day on l)ut one order, his writing may con-

sist of its number and the number of time units in a working day.

Thus, if the honr is taken as the time nnit, he might write

—

S-0. 789 Time nnits, 10

If time is kept by the half-honr it would read

—

S-O. 789 Time units 20 and so on.

The foreman looks over the books when handed in ; if correct,

stamps them with his dating stamp, tears out the leaves filled, and

sends them to the office. The next morning he returns the books

to the men.

The book serves a double purpose: it affords the workman an

opportunity for making a definite charge for his labor, and it gives

him the only opportunity of doing so. This makes certain a record

of his employment during the time for which he is paid, and also

affords original evidence from an impartial source as to the object

on which that labor has been spent.

It takes the place of a roll call or time check. Early comers get

their books at once and can go to work. Late comers are so marked

on their own books. Those who leave early have their books veri-

fied at the time.

If a man has worked on sevei-al orders during the day he fills out

a separate leaf for each order, the sum of the times equalling the

total time, as before.

Piece work is similarly entered, the leaf being punched by the

inspector. The time and piece records are independent of each

other, so that if a batch of piece work should last a man for several

days, he still makes his time record for those days at no price.

When the cards reach the office, daily, they are sorted, if need

be, by names and the total time, pieces or wages entered in the time

book. They are then re-sorted l)y orders and distributed in pigeon

holes correspoTiding to the orders.

2. External services.
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Outside services embrace freight, in.suraiice, rent, taxes, telegraph-

ing, attorney fees, etc., pertaining to factor3\ These cards, Avhen

appi-oved, are filed like those iirst described.

Payment for such service must be similarly distributed amouii'

the shop orders benefiting hj the expense. It is optional whether
this shall be done for each bill before payment, or whether such

charges shall l)e consolidated from the l)ooks monthly or oftener.

2. MATERIAL.
Material card.

This card, which is freely distributed in l)lank to the foremen,

permits every transaction with material to be recorded. The accom-

APR 3 1886
-II

QUANTITY. NAME.

i

ASSUMED.

s

ACTUAL.

rxiT.

JUA.

Ik.

X. B. Make but one entry on eacli card.

j

wande'iAon Sfieei -, x /-,

amai fi jt. lona.
Price
per
Unit.

Dolls. Cts.

CHARGE TO 1
CREDIT TO

1

AMOUNT.
I

s-o. c. o. N. S-O. c. O. N. DOLLARS. CENTS.

^£0 w 1

Ordered from (goinma P (go. \

' Required ^
BY ^ Certified ^

BV ^

panying form is devised especially for private shops. If a foreman

wants some steel he fills the card as shown, charging it to the order

for which most probably needed. He makes a direct charge to a

special order if possil)le; if not, then ]»referably to his depart-
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mental staiuling oilier. The forenian makes his entry in pencil,

entries of price and amount l)eing added by clerks.

Punching out "required by'' he throws the cai-d into his messenger

box and concerns himself no more about it. Without awaiting a

special time or opportunity for making known his wants; without

awaiting the return from the office of his " requisition book/' he

has, at the very moment that the need of the steel presented itself,

asked definitely and fiiuilly for what he wanted. He has set rolling

a ball which will l>e in somebody's way until it is linally disposed

of. At the office it may be approved or sent back for explanation,

or simply suspended, without interfering with immediate action on

other articles asked for at the same time. A long list is like a large

bank-note, easy to carry, but hard to change.

Suppose tliat the requisition is approved by the superintendent's

also punching '* required by," the card is sorted with other cards of

the same kind, say for hardware, the name of the dealer from

whom the material is to be ordered attached, or not, at pleasure, and

the card sent with others to the foreman or storekeejier who is to

receive it on arrival. If to the foreman, he knows what to expect.

When the steel has come the quantity actually received is filled

in, the receiver pujiches "certified by" or " received by," or wdiat-

ever special form of acknowledgment may be required by the man-

agement, and sends the card to the bill clerk, who, after comparing

it witli the bill, and may be adding prices or amount, sends it to the

cost clerk for filing in the proper pigeon-hole.

Let us suppose again that the foreman, having no innnediate use

for the steel, has charged his departmental standing order with

it. By and by he finds that he wants 10 lbs. of it for a special job.

He makes out another card, ciiarging it to the special job and

crediting himself accordingly on the same card and punches '' cer-

tified by" as before. The converse is possible if lie finds that he

has charged too much to the special order first mentioned.

If he lets another foreman have steel he charges and credits ap-

propriately between departmental orders, certifies the entry, and

gets the other foreman to do so before he gives up the steel. The

issuer keeps the punched card as his equivalent and sends it to the

office for entr3^

The card may also be used for reporting each batch of work

packed or shipped or sent to the store-room or warehouse, as the

custom of the place may require. Such cards contain a credit to

the order under which the material has been made. They take
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theplace of a 11 memoranda re-copied into lists for office use. Each
card may start independently of the rest at the very time tliat the

batch is done or inspected, so that there may be any number coming
into the office during the day. Like the other cards they are mov-
able memoranda, written once and for all by those responsible for

their accuracy.

These are the simplest of many possible cases ; I have so far been

unable to imagine one in which the cai'd fails to tell its story in

the easiest and plainest way.

VII.

THE COST OF WORK.

This, second division of our subject, involves two elements

:

1. The work done.

2. The cost of doing it.

The second of these divided by the first gives the price.

1. The work done.

An order having been completed, we may simply wish to know
what it has produced.

This may be determined in any customary manner, subject to

this precaution, that it is not always safe to assume that the exact

number of ai-ticles ordered by the tickets has been made. The
means described, page 14, are probably as easy and expeditious as

any that can be devised.

The gross product is tlierefore easily determined, but, except in

the crudest industries, this will hardly satisfy those in charge. There

is scarcely any work which does not require some preparatory

expense in the way of drawings, patterns, tools, etc., which may be

useful for future work of the same kind.

We shall generally, therefore, require sepai-ate information as to

—

1. What must be done again every time that such an ordei* is

repeated : what is nuide for sale.

2. What has been done in preparation, having, when the order

is completed, a permanent value for future work of the same kind

:

what is made for the establishment.

In anticipation of such inquiries we provide in advance that all

expenditures, besides being reported under the order authorizing

them, shall be referred, under that order, either

—

1. To " Work," symbol W., or

2. To " Plant," symbol P.

" Work " has been sufficiently defined above.
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" Plant" iiichules drawiiig-s, ]iattenis, mncliiiiery and special tools

and tixtnres not apt to be consumed during the execution of the

order. Buildings, etc., are plant of standing orders, their exten-

sive repairs and iniprovenients are charged to P.; current repairs

toW.
The simple analysis given sufhces for miscellaneous products;

but for the staple ol)jects of manufactui-e for which a factory may
be specially designed, such as guns, sewing, or other machines and
appliances made on a large scale, we may also wish to be prepared

to collect information relating to

—

3. Their component parts.

4. The operations of manufacture through whioh these parts have

passed.

These comprise all possible questions involving cost, which, to be

truly answered, must be prepared for before the work to be analyzed

is begun.

Therefore, although it is essential that only the nuinber of the

shop order appear on every record of expense, yet, for a full devel-

opment of the system, it is desirable that every such record have

room for four symbols, viz.

:

S-0. The number of the oixler authorizing the expense.

C. The character (P. or W.) of the expense.

0. The component part or ohject, profiting l)y the expense.

X. The symbolic numhcroi the mechanical operation performed

on the object in question.

Room is therefore made for the symbols S-0. ; C. ; O. ; and K.

on the service and material cards already described. Only so many
of these symbols need be used as the scheme of administration may
require : some will be satisfied with gross costs, and will need only

the first symbol; others will require plant to be separated from

work;. and others still, for staple manufactures, will want to know
the cost of components and of the operations upon them. Such

demands must be anticipated at a cost proportional to the benefit

expected : as we would reap, so must we sow.

2. The cost of doing work.

The net cost consists of

—

1. The specific expenses for labor.

2. The specific expenses for material.

These are also called the direct expenses, or those which can be

charged directly to any particular job. Added to

—
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3. A proper proportion of the general annual, or indirect expenses,

they make the gross cost.

It is couiparatively easy to compute net costs by any of the usual

methods. Their exactness depends upon the scale of trouble

adopted, and, excepting errors of omission arising from unbalanced

data, they may be assumed to be fairly accurate.

The main difficulty lies in apportioning those general or indirect

expenses which cannot be referred to any special product. I there-

fore give special attention to this subject, as follows:

AppoTtioniiKj the indirect expenses.

Factories are established for the profitable transformation of ma-

terial by the organized employment of labor. How shall the indi-

rect expenses be distributed? in ratio to the material or the labor?

by quantity, or by value ?

I believe that the incidental expenses are incurred for the pur-

pose of making labor more effective, and that the more material

enters as their divisor, the more does it vitiate the probability of

the result.

For the more material costs, the more labor it has already had

spent upon it; and the less, and not the more, does it need the

facilities provided by the incidental expenses. On the other hand,

the more men are emyjloyed, irrespective of their cost, the greater

is the wear and tear, the waste, the cost for room light, heat and

attendance, etc.

These and other similar considerations lead me to determine for

each department a cost factor, as follows :

1. To distribute such general expenses as rent, insurance, taxes,

etc., among departments profiting by them according to the must

probable hypothesis.

2. To distribute last year's general standing orders or the un-

classifiable current expenses among departments in ])roportion to

the total day's work done in each department.

3. To add this amount for each de])artment to the sum of its own

expenses for the past 3'ear, as given by the cost of its departmental

standing order.

4. To divide the gross amount thus obtained by the number of

direct days' work done in each department during the past year, and

so obtain a cost factor, say of $1.15 per day, by which the cost of

every day's direct work in the present year must be increased in

order to make it bear its most probable share of the cost of facilities

provided for it.
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Thus a man at $3.00 a day wonld be really costin<»: $2.95, and a

bill as follows

:

15 days at $4.00 ^60 OU

6 " 2.50 15 00

27 •' 1.25 83 75

48 days $108 75

would be increased Ijy $45. (iO, representing 48 days x cost factor ot

$0.95 per day.

The variation of the factor measures the foreman's management
during the past year. Its amount is the cost of facilities for doing

a day's work which is chargeable to a particular job.

VIII.

COMPUTATION OF COST.

Simple case : gross cost.

Our accounts may be on so simple a scale that we shall require

no more than a simple statement of the gross cost of executing a

given order. To obtain this we add up the charges contaiped on

the service and material cards found in the pigeon-hole correspond-

ing to the order in question. This gives the net cost. This, in-

creased by the sum of the products obtained by multiplying the

number of direct day's work done on the order in question in each

department by the cost factor for that department, and diminished

l)y the sum of the credits, gives the gross cost. In such a case the

cards need only contain room for the synil)ol S-0. ; the symbols C,

(). and X. being omitted. I would recommend this simple method

to beginners, although I believe that all will find it to their advan-

tage as they become familiar with the system to analyze more closely.

To such the following method commends itself.

Continued analysis of cost.

Sort the service and material cards belonging to a completed

order according to Plant and Work, and add together their amounts

under each head. Then correct the net cost so obtained for indirect

expenses as already described.

The appraised value for future uses of plant should then be

charged to the most probal)le standing order and credited to the

cost of work. The amount thus determined when divided l)y the

output gives the factory cost per piece, lb., etc. The factory cost

increased by its proportion of the selling expenses, and profit added,

gives the selling price.
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For example: we find the total cost of S-0. 789 corrected for in-

direct expenses to be

—

Plant $ 50 00

Work 175 00

Gross cost 8225 00

Suppose that by inspection of the cards we discover that no credit

has been given for the contingent value of the patterns, which, let

us say, is ^25.00, and that they are kept in department Xo. 2. The
omission of the foreman of Xo. 2, known as 201, should be supplied

by making out a card as follows:

One set patterns.

CHAEGE TO... 2. CREDIT TO... 789. AMOUNT, $25.00

This reduces the gross cost to 8200,00, and increases correspondingly

the liability of S-0. 2, subject to correction by inventory. (The

annual inventory would correct the balance of 2, and hence affect

distributively its charge for indirect expenses in future. This card

should properly have been made out by 201 when the order was

completed, thus clearing his mind of it, and leaving to higher au-

thority only the task of revision.)

Detailed cost of components and of ope7'ations thereon.

If, as in staple products, the cost is needed in greater detail, we

sort the cards by the object symbols, and those having like object

symbols by the operation symbols, and service cards having like

operation symbols by departments in which working, and those in

each department by rates of wages. This being .done, and the

charges added together and labor increased by cost factor product,

we ma)' ascertain the most probable cost of every operation on every

component. This is as far as any one would be apt to go.

Daily cost sheet.

By adding up daily the amounts in each pigeon-hole, and enter

ing their net sum on the cost sheet, the office is kept informed how
and where the money is going. The cards may then be sorted in

continuous preparation for the analysis above described.

IX.

STOCK ACCOUNT.

By entering but one kind of material on each card we gain im-

mensely in flexibility at a very small cost of trouble, for it takes but

very little longer to fill, say three cards with one line each, than to
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wi'ite three lines on one card, and when written the cards are inde-

pendent of one another. (This applies to both service and material

cards.

)

Tliis feature is particularly valuable in the accountability for

Government property, which happens to be altogether by items,

without reg-ard to values. An instance of its immediate utility to

private works will suffice. After the sortings, previously described,

the material cards in each pigeon-hole may be re-sorted by the

names of material upon them ; this forms a convenient bill of ma-

terial, the difference between wliieli and even careful estimates will

often prove surprising.

Space fails me to describe all the advantages following the inde-

pendence of these units of record, which, like that of the ]n'inter's

type, adapts them to an immense variety of uses. I have tried

them in every supposable case of the affairs of an arsenal, tram-

meled by all the precautions imposed by a most jealous audit, and

have yet to find a case in which they fail.

X.

APPLICATION.

The data for an illustrative case are derived from the analysis

of the expenses of a hypothetical stove foundry which for the past

two years has been the subject of discussion by the National As-

sociation of Stove Manufacturers.*

It had been estimated by one of the most experienced mem-
bers of that association that the gross annual expenses of a foun-

dry capable of turning out about 3,000 tons of a fair assortment

of stoves per annum were about $321,000, divided as follows:

LABOR.
Per ton. Per 3.000 tons.

Moulding |24 00 $72,000 00

Momi'tiug 8 00 24,000 00

Pattern making 1 45 4,350 00

Pattern fitting and reyiairs 1 50 4,500 00

Pattern moulding 25 750 00

Carpenters 1 25 3,750 00

Cupola-men, breaking iron, etc 75 2,250 00

Cleaning and piling 2 GO 6,000 00

Engineer 30 900 00

Shipping 100 3,000 00

General labor 2 00 6,000 00

* It is fully analyzed in the New York Metal Worker, February 6, and in the

Chicago Artisan of February 6 and 13, 1886.
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LABOR

—

continued.

Per toil. Per :i.(K)0 tons.

Watcliman | 25 $750 00
Foreman, moulding and meltiug 50 1,500 00
Clerks 50 1,500 00
Trucking 75 3,250 00
Miscellaneous and pilferings 50 1,500 00

$45 00

MATERIAL.

Foundry Costs. Per ton.

Iron .$20 00

Mounting materials, not including nickel panels

and rails, etc 8 00

Fuel for all purposes 2 75

Moulding sand and clay 40

Facing 25

Patterns, flasks and lumber material 75

Shipping material 10

Freight and expressage 1 25

Machinery and tools 1 75

Repairs 40
Gas and oil 20
Stationery and books 10

Rent 1 00
Insurance 40
Taxes 25
Miscellaneous and pilferings 40
Castings broken and discarded that have been paid

for 1 00

$135,000 00

Per 3.000 tons.

$60,000 00

24,000 00

8,250 00

1,200 00

750 00

2.250 00

300 00

3,750 00

5,250 00

1,200 00

600 00

300 00

3,000 00

1,200 00

750 00

1,200 00

3,000 00

$39 00 $117,000 00

5ELLIXG EXP ENS KS.

Per ton. Per 3,01)0 tons.

Allowances of various kinds $1 25 $3,750 00
Attorneys' fees 25 750 00
Advertising, catalogues, etc 1 75 5,250 00
Bad debts 2 00 6,000 00
Clerks 1 60 4,800 00
Freight on stoves delivered 1 00 3,000 00
Gas and oil 10 300 00
Insurance 20 600 00
Interest 2 00 6,0()0 00
Discount for cash 2 50 7,500 00

Miscellaneous and pilfering.-i 50 1,500 00
Postage, express and tele<:rams 1 00 3,000 00

Rent 1 00 3.000 00

Stationery 15 450 00

Traveler's wages 3 75 8.250 00
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SELLING TiXVE^SEi^—COIittVVed.

Per ton. l\-v 3.000 toils'.

Travelers' expenses and general traveling 3 25 y.7j)0 00

'^*^^*' ;;". 150 4,500 00
President and Secretary -

$28 00 ^09.000 00

RECAPITULATION.
,„ , , , ,

$135,000 00
Total labor cost

117,000 00
Total foundry cost material

^^'^^^ ^^
Total selling expense

$321,000 00

It must now appear that the essence of the system proposed is

to afford means of making definite charges of expense in the fol-

lowing order of preference

:

1. Special order, as plant or work.

2. Departmental standing order.

3. General standing order.

For the foundry let us call (nir departments and their standing

orders as follows :

1. Pattern shop.

2. Moulding.

3. Melting.

4. Mounting.

5. Foundry, unclassified.

These comprise the manufactory proper. Now, let all the other

departments be consolidated under one head,

10. The selling department.

The number of departments is Hmited for simphcity's sake.

The more they are diyided the more exact will be the resulting

costs ; but the more trouble will it take to keep the accounts

separate.'

Each of the items of expense named (pages 459-461) was dis-

tributed among the departments named, and for each item of

labor the number of day's work corresponding to the amount dis-

tributed, at an assumed average rate of wages, was also stated.

Labor, which, like moulding, mounting, pattern and flask-mak-

ing, is susceptible of being charged to special orders, was called

direct work, and separated from that like engineers, cupola-men,

and superintendence belonging to the standing orders, and a re-

sult obtained which represented, most probably, the actual results

of one year's work under the system proposed.
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TABLE NO. I

ANALYSIS OF LABOR OH.ARGES.

Department.

1. Patterns

2. Moulding

3. Melting

4. Mounting

5. Foundry in general.

Totals

Labor.

Direct.

.

Indirect

Direct.

Chargeable to Special Shop
Orders.

Indirect.

Chargeable to Departmental
or General Shop Orders.

Standing.

Value.
No. of

Days' Work. Value.
No. of

Days' Work.

$10,500 4,500 $1,350 600

72,000 24,000 8,000 6,980

.... 4,050 2,270

24,000 14,000 1,450 925

.... 6,400 8,615

$106,500 42,500 $21,250 14,390

Value. Days' Work.

$106,500 42,500

21,250 14,390

$127,750 56,890

TABLE NO. II.

ANALYSIS OF CHARGES FOR MATERIAL.

Departments. Direct. Indirect.

1. Patterns $1,500 $583

20.000

4,863

72,4833 Melting,

4. Mounting

5 Foundry in general

5,681

12 915

Totals $21,500 $96,345

Combining Tables I, and II., we find tlie following total indirect

charges

:
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TABLE NO. III.

TOTAL INDIRECT CHARGES PER ANNUM PER DEPARTMENT.

Departments. Labor. Alaterial. Total.

1. Pattern .fl,::3oO !?483

4,863

72,403

5,681

12,915

$1,838

12,863

76,453

7.131

19,315

1. Moulding

3. Melting

8,000

4,050

1,450

6,400

4. Mounting

5. Foundry in general

Totals
j

$21,250 $96,345 $117,595

Expenses for shipping (labor and material), warehousemen,

cartage, watchman, freight, and pilfering transferred from the foun-

dry data, increased the sales' account to ^75,405 which is about

30 per ceut. of the balance of $245,595 devoted to manufacturing.

For the present we set aside the direct expenses and seek how
best to apportion the indirect expenses among them. This we
do by distributing the most general charges among those less so,

until the cost factor for each department is obtained, as follows

:

AYe first take the total general foundry expenses, $19,315, and

divide them among 1, 2, 3, 4, according to the total days' work

done in each department, as follows :

TABLE IV.

DISTRIBUriON OF GENERAL FOUNDRY EXPENSES AMONG DEPARTMENTS.

Days' Work per Annum.

From Table I.

|§

s. i2

1

%

1,850

11,230

823

5,412

Totiil

Indirect

Cliarges

per

Department,

from

Table

III.

la'

1 1
DEPAnrMEXTS.

Direct. Indirect. Total.
Gross

total

per

Depa

1. Patterns

2. Moulding

3. Melting

d. w.

4,500

24,000

d. w.

600

6,980

2,270

935

d. w.

5,100

30,980

2,270

14,925

%

1,833

12,863

76,453

7,131

S

3,683

24,093

77 276

4. Mounting 14,000 12,543

Totals 42 500 ' ^ '^'^^ 58,275

1

19,315 98,280 117,595
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Next, except for Melting, which will be treated later, we divide

the gross total indirect expenses for each department by the

number of days' direct work done in it during the past year, and

get the Cost Factors per department as follows :

''

1. Patterns ^0 82

2. Moulding 1 00

4. Mounting 90

It is supposed that under the same management the cost fac-

tors will not vary greatly from year to year. In this respect they

will resemble to some extent the j)henomena of life insurance ; so

that such variations as may be found may be attributed to causes

the effects of which in future cases may be closely approached.

But in gaining this experience the following discussion may serve.

The indirect expenses may be divided into two classes : those

like rent, insui'ance, salaries, etc., which are fixed charges ; and

those which, Hke attendance, wear and waste, have a closer rela-

tion, say a direct ratio, to the number of men employed.

Calling the fixed charges for a given time F ; the variable

charges, 1"; the number of direct days' work in the same time, D •

and the cost factor, either for the whole factory or for any one de-

partment, C\ we have

If we change suddenly the number of men employed, then D
will become I)'; and Fwill become F', and

For example, if i^ = S12.000 ; V = S2S,319, and V = 42,5<>0

d. w.

Then C = 80.95.

If we double the number of men employed, on direct work only,

then
6" = ± 80.80.

If we discharge half the force,

C\ = ± $1.23, etc.

* We may simply take the quotient of the aggregate indirect expenses of the

three departments by their aggregate of days' direct work ($0.95) as a gross cost

factor for them all. This course will be more simple than the other, but its sim-

plicity will be purchased at too great a cost if we lose the opi)ortunity for keep-

ing tlie foremen u\^ to the mark hy comparing the expenses of their respective

managements.
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In the Melting Department, as the cost of iron in good castings

depends so much more upon the output than upon the number of

men employed, I disregard the men and divide the cost by the

weight of good castings produced, say 0,000,000 lbs. ; this gives a

cost per lb. (not for melted iron, as it is often called, but for good

castings) of 1.288 cents per lb. ; and this is taken as the cost fac-

tor of that department.

COST OF A STOVE.

Now, suppose that we have finished an order calling for 500

stoves of a special size and pattern, and that from overrunning

or by direction 621 happen to be made with a lot of spare parts

estimated to be worth, say, $200. Also suppose that the patterns

are estimated to be worth half cost for future work. We may
establish the cost per department as follows :

1. Patterns.

These have all, been made by day labor, charged to the order

from day to day. So has the material. We hnd that they have

cost as follows

:

Labor, direct, at average of $2.75 $1,500 00

Cost of facilities, 545 days' work at 83 cents 447 00

Value of material, estimated 513 00

Cost of patterns $2,460 00

2. Moulding.

If this is done by the day and an account be kept, as with the

patterns, the same course is followed, except that no special charge

is made for materials, all of which comes out of the cost factor.

But since in stove foundries, moulders work almost altogether by

the piece, and owing to tbe great number of different parts of dif-

ferent stoves which they are apt to mould at the same time, it is

almost impossible for them to keep their time on each order ; the

time may be approximated by dividing the total piece price per

stove by the nearest average daily earnings. Tlius, if the sum of

the piece prices on the stove in question be $2.25, and the average

earnings per day of moulders employed on this class of work be $3,

each stove will take on the average three-fourths of a day's work

to mould, and the cost of moulding may be expressed as follows

:

Piece price $2 25

Cost of facilities, viz. : 0.75 day's work at $1 per day 75

Cost of moulding each $3 00

521 stoves at $3.00 $1,563 00

30
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3. Melting.

Suppose that the stoves weigh 347 pounds each ; 347 x 521 x

1.288 cents $2,328 00

4. Mounting.

Either of the plans described for the pattern shop or moulding

floor may be folloAved according to circumstances ; but a third

case may present itself, where the mounting is done by a con-

tractor who employs a number of men, the establishment furnish-

ing power, tools and room, and paying the contractor by the piece.

This presents special difficulties, for while we pay the contractor

by the piece, he probably pays his men by the day, and makes no
attempt to distribute their time, contenting himself with securing

a profit on their aggregate wages.

In such a case two methods are possible. The first and most
accurate requires knowledge of the average profit made by the

contractor and of the average number of men he employs per day.

Then the men's share of the piece price paid for mounting any

stove, divided by their average daily wages, is equal to the num-
ber of days' work in mounting that stove.

For example : suppose that owing to ignorance on both sides of

the actual amount of labor required to mount any particular

stove, and to the concessions which in long business intercourse

of this kind supply the place of competition, the prices paid the

contractor are so fixed as to allow him in the long run a profit of

about ten per cent, on his expenses for labor.

This will give the men about 90 per cent, of the piece price,

which, when divided among them, gives, say, an average per man
of SI.50 per day. Supposing the firm pays for mounting our stove

$1.25 ; then it takes

90——7, of 81-25 = 0.75 day's work to mount that stove.*
1-.50

''

The contractor's estimated profit should be charged to the gen-

eral expense of mounting (S. O., No. 4), as he is virtually a fore-

man under a specially strong incentive to make his men work. It

may seem rather inquisitorial to require the contractor to expose

his pay roll ; but this is justified by the circumstance that the

* (Proof. The contractor gets 521 x $1.25 = $651 25

Of which the men get 90 per cent. , or 586 13

Which, at .sl.50 per day = 390.75 davs' work,

Or for 521 stoves 0.75 day's work per stove.)
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foundiy furnishes the facilities which are occupied, worn and

wasted more nearly in proportion to the number of men employed

than to any other quantity.

Now, suppose the contractor keeps his profits to himself. We
merge him with the men, and knowing, for police purposes if for

no others, how many men are employed per day in a given time,

the quotient of the contractor's gross receipts for that time,

divided by the number of days' work done in his department

diu'ing that time, gives the average cost of a day's work, which,

divided into the piece price per stove, gives the day's work on

that stove for mounting.

We can now sum up the cost of mounting Y)ev stove as follows

:

Contract price $1 25

$0.75 day's work x $0.90 (cost factor, p. 25) 67

Material, I'cr material cards, or estimated from list of material

as shown by drawings 1 10

Total per stove $3 02

Total for 521 stoves $1,574 00

Omitting ornaments, nickel work, tiles, crating, etc., all of which

can be charged directly, we may sum up as follows:

Cost of Shop-Order, No. 7,654, for 521 "O. K." Stoves.

Patterns $2,460 00

Moulding 1.563 00

Melting (iron in castings) 2,328 00

Mounting • 1 ,574 00

Gross cost $7,9-25 00

Deduct i patterns f1,230 00

Extra parts 200 00 $1.430 00

521 stoves at $12.40 $6,495 00

Foundry cost, each $12 40

Selling expenses, at 30 i)er cent 3 74

Net cost $16 20

Profit, say at 10 per cent 1 62

Selling price $17 83

Let us suppose that another set of men are employed, who work

so much faster that we can afford to increase their wages 50 per

cent., the direct outlay for labor remaining unaltered.

The time on the job, and consequently its share of the indu-ect
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expenses, will be ^ less than before, and, the cost factor deter-

mined with correspondingly slow labor remaining unaltered, we
shall save $305.00 in the cost of the stoves, or about 6 per cent.*

Of course, if we continue with this grade of labor for the same
yearly product, our cost factor may increase ; but this tendency

will probably be diminished either by an increase in product for

the total number of days' work per annum, or by a diminution in

interest charges on invested and working capital, or by both causes

and other causes also.

The example is offered to show in dollars and cents that cheap

labor is not always profitable ; and liow the rate of work enters

into the rate of Avages.

It will be observed that as soon as the patterns are made and
the piece prices for moulding and mounting established, the selling

price of the stove may be known almost as well before it is made,

as afterward. The advantage of this is apparent.

In a foundry such as has been described, the use of the service

cards might be confined to pattern makers, and to a few other em-

ployees whose time is distributed among special orders.

General labor constantly engaged on standing orders might be

cared for by the usual methods of time keeping, and piece work-

ers by the means described.

Charges for material purchased might be made in bulk, on the

principles set forth, from the bills received from dealers, and trans-

fers of charges by foremen be also by values in bulk. Or charges

for material entering into the cost factor might be made annually

as shown by item (e) in the following statement

:

Dr. Cr.

On hand per last inventory .... a

Procured pince last inventory b

On hand per present inventory c

Accounted for by direct charges to fabrications since last

inventory, made out from drawings or specifications,

p. 28 d
Balance charged to proper departmental standing order e

Experience only could tell how much detail it would pay to

neglect.

* The saving will depend somewhat upon the departments in which an in-

crease of earnings is allowed. The illustration supposes the increase to be

uniform.
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DISCUSSION.

Mr. ^y. E. Partridge.—I wish to direct attention to a point in Mr.

Towne's paper which is usually overlooked by manufacturers. He
says that in the establishment he mentions, the cost of labor has in

certain instances been greatly reduced, while the earnings of the

men have not been encroached upon. This is a vital point. Tiie

almost universal tendency of manufacturers is toward a reduction

of wages as an easy and obvious method of reducing the cost of

production. In this, as in most mechanical work, the easy and

obvious method is the wrong one. Both manufacturer and work-

man have a common commercial interest in seeing the earnings of

the employee very large.

It has been a notorious fact that in certain lines of manufacture?,

goods were most cheaply produced in that portion of New England

where wages were highest, and were most expensive to make in

certain parts of the West where wages were but one-third as large.

How to cut down the price of piecework is usually considered

a problem for the manufacturer only, and one which, when solved,

can only result in a reduction of earnings. This is by no means

necessary. The employee may be as steadily and earnestly consid-

ering the methods for reducing the prices of piecework as the pro-

prietor of the establishment himself. In an extensive manufac-

tory, under the superintendence of one of our members, I believe,

a system is in use which is worthy of considei-atiou by all manu-

facturers and engineers. A large proportion of the men are on

piecework. When one of the men devises any method or new ma-

chinery by which the time required to perform any operation can

be shortened, the works at oi\ce proceed to establish a new price or

schedule for that class of work, and the men receive one-half of

the gain thus made. If the improved method, machine, or tool

originates in the di-awing-room or oflfice the men get one-third and

the establishment two-thirds of the saving. When the improved

methods call for new tools, dies, " jigs," etc., they are made at the

expense of the works in all cases.

Under such a system every man is as busily employed with the

problem of reducing the price of piecework and the cost of pro-

duction to his superintendent or employer. In this establishment

it is no uncommon thing to have an application from a workman

for a new and reduced price to be set on some kind of piecework,
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the application l)eing based on improved tools or methods of his

own invention.

When the work of erection is done by oarigs of men, the same
rules are enforced. If a job is completed in less than the standard

time, the overphis is paid for as overtime. When a new adjustment

of work is made, the gangs get their share of the advantage. The
practical application of this plan makes everj'^ man an interested

overseer, and sets before him a premium for the improvement of

every part of every process or operation, while it drives even the

day laborer with the same spur to make every day's work as large

as possible. In this way every man becomes a most efficient co-

laborer with the manufacturer.

Yerj material advantages accrue from the employment of high-

priced workmen. Large earnings employ valuable men with large

producing powers. They become property owners. They are con-

servative and respectable members of society, and invariably throw

their influence on the side of law and order. Such men can feel an

intelligent interest in the success of the establishment. Under a

system like that just outlined the loafer is either driven to work
or fired out of the shop. Every man becomes an overseer with

powers to act, which he does not fail to exercise, and he does not

omit to keep up both standards of quality and quantity. He is a

most vitally interested party, becoming virtually a silent partner

upon whose co-operation implicit confidence may be placed.

The question is sometimes asked in this connection, How shall

we keep up the standard of work as regards quality? Where
machines are built, after the usual inspection is provided for, it is

sufficient to guarantee the quality to the customer, and then make
the erecting gang responsible for all defects in quality which

they could have detected while erecting. A discoverable error in

workmanship, or fiaw in material, is charged to those who put the

machine together. When those who erect find flaws or poor work,

the last man who expended labor on the piece, and who had an op-

portunity to detect the trouble, sustains the loss. Everj' man wdio

passes work forward becomes responsible for its quality to the man
who next handles the work. This, at first sight, may appear a

little unjust, but it is not so. A man, even in the inspection-room,

may feel disinclined to turn a piece of poor M-ork back upon some

man with whom he is 07i friendly terms, but if he knows that the

penalty will fall on his own shoulders, or rather his own })Ocket, he

will not hesitate. Self-interest soon adjusts the whole matter.
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Men refuse to accept poor stock to work on. Poorly finished or

i.nperfeet work is turned back at every step. Poor workmen are

weeded out, and the quality once established is always kept up.
^

Mr Chas H. Fitch.—I would like to touch upon the question

which is brou-ht up in Mr. Towne's phrase, "without encroaching

upon the earnin-s of the men engaged." It is beyond question

that the ever narrowing tendency to consider and achieve wealth

alone is a curse ratlier than a blessing. It is as truly economy to

elevate the standard of manhood as it is to elevate proficiency m

money-making, and it comes as near mechanical engineering.

An economic section of this Society ought to consider the condition

of mechanic labor and the means by which it may enjoy a more

o-ratifying compensation. The manufacturer, however philan-

throphic^his disposition, is himself in the liands of iron-bound

circumstances, and is often unable to do what he would m this

direction. The economic section can, however, secure some con-

cert of action and be the means of making it a matter of whole-

some emulation to establish superior conditions for the performance

of labor I think that the author of the paper will certamly con-

cur in this, that it would be laudable to set the mark a little higher

than the mere avoidance of encroachment upon the earnings of the

men engaged.
, i , £4.

Mr Jno W. Anderson.—m-. Metcalfe has placed the manufact-

urers of this country under obligations to him by the prominence

Md.ich he is giving to the question of shop accounts. I can vouch

for the value of the system, as I have used it with slight difference

in form While perhaps in most shops cards or order-slips would

be iust the thing, there are some kinds of manufacturing where, I

think, books are preferable to cards for entering shop orders
;
that

is orders given to the several departments for work to be done.

Alittle.of my experience in this line maybe i^seful in showing

modifications of the system. About seven years ago I took charge

of a large manufacturing establishment which embraced twelve

different departments, each having a foreman. The plan ol giv-

in- orders then in use was to write tlie order on a sheet with

pHnted heading and send it to the foreman of the first department

interested in the job. When he had finished his part of the work

he handed it to the next foreman, and so on until the .lob was com-

^
l\oon found that in that factory there were objections to that

plan. The sheets, or slips, would usually get soiled and torn, and
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frequently literally worn out before reaching their destination.

Sometimes they would get lost. Tliere was no record left in the

departments of the work done. With most of the orders it was
necessary that the work should be in progress in several different

departments at the same time. If the foremen depended on one

slip, it was inconvenient and troublesome for them. If several

slips M'ere issued, it complicated the checking and filing them in

the office.

After giving the matter some thought, I adopted a set of order-

books to take the place of the order- slips. The books adopted were

plain ruled records, with a wide margin on one side of the page.

The departments were numbered from one upward.

The book containing the original orders is kept in the superin-

tendent's office, and each department is supplied with a similar

book, except in size. Each order is numbered, and the same num-
ber is u ed throughout the works. When an order is entei-ed on

the superintendent's book, he looks it over and marks on the

margin the numbers of the departments that will take part in the

work, as shown in Form 1.

Form 1.

Xo.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

The messenger brings the department books to the office when
instructed to do so, and the superintendent or his clerk enters the

orders on them and returns them to the foremen.

When the foreman of a department finishes his part of an order

he checks it off by recording the date on the margin. At the

same time he reports it to the superintendent by signing and dating

a blank like Form 2, and drops it into his letter-box.
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Form 2.

473

S. Manvfg. Co.

188

Superintendent of (Construction.

Sir: Order No loas completed in my department

to-day.

. , . Foreman.

These reports, with other communications from tlie foremen, are

collected by the messenger twice each day and delivered to the

superintendent's office. The superintendent checks off the orders

on his book as shown in Form 3.

Form 3.

No. 524.

2/8/84. 1.

2.

3.

.
4.

5.

For example, foreman of department No. 1 reports order No.

524 completed in his department on February 8, 1SS4.

The superintendent turns to that order on his book and enters

the date on the line numbered 1 on the margin.

At the same time he tills out a blank, like Form 4, and drops it

into the letter-box, to be delivered by the messenger to the foreman

who takes the job next.
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FoKM 4.

S. Mamifg. Co.

Superintendent''s Ojfice,

18S

Foreman, Dept. No.

Sir : Order No . .

.

.is ready for your Dept.

Sttpt.

Form 4 has two or three blank lines for any special insti-uctions

the superintendent may desire to give, as for example : Commence
work on this order at once. Or, Give this order preference over

all others, etc.

When the superintendent has checked his book in this manner
from the reports of the foremen, he can see at a glance the progress

each order has made, and each step toward completion has its date

recorded. Should the superintendent find that an order is delayed

in any department he fills out blank, Form 5, to which the foreman

is bound to reply at once.

Form 5.

S. Manufg. Co.

Superintendent''s Office,

Foreman, Dept. No ....

Sir: I haiie no report from your dept. on order No. . .

Please report progress.

Supt.

By this system the time required by the superintendent to

watch the progress of the work need not exceed one hour each da}',

even when there are a large number of orders <;oino: throu<i:li the

factory at one time, thus leaving a large amount of time for legiti-
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,.ate duties, which in some shops is spent in '« shooing" the orders

throncdi. Every foreman has a record of what he has done. If
;

is necessary or desirable for lii.n to refer to a past order he has i

before' hin'i. U anything is forgotten or mistake made the record

is there to show for itself, and it is easy to hx it upon the right

^T'soon as an order is given each foreman knows his dnty in the

case and he is enabled to provide for it in advance it necessary.

Tlie system has worked so satisfactorily in the factory referred

to that there has been no desire to change it.

Ifr F W Tavlor —I have read with very great interest Mi. Met-

calW; papei- as we at the Midvale Steel Co. have had the experience,

dnrin</the past ten years, of organizing a system very similar to

tliat o^ Mr. Metcalfe. The chief idea in onr system, as lii his, is,

that the authority for doing all kinds of work should proceed from

one central office' to the various departments, and that there proper

records should be kept of the work and reports
"^'^^^^/'^^^f ;;/^f

central office, so that the superintending departmen should be kept

thorouohly informed as to what is taking place throng .out the

works, and at the same time no work could be done m the works

"itho;t proper authority. The details of the system have been

very hircJelv modified as time went on, and a consecutive plan, such

as Mr. Metcalfe proposed, would have been of great assistance to us

in carrying out our system. There are certain points, nowe^•er, in

Mr. Metc5fe's plan, which I think our experience «l-ws to be

somewhat objectionable. He issues to each of the men a book,

something like a check-book, containing sheets which they ear

out, and return to the office after stating on them the work .Inch

they have done. We have found that any record which passes

hrouo-h the average workman's hands, and which he holds feu- any

n'th of time, is apt either to be soiled or torn. We have, there-

foi.; adopted the system of having our orders sent from le central

office to the small offices in the various departments of the work.,

in ea^.h of which there is a clerk who takes charge of all orders re-

ceived from, and records returned to, the central office, as well as

of all records kept in the department.

The clerk or clerks in these department offices write, m all cases

where it is practicable, under the direction of the foreman of the

department written orders stating what work is to be done, d

how it is to be done ;
what order number to charge it to, and what

drawings and tools are to be used, etc.
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These orders are locked up in suitable bulletin-boards with glass

doors in front, so that the men can see but not handle them. Each
man in the shop receives from the shop clerk a note or a card for

every job that he is to undertake, which refers him to the more
elaborate order locked into the bulletin-board. The note which

each workman i-eceives gives him the proper authority for doing

his work, and at tlie same time insures the concern to a certain ex-

tent against spoiled work, which so frequently results from mis-

understanding verbal directions. These notes are also the means of

conveying all desired information about the work to which they

refer, both from the foreman and from the man who is doing the

work, for keeping the records in the small offices as well as in the

main office. We liiid that there are a great many records which it is

desirable to keep close to the department in which the work is going

on, for which there is comparatively little need in the central office.

For instance, it may be very desirable for each foreman to be

able to place his hands at a few minutes' notice on the record of the

piece of work last done, similar to that which he is about to do.

For those records, of course, he could not afford the delay of send-

ing to the main office, and it would be a very difficult matter, if

they were kept there, for him to obtain the information which he

desired without going himself and saying just what he wanted. If

he, however, has a series of card records kept in his own office,

close to where he works, and if those records are arranged, not

chronologically, but on loose cards, which can be filed in such a

way that the record of each job as it is finished will be placed next

to that of the job which most nearly resembles it. If the records

are kept on cards instead of books, the foreman can with great ease

obtain any information about former jobs similar to the one he is

about to start on, either in the way of mistakes made, or sugges-

tions as to the best method of accomplishing the work, the cost,

the time, or thie man who did the work, etc. In our system only

such information is sent to the central office as is there needed to

keep them posted as to the cost and progress of the work and the

men's time. While in the department office is kept much fuller

information about the work, in fact everything which the foreman
may find it useful to know,

Mr. W. F. Durfee.—I think this subject is one of the most im-

portant that has ever been brought to the notice of this Society, and
while I fully concur in the opinion of Mr. Towne, that it is in the

highest degree deserving of our consideration, I am somewhat in
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donbt as to tlie advisability of organizing a separate section for that

purpose, being fully persuaded that every engineer here who is inter-

ested in the management of works, or ever expects to be, will be

a member of that section, and we sliould simply resolve ourselves

into a " committee of the whole " to consider that subject. I think

it is perfectly proper to bring it before the

Society as a body, and that this discussion ((^^

will demonstrate that it wull have an in- r

terest for' all of us.

As an illustration of the ini])ortance of

this subject, I will state some facts in my
own experience. Some years ago, I was

called to the supervision of a very large

works, employing at times a thousand

men, and I found an utter destitution of

all system for determining the cost of

work done. As an illustration of the state

of the accounts, I woidd state that in the

assets of the company and on its books

there appeared a credit of six thousand

tons of a certain kind of coal. As a mat-

ter of fact, there was no such coal on the

premises. The coal at that time was worth

six dollars a ton on the ground, and there

was an asset that it would puzzle a book-

keeper to account for. There was no sys-

tem whatever for distributing stores at the

works, and no proper store-room account.

One of the important items of supply was

oil. The method of distributing that oil

consisted in turning the barrels into an oil

room in the charge of a man, and everybody who wanted oil came

there and got it without reference to where it was to be used.

There was no method of telling whether they carried it liome, or

into one department of the mill or another, or did anything with it.

This state of affairs was of course intolerable, and therefore in

order to effect a radical change and to keep an accurate account of

the receipt and consumption of oil, I had six cans made, each of

which would hold a little more than two barrels. The illustration

(Fig. 265) gives a good idea of the construction of one of the cans,

the upper end being shown in section.

.Fig.265
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The upper head of each can was made in tlie form of an in-

verted cone, liavinof a screw phip^ at its apex. On tlie right-hand

side of each can was a glass gauge-tube whose scale was graduated

by pouring oil into the can one gallon at a time, and marking on

the scale its level in the gauge-tube, thus eliminating the effect of

all errors of form or size from the scale. This work was done by

the otiicial sealer of weights and measures of the locality, and when
complete he placed his official seal upon each can.

Over the rangeof six cans there was an over-head railway so located

that a barrel of oil could be hoisted and run into either of the

cans. Thus the store-keeper had a means of checking the receipts

of oil. Previous to the adoption of this arrangement the oil was

always paid for as per invoice. No one knew whether the barrels

were full or half full, and soon after the construction of the measur-

ing cans, their use detected a shortage of about 25 per cent, of the

oil that was charged. We soon straightened that up, and though

we continued to purchase of the same parties, their invoices always

agreed with our receipts of oil as measured in these cans, and we
had no further trouble with shortage. For distributing the oil to

the several departments of the works I adopted the following sys-

tem : I had a number of cards printed of different colors, each

color designating a different department of the works. On these

different colored cards were printed the words " One gallon," " A
quart," or " A pint " of oil ; a blank giving space to specify in

pencil the quality of the oil wanted. The store-keeper kept an ac-

count with each department, and distril)uted at the beginning of

the month a certain number of these tickets to the superintendent

of each department of the works, and M'hen there was any oil

wanted in a department, its superintendent would send a man to

buy it of the store-keeper with one of those tickets. As the oil was

sold, the tickets received for it were deposited in a locked tin box,

and on the first of every month this box was opened, the tickets

assorted, and the value represented by each color charged up to its

proper department.

One month's trial of the above described system demonstrated a

saving sufficient (in the matter of oil alone) to pay all the clerical

force necessary to the carrying out of a complete system of cost

accounts for the whole works. One of the principal features of the

system of cost accounts was this, viz. : All supplies which were

consumed in the establishment were when purchased charged to

store-room account, and the store-keeper kept an account with each
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department of tlie works as rigidly as if he were a private inercliant

dealing with the same department. In this way waste, and what
was far worse, petty thievery, was prevented and a degree of ]-e-

sponsibility fixed upon the heads of the several departments which
resulted in increased efficiency to a marked degree.

2lr. Oherlin Smith.—In giving a little discussion to the iirst two
papers, I want to say that, like Mr. Durfee, I have some doubts

about the establishment of a se])arate section in this Society for the

eojisideration of economic subjects. I heartily believe in considcr-

.ing these things, and I suppose after awhile our Society M'ill be so

large that we may want to divide into sections as does the "]>ritisli

Association " and the " American Association," but whether the

time has yet come to split into two as a preliminary thing to split-

ting into three, or four, or five eventually, I don't know
;
perhaps

it has. If we do not do that, I hope that this subject will be

agitated at future meetings—that papers will come in, and that the

whole thing will be thoroughly discussed, for it needs discussion

very badly indeed. The waste in ordinary shops, especially in

small machine-shops througliout the country, is very great, and
more than a casual observer would be apt to suspect. One thing

that needs looking up a great deal more is shop organization—the

officers of the shop and their relations to each other, Kow, in cot-

ton-mills there is a regular organization, just as much as there is in

the army. Everybody knows his duty and his responsibility, and

to whom he is responsible and M'hat for. But in machine-shops

there is no regular definite system. In some cases the foreman is

the head officer outside of the office, and the gang bosses come next

under him. In some cases there is a superintendent and several

foremen under him. In some cases gang bosses are absent entirely.

The comparison of experience in these matters, and a careful think-

ing out of the best organization, will no doubt result in a great deal

of saving of money to the country. Whatever the Society shall

decide to do about another section, they will be working in the

right direction in taking cognizance of this subject.

In regard to Captain Metcalfe's paper, I am inclined to think

from what I have studied of his very valuable book and of the

papei", that his system is an excellent one. Of course, it needs

modification to suit particular cases. There is some question in my
mind whether or not the plan of using a separate ticket for every

little transaction is always the best. I have no doubt that it is, in

cases where each man does a good deal of one kind of work. But
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in a macliine-sliop where there is a production of a great variety of

articles, especially in a small shop where each man works on from

one to ten separate jobs each da}', I do not know whether it is best.

I had recently a little experience in this matter myself, and found

that my associates were somewhat averse to carrying out the ticket

system, because in our shop, employing seventy or eighty men, each

man having from one to ten jobs a day (averaging perhaps five), if

separate tickets were used for all the recording of time, it averaged

five tickets to each man per day, or thirty per week, which made

the total very large. If there were a hundred men in the shop,

there would be three thousand tickets. I have not any question in

my mind that it does pay to handle that number of tickets, for the

ease with which they can be assorted, compared with posting and

rewriting in separate books ; but when it comes to the amount of

paper and necessary printing, I do not know about it. Of course, in

the card system we only use ten tickets where a man does ten jobs,

and only one where a man does one job in a day, and we waste no

paper so far as that part of the ticket is concerned where the writ-

ing goes; but each one must have a certain space for a printed

heading, and there must be the waste of paper due to that heading,

and also the cost of the printing. If, however, you take one paper,

or a larger card, for the recording of one marCs time for a week, you

have only one hundred such papers, instead of three thousand. A
good deal of paper is of course wasted in cases where a man

tills only one space out of ten provided. It is now a serious

practical question in ray mind which of the systems is best for my
own particular case. I would like to ask Captain Metcalfe's

opinion on this point— as to how great an evil is the necessary cost

of extra paper and printing on the numerous tickets used where a

small shop does a great variety of work and where each of the men

has a great variety of jobs.

Cajpt. Metcalfe.—I will answer Mr. Smith by a reference to the

saying about the honor which prophets receive in their own coun-

try. I have had to depend largely for experiments on what recog-

nition my system might meet from private individuals and cor-

porations. I got it up in the government works of which I had

charge, but I have not had a full opportunity of trying it as I

should like, and so cannot answer him explicitly. Of the general

truth of the principles on which it is based I have no possible

question. I began the trial of it at Frankford Arsenal, where we

had a hundred and fifty or two hundred people. I generally had
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about a hundred orders under way, of different kinds, some little

jobs and some quite important ones. There, instead of the unit

card proposed, we liad a card with ten liorizontal lines on it, allow-

ing for the reporting of ten jobs, if necessary, one for every hour

in the day. The saving of labor there was very great. - I was

to hire a time clerk. He had two little boys to assist him in post-

ing the cards. This kind of card made a very great change and

helped very much. But still I did not get my reports in at the

end of the month as quickly as I expected. I went out West.

The selfish element entered still more largely into my facilities,

for I had to do almost all the M'ork myself. I was allowed a

soldier, however, and by the use of these single card tickets he did

everything in about an hour a day. We did not have as many

men, but I had about sixty or eighty, and this soldier did all of the

sorting and all of the computing, and I had everything ready at

the lirst day of the month, a full account of everything done the

month before, the cost of every order analyzed and balanced with

the pay-roll. I made a computation the other day at the Water-

vliet Arsenal, West Tro}^, where I am stationed now, but where I

have had nothing whatever to do with the management of the

system. That is done by an officer who is my superior in

rank, and who learned it from me at the Frankford Arsenal, and

who has introduced it with some modifications. The card system is

not followed there. The commanding officer there does not believe

in having the workmen write on cards. I found that an average of

a hundred and fifty men in a great many various capacities were

making cotton duck equipments, harness, canteens, straps, steel

and wooden gun carriages and a great many other parts of military

furnishing. I found that about If^ to 1^^ orders per day were

w'orked on per man. Some of the men went up to four, or five or

six jobs, a day—general utility men. Others work on the same

jobs steadily day after day. I am very confident in saying that any-

body who tries it will be very well satisfied with the great saving

and the great readiness with which an}^ desired result can be

immediately attained. I think that answers Mr. Smith's ques-

tion.

Jfr. Smith.—Kegarding the relative amount of paper and print-

ing in the two systems I wanted to hear, if you please.

Caj)f. Metcalfe.—Of course in the independent card system there

would be miore paper and printing. As to the statement of Mr.

Taylor, who is connected, I believe, with Messrs. William Sellers &
31
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Co., to whom I am under many obligations, I think he somewhat
confuses the order-tickets and the time-cards. The order-tickets

are substantially such as he represents as being used in his works,

although almost any convenient way of making the orders known
to the workmen may be used. A bulletin-board M'ill answer as well

as anything, if nothing better can be found. Yerbal transmission

is the readiest, but of course it loses the character of a distinctive

record. The order-tickets are not torn ; they are simply passed

out and then returned and the transaction is canceled. The only

tilings which are torn are the labor cards, or service cards as I call

them, which are torn off from the top of a book, so that, with the

exception of the top one, they will always be reasonably clean. I

have found no trouble with that. In my experience at the Benicia

Arsenal the men kept them in little tin boxes outside their benches

and filled them out as their work went on.

Then as to Mr. Anderson's remarks about the sheets getting

dilapidated and the difficulty of keeping track of them ; I found

no trouble of that kind. I never found one of these cards to be

lost. You do not lose them any more than you lose money. They
are used as if to buy things with and go on from hand to hand until

tliey get into the office, where they are all settled into their proper

places. The receipt of the order ticket is indicated by each foreman's

punch-marks on the duplicate retained by the superintendent, so

that, having in his rack that ticket, the superintendent may see

from a glance at the punch-marks upon it who has received this

order, and in time that it has been completed by those whose
numbers in the " completion " line he has punched out as their

own cards come in completed.

All the record necessary is comprised on the original ticket.

Mr. ^Ynl. Kent.—I have read a good deal about this subject the

last six months, and also paid a great deal of attention to what has

been brought before us here. No satisfactory solution of the

question can be made by a desultory debate; there is so much
difference of opinion as to its various details. I think it had better

be referred to a committee who can report at a subsequent meet-

ing of the Society. We might perhaps have a permanent com-

mittee on this subject instead of an economic section. I think such

a committee should be composed of members who are in charge

of manufacturing establishments, such as the three writers of the

three papers ])resented to-day.

Mr. S. A. Hand.—In my business I have found it very useful
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in.^ at the cost of work to use a blank such as is shown

Cost op.

Date.

I

Number of Amount of co«t of tlie

Shop Average rate hours xyorkedi
^^,j,ge^ j^r the ,^^^1^,^, „.()rk

expenses for of expenses on this joo y.^.^\^•^ work ^,5^, job.

the week. per Hour. during the I „„.,,;. .,,1, 1

' week.
on this job.

Total . .

.

Average...

Cost of materials used

—

Cost of macliine work.

Total cost

In the first column is placed the date of the ending of tlie shop

week In tl,e second is tl,e total number of hoars worked by all

hands (excepting engineer and laborers) during the ^™*;^
J"

'<;

third column are pnt the shop expenses for one week. The si op

expenses for one week, divided by the total number of hours

worked, gives the avemge rate of expenses per hour per man en,-

ployed. This is put in the fo,n-th column. In the ht.h column >s

put the ..umber of l.ou.-s wo.'ked o.. " this job" dunng the week

Ld in the sixth eoh.mn is put the a.nount of wages pa.d for the

week's work on this job. The average rate of expc.ses per hour

per man e...ploved midtiplied by the nu.nber of 1.0...-S worked o.,

this job during'the week, and the product added to the wages pa.d

for the week's work on this job, gives us the total eost of the week s

work on this job. This is put in the seve.,tl. or last co u...n.

Below, the sheet is ruled for the totals and ave.-ages of all the

columns, which will in the course of time show the pe.-centage of

full ti.ne made by the men, the average expenses per hour, the
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average of wages paid to each hour worked, and the average value

of M'orked turned out per dollar paid in wages.

Below the average space is a blank left for cost of n;iaterial used

in construction, which, added to the total cost of machine work,
gives the total cost of the job. If a shop owner has a certain

charge per hour for work be can soon tell whether that amount is

paying him or not.

Mr. W. n. Doane.—I merely rise to ask the Captain to very

kindly tell us how he arrived at the basis of cost ; after he got

the number of hours of labor how he arrived at the cost of the

product.

Mr. Haiokins.—I quite agree with Mr. Towne in his advocacy

of a committee to consider this subject; but I should hope that if a

committee was appointed that they would not be confined strictly

to the subjects cf the papers as given. I am very much interested

in that branch of the question which was touclied upon by Mr.

Partridge—making the w^orkmen interested in the product—and

my opinion is, from the experience I have had in the working of

men, that there is no part of the question of economics of shop

management that can begin to approach that, and if that can be ex-

tended to ordinary shops where piece work is impracticable, as

it is in many cases, I think that is where we wdll accomplish the

greatest saving that can be done by any means. We all know
very well that the average mechanic, 23arti(3u]arly such as have the

care of automatic macliines, planers, lathes, gear cutters, and last,

though not least, the self-feeding drill, that they w'ill waste time

most abominably, and with the latter tool it is almost impossible

to tell just how much they are wasting; and if you remonstrate

with them, it is astonisliing what tender solicitude they will have

for the drill, and the dislike they have to render themselves liable

to be considered as jeopardizing their future salvation in doing-

more than they ought to.

It is always the tendency of the average man, according to

my observation, to do just as little as possible, particularly with

automatic tools, and when you come to the question in a lathe or any

self-feeding tool, of using one tooth on the feed-ratchet, or two, it

is a very important question, and there is no part of the economics

of the machine shop that can approach it in my opinion. I should

like to see all that taken in by a committee.

Mr. Taylor.—I think Mr. Metcalfe has misunderstood me if he

is of tlie opinion that I do not approve of the card system. I
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thorouM,ly appiwe of the card system. AVc l.ave tried it prae-

tSy1" our vorks for nearly to,, years. It is s>m,.ly the work.ng

o , of one part of the details of his system that T do not approve of.

H s ggestion is, that each workman should have a hook con-

tai'nin.. t™, or twenty, or a luindred or n,ore cards, somehmg like

TZm, and tli; each day he shall return one of those c rd

tol!e office punched by the foreman of the shop, and my object.on

w<m to that part of the system.-

I li k that the san.e card, the san.e check which he suggests as

bein" useful for conveying the time and the work done, and the

anthm-ry and so forth, to the central office, can he used to record a

"lat rietyof other' facts which are exceedingly >nterestw,ga,>d

f ,1k In point of fact in onr works we use a grea var.ety o

i r' ds, which proceed in onr case first from the clerk .0 the

workman, and then from the workman back to the clerk.

t ha™ at least, I should think, two hundred vanet.es of pnnted

cards differinc^ according to the information des.red to be conveyed

^m the workman to the office, all of them,however,eoutarn.ng to

certa n extent the same intorn,ation ; that is, each card conveys

the slme Information and other iufonnation besides as ,s recorded

not sufficient. I fail also to see the advantage of nsn,g a p.mch as

d crUW by Mr. Metcalfe. The initial of the foren,an, or the

tri man or the clerk is n,ore rapidly nuule with a pen or pencd

: same tin.e as the writing is done on •'--;-,;,-" '"

with a punch, and it retains a certain a.nount of individ aht).

Any one who gets hold of a pnn.h can punch the an honty fo.

iotJ.Z of an; extent or variety that he chooses, but hand-wr.t-

in.' is much more difficult to counterfeit.
Metcalfe's

Mr. OUdin Smtk.-l thoroughly beheve n, C-P'" M«*^'
^^

theory of the suhiect, and in his system as a whole, but I believe

S the other gentlemen here that some modifications may be

n essa y for dHfo-nt shops. I confess I am a little alarmed at he

To oiiree thousand tickets a week which I might l-'o to «s

icaired it out strictly, but I believe in a great many shops the

;r: exactly as it stLds is just the thing
;^^^Z^<^^

shops where a modification making a card last a week instead I

dav for one workman would be better. There may be cases wieie

ftll be better to put more than one Job on the card, an ^.

are cases, as I said, where the Metcalte system could be used
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entirety. But all of this wants looking up, and in the happy future

I hope that some committee or commission (perhaps of this So-

ciety) will have a chance to devise some systems of shop organiza-

tion—not one system onlj', because we cannot apply one to all

kinds of shops. The shops of this country want classifying into so

many classes, and the best possible kind of organization for each

will be ascertained only by careful study and by the collation of the

experience of a great many persons.

In regard to the dirtying of the shop cards, I do not think it

amounts to anything. In the concern with whi^h I am connected

we have allowed workmen to write directly on cards for a long

time. We have never had any trouble with their being lost or

dirtied or too much torn for practical use.

The point that Mr. Hawkins mentioned is an exceedingly im-

portant one, and one that occurs in shop economics more often than

ahnost anything else. I really believe that in this country the

lathes, planers, shapers, and drills are not running, on an average,

over half way up to the capacity that they ought to in the matter

of speeds and feeds. As he says, the universal tendency of the

workmen is to run at too slow a speed, being afraid that the point

of the tool will grind off. In our best shops you will see tools

creeping along with a cut one one-hundredth of an inch deep and
one one-hundredth of an inch wide. This waste of time is utterly

unnecessary, and the only limit on depth or width of cutting ought

to be the strength of the work. Where the work is weak, and
therefore apt to break or bend, we cannot do thus, but ordinary

work that is strong enough to resist the stresses ought to be worked
up to the full belt power of the machine—that is, as far as roughing

cuts are concerned. Finishing cuts must be more delicate.

CajH. Metcalfe.—So many suggestions have been made, it is

rather hard to take them all up in order, and I may omit some.

Mr. Hawkins made a point about men. That suggests to me
one point which I had not dwelt upon, which is that by making
a workman start a record of what work he is doing, it gives him an

interest in doing it rapidly from a feeling that it will be recorded

somewhere in the office.

A gentleman asked me about the cost of production. The work-

man has to charge his time every day to some job so as to get paid for

it. He is presumably disinterested in the cost of any particular job,

so he tends to put it to the most probable one. We check his record

by its verification by the foreman, and we make the probability
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neater by recording evcrytl.ing as nearly as possible at the ti.nc

whet t was do™. I believe that the tcdency w, 1 bo to charge

fl i, "s -Tn fact,I have noticed it myself,-to charge thmgs as nearly

Is"os'sible at ^he tin,e when they are done. Then the record ,s

shoved awav and passed on to another person.

Tte general sci,en.e is this, yon stand in the center of yon

works, ^ive yonr orders, and echoes con.o back to yon telhng wha

r^o n' on Now, these being physical items bav.ng nuUvul, al

nmbeS, to which labor and n.aterial are charged, tl>ey

."J
bo as^

sorted in pigeon holes corresponding to the orders. They can be

sorted fro n time to time during the progress of the work so that,

o™ple, the nnmber of hours' work by operatives ol the sam

c^^ss
• w " s being noted to get the cost of labor to date, yon w.U

t^X .av°e to add in those which have not been assorted The

differentiation can be carried still further, if necessary so that b^,

p oviding in the beginning for a ,nore complete analys.s, the num

ber of days' or hour^' work by each class of men on each component

in that iob may also be ascertained.

M W H-Doone-Mj query had reference to the bases on

which Capt. Metcalfe proposes to apportion the incdcntal expenses

"''rftS^The cost of work is made up, I believe, of

the^r ; onlbo{ the cost of material, and its fair share ot» in-

cidental expenses of the establishment. I bel.eve bat the inci

dental expenses of an establishment should be distributed on the

Wo to quantity of labor which the establishment holds, by

wl t I call a cost factor. I find it is used in several shops, M.

Smith's a,„ong others. I divide the incidental expenses of each

bmitli s aniong
expenses ot the

^:^J^;>^Z^^^^ >»'>-^^°- '" thatdepartment
whole '''"»'

J -^ $1.25 per day. Kent,

n^fnctreifies, motive power, ligbting, a. all in the

* ^ r.f fcr-iliripq for the performance of labor, i once ap])ucu

^p your incidental expenses do not increase. If jour '^''""-^

material were to be very great, say from ----;; ^^^^
stove, your cost for motive power, etc., would not be »y S'/''''^;^

so Ueave material entirely out ot the question and pu these ex

penVes with the cost of labor. But I distribute ,t a-ordmg «.

actual nnmber of days' work irrespective ot then- cost. Pom labo,
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costs more to watch it than dear labor. Bnt if yon attempted tod,v,de you,, .neidontal expenses according to tl,e cost of labor tl ed.fterence would be the otlier way. You would have to chargemore for dear labor than for cheap labor
"

That is about all. As to Home Euie in the departments, thatwould be a quesfaon of locality. It is not necessiry that evei'v-thing should be run from the centralized power.
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ANOTHER NEW STEAM ENGINE INDICATOR.

BY CnAS. W. BARNABY, SALEM, O.

The instmment which is liere considered is the result of an en-

deavor, on the part of the writer, to devise an indicator which will

admit of having its piston placed in direct communication with the

interior of the engine cylinder without the intervention of the usual

pipes, cocks, etc. To be used in this manner, the indicator should

meet the following conditions :

1st. The form should be such as will admit of the insertion of its

cylinder into a pipe passing through the jacljeting of the engine.

2d. One side of the piston should be in constant communication

with the atmosphere, while provision should be made for putting

the other side in communication with either the atmosphere or the

interior of the engine cylinder at pleasure, so that the atmospheric

line or the diagram of steam pressure in the engine cylinder may

be traced at will. And,

3d. In complying wdth these conditions the instrument must, in

these days of high speed engines, equal, if not excel, the several

forms now in use in the direction of minimizing the disturbing

effect due to the inertia of the parts which give motion to the mark-

ing point.

The most feasible form of piston which presented itself to the

writer was an oscillating or vibratory one, such as is designated in

Figs. 166, 168, etc., by the letter A. The cylinder P> was made of

such diameter (|i") that it, with connected tube E, would slip freely

into a one-inch pipe. To apply the indicator to an engine a one-

inch pipe, f, Fig. 170, is connected with the cylinder.

A fitting, d, Figs. 170 and 171, is provided of suitable form to

screw on the outer end of the pipe and to receive the taper coup-

ling sleeve and nut, e and/, Figs, 166 and 170. These latter pieces

are attached to a combination stuffing-box and clamping device, g

and h. A small space, i, is provided for packing. The gland, h,
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is split on one side and provided with a clamping screw, j. By
loosening this screw the instrument may be adjusted to give just

sufficient downward extension of the stem

to clear the piston of the engine, where it

is to be secured. Having thus met the

first requirement, it remains to meet the

second.

One side, C, of each wing of the piston

is in constant communication with the at-

mosphere through the openings, D, into

the tube E, which has free communication

with the atmosphere through one or more

openings F, at its top end. The other side,

G, Fig. 168, of the piston wings is placed in communication with
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either the atmosphere or the interior of the engine cylinder by the

valv^es II and I, the former controlling the

openings J at tlie top, and tlie latter the

openings K at the bottom of the cylinder.

A shaft, L, having a handle, M, at its

upper end, operates these valves simul-

taneously, a small feather or arm, N, acting

on the top valve so as to open and close J,

as the handle, is moved back and forth

between M and P, provision being made

that the openings D shall not be interfered

with. A segment of a gear wheel on the

bottom of the shaft, in connection with a

similar segment on the valve I, imparts

to the latter valve sufficient movement to

open and close Iv. The second condition is now fully complied

with.

It is now obvious that the piston motion and long tubular body

Topoiem^Cj/lSValue.

P Fig 168

yj/ Section (/{rvufh C^linckx

M Fig. 169

P SoUon^Vieui.

arc admirably adapted to the use of Prof. Sweet's torsion spring,

Q, Fig. IGG, wliicli is secured in the end of the piston rod or stem

b}' the screw P. The top of the spring is held by a split hard-
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ened steel sleeve, S, which damps the end of the spring by the

action of the screw T.

The ])istou cannot now rotate in either direction without twist-

ing this liardened steel rod, and the angular movement of the

rod subject to torsional stress being pro-

portional to the force applied, we will

have an angular movement of the piston

as the steam pressure acts on its opposite

wings in the spaces G, in which equal

degrees of movement will represent equal

degrees of pressure. The piston motion

is most conveniently carried to the upper

part of the instrument by means of a

light tube, TJ. Here the motion may
be imparted to some form of parallel

movement so as to use the ordinary

paper drum, but the axis of the drum
would in this case take a horizontal posi-

tion.

Here again Prof. Sweet comes to the

rescue with his concave paper carrier.

Now, it must be confessed that there are

disadvantages connected with this form

of paper carrier. In point of simplicity,

compactness, neatness, freedom from fric-

tion, and strength for a given capacity

and weight, it cannot compare with the

cylindrical form ; but if ever there was

an indicator which, from its fundamental

principles, called for a concave sliding

paper carrier, this must be the one. It

would seem to be a necessity, and whether

or not its disadvantages are fully counter-

balanced by the several advantages gained

in other points will not be discussed at

present.

Having adopted the concave paper can-ier concentric with the

cylinder, tube, spring, etc., Fig. 166 (see Fig. 174 for plan view),

the parallel movement is replaced by a simple lever, V, secured

to the top of the tube U. The movement of the pencil is now
in perfect unison with the movement of the piston, the pencil
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Tig. 171

lever being attached rigidly to tlie piston without tlie intervention

of any moving joints. Tlie only chance for disturbance by lost

motion is in the bearing, W, and this would be reproduced at the

pencil point unmodified, being neither greater nor less at that point

than the actual play in the bearing.

The concave paper carrier X slides in the frame Y, receiving its

downwai'd movement from the two springs Z, Fig. 166, and its

upward movement through the cord &, which may pass over a

grooved sheave, a, and be attached to the bot-

tom of the paper carrier at h. This manner of

attachment has been departed from in letter, but

not in principle, as will he explained further on.

The fact that the cylinder of this instrument ^\
is capable of being inserted into a pipe through

the jacket of an engine when desired does not

interfere with its being used above board in

the usual manner; for this pui'pose a fitting,

Fig. 172, may be used, the lower end being

thi'eaded to h" pipe thread to suit the indicator

attachments with which the engines are usually

provided, the upper end being the same as that

of Fig. 171 to couple with the indicator, the

coupling device e /", Fig. 166, being moved to

the lower end of the indicator stem.

The question arises now as to whether, since an indicator has

been designed which will accomplish the object sought, there is

not more loss due to the disturbing effect of the inertia of the long-

tube U than there would be in the fi'iction and inertia of tlie steam

in indicator pipes of a reasonable length ; it being obvious that in

case the instrument is designed for use above board only, the long

tube TJ can be dispensed with, and the pencil lever attached directly

to the top of the piston steu), as shown in Fig. 173. This question

has not, as yet, been fully determined by experiment, but it must

be confessed that the ])robabilities would seem to be in favor of

the steam rather than the tube connections with the interior of the

engine cylinder.

Let us now critically examine the different members of the mov-

ing parts, from piston to pencil point. It will be noticed at once

that the mass of the heaviest parts, i. e., the hub of the piston, the

piston stem, and the spring, is located very close to the center of

motion, where the movement is very slight, while the pencil lever

Fig- 172
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and the piston wings, which are farther from the center where the

movement is greater, are very h'ght. Thus the inertia is mini-

mized by the slight movement of the heavier parts, and by the light

weight of the parts having the greatest movement.

A careful examination of the moving parts and a mental com-
parison between them, especially those of the form of Fig. 173, and
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the moving parts of the well-known instruments, should lead us to

expect better results from this combination than any now in general

use. This expectation has been fully realized on putting the in-

strument to test.

Having determined to submit to the disadvantages of a concave

paper can-ier in order to gain considerable advantage in the pencil

movement, it is desirable to put it in the best possible shape and

overcome the disadvantages as far as possible. The friction is min-

imized by placing the springs Z, the guides k, and the operating

cord ?, Fig. 174, on an approximately straight line and as near as

possible tcTthe center of weight of the paper carrier, so as to give

as little lateral strain on the guides as possible. The paper carrier

is ribbed on the back, partly to give greater strength for a given

weight, and partly to throw the center of gravity back as near the

center line of spring and cord attachment as practicable. A sheet

brass paper carrier was first tried which weighed only 4 ozs. The

one now under consideration is cast brass, weighing when finished

61 ozs., which is much more satisfactory than the first, notwith-

standing the extra weight.

The vertical movement of the paper carrier is 4^", while the

pencil has a lateral movement of 3", giving a diagram capacity of

about 4" by 3".

Those who have had occasion to take diagrams from high speed

engines have experienced the difficulty of managing the drum cord

while changing the papers on the paper drum. It is rather a dif-

ficult matter to hook and unhook the cord at high speeds, and when

unhooked the end must be held or secured to keep it from being

caught by some part of the engine or indicator rig. Indeed, to

take diagrams from even a moderately high speed engine with any

degree of satisfaction and despatch, it is generally necessary to have

an assistant to manage the cord while the papers are being changed.

To obviate this difficulty, an arrangement similar to that of Ko-

senkranz has been applied to the instrument under consideration.

The cord &, Fig. 173, passes around the groove in the sheave a,

and its end is attached to it at m. The hub of this sheave engages

with a spring, in the barrel o. Figs. 174 and 175, of sufficient strength

to take up the slack of the cord. By the side of this sheave on the

same shaft is a second one, n, Figs. 174 and 175. One end of a

second cord is attached to this sheave, the other end bemg attached

to the bottom of the paper carrier at h. The action of the sprmgs

Z will keep the stop screw :p in contact with the stop screw <?, in
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the anxiliaiy sheave c/./ so, as the cord & is drawn out and let

back, the movement of the paper carrier will be the same as though

the cord was attached directly to it, as was assumed in description

of Fig. 1G6.

The paper is held in position by the spring clips, 1. When un-

latched these clips spring out to the position in which one of them
is shown in Fig. 174, so that the paper may readily be slipped un-

der them. By putting the finger on the latch loop, 7, and pressing

it to the paper carrier, the clip will develop its length upon the

concave surface, pressing the paper closely to the carrier at all

points. The latches 2 punch through the paper into holes through

the paper carrier when they become engaged, holding the paper

securely in place.

Instead of pressing the pencil against the paper to trace the dia-

gram, the paper is thrown against the pencil, the guide frame Y
being for this purpose pivoted at its lower end upon the pointed

screws 3. About gV" movement at the level of the pencil is suf-

ficient swing for the guide frame. The pencil holder 4 has a

slight end movement in the pencil lever, to allow it to follow up

slight wear of the pencil point, but not snfiicient to allow the pencil

to reach the paper when the carrier is swung back. A delicate

spring inside of the pencil lever controls the pressure of the pencil

point on the paper. The paper carrier is held in the position

farthest away from the pencil by the spring x on the stud y in

the back of the guide frame. Figs. 173 and 175, and hence the

pencil comes in contact with the paper only when the carrier is

swung toward it, a small arm, w, on the shaft ic being provided

for this purpose. This shaft is operated by the lever v, Figs.

166 and 175. The spring x coming in contact with the stop s,

limits the movement of the paper carrier toward the pencil. This

stop is adjusted to bring the carrier in line with the axis of the

instrument, it being in this position when the diagram is

traced.

On the shaft it, Fig. 175, is also an arm, t, which, through the

medium of the weak spring s, operates the pawl r, which is placed

in such position as to engage with a notch in the side of the rim

of the sheave oi. This notch is made at a point in the rim which

will allow it to engage with the pawl when the paper carrier is

near its uppermost position. The pawl spring ^s is so shaped as to

throw the pawl into engagement when the spring is thrown to the

position s", Fig. 174, by the arm t, and to throw it out of engage-
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ment wlien in the positions .v and *'. The positions ?/, v, v" of

the lever v, Fig. 166, eorrcsi)Oiid respectively with the positions

s', 5, s" of the spring ,v, Fio-. 174. Hence, when the lever is in

the position v the paper carrier will not be thrown in contact with

the pencil or the pawl in contact with the sheave, and the carrier

will thns be free to resi)ond to the action of the cord and springs

Z. When the lever is thrown to the position v' the paper

carrier will be thrown in contact with the pencil, and when
thrown to v'' the pawl /• will be thrown into engagement with the

sheave.

Snppose we now ap[)ly the indicator of Fig. 166 to an engine, as in

Fig. 170, and proceed to take a diagram. The cord shonld be ad-

jnsted to such length as will carry the notch in the sheave just past

the point of pawl engagement at the end of each out stroke. The
lever M, Fig. 166, should be placed in the position P, Figs. 167 and

169, thus closing the openings K and opening the vent holes J.

The lever v may be placed in the position v", then, when the en-

gine first passes over the out center thereafter, the pawl will drop

into engagement with the sheave to which the ]>aper carrier cord is

attached, and hold the carrier at the upper point of its move-

ment, and, as the engine runs on, the cord & will be kept taut

by the spring acting on the sheave a, which winds in the cord

at each return stroke. The oidy effect on the paper carrier will

be a slight movement or jerk at the end of each out stroke when
the stop screw (2 is brought in contact with the stop screw p. Fig.

174.

The lever M may now be thrown to the position shown in Figs.

167 and 169, thus closing the vent holes J, and placing the piston

in communication with the interior of the engine cylinder through

the openings K. The pencil will now have a lateral movement,

corresponding with the variations of pressure acting on the piston.

The handle v is now to be tlirown upward ; when it reaches the

central position v the ])awl will fly out of engagement the next

time the pressure upon it is relieved at the outmost pull of the cord,

and the paper carrier being released will descend with the return

stroke and continue to reciprocate in unison with the piston of the

engine. Throwing the haridle on upward to the position v' will

bring the reciprocating paper in contact with the moving pencil,

thus tracing a diagram of the pressure acting in the cylinder of the

engine. The lever is now to be thrown downward to the position

v", when the pawl will be thrown against the sheave and will again

32
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engage with the notch and retain the carrier at its npper position.

By phicing the lever M in the position P, and again throwing the

lever v up and down, the atmosphei'ic line will be traced, the paper

carrier being started and stopped as before. The diagram may now
be removed and another blank paper substituted. The operations

are the same when taking diagrams Avith the indicator of Fig. 173,

except tliat in place of manipulating the lever M, as in Fig. 166,

an indicator cock is used in the usual manner.

At the higher speeds the paper carrier is put in motion, the dia-

gram traced, and the carrier stopped again as quickly as the lever

V can be thrown up and down. This operation is performed with-

out serious shock, as the pawl only acts to release and arrest the

movement of the carrier at the end of the stroke, Mdiile all the re-

ciprocating bodies are practically stationary. The cord is in full

tension at the time of release, it being necessary that it should give

the carrier a slight jerk or movement before the pawl can become
disengaged.

The originator of the detent attachment frequently applied to

indicators probably designed it to act in the same manner, but, in

the hands of makers who copy the device in form without under-

standing the principle, it has degenerated ; all those which have

come under the notice of the writer being provided with springs

of such force as to disengage the pawl the instant the operator

throws the slide or lever which reverses the action of the pawl

spring. The result is that the cord is almost always more or less

slack at the time the pawl is released, and the paper drum is at

the mercy of the drum spring which rotates it at an accelerat-

ing velocity until the slack is taken up with a shock which is

frequently sufficient to break the cord, if the operator has not

learned from sad experience to hold it until the drum has been

released.

The detent spring should not have sufficient force to throw the

pawl out of action until the pressure of engagement is removed by

the slight pull of the cord at the out end of the stroke. With a

properly constructed detent device and Rosenkranz auxiliary spring

and sheave to take up the slack cord whi'le the drum is not in mo-

tion, other indicators can be as satisfactorily operated as the one

we now have under consideration, which, as already explained,

admits of the paper carrier being started and stopped at pleasure,

while the cord is left to take care of itself, or, rather, to be taken

care of by the auxiliary sheave and spring.
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There lias been sometliing done and moi-e said in tlio direction

of positive connections between the reciprocating parts of the en-

gine and the paper drum or carrier of the indicator. A cord does

seem like a slender thread ujion which to hang the results of an

instrnmerit of precision, especially after examining a specimen of

that usually sent out with the instrument by the makers, mucli of

it being about as suitable for the pui-pose as India rubber.

Theoretically, however, ignoring friction and the disturbance

due to the angular vibration of the connecting rod, it is possible so

to design a paper drum or carrier and its operating spring or

springs that it can be perfectly operated with a rubber cord, but

the writer does not propose to recommend such a one for that pur-

pose ; at the same time it might be well in designing an indicator

to approach as nearly as possible to the india rubber cord conditions

and then use the most unyielding cord that can be obtained. Then
it will be practicable to operate an indicator, even at the highest

speeds, with a cord and indicator rig of ordinary proportions, as

accurately as could be done with rigid connections of such rigidity

as any one would be likely to attain in their construction. The
convenience and popularity of the cord for this ])urpose make it

desirable to examine into the conditions most favorable for its use

and to see if they will admit of practical application.

The condition which will admit of the use of a rubber cord will,

obviously, be that which will give a uniform strain on the cord

throughout the movement. The strain being uniform the rubber

cord will not vary in length, and the movement of the paper car-

rier will consequently coincide with that of the device from which

the cord receives its motion. Indeed, when certain perfect condi-

tions were reached, perfect regulation of the engine being one of

the requirements, the cord might be removed entirely and the

paper carrier would continue to reciprocate indefinitely in unison

with the piston of the engine.

The movement of a paper drum or carrier being in unison with

the movement of the reciprocating parts of the engine, it will ob-

viously be subject to the same forces, and the familiar diagonal line

representing the varying forces of acceleration and retardation aj)-

plies also to the paper carrier, and shows what forces we have to

contend with.

The weight of the paper carrier under consideration is 6^ ozs.,

and the force required to reverse this weight at the end of each

stroke for a 3" diagram at 300 revolutions per minute is 1| lbs. Let
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the line A B, Fig-. 177, represent tlie tliree-iiicli movement of the

carrier, and A c the 1^ lljs. on a scale of ^" to the pound, I'equired

to reverse it at the end of the stroke. Then the vertical distance

of the line c d from^ B will represent the forces of acceleration

and retardation at the various points in the stroke or movement of

the carrier.

Suppose now that the paper carrier X, Fig. 166-, is at its extreme

or dead center position at the downward end of its stroke, and the

springs Z so adjusted as to be just relieved of their tension without

hanging slack, then as the cord & is drawn out, the spring resist-

ance, starting from zero, will increase uniformly to the uppei* end

of the stroke and decrease alons' the same line on the return or

down stroke. Suppose the spring to have a force of 1 lb. per inch of

extension, then the resistance of the spring to the pull of the coi'd

will be represented by the line a h (Fig. 177), starting at zero and

ending with 3 lbs. force B h ; but as the cord starts outward it must

start and accelerate the motion of the carrier up to the point h of

maximum velocity at midstroke, hence this resistance must be added

to that of the spring. This is done in the diagram by adding, above

the line ah of spring force, the diagonally shaded area ^1 A c, as

represented by the horizontally shaded portion age. As the carrier

passes through the latter half of the stroke, the energy absorbed

during the first half is given out as represented by the diagonally

shaded area ^ A ^, and assists the cord in overcoming the resist-

ance of the spring, thus neutralizing the horizontally shaded por-

tion bgf. Hence the tension on the cord is represented by the

line of equal force e f^ as shown by the vertical shading. On tlie

return stroke the spring force acting on the cord is again repre-

sented by the line h a, but the energy d It B absorbed during the

first half of the return stroke and given out during the latter half.
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as represented by the area Alio is again subtracted ?Lt fgh and

added At eg a. The cord is therefore subject to a constant force

of li 11)S. on tlie return stroke. AVe now have a constant force of

1^ lbs. acting on the cord at all points of its movement, fulfilling

the conditions necessary for the use of a rubber cord. Some one

may ask, what will liap|)en if the cord is now removed? Inasmuch

as the paper carrier would go straight to the lower end of the

stroke and stay there, it is obvious that we are not yet ready to

dispense with the cord.

Having found a proportion of carrier weight and spring force

which will give a uniform tension on the card at 300 revolutions

for a 3" diagram, we also have the proper conditions for any length

of diagram at that number of revolutions, as both the spring and

reciprocating forces are proportioned to the length of the stroke or

movement. If we put tension on the spring Z at the starting po-

sition, the tension on the cord will still be uniform, but it will be

greater in degree. Suppose an initial tension of 1 lb,, A a', Fig.

177, is given to the spring, the line of spring force is represented by

a' V. This raises the line of uniform cord tension to e'/"', or to 2^ lbs.

Let the speed now be doubled, and let us see what will be the

result. We find that at 000 revolutions it will take 6 lbs. to reverse

the 6^ oz. paper carrier, or four times as great a force as is required

at 300 revolutions. The line c fZ, Fig. 178, shows what we now
have to contend with. It

looks rather steep, but we will

try to screw our 1 lb. per inch

spring up to the work. We
will try 3 lbs. initial tension

which gives us the line of

spring force, a 6, now add ^1

h c, and subtract £ k d, as

before. Instead of having a

constant cord tension we now
have a force ef, varying from

9 lbs. at ^ to at £, Nei-

ther a rubber nor any other

elastic cord has any business

about a paper carrier under

these conditions ; nothing

short of a good healthy steel wire should now satisfy us.

It is very obvious that a spring which is right for one speed is
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not correct for another, and, in order to keep nj) -witli the times, tlie

unfortunate engineer will soon be compelled to carry around in his

indicator box an assortment of springs to use with his paper drum

for the various speeds, as well as an assortment to use in connection

with his piston for the \'arious pressures.

To have a constant cord tension the spring force should increase

and decrease at a rate corresponding with the forces of acceleration

and retardation ; hence, the line a />, Fig. 179, should be of the same

angle as c d. "We now have a spring

force of 4 lbs. per 1", with a constant

force e f of 6 lbs. It may be

thought that 6 lbs. constant cord

tension is excessive. Suppose we
conclude that 1^ lbs. is sufficient. It

F'g179

will be noticed that the line of con-

stant cord tension passes through

,
the point g at which the line of

spring force crosses the center line

"-^ of the diagram. Having fixed upon

a cord tension of 1\ lbs., we draw

the line e f, and also the line a

^^y through its point g of intersec-

tion with the center line. We now
find that we have a negative force

from a' to i below the zero line and

a positive force from i to V above, with a neutral point at ?'. To
secure these conditions in practice, it is necessary that the paper

carrier should stand neutral in an intermediate position, and that

the springs be so arranged as to resist movement in either direc-

tion, tending at all times to bring the carrier to this same neutral

center. This has been accomplished by the arrangement of springs

shown in Figs. 173 and 175. The lower springs Z are so adjusted

that, when the paper carrier is at its extreme lower position, thej^

still have a slight tension, enough to keep tliem in place. The top

springs 5, shown broken off in Fig. 175, but full length in Fig.

173, are adjusted in the same manner for the extreme upper posi-

tion. When the two pairs of springs are thus attached and the

carrier left free to take its position, it will remain at an intermediate

point, as shown in Fig. 173. It stands enough below the center to

put a pretty fair tension on the cord if it is drawn out until the car-

rier is brought up central with the pencil lever.
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Wlien attaeliing the instrument as above adjusted, the engine is

to be placed on its out center and the cord & drawn out and se-

cured to the indicator rig, care being taken to ]iave the cord ad-

justed to such a length as will bring the notcii in the sheave slightly

past the retaining ])awl. The lever v operating the pawl is to be

thrown down and left down until the engine attains full speed,

when, by throwing the lever up and down, the carrier will be started

and stopped just as when the one pair of sj^rings

is used. With the double set of springs applied

as al)Ove, the speed of the engine cannot be in-

creased or diminished to any great extent. With

the adjustment shown in Fig. 179 for 600 revolu-

tions, the cord tension being 1| lbs. e'f'\ the speed

cannot vary more than fi'om 52.5 to 075 revolu-

tions, which varies the inertia line from c" d" to c'

d', and the line of cord tension from A/' to e' B.

Neither end of the line of cord tension <?' /'

must dip below the zero line A i?, as the tension

is negative below that line and the carrier " pushes

on the line," so to speak, the consequence being

that the cord has more or less slack throughout

that portion of the movement at which the ten-

sion is negative, which is taken up with a jerk as

the tension becomes positive on again crossing the

zero line. This action is not allowable, as the

movement of the carrier does not under these cir-

cumstances perfectly coincide throughout all parts

of the stroke with that of the piston, and, further-

more, the cord is liable to be broken by the shock

occasioned by the taking up of the slack.

We are now ready to consider the theoretical

conditions under which the cord may be removed, and the paper

carrier, under the control of properly proportioned and adjusted

springs, depended upon to keep up tlie correct motion. Take, for

instance, the case just considered in which the springs are properly

proportioTied and adjusted for 600 revolutions per minute; now,

the reason there is a uniform tension on the cord under these con-

ditions is that the parts and spring forces are so propoi'tioned that

the paper carrier has a natural vibration corresponding in time with

the speed of the engine, so that, ignoring friction and the effect of

the ansrular vibi-ation of the connecting rod on the movement of

ofrciease-
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the piston, after tlie carrier is once made to vibrato in unison with

the motion of the |)iston, the cord may be dispensed with and the"

paper carrier will continue to vibrate at the same rate indefinitely.

In practice, however, the vibrations grow beautifully and quickly

less, as shown in half-size in the diao-rani of vibrations. Fig. 180,

taken by attaching a pencil to the paper carrier and allowing it to

press upon a paper wrapped around a drum making 128 revolutions

per minute. The circumference of the drum
was 22.18'', and the distance between each double

vibration 2.-1:", hence the number of double vi-

bi'ations per minute was equal to 22.18 x128h-
2.1=1183. The combination springs used in

this experiment had a spring force of 19 lbs.

per inch of extension. This force would pro-

duce over 1,300 vibrations if the inertia of the

6^ ozs. paper carrier was the only resistance to

be overcome, but the inertia of the springs

themselves, and friction, reduce the actual num-
ber of double vibi-ations to 1,183, which is the

number of revolutions which our engine should

make per minute when the 19 lb. per inch

springs are used.

Fig. 181 is a diagram of the forces at 1,200

revolutions reduced to a smaller scale than the

-/' other diagrams. It is seen by this diagram that

-ff with an all tension spring of 16 lbs. per inch the

cord hasaconstanttensionof 24 lbs. as represented

by the line^^y, while with the combination springs

acting both ways from a neutral point and repre-

sented by the dotted line a' h\ it is practicable to

keep the carrier in correct motion with a uni-

form cord tension e' f of 3 lbs. or less. In this

diagram, and also Figs. 177, 178 and 179, only the inertia of the

paper carrier is taken into account ; the springs should, therefore,

liave a force somewhat in excess of what is considered in connec-

tion with these diagrams to overcome friction and their own inertia.

It may be interesting to note in this connection that the force

per inch of paper carrier movement, with springs attached as in

Fig. 173, is equal to the sum of the forces of the four springs ; that

is to say, the force per inch is the same as though all four springs

were attached to pull in the same direction instead of being put in
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opposition pairs. Suppose we desire a combination spring-force of

'6 lbs. per inch ; four springs of J lbs. each; two of 1 lb. and two of

^ lb. each; two of 1^ lb., and two of ^ lb. each, etc., may be used,

the sum of the forces of the four springs being 3 lbs. in each case.

It is preferable in connection M-itli this instrument to have the

force of the springs unequally divided, giving the lower pair a

greater force per inch than the upper ones, so that the paper car-

rier will stand neutral at a point somewhat below the center of its

movement, as shown in Fig. 173 ; then the constant cord tension

will be equal to the force exerted by the springs when the paper

carrier is held in a position central with the pencil lever.

No opportunity for taking diagrams at speeds above 450 revolu-

tions has as yet presented itself, but the paper carrier was subjected

to a pretty severe test by a crank attached to an emery wheel

arbor. In this manner the carrier was operated with fair success

at 1,200 revolutions, the length of its movement being 21". The
principal difticulty experienced was in the breakage of the cord,

that on hand being of an inferior quality, and the strain put on the

cord when giving the carrier the slight jerk necessary to relieve

the pawl being consideral)le at this speed ; but as lonir as the cord

held out the pawl would catch and release the paper carrier without

fail, as the lever v was thrown down and up. From 750 revolu-

tions down it was operated with perfect success.

There is practically no limit to the speed at which the carrier

can be operated, if in connection with the combination springs an

indicator rig similar to Prof. Sweet's is used, the cord leading to the

instrument being attached to a sliding block which is fitted to the

sweeping arm in such a manner that the point of cord attachment

may be raised to coincide with the axis of the arm, or dropped to a

point giving the desired length of carrier movement. Stops should

be provided to limit the movement of the sliding block between

these two points. Gravity will keep the block in the lower posi-

tion except when it is drawn up by a cord attached to it and pass-

in«: thi'ough a hole through the axis of the stud which forms the

pivot of the arm. The cord leading to the indicator should be ad-

justed to such length as will at the upper or stationary position of

the sliding blocks draw the carrier slightly above its neutral posi-

tion so that there may be a moderate tension. This initial tension

on the cord is equal in amount to the constant strain while the car-

rier is in operation. The carrier will obviously remaiii stationary

as long as the point of cord attachment coincides with the axis of
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the ann, but when the block is slowly lowered, the carrier will

be given a gradually increasing movement which will be as grad-

nally decreased as the block is drawn back to the neuti-al point.

Thus, with properly proportioned springs, speed, and carrier weight,

the carrier may be put in correct motion at exceedingly high speeds

by a slender cord subjected to an almost uniform tension of but a

few pounds. The detent pawl should not be bronght into action

when the carrier is operated as above.

This subject has been entered into at considerable length, as it

has frequently been stated that the speed at M-liich an indicator can

be operated is limited more by the paper drum than by the pencil

movement. The foregoing is submitted as a possible, if not a

practicable means of putting the paper carrying device far ahead

of the point which the mechanical pencil motion is likely ever to

reach. The principle is applicable to the nsual drum motion as

well as to a sliding paper carrier.

For all ordinary speeds the usual full-stroke tension-springs

answer every purpose, but the same spring should not be used

through a wide range of speeds. The spring force per inch should
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increase as the square of the speed, but as it is hardly practicable to

have a separate spring for each speed, and is difficult to get an ad-

justable spring of any considerable range, the proper conditions

may be approximated with sufficient closeness by using several,

each one covering a limited range of speeds. For instance, with

the 61 oz. paper carrier, a spring force of | lb. per inch of exten-

sion will be correct for 260 revolutions, but may be used for speeds

from to 375 revolutions without deviating more than f of a

pound per inch from the spring force theoretically required. In

like manner a 2|^ lb. spring may be used at speeds from 375 to 525

revolutions with only | lb. deviation : a 4 lb. spring at speeds from

525 to 675 revolutions with only 1 lb. deviation. From 675 to

850 revolutions, a 6i lb. spring may be used with \\ lb. deviation,

but for these speeds, and especially for higher ones, the combina-

tion springs are desirable. One objection to the full stroke tension

springs at high speeds is the difficulty of devising a stop, 6, Figs.
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173 and 175, through wliicli tlie paper eai-ner will not go if the

cord breaks M'hen the can-ier is toward the top of its movement.

The clock spring, ordinarily used in connection with indicator

drums, is veiw unsuitable for that ])urpose. Fig. 182 is a diagram

of the force and extension of a drum s])ring of this form, the ex-

Fig.183

tension being in inches of cord unwound from a 2" paper drum.

The curve act, representing the spring force and tlie correspond-

ing extension at the various points, shows that the spring force

is far from proportional to the extension, the first pound only pro-

ducing 1.7" extension from a to d, while the sixth produces an ex-

tension of over 10" from c to h.

We will now apply this spring to a 3" length of diagram taken

with the lowest spring tension possil)le, as represented by e, Fig.

182. This curve (e) is reproduced full length at a h, Fig. 183.

Fig 185 f

The inertia line e d is that which

gives the line e f of approxi-

mately uniform tension on the

^ cord. This line, retaining the 6^

oz. for the weight of the drum,

corresponds to a speed of 230

revolutions per minute. Suppose

we desire to try 600 revolutions.

The line c d, Fig. 184, represents

on a half-scale the effect of the inertia of the drum. It is now neces-

sary to put the tension of the spring up to the extreme limit, using

the part/. Fig. 182. This line is represented in Fig. 184 by ah.
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The line e/sliows the character of the cord force, a variation from
11| lbs. at one end of the stroke to at tlie other. The sj^ring

force is evidently not at all suitable for this speed, and so we will

see to what speed it is adapted. The line a h in Fig. 185 is a re-

production of the line a h in preceding figure. We now find that

the inertia line must be lowered to c d, which represents the accel-

erating and retarding forces due to about 110 revolutions. This

demonstrates that the speed must be reduced instead of increased

as additional tension is put on the spring, if we have any regard

for the tension on the cord.

The practical utility of the instrument presented has not as yet

been demonstrated by very extensive use, but whatever disadvan-

tages are apparent on inspection or may be develo])ed l)y future

experience there would seem to be a few redeeming points. On
referring to Fig. 173, it will be noticed that the spring Q is for the
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greater part so far removed from the cylinder that tlie heat can af-

fect it but sliixhtly. To remove tlio spring it is only necessary to

loosen the screws T and 7?, which secure its ends, both screws be-

ing accessible without removing or disturbing any other part of the

instrument. The spring is lifted out through the bush at the top,

when another may be dropped into place and secured. The greater

portion of the tube 7 being so far removed from the steam is al-

ways cool, and forms a convenient handle by which to hold the in-

strument while connecting or disconnecting it when it is hot. With
the tube for a handle and the wood-covered coupling / to connect

or disconnect the instrument, it may be handled without an_y in-

convenience from the heat. The top end of the spring being cylin-

drical where clamped, the pencil lever (see Fig. 174) may be set in

any initial position desired. If an engine with little or no vacuum

is to be indicated, the pencil may be placed close to the edge of the

paper carrier before clamping the spring, so as to use the full
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capacity of the instrument above the atmospheric line. The veloc-

ity ratio of piston and pencil is necessarily constant, which is not

the case practically or theoretically with the parallel movements in

o-eneral use. The eri'or due to the disturbing effect of the inertia

of the moving parts from piston to pencil-point is reduced to a

minimum by their reduced movement and weight. With the ex-

ception of the inaccessibility of the screw 7?, and that a greater

portion of the spring is exposed to the steam, the above applies also

to the instrument of Fig. 166. To change the spriiigs in this in-

strument it is necessary to screw the pencil lever out of its socket at

the top of the tube U, and to loosen the screw T at the top of the

instrument, when the spring may be drawn out through the top,

bringing with it the bushes S and TT, the tube ^, and the piston

stem. The screw B may then be loosened and the spring replaced

by the one desired, when the parts may be returned to place.

A few diagrams, taken with the instrument of Fig. 173, are

submitted without comment for what they are worth. Fig. 186 is

from a 16" x 36'' Cummer, 100 revs., 36 lb. scale; Fig. 187 a

4 " X 5" single valve autoniatic, 400 revs., 36 lb. scale ;
Fig. 188 a

10" X 14" Buckeye, 244 revs., 39|- lb. scale; and Fig. 189 an

8" X 10" Payne, 275 revs., 361b. scale.

This new indicator, in common with most new inventions, is

principally old. Several features were known to be old when

adopted, others were supposed to be new, but that irrepressible

previous fellow has already laid claim to several of them, and it may

be but a question of time until all of the remaining features will

have been eliminated which were supposed to be new.
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APPENDIX y.*

Since writing the foregoiug the writer has endeavored to obtain

in the spring forces acting on the paper carrier, a reproduction of

the forces of acceleration and retardation, as modified by tlie dis-

turbance due to the angular vibration of the connecting rod.

Supposing the eagiue to be indicated to have a connecting rod

length of six cranks, other conditions remaining the same as rep-

resented in Fig. 179, /.<?., speed, 600 revolutions per minute;

Fig. 2-5^weight of paper carrier, Q)\

oz. ; travel, 3", we have from

ordinates given in Porter's

Steam Engine Indicator, the

line cd, Fig. 253, represent-

ing the forces of acceleration

and retardation throughout

the movement of the carrier.

The problem before us is to

obtain a spring force which

wdll follow the line a h so as

to give the line ef of con-

stant cord tension. To ac-

complish this the ordinates ^,

s, s', s", etc., from the line

A B to the line of spring

force must be made to equal

the ordinates /', r', r^, etc.,

from the line efio the line

c d, representing the forces of acceleration and retardation.

It is obvious from the direction of curvature of the line a b that

the spring force per inch of carrier movement should decrease

as the stroke progresses from A to B. If the force continued

throughout the stroke in accordance with the increase from a to^

it would follow the line a h", equal to about 5.65 lbs. per inch
;

while at the latter end of the stroke from I to h the line of spring

force takes the direction of a" b, equal to about 1.75 lbs. per inch of

carrier movement. Thus it is seen that the spring force must

var}^ from over 5.65 lbs. per inch of carrier movement at the com-

mencement of the stroke to less than 1.75 lbs. at the end. Follow-

* Contributed since adjournment of the meeting.
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iDg out the first idea which presented itself, the following solution

of the problem was obtained :

Referring to Fig. 254, let A B represent the 3" movement of

the carrier. Now, instead of attaching the stationary end of the

spring at a point Z in line with the direction of movement, let it

be attached at a point y some distance to one side. Suppose

the carrier to stand at the lower point A of its stroke, and this

line A y to represent a compression spring standing neutral at

/'io-2'SI'
^^^^^ point, but brought

?y into compression the in-

stant the carrier starts on

the upward movement to-

ward Ij. It is clear that

the compression of the

spring per uuit of caiTier

movement near the lower

end A is greater than at

the upper end B. This is

all the more obvious if we
imagine the carrier to be

moved on upward past B,

when it will be seen that

as it approaches z consid-

erable movement along the

Une Az produces but little

compression on the spring.

The spring forces acting

on tlie Hues c', c, etc., when
the carrier is at the va-

rious points A, V, 10, etc.,

may each be supposed to

be divided into two component forces, A z and A y, v z and v r, w z

smdi ws, etc., the one acting in tlie direction of motion and the

other at a right angle to it, and therefore neutral, so far as pro-

ducing motion is concerned. It has been ascertained that the

distances Bz, zy, B y, etc., Fig. 254, are the oDes which give a

very close approximation to the results required.

Referring to Fig. 253, it will be seen that the spring force at the

upper end B of the carrier's movement is 12 lbs;., Bl, the scale

being \" to the pound. Hence the force exerted by the spring,

on the line B y, Fig. 254, must be such as will give a force of 12
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lbs. in the direction B z. By an application of the principle of

the parallelogram of forces it is determiued that the spring force

acting on B y should be 18.335 lbs., which gives the required 12

lbs. force in the direction z B, and a force of 13.8(329 lbs. in the

direction u B.

Table I. gives in column c the lengths of the lines c', e, etc.,

Fig. 254, for each 10° revolution of the crank during the out-

stroke of the engine. Column .Ogives the amount of compres-

sion of the spring at the same periods, and likewise / gives the

spring forces due to the compression Z, and acting in the di-

rection of the axis of the spring ; U, the amount of movement of

the carrier from A toward B / V, the ordinates of the curve repre-

senting the forces of acceleration and retardation. In column W,

for comparison with Y, are given the effective spring forces act-

ing in the direction of motion. Column T^ gives the ordinates

7\ ?'', r", etc., of Fig. 253, and column W the ordinates s, s', s", etc.

It will be seen on comparing the figures in the two columns that

even as they stand they run near enough parallel for all practical

purposes, and there is little doubt but that if both columns were

calculated with greater accuracy by carrying the figures out to a

greater number of decimals, they would correspond exactly.

The closeness with Avhich these columns correspond is more

clearly seen by referring to their differences given in column m.

Column n gives the distances s A, zv, s IV, etc., Fig. 254.

TABLE I.

COMPRESSION SPRINGS.

Effective

Carrier Compres- Spring
spring
force in Forces of

accelera-
tion and? movement, 6 + (3 — U)

(0=4.2975).

sion of force on direction

Gut-stroke. (b = 3.72). Springs. lines c. of carrier
movement. retarda-

W-V.

p U to B) = c' - c = Zx 7.997 fn
c

tion.

U n c Z / W F m

.0000000 6.7200000 7.9766 .onoooo .onooo .00000 .00000 .00000

10 .0265584 6.6984416 7.95421 .0224 .17928 .15085 .1470 .00385

20 .1050954 6.6141)046 7.88821 .0884 .70763 .59332 .5934 -.0001
30 .232266 6.487734 7.7820 .1946 1.5560 1.2971 1.2942 .0029

40 .4027299 6.317-2701 7.6405 .3361 2.6887 2.2230 2.2182 .0048

50, .6094732 6.1105268 7.4703 .5063 4.0483 3.;jlll 3.3096 .0015

601 .8442436 5 8757564 7.2796 .6970 5.5736 4.4982 4.4994 -.0014
70 1.0980327 5.0219673 7.0763 .9003 7.1993 5.7196 5.7186 .0010

801.36158615.3584139 6.8688 1.1078 8.8596 6.9108 6.9066 .0042

90 1.6258807 5.0941193 6.66471 1.31 19 10.491 8.0184 8.0154 .0030

100,1.8825307 4.8374693 6.4707 1.5059 12.043 9.0024 8.9922 .0102

33
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TABLE I.—Compression springs—Continued.

Effective

Carrier Compres- Spring
spring
force in

Forces of
accelera-
tion and
retarda-
tion.

Sb

movement,
Out-strolce.

6+ (3-r)
(6 = 3.72).

v/w2 -l-a2

(a = 42975).

sion of
Springs.

force on
lines c.

direction
of carrier
movement.

W-Y.

a U to B) = c' — c = Zx 7.997 fn
c

U n c Z / W Y m

no 2.1240933 4.5959067 6.2921 1.6845 13.471 9.8378 9.8?38 .0140

120 2.3442435 5.3757565 6. 1331; 1.84:55 14.740 10.515 10.4994 .0156

180 2.5378360 4.1821640 5.9966 1.9800 15.801 11.045 11.0250 0200
140 2.7008634 4.0191366 5.8840 2.0926 16.734 11.480 11.4156 .0144

150 2. 8303428I3. 8896573 5.7964 2.18025 17.436 11.698 11.6892 .0088

160 2.9241733 3.7958267 5. 73;j9 2.2427 17.934 11.899 11.868 .0010

170 2.9809819 3.7390181 5.6964 2 2802 18.236 11.970 11.9688 .0012

180 3.0000000 3.7200000 5.6838 2.2978 18.335 12.000 12.000 .0000

TABLE IL

EXTENSION SPRINGS.

&
to

Q

Carrier
movement,
Tn-strolce.

{B to A)

b+U
{b = 2.1975).

Exten-
sion of
Springs.

180" 170"
= CiC &
c — co°

Spring
force on
lines c.

Z X 7.9985

Effective
spring
force in
direction
ol carrier

movement.

fn_

c

Forces of
accelera-
tion and
retarda-
tion.

W-Y

V n c Z / W F m

.0000000 2.1975000 4.7667 .00000 .000000 .000000 .000000 .(00000

10 . 0190181 ;2. 2165181 4.7754 .00867 . .069381 .032203 .0312 .001003
20 .0758267 2.2733267 4.8021! .03540 .28264 .13880 .1320 .00180

30 .1696572 2.3671572 4.8473 .08057 .64452 .31475 .3108 .00395

40 .2991366 2. 4966366!4. 9118 .14508 1.1604 .58985 .5844 .00545

50 . 4621640!2 . 6596640,4 . 9967 .2300 1.8392 1.0018 .9750 .0268

60 .655757 2.853357 15.1023: .33568 2.6850 1.5014 1.5006 .0008

70 .8759067 3.073406715.2285 .46177 3.6934 2.17106 2.1662 .00486

80 1.1174693 8.3149693 5.3741 .60746 4.8588 2.9971 3.0078 -.0107
90 1.3741193 3.5716193 5.5:)61 .70934 6.1536 3.96995 3.9846 -.0146
100 1.6384189 3.8359139 5.7101 .94345 7.5463 5.0694 5.0934 -.0240
110 1.9019673 4.0994673 5. 8.)04 1.1237 8.9905 6.2569 6.2814 -.0245
120 2.1557564 4.353>564 6.06991.3037 10.424 7.4760 7.501)6 -.02359
130 2.3905268 4.5880268 6.24041.4787 11.787 8.6656 8.6904 -.0248
140 2.5972701 4.7947701 6.3940 1.6273 13.015 9.7595 9.7818 -.0223
150 2.7677340 4.9652340 6.5227 1.7560 14.045 10.6915 10.7050 -.0035
160 2.8949046 5.0924046 6.6199 1.8532 14.823 11.403 11.4060 -.0036
170 2.9734416 5.17U9416 6.68071.9140 15.308 11.849 11.8530 -.0013
180 3.0000000 5.1975000 6.70111.9344 15.471 12.000 12.0000 -.0000

Fig. 255 represents one application of the above principle to a

paper carrier. Two springs of like forces and dimensions are used,

one inclined to the left and the other to the right. Thus the
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force which each spring exerts in a direction perpemUcnlar to

the Hne of carrier motion is ueutraUzed by that of the other, while

the two springs act together in the direction of motion. Two

rods, ag and d h, are pivoted to the carrier ah c date and/, the

other ends passing through guiding sleeves pivoted at h and rj
;
one

end of each sDring is fastened to one of the guiding sleeves, the

other end being attached to the rods at k and L When the car-

rier is drawn to the top of

its moveoaent, the pivots

ef are in the positions ij,

and the springs are in the

position indicated by the

dotted lines.

Thus far single acting

springs have been consid-

ered which, in actcordance

with the usual practice, are

applied so that the pull of

the cord throughout the out

stroke gives the carrier its

upward movement, and at

the same time stores in

the compressed springs the

force to give it its down-

ward movement. These

springs correspond with the

springs Z of Figs. 166, 173

and 175, but instsad of being attached below the carrier and acting

in extension, they are attached above and act in compression.

We are now ready to consider substitutes for the upper springs,

5, Figs. 173 and 175, in which, as in the preceding case, the spring

force is modified to correspond with tlie inertia curve. When in

their neutral position these springs must place the carrier at its

uppermost position, as indicated by the dotted lines t (/, hj, Fig. 2.55.

80 as to act in extension as the carrier moves downward. As this

is the manner in which springs would have to operate in case the

paper carrier was to be operated by pulling the cord on the tn

instead of the oiii stroke, we will'consider for the moment that

the cord acts in that manner. In this case the movement due to

the pull of the cord will be from B to A, Fig. 256, the line ed

representing the action of the inertia forces, and ah the path which
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the spring force must follow to give the constant cord tension along

fi'TZaG

the line ef. Springs starting neutral at B, Fig. 255, and placed in

extension as the car-

rier moves downward,

require a different loca-

tion of the point y from

that required in the first

case when they started

neutral at A and acted

in compression as the

carrier moved upward,

as will be seen on com-

paring Fig. 257 and

Tableau, with Fig. 254

and Table I.

Having now secured

in each of these two

sets of springs an ac-

tion corresponding to

the inertia forces as

modified by the angu-

lar vibration of the con-

necting rod, we are

prepared to substitute for Z and 5, Figs. 173 and 175, springs paired
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against each other between which tlie carrier may be hniig as in

that case, and under whose action the carrier will, when put in

motion, have a natural vibration corresponding in every part of its

movement to that of a reciprocating body which receives its motion

through a connecting rod of six cranks' length, from a crank

revolving uniformly on its axis.

Fig. 258 shows the manner in which the springs may be attached.

Under the action of the lower or extension springs alone the carrier

would be held at its uppermost positioil, while with the upper or

compression springs it would be held at the lowest position. Under
the influence of both it will take an intermediate position as shown,

and if drawn to either ^1 or B and released, it will vibrate between

these points.

The action of the springs under these conditions is represented

by Fig.259, the positive* forces in this,

as in all previous diagrams, being

above the line A B and the negative

below. Let the conditions of speed,

etc., be the same as represented by Fig.

253, then o d, Fig. 259, will represent

the forces of acceleration and retarda-

tion. The force per unit of movement

of these springs is the sum of the forces

of the springs, the same as explained

in relation to Fig. 173. So we will em-

ploy springs of one-half the strength

represented in Figs. 253 and 256.

Starting on the out stroke from .4, Fig. 259, we have the line a h,

representing the positive force due to the compression spring, com-

mencing with lbs. and ending with 6 lbs., Bh at B^ and a h', the

negative- force due to the extension spring starting with—6 lbs.,

Aa' at A and ending with lbs. at B. B}' adding these two forces

together, which may be done graphically by dropping from the line

a h the ordinates of the curve a'h' measured from the line A i?, we
have as a result of the combination of the spring forces, the result-

ant force a b.

We now liave at the beginning of the out stroke a negative

spring force pushing on the cord, as it were, whose effect is repre-

* The terra positive is used in this connection in relation to tliose forces which

act in a direction to pull on the cord by wliich the carrier is operated, and the

term negative applies to those which act in a contrary direction.
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sented by the area a' hA and which neutralizes as much of the en-

ergy required to start and accelerate the carrier as is represented by

the equal area eg e, and tiiroughout the latter part of the stroke, due

to the retardation of the carrier, a negative inertia force, whose

effect is represented by the area li d B, which neutralizes as

much of the spring force at that end of the stroke as is repre-

sented by the equal area h g f, thus leaving a constant force acting

on the cord along ef. During the return stroke the forces all fol-

low the same lines, as regards the effect on the cord, and we conse-

quently have a constant cord tension of about 1 lb. throughout both

strokes.

B3' substituting compression spring? of greater and extension

springs of correspondingly less strength than above, the inertia

curve may be raised to any point between a'b and ah", bringing

the line of cord tension at any position from .^yand e'f. On the

other hand, by reducing the compression springs and increasing

the extension springs in the same manner, the inertia curve a' b may

be dropped as low as a" h\ bringing the line of cord tension at any

desired position from ef to e"f". When the line ef lies below

A B, however, the cord tension becomes negative, so that, practi-

cally, the carrier could only be operated under such conditions by

attaching the cord so as to pull on the in instead of the out stroke,

thus making the tension positive.

Although calculations have not been completed for connecting

rods of other proportions, the results as far as obtained seem to

indicate that with a slight variation in the location of the point y^

Figs. 254: and 257, and the corresponding variations in the lengths

of B z, 2 y, B y, etc., the desired results can be arrived at as

closely under other conditions as in the example presented.

DISCUSSION.

if/". John Walker.—I would like to inquire of Mr. Barnaby, how

a 6^ ounce paper carrier answers better than a four ounce paper

carrier?

Mr. Barnaby.—I did not mean that a heavy carrier was better.

I meant that of the two tried, the heavier proved to be the more

satisfactory. The gain was not in the additional weight obtained,

but in the greater rigidity secured by the slight additional weight.

The 4 oz. carrier was made of a single piece of sheet brass with the

four edges turned over for flanges ; the 6{ oz. carrier was a brass
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casting ribbed on the back. These eaiTiers are in Jthe instruments

exhibited. Witli the sheet-brass carrier it is impossible to get all of

the lost motion ont of the guides without binding the carrier at

points, as it is not sufficiently rigid to maintain its shape. The cast

one is much stiffer, having, say two or three hundred per cent,

greater rigidity, and only fifty per cent, greater weight, allowing a

very close adjustment of the guides without binding.

The Secretary.—In the discussion of this indicator of Mr. Bar-

naby's, I have a letter here which was put into my hands by Mr.

Charles T. Porter, in which reference is made to the fact that in

the discussion on November 17, 1885, following the reading of

])apers on the Steam Engine Indicator, before the Institution of Civil

Engineers of London, Eng., by Messrs. Reynolds and Urightmore,

Mr. J. G. Mair, in explanation of the effect of the inertia and spring-

forces on the cord, introduces a diagram almost identical with those

used by Mr. Barnaby in this paper. As those who have seen the

English papers and discussion referred to would naturally infer

from the fact that Mr. Barnaby's paper comes out some months

later, that he had got his idea from that source, Mr. Porter sends

this letter to bring out the fact that Mr. Barnaby's paper was really

put into the Society's hands early in October, 1885, and that his

researches in that direction extend back to a much earlier date ; and,

as the idea of using drum springs accurately proportioned to the

inertia appears to be original with Mr. Barnaby, it seems to be one

of those cases where more than one person has hit upon the same

idea independently.

Mr. Geo. H. Barrus.^—I have not had an opportunity to com-

pare the new indictor which Mr. Barnaby has brought out, with

those already in use, and cannot, therefore, speak of it intelligently.

There are some features which appear worthy of commendation,

and others which may be criticised adversely. These may be re-

ferred to.

The use of a torsion rod in place of a spring with rotary instead

of rectilinear motion of piston, should secure a reduced amount of

recij^rocation, less weight of moving parts, and consequently less

momentum upon the pencil mechanism. In this feature, the new
instrument compares favorably with the best of those heretofore

used.

The location of the piston at a point much nearer the cylinder

than is connnon in the standard form hitherto used may be desira-

* Contributed since adjournment of the meeting.
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ble, but I do not think much is gained by this change. There can

be little reduction of pressure due to the steam passing through

the form of indicator cock and short pipe connection ordinarily used

in good practice.

Tlie mechanism for carrying the paper appears to me clumsy

and objectionable. Kothing can be simpler or better than the light,

rotating paper drum with whicli every one is familiar.
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CCXI.

THE PRODUCTION OF TRUE CRANK SHAFTS AND
BEARINGS.

BY HORACE 8EB, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

It has been said, '• of all parts of marine engines that which re-

quires to be renewed most frequently is the crank shaft." *

This is no doubt principally due to the shaft being injured or

broken by the strains f which come from either the want of truth

in itself, or from the bearings being out of line.

In order to eliminate these strains, and leave none but what are

derived directly from the piston, a standard of workmanship has

been adopted which excludes all measurable errors.

To effect the desired improvement, it is proposed to use a cylin-

drical truing mandrel or face plate, if it may be so called, of a

length somewhat greater than that over the extreme ends of the

main bearings, and of the same diameter as the journals of the shaft.

In addition to this, for the built-up shaft, there is a set of special

bearings corresponding in number and diameter with the journals

of the crank shaft, and secured, with the capacity of longitudinal

adjustment, upon a stout and truly level bed.

The fitting and finishing of a built-up crank shaft is as follows :

the special bearings, having been bored out and properly secured

upon the bed, are made ti'ue and in line axially by applying the

mandrel to tliem, and correcting any irregularities which the man-

drel as a face plate may develop.

The several sections of the shaft with the cranks shrunk on and

keys forced in are next dropped into and secured in their correct

position in the adjusting bearings. A portable boring bar and gear

is then set parallel with the shaft, in bearings upon the bed, and

* On some of the Causes of Failure of Crank Shafts in Marine Engines, by J.

T. Miltou, Trans. Inst. Nav. Architects, 1879.

f Address to llie Mechanical Science Section of the British Asso., by B. Baker,

M, I. C. E., Pres. of Section, Aberdeen, 1885,
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the eyes of eacli pair of cranks are bored to receive the pin, which
is then forced or shrunk in and keyed.

The main bearings of the engine are bored out and tlie mandrel
dropped into them to detect errors, which are corrected, after which
the shaft is tested and made true, if necessary, by dropping it into the

main bearings, which are now used as an external cylindrical face

plate, after wliich the couplings are corrected by facing them off

with power or by hand, while the shaft is revolved in the main
bearings.

As a final assurance against the possibility of tlie shaft and bear-

ings being out of line when in operative position, the mandrel is

again applied to the bearings after the line has been i-nn through
them and the bed plate securely fastened to the foundations. In
the event of either of the bearings having been forced out of shape
or position in screwing down, it is corrected by raising or lowering

before the shaft is finally dropped into place.

The several operations before described refer more particularly

to the case of a built-up crank shaft. When a solid shaft is to be

dealt with, it is, after being turned, tested and made true with its

own bearings after they have been perfected.

The practical result of following the above has been not only the

ease with which the serious errors have been detected and kept out,

but also the facility and certainty with which large, as well as small

shafts, composed of one, two, and three pair of cranks, together with

their bearings, have been produced of such perfect form and excel-

lence that the surface of both journal and bearing is made up of

numerous bearing points, equally distributed,* and lying close to-

gether.

Moreover, it has been possible with such a condition of truth,

to run with very close adjustments, the clearances ranging from the

one hundredth to the one hundred and twenty-fifth of an inch.

There being no idle surface, this, also, has been done witliout heat-

ing or the use of water during even the first trial of the ejigine, and

that with the full pressure of steam upon the piston. The wear,

also, has been kept doAvn to quite a small amount. Some 25,000

nautical miles have been run before re-adjnstment has been neces-

sary, and 135,000 before the wear of journal and bottom box com-

bined has amoimted to the one fiftieth of an inch.

* On producing True Planes or Surfaces in Metals, by Jos. "Whitworth, Trans.

British Asso. for the Advancement of Science, Glasgow, iy4C.
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The following, it may not be without interest to mention, are

the names of some of the vessels fitted with shafts produced in this

way : S. S. Marijyosa, Alameda, San Pablo, H. F. Dimooh^ Eureka,

El Paso, El Dorado, Philadelphia, and yacht Atalanta.

DI8CCJ88ION.

Mr. Wm.Kent.—I observed in a paper recently published, which

was read before the naval architects of Great Britain in reference

to flexible shafts, that they seem to think over there the way to keep

a shaft in line is to have it flexible, using a flexible joint in two or

three points throughout its length.

3£r. See.—In order not to take up too much time I have pur-

posely left out of the paper much interesting matter in my posses-

sion written on the subject of the crank shaft, and confined myself

as closely as possible to the main facts of the improvement.

Flexible shafting has been proposed as a means to relieve crank

and propeller shafting from the strains which bring about break-

downs. In the discussion which followed the presentation before

the last meeting of the British Institution of Naval Architects of a

paper describing a shaft of this kind, some considered it very

doubtful whether such a shaft would work properly and without back

lash. It was stated in the paper that ships altered their forms, but

Mr. Martell, Chief Survej^or of Lloj'ds, said " He did not believe,

and was unable to find any evidence that ships altered their forms.

Steel ships were said to be very elastic, but such vessels, even when
of the lightest scantlings permitted by Lloyds, had no difficulty

with their shafts when the machinery was of first-class workman-

ship." Our experience under the new system has not only demon-

strated this, but has shown how a new engine with shafts and

bearings of undoubted truth can be driven to the utmost without

the fear of hot journals or the need of water.

Mr. Kent.—Has Mr. See found any benefit from the use of hol-

low shafts such as are made by Whitworth ?

Mr. See.—We have not tried them in this country, but they

are being largely used in Great Britain, that form being partic-

ularly applicable to the after length of propeller shafting of high

speed screw vessels, such as the new English cruisers, where the

fineness of the run necessitates a greater length of shafting outside

the ship. Intermediate bearings or hangers have heretofore been

used with the solid shaft, but as they produce considerable resist-
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ance it is desirable to avoid their use, which lias been possible with

the hollow shaft by making it of enlarged diameter, with but little

extra weight, and yet of snfiicient stiffness to run unsupported be-

tween the stern bracket and stern tube. They have been made in

lengths as great as 60 feet,

3Ir. F. W. Taylor.—I might state in relation to hollow shafts that

there is without doubt a decided advantage in making shafts hollow

if the}'- are in short lengths, and if they are made of steel, for the

reason that the best grades of steel, the toughest grades of steel, can

be made only by oil tempering. Almost all partsof guns ai'e made

in this way, first being bored and then oil tempered, and annealed

afterward. The quality of gun steel is very materially improved

by oil tempering and annealing. If, however, the shaft is solid,

the effect of the oil tempering extends but a short distance from the

surface, and the improvem.ent in the steel is almost inappreciable.

As a matter of course, in order to get the benefit of oil tempering,

the shaft must be divided into short sections, so that it can be dip-

ped into oil. The length of the sections will depend upon the

facilities of the maker for oil tempering, but I do not think that in

any case it exceeds 40 to 45 feet.

Mr. Kent.—I think that the reason for casting the shafts hollow,

is a much more important one than either the lightening of the

shaft or the facility of oil tempering. In Whitworth's, at Man-

chester, they cast the ingot hollow first, then they forge it on a

mandrel by hydraulic pressure. In casting a large solid ingot the

tendency is to form very large crystals in the middle, and the

tendency of the hammer work is not to improve the steel but fre-

quently to damage it. In some cases it is believed that the ham-

mer really ruins the steel, unless you have an enormously heavy

hammer. I was told at Whitworth's four years ago that they had

made seven hundred hollow shafts down to that time, and not one

had broken.

Mr. J. W. Cole.—I think the demand in Europe for flexible shafts

arises from their having flexible vessels. There was a case came to

my knowledge in December, 1863, of a very strong vessel, an

Italian iron-clad, Re de Italia, w^hich was built by William li.

Webb, armor-plated three inches, I think, and the ribs, as I remem-

ber, were twelve inches square and set solid from stem to stern,

side by side, making a very rigid, strong vessel. This vessel having

stood the maker's test at the dock and a short one in New York har-

bor, was taken out to sea by the Italian admiral, who, not understand-
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ing the coast, and not taking the pilot's advice, ran asliore at Squan

Beach. Very fortunately it landed in the sand, and was hedded

there several hours, and- after being hauled off by vi^recking tugs,

assisted by her own steam capstan, the vessel was able, when once

in deep water, with her own engines, to run up the Jersey coast

and into New York harbor, without any hot journals, tending to

prove that the extreme strength of the vessel brought the bearings

again into line and they worked sufficiently well to avoid hot

journals.

Mr. Taylor.—I think that Mr. Kent is mistaken as to Whit-

worth's method of making hollow shafts. I understand from the

Ordnance officers that his method is to cast the ingot solid, bore a

hole through the center, which removes the pipe and any impurity

which may have collected there, and then forge the ingot on a

mandrel. It is a well-known fact that the center of any ingot will

invariably be " piped ' to a certain extent, and that if you make an

annular ingot, with a core in its center, the pipe will then go to the

center of the annular section, that is, it will be half way between

the surface of the coi-e and the outside of the ingot. Therefore, the

practice at Whitworth's at present is to cast a solid ingot, bore the

center out in a lathe, which removes pipe and any impurities that

may have collected there, and then draw it out on a mandrel. I

think Mr. Kent is perfectly right in stating that the quality of the

steel is greatly improved by forging on a mandrel. The metal re-

ceives much more thorouiih working: than if it is forged from the

outside alone.

Mr. J. F. IloUovmy.—The question of flexible shafts, and particu-

larly of flexible vessels, lias a signiflcance on these Western lakes,

perhaps to a greater degree than elsewhere, as we have here vessels

which are particularly flexible. In the earlier propellers on the

lakes the engines had single cranks, and the shafts were joined by

flange couplings bolted together. The inequalities in the alignment

of the vessel due to load or otherwise were transmitted to that

shaft, and through the single crank without any great difficulty,

although we cannot saj' as Mr. See says, that we never had any hot

journals; but with the introduction of larger engines and double

crank shafts, there came a difficulty about keeping the couplings

on the shaft, and a difficulty in keeping the crank shafts from

breaking; and in order to obviate that, the first plan was to put in

clutch couplings i)etween the inboard and the outboard shaft. They

answered very well, except that after being used awhile, there was a
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good deal of lost motion in them, and they got to be very noisy and

very tronblesome. The next advance in that respect was to put in

a universal joint coupling, and I think they are now universally

used in all large engines. This coupling allows for the bending of

the vessel while loading and unloading, which amounts to consid-

erable, as well as the torsion and bending of the vessel in a sea-Avay

while at the same time it obviates any difficulty of back lashing, as

we use a wedge with which to take up the lost motion in the coup-

lings. This has been found in Western practice to be the very best

thing we can do in marine engines which have double crank-shafts.

I believe there is now very little difficulty except from imperfect

manufacturing of the ci-ank-shafts and from the torsion of the

shaft, and the bending back and forward to which all double

cranks are liable, and which, after long use, usually proves destruc-

tive.

The Chairman.—^What is the location of the coupling?

Mr. Holloway.—You will understand in the marine engines on

the lakes tlie outboard shaft is much the longest shaft, being usually

two-thirds of the whole length of the shaft, and our practice is, to

put the coupling just aft of the main journal, leaving room only for

the eccentrics, and all the bending of the shaft takes place at tliat

point.

Mr. Walker.—In reference to what Mr. Kent has said, and for a

yielding vessel, flexibility should be allowed in the couplings, so

that the yielding of vessel may be accommodated without detriment

to the bearings or shafts.

This illustration (Fig. 260) shows a recent invention of Mr. Peter

Fip260

Brotherhood, London, England, which I understand has already

been used on vessels. It would be proper to have all the bearings
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in line when the vessel is at rest, but when the vessel yields at sea

this flexible coupling will no doubt allow for such yielding without

detriment to tlie bearings. To get the full benefit of this coupling

there should not be any intermediate bearings.

Mr. See.—Ail of these appliances are wholly to allow for irregu-

larities in the bearings, and not to help errors in the main journals

or crank-pin. If ^uy slackness is allowed in the main bearings,

the shaft b}^ a flexible coupling is allowed to accommodate itself to

a high or low bearing, and the crank pin will be thrown out of line.

Also, if the shaft after being turned should, wlien released from the

lathe, either open or close in the gap between the cranks at the

center of the shaft so as to destroy the axial coincidence, the pin

will change its relationship to its box at each revolution of the

shaft. In all of these cases the surfaces presetited for wear will be

untrue. The main bearings if not true will give trouble, but the

untruth of the crank-pin gives greater and is more diSicult to reach.

The principle aimed at in the improved method is to start out with

perfect form and alignment of both shafting and bearings. If this

is done they will remain in such a condition for a great wliile.

This we have ascertained through the use of the gauges which, before

the vessel left the yard, were fitted to each journal. These gauges

are made so as to be guided on the top and between the inside faces

of the pedestals and to touch the top and sides of the journals.

At stated periods the caps are lifted, the gauges applied, and the

amount of wear correctly measured. It was in this way that the

wear in the journals of the vessel which had run one hundred and

thirty-five thousand miles was ascertained.

The Chairman.—Mr. See's paper is another illustration of the fact

which we are seeing all the time, that the tendency of modern prac-

tice is to high-class Avorkmanship cures many of the troubles that we
have had to contend with. Apparently the simple statement of

Mr. See's paper is that perfect workmanship will give perfect results

and no heating.

Mr. G. H. Babcoch.—There is a method of determining whether a

crank-pin is true or not which I think may not be perfectly familiar

to all of you. The point is how we shall determine after the crank

is made whether the pin is in line with the bearings or not. A
gauge to lay over and measure is necessarily inadequate, for the

reason that it is liable to spring unless it is extremely large, and

also because its bearing upon the crank pin itself is so very short.

A way which has been used more or less is to place the connecting
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rod upon the pin, key it up snugly and mark at the further end of

the connectiug rod its position, Tlien turning the crank pin a half

revolution, let the connecting rod stand in the same direction as

before, key up snug and mark again. If these marks coincide or

are parallel the crank pin is necessarily in line with the shaft. The
difference of the alignment is multiplied many times by the length

of the connecting rod, and then doubled by turning the crank over,

so that it is possible to ascertain very accurately by that means how
true the crank pin is with the journals.

M7\ J. E. Sweet.—The device described by Mr. Babcock would not

answer our purpose. If the shoulder where the box comes in con-

tact with the crank is not true then the result will not be true, or if

the face of the box is not kept to one side of the crank, then we will

not have a true result.

M7\ Babcock.—I do no quite understand the criticism.

Mr. Sweet.—If the connecting rod is carried tight up to one

shoulder, and that shoulder is spiral or at an angle with the crank,

the result \vill not be true.

3Ir. Babcock.—If the box is accurately fitted to the pin and

snugly keyed, the shoulder has no influence on the result except to

move the rod bodily to one side. This is shown by the marks be-

ing parallel but not coincident.

Mr. H. P. Minot.—If the pin is not true, what then ?

Mr. Babcock.—I did not propose to describe a method of making

a crank, but of testing it after it was made.

Mr. Oberlin Smith.—I want to ask why crank pins of that kind

have not been made spherical, swelling up to a bulbous form in the

center. Is there any practical difficulty in the way ?

Mr. See.—The next thing to find out is whether the globe is

true.

3Ir. Babcock.—That was done a great many years ago upon the

Lakes by Erastus W. Smith. One time I thought that a matter

of importance, and I patented a globular box in a spherically

bored connecting rod in such a way that it would give to the in-

equalities of the crank pin. But I laid it aside as one of the foolish

notions of youth long ago.

Mr. Blinot.—I do not see any difficulty in making a crank of that

kind and making it true. It seems to me that a good workman can

make a large crank just as well as a small one. Many cranks are

bored under a drill, perhaps a hanging drill—something of that kind

—and there is nothing true about it. Now, if you have a good lathe
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which is true, and have a man tliat knows liow to handle it, I see no

trouble in making a crank reasonably true. I do not mean perfect,

because I do not suppose we have got to that yet, I do not see the

use of using the connecting rod to find out if it is true, M-hen it

doesn't do us any good when we do Und it out. If your centers are

properly located and the right distance apart, I see no trouble in,

making a good job in this way and getting the pin true.

Mr. JVagle.—Will Mr. Babcock state what serious eri-ors he has

discovered in that way ?

Mr. Bohcock.—I cannot say how serious errors have been dis-

covered in that way, but of sufficient importance to require a new
construction. For instance, in a case where a crank had been fur-

nished by another party, we wished to determine whether it was suf-

ficiently accurate for use.

Mr. Schuhmann.—The method described by Mr. Babcock not

only shows whether the crank pin is in line but it also shows
whether the brass boxes are bored square. In making this test on a

large vertical engine, the crank pin of which ran hot, I disconnected

the cross-head end and keyed up the crank end to take up lost motion,

and found the connecting rod about one inch and a half out of line

with the cross-head brass; as it leaned to the same side on top and

bottom center it proved that the crank pin was in line but that the

brass box had not been bored square ; after correcting the error in

the brass box the crank pin ran cold.

Mr. G. M. Bond.—I might say that it is generally customaiy, if

the work requires even ordinary accuracy, to have some means of in-

specting it, and 1 should think that Mr. Babcock's plan would be a

good one. It is customary to use gauges for the purpose of testing

finished work, however carefullj- carried out in detail, and I think

it might be well to subject such work to the test referred to by Mr.
Babcock, as a guaranty that it had been properly done.

Mr. Oherlin Smith.—I do not know how foolish Mr. Babcock's

youth was, but he evidently misunderstood me about that spherical

arrangement. I should not think it would be very sensible to have

the box wabble around in the connecting rod when it could be put

firmly in in the usual way and do all its moving upon the crank

pin. I meant to have the crank pins spherical. The trouble of

alignment is by such a device left out entirely. It would align it-

self all the time. I think the difficulty of such crank shafts getting

made out of line is probably due in many cases to the deflection of

the shaft by its own weight. In such heavy long work, even if it

34
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is laid ont accumtely, the flexure of the shaft by its own weio-ht
when in the lathe will sometimes make a marked difference in the
final result.

Mr, See.—I might add in elosinc^, that Messrs. Sir J. Whitworth
& Co. have in their display at the Liverpool Exhibition tlie longitu-
dinal section of a hollow ingot.
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CCXII.

ON THE RELATIVE ECONOMY OF VENTILATION BY
HEATED CHIMNEYS AND VENTILATION

BY FANS.

BT W. P. TUOWBRIDGE, NBW TOUK CITY.

Of the various modes of producing the air-currents by wliich

vitiated air is removed from chambers, halls, or working places, and

fresh or pure air simultaneously introduced, involving the processes

of ventilation, the heated chimney is tlie most common
;
although

it is generally recognized that where large volumes of air are to be

moved against considerable passive or frictional resistances, the

use of the fan or blower is theoretically the most economical.

The following investigation has been undertaken with a view of

establishing the exact theoretical relation between these two modes

of ventilation, as far as economy of heat is concerned, and inci-

dentally to determine, as far as the uncertain elements of the

question may permit, the circumstances under which either of

these methods may advantageously be employed in preference to

the other; it being understood tliat the ventilation of public build-

ings, mines, suites of rooms, or single large rooms are all included

in the problem.

It is assumed that since air is everywhere present at the earth's

surface, ordinary ventilation is accomplished by a simple movement

of air, all portions of which exist under the same pressure before

motion begins : and that therefore the problem does not involve

the lifting of the air through a determined height. The resistance

to motion, or the forces to be overcome, are then the frictional re-

sistances of the passages through which the air flows, and the in-

ertia of the air put in motion. The expression "frictional resist-

ances" is to be understood as implying all those resistances which

oppose or obstruct the motions of fluids through conduits or chan-

nels, and which are usually expressed in terms of the height due

to the actual velocity of flow, or are proportional to the square of

the actual velocity of flow.
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The work per second necessary to overcome tliese resistances may

be expressed by the weight which flows per second multiplied by

the head or height of a columu of fluid which, expressed in terms of

the velocity of flow, represents the total resistances. The frictional

head for a given condition of things—a given conduit and pas-

sages—is usually expressed by a constant depending on the length,

form, and dimensions of the conduit and passages, multiplied by

the head due to the velocity of flow; or by an expression liaving

the form

The work performed in putting a weight of air represented by

w in motion with a velocity v per second will be, therefore.

If there are no resistances except those due to the inertia of the

movi no- masses of air the constant quantity i^disappears, and the work

will be tliat represented by w- the living force or actual en-
^

2^

ergy imparted to the air per second.

In any investigation having for its object the relative economy

of the methods of putting the same quantity of air in movement

per second, through the same channels, and with the same velocity,

it will be suflicient, therefore, to consider the work w ^, since the

work performed per second in both cases must be the same whether

the frictional resistances are considered or not.

It is further to be remarked, that by whatever means air is put

in motion under the circumstances which we are considering, the

process consists in a reduction of pressure at one point, whether a

fan or a heated chimney be used, which creates an unbalanced

head in the surrounding air, and a consequent flow to the point of

reduced pressure.

This unbalanced pressure per square foot of section produced by

a heated chimney is represented by the expression :

(1.) V = ri. (A - A),

in which //represents the height of the chimney, D^ the weight
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per cubic foot of tlie external air, and D^. the weiglit per cubic foot

of chimney air.

The height of a column of fluid, whether of chimney air, exter-

nal air, water, or mercury, which would represent this pressure is

found by dividing the above value oi p by the density of the fluid;

thus,

('^•) k = ''(t) - ''{^>--- 1

=

tI-

Tc and Tn representing the absolute temperatures of the chimney

air and the external air respectively.

In this last expression If i
" „

—

-j represents the height of a

column of air of a uniform density Z>c, which by its weight would

give a pressure per square foot represented by P.
.

The velocity with which air would flow into a space under this

pressure is

(3.) v = \/2gll.(?^).

The Vork per second produced by the chimney for each square

foot of cross-section will be

(4) W = pv = D, V. II (-^
Substituting the value of v from (3) we have

(5.) W=n,V 2^ Il.f^^^-j^y . . . foot lbs.

This is the work per second in foot pounds accomplished by the

expenditure of heat in heating the air of the chimney, and thus

producing motion.

The quantity of heat thus expended is represented by the ex-

pression

(6.) Q= D,v.c,(T,-T,),

in \vhich Q is expressed in units of heat, D^ v represents the weight

of air which passes through each square foot of cross-section per

second, and {Tc — T^ the number of degrees through which this

air has been heated, and c^ the speciflc heat of air under constant

pressure.
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If we substitute again in this expression the vahie of v taken

from (3) we have

(7.) ^ = A e,V2gJI ^^^^-^jM.
-^ a

Tliis expression represents tlie heat units expended in heating the

air of the chimney to produce the velocity v in the chimney.

The heat furnished may be supplied by a furnace at the base of

the chimney, the lieated products of combustion from which mingle

with the air which enters the base of the chimney ; by a system of

steam pipes which heat the air by contact as it passes throngh or

amono- them, or by any other mode which will accomplish the re-

sult. If a fire or furnace be employed, as in mines, in such a way

that the dissipation or loss of heat from the furnace is prevented,

the efficiency of the furnace may be considered unity.

Under this, the most favorable circumstance for the efficiency of

the chimney, equation (7) gives the total heat generated and

available.

In ventilation by a fan or blower driven by a steam engine, the

heat expended to produce the same velocity, or the same discharge

and renewal of air, will depend on the eificiency of the steam boiler

and engine, the efficiency of the fan or blower, and the loss by

friction in the apparatus.

If we consider the efficiency of the boiler and engine to he one-

tenth, the efficiency of the fan five-tenths, and the loss from friction

two-tenths, or the efficiency as regards friction eight-tenths, the re-

sulting efficiency of tlie M^hole apparatus will be

F= .1 X .5 X .8 = .04or^V

The work performed by the heated chimney to produce the

velocity v, and for each square foot of cross-section was found to be

equation (5)

(8.) W^Dy^giri^^^^^^r^y . . . in foot lbs.

To produce the same work by a fan whose efficiency is ^j, twen-

ty-five times this amount of work must be expended in equivalent

heat units. Hence the number of lieat units to be expended will be

(9.) 0'=,l».A//^<^-)
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the second member l)eing divided by 112 to transform its value in

foot lbs. to its value in heat units. The relative quantities of heat

expended by the chimney and fan, or the relative eflBciency under

the conditions assumed, will then be

(10.)

Or

D, c^ V 2g H. 7p
-* a

Q' _ 25 II ___Jl__
Q -

772. Cp 2a
" 7.35 T^

the value of c^ being 0.23S.

If we suppose the temperature of the external air to be 60° F.,

the value of T^ will be 519.4, and

^^^•) Q 3817.59

This expression shows that the relative efficiency depends only

on the height of the chimney, and in no way on the differences of

temperatures within and without the chimney. For a chimney one

hundred feet high the efficiencies will be as 1 to 38.17 ;
or,

a_ Q
^ "38.17'

showing that the chimney requires an expenditure of heat thirty-

eight times greater than the fan. For a chimney 50O feet high,

the fan will be 7.6 more efficient.

If the chimney be heated by steam pipes at its base the effi-

ciency of the boiler and pipes must be taken into consideration,

making a result still more unfavorable for the chimney.

On the other hand, where small quantities of air are moved, re-

quiring only a fraction of a horse-power, or one or two horse-pow-

ers, to drive a fan, these powers being produced by a small engme

and boiler employed solely for this purpose, the efficiency of the

mechanical apparatus would probably be much less than i^, a con-

dition of things unfavorable to the fan.

We may now inquire under what circumstances the chimney

might be advantageously employed instead of the fan.

In all cases of moderate ventilation of rooms or buildings where
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as a condition of health or comfort the air must Ije heated before it

enters the rooms, and spontaneous ventilation is produced bj the

passage of this heated air upwards through vertical flues, the ef-

ficiency of tliis mode of ventilation is evidently unity ; that is to

say, no special heat is required for ventilation; and if such ventila-

tion he sufficient, the process is faultless as far as cost is concerned.

This is a condition of things which may be realized in most dwell-

ing-houses, and in many halls, school-rooms, and public buildings,

provided inlet and outlet flues of ample cross-section be provided,

and the heated air be properl}^ distributed.

If, starting from this condition of things, we suppose a more

active ventilation to be demanded, but such as requires the smallest

amount of power, the cost of this power, when the wages of a

skilled mechanic are taken into account, may quite outweigh the

advantages of the fan in fuel. There are many cases in which

steam pipes in the base of a chimney, requiring absolutely no care

or attention, may be preferable to mechanical ventilation, on the

ground of cost, and trouble of attendance, repairs, and mainte-

nance. There is quite a wide field for the employment of heated

chimneys for ventilation before a limit is reached when the fan be-

comes indispensable, even when econom}' alone is considered ; and

this field becomes more extended, when convenience, saving of

time, and personal care and attention influence a choice.

Yentilation by chimneys is disadvantageous under one point of

view in any case, viz. : the difliculty of accelerating the ventilation

at will when larger quantities of air are needed in emergencies.

The fan or blower possesses the advantage in this respect that

by increasing the number of revolutions of the fan the head or

pressure is increased, the law being that the total head produced is

equal (in centrifugal fans) to twice the height due to the velocity

of the extremities of the blades, or

11= — ap})roximately in practice.

In mines it is evident that to produce by a chimney the same

yentilation as that produced by a fan with the same economy of

fuel the up-cast shaft must be very deep. Taking into considera-

tion the wages of an engineer employed to run a large fan and the

cost of maintenance and repairs, it might happen, however, that a

mine of moderate depth, where the galleries are large and the re-

sistances consequently small, could be efticiently ventilated by a
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furnace and chimney, at no greater expense than is required for

the fan.

It is worth wliile to consider in this connection the rate at which

the expenditure of heat increases in chimney ventilation when for

the same channels of flow it is desirable to accelerate the velocity

by increasing the heat of the chimney. Equation (3) gives the

volume of flow per unit of section of the chimney, in terms of the

height of the chimney and the interior and exterior temperatures.

For the same height 7/, the voIuukj of flow per second is propor-

tional to the square root of the difference of temperatures.

Ecjuation (7) gives the expenditure of heat for the same height

J3", and for the same difference of temperatures. The height jH^ re-

maining constant, the expenditure of heat is proportional to the

square root of the cube of the difference of temperatures.

The first formula is equivalent to the following

:

v=G^/T,- y;,

and the second to

<>=C"V(re-r,r

C and C being constants.

If in these formuhis we make {T^ — T^ successively 9, 16, 25,

36, 49, 64, 81, we have the following results:

Differences of Temperature. Volumes. Heat expended.

9° C X 3 c X 27

16° C X 4 c X 64

25° C X 5 c X 125

36° C X 6 c X 216

49° C X 7 c X 343

64 C X 8 c X 512

81 C X 9 c X 729

This shows that as the volume (or velocity) is increased by in-

creasing the difference of temperature, the expenditure of heat

increases as the cubes of the volumes.

Economy of heat requires, therefore, that the velocity shall be
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kept small and increase of volume obtained by enlarging the chim-

ney and the channels or conduits tlirough which the air passes.

Moreover, since the resistances from friction diminish in rapid pro-

portion as the channels are enlarged, and more of the total head

produced by the chimney becomes available to create the velocity

of flow, an additional advantage in large cross-sections for the

chimney and conduits is secured.

The same laws of expenditure of heat hold for the fan or blower,

the expenditures of heat increasing for the same conduit as the cube

of the velocity of flow. This is, in fact, a general law for all cases

where work is performed under such circumstances that the resist-

ances are proportional to the square of the velocity of motion. In

such cases the resistance being {R=C.v^) a constant multiplied by

the square of the velocity, the work performed per second will be

proportional to the cube of the velocity

W=Ev= Cv\

It often happens that for a particular chimney and channels of

flow the ventilation becomes insufUcient, and instead of increasing

the heat in the chimney with a large additional expenditure of fuel,

a fan is introduced to take the place of the chimney ventilation.

The relative efficiency = Q poi ^^"^' ^^^ ^^^ application of this law

of the proportion of heat expended to the velocity of discharge,

enables us to ascertain to what limit such a substitution of a fan for

a chimney may be carried before the cost of the fan exceeds the

cost of the furnace ventilation.

In the above equation of efficiency, if the chimney is 100 feet

high the fan will be 38 times more efficient than the chimney, and

the table shows that the velocity of flow by the fan may be quad-

rupled before the cost exceeds that of the chimney. If the chim-

ney is 200 feet high the fan will be 19 times more efficient than the

cliimney, and the velocity of flow maj' be increased to a little more

than two and a half times that which was produced by the chimney

before the cost by the fan exceeds that by the chimney. For a

chimney 500 feet high the velocity by a substituted fan could

Iiardly be made twice that produced by the chimney before the

cost of the fan with increased ventilation should exceed that of the

chimney. The question might then turn upon the advisability of

getting the increase by additional heat in the chimney even with a
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large proportional additional expenditure of fuel
;
the cost of at-

tending and maintaining the fan becoming an important element

in the problem.

It is quite evident that for the fan as well as for the chimney

low velocities and large conduits are favorable to economy.

The following records of experiments are furnished in connection

with this paper as a contribution from Mr. Geo. A. Suter, M. E., a

graduate of the School of Mines, junior member of the Society, and

iiow engineer for the New York Exhaust Yentilator Company.

Record of Experiments made with the Blackman Fan by Mr. Gteo. A. Suter,

M. E., TO determine the volumes of air delivered under various con-

ditions, AND THE POWER REQUIRED.

Revolu-
tions per
Minute.

350
440
534
612

340
453
536
627

Cubic feet
of Ail de- Horse-
livered per power.
Minute.

25797 0.65
32575 2.29
41929 4.42
47756 7.41

20372 0.76
26660 1.99
31649 3.86
36543 6.47

Water-
gauge.

Inches.

340
430
534
570

330
437
516

9983
13017
17018
18649

1.12
3 17
6.07
8.46

8399
10071
11157

1.31
3.27
6.00

0.28
0.47
0.75
0.87

0.26
0.45
0.75

Nature of the Experiments.

Drawing air through 30 feet of 48-inch

diameter pipe on inlet side of the fan.

Forcing air through 30 feet of 48-inch

diameter pipe on outlet side of the fan.

Drawing air through 30 feet of 48-inch

pipe on inlet side of the fan—the pipe

heing obstructed by a diaphragm of

cheese-cloth.

) Forcing air through 30 feet of 48-inch pipe

I on outlet side of fan—the pipe being ob-

\ structed by adiaphraguiof cheese-cloth.

The experiments were made by him with great care, the power

of the engine driving the fan havingbeen determined by the steam-

engine indicator, and the volumes of air delivered having been

carefully determined at the same time by an anemometer.

The fan employed was a Blackman fan, belonging to the class of

disc fans, four feet diameter, and tlie experimental apparatus was

so arranged that the air was drawn and forced alternately through

a metallic tube 30 feet long and four feet diameter ;
the fan being

mounted at one end of the tube.

In the first two sets of experiments the only resistance to the
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flow of the air was the frictional resistance of the tube and fan

passages, and the resistance caused by the contracted vein at the

entrance. In the second two sets the passage of the air was ob-

structed by a diaphragm of cheese-cloth placed within the tube

;

and this additional resistance was ascertained b}' a water-gauge in

the usual way. The table of experiments is useful for determin-

ing the horse-power required for given volumes of air discharged

with this class of fans, under free delivery and against resistances

represetited by the water-gauge readings of the table. For large

volumes with free delivery, or with very small water-gauges, the

efficiency and the small power required are worthy of attention.

Estimating four and a half pounds of coal per horse-power per

hour in common cases, with coal at five dollars per ton, a horse-

power will cost, as far as fuel is concerned, about one cent per hour;

the hire of a man to take care of and manage the apparatus, includ-

ing other expenses, perhaps twenty-five cents per hour.

For such cases, and especially where the power required is only

a small fraction of a horse-power as in ventilating single large

rooms or small buildings, it is evident that as regards cost of fuel

and the care and attention required, ventilation by heated chimneys

is to be preferred. Where a fan is driven by machinery employed

for other purposes than ventilation, the cost of attendance charge-

able to ventilation being therefore trifling, the fan would evidently

in all such cases be more appropriate. A variety of circumstances

and conditions enter into these problems of ventilating single

rooms, or halls, and a choice can only be made through the exer-

cise of the best judgment.

Under circumstances where hospitals or public buildings of con-

siderable magnitude are to be ventilated, and especially where the

activity of the ventilation must be varied occasionally, the fan is

no doubt to be preferred. And this is quite sure to be the case when

the vitiated air is drawn through several systems of collecting ducts

from a series of large rooms, into one main outlet ; the friction of

such collecting conduits, and the resistances of bends and changes

of direction in them becoming principal factors in the power con-

sumed. In such cases a comparatively high velocity at the outlet is

indispensable. A system of ventilation by means of heated chimneyp

in such cases involving no greater cost would require numerous and

ample vertical heated flues so arranged in the construction of the

buihling that the velocity in each flue should be the smallest pos-

sible, and the frictional resistances avoided by the most direct pas-
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sages of the vitiated air to the lieated chimneys. A thorough and

proper distribution of tlie incoming fresh air would demand such a

distribution also that collecting ducts could be largely dispensed

with ; or if they were necessary, that they should be as short and as

large in size as the conditions of least resistance might demand.

Such a system might in many cases be preferable to one in%'olv-

ing the use of a fan even in large buildings; but unless such build-

ings have been designed with this j)lan in view, proper inlets for

fresh air forming a part of the plan, it is difficult to apply it with

success.

In nearly all public buildings of large size, which come under

the head of old buildings in which the necessities of proper ven-

tilation were originally neglected, the fan will probably be found

to be the most efficient remedv for deficient ventilation.

DISCUSSION.

21r. Geo. H, Bahcock.—The conclusion of the author that the

relative efficiency of a chimne}^ and fan ventilation depends only

on the height of the chimney and in no way on the temperature

within the chimney, is at first somewhat startling, but is doubtless

correct as to the expenditure of heat per unit of work done,

because while this is assumed to be constant for a fan driven by a

steam engine, the efficiency of a chimney as a heat engine is itself

dependent only upon the height of the chimney and the density of

the external air. This is reasonable when we consider that the

work is done by the falling of a column of external air, the weight

of which is equal to the height of the chimney multiplied by the

density of the air.

By dividing the foot-pounds of work (equation 4) by the units

of heat expended (equation 6), we find that the foot-pounds of

work per unit of heat is equal to the height divided by the tem-

perature and specific heat of the external air.

V ^ p -^ a <^p

or, as the density is inversely as the temperature, equal to a con-

stant multiplied by the weight of a column of external air equal

in height to the chimney. Reducing heat units to foot-pounds,

the efficiency is represented by
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which at an atmospheric temperature of 60° gives an efficiency of

one per cent, for a chimney 1,000 feet high and in direct proportion

for other heights. AVithin the range of mechanical possibilities

the efficiency of a chimney as a heat engine is very low. But the

infinitely wise Being who engineered the building of this world

made no mistake when He adopted substantially that as the means

of putting in motion the great currents of air which ventilate our

globe. When we consider that His chimney is tlie height of the

atmosphere with a range of temperature equal to the average

differences between the equator and the poles, it is more than

probable that His ventilator is a "perfect heat engine" in the

sense of utilizing the greatest possible proportion of the heat ex-

pended upon it.

But the efficiency of an ordinary chimney as a heat engine is not

a measure of its value as a means of ventilation, for the reason

that the object to be obtained is not foot-pounds of work done,

but pounds of air removed. The conditions under which a chim-

ne}' works are that the same addition of heat which increases the

velocity and the work, also decreases the density of the air, and, as

a consequence, the amount of air removed is not in proportion to

the increase of velocity, the foot-pounds of work done, or the ex-

penditure of heat.

The weight of air moved in a second is represented by the

density of the air in the chimney multiplied by its volume, and

may be found from formula (3) remembering that the density of

air is always equal to a constant (C) divided by the absolute

temperature. Substituting and massing constants we have

:

^'^=7/^^')
in which the constant Ci = C V2g, in which, G = 40, approximately.

Assuming that the temperature of the external air is (50°, T^, be-

comes a constant of 520, in which case

within less than one-half of one per cent. It will be noticed that
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^0= j^ fj^ i^ zj^ toT' ^so' -fiw- f3a^ 5^«* i^o' ^00

Fig. 349.
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the variable T^ occurs in both the numerator and denominator of

the fraction, in different ratios, and therefore the quantity of air

delivered will vary in a different ratio from the velocity, or the

difference of temperatures. It will become a maximum when the

absolute temperature in the chimney is twice that of the external

air, and will vary but slightly for large differences in the chimney

temperatures. This is graphically shown by the line A. in the

accompanying diagram (Fig. 249), it being assumed that 11= 100,

and the area of chimney is one square foot, in which case the vol-

ume ( T") and the velocity (v) are equal. It will be seen that the

quantity varies less than one per cent, between 400^ and 600° and

is within ten per cent, of the maximum at 200"^.

The horizontal scale of this diao^ram gives the difference in tern-

peratures between the air in the chimney and that outside. The

vertical scale is for pounds of air, and foot-pounds of work, each

per second, and applies to all the lines except two, as noted. The

scale for these two lines must be multiplied by tlie figures given

(10 and 3,000 respectively) to compare them with the others. The

lines showing expenditure of heat are in all cases for the quantity

of air shown by line A. Per unit of air removed, the lines show-

ing expenditure of heat by the fans would all be horizontal and

that for the chimney would be diagonal.

The expenditure of heat per unit of air removed by the chimney

may be obtained from equation (6).

-^ — c {T — T \

Multiplying this by 772 to reduce to foot-pounds, and substi-

tuting for Cp its value .238, we have, making 772 (Q= Qt.f.

^= ISS.U {T,-T,).

This is represented on the diagram by line B, the vertical scale

being 3,000 times that of the line A. Thus it will be seen tliat

in chimney ventilation the cost per pound of air delivered is

directly as the difference of internaf and external temperatures,

and that, therefore, the best results are secured by low tempera-

tures in the chimney, without reference to its height—entirely

different eontrolline: conditions from those which would obtain,

if we were considering its efiiciency as a heat engine.
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It will be noticed that the difference of teinpenitnre T^ — T,^ bears

the same ratio as the square of the velocity, hence the cost for a

i^iven weig'ht of air removed is directly as the square of the veloc-

ity, which is the same as with a (an or other means. In order,

however, that this cost may bear a constant ratio by chimney and

fan, it is necessary that the densities must be the same, that the

velocities may also be equal. But the density of the air moved

by a fan is rarely the same as that in a heated chimney. There-

fore, to ascertain the ratio of relative cost we must lind the expen-

diture of heat per unit of air moved by a fan. The density of this

air is represented by D^. The work done in moving a given

volume, as a cubic foot of air, equals the density of the air multi-

plied by the height A, from which a body must fall to produce the

same velocity.

^Y = Dji.

But the energy of the heat expended is not all utilized as work

. ^ E .

by the fan. Let K be this ratio of efficiency, i. c. K — in which

^equals the energy of the heat used, and E' the energy utilized

by the fan, then

g',p. = KI)]i, and as ^^ = |-, •'• ^V.p. = KDx ^.

]S"ow it is part of the problem that the weight of air moved is

the same by the chimney and fan, and is equal to unity, therefore,

velocity and volume being equal, D^v = DiV' = 1. Whence

v = —p, substituting this value of -y' we obtain

Q'fv = ;^T^^^'li^<^l^ ^s the same as Qf,^, — J.

As 2g and C are constants, and K constant for a given appa-

ratus, we see that the foot-pounds of energy expended per unit of

air varies inversely as the density, or directly as the temperature of

the air moved, which upon consideration is an evident pi-oposition.

Massins the known constants* we have for fan ventilation :

Now we found that in the case of the chinniey, the expenditure

35
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of energy varied directly as the difference in temperature, Qi,^

183.74: (Tc

—

T^) and by dividing, we liave

Q K %
q -473,314(7;— r„)'

wliicli is quite a different relation from that of the expenditure of

heat per foot-pound of work done, as deduced by Pi-of. Trowbridge.

Line C of the diagram shows the cost in foot-pounds of energy,

of exhausting by means of a fan the amount of air shown by line A
on the same scale, the efficiency of the mechanism being g'^, as

assumed by Prof. Trowbridge. In practice, however, it is rare to

find an engine and fan giving so great an efficiency. A small

engine, such as is commonly used to drive such fans, consumes all

the way from 4 to 10 lbs. of coal per hourly horse-power. Line D
of the diagram shows the same fan with an engine using 10 lbs. of

coal per hourly horse-power, on the same scale as A and C.

But in order that a fan blower be comparable with a chimney on

these terms, it must have an area of opening equal to that of the

chimne}', for if the outlet be reduced, the velocity must be in-

creased in the same ratio, with an increase of cost in the ratio of

the square of the velocities. It is rarely practicable to use a fan

witli the same area of opening as a chimney intended for removing

the same quantity of air, and therefore this is a matter of impor-

tance in the consideration of the question before us.

The table of experiments with the Blackman fan, given in the

paper, is very interesting, and a desire to know what the real effi-

ciency was, induced me to figure the efficiency of the different

experiments on the basis of the ratio of the work actually done to

the horse-power expended, making no allowances for friction in

the pipe or fan, or for contracted vein at the entrances. Tiie first

four experiments are evidently the subject of some error, because

the efficiency is such as to prove on an average that the fan was a

source of power sufficient to overcome all losses and help drive

the engine besides. The second series is less questionable, but still

the efficiency in the first two experiments is larger than might

be expected. In the third and fourth series, the resistance of the

cheese-cloth in the pipe reduced the efficiency largely, as would

be expected. In this case, the value has been calculated from the

height equivalent to the water pressure, rather than the actual

velocity of the air.
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TABLE OF EXPERIMENTS WITH BLACKMAN FAN, WITH CALCULATIONS OF

EFFICIENCY AND RATIO OF INCREASE OF POWER TO INCREASE

OF VELOCITY.

, Cubic
Kevoln-

f^.pt „f Horse- Head in
Riitio of
increase

Ratio of
increase
of deliv-

Ratio of
increase Expo- E.xpo- Effl-

tion>s PIT „ir LIT power. inches of of speed of power
A. P.

nent X. nent y. ciencv of
minute. minute. wutcr. *'. ery^-. H.P.OLV^ h o- V'' fan.

3o0 2f.,797 0.65 1.682
440 32,575 2.39 1.257 1.363 3.523 5.4 .9553
534 41,929 4.42 1.186 1.287 1.843 2.4 1.062
613 47,756 7.41 1.146 1.139 1.677 3.97 .9358
For series. 1.749 1.851 11.140 4.

340 30,372 0.76 .7110
453 26,660 1.99 1.332 1.308 2.618 3.55 .6063
536 31,649 3.86 1.183 1.187 1.940 3.86 .5205
627 36,543 6.47 1.167 1.155 1,676 3.59 .4802
For series. 1.761 1.794 8.513 3.63

340 9.983 1.13 0.28 .3939
430 13,017 3.17 0.47 1.265 1.304 2.837 3.93 1.95 .3046
534 17,018 6.07 75 1.242 1.307 1.915 2.25 1.74 .3319
570 18,649 8.46 0.87 1.068 1.096 1.394 3.63 1.60 .3027
For series. 1.676 1.704 7.554 3.34 1.81

330 8,399 1.31 0.36 .2631
437 10,071 3.27 0.45 1.324 1.199 3.142 6.31 3.06 .3188
516 11,157 6. CO 0.75 1.181 1.108 1.457 3.66 4.96 .3203
For series. 1.563 1.329 4.580 5.35 3.73

This record of expei'imeiits made with the disk fan shows very

coiichisivel}' that this kind of a fan is not adapted for use where

there is any material resistance to tlie flow of the air. In the

centrifugal fan the power used is nearly proportioned to the amount

of air moved under a given head, while in this fan, as is shown by

inspection of the figures given, the power required for the same

number of revolutions of the fan increases very materially with

the resistance, notwithstanding the quantity of air moved is at the

same time considerably reduced. In fact, from the inspection of

the 3d and 4th series of tests it would appear that the power re-

quired is very nearly the same for a given pressure, w^hether more
or less air be put in motion. It would seem that the main advan-

tage, if any, of tlie disk fan over the centrifugal fan for slight re-

sistances consists in the fact that the delivery is the full area of the

disk, while, with centrifugal fans intended to move the same quan-

tity of air, the opening is usually inucli smaller.

It will be seen by columns 8 and 9 of the table that the ]iower

used increased much more rapidly than the cube of the velocity,

as in centrifugal fans, and in mechanics generally. The different
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experiments do not agree with each other, but a general average

mav be assnmed as about tlie cube root of the eleventh power.

With this value and an efficiency of .58, the average of the second

series of tests—other elements being the same as for lino (7,—line^

of the diagram has been computed. Line i^ is for the same fan,

working against resistance as in series 3 and 4 of the table, and

with an engine using 10 lbs. of coal per hourly horse-power. The

scale of this line is ten times that of the other fan curves, and 3-^

of that of the line showing cost of ventilation by chinme}'.

From the foregoing we may conclude that under nearly all con-

ditions, so far as the economical expenditure of energy is con-

cerned, chimney ventilation is much more expensive than fan

ventilation. With only ten degrees difference in temperature, a

chimney calls for 7 times the expenditure of energy of a Blackman

fan at its worst, areas being equal, and 360 times that of a centrif-

ugal fan at its best. But wherever the air is already heated for

other purposes, of course the chimney is cheapest, and also where

the cost of attendance would exceed the difference in cost of heat

used.

3Ir. Nagle.—I would like to ask Mr. Babcock how the efficiency

of the chimneys is affected by the diameter, the height, and other

conditions remaining the same? Has that no effect on the effi-

ciency ?

Mr. Bdbcoch.— Vroi. Trowbridge expressly stated in his paper

that he did not consider that question in his problem, as the fric-

tion in the passage through the flue would be practically the same

for the two modes. Under the conditions assumed by me, it would

be less for the fans and would increase their relative efficiency.
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CCXIIl.

EXPERIMENTS ON THE TRANSMISSION OF POWER
BY BELTING.

MADE BY MESSRS. WM. SELLERS & CO.

PRESENTED BY WILFKEU LEWIS, PHILA., I'A.

These experiments were undertaken with a view to determiue,

under actual working conditions, the internal resistances to be

overcome, the percentage of slip, and the co-efficient of friction

on belt surface. They were conducted, during the spring of 1885,

under the direction of Mr. J. Sellers Bancroft, in a manner

similar to the experiments on gearing, already reported to this

society.*

The apparatus used is represented in plan by Fig. 151, and m
elevation by Figs. 152 and 153. Power is received by the pulley

F, and transmitted through the dynamometer D, to the belt to be

tested. This dynamometer is constructed, as already described

in the previous paper, so that its own resistance will not be

registered by the weighing apparatus. In these experiments,

however, the error due to stillness in the universal joints was

duly measured and allowed for.

The belt to be tested is shown as driving the shaft L J/ from

the shaft H G upon pulleys of equal size. The power trans-

mitted to L M is absorbed by the brake B, and measured by

the scales upon which it rests at a fixed distance from the center

of the shaft. The diameter of the pulleys being known, it is a

matter of simple proportion to determiue from the reading of the

scales B, the difference T-t of the tensions upon each side of

the belt. .

In order to measure the total pull or sum of the tensions 1 +t,

the shaft G H \^ mounted in the bell-crank frame /i, one end of

which is supported upon knife-edges bolted securely to the floor,

and the other suspended from a frame-work resting upon plat-

* No. CXCVIII, Vol. VII., p. 273, Transactions A. S. M. E.
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form scales. From the position of the arms of the bell-crank

lever, it will be seen that .4 of the tensions should be measured

by the scales C. The pull of the belt naturally tended to re-

duce the weight resting upon these scales, and, to jDrevent the

possibility of overturning the frame K, it was heavily loaded

beyond the strength of the

belts to be tested. From
simultaneous observations

at B and C, it became pos-

sible to know the tension

upon each side of the belt

while doing work. At the

same time, the difference

between the readings of A
and B showed the loss from internal resistances.

It should be observed that the shaft L M. together with the

brake and scales B, are mounted upon a movable frame-work

sliding between guides on the floor, so that by means of the bolt

N, the initial tension upon the belt could be adjusted at pleasure.

There is still another important item to be determined upon

which the efficiency of

belt transmission large-

ly depends, namely, the

percentage of slip, and

this was measured by —

an apparatus of special

design attached to the

shaft /./, the details of

which are shown on a

larger scale in Fig. 154.

The shaft /^/is driven

positively by a worm on the end of the shaft G H, and the end

/is supported at this point by an outside stand not shown in the

di'awing.

The shaft LM also carries a worm of the same pitch gearing

with a wheel of the same number of teeth. This wheel, however,

is loose upon the shaft /J, and carries upon its hub the wooden

disc 0, which is made in halves and clamped to it by gentle fi'ic

tion.

The wooden discs r and s are fastened together as shown,

but the disc s is clamped tightly to the shaft /./, and the disc r
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is adjusted to move with gentle friction on tlie hub of the

worm-wheel. The disc s is provided with the lug x, Avhich is

caught by the levers JV and V, checking its motion and caus-

ing the shaft IJ to slip under the friction of the clamping press-

ure. The disc r also carries a lug i/, which projects over the

disc 0, and forms a stop for the lug t carried b}' it. Suppose, now,

that the stop x rests against TV, while the apparatus is in motion,

then the wheel o will be carried forward bv the friction on hub of

worm-wheel until its stop t comes against u, and this position

gives the zero from which all readings are taken. If the stop W
be removed, the discs will revolve together until x strikes against

V, and then, if the friction of the disc s on the shaft be great

enough, as it should be, the whole system will be lifted until the

shaft /-/ strikes the top of its slotted bearing. This throws the

worm wheel out of gear and stops the motion of eveiTthing ex-

cept the shaft / •/, which, by its friction, continues to hold the

worm w^heel out of gear.

The friction of the disc r is abundantly sufficient to overcome

the friction of the shaft IJin the worm-wheel, and at the same

time prevent any change in the relative positions of /• and o after

striking the stop V. It Avill thus be seen that the discs r and .9

are driven by the shaft /./ through the friction of s, which is

powerful enough to lift one end of the shaft when the stop x

strikes against T", and that the disc is driven by its friction on

hub of worm-wheel, while the disc r serves only to retain the

worm-wheel in the position which it held when lifted out of gear.

The disc s grips the shaft IJ \evy tightly, and the friction of r

on hub of worm-wheel is made comparatively Hght, so that s

never slips upon the shaft except when resting ai:ainst one of the

stops. It then follows from this construction that when the stop

X strikes W, the disc will be carried forward until t strikes «,

and that all the discs will slide then under the clamping j^ressures

applied to them. When the stoj^s W and V are both withdrawn,

the disc / rotates at a speed proportional to that of the shaft II

G

and the disc 61 at a speed proportional to that of the shaft L3L
The pulleys upon these shafts were selected in all cases to be as

near as possible the same size. There was always a slight dif-

ference, however, not often more than -3V", and in order to meas-

ure the effect of this upon the slip counter, it was necessary to

place the larger pulley on the shaft L M. With a tight belt

and no load upon the brake B, the relative diameters of the two
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pulleys could be measured in this way within one-tenth of one per

cent., and duly allowed for in estimati)]g slip in other experi-

ments. The discs r and o were graduated so that their relative

positions could be read by a vernier.

There were 40 teeth in the worm-wheels, and tlic shaft I

J

would necessarily make 2J revolutions for 100 revolutions of the

shaft H (t, and to measure the percentage of slip, it was simply

necessary to pull back the stop W and allow the disc .v to make
two revolutions before throwing in the stop T^. After striking the

stop V, the percentage of slip could be read off by the operator

at his leisure. Then, by removing the stop T and presenting the

stop ir, the discs became automatically adjusted to zero for another

experiment. One revolution of the graduated disc represented

40 per cent., and on a circumference of 20 in. the graduations

were naturally h in. apart. It was easy to read one-tenth of this

by a vernier, and it would have been quite posisible, had it been
thought necessary, to have extended the refinement to one-hun-

dredth of one per cent. It might have been better, as a matter

of practical convenience, to have had the disc r divided into 200

instead of 40 pnrts, so that but one-half of a revolution would

have been needed to measure the percentage of slip. The num-
ber of teeth in the worm-wheels was, of course, unimport.int, but

in this case it happened to suggest an easy method of graduating

the disc r, and at the same time of bringing the stops W and V
on opposite sides, as desired.

To obtain zeros for the readings of A and C. the apparatus was
simply run at the proper speed, Avith the test belt thrown off and
the scales adjusted b}^ small weights to balance at zero wdiile the

shaft HG was in motion. A very small amount of power was re-

quii-ed to operate the slip-counter when the stops W or Y were

thrown ip to engage with the stop x^ but not sufficient, however,

to deserve notice as a correction. It was only enough to deflect

the scale beam of the dynamometer without requiring a change
of reading, and when the stops were thrown out the deflection

w^as imperceptible for the power required to run the shaft I J.

Whenever convenient, the readings of A and C were taken, with

the stops removed to insure accuracy, although the precaution

was not necessary or important to the general results.

Having adjusted the scales A and C for any desired speed, the

test-belt was put on and the brake B removed. The apparatus

was again put in motion, and, by means of the bolt N, the tension
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upon the belt was gradually increased until its working limit was
supposed to be reached. Headings were taken by the dynamom-
eter A as the tension was increased, and thus the internal re-

sistances due to journal friction, resistance of the air and stiffness

of the belt, could be accurately measured for the different ten-

sions and speeds. As usual, there was considerable variation in

the results, arising from variations in the lubrication, foi- which no
standard condition could be fixed.

These experiments seemed to show that the principal resist-

ance to straight belts was journal friction, except at very high

speeds, when the resistance of the air began to be felt. The
resistance from stiffness of belt was not apparent, and no marked
difference could be detected in the power required to run a wide

double belt or a narrow light one for the same tension at moder-

ate speeds. With crossed and quarter-twist belts the friction

of the belt upon itself or upon the pulley in leaving it was fre-

quently an item of more importance, as was shown by special ex-

periments for that purpose.

In connection with the experiments upon internal resistances,

some interesting points were noted. Changes in tension were

made while the belt was running, commencing with a verj' slack

belt and increasing by definite amounts to the working strength.

As this point was approached, it was found necessary, to maintain

a constant tension, that the bolt lY should be constantly tightened

on account of stretch in the belt. Then, again, as the tension was

reduced from this limit, it was found that at lower tensions the

belt would begin to shrink and tighten for a fixed position of the

sliding frame. This stretching and tightening would continue for

a long time, the tightening being, of course, limited, but the

stretching indefinite and unlimited.

Experiments were made to determine the ratio of stress and

strain for different tensions, but these were so seriously affected

by changes from stretching and shrinking that it was found im-

possible to give definite values without the introduction of a time

limit, and this was rather beyond the scope of our work. The
method of procedure consisted in taking the tensions after a

given number of turns of the adjusting nut in ascending and de-

scending progression, and although the results could not be for-

mulated, enough was learned to show, that, in all probability,

leather is more elastic under light tensions than it is under high

ones.
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The first series of experiments was made upon paper coated

pulleys 20" diameter, which carried an old 5J" open belt -^g" to |"

thick and 34 ft. long weighing 16 lbs. The arc of contact on the

pulleys has been calculated approximately from the tension on

slack side, and for this purpose the width and length of the belt

were taken. The percentage of slip must be considered as equally

divided between the two pulleys, and from observations made

it is easy to calculate the velocity of sliding when the speed is

given.

Some of the most important results obtained with this belt are

given in Tal)le I. in which the experiments have been selected to

avoid unnecessary rejtetition. In all cases, the co-efficient of fric-

tion is shoAvn to increase with the percentage of slip. The adhe-

sion on the paper-covered pulleys appears to be greater than

on the cast-iron surfaces, but this difference may possibly have

been due to some change in the condition of the belt surfaces.

After a fresh application of the belt dressing known as

" Beltilene," the results obtained are even higher on cast-iron than

on paper surfaces, but after a time it was found that the adhesive

property of this substance became sensibly less and less. Flakes

of a tarry nature rolled up from the belt surface and deposited

themselves on the pulleys, or scaled ofi".

So much was found to depend ui)on the condition of the belt

surface and the nature of the dressing used, that the necessity

was felt for experiments upon some standard condition which

could be easily realized and maintained. For this purpose a belt

was taken from a planing machine when it had become perfectly

dried by friction. Tlie results of experiments upon this belt are

given in Table II. When dry, as used on the planer, the co-effi-

cients for any given percentage of slip were much smaller than

those giv.en in Table I. This was naturally to be expected, and

the experiments were continued to note the eflfect of a belt dress-

ing in common use, known as '* Sankey's Life of Leather," which

was applied to the belt while running. At first, the adhesion was

ver}' much diminished, but it gradually increased as the lubricant

became absorbed by the leather, and in a short time the co-

efficient of friction had reached the unprecedented figures of 1.44

and L37.

An interesting feature of these and subsequent experiments is

the progressive increase in the sum of the belt tensions during an

increase in load. This is contrary to the generally accepted theory
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that the sum of the tensions is constant, but it may be accounted
for to a hirge extent by the horizontal position of the belt, which
permitted the tension on the slack side to be kept up by the sag.

That this is only a partial explanation of the phenomenon, and
that the sum of the tensions actually increases as their difference

increases for even a vertical position of the belt, will he shown by
a special set of experiments. If a belt be suspended vertically,

and stretched by uniformly increasing weights, it will also be found
that the extension is not uniform but diminishes as the load is

increased, or, as already stated, the stress increases faster than
the extension. A little reflection will show that Avhen this is the

case the tensions must necessarily increase with the load trans-

mitted.

A piece of belting 1 sq. in. in section and 92 ins. long was found
by experiment to elongate i in. when the load was increased

from 100 to 150 lbs., and only i in. when the load was increased

from 450 to 500 lbs. The total elongation fi-om 50 to 500 lbs. was

Itt "? but this would vary with the time of suspension, and the

measurements here given were taken as soon as possible after

applying the loads. In a running belt the load is applied and
removed alternately for short intervals of time, depending upon
the length and speed of the belt, and the time for stretching would
seldom be as great as that consumed in making the experiments

just mentionec\.

The differences between the initial and final tensions unloaded,

as given in the tables, show the effect of extension or contraction

during the course of the experiments made at a fixed position of

the pulleys. The percentage of elongation which a belt undergoes

in passing from its loose to its tight side, is the measure of the shp
which must necessarily take place in the transmission of power.

This is a du-ect loss and within the assumed working strength of

500 lbs. per sq. in. for cemented belts without lacings, experiment

indicates that it should not exceed 1^ or 2 percent. When, there-

fore, an experiment shows less than 2 per cent, of slip, the amount
may be considered as allowable and proper, and the belt may be

relied upon to work continuously at the figures given.

Table III. gives the results of experiments upon a soft and pli-

able rawhide belt made by the Springfield Glue and Emery Co.

This belt had been used by the Midvale Steel Co. for a period of

seven months at its full capacit}^ and was sent in its usual working

condition to be tested. It had been cleaned and dresssed with
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castor oil at intervals of three months and was received three

"weeks after the last dressing. Commencing with the light initial

tension of 50 lbs. on a side, it was found impossible with th6

power at command to reach a limit to the pulling power of the

belt, and in order to do so the experiment was made of support-

ing the slack side of the belt upon a board to prevent sagging.

These experiments, however, are subject to an error arising

from the friction of the belt upon the board, the amount of which

was not determined. All of the experiments, in fact, are subject to

slight errors which were extremel}' difficult to eliminate or prop-

erly allow for, but an effort has been made throughout to obtain

results which should approximate as closely as possible to the truth.

The sum of the tensions, as measured by the scales C, was subject

only to errors in observation. This part of the apparatus was

carefully tested by a horizontal pull of known amount and made
to register correctly.

The difference of the tensions T—t, as computed froin the read-

ing of the sc;de B, was measured by the force of an equivalent

moment at 20" radius. This moment, divided by the radius of

the pulley, was taken to be the difference T—t.

In this calculation, it will be noticed that two slight corrections

have been omitted which are opposite in effect and about equal in

degree. One is the friction of the brake shaft in its bearings,

which of course was not recorded on the scales, and the other is

the thickness of the belt which naturally increases the effective

radius of the pulley. Both of these errors are somewhat indefi-

nite, but the correctness of the results obtained was tested in a

number of cases by the sag of the belt, and the tension /, as cal-

culated from the sag, was found to agi'ee closely with the tension

calculated by the adopted method.

As the limiting capacity of the belt was reached, the difficulty

of obtaining simultaneous and accurate observations w^as in-

creased by the vibrations of the scale beams. This was appar-

ently due to irregularity in the slip, and it was only by the use of

heavily loaded beams and a dash-pot that readings could then be

taken at all. The dash-pot consisted of a large flat plate sus-

pended freely in a bucket of water by a fine wire from the scale

beam. This provision, however, was applied only to the scale C,

on which the vibrations were more pronounced.

A peculiar and important feature of Tables III. and IV. is the

effect of time upon the percentage of slip. In previous experi-
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ments the percentage of slip was measured at once after the load

was applied, but it was accidentally discovered that repeated

measurements seldom agreed, and investigation showed that these

discrepancies were principally due to the duration of the experi-

ment. The continual slipping of the belt was found to cause a

deposit of a thick black substance upon the surface of the pulley,

which acting as a lubricant, continued to increase the slip still

further.

Upon removing the load on brake-wheel, this deposit would be

again absorbed by the belt, and the original adhesion would be

restored. The temperature was also found to affect the slipping,

and, in general, the colder the weather the slower would this de-

posit take place.

Experiments 353 to 860 inclusive were made to determine the

limit at which the belt would run continuously without increas-

ing its percentage of slip. After the pulleys had become well

coated and the slip had reached a high per cent, the load on

the brake-wheel was gradually removed until a marked improve-

ment was reached, as shown by experiments 359 and 360. The
highest allowable co-efficient of friction for this belt is therefore

estimated to be somewhere between 1.13 and .995, or we may
safely say 1. The highest co-efficient obtained was 1.67, but, of

course, this was temporar3^ The diameter of the pulley also

appears to affect the co-efficient of friction to some extent. This

is especially to be noticed at the very slow speed of 18 revolutions

per minute on 10 in. and 20 in. pulleys, where the adhesion on the

20 in. pulleys is decidedly greater ; but, on the other hand, at 160

revolutions per minute the adhesion on the 10 in. pulleys is often

as good, and sometimes better, than appears for the 20 in. at the

same velocity of sliding.

It might be possible to determine the effect of pulley diameter

upon adhesion for a perfectly dry belt, where the condition of its

surface remains uniform, but for belts as ordinarl}' used it would be

very difficult, on account of the ever-changiug condition of surface

produced by slip and temperature. It is generally admitted that

the larger the diameter the greater the adhesion for any given

tension, but no definite relation has ever been established, nor,

indeed, does it seem possible to do so except by the most elabo-

rate and extensive experiments.

It should be observed, however, that such a variation, if true,

implies a corresponding variation in the co-efficients of friction for
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different intensities of pressure upon the same pulleys, and that,

consequently, our experiments should show higher co-efficients

under the lii^hter loads for the same velocity of sliding, llefer-

ring to Table II., Avhere the condition of the belt is dry and uni-

form for a large range of tensions, we find that this inference is

generally sustained, although there are some few exceptions.

Experiment 106 may be compared witJi 116 and 112 with 133,

also 108, 113, and 135, all showing great reductions in the co-effi-

cients of friction for increments in tension. The exceptions are

all to be found under the smallest velocities of sliding, and appear
only in the third decimal place, so that the weight of their record

against the probability of such a law is light. By a similar in-

ference it should also follow that a wide belt would drive a little

more at a given tension than a narrow one, on account of the

reduction in pressure per square inch against the pulley. The
mean intensity of pressure of a belt against its pulley may be
considered as proportional to the sum of the tensions divided by
the product of pulley diameter and width of belt, and an analysis

of the experiments referred to will show the relation there existing

between intensity of pressure and co-efficient of friction.

If we let / = intensity of pressure, and (p = co-efficient of fric-

tion, we shall find that qf is approximately proportional to I~-^^,

or, in other words, that doubling the width of belt or diameter of

pulley would a{)pareutl3' increase the co-efficient of friction about

10 per cent, of its original value. This relation is not proved, of

coiu'se, and it is given only as a suggestion toward the solution of

the question. If the co-efficient of fiiction does vary with the

intensity of pressure, the problem of determining the driving

power of a belt on strictly mathematical principles will indeed be

complicated.

The co-efficient of friction in the tables has been calculated by a

well-known formula, developed upon the assumption of a uniform

co-efficient around the arc of contact, but this could no longer be

considered as correct if the co-etHcient is known to vary with the

pressure. Referring from Table II. to Table III., we shall find at

once the proof' and contradiction of the inferences drawn from

Table II., and we are left as much in the dark as ever respecting

the value of pressure intensity.

Practical millwrights all know, or think they know, that an

increase of pulley diameter increases the drive, and it is a matter

of common observation that when large and small pulleys are
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connected by a crossed belt, the smaller pulley will invariably
slip first.

On one side a great deal of testimony can be adduced to show
that pressure intensity should be an important factor in the theory
of belt transmission, and, on the other hand, we have strong evi-

dence to the contrary. I may refer, in this connection, to the
experiments of Mr. Holman in Journal of FranMin Institute for

September, 1885, in which there is no indication that the co-effi-

cient of friction varies at all with the pressure. The cc-efficients

obtained by Mr. Holman follow the variations in slip like our
own, and it gives us pleasure to observe that our general results

and conclusions are so strongly corroborative of each other.

There is at the same time a great difference in the methods pur-
sued in arriving at the same results. In his experiments, the
velocity of shding was the fixed condition upon which the co-effi-

cient of friction was determined, while, in ours, the conditions

were those of actual practice in Avhich the percentage of slip was
measured. Our least amount of slip, with a dry belt running at the

extremely slow speed of 90 feet per minute, was 1.08 inches, and
ten times this would be perfectly proper and allowable. A great

many of Mr. Holman's experiments are taken at rates below 1''

per minute, and the co-efficients obtained are very much below
the average practice, as he himself seems to beheve.

The velocity of sliding, whicli may be assumed in selecting a

proper co-efficient is directly proportional to the belt speed, and
may safely be estimated at .01 of that speed. For a pair of

pulleys we should have .01 on each pulley and therefore .02 for

slip. Few belts run slower than 200 or 300 ft. per minute, and
consequently a slip of less than 2 or 8 ft. per minute need seldom
be considered. Another point of difference which may possibly

affect the co-efficients obtained, is that, in Mr. Holman's case, the

same portion of belt surface was subject to continuous friction,

while in ours, the fricticm Avas spread over the belt at successive

portions as in actual work. This we consider a new and impor-
tant feature of our experiments. As a matter of practical im-
portance, care was taken to observe, as nearly as possible, the

maximum slip which might safely take place before a belt would
be thrown from its pulley. A number of observations taken
throughout the experiments led to the final conclusion that 20
per cent, of slip was as much as could safely be admitted. This
information has been found of value in cases where work is done
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intermittent!}' by a fly-wheel and the belt has to restore the

speed of the wheel. It cannot be said in regard to a maximum
Yalne of </> that any was determined or even indicated, althongli

it is certain that the increase at high rates of slip becomes less

rapid.

We have now seen that the driving power of a leather belt de-

pends upon such a variety of conditions, that it would be mani-

festly impracticable if not impossible to correlate them all, and it

is thought better to admit the difficulties at once than to involve

the subject in a labyrinth of formulae which life is too short to

solve.

The relative value of pidley diameters may vary with different

belts, and all that can be expected or desired is some general ex-

pression covering roughly the gi'eatest number of cases. Our
apparatus did not admit of extensive variations in this respect,

and our attention was given principally to the question of slip.

The co-efficients given in Table III. are remarkabl}^ high, and

show a great superiority for the rawhide over tanned leather in

point of adhesion. The belt in question was very soft and plia-

ble, but a little twisted from use on a cone pulley where it had

rubbed against one side. It is not desirable, on account of irs

soft and adhesive nature, to use this kind of belt where frequent

shifting is required, and when used on cone pidlej'S it is liable to

climb and stretch against the side of the cone ; but for a plain

straight connection, there seems to be little room for improve-

ment. Table IV. contains the results of similar experiments

upon an oak-tanned leather belt made by Chas. A. Shieren i!c Co.

Here the co-efficients are much smaller than those given in Table

III., and there is quite a marked difference between the co-effi-

cients for 10 in. and 20 in. pulleys.

As before noticed, the outside temperature has its effect, and

it is probable that much lower results would have been obtained

had the experiments been made in the heat of midsummer. The
high co-efficients obtained, together with the rapid increase of ten-

sion, show that the pulling power of a long horizontal belt must,

in many cases, be limited by its strength rather than by its ad-

hesion.

Table V.- gives the results of experiments upon a light planer

belt at very slow and very high speeds. As would naturally be

expected, much higher co-efficients were found at the high speed

on account of the greater velocity of sliding.

36
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It may here be mentioned that the sum of the tensions was
the horizontal pressure of the belt against the pulleys, and that

no allowance was necessary for the effect of the centrifugal force.

At the speed here used, the tension indicated in the belt at rest

was about 50 lbs. greater than when in motion.

The conclusion to be drawn from this series of experiments is

the great importance of high speed in the economy of belt trans-

mission. The friction of belts on pulleys is evidently dependent

on the velocity of sliding, and, as a general rule, the greater the

velocity the greater the friction. There are but few apparent ex-

ceptions to this rule, and investigation of them has led to the in-

ference that in all such cases, the condition of the belt or pulley

surface had undergone a change either by heating or by deposit

from the belt on the pulley. The percentage of slip is the meas-

ure of the power lost in transmission by the belt itself, and the

higher the sjjeed the less this becomes. There is a limit, however,

to the power which may be transmitted as the speed is increased,

and this limit is caused by the reduction in pressure against the

pulley arising from the action of centrifugal force.

This point has been clearly demonstrated in a paper read

before this Society by Mr. A. F. Nagle on the " Horse-Power of

Leather Belts," * and the formula there developed is written thus :

HP =C'Vt2v{S- .012 V')-r- 550 .... (1.)

in which C is a constant to be determined from the arc of contact

and co-efticient of friction as expressed in the equation :

— .00758/

a

6^=1 -10 (2.)

V = velocity of belt in feet per second.

t = thickness of the belt in inches.

w = width "

S = working strength of leather in lbs. per square inch.

f — co-ef3&cient of friction.

a = arc of contact in degrees.

The velocity at which the maximum amount of power can be

transmitted by any given belt is independent of its arc of contact

* Transactions A. S. M. E., Vol. II., page 91. See also Mr. Nngle's Tables

I., II., and III., in Appendix VI. to this paper, for values of C. and //. P.
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and co-efficient of friction, and depends only upon the working

strength of the material and its spccitic gravit}'.

From equation (1.) we obtain for the maximum power of leather

belts the condition

:

V=V2S7s (3.)

and for any other material whose specific gravity is ?/, we find

v = 5\/^ a.)

y

The co-efficient of friction .40, adopted hj Mr. Nagle, appears

from these experiments to be on the safe side for all woi'king

requirements, except in cases where dry belts are run at slow

speeds.

If we assume 2 per cent, as the greatest allowable slip, and se-

lect within this limit the co-efficient corresponding to the nearest

approximations to it, we can form some idea of the co-efficients

which can be relied upon at different speeds.

Table VI. gives the average results obtained for this maximum
allowance of slip, and shows an extreme variation in the co-efficient

of friction from .251 for a dry oak-tanued belt at the slow speed of

90 feet per minute to 1.38 for a rawhide belt at the moderate speed

of 800 feet per minute.

For continuous working, it is probable that the co-efficient 1.38

is too high, but still it is certain that a co-efficient of 1.00 can be

steadily maintained for an indefinite length of time, and we may
say that in actual practice the co-efficient of friction may vary from

.25 to 1.00 under good working conditions. This extreme varia-

tion in the co-efficient of friction does not give rise, as might at

first be supposed, to such a great difference in the trc>nsmission of

power. It will be seen by reference to formula (l.)that the power

transmitted for any given working strength and speed is limited

only by the value of C, which depends upon the arc of contact

and the co-efficient of friction.

For the usual arc of contact 180°, the power transmitted when

/= .25 is about 24 per cent, less than wlien/= .40, and when

f = 1.00, the power transmitted is about 33 per cent, more, from

which it appears that in extreme cases the power transmitted may
be I less or \ more than will be found from the use of Mr. Nagle's

co-efficient of .40.

The percentage of slip is the most important factor affecting the
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efficiency of belt transmission, but in addition to this we have

journal friction, the resistance of the air, and with crossed belts

the friction of the belt upon itself. These have been termed in-

ternal resistances, and their values for some of the most common
arrangements of pulleys are given in Table YII. From this

table it appears that the moment required to run a straight belt

varies fi'om 15 to 25 inch lbs. at 100 lbs. tension for all speeds.

At 160 revolutions per minute and 1,000 lbs. tension, the required

moment varied from 45 to 90 inch lbs., and at 18 revolutions per

minute and the same tension it varied from 80 to 160 inch lbs.

From the average of these quantities we find the moment of

resistance to be expressed by the following formula? for straight

open belts between 2" journals:

At 160 r. jD. m. :

3/ = .053 S + U.T (5.)

At IS r. p. m.

in which

31=11. S + 9 (6.)

31 = moment of resistance in inch lbs.

S = sum of tensions.

When a crossed belt does not rub upon itself, the resistance is

the same as for an open belt.

The resistance offered by the introduction of carrying pnlleys

and tighteners is appreciable, and depends upon the pressure

brought to bear against their journals. If the belt rubs against

the flanges of the carrying pulleys, the resistance is very much
increased, and this is often liable to occur in horizontal belts from

a change of load. The friction on journals of carrying pulleys

may be estimated by the formul?e already given if we substitute

for S the pressure against their journals. In the experiments

which were made upon internal resistances, the greatest resist-

ance was offered by a quarter-twist belt 6 feet between journals

on 20-inch pulleys.

The equation for this belt may be written :

31= .35 S +5S (7.)

but the introduction of a carrying pulley reduced the resistance to

no more tlian what might be expected from the same number of

journals with a straight belt.
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With quarter-twist belts the resistance lies cliiefly in slip, which

occurs as the belt leaves the pulleys, and this naturally depends

upon the distance between journals in terms of the diameters of

the pulleys.

^

EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS FOR TESTING VERTICAL BELTS

The apparatus used for testing vertical belts is shown in plan

by Fig. 155 and in elevation, Fig. 156.

It consists of a pulley and brake-wheel mounted upon a frame-
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work resting uijon knife-edges which are supported bj the scales.

A and U. The knife-edge at a is supported directly by suitable

blocking, while that at l is suspended by the links /, in order that

the scales may act freely without any disturbing side strnius. The
frame-work is intended to be heavih' loaded by weights applied

at W, and the scales balanced before the belt is put on.

It is evident that the sum of the tensions T+t is always meas-

ured bv the reduction in weight upon the scales A and B, and

from the dimensions given, it is also evident the difference in ten-

sions T—t is measured by twice the difference between the read-

ings of these scales. The brake can be supported by the blocks

d entirely free of the brake-wheel, or, by means of the clamping

bolts, it can be made to produce any desired load upon the belt to

be tested. In this way the sum and difference of the tensions T
and t were measui-ed for the greatest and least amount of power

which could be transmitted, and the results of the experiments are

recorded in Table VIII.

The theory before alluded to, that the sum of the tensions re-

maius constant, is direct!}' controverted by these experiments, and

it can now be positively asserted that in all cases an increase in

load is accompanied by an increase in the sum of the tensions.

Apparent exceptions to this rule may take place from a change in

the tensions unloaded, but this does not affect the truth of the as-

sertion. The percentage of increase in the sum of the tensions has

been calculated in each set of experiments from the final sum of

the tensions unloaded, and, for the maximum power of the belt,

the results are remarkably uniform and show an increase of about

33 per cent. The amount of this increase in tension depends a

gi-eat deal upon the co-efficient of friction, which in this case was

evidently high, and for a dry planer belt it would certainly be

much less, probably not more than .15, judging from the maxi-

mum ratio of the tensions in Table II.

If it were possible to obtain a set of experiments showing the

ratio of stress and extension under actual working conditions, this

increase in tension could be calculated for any given co-effi-

cient of friction, but the difficulty in making such experiments

would be to eliminate the effect of time, upon which so much ap-

pears to depend. It is probabl}^ sufficient to know that, with ver-

tical l)elts, the increase in tension can seldom exceed ^, while in

horizontal bolts of considerable length, it may be hmited only by

the strens;tli of the leather.
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The effect of time upon the tension of the belt used in Table

YIII. is plainly shown by experiments 588 to 613 inclusive, be-

tween which the pulleys remained at a fixed distance apart, and
the belt slowly stretched from a tension of 380 to 280 lbs.

To estimate the eflSciency of belt transmission for an average

case, we may assume 40 in. lbs. as the moment of internal resist-

ance for a belt whose tension is 500 lbs. and 40 in. lbs. statical mo-
ment = about 20 ft. lbs. per revolution. If the belt is transmitting

400 lbs. with two per cent, of slip on 20 in. pulleys, then .02 x400
X 5 = 40 ft. lbs. are lost per revolution in slip, making a total loss

of 60 ft. lbs. per revolution.

The total power expended per revolution is about 2,000 It. lbs.,

therefore .03 is lost.

Under light loads, the internal resistance, which is nearly con-

stant iu amount, may be a large percentage of the power transmit-

ted, while under heavy loads the percentage of slip may become
the principal loss.

It would be difficult to work out, or even to use, a general ex-

pression for the efficiency of belt transmission, but, from the fore-

going, it would seem safe to assume that 97 per cent, can be ob-

tained under good working conditions.

When a belt is too tight, there is a constant waste in journal

friction, and "when too loose, there may be a much greater loss in

efficiency from slip. The allowance recommended of 2 per cent,

for slip is rather more than experiment would indicate for any
possible crawl or creep due to the elasticity of the belt, but in con-

nection with this, there is probabh' always more or less actual slip,

and we are inclined to think that in most cases this allowance

may be divided into equal parts representing creep and slip proper.

Under good working conditions, a belt is probably stretched

about 1 per cent, on the tight side, which naturally gives 1 per

cent, of creep, and to this we have added aiiotlier per cent, for

actual slip in fixing the limit proposed.

The indications and conclusions to be draw'u from these experi-

ments are

:

1. That the co-efficient of friction may vary under practical

working conditions from 25 per cent, to 100 per cent.

2. That its value depends upon the nature and condition of the

leather, the velocity of sliding, temperature, and pressure.

3. That an excessive amount of slip has a tendency to become
greater and greater, until the belt finally leaves the pulley.
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4. That a belt will seldom remain upon a pulley when the slip

exceeds 20 per cent.

5. That excessive slipping dries out the leather and leads to-

ward the condition of minimum adhesion.

6. That rawhide has much greater adhesion than tanned
leather, giving a co-efficient of 100 per cent, at the moderate slip

of 5 ft. per minute.

7. That a velocity of sliding equal to .01 of the belt speed is not

excessive.

8. That the co-efficients in general use are rather below the

average results obtained.

9. Tliat when suddenly forced to slip, the co-efficient of friction

becomes momentarily very high, but that it gradually decreases

as the slip continues.

10. That the sum of the tensions is not constant, but increases

with the load to the maximum extent of about 33 per cent, with
vertical belts.

11. That, with horizontal belts, the sum of the tensions may
increase indefinitely as far as the breaking strength of the belt.

12. That the economy of belt transmission depends principally

upon journal friction and slip.

13. That it is important on this account to make the belt speed
as high as possible within the limits of 5,000 or 6,000 ft. per
minute.

14 That quarter-twist belts should be avoided.

15. That it is preferable in all cases, from considerations of

economy in wear on belt and power consumed, to use an inter-

mediate guide pulley, so ])laced that the belt may be run in either

direction.

16. That the introduction of guide and carrying pulleys adds
to the internal resistances an amount proportional to the friction

of their journals.

17. That there is still need of more light on the subject.
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TABLE J.

STRAIGHT OPEN BELT 5?/' WIDE BY ;,V" THICK AND 34 FT. LONG, WErOHITIG 16

LBS. IN GOOD PLIABLE CONDITION. WITH HAIR SIDE ON PJLLEYS 20 IN.

DIAM. RUNNING AT 160 R. P. M. OR ABOUT 800 FT. PER MINUTE.

Sum of Tensions. d
s
.2

c

a
•E

T+t

O

T t
r
t

O
o
to

2

B

ft

~ ft

5
2
O
o

<

'E

o

.1
o

a
o
O

w
o

c
!s

. C

"3

a

Remarks.

17 200 210 100 155 55 2.82 .4 1 6 177° .336 Paper-covered
19 220 140 180 40 4.50 .6 2.4 176 .490 pulleys.

31 246 180 213 33 6.45 12 4.8 175 .610
22 26(1 200 2;!0 30 7.67 2.6 10.4 174 .671
23 270 .180 220 245 25 9.80 7.9 31.6 173 .756

.48324 300 316 200 258 58 4.45 .7 2.8177
27 SH 260 302 42 7.20 1.0 4. ,176 .64:^

28 3.-)0 280 315 35 9.00 1.8 7.2 175 .719
29 364 300 3:]2 32 10.4 2.8 11.2 175 .784
30

400

380 260 320 350 30 11.7 5.5 22. 175 .805

31 422 200 211 111 1.90 .5 2. 179 .205
33 440i 280 360 80 4.50 .8 3.2178 .484
35 470 360 415 55 7.54 1.1 4.4 177 .654
36 50G 400 453 53 8.54 2.1 8.4 177 .694
37 520 380 420 470 50 9.40 5. 20. 177 .725

60 200 205 80 147.5 67.5 2.18 .5 2. 178 .251 Cast-iron siir.

61 210 100 155. 55 2.82 .9 3.6177 .336 faces.

62 215 120 167.5 47.5 3.52 1.7 6.8 177 .^07
63 220 140 180. 40 4.50 3. 12. 176 .490
65 246 180 180 213. 33 6.45 12. 48. 175 .610

66 300 3(0 120 210 90 2.33 .5 2. 179 .270
68 310 100 235 75 3.13 .8 3.2 179 .365
69 315 180 247.5 67.5 3.67 1. 4. 178 .418
70 320 200 260. 60 4.33 1.7 6.8 178 .472
71 325 220 272.5 52.5 5.19 2.6 10.4 177 .515
72 340 240 290 50 5.80 3.8 15.2 177 .569
73 ;^50 260 305 45. 6.77 5.5 22. 176 .623
74 360 280 320 40 8.00 8.6 34.4 176 .677
75 375 300 337.5 37.5 9.00 15.2 60.8 175 .719

76 40O 420 200 310. 110 2.82 .6 2.4 179 .336 Belt dres,sed

78 460 2S0 370. 90 4.11 1. 4. 179 .452 with " Belti-

81 480 340 410 70 5.86 1.5 6. 178 .569 leiie."

84 510 400 455 55 8.27 2.2 8.8 177 .684
86 535 440 487.5 47.5 10.2 4.5 18. 177 .760
88 560 385 480 520 40 13.0 8.4 33.6 176 .834

89 300 320 120 220 100 2.20 .4 1.6 179 .252
93 350 200 275 75 3.67 .8 3.2178 .418
97 390 280 335 55 6.00 1.6 6.4177 .580

101 440 360 400 40 10.00 3.1 12.4176 .750
104 470 310 420 445 25 17.8 8.6 34.4173 .953
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TABLE II.

DOUBLE BELT 2^" WIDE BY -,5(f" THICK, AND 33 FT. LONG, WEIGHING 9> LBS. ON '20"

CAST-IRON PULLEYS. THIS BELT HAD BEEN USKD ON A PLANING MACHINE, WAS
QUITE PLIABLE, DRY, AND CLEAN. 160 R. P. M.

_^ Sum of Tensions. en
d
.0

E T+t m O.

•V
t-l

^ fcc

r t

T
t

o
a)

Tj 6

= 1 c
60

Remarks.

'0

o _g
'% "3 ^'i o e

6 "3 o
5

c 3 3 A
<

105 100 104 40 72 32 2.25 .3 1.2 177° .263

106 110 60 85 25 3.40 .8 3.3 177 .395

107 122 80 101 21 4.81 1.7 6.8176 .511

108

200

138

208

100 119 19 6.26 4.3 17.3175 .600

109 80 144 64 2. 25 .4 1.6179 .260

110 213 100 156 56 2.81 .7 2.8179 .331

111 216 120 168 48 3.50 1. 4. 179 .401

112 2-20 140 180 40 4.50 1.8 7.21178 .484

113 230 160 195 35 5.57 4.4 17.6jl78 .553

114 300 308 120 314 94 2.28 .4 1.6180 .262

116 316 160 238 78 3.05 .8 3.2^180 .355

118 322 200 261 61 4.28 1.6 6.4'l79 .465

119 330 285 230 275 55 5. 2.6 10.4 179 .516

131 400 404 160 282 123 2.31 .7 2.8 180 .367

124 410 220 :!15 95 3.37 1.5 6 180 .387

125 412 240 326 86 3.79 2.3 9.2 180 .434

126 414 260 338 78 4.33 3.7 14.8il79 .469

127 416 370 280 348 68 5.12 10.1 40.4 179 .533 Belt almost
slipped off.

128 500 516 200 358 158 2.27 .5 2. 180 .301

131 520 260 390 130 3. 1.1 4.4 180 .350

133 5-25 300 412.5 113.5 3.67 1.8 7.2 180 .414

134 525 320 422.5 103.5 4.11 2.7 10.8 180 .450

135 5-25 460 340 432 5 92.5 4.67 5.1 20.4 180 .490

136 100 105 40 73.5 32.5 2.02 .2 .8 177 .238 Here the belt

137 110 60 85 35 3.40 .4 1.6 177 .396 was coated

138 1-25 80 102.5 22.5 4.56 .6 3.4176 .494 with " San-

140 150 1-20 135. 15. 9 00 1.8 7.2174 .733 key's Life of

141 164 140 152 13. 13.7 2.8 10.8 173 .779 Leather." and

142 180 160 170 10 17. 5. 20. 170 .954 run until in

144 215 200 207.5 7.5 37.7 7.3 39.3 16() 1.15 trood working

146 250 240 245 5 49.0 10.6 43.4158 1.41 condition be-

147 270 90 260 265 5 53. 17.7 70.8158 l.*4 fore noting

100 105

experinienta.

149 40 72.5 33.5 2.03 .2 .8 177 .228 Three days later

without any
additional150 11(1 60 1 85 25 3.40 .3 1.3 177 .31)6

151 120 80 100 20 5.00 .4 1.6 176 .534

153 150 130 135 15 9.00 .7 2.81174 .733 dressing.

155 182 160 171 11 15.5 1.2 4.8172 .9l:i

156 202 180 191 11 17.3 3. 12. 172 .950

157 216 200 208 8 26.0 5.8 23.2167 1.12

158 232 22( 226 6 37.3 7. 28. 161 1.29

159 252 240 246 6 41. 9.8j39.2;161 1.32

161 292 280 286 47.7 13.754.8161 1.37
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TABLE III.

RAWHIDE BEI/r 4' WIDK BY j^r" THICK AND 31 FT. LONG, WEIGHING 15 LBS. 160

R. P. M. ON 20" CAST-IRON PULLEYS.

Sum of Ten's.
1

U 3
O

B .ft. 'c g
T+t S '

D.
tj 1 duration of

s> T o
,

m V C4 "o run at time
i>4

T. i i
0)

?.i
s of experi- Remarks.

Kl c 2 ! O .s ment.
1
— c t^ c 'o

O a !5

o 1

z \

o
o

B
uo

"c ^ s ^ t < O

in 100 118 40 79 •«) 2.03 .2 .8 177° .229

173 140 81): 110 30 3.67 .4 1.6 176 .423

175 168 120 144 24 6. .6 2.4 174 .590

177 202 160, 181 21 8.62 .8 3.2 172 .661

179 2.32 200 216 16 13.5 1.0 4. 170 .897

181 26S 240 254 14 18.1 1.2 4.8 167 .9i:3

183 302 2S0 291 11 26.5 1.4 5.6 163 1.15

184 318 110 300 3H9 9 34.3 1.6 6.4 160 1.27

i Slaclv side of belt rnnninK
185 100 1.50 115 140, 145 5 i 29. 1.6 6.4 180° 1.02 on a board to prevent

200

sagging.

186 2.58 240
1
249 9 27.4 1.2 4.8 180 1.05

188 290 280 j 285 5 57. 2.2 8.8

6.8

180

180

1.29

1.34189 300 412 4001 406 6 67.7 1.7
190 428 420 1 424 4 106. 1.8 7.2 180 1.48

191

400

lOO

446

570

275

360

440 443 3 148 3.3 13.2 180 1.59

192 560 565 5 113. 2. 8. 180 1.47

329 110 40 75 85 2.14 .3 .6 177° .246
10" cast-iron pulleys.

330 1.35 80| 107.527.5' 3.90 .6 1.2 175 .446

331 198 160- 179 |19 1 9.42 1. 1 2. 171 751

332 275 240 2.57.5,17.5' 14.7 1.5 3 169 .911

334 345 820; 2-'.2.5 12.5 18.6 2 1 4. 165 1.01

336

200

42J

230

110 4C0 410 10 41.0 3.2 6.4 162 1.31

339 iro: 195 35 5.86 .8 1.6 176 ..576

340 :^()0 320 340 20 17 1.6 3.2 171 .949

341 435 400i 417.5 17.5 23.8 2. 4. 169 1.07

342 .505 4-0, 492,5 12.5 39.4 2.7 5.4 165 1 28

843

300

590

400

200 560 575. 15 .38.3 5. 10. 168

175

1.24

344 330 360 40 9 1.4 2.8 .719

345 4.50 400! 425 25 17 1.7 3.4 173 938

aie 520 4801 ,500 20 2") 2.1 4.2 171 1,08

347 600 .560 570 10 57 3. 6. 162 1.43 1 niin.

348 600

40o' .500

280 560 570

400 450

10

.50

57 3.4 6.8 162 1.43 5 inin.

350 9 1.6 3.2 176 .715

851 55( 480i 515 35 14.7 l.e 3.6,175 .880

852 005 560 .577.5 17.5 21.3 2.3 4.61169 1.04

353 ©'O 640 660 20 33 3.2 6.4il71 1.17 1 mill.

354 680 640 660 20 33 3.7 7.4171 1.17 5 min.

355 680 640 660 20 :M 4.1 8.2 171 1.17 lOmin.

856 681 640' 660 20 33 6 1 12.2 i;i 1.17 15 min. Be.t slipped off 4 m. later.

357 600 560
!
580 20 29 10. 20. 171 1.13 20 min. Continuing.

358 600 5r,0 .580 20 29 17.234.4|171 1.13 25 min.

859 530 481 1: 505 25 20.2 5.2 10.4 173 .9.55 30 min.

3C0 530 350 480 505 25 20.2 2.8 5.6 173 .955 35 min.
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TABLE III.—{Continued).

1

Sum of Ten's. d .2

c .7T .s o
CI

s
T+ t

T o
3

C3
Duration of
run at time2

fi.

do
T. t

t §>
*=

g 1 "S of experi- Remarks.
w .^ tc CS

"^''S O .2 ment.

o 1 1 •5 S
'3

^ "S

500

i s ^

85

> <
o
O

861 570! 1

400' 4S5 5.71 1 3 2.6 178° .561

864 700, 640 670 30 22.3 2.3 4.6 174 11.02

365 755, 1
7-20 ti.37.5 17.5 36.4 3.2 6.4 169 1.22

366 820
! 800i 810 10 81. 6 6 13.2 162 1.55 Belt slipped off 2 m. later.

367 750 7-20 735 15 49. 5.1 10.2 168 1.32 1 niin.

368 750 720 735 15 49. 11. 22. 168 1.32

369 690 640| 665 25 26.6 12. 24. 173 1.09 Smin. Belt slipped off 3 m. later.

870 610 560; 5S5 25 23.4 ;14.4 28.8 173 1.05 1 min.
371 610 560' 5S5 25 23.4 20. 40. 173 1.05 4 min.
372 550 480 515 35 14.7 7.4 14.8175 1.880 1 min.
373 550 410 480 515 35 14.7 2.3 4.6 175 .880 5 min.

374 600 6<^0 480 580 100 5.8 1.5 3. 178 .566

376 755 640 697.5 57.5 12.1 2.1 4.2177 .807

3T8 850 800 825 25 a3. 2.8 5.6 173 ^1.16 1 min.
379 850 i 800 825 25 33. 3.5 173 il.16 5 min. Belt slipped off 5 m. later.

380 780 720 1 750 30 25. 8.8 17'6 174 1.06 1 min.
381 680 560 620 60 10.3 11.2 22.4 177 .755 5 min.
383 680 .560 620 60 10.3 2. 4. 177 .7.=55 After ninninc; 5 minutes

383 730 640 6S5 45 15.2 2.5 5. 176 1.886 1 min. at T-t-tm.
384 730 640 685 45 15.3 2.4 4.8 176 .886 5 min.

385 780 720 750 3U 25. 4.6 9.2 174 :1.0H 1 min.

388 780| 5-.o: i-ao 750 30 25. 8.8 17.6 174 11.06 5 min.

389 7801 1

';20 750 30 25. 4. 8. 174 il.C6 1 min. Belt scraped.

390 7801 ?20 7.tO 30 25. 6.4 12.8 174 1.06 5 min. Belt Slipped off 2 m. later.

391 7301 640 685 45 15.2 3.7 7.4 176 .886 1 min.

392 730 550 640 685 45

140

15.2

3.86

3.9

2.

7.8

.45

176

,7

.886 Smin.

396 600. 680 400 540 .432 18 r. p. m. 10" cast-iron

897 8201 1 720 770 50 15.4 117.2 3.87 176 '.890 pulleys.

39.S 750 640 695 55 12.6 15. 3.37 177 !.874

399 7001 1 560 630 70 9. ! 9.4 2.17 177 i.711

400 670! 48" 575 95 6.05; 4.5 1.12 178 1.579

401 fi:iO 550 400 ;
515 115 4.4S' 3.5 .75 178 .483

402 830 720 775 55 14.1 26. 5.85 177 1.856

403 630 820 475 155 3.06! 1.5 .30 179 1.3.58

401 610; 60 335 275 1.22 .7 .16 180 .068

408 600 610 120 365 245 1.49 .2 .09 180 .127 20" cast-iron pulleys. 18

413 660 400' 5^0 130 4.08 1. .45 179 1.450 r. p. ni.

415 7io; 560 635 75 8.46 1.9 .86 177 1.691

416 750

:

610 695 55 12.6 3.2 1.44 177 1.820

417 800] ?20 760 40 19. 3.8 1.71 175 .964

418 340 I
200 274 70 3.91 .6 .27 1" .441

419 300! :«i)i
i
280 3W 50 6.6 1.2 .54 176 .614

421 450 400 425 25 17. 3.2 1.44 173 i.938

423 515 480 497.5 17.51 28.4 4. 1.8 169 1.13

425 580 560 570. 10. 1 57.
i

5. 2.25 102 11 .43

427 695 680 687.5

1

7.51 91.7 1 7.

1 1

3.15 155 1.67
1
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TABLE IV.

DOUBLE OAK-TAXNED LEATHER BELT 4" WIDE BY i^" THICK AND 30 FT. LONG,
WKIGHING 17 LBS. ON 10' CAST-IRON PULLEYS. 160 R. P. M.

Sum of Ten's. «j
S

c
.B"

;:;

T+t
55 6

u

Duration
of run atS

T t
t

oi time of Remarks.
B5 to

B
3!

|-s
•3 exp'ment.

C Bo .2 .M —

:

1 ^ ^

d

120 120

Ph

5
t ft

> < 8

209 48 84 36 2.33 .4 .8 176'' .275
210 140 80 110 30 3.67 .6 1.2 175 .426
211 168 120 144 24 6. .9 1.8 174 ..590

212 1981 HiO 179 19 9.42 1.6 3.2 170 .756
213: 2;i5 200 217.5 17.5 12.4 2.3 4.6 174 .829
214 270 240 255. 15 17. 3.2' 6. 4' 168 .966
215 310 280 295 15 19.7 5.1il(l.2 I6S 1.02 Sa;,' 10" at middle of belt.

21tt 345 122 320 332.5 12.5 25.8 9.4 18.8 164 1.13 Finally slipped off.

217 200 200 48 124 76 1.63 .4 .8 179 .1.56

219 240 1(>0 200 40 5. 1. 2. 176 .524
220 360 320 340 20 17. 2.7 5.4 170 .9.-.4

221 430

318

400 415 15 27.7 15. 30. 167 1.13

222 300 160 239 79 3.03 .8 1.6 179 .a54
223 350 240 295 .55 5.36 1.2 2.4 177 .543
224 4(X> 320 3H0 40 9. 2. 4. 175 .719
22.-) 470 4-tO 455 15 30.3 8. 1.6 167 1.17 Belt finally slipped off.

226 4.50 400 425 25 17. 4. 8. 172 .943 1 min.
227 450 400 425 25 17. 8. 16. 172 .943 5 min.
22S 450 400 425 25 17. 17.3 34.6 172 .943 10 min. Belt slipped off.

32d 418 360 389 29 13.4 3. 6. 173 .859 15 rain. Continuing.

2.30 400 405 160 282.5 122.5 2.30 .8 1.6 179 .267
2:i2 455 330 387.5 67.5 5.74 1.4 2.8 177 ..566

2:i3 495 400 447.5 47.5 9.42 1.9 3.8 176 .7.30 1 min.
2;i4 495 370 400 447.5 47.5 9.42 2.1 4.2il76 .730 5 min.
2:ia 5()0 480 520 40 13. 2.7 5.4I175 .8.59 Starting.
Zi<; 560 480 520 40 13. 4.5 9. 175 .8.59 5 min.
237 .560 480 520 40 13. 7.5 15. 175 .8.59 10 min.
2;i8

400

550

560

3S0 480 465 85 5.47 20. 40. 178 .547 15 Miin.

2.39 480 520 40 13. 3.4 6.8 175 .859 1 mill. After running 5 m. with-

"2~1
4.2 177 .688

out load.
240 500 610 480 545 65 8.38 1 min.
241 610 4'-'0 545 65 8.38 2.5 5. 177 .688 5 min.
242 660 ,560 610 .50 12.2 3.2 6.4 176 .814 1 min.
243

600

655 560 607.5 47.5 12.8 8.4

1.9

10.8

3.8

176

177

.830

.711

5 min.

1 min.

Belt slipped off 2 m. later.

244 700 560 630 70 9.

245 700 560 630 70 9. 2.1 4.2 177 .711 5 min.
246

600

690

7.50

.-58 560

600

625 65 9.69 2.3 4.6 177 .735 10 mill.

247 675 75 9. 2.2 4.4 177 .711 1 min.
248

600

740

770

585 600

640

670 70 9.1)7 2.4! 4.8 177

177

.731

.770

5 mm.

1 min.249 705 65 10.8 2.5 5.

2)0 765 640 702.5 62.3 11.2 3.5 7. 177 .782 5 min.
251 770 600 640 685 65 8.06 4.2 8.4 178 .672 lOniin.

232 600 790 680 735 55 13.4 4.3 8.6 176 .845 1 min.
25;^ 790 080 735 55 13.4 6.3 12.6 176 .845 5 min. Belt .slipped off 2 m. later.

Pulley warm.
Belt scraped.2.54 100 too 44 72 28 2..57 .6 1.2 176 .307

2.56 160 120 140 20 7. 2.1 4.2 172 .648
257 200 160 180 20 9. 4. 8. in .736
2.58 230 200 215 15 14.3 6.6 13.2 168 .907 1 min.
259 2:J0 100 200 215 15 14.3 7.2 14.41163 .907 5 min.

261 100 100 44 72 28 2.57 .6 1.2a76 .307 Belt dressed with prepara-
tion recommendetl by263 160 120 140 20 7. 2.8 5.61172 .648

2&1 200 160 180 20 9. 5.1 10.2 171 .736 maker.
265 2.30 200 215 15 14.3 7.314.6!l68 .907 1 min.
266 2:^0 200 215 15 14.3 7.9;15.8-168 .907 5 nun.
267 2:0 240 2.55 15 17. 10.7 21.4 1()8 .966 1 min. Belt slipped off 3 m. later.
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TABLE lV.—{Go)iti»ueir).

SumofTen's. 4h c
d.a .n o

1
T+i ai B

«*-• u Duration
T o ^^ a o of run iit(U

d
1
o S

1 B

o

T ;;

t
bi

a
a

S
Is
<u ft

>

o
O
o
u

<

p

o
O

time of
exp'ment.

Reniiirks.

2B8 300 350 240 205 55 5.36 1.4 2.8 177-' .544

2e9 4110 320 360 40 9. 3. 6. 175 .719

270 450 4lX) 425 25 17. 0.8 13.6 172 .94311 min. Belt slipped off 3 m. later.

271 418 360 389 29 13.4 8.8 17.6 173 .85911 mill.

272 418 360 389 29 13.4 15.631.2 173 .859 5 mill. Belt slipped oS 2 m. later.

273 600 700 560 630 70 9. 6.3 12.6 177 .711

274 650 48J 565 85 6.65 3.1, 6.2 178 .610 1 min.
275 650 480 565 85 6.65 3.9 7.8 178 .610 5 min.
276 650 480 565 85 6.65 4.4 8.8 178 .610 10 min.

277 600 652 400 526 126 4.17 1.4 2.8 178 .460 One day later.

279 715 560 637.5 77.5 8.23 2.4 4.S 177 .682

i80 705 560 632.5 72.5 8.72 2.8 5.6 177 .701

281

560

700

750

560 560 630. 70. 9. 3. ^ 177 .711

282 040 605 55 12.6 4.1 8.2 176 .824 1 mill.

283 735 535! 640 6S2.5 47.5 14.3 22. 44. 176 .866 5 min. Belt slipped off.

284 770 640 705 65 10.7 5.4 10.8 177 .767 1 mill. After 3 min. intermission.

285 300 350 240 2;i5 55 5.36 1.2 2.4 177 .543 Temperature 52°.

286 400 320 360 40 9. 1.8 3.6 175 .719

287 433 360 395 35 11.3 2.7 5.4 174 .798

289 465 4IX) 4:32.5 32.5 13.3 5.3 10.6 174 .852

290 455 400 427.5 27.5 15.5 7.3 14.6 173 .907

291 460 400 430. 30. 14.3 11.6 23.2 173 .881

.307292 100 100 44 72. 28. 2.57~i^ 176

293 125 80 102.5 22.5 4.55 .8 1.6 173 .502

294 165 120 142.5 22.5 6.33 1.2 2.4 173 .611

295 20O 160 180. 20. 9. 2.1! 4.2 171 .73(j

296 230 2i;o 215 15 14.3 3.4 6.8 168 .907

297

100

230

270

200

240

215

225

15 14.3 3.9 7.8 168 .907

298 15 17. ^11.4 168 1.966 Imin.
299 270 240 255. 15 17. 7.6 15.2 168 .966 5 min.

300 270 240 255 15 17. 9.3 18.6|168 .966 lOmni. Belt slipped off 4 m. later.

303 100 110 40 75 35 2.14 .1 .4 177 .246 20 in. pulleys.

304 132 80 106 26 4.08 .4 1.6 174 .463

305 160 120 140 20 7. 1. 4. 172 .648

306 195 160 177.5 17.5 10.1 1.9 7.6 169 1.814

307 230 200 215. 15. 14.3 3. 12. 168 1.907 Imin.

308 230 90
i
200 2'5. 15 14.3 3.5 14. 1168 .<K)7| 5miii.

309 270 240 255 15 17. 4.5 18. |l68 '.9(i6 1 niin.

310 270 240 255 15 17. E. 8 23.2,168 ,.966; 5inin.

811 270 240 255 15 17. 6.2 24. S 168 i.Ofiti 10 mill.

812 270 240 255 15 17. 6.2 24. S 16S .iititl loiiiin. Temperature 56=".

313 270 240 2.-)5 15 17. 2. 18. |168 :.966| I miii.

814 270 240 255 15 17. 2.1 8.4 168 .966 5 min. Temperature 42°.

815 305 2-0 292.5 12.5 23.4 3.413.6 ICS 1.09 1 min.

316

100

305

335

100 280 292.5 12.5 23.4 3.5 14. 165 1.09 5 min.

317 320 327.5 7.5 43.7 5.220.8 1.-2 1.42 Imiii.

318 335 320 327.5 7.5 43.7 6.5|26. 152 1.42 5 mill.

319 SCO 3S0 320 350. 30. 11.7 1.3 6.2 173 .814 1 min.

320 380 320 3.50. 30. 11.7 1.4 5.6 173 .S1415 mill.

321 440 400 4':0. 20. 21. 2.1 8.4 170 1.03 1 mill.

322 440 260
j

400 420. 20. 21. 2.4 9.6 170 1.03 .jiiiiii.

323 300 480 440 46(1. 20. 23. 2.8 11.2 170 1.06 Imiii. Temperature 46°.

324 480 235! 440 460. 20. 23. 3. 12. 170 l.Oii 5111111.

325 510 480 495. 15. 33. 3.2 12.8 167 1.20 1 min. [lev warm.

326 510 480 495. 15. 33. 5.
J20.

167 1.20 5 mill.

1

Belt slip, off 5111. lat. Pul-
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TABLE V.

OAK-TAXXED LEATHER BELT 3" WIDE BV )\;" THICK AND 30' 4 " LONQ, WKIOniNG 4

LBS. OX 20 ' CAST-IROX PULLEYS. DRY AND SMOOTH, TAKEN FROM SERVICE ON
PLANEK.

Sum of Ten's. ^ O

B n, B
T + t C

^ Duration

T r o 03 o of run at
t

t
£ limt' of Remark?.

H 61)
h-c O .2 exp'uieiit.

o C3 J4 "3 ^1

40

O^ o
•e.

o
!i5

100

O

110

c
oi

4-29 75 35 2.14 1.2 .54 170° .243 18 r. p. m.
430 115 (>0 87.5 27.5 3.18] 6.1 2.75178 .372

481 118 70 04 24 3.021 16 5 7.42 1T8 .440
43-2 105 21) 62.5 42.5 1.47 .3 .14 170 .123

4*^ 112 50 81 |31 2.61 3.5 1.57178 .309

43.-) 200 204 40 1.32 182 1.61 .2 .09 ISO .1.52

4.3ti Sl;() <iO 133 73 1.82 7 .32 180 .101

437 • 20,S so 1-14 l64 2.25 1.8 .81 179 .260

'V.H 210 1011 155 55 2.S2 3.7 1.66 179 .332

430 212 120 166 46 3. til 3.47 179 .411

440

100

215

110

140

(iO

177.5 37.5 4.73 18.4

.3

8.28 179
1

.497

'42 85 25 3.40 7.12 178 .394 950 r. p. m.

443 120 SO 100 20 5. .7 16.62 178 .,518

44.5 125 00 107.5|17..5 6.14 3. 71 .25 177 .587 Stan ing.

44G 125 00 107.5 17.5 6.14 25. 593.7 jl77 .587 5 mill.

44S 200 200 so 140 60 2.33 .4 0.5 '170 .271

44il 2or 101) 1.50 .50 3. .o 11.87170 .352

45U

150

105

175

175 120

120

157.537.5

147.5 27.5

4.20 .8 10. 110 1.450

4.51 5.3b .9

20.

21.38 178 .540

452 l:» 160 120 140 20 7. 475. ,r. .626

TABLE VL

SHOWING THE AVERAGE CO EFFICIENT OF FRICTION AND VELOCITY OF SLIP FOR A NUM-

BER OF EXPERIMENTS IN WHK H THE SLIP APPROXIMATED 2 PER CENT.

O O s

— —

Sr.S

Belt. Pulleys. Remarks.

' 1.4 5.6 .661 5}" old belt. See Tab. I. 20" diam. pap. covered. Beltin nor. w'kiiigcon.

2 1.7 .6.8 .44 5}" old belt. See Tab. I. 20" diam. cast-iron surf. " " "

2 1.55 6.2 .575 5}" old belt. See Tab. I. 20" diam. cas't-iron surf.
Belt dressed with " BelU-
lellC"

5 1.7 6.8 .4.52 2i" dbl. belt. See Ta.II. 20" diam. cast-iron surf. B't drj' as used on plan'r

2 1.5 6. .818 2i"dbl.belt. See Ta.II. 20" diam. cast-iron surf.
litlt (lii-.-seil Willi "S;!!!-

Icey's Life of Leather."

2 1.7 6.8 1.3S 4" r'hide b't. Sec Ta. HI. 30" diam. cast-iron surf. Beltin nor. w'kingcon.

11 1.8 3.6 .86lU"rhideb't. SceTa.IIL

.432 4" r'hide b't. See Ta.lII.

10" diameter

2 .45 10" diameter » » X

1.9 .86 .691 4" r'hide b't. See Ta.IlI. 20" diameter u .. 11

r.
1.94 3.88 .617 4"o.tan'db. SeeTa.IV. 10" diameter I. 11 I'

4 1.85 7.40
!

.906'4"o.taii'(ll). SeeTa.IV.
1

20" diameter U .i 11

o 1.5 .67 1 .25lJ2"o.tan'db. SeeTab.V. 20" diameter B't dry as used on plan'r

2 .8 38. 529 9" n tnii'db. See Tab V. 20" diameter i> 11 11
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TABLE VII.

SilOWIN'G THE TORSIONAL MOME.VT IN LBS. REQUIRED TO OVERCOME JOURNAL FRICTION

AND OTHER INTERNAL RESISTANCES, FOR BELTS AT VARIOUS SPEEDS AND TENSIONS

ON DIFFERENT ARRANGEMENTS OF PULLETS.

o
£

V.

o

+

s

1

.s

.s

c
V
g
S
%

20
25
30
35
45
15
22.5
27.5
35
50

>->

_o

5.

"S

3

5
>

1
o

1

1
o Manner of Driving. Remarks.

1

3
5
7
10
45
47
49
51
54

100
300
500
700
1000
100
300
500
700
1000

20" 160 6" A" Straight open belt.

163 1 100 i 17.5
165 300 1 25
167 1 500

i
30

169 1 700 i
35

20" 160 4"
T,V' Straight open belt.

194
196
198
200
202
20;}

100 17.5
300 27.5
500

i

40.
700 1 55.

900
1

70.

1000 1 80.

10" 160 4" 1^" Straight open belt.

327 ' 100 I 20
328 1 1000 ' 80
393 1 100 20
394

i

1000 I 100
.395 1 600

i
60

1 1

10" 18 4" Straight open belt.

405 1 100 ' 20
406 1 lOOiJ - 160
407

j

600
^

100

20" 18 4" A" Straight open belt.

428
434

100 20
200 25

20" 18 2"
Straight open belt.

441
447

100 25
200 30

20" 950 2"
tV"

Straight open belt.

453
4M
4.55

100 25
500 60
1000 110

20" 160 6"
-aV Crossed belt. 14' 6" between pulleys.

14' 6" between pulleys.

459
460
461

100 15
500 1 25
1000

,
65

20" 160 6"
-hi'

Straight open belt. 14' 6" between pulleys.

462
463
464

100 i 25
500 60
1000 110

20" 160 6"
hi' Straight open belt. With 8" tightener.

465 ; 100
466

1
500

467
1
1000

45
105
180

20" 160 6" h" Crossed belt. 8 feet between pulleys.

470
471
472
473
474
475
476

100
500
750
1000
750
500
1000

25
80
145
250
170
110
220

20" 160 6"
hi" Quarter tuni belt on

16" diameter male
pulleys.
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TABLE XU.—{Continued).

577

c
V
B
•E
a
P.

"s

6

+

c

B
Qi

S

p
a
S
o

a
o
o
o
s

(5

1
vA
cc

1
a
o
>

"3

1
"S
to

o
p

Manner of Driving. Remarks.

477
418
479
480
4S1
482

1000
750
500
100
50
25

140
100
70
20
60
120

20" 160 6"
-h"

Quarter turn belt on
16" diameter mule
pulleys.

Freshly oiled.

20" 160 6" :,¥' Quarter turn on 16'

mule pulley*.

Belt rubbing a-rainst lower guide
of mule pulley.

483
484
485
486

100
nCO
750
1000

20
50
70
105

20" 160 6"
-3V Quarter turn on 16"

mule pulleys.

Well oiled, after a run of 2 hrs.

at 7' + ^ = 100.

495
496
4in
498

250
500
7oO
1000

30
50
90
170

20" 160 6"
:h" Half turn belt on 16"

mule pulleys.

503
504
505
506
50T

1000
751)

500
250
100

260
190
130
80
30

20" 160 6" aV Quarter twist. 10 feet between pulleys.

513
514
515
516
517

100
2.-)0

500
750
1000

50
105
2(X)

2<»0

380

20" 160 6" iV Quarter twist. 7' 6" between pulleys.

523
524
525
526
527

100
250
500
750
1000

25
50
95
145
210

20" 160 4"
4

Quarter twist. 10 feet between pulleys.

5-.'8

529
530
531

100
230
500
750

65
135
245
380

20" 160 i"
i"
4

Quarter twist. 6 feet between pulleys.

533
534
535
5:}6

537

100
2.tO

5C0
750
1000

25
40
75
105
165

20" 160 6" Quarter twist. 16' 6" between pulleys.

539
540
541
542
54J
544
W5
546
547
548

1000
750
500
250
100
100
250
1500

750
1000

130
110
90
60
40
30
55
90
120
170

20" 160 6" -.v Quarter twist witli
16" diameter car-

rying pulley.

7' 6" between pulleys.

569
571
572
573

100
500
750
1000

25
55
70
90

20" 160 6" JZjj." Straight open belt.

37
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TABLE VIII.

SHOWING THE INCREASE IN THE SUM OF THE TENSIONS ON A VERTICAL BELT 4" WIDE

BY 4" THICK, AND 24 FT. LONG, ON 20" OAST-IRON PULLEYS AT 130 R. P. M.

P'rcent-

No. of Incre-
Scales Scale? Tension Tension age of

Experi- T t ment of Date.
A. B. T+t T-t Incre-

ment. T+l
ment.

578 93 101 194 16 105 89 5_15_1885.
579 70 142 213 144 178 34 18
580 67 170 337 206 321.5 15.5 43

581 66 180 246 228 337 9 53

582 66 188 2o4 244 249 5 60 .323

583 91 101 193 20 106 86 — 3

584 202 210 413 16 214 198 5—15—1885.
585 167 250 417 166 293.5 136.5 5

58(5 145 300 445 310 376.5 (56.5 33 .171

587 185 195 380 20 200 180 —33

5_18—1885.

588 190 199 380 190 190

589 143 250 393 214 303.5 89.5 13 .033

5—19—1885.
590 177 177 354 177 177

591 156 203 359 94 226.5 133.5 5

592 138 235 373 194 283.5 89.5 19

593 135 250 385 230 307.5 77.5 31

594 138 375 403 294 348.5 54.5 ^9
595 135 300 435 350 387.5 37.5 71

596 123 3J5 448 404 436 33 94 .333

597 108 168 336 168 168 —18

598 143 143 286 148 143 5—25-1885.
599 140 148 288 1() 153 136 2
600 130 160 290 60 175 115 4
601 133 170 393 96 194 98 6
602 116 180 296 138 212 84 10
603 113 190 303 156 229 73 16

604 108 200 308 184 246 63 22
605 105 210 315 310 363.5 53.5 29
606 103 220 333 236 279 43 36
607 100 230 330 3(50 295 35 44
608 99 240 339 383 310.5 38.5 53
609 98 350 34« 304 336 32 62
610 98 260 358 316 337 21 72
611 99 270 369 343 355.5 13.5 83
613 100 280 380 3U0 370 10 94 .357

613 140 140 280 140 140 — 6
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APPENDIX YI.

The following tables give values for C. and //. P. calculated from

the formulae of Mr. A. F. Nagle, given in Vol. II., p. 1)1, Trans.

A. S. M. E.

TABLE I.

VALUE OF C = 1 - 10- -WS?/®.

/ = Co-eflBcient of friction, @ rr degrees of contact.

ARC OP 8UBTENS10N = @
VALUB OF

/ 90° 100" 110" 120° 130° 140° 150° 160° 170° 180° 200°
.250 .277 .306 .333 .361 .388 .417 .444 .472 .500 .555

.15 .210 .230 .250 .370 .288 .307 .325 .342 .359 .376 .408

.18 .246 .270 .292 .314 .335 .356 .376 .395 .414 .432 .466

.20 .270 .295 .319 .342 .364 .386 .408 .438 .448 .467 .503

.23 .30;J .331 .357 .382 .406 .430 .452 .474 .495 .514 .552

.25 .325 .354 .381 .407 .432 .457 .480 .503 .524 .544 .582

.28 .350 .387 .416 .444 .470 .496 .520 .542 .564 .585 .624

.yo .376 .408 .438 .467 .494 .520 .544 .567 .590 .610 .649

.83 .404 .438 .469 .499 .527 .554 .579 .602 .624 .645 .684

.35 .42:! .457 .4S9 .520 .548 .575 .600 .624 .646 .667 .705

.38 .449 .485 .518 .549 .578 .605 .630 .654 .676 .697 .735

.40 467 .502 .536 .567 .597 .624 .649 .673 .695 .715 .753

.43 .491 .528 .562 .593 .623 .650 .676 .699 .721 .741 .777

.45 .507 .544 .579 .610 .640 .667 .692 .715 .737 .757 .792

.48 .5-'9 .567 602 .634 .663 .690 .715 .738 .759 .779 .813

.50 .544 .582 .617 .649 .678 .705 .730 .752 .773 .792 .825

.53 .565 .603 .638 .670 .700 .7-,'6 .750 .772 .793 .811 .843

.55 .578 .617 .652 .084 .713 .739 .763 .785 .805 .822 .853

.58 .598 .637 .672 .703 .732 .758 .781 .802 .821 .838 .868

.60 .610 .649 .6>!4 .715 .744 .769 .792 .813 .833 .848 .877
1.00 .792 .8>5 .853 .877 .897 .913 .927 .937 .947 .956 .969

TABLE II.

HORSE POWEU OF A LACED LEATHEK BELT ONE INCH "WIDE.

Formula 5^P = C FC w (r - .012 F") -J- 550.

For / = .40 and @ = 180% C = .715 ; T = 275 ; iv ~ 1."

THICKNESS IN INCHES = t.

.t;3 .167
A"
.187 fio

1"
.250 ^^i';

i"
.333

10 .51 .59 .63 .73 .84 1.05 1.18
15 .75 .88 1.00 1.16 1.32 1.66 1.77
20 1.00 1.17 1.32 1.54 1.75 2 19 2 34
25 1.23 1.43 1.61 1.88 2.16 2.69 2.86
30 1.47 1.72 1.93 2 25 2.58 3.22 3.44
35 1.69 1.97 2.22 2.59 2.96 3.70 3.94
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TABLE II.-—[Continued).

7,
" IS

^ »
THICKNESS IN INCHKS =: t.

o ^ S

III
>

.143 X^, .187 .219 .i; .12 .333

40 1.90 2.22 2.49 2.90 3.32 4.15 4.44
45 2.09 2.45 2.75 3.21 3.67 4.58 4.89

50 2.27 2 65 2.98 3.48 3.98 4.97 5.30

55 2.44 2.84 3.19 3.72 4.26 5.32 5.69
60 2.58 3.01 3.38 3.95 4.51 5.64 6.02

65 2.71 3.16 3.55 4.14 4.74 5 92 6.32

70 2.81 3.27 3.68 4.29 4.91 6.14 6.54

75 2.89 3.37 3.79 4.42 5.05 6 31 6.73

80 2.94 3.43 3.86 4.50 5.15 6.44 6.86

85 2.97 3.47 3.90 4.55 5.20 6.50 6.93

90 2.97 3.47 3.90 4.55 5.20 6.50 6.93

F becomes a maximum at 87.41 feet per second, = 5245 feet per minute.

TABLE III,

HORSE POWER OP A RIVETED LE.^THER BELT ONE INCH WIBE.

Formula as in Table II., except tbat T = 400 instead of 275.

THICKNESS IN INCHES =: t.

5^1

>
.219

X"

.250 .312

¥'
.333

f"
.375 .437 .500

15 1.69 1.94 2.42 2.58 2.91 3.39 3.87
20 2.24 2.57 3.21 3.42 3.85 4.49 5.13
25 2.79 3.19 3.98 4.25 4.78 5.57 6.37
30 3.31 3.79 4.74 5.05 5.67 6.62 7.58
35 3.82 4.37 5.46 5.83 6.56 7.65 8.75
40 4.33 4.95 6.19 6.60 7.42 8.66 9 90
45 4.85 5.49 6.86 7.32 8.43 9.70 10.98

50 5.26 6.01 7.51 8.02 9.02 10.52 12.03
55 5.68 6.50 8.12 8.66 9.74 11.36 13.00

60 6.C9 6.96 8.70 9.28 10.43 12.17 13.91

65 6.45 7.37 9.22 9.83 11.06 12.90 14.75

70 6.78 7.75 9.69 10.33 11.62 13.56 15.50

75 7.09 8.11 10.13 10.84 12.16 14.18 16.21

80 7.36 8.41 10.51 11.21 12.61 14.71 16.81

85 7.58 8.66 10.82 11.55 13.00 15.16 17.32

90 7.74 8.85 11.06 11.80 13.27 15.48 17.69

95 7.90 9.03 11.28 12.04 13.54 15.80 18.06

100 7.96 9.10 11.37 12.13 13.65 15.92 18.20

105 8.00 9.13 11.41 12.17 13.69 15.97 18.26

F becomes a maximum at 105.4 ft. per second = 6324 ft. per minute.

In Tables II. and III., the angle of Subtension, @, is taken at 180°.

Should it be
Multiply above values by.

.

90°

.65

100°

.70

110°

.75

120°

.79

130°

.83

140°

.87

150°

.91

160° 170°

.94 .97

180° 200°

1. 1.05
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DISCUSSION.

Mr. John T. Hawkins.—In the very valuable and interesting

experiments described in the above paper there seems to have been

no importance attached to the question of centrit'ngal action of high-

speed belts, while it is very certain that, in the operation of all

such belts as necessarily^ possess considerable weight and which run

at hio^h velocities over pulleys of comparatively small diameter,

this becomes a very important factor in their efficiency ; cjuite

sufficiently so to nullity the value as generalizations of " Indications

and Conclusions," Xos. 12 and 13 of the paper in question.

In many varieties of machinery, wood-working machinery par-

ticularly, a large amount of power is required to be transmitted

through belts which, in order to possess the requisite tensile

strength, must be of sufficient weight to make centrifugal action in

passing around the smaller pulley very much greater, I think, than

is generally recognized ; as, for instance, wood planers and sur-

facers, special turning lathes, etc.; and it is to be regretted, I

think, that the experiments were not extended to conditions cov-

ering the action of belting of this kind. From page 55-1 of Mr.
Lewis' paper I quote :

" These experiments seem to show that

the principal resistance to straight belts was journal friction, except

at very high speeds, when the resistance of the air began to be

felt," from which it would appear to be rather curious that so small

a factor as the air resistance should be recognized, while the inevi-

table release of belt pressure upon the pulley and diminution of

arc of contact through centrifugal action should have been lost

sight of; the latter, even on a 20-inch pulley, which seems to have

been the smallest pulley used at high speed, being of a certainty a

much more serious factor tlian the air i-esistance could possibly be;

and this leads me to think that perhaj^s the " peculiar and im-

portant feature" of Tables HI. and IY.,as quoted from p. 558, may
not be as supposed, due entirely to " the effect of time upon the

percentage of slip," but was more likely due to centrifugal action

not having had time to assert itself when "the percentage of slip

was measured at once after the load was a]iplied," but did so after

a sufficiently longer period had elapsed to permit of the belt ob-

taining its full speed and normal running conditions.

From the tables it appears that the highest belt-speed used was
with 20-inch pulleys making 050 revolutions per minute, equal to
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nearl)- 5,000 feet per minute of belt, without slip, as given in experi-

ment 441, Table VII. In this case, if the driven pulley had been,

say, one-quarter this diameter, the effect of centrifugal action in re-

ducing the efficiency would have been so apparent, I think, as to

show the necessity of taking this factor into account in any such

general conclusions as Nos. 12 and 13, page 56S.

I may also say that conclusion No. 4, same page, will not hold

good for a vertical high-speed belt running over a lower driven

pulley of small diameter, when the shafts are properly parallel. I

have repeatedly seen such a belt run toward the center of the pulley

when purposely led to one side or the other, while the driven pul-

ley was forcibly held almost at a stand-still, the slip being fully 90

per cent, on this pulley ; it appearing that the belt, reasonably

enough, persisted in moving in the direction imparted to it upon

leaving the overhead driver. I might say here that in these crude

experiments it was found perfectly feasible, after allowing such a

pulley and belt to get up to its speed, to put a brake upon the fly-

wheel attached to this pulley and gradually retard the revolutions

of the spindle, while the belt itself kept up to its maximum speed,

until the spindle was brought entirely to rest, the belt continuing

to pass around the pulley, making the slip 100 per cent. This I

have repeatedly done in making these experiments, and with a belt

whose tension when at rest would be considered, for any moderate

speeds, as very gi-eat.

I regret to say that I have never instituted any quantitative ex-

periments in connection with such high-speed belting, or, in fact,

any but of the crudest description. Even these, however, I think

establish beyond peradventure that the operation of centrifugal

force in modifying the efficiency of high-speed belting is a factor

which is in all cases considerable, and in extreme cases enormous ; in

fact, it can be -easily shown, I think, that it may, in a very extreme

ease, deprive a belt almost entirely of its power to move the driven

pulley, while its tension was such that at moderate speeds it would

transmit a fair amount of power.

Five thousand feet per minute is a (piite ordinary belt speed in

wood-working machinery where the belt is anywliere from 2 to 5

inches wide, and running sometimes overdriven puller's as small as

3 inches in diameter; and in other classes of machiner}-, notably a

stereotyper's routing machine, we have spindles running as high as

20,000 turns per minute with belt over a pulley one inch in diam-

eter, corresponding to a belt speed without slip of over 5,000 feet
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per minute. In this hitter case it is found that leather belts of

sufficient streno-th cannot be used, for the reason that tlieir weight,

to possess sufficient strength to resist the tension which must be

imparted to them while at rest, is such that the centrifugal action

throws them so nearly completely from contact with the small

driven pulley as to deprive them almost entirely of tlieir driving

power. In all such eases a.very strong but light, flat linen web, or

tape, is found to be the best practicable belt.

This centrifugal action is, however, best illustrated, so far as

done in any experiments I have made, in a wood-turning lathe,

of which I had some ten or twelve running for several years, giv-

ing good opportunity for observation and such crude experiment

as is described herein.

These lathes were used in turning thread spools. The resist-

ance offered to the rotation of the spindle was rapidly intermittent

but very great while the knives were cutting. In the production

of these spools, the ends were both squared up by flat knives, or

cutters, equal in width to a radius of the spool-head less one-half

the diameter of the hole in the spool, on the end of the grain, at

one operation ; and immediately following, the depression was cut

out of the cylindrical blank, at one operation, by three flat knives

set to produce the required shaped depression ; this whole operation

being done so quickly that one lathe performed it upon as many

as 120 gross i:i 10 hours, equal to an average for the whole day of

24 per minute ; and, as the time required to sharpen and set the

cutters and do other work in connection was generally inore than

one-half, this operation was actually performed as rapidly as 50 to

60 per minute in regular practice ; and I have seen as many as 100

spools and over turned out per minute for a short time. Probably

no belt could be devised which would continuously drive one of

these spindles under the resistance offered in squaring the ends, or

even in cutting out the depression ; and the intermittent character

of the resistance alone rendered it practicable to perform the work

at the rate mentioned, the spindle being provided with a fly-wheel

in which the power became stored during the time elapsing

between cuts. These machines had steel spindles with journals

one inch in diameter running in bronze boxes. The spindle car-

ried a pulley 4 inches in diameter, and 3^ inch face, on one side of

which the fly-wheel was formed, being a circular ring of about 1^

inch section, and about 10 inches diameter. The driving pulley

overhead was 30 inches diameter. The revolutions of spindle
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were calculated for 5,000 turns per minute, corresponding to over

5,000 feet per minnte belt-speed, without slip. The belt used

was 3 inches wide, and generally the lightest leather procurable

for that width was found to give the best results. The
standing tension of these belts required to be such as would be

generally considei'ed excessive for low speeds, in order that the

belt should not be thrown entirely away from the pulley surface

or so nearly so as to practically deprive it of its power while run-

ning; and the inevitable fact followed that in this operation, with

a tight and loose pulley belt from the line to the counter-shaft

sufficiently slack to permit of considerable slip, and thus result in

a diminution of speed in the vertical belt when the resistance of

the cutting was offered to the spindle, the vertical belt would con-

tinue to perform the work of cutting at much reduced speed of

spindle and overcome a much greater i-esistance of the knives per

revolution, from the evident fact, as easily observed, that at high

speed the belt would touch at but a very small part of the circum-

ference of the pulley, M-hile as soon as materially reduced by the

slipping of the horizontal belt overhead it could be plainly seen to

increase the arc of contact. Nothing could be more palpably ap-

parent than that, with an exceedingly tight belt enwrapping under

great pressure while at rest all that arc of the small pulley due to

the belt running over a 30-inch pulley overhead, Avhile running

up to speed the belt would not touch moj'e than one-third that

amount ; and this was invariably the case under the best working

conditions.

Probably the most curious feature in corroboration of this cen-

trifugal action is that, under the standing tension indispensable to

these belts, when run at about half-speed the spindle journals and

boxes would have great tendency to heat, while at the maximum

speed they would run cool, showing clearly enough that the centrif-

ugal action of the belt greatly reduced the pressure upon the

journals as well as reduced the arc of contact.

For a considerable time I was troubled in getting new spindles

or boxes to run cool, running tliem slowly, as would naturally sug-

gest itself, in order to cool them or keep them from heating until

worn down to a perfect bearing. It was finally discovered, how-

ever, that the best way to insure their running cool was to put

them up to, and keep them at, top-speed ; and any new spindle

which would not run cool at top-speed would invariably heat up

more when slowed down.
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It would appear probable from the above that, first, so far as

high-speed belts are concerned, the economy of bolt transmission

does not always " depend principally npon journal friction and

slip ;
" but, in some cases at least, more largely upon this centrifu-

gal action than on either; and, second, that in many cases it is not

"important to make the belt-speed as high as ])ossible within the

limits of 5,000 or 6,000 feet per niiiinte," and that the two general-

izations 12 and 13 of the pajxM- should be modified to embrace this

disturbing element of centrifugal action as governed by diameter

of pulley and weight of belt.

I am of the opinion that further experiments, embracing the feat-

ures above described, are desirable, and that such would be very

valuable in many branches of the arts wliere ditficulty is now en-

countered in obtaining a desirable efiiciency in such belts.

J//'. Oherlm Smith.—The ])oint that struck me as particularly

pertinent in the paper was the seventeenth remark, " that there

is still need of more light on the subject." It seems to me that

we are still a long way in the dark, and a great many more experi-

ments are necessary. But the same feature which Mr. Hawkins

has pointed out struck me forcibly in regard to the experiments

here mentioned, that no attention, or scarcely any, was paid to the

centrifugal force, which must be \QYy great at high speeds. I

have not, however, made any experiments myself in this particu-

lar line. The comparatively low speeds here given do not tend to

develop this point.

3£r. II. R. Toicne.—The Society is indebted to Mr. Lewis and

to the firm of William Sellers & Co. for giving us the results of ex-

pei'inients wliich have cost so much time and money as these repre-

sent, and which add so much to the value of the Society's transac-

tions. I tiiink that all of us will agree that firms and individuals

who are willing to contribute results of this kind are entitled to the

warmest thanks of the Society.

There is one sir.all factor which it seems to me ma}' perhaps

account for some of the losses in transmission by belting which has

not been touched upon, and which I can conceive, under some con-

ditions, may be a greater one than that of centrifugal force. It is

the non-elastic quality of the material of the belting. If our belt-

ing was composed of a thin strip having perfect elasticity in bend-

ing over the pulley, while absorbing power on the entering side, it

would give back that power on the other side, and so no power

would be lost. But leather belting is not perfectly elastic, and
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when new is very stiff and requires considerable power to bend it.

Undoubtedly some power is thus absorbed, and this loss increases a

good deal when the belts are new. When the belts are old it is

probably an unimportant factor. I think any equation which un-
dertook accurately to embrace all the conditions of the case would
have to include this as one of the factors. The most interesting

point which the experiments bring out, it seems to me, is that the

determining element in the transmitting power of the belt is its

percentage of sUj). Tiiat is a point which has to a great extent

escaped the observation of those who have treated this subject here-

tofore, most of whom have written about it more on the basis of

theory than of actual observed experiments. And again: one of

the other deductions, namely, that the sura of the tensions on the

two sides of the belt, 7\ plus T^, is not the same under all con-

ditions. I think that in all theoretical discussions of this subject

liei-etofore, it has been assumed that the sum of the tensions re-

mains constant, whether the belt is running or standing still, or

doing much work or little. Apparently the experiments presented

by Mr. Lewis show conclusively that this is not true. The element

of slip, which has been overlooked, interferes to prevent the con-

stancy of that rule.

Mr. F. H. Underwood.—I would ask Mr. Lewis if he made his

experiments with the grain side or the flesh side of the leather

next the pulley ?

Mr. John. ^Yalkev.—I v;ould like to ask Mr. Lewis about this raw-

hide belt referred to in the paper. Was it the common untanned

rawhide, or was it semi-tanned ?

Mr. F.W.Taylor.—-This rawhide belt was used at the Midvalc
Steel Works, Nvitli which I am connected, but I am unable to say ex-

actly what process was used in preparing the leather for the belt.

The leather used in the body of the belt was not fulled, being of

about the thickness of rawhide, and very dense. I understood from
the maker that in preparing the leather, it was bent backward and

forwai-d a great number of times, by being passed around a series

of drums, which accounts for its being exceedingly soft and pliable.

I further found, after having the belts in use for about two years, a

fact which they did not call my attention to at first, which was, that

there was a very thin layer of soft leather glued to the outside of

the belt, which gave it a i-emarkably tenacious surface, a very much
more sticky and adhesive surface than I have ever seen in any

other belt. The surface felt to the touch almost like that of kid.
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I think it would scarcely be a fair sample of rawhide belting,

although it more nearly resembles rawhide than oak-tanned belting.

It is but fair to state that in some cases, after two years of use, this

thin facing of leather came off from the body of the belt in Hakes.

Mr.W. IL Doane.—This is a question of deep interest to every

member of this Association. I am very much pleased with the report

of Mr. Lewis. It seems to me to enter fully into this mattei-, and yet

it falls short in some respects. Now the branch of industry in

which I am interested uses a high speed and quick transmission

of power for the performance of the work of wood reduction

by its wood-cutting tools. Those familiar w^ith this branch of

manufactures are also aware of the importance of obtaining

and maintaining high velocity. It is impossible without this to

do the M'ork which machines are designed to accomplish, and

the conditions of belts under extremely high velocity are quite

different from what they are under slow velocity. For instance,

the slippage of a belt in running iron-working machinery at a slow

velocity, is verj' much less in my judgment than it would be

where it is necessary to maintain high velocity like wood-working

machinery. In addition to the reasons which have been named,

there are several others, and I have found in practical experience

the estimate of the amount of power required to be transmitted

through a belt, to perform a certain amount of work depends

largely upon its slippage, or rather the amount of the belt slippage

depends very much upon the amount of power being transmitted.

Take, for example, rotary cutters for working wood. Some of these

run at great speed, often as high as 6,0^0, 8,000, and even 10,000

revolutions per minute, necessitating the belt that drives them to

travel at a speed of nearh' two miles a minute, and the conditions

will be found to vary continually. Now if we consider the two

miles of travel per minute of the belt, the condition of the cutters

for displacing the wood, the disproportion of the size of the driver,

and the driven pulley, the amount of fiber to be reduced from the

wood itself, it will be apparent that this will create a resistance

which the power of the belt must overcome; and if there is not

power enough in the belt and behind the belt, and it is not just of

the right kind, both in size and thickness, and its pliability is not

such as will adjust itself to the contour of the pulleys, slipping

must ensue and continue. Therefore, this is why I would like to

see these experiments carried further. I believe there is no question

likelv to come before this bodv which has a greater interest to the
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manufacturers of the country at large, than the question of trans-

mission of posver, and slipping of belts. There is no standard of

belt transmission of power to-day, that I am aware of. Ask any

practical .operator or engineer the question, how much horse power
a belt of a given size will transmit, and he will give you only an

approximation, the conditions, as I have said, not being alike in any

two cases. Now if we could reach hold of this matter, and by a

series of t^sts establish some formula which was accurate and relia-

ble, applicable to the general condition of shops, I would be very

glad. Then would follow a more perfect transmission of power and

higher quality and standard of belting, and a blessing and benefit

would be conferred on the manufacturing interests at large.

Mr. H. It. Towne.—As Mr. Doane has very well said, this subject

is of importance to every one who uses power, and it is one of the

most encouraging signs of the good work that the Society is doing

that two such representative institutions as the firm of William

Sellers <fc Co. and the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, un-

der Professor Lanza's direction, are both at work in this field. At
our last meeting in Boston, you will remember tliat' Professor

Lanza gave us a very valuable paper upon this subject,* reporting

the results of experiments which he was conducting in the Institute

on this very question—the transmission of power by belting.

Those experiments he is still continuing, and he has promised us a

further report, which I hope we may have at our next meeting.

Just twent}' years ago I became interested in this subject and

made a series of tests and experiments on the transmission of

power by belting—very crude as they seem now in the light of

what is being done to-day, but still of some' use; and one of the

factors which came in very clearly at that time, and of course does

always, where belting is used, was the hygrometric condition of

the atmosphere, and I think that in any accurate tests of belting

this must be taken into account. I found that the belt which I was

testing to day, and which gave certain results, and pretty uniform

results, would to-morrow give ver}' different results indeed ; and

noting the condition of the atmosphere, I found that those changes

were coincident with changes in tlie amount of moisture in the air.

L'ndoubtedly belting is very much influenced by this, so tliat the

perfect equation must bring in the hygrometric condition of the

atmosphere, although, of course, this point is rather theoretical

than practical.

* No. ecu. Transactions A. S. M. E., p. 347, Vol. VII.
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Mr. Thos. R. Morgan.—It seems to me that another factor

wliich must be oonsidered in our discussions ou belting is the length

of the belt. This is very often governed by the conditions of the

workshop and the positions of the shafting. As a rule, belting

will transmit more power when it is long, but I do not know that

we have any tables or formula' to tell us how much. I think an

important point would be gained if experiments on this subject

could be made by somebody who might have the time and oi)por-

tnnity. Where there ai'C variations from tabulated results, 1 have

often found them to follow variations in the lengths of tlie belt.

Mr. Win. Kent.—It seems to me that the discussion has led more to

the subject of what we don't know about belting, than what we do

know about belting, and it shows that the Held for experiment on

this subject is an enormous one. It is far larger than the tirm of

William Sellers & Co., or any Institute of Technology can expect

to cover in the next ten or twenty years. I think the firm of

William Sellers & Co. are entitled to much credit for all that

they have done, and I hope they will go on in the same line. The
same difficulty stares us in the face in every problem of mechani-

cal engineering that is presented to us—What size of shafting

shall we use? What size of pipe shall we use? and so on. One
branch of the subject was taken up by a United States Government

test commission about ten years ago, and its Avork was left sadly

incomplete on account of the refusal in Congress to continue the

appropriation. I merely make these remarks to show the necessity

of a national or private endowment of a fund of a few hundred

'thousand dollars to carrying on such experiments as they should be

conducted. Professor Lanza is doing all he can with his limited facili-

ties at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. His facilities

ought to be increased tenfold. To-da}', when we talk about steam,

we have to go back to the experiments of Regnault, made in France

at the expense of the French Government. If we consider the

strength of materials, we have to go to the experiments made at the

expense of the German Government. But there is no one in the

country to-day prepared to do such work unless they have a na-

tional endowment or a very large private endowment.

Mr. Lewis.—I may say in regaixl to the stiffness of the belt and

the power lost in bending and unbending, that we were unable to

detect any such loss. We ran very thin belts and very thick belts

under the same conditions of speed and tension, and found no dif-

ference in the amount of power consumed. In quarter-twist belts,
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where the bending is edgewise and there is more slip in leaving

the pulley, there was considerable loss from that cause, but in or-

dinary straight belts, I think tlie loss is practically inappreciable.

In reply to Mr. Underwood's question as to which side of the

belt was next the pulley in tlie experiments, I would say that it

was generally the grain side. In some of the old belts it was
difficult to say whether it was the grain side or not.

In closing the debate,* I would say that the point raised by Mr.

Hawkins in regard to conclusion No. 4, "That a belt will seldom

remain upon a pulley when the slip exceeds 20 per cent.,'' is, I

think, well taken.

This conclusion applies more particularly to horizontal l)elts on

crowned pulleys, and undoubtedly there are cases, like those cited,

in which the slip may be as great as 100 per cent, without causing

the belt to leave the pulley.

It is the crowning of a pulley which causes tlie belt to remain

upon it in a central position, when there is not much slip, and it is

also the crowning which causes the belt to leave the pulley when,

as we determined, the slip exceeds 20 per cent.

On flat-faced pulleys, properly set, there is no tendency for the

belt to stay on or run off whether it slips or not, and very slight

influences are sufficient to work it laterally.

When a small pulley is driven by a large one, so that the slip is

confined principally to the former, I think it niight be advisable to

make the face of the small pulley straight and have crowning only

on the large pulley which does not slip.

In regard to the effect of centrifugal action, I do not see how
there can be any question about it, and .1 think a more careful

study of my paper will show that so far from its having been neg-

lected as a matter of no importance, it was really the principal sub-

ject of consideration in arriving at conclusion No. 13, which Mr.

Hawkins refers to as one of those whose value as a generalization

is nullified by neglect of this important factor.

The conclusion states that it is important on account of journal

friction and slip to make the belt-speed as high as possible within

the limits of 5,000 or 0,000 feet pej" minute, and by reference to

formula (3), page 563, it will be found that these limitations were

derived directly from the consideration of centrifugal force alone.

I did not deem it necesfary to dwell at length upon this part of

the subject, because it had been so thoroughly treated in Mr.

* Contributed after adjournment under the rules.
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Nagle's paper on the " ITorse Power of Leather Belts," that a brief

statement of his results seemed to be snftieient. I lio])e, however,

to be able to correct the im])ression that generalizations 12 and 13

require to be modified on account of centrifugal action, except in

so far as it ma\' affect the arc of contact, and with this provision

that the arc of contact remains constant or nearly so, I adhere to

the original text and repeat the importance of making "the belt-

speed as high as possible within the limits of 5,000 and 6,000 feet

per minute,"' as the only part affected by that consideration. The
statement following the formnlfe on page 562, that " the velocity at

which the maximum amount of power can be transmitted by any

given belt is independent of the arc of contact and co-efficient of

friction, and depends only upon the working strength of the ma-

terial and its specific gravity," applies, as intended, to any constant

values that may be assumed for arc of contact, co-efticient of fric-

tion, strength, and specific gravity, and if any of these values were

supposed to vary with the speed, it would, of course, be necessary

to establish the law of variation in the general formula for horse

power in order to determine the velocity of maximum effect.

To do this would be extremely ditticult, if not im])Ossible, for

even a special case, while for general practice it is entirely out of

the question, and it is still thought that the velocities stated can be

shown to give the best results, for the largest range of practical

coTiditions.

Mr. Hawkins quotes from page 554 :
" These experiments seem to

show that the principal resistance to straight belts was journal

friction, except at very high speeds, when the resistance of the air

began to be felt," and observes it " to be rather curious that so

small a factor as air resistance should be recognized, while the in-

evitable release of Belt-pressure upon the pulley and diminution of

arc of cojitact throush centrifuo^al action should have been lost

sight of." It would be curious enough if it were a fact, and grant-

ing it to be true, it would be still more interesting to know how
" centrifugal action " and " arc of contact " can be considered at

all in the light of resistances opposing the travel of a belt.

It is distinctly stated on page 502 that " the sum of the tensions
"

was the horizontal pressure of the belt against the pulleys, and that

no allowance was necessary for centrifugal force.

Tlie results obtained by our apparatus required no correction, and

the loss in pressure against the pulleys as the speed increased took

care of itself.
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For the higliest speed used, about 4,800 feet per minute, tlie

same paragraph rehites that " tlie tension indicated in the belt at

rest was about 50 pounds greater than when in motion," and it

would have been quite possible to have kept a record throughout

our experiments of the loss in tension from centrifugal action,- had

there been any apparent need of it.

When the speed and weight per cubic inch or specific gravity of

a belt are known, its centrifugal tension per square inch becomes a

matter of calculation, and while it might have been interesting to

have compared this with observations upon tlie release of pressure

against the pulleys, it does not appear that any important results

could have been gained thereby. Still it may be regretted, for the

sake of argument and illustration, that our experiments were not

more complete in this respect, for although "centrifugal tension "

and "release of pressure" are generally considered as synonymous

terms, it could then be shown that they are not necessarily one and

the same thing, and that while the former may be calculated with

precision, the latter is variable and depends largely upon such cir-

cumstances as the relative position of the pulleys and the tension

of the belt.

When two fixed pulleys of equal size are connected by a verti-

cal belt, centrifugal tension must correspond with release of press-

ure, but in other cases the release of pressure is never perfect on

account of the sagging of the belt. We are enabled by means of

our experiments to determine in every case the effective tensions

upon opposite sides of a belt while doing work, and, in order to

know tlie actual stress upon the belting at the given speeds, we

should have to add the calculated centrifugal tension and not the

release of pressure which might have been observed. For exam-

ple, in experiments 448 to 450 inclusive, \vhere the release of press-

ure when running without slip was observed to be 50 lbs. total or

25 lbs. on each side, we should have to add to T and t about 30

lbs. for centrifugal tension, instead of 25 lbs., the release of press-

ure, and it may be observed as a general principle that the greater

the horizontal distance between pulleys and the smaller the initial

tension, the greater will be the difference between centrifugal

tension and release of pressure against the pulleys.

If the driven pulley in experiment 441 had been one-quarter of

the actual diameter used, as Mr. Hawkins suggests, I can see no rea-

son wliy the effect o^ centrifugal action would have become more

apparent, and I doubt very much whether the diminution in the
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arc of contact would liave been any <^rcater than should have

resulted from the release of pressure. In fact, it is conceivable,

that with horizontal belts driving underneath, "the inevitable

diminution in the arc of contact through centrifugal action" might

disappear altogether and become a negative quantity to the still

greater advantage of high speeds.

In the case described by Mr. Hawkins, the arc of contact was
undoubtedly a very important variable, much more so than in any

of our experiments, and I think the difference is entirely due to

the circumstance of position which was not contemplated in our

generalizations.

It is not difficult to understand how, with a vertical belt running

from a 30" pulley overhead to a 4" pulley underneath, the arc of

contact might be diminished with the speed to one-third of its

original amount, or that there nn'ght even be no contact at all, for

the release of pressure would be almost equal to the centrifugal

tension, and the curve of the running belt would naturalh' approach

the arc of a catenar}' suspended from the circumference of the

overhead pulley.

With horizontal belts, from which our conclusions were chiefly

derived, I cannot imagine centrifugal action to have any greater

effect upon the arc of contact than that which usually results from

changes in load at any given speed, and as this is seldom in excess

of a few degrees, more or less, according to the position of the driv-

ing side, it does not seem to be a vital consideration, and in form-

ing our conclusions we were certainly nearer the truth for all such

cases in taking it as constant than we would have been by suppos-

ing it either greater or less.

If we let

Y = velocity of belt in feet per second,

y = its specific gravity,

T = centrifugal tension in lbs. per sq. in., it can readily be

shown that

T = .0135 rv (I)

and, substituting the values of ?/, we shall have for new or dry

T = .012 V (2)

belting.

for old or saturated belting,

T = .014 P (3)

38
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or for general practice, saj,

T = .013 V (4)

And it slioiild be observed that all of tliese expressions are en-

tirely" independent of pulley diameter or size of belt.

A heavy belt will, of course, exert more centrifugal force at a

given speed than a liglit one, but the centrifugal tension per square

inch in the two belts will be the same, and it is evidently the ten-

sion per square inch which we have to consider in determining the

maximum power of belting whether it be heavy or light.

The working tension per square inch which may be allowed for

leather belts is variously estimated, but we may assume, on Mr.

Nagle's authority, 275 lbs. for laced belts and 400 lbs. for cemented

belts without lacings.

Through the action of centrifugal force, this working tension

becomes divided into two parts, one of which may be called the

centrifugal tension and the remainder the driving or effective ten-

sion.

For any given arc of contact and co-efficient of friction, the

effective tension times the speed is proportional to the power

transmitted.

As the speed increases this tension must diminish, and so it liap-

pens that a limiting speed is reached on either side of which the

power transmitted becomes less.

What this limiting speed must be can be found from the general

equation, page 562,

EP=cvtic{S-m'iy')-rbm .... (n)

by differentiating with reference to T'and equating to zero, wlience

we obtain,

^ = :k •(«)

or by substituting .013 for the co-efficient of T"* in equation (5) we
have

'" = :m (^)

When S= 275, V= 84, and when S= 400, F= 101 and mul-

tiplying by 60 for the speeds per minute, we have 5040 and 6060

in support of the limitations expressed in conclusion 13.
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Having demonstrated the fact that centrifugal action was con-

sidered in arriviniv at tliis conclusion, I wish to show that the

economy of belt transmission depends principally upon journal fric-

tion and slip. In the first place, it should be understood that

"economy of transmission" has reference only to the cner'^v re-

ceived and deliyered by the transmitting medium.
It is not an absolute quantity, but the relation between two

quantities, that we have to consider. A belt receives energy from
one pulley and imparts a portion of it to another, which in turn

transmits a portion of what it receives to a shaft.

Energ}' is consumed in friction by the journals of the driving

and driven pulleys, by the slip of the belt on the pulleys, by the

air, and by the bending of the belt, and the remainder, if any, is to

be considered as useful effect.

The useful effect divided by the total energy consumed in the

transfer is the efficiency of the medium.
We conclude from our observations that the bending of the belt

and the resistance of the air consumed so little energy under ordi-

nary conditions that they might be neglected, but we always found
that journal friction and slip were prominent sources of loss, and
we simply made a statement to that effect in our 12th conclusion.

"With crossed belts there might be another serious loss from fric-

tion at the point of crossing, but it is not an unavoidable one like

the others, and apart from this I can imagine no other channels for

the escape of energy under proper conditions than those just enu-

merated.

Having reached this conclusion, we proceeded to observe the im-

portance of making the belt-speed as high as possible within the

limits of 5,000 or 6,000 ft. per minute.

It was thought to be important because experiments upon journal

friction show very generally that an increase of speed reduces the

resistance, and also because the necessary slip is rendered thereby a

smaller percentage of the belt travel.

The limitations of 5,000 or 6,000 ft. per minute were derived, as

already shown, from the consideration of centrifugal force, and the

possibility of any misconception on this point did not occur until

brought out by the discussion in question.

There seems, therefore, to be an unfortunate omission in the

text, which can easily be supplied witliout affecting the meaning

intended, and although I cannot agree entirely with the views and

opinions expressed by Mr. Hawkins, I am nevertheless indebted to
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Ilia tlioiigliful discussion for the corrections and amendments wbicli

it seems necessary to make in our "indications and conclusions."

One other point I desire to notice, and, from what has ali'eady

been said, it may readily be inferred that " the peculiar and im-

portant feature" of Tables IIL and IV". was not due in any way to

" centrifugal action," and the opinion expressed in regard to it

arises, I think, from some misapprehension of the experimental

conditions.

The centrifugal tension at a speed of 800 ft. per minute would

amount to very little, and at any speed, however gi-eat, it would

necessarily be co-existent with the speed, and should therefore re-

quire no " time to assert itself."

From the foregoing considerations, and after a careful review of

the criticisms expressed, I conclude:

4. That a horizontal or inclined belt will seldom remain upon a

crovjned pulley when the slip exceeds 20 per cent.

12. " That the economy of belt transmission depends principally

upon journal friction and slip."

13. That it is important on this account to make the belt-speed

as high as possible within the limits of economy in helting due to

centrifugal action, lohich may l)e put at 5,000 or 6,000 ft. per min-

Vitefor helts whose direction is chiefly honnzontal,

I think it must be admitted that centrifugal action properly ex-

pressed is not governed at all by pulley diameter, and that when-

ever the arc of contact can be shown to vary from the natural result

of the effective tensions T and t, the variation must be ascribed to

some other cause.

It may be due to irregularities or stiffness in the belt, the resist-

ance of the air, or something else, but it certainly cannot, on

mathematical principles, be ascribed to the effect of centrifugal

force.

I should like to see the question of the arc of contact settled, if

need be, by experiment, and I regret very much that I have noth-

ing to offer on this point but theoi'etical deductions which I have

ventured to submit for what they may prove to be worth.

In regard to the effect of hygrometric conditions, suggested by

Mr. Towne, I think everything is important that may act to affect

the condition of the frictional surfaces, and that temperature is

also another coiisideration which seems especially to affect the

dressings worked into the leather.

There is always a large margin for variation in the adhesion of
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belts under tlie same hygrometric conditions, and the same may be

said of temperature.

The great difficulty is to determine with certainty the causes of

the effects observed. There are so many variables, slip, tempera-

ture, pressure, surface, arc of contact, pulley diameter, belt dress-

ing, pliability, etc., besides hygrometric conditions, which operate

together in producing a given result, that it seems to be practically

impossible to study the effect of each independently.
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CCXIV.

THE RELATIVE EFFICIENCY OF CENTRIFVCAL
AND RECIPROCATING PUMPS.

BY WILLIAM OLIVER WEBBEK, LAWRENCE, MASS.

Until quite recently very little has been done to perfect centrif-

ugal pumping machinery in the United States. There are no

wellautlienticated experiments recorded by American engineers

containing all the necessary data for comparison with other types.

The situation in Europe is better ; in 1883, pumps constructed on

the Gwynne system gave under a lift of 14.7 feet an efficiency of

61.3 per cent, of useful effect. The term efficiency here used indi-

cates the value of

W. H. P.

I. H. P.

'

and does not therefore show the full efficiency of the pump, but

that of the combined pump and engine. It is, however, a very

simple way of showing the relative values of different kinds of

pumping engines having their motive power forming a part of

the plant.

Several diagrams have been prepared illustrating this subject,

which are presented as representing the results of experiments

made with the two types of engines which are being considered.

It may be of interest to insert here the following description of

the testing apparatus used by the writer in determining the effi-

ciency of the belted centrifugal pumps which are illustrated in Figs.

159 and 160. Referring to cuts 157 and 158, a is a pump,* in

position to be tested, and is bolted down to the floor over the tank

g I is the strainer on lower end of suction-pipe ; n is the gate

valve in the discharge-pipe, to be closed when using the injector

h in exhausting the air from the pump so as to prime it ; a taper

expander, i, is used on the discharge-pipe tapering from 5" to 6",

* Known on the makers' lists as a 5 inch Class B pump.
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this being fcmud to act sometlnng like a taper draft tube on a

water-wlieel, increasing the efficiency of putnps so connected from

2 to 5 per cent.; the pipes,/ and j' are wrougbt-iron tubing, such

as ordinarily used in piping, and the elbows Tc are the long turn

>-v ^ -> ^ -r ^ ^ ^ > ^ ^ -- r^- r" ^ -^">^ ^ r^ -^ / /J -J. ^ ?• ? ,^

elboNvs especially designed for automatic sprinkler purposes, and

are used here in preference to ordinary elbows, owing to the great

loss of power in driving water around such short corners.

The power being used is transmitted by the counter-shaft/ from

the main line, to the balance transmitting dynamometer 5, wliich

carefully weighs the power being used by the pump a.
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The water being pumped from the tank g passes up through the

piping/ and
J*',

and is delivered into the diffusing-box c, where its

^ J- J

{ J ^ /-/-'>- Y—7 J t f ('

Fi^ 158

velocity is retarded, and the solid round stream is broken up and

spread out into a thin sheet by the inclined shelves shown in dotted

lines, and the water then delivered in a broad sheet, but with the

velocity due only to its own weight in falling, into the weir-box c,

at the jpront end of which is the weir proper, c, having an opening
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Fig. 160.

vertical section through 1 elted pumi'.
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of 48" in width, and a depth of water below tlie crest of the weir

equal to three times that of the stream flowing over it.

At the proper distance back from the crest is the hook gauge d
for measuring the depth, and still farther back are the smoothing

racks I to retard and quiet the flow of water.

In making a test, after exhausting the air and starting the

pump, the valve n is opened and water is discharged in a con-

tinuous stream through the pipes into the weir-box tf, aTid then

falls again in a sheet into the tank ^, and is thus pumped over and

over.

Fig. 161.
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In calculating the etticiency of pump, the cubic feet of M-ater

passing over weir, measured by the hook gauge, being converted

into pounds by multiplying by 62.5, is again multiplied by the

height from level of water in tank g, when the pump is running,

to the center of the horizontal discharge-pipe j>' at top of test-room,

and the foot pounds so obtained, divided by 33,000, equals the

water horse-power being developed.

The power used to do this work is measured by the dynamom-

eter, and (minus the friction of the dynamometer itself, which is

in every test weighed and deducted) equals the dynamometer

horse-power ; the water horse-power being divided by the dyna-
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mometer horse-power equals the efficiency of the pump behig

tested ; or to forniuhite

W. II. P.

D. II. P.
= E'J

W. TI. P.
Figure IGl is prepared by plotting the values of , u ^p"' ^^

found in the various tests made to determine the duty of some of

the best designed reciprocating pumping engines, of bucket and

plunger, piston type, etc.

Tiie highest value of this term with which the writer is familiar

is .916-1 for a lift of 170 feet, and 3,615 gallons per minute. This

was obtained in a test of theLeavitt Pumping Engine at Lawrence,

Mass., July 24, 1879, made by Eichard U. Buel, C. E., the follow-

ing being the results obtained during the duty trial

:

Duration of trial 15.1 hours.

Pounds of wood used to start fires 400.

Of coal put into furnaces 3,500.

Of coal withdrawn from furnaces at end of trial 27.

Of coal consumed (400 x .4) + (3,500 - 27) = 3,633.

Pressure in main, by gauge 64 lbs. per sq. in.

Water level in well below gauge 29.05 feet.

"Water pressure 29.05 x 0.433) + 64 = 76.6 lbs. per sq. in

Area of pump bucket 536.0465 sq. in.

devolutions of engine .* 12,337.

^ ^ „ . /536.0465 X 8 X 12,337 x 76.6 x 100\ .
i . ^ ,« qo^ ** ik„Duty of engine ( q a^ / =..111,548,925 ft. -lbs.

Average revolutions per minute 13.62.

Steam pressure by gauge 89.5 lbs. per sq. in.

Vacuum 27.4 inches.

Barometer, inches 29.81.

Temperature of engine-room 79°.

" of feed water 119°.

of flue 358°.

Total quantities:—Pounds of coal 3,633.

" of ashes 223.

" of combustible 3,410.

" of feed water 36,800.

U. S. gailons of water pumped per 24 hours, calculated

from pump capacity 4,401,272.

Per cent, of ashes 6.14.

* In order to avoid confounding the tests of two types of pumps

—

i. e., those

W. H. P.
coupled direct to engine and those driven by belt—the expressions . '„

p = E

will be used for the former and '
" ' = E' for the latter.
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Hourly quantities:—Pounds of coal 241.
" " " of combustible 26.

" "of coal per sq. ft. of grate. 8 38.
'* " " of combustible, per ditto. .7.86.
" " " of beating surface, " ..0.236.
" " " of combustible, per ditto. .0.222.
" " " of feed water 2.437.

Evaporation:—Pounds of water per pound of coal, at

observed temperature and pressure 10.13.

Per pound of combustible, ditto 10.79.

Per sq. ft. of lieating- surface per liour, ditto 2.39.

Per pound of coal from and at 212' 11.49.

Per pound of combustible, per ditto 12.24.

Per sq. ft. of beating surface per hour, ditto 2.71.

Horse-power:—Net (calculated from water pressure). .125.55.

^"^^^^^^•^(0^3)= '''''

Pounds of coal and wafer per bour, per horse-power:

—

Coal, per net horse-power 1.78.

Per indicated horse-power 1 .63.

Feed water, per net horse-power 17.98.

Per indicated horse-power 16.48.

For higher lifts than 170 feot the curve of efficiencies falls, and
from 200 to 300 feet lift the average value seems to be about .84

per cent.

Below 170 feet the curve also falls reversely and slowly until at

about 90 feet its descent becomes more rapid, and at 35 feet .727

appears the best recorded performance.

There are not any very satisfactory records below this lift, but

some figures are given for the yearly coal consumption and total

number of gallons pumped by engines in Holland under a 16-t'oot

lift from which an efficiency of .44 has been deduced.

An interesting collection of information was published in 1S83 by

an Italian engineer. Signer Cuppari, concerning pnmping engines

in Holland, which will be found useful in this branch of hydraulics.

Fig. 102 contains two curves, one transfei'red from Fig. 161

on a different scale, the other the result of tests made with centrif-

ugal pumps.

As in the first type considered, there is a lift at which we find

centrifugal pumps giving a maximum efficiency, while for lifts

above or below this, the efficiency decreases.

The lift at which the maximum efficiency is obtained in the lat-

ter case is approximately 17 feet.

At lifts from 12 to 18 feet some makers of large experience claim

now to obtain from 65 to 70 per cent, of useful effect.
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As already stated, .613 is at present the best done at a public test

under 14.7 feet head.

Some very carefully conducted trials of 31" centrifugals recently

made at Fas Bouches dn Rhone gave the following residts.*

Lifts

:

W. H. P.

4.13 feet

.535

4.51 feet

.555

5.26 feet

.507

5.46 feet

.579
I. H. P.

From the above we see that the efficiency rises with the head in

rig.162.^ __.
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feet, as far as the experiments go. In all the curves thus far con-

sidered the amount of water pumped has been large, 18,000,000 to

100,000,000 gallons of 231 cu. in. in ten hours. Above a 20-foot

lift for centrifugals, and below 3.5 feet for reciprocating pumps, ex-

periments of value seem to be sadly deficient. It is however prob-

able that the curves shown on Fig. 162 approximate the relation

between the two types under consideration.

Let us s6e what these two lines say. The work r'one, in taking

water from one level and placing it at a higher level, is divided

into three important parts : (a) lifting a certain number of gallons

or pounds a given number of feet high
;
(h) overcoming the friction

of the water through the pipes and pump
;

(c) overcoming the fric-

tion of the moving parts of the pump and engine due to the load

imposed.

The reason why we are able to obtain such high efficiencies with

reciprocating pumps at high lifts, is because the first factor is so

* See London Engineering, Aug., 1885.
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large a proportion of the work done, for if a certain nnniber of

gallons is to be raised, in a given time, to a given Iieigbt, onr only

hope for high eflBciencies lies in making the friction of the water

through pipes and pump, as well as the friction of the pump itself,

a minimum. Here is where a change in style of pump on Iom- lifts

is taking place. The water in passing through or passing over the

disc of a centrifugal pump meets with almost no resistance in the

shape of valves to be opened, corners to be turned sharply, and con-

tracted passages, so often found in the common piston pump.
Again, the friction of the pump itself is confined entirely to what

is generated by the revolving shaft in two or sometimes three bear-

ings, and it is well known that a revolving ehaft is the most easily

lubricated of any form of bearings. Again, the friction of motion

being less than that of rest a slight advantage seems to be gained

in the continually revolving shafts over the stops and starts of a re-

ciprocating pump. Besides this, there is also to be considered the

subject of shocks and jars of large masses of water moving at vari-

able velocities as weil as the freedom from an air-cushion on the

piston in a centrifugal pump. These are some of the more impor-

tant reasons to account for what we find to exist, namely, that for

lifts up to 34 feet, water can be handled more efliciently by cen-

trifugal than by piston pumps.

There is this point which may be worth considering, in connection

with the point at which the curves of etiiciencies cross. It appears

to correspond with the head of water which is supported by the

atmospheric pressure, and it has been suggested that centrifugal

pumps will give higher efficiencies than piston pumps just as long

as they can depend upon the help of the atmosphere, but when

this help is not available a direct push seems the proper thing.

Having considered thus far the comparative value of the two

types from the efficiencies alone, we might now look at some other

points of importance to the user of any apparatus for raising fluids

;

under this head we shall consider the following subjects: (1) com-

parative weights
; (2) first cost

; (3) annual costs
; (4) ease in hand-

ling.

The drainage pumps consti-ucted some years ago for the Haarlem

Lake were designed to lift 70 tons per minute 15 feet, and they

weighed about 150 tons. Centrifugal pumps for the same work

weigh only 5 tons. The weight of a centrifugal pump and engine

to lift 10,000 gallons per minute 35 feet high is G tons. , This lift is

the same that the Boston Sewage System station pump is at work
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against; bat the latter capacity is double the 10,000 (gallons per

minute, and the proportionate weight for a centrifugal pump would
be 12 tons. We have not at hand the actual weight of the Boston
pump, but it must be many times 12 tons.

Fig. 163 shows the relation between the two types as regards

the prices, the upper two curves showing the prices of piston

pumps to raise different amounts of water. The lower line gives

the same for centrifugal pumps from which we deduce this approx-

imation
;

first cost of centrifugal pump = .4 first cost of piston

pumps for the same dut}'.

The annual costs include several items, the more important of

Viichare: (1) interest on investment; (2) depreciation in value;

(3) heat units used up in running ]>nmp per hour
; (4) oil, care,
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repairs, etc. For low lifts up to 40 feet, each above item is lower

for the centrifugal pump.

The pumps placed by Gwynne at the Ferrara Mai'shes, Northern

Italy, in 1865, are still in working order, and seem good for a long

time to come. These pumps are, as far as the writer knows, capa-

ble of handling more water than any other set of ]>uinpiug engines

in existence. The work performed by these pumps is the lifting

of 2,000 tons per minute, over 600,000,000 gallons per 24 hours,

on a mean lift of about 10 feet (maximum of 12.5 feet). (See I^n-

gineering^ 1876.)

The diagrams of Fig. 162 dispose of the thii-d item, while the

last items are surely not greater than for piston pumps.

It is fair to say that Fig. 163, showing relative prices of the

two t^ypes of pumps, includes only ])umps of each type \\\> to a ca-

pacity of 600 gallons per minute, and were plotted out direct from

catalogues of well-known makers of each style.
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The writer not Laving access to any reliable data of time perform-

ances of direct-action steam pnmps generally in use for tank and

similar work, can make no graphical comparison between these and

centrifugal pumps.

Having made some 70 or 80 experiments on efhcieiicies of cen-

trifugals, lifts from 5 to 50 feet, and capacities from 50 to 1,500 gal-

lons per minute, measured by a dynamometer, it would be very

useful to have some information concerning the former class for

comparison in the smaller sizes, and we would be glad to see some

published reliable results under this head.

Fig. 164 shows two efficiency curves for different velocities,

plotted from tests made of two pumps with 5" discharge apertures.*

Fig.164

Tiiese tests were made under an average elevation of 17 feet,

the pumps in both cases draughting about 9 feet and discharging 8

feet higher. The upper curve a h was the result of tests made by

a pump tliat was very clean and smooth inside. The lower curve

c d was made by a pump in wliich, through carelessness in the

foundry, the core-sand had been allowed to burn into the inside

face of volute or casing, and water passages. The difference be-

tween these two curves (which, by the way, are remarkably uniform),

shows the absohite necessity of having the inside of all such pump

castings very smooth and free from the slightest roughness. r>oth

of these pumps were taken at random from stock, and were in

* Known on makers' lists as a No. 5 Cla^s B pump.
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nowise especially prepared for these tests. These tests seem to

show that the efficiency rises very gradually and uniformly until

the water reaches a velocity equal to 11^ feet per second. The

iiighest efficiency with this size pump seeming to equal a velocity

of 12 feet per second, after passing which point the efficiency falls

very rapidly.

The complete log of the tests is given in the accompanying

table, and Fig. 165 repeats Fig. IGl with the test numbers filled in

for eompai'ison aiul reference.
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The writer has other series of tests in progress, not quite com-

pleted, which he proposes to embody in another paper on " Cen-

trifugal Pump Efficiencies,"' which seem to show that the efficiency

of centrifugal pumps increases as the size of pump increases, and

which might be approximately stated as follows : that a 2" pump
(this designation meaning always the size of discharge outlet in

inches of diameter) giving an efficiency of 38 per cent, a 3" pump
giving 45 per cent., and a 4" pump giving 52 per cent., were giv-

ing as good results, proportionally, as a 5" pump at 60 per cent.,

and a 6" pump at 64 per cent, of efficiencv.

39
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riSCUSSION.

Ml'. Thos. J. Borden.—My experience with various sizes of cen-

trifugal pumps has shown that the velocity usually prescribed by
the makers through the pipes connected to such pumps, is too high
for good results, especially if the point of delivery is at any consid-

erable distance from the pumps.

I had a case where two pumps were located ten or twelve feet

from each other, with a direct lift of about fifteen feet, and then

flowing through Ave hundred feet of pipe on a descending grade,

with a total fall from the highest point of ten feet. After using

them for awhile, taking lic^uor from two separate machines, I had

occasion to combine the operations of the two in one machine, and
the pipes leading from the two, and running side by side within

six inches of each other, were disconnected from the respective

pumps and joined by long bend L's and a long turn T to one of

the pumps. The two pumps were of the same size. After resum-

ing work, with one of the pumps doing the work of the two, with

no change of belt and apparently no increase in consumption of

power, the one proved amply snfhcient to do the work of the two,

although the pipes as originally connected to each were larger than

prescribed by the makers of the pumps.

The temptation is to connect pipes of the sizes of tlie inlet and

outlet of the pumps. Unless the pipes are very short, much better

results can be obtained by using piping materially larger than

the inlet and outlet of the pump, and the closer to the pump these

enlargements are made, the better are the results obtained.
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CCXV.

A NOVEL CHIMNEY STAGING.

BY riJEDERICK G. COGGIN, LAKE LINDEN, MICH. '

In the Fall of 1SS5, the Calnniet and Hecla Mining Company
completed a new brick boiler-house for its stamping and concen-

trating works at Lake Linden, Mich. It was 206 feet long and 70

feet wide, giving room for fourteen fire-box boilers, whose shells

are 90 inches in diameter, with a total length of 34 feet.

The chimney designed for this boiler-house was to be of wrought

iron, 13 feet 7 inches in diameter and 165 feet high, above the

brick base upon which it stood, and the top of the latter was 20

feet above the ground, making a total height of 185 feet above the

surface.

The courses were five feet high with four sheets in each course,

the ends and edges butted together, the joints being covered with

straps riveted to the sheets on the outside.

The first ten courses were |" thick, the second yV"» ^^^g third

^", the top three courses -j^" thick. The late arrival of the mate-

rial for tlie chimney, with other circumstances, brought the com-

mencement of its erection i-ather late in the season, so that it

became a serious question as to wliether it could be completed in

time to allow the brick lining to be put in Ijefore the freezing

weather set in. In fact, it became evident that with the ordinary

method of staging it could not be done. Such a staging would

have requii'ed ten uprights of 8" x S" timber, with the bracing

necessary to hold them in position, and girting, and provision for a

platform every five feet

—

i. e. for every course—sufficiently strong

and wide to allow the workmen to stand outside for holdino' rivets

and bolting together, all requiring not less than 26,000 feet of

lumber.

Such a staging would have to be put up in sections, during the

operations for which the iron woik would have to be suspended,

and the time put upon the stairing and j^latforms would be nearly

as much as that for putting the plates in position and riveting,
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and tjio expense full as niucli. But, regardless of the question of

extra cost, the delay which such a staging would occasion made it

imperative to devise some more rapid metliod for raising the

chimney, and the result was the plan illustrated in Fig. 190,

This consisted of a frame about nine feet square, with four S" x
8" uprights 16 feet long, suitably braced and bolted together, with
a platform at the bottom, one about four feet from the bottom,

Fig. 190

which carried the workmen while rivetiuir, and one still hiiiher

for carrying the forge, etc., the platforms being indicated by the

letter P.

Upon the top of this frame were four arms, B, jointed at the

center, through which it was bolted to a cross-girt, but so as to

allow it to swing freely. To the ends of these arms were sus-

pended the cages, D, by blocks and falls as shown. These cages

extended a little more than one-quarter round the chimney, and
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consisted of a segmental platform about three feet wide, with a

railing of gas-pipe, and covered with canvas, to pi'otect the work-

men from the wind and pi-event the possil^ilitj of their falling

The whole thing required less than 1,000 feet of lumber. The
frame having been bolted together within the chimney base, the

process of erection was begun. The cast-iron ring, upon which

the ehimne}' was to rest, having been put in place upon the top of

the base, a loose platform was laid over the opening, and the first

two courses were raised into place with a "gin-pole" and bolted

together. Two snatch-blocks were tlien hooked on to the upper

sheet near the two opposite corner posts of the frame, at the bottom

end of which were eye-bolts, into which were hooked the hoisting

ropes which passed up through the blocks and down to the bottom

through another pair of blocks on to the drum of a small steam

hoisting machine. The temporary platform was then removed, and

the frame was raised high enough so that the two sticks of timber,

A, could be placed on top of the base under the uprights. The
cross-bars, B, were then put in place, and the cages, D, suspended,

and the two courses were riveted together. The gin-pole was now
laid aside, and the third course M-as put in place by the method to

be used from that point to the top, the ease and facility of which

are worth noting. In the arms B, just back of the eye-bolts to

which the cages were suspended, were other eye-bolts, E, into which

was hung a snatch-block, over which was passed a rope leading

from the hoisting machine, and hooked into the sheet upon the

ground. As the sheet was raised, the cage was swung out to allow

it to pass up behind it, the sheet swinging naturally and easily into

place, where it was secured with bolts. When the whole course

was tiius secured, the snatch-blocks were hooked on to the top of

the sheet as before, and the frame raised as before, so that the

loose cross-beams. A, could be laid into the stirrups, S, which had

previously been bolted in place at the horizontal seam, and from

this point up, the frame—except when it was being raised—was

resting upon the two cross-beams, A, hanging in the four stirrups,

of whicli there were two sets, so that while the frame was hanging

in one, the other could be transferred to the seam abov^e. There

was, therefore, no delay, for as each course was riveted up and

another bolted in place ready for riveting, but a few moments

were required to hook on the snatch-blocks, raise the frame, trans-

fer the cross-beams. A, to the next set of stirru])s, and di"op the

frame on to them. The sheet being riveted one-quarter round on
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tlie opposite sides, the cross-bars, B, were SM-uiig- so that the cages

covered the otliei- two quarter.-^, and the riveting- was completed.

In this way, tliis traveling staging, carrying eleven men, went
to the top with no trouble whatever, the operations following each

other in rapid succession, and within 2T working days /rom the

driving of the first rivet at the bottom, the last rivet was driven at

the top, including the hanging of three sets of guys, and painting

the chimney iaside and out. A cast-iron capping having been put

in place, a permaiient iron ladder was hung from top to bottom.

The cages were then lowered to the ground and the frame taken

apart and dropped, two pieces of timber being laid across the top,

from an eye-bolt in which were hung blocks and falls for the pur-

pose of raising a platform which carried the masons and material

for putting in an eight-inch lining, which was done in about 20

days. The blocks were then lowered and the cross-timbers dropped,

and a completed chimney stood as a testimonial of the quickest

time on record for such a job. The total weight of the chimnev,

including the base, ring, and cap, is 100,105 lbs. The cost for the

labor, including punching and rolling the sheets and straps, and all

labor incidental to the erection, did not exceed 2yV cents per lb.

DISCUSSION.

Mr. Borden.—There is a chimney at Chester, Pa., similar to

the one just described which was built without any staging. The
upper course was put together first, then raised sufficiently to put

another under it, and so on until the whole was completed. It

was lined with a single course of fire-brick laid spirally.

The brick were 12" x 6" x 4|", and made to fit the circle of the

shaft.

Mr. Kent.—I think the method of building described by Mr.

Coggin is practised in other places by the builders of fire-brick

stoves for blast furnaces. They require chimneys from 150 to 200

feet high. I have heard of one of that kind being built in Harris-

burg.

Mr. Kagle.—The stand-pipe for the Providence Water "Works

was erected in the same manner. It is 108 feet high. I don't

know the cost of it. It was done under contract work.

The Chairman.—The statement made by Mr. Borden is interest-

ing. The courses are laid on a spiral, and one obvious advantage

in doing it was, I presume, that the pitch of the screw was the
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thickness of one brick, and thereby the cutting of bricks was

avoided. The question whether the brick was a true multiple of

the circumference of the circle was eliminated.

3Ii\ Borden.—The first course was laid rising just enough to

gain the heisrht of a brick in one course around.

Mr. D'urfee.—In this connection I will say that I built one

chimney carrying out the idea named, on which I laid the brick in

the form of a double-threaded screw. The flue was six feet in

diameter and 100 feet high. The bricks were four and a half

inches wide and two and a half inches thick.

Mr. Borden.—That chimney had a stone base about fifteen feet

high, and the iron tube was one hundred and eight^y feet high, the

iron in a few of the lower courses being f inch thick, then about

ten courses each of jV inch, i inch, and y% inch thick, and a few of

the upper courses were -^^ inch thick.

The diameter of the flue was nine feet four inches.
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CCXVI.

THE PURIFICATION OF WATER FOR DOMESTIC AND
MANUFA CTURING P CEPOSES.

BY THOMAS S. CRANE, NEWAKK, N. J.

Much atteution has been attracted of late years to the question

of water purification, by reason of the constantly increasing pollu-

tion of the sources of water supply ; but, so far as known to the

writer, it is considered simply impracticable to purify the im-

mense volume of water now used in our lar2:e cities. Knowing

this to be the state of public opinion on this subject, it has seemed

that a purifying apparatus of such effective character and such

unlimited capabilities as is hereafter described would deserve no-

tice on account of its special mechanical features, and be of in-

terest. It not only accompHshes the removal of the grosser par-

ticles, but it is adapted, by a careful imitation of nature's mech-

anism, to effect the precipitation of the more subtle impurities,

and to secure their removal, and tlie impregnation of the fluid

with the needful gaseous elements.

In the course of nature, pure rain-water is contaminated by

every gaseous and mineral element which it meets, on its course

from the clouds to the sparkling spring where it is often found in

perfect purity. Such a transformation from what we would

expect to what we actually find, suggests two questions
:
How

is such purification effected ; and can the process be cheaply and

successfully imitated ?

It would seem that the presence of lime, iron, and alum, whose

salts are so common in the earth, operate efficiently by combining

with the impurities which are in solution or very finely diffused

in the water, to change or collect them into masses which may be

arrested by the soil. The water is then filtered by the porous

rocks and strata of the earth, and is undoubtedly mingled with

air in the various steps of the process, before it can present the

sparkling appearance which it so often exhibits as it emerges from

the earth. Such aeration may be effected in part by the currents
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of brooks and the dashing of water-falls, before it is absorbed by

the soil ; but, however efiected, it is a most efficient means of puri-

fication b}' the oxidation of organic matters.

The apparatus illustrated is known as the Hyatt Apparatus, and

is in use upon a large scale, in many locations, effecting all that

can be desired in the purification of water. Plants aggregating

3,000,000 gallons per day are in use at Cohoos, K. Y. ; and plants,

varying in their capacity from 40,000 to 500,000 gallons daily, are

in use in the water-works of E-aritan and Somerville, N. J. ; in the

Arlington Hotel, in "Washington, D. C. ; and in other hotels in Cin-

cinnati, New Orleans, Atlanta, St. Louis, Pittsburgh, etc. One of

36,000 gallons is in operation at the Phcenix Distilling Co. in

Chicago. As the water supply of cities costs about $125 per mil-

lion gallons, and as the cost of operating such plants as referred to

above is about $3 per million gallons, it will be seen that the in-

creased cost for purifying water by this apparatus is but little over

two per cent.

The distinctive principle which makes the filter itself effective

and of per)nanent efliciency, is the tumbling of the filter-bed in-

side out and upside down when it becomes foul ; and the use of

the water-current to effect this, in a nearly automatic mannei' ; so

that no expenditure of force and but little skill is required to re-

store the filter-bed to its normal condition. This cleansing of the

bed is effected by closing the outlet from the filtering chamber,

and permitting the fluid pressure within to discharge the sand of

the filter-bed through a comparatively small pipe into a tank full

of water. The passage of the sand through such pipe scours the

particles of the bed against each other and the inside of the pipe,

and entirely rubs off the collected impurities, so that the water in

the receiving-tank readily washes them off and removes them by

an overflow pipe. The sand, when purified by this method, is left

as good as new after each cleansing, and may be returned to the

filter and used as at first. The operation takes from 15 to 40

minutes, according to the size of the filter, an J is performed once

in twelve hours or ofteuer, if needful.

A large area is always supplied for the passage of the water, so

that the surface of the bed performs its functions effectively for a

long time and the internal resistance involves but little loss of head

or pressure ; and the plant is provided with two or more filters

where the current cannot be interrupted. The washing-tank may

be above the filter, so that the bed may be returned by gravity; or
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the tauk and lilter may be so conuected with the water-pipes, that

the bed may be used alternately in each, and the movement after

washing be thus avoided. In the illustrations, the filters are shown

with superposed tanks, and an automatic device for feeding coagu-

lant is shown applied to the filter, as an attachment. The aerat-

ing device is also a separate attachment, required chiefly in puri-

fying water for drinking. Filters of this eonstrnction were used

at the World's Exposition at New Orleans, and imrificd 1.500,000

gallons of the foul Mississippi water daily, during the continuation

of the Exposition, removing 10 tons of solid sediment therefrom,

and delivering the fluid clear and sparkling.

How this mass of sediment could be removed from the filter-

bed and the latter restored to a pure and efficient state, will be

understood by reference to Fig. 192. which is a mere diagram il-

lustrating the operation of the filter.

Fij./93.

In this figure, B is the filter, T the filter-bed, F its inlet sup-

plied with water under a suitable pressure, R a perforated strainer

pipe placed beneath the bed to deliver the filtered water to the

outlet .S', C is a tank above the lilter, and F a transfer-pipe ex-

tending from the bottom of the filter-bed to the upper part of the

tank.

It is plain that if the outlet ^ be closed and the inlet F remain

open, the water pressure within the filter will force the substance

of the filter-bed up through the transfer-pipe F, and deposit it in
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the tank. The tank is filled with water before transferring the

bed thereto, and is provided with a waste-pipe to carry off the

current of foul water discharged from the bed.

The transfer of the bed is facilitated by the flow of the water

through the pipe with the sand or other materials ; and the whole
bed being thoroughly mingled together in the process, and its

particles mixed by contact with the return bend shown at the top

of the pipe F, it is then ready for renewed use, and is restored to

its place within the filter by opening a valve E, seated in the tank

bottom and actuated by a screw stemN and hand-wheel Us' above
the tank.

The metal bottom of the tank may be made conical to assist in

discharging the sand therefrom, or may be lined witli brick-work

and hydraulic cement in conical shape, as shown in the drawing.

As the filter proper remains filled with water when the bed has

been transferred to the tank, the filtering material receives an
additional washing as it falls into the same ; the inlet-pipe being

closed by a suitable cock, and a cock ^ in a waste-pipe at the top

of the filter being opened to permit the water engaged in such

washing to flow off.

Although not required in most cases, a small pipe as at F"may
be led fi"om the inlet P to the lower end of the transfer-pipe, for

introducing a jet of water directl}^ at the bottom of the transfer

pipe to facilitate the movement of the sand upward, and a hole W
may also be formed in tlie transfer-pipe within the filter to admit

an additional proportion of water during the transfer.

Figs. 193 and 194 show a section and plan of a filter provided

with four transfer-pipes, having a serpentine form to secure

the most complete agitation and abrasion of the particles of the

filter-bed to detach all foreign matter. A special grade of sand,
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mixed with " breeze coko," is found to be the best material for

general filtering purposes. Cone-shaped formations of cobble-

stone and gravel are shown in the bottom of these filters to direct

the elements of the bed toward the lower ends of the transfer-

pipes, but are not required when the water pressure is applied at

the bottom of the bed. By operating the filter under pressure up

to 40 lbs. on the square inch, the volume of water passed through

the filter may be very greatly increased ; the tops of the transfer-

pipes being then closed, to prevent escape of water, by a valve, as

at // in Fig. 193.

Outlet strainers adapted for such a use are shoAvn in Figs. 195

-F6j.:/96.

and 196, and are supplied with the water during the transfer by a

connection with the inlet-pipe.

The strainers consist in funnels having their upper and lower

ends covered by screens of perforated copper ; and the space be-

tween these two screens is, in practice, filled with copper shot or

flakes prepared for the purpose ; the object of which is to permit

the u=e of a coarse strainer, while preventing the escape of fine fil-

tering ujaterial. The arrangement and operation of these conical

strainers are shown in Figs. 197 and 198, where a filter 10 feet

diameter and 13 feet high is shown, provided with all the neces-

sary attachments for purifying water at the rate of 2-50 gallons

per minute, more or less, according to the foulness of tlie water.

In these views, the filter is shown provided with four transfer

pipes P, having stationary pistons attached, by brackets, to their

upper ends ; and hydraulic cylinders (>", fitted to such pistons for

opening automatically the transfer-pipes and the discharge-valves

in the bottom of the tank. A plan of such cylinders and dis-

charge-valves and their water connections is shown in Fig. 199.

In Figs. 197, 198, and 199, A is the filter, B the tank, G the bot-

tom of the tank braced by stay rods IF, to support the flat ends

of the filter against internal pressure ; and F are the strainers,

shown in Fig. 198, connected, in three separates series, by pipes
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H, /, J, to a main discliarge-pipe G, provided with cock G' . As

the water first filtered after the cleansiug of the bed is not clear,

it is discharged into the tank for the subsequent washing. G^ is

a pipe provided, with a cock (7^ to discharge the water first fil-

tered into the tank. K is the inlet-pipe connected by cock K"^ to

the top of the filter, and by a cock and pipe N io the pipe G, by

which means the inlet current can be diverted into any of the

pipes H^ 75 or J, to wash the filter-bed in sections by a current from

beneath. aS^ are conical rubber valves to discharge the bed from

the tank after the washing operation, and 6* is a hose supplied

with water by a cock 0\ for the purpose of washing the sand from

the seats of the valves S before closing the same.

When operating the valves, the water is introduced between

the piston and the upper head of the movable cylinder ;
each

piston is supphed with water by a pipe a' and a header h, having

a safety valve e thereon, the header being provided with water by

pipes y and c' leading through a hand pump c.

The hydraulic cyhnders, by a |>artial movement, lift the caps

which close the tops of the transfer-pipes, and hold them open

during the transfer of the filter-bed to the tank ; while a further

movement of the cylinders operates to raise the valves /S" and to

permit the return of the cleansed material to the filter.
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The object of the pump c is to produce an increased pressure in

the cylinders where the inlet-pipe will not furnish sufficient force

to raise the valve S when required. A guard ^* is extended

across one side of the tank in front of the waste-pipe B\ by which

the impurities are carried from the

filter-bed when it is discharged

into the tank ; and a guard ^i' and

waste-pipe A' are similarly pro-

vided near the top of the filter to

discharge the impure water there-

from when the cleansed filter-bed

is restored to the filter. The con-

nection of the strainers F with the

pipe G in groups is shown in Fig.

198, to illustrate a means for wash-

ing the filter-bed in sections Avhere

there is not head room sufficient

to admit a superposed tank. In

such case no transfer-pipes would

be used, but the bed would be

cleansed within the filter and the

impurities discharged with a cur-

rent of waterfrom the waste-pipe A\
By closing the inlet-cock A"^ and opening the waste-cock A",

and one of the cocks leading to the strainers, as If\ the strainers

connected with the pipe // would receive water under pressure

and discharge it upward through the filter-bed, loosening and ag-

itating one section of the same and discharging the impurities de-

posited upon its upper surface (represented in Fig. 197 by the dotted
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line E). When such section of the bed was cleansed, the water

would be cut off from such stvaiuers, and the other sections of the

bed be successively cleansed in a similar manner. Finally, the

water would be admitted to all the strainers at once to rinse out

the bed, and to level its upper surface before using again. The
cocks would then be arranged for the filtration to proceed down-

ward through the bed and out by the strainers as before.

The coagulant material, in a liquid form, is sometimes supplied

to the impure water by means of pumps which require some

I 'Wm

Fij 2,00.

I'.^.20I.

motive power, but the device shown in Fig. 200 and connected

to the inlet-pipe K, in Fig. 197, is entirely autc»matic in its opera-

tion.

if is the receptacle for the coagulant, A'a passage formed above

the top of the same for the entire current of water passing to the

filter, and r and s are two openings formed in a valve-seat at the

middle of the passage and leading downward into the receptacle, a

pi])e s' being projected from one of the openings nearly to the

bottom of the receptacle.

The valve disk t not only controls the admission of water to the

holes, but serves, as well as the valve-seat, to form a slight ob-

struction in the passage K, and thereby varies the water pressure

above the openings r and .v, which are arranged in a line with said

passage. A circulation is thus induced through the opening / into

the receptacle ; the liquid forced from the receptacle into the pas-

sage K being impregnated with the coagulating substance, and

the proportion of fluid circulating through the receptacle being

regulated by adjusting the valve disk t. The disk can be held in
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a regulated position by a pin j> inserted through a lever n into an

index-plate o, and the delivery of coagulant for each setting of the

disk having been determined, the proportion of the coagulant de-

livered per thousand gallons is thus regulated with entire cer-

tainty.

Prof. Austen, of Rutgers College, states that less than one grain

of aluminic sulphate per gallon will act as a precipitant to the or-

ganic matter in drinking water, and will coagulate the suspended

inorganic matters so as to make them removable by filtration. A

much greater amount can be used without any appreciable trace

of the alumina remaining in the water. It is entirely combined

with the precipitate and removed by filtration.

Alum may therefore be conveniently applied by this means,

and may be safely used for drinking water ; lime may be applied

to remove hardness for w^ashing purposes, and soda for rendering

sulphate of lime harmless in Avater for steam boilers. Where the

current of fluid passing to the filter is not supplied with sufficient

pressure to transfer or cleanse the bed by any of the methods

already shoAvn, a mechanical means may be used as a screw con-

veyer arranged vertically within a tube in the center of the filter,

40
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as in Fig. 201 ; the filter in such case being adapted for continu-

ous cleansings and filtration at the same time. Where sufficient

pressure is employed, such continuous cleansing may be eff'ected

by the means shown in Fig. 202, where the Avater is admitted by
an inlet e to a perforated casing d at the periphery of the filter

and discharged through a perforated cylinder g in the middle of

the bed into an outlet-pipe ^. A transfer-pipe A, provided with

an inverted funnel at its lower end, is passed up through the cyl-

inder g, and a jet of water from the inlet-pipe is directed from the

bottom of the filter into said funnel. A check-valve is inserted in

the pipe e and slightly loaded to produce an excess of pressure in

the jet-pipe K, and thus enables the jet to penetrate the filter and

gradually move the substance of the filter-bed up through the

transfer-pipe and discharge it upon the top of the bed, Avhere the

water accumulated from the jet is discharged into an annular

trough m with the impurities, and passed out by the waste-

pipe n.

The means for mingling air with the water is constructed essen-

tially upon the principle of the Sprengel pump, by which the

contracting vein of a descending current of water forms • a

sufficient vacuum to draw in the air and cany it along with the

current.

The air thus entrapped combines more permanently with the

water, by the subsequent application of pressure thereto ; and the

devices shown in Figs. 203 and 204 are adapted to subject the
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Fty. ^04

mixture to such pressure by a column of water without material

loss of head, aiul thus to secure the eflte'^tive aeration of the

largest volumes of water

without the consumption of

any power.

In both constructions, two

vertical conduits are em-

ployed for an ascending and

descending column of water,

the water passing from one

to the other at the lower end and rising upward

in the ascending pipe, from the top of which it

can be drawn fully aerated for consumption. In

Fig. 203, the water is represented as aerated

during the process of pumping it up into a

reservoir. D is a pipe leading the water to the

top of the descending column B, where it falls

upon a screen 6^, and thence into cups / upon

the tops of tubes H, acting as Sprengel pumps,

which draw air through the tubes with the

water, and discharge it into a bed of gravel K
resting upon a grating J. This gravel, with

screens I, I, and reflectors N arranged at differ-

ent points in the conduits B and C, serve to

intermingle and combine the air with the water.,

which is then discharged into a reservoir F, from

which it suppHes the distributing main P under the necessary head.

Supposing the water to be already in some elevated site, to secure

the necessary pressure in the distribution pipes, the aerating

apparatus may be sunk in the ground, and the water may be led

from such site into the descending conduit through a chamber in

which the air is mingled with the water by the falling current, as

in Fig. 204. In this construction the ascending conduit // is

placed inside the other, and the Sprengel pumps G are fixed be-

low the air-chamber E, through which the water falls. The air

enters at g, through an air-pipe /, and a meter is shown attached

at / to register the volume of air actually admitted. The

water, when aerated, rises nearly to its original head, so that but

little power is consumed in effecting the aeration. A velocity

of four feet per second in the pipes is found sufficient to carry

the air downward, and the pressure to which it may be subjected
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has obviously no limit except the depth of the mixing con-

duits.

The following general statement will show the proportions and

capacities which have proved successful in such plants, and is

added for convenient reference

:

!

Size of Supply
Pipe.

Square Feet of No. of Bushel? Min. Capacity
in GallonsDiameter. Height. Filtering Sur- of Filtering

face. Material. per Minute.

16 inches. 4 to 6 feet. \ incbes. 1.4 If 4

24 " 7 U " 3.1 12 10

40 "
1

9 ft. 8 in. 2 " 8.7 43 26

50 " 10 "
2.^ " 13.6 68 40

5 feet. rs "
2i " 19.6 '.»8 60

6.L "
\

13 " 3 " 33.2 1G6 100
8" "

1

13 " 4 50.3 251 150

10 "
1 13 " 6 78.5 392 250

15 "
i

13
"

8 " 176.6 883 530

20 " 13 " 10 314 1,570 1,000

DISCUSSION.

Mr. Kent.—Mr. Odell, of Yonkers, New York, a member of

our Society, called my attention some weeks ago to the use of the

Hyatt filter for purifying water for steam boilers. I would like to

hear if any one knows of the success of that method. It consists

in using the Hyatt filter outside of the boiler, and establishing a

continuous current all the time from the boiler to the filter and

back to the l)oiler again. Xo matter whether the solids are formed

by evaporation or precipitation they will be carried into that filter,

and Mr. Odell told me that in their experiment they obtained

some wonderful results. I heard of the Hyatt filters two years

ao-o in New Orleans, where they were used in the sugar refineries,

and the people there told me that was the best filter they had used.

They were using perchloride of iron to precipitate the organic mat-

ter. As to alum, if there is no alum put in except enough to com-

bine, I can understand how it would be precipitated, but if there is

an excess of alum, that must go into the filtered water.

The Chairman.—I would sa^', in passing, that as the title of

Mr. Crane's paper includes the word "domestic," it might have

condescended to treat of such small matters as household filters,

which a good many of us have to use, or would like to use if we

could get filters that are good for anything. Almost all of the
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domestic filters in use profess to luive some method of self-pnrifica-

tioti by reversing, tlie absurdity of which is so apparent as to hardly

need stating: Yon are pouring water through one end of a mass of

charcoal, and when the upi)er end of that becomes clogged with

dirt you reverse it and pour through the other end, thus recover-

ing all the dirt extracted in the first position. That is the principle

of tlie greater part of the ordinary household filters, most of which
are worse than useless.

Mr. Crane.—I would like to add to what I said that Mr. Hyatt
is now perfecting a boiler filter in which he uses his house filter.

This filter has a lever at the bottom which serves to reverse the

current through the filter and purify the sand, and then restoring

the lever to its original position restores the sand to its original

place. He connects that simple filter with the water in the boilei',

and without any pump or even a steam-trap, without any mechan-
ism whatever, he induces a continuous current of the water from
the boiler through the filter automatically. I am not at liberty to

state the means he uses here to-day, as he is about to patent it

abroad, but the household filter is just so simple, and so is this

mechanism for filtering the contents of the boiler.

Mr. Durfee.—In connection with this general subject, I will call

attention to what may be called a substitute for a strainer for use

in connection with filtering

operations. This expedient

I devised about thirty years

ago, and have used it in

numerous instances. It is

well known that a perfora-

ted strainer is very apt to

be obstructed by floating

objects. We will suppose

A (Fig. 2G6) to be a cistern

through the bottom of

which passes the overflow

water-pipe P. The level of

the water is at L. In order

to prevent any substance
Fig.266

floating on the water from going down the pipe i-*, we surround

that pipe with a cylindrical tube, T. Now, anything which is

lighter than water and floating on the surface, will be prevented

by that tube from going through the pipe P. Anything heavier
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than water will, of eonrse, go to the bottom. In order to prevent

the outer tube, T, from acting as a cylindrical siphon, its hemi-

spherical end is perforated above the water level by a single small

hole, H; or the tube, T^ may be left entirely open at its upper end.

I have used both forms. The flow of water is in the direction of

the arrow. In this arrangement we have a substitute for a per-

forated strainer giving the full area of the overflow-pipe, and which

is at once simple, cheap, and thoroughly eflBcient.
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CCXVII.

DESCRIPTION OF A VALVE DYNAMOMETER, FOR

MEASURING THE POWER REQUIRED TO MOVE A

SLIDE VALVE AT DIFFERENT SPEEDS AND PRESS-

URES.
BT C. M. GIDDINGS, MASSILLON, OHIO.

The investigation as to the amount of power required to move

slide valves has been, like most all mechanical researches, a mat-

ter of slow growth. The writer has sought in vain for this desir-

able information in many of the best authorities on steam engi-

neering, and has found only various and elaborate deductions on

a purely theoretical basis on the one hand, or else the individual

opinion of over-sanguine inventors of slide valves on the other

hand, whose opinions, by the way, were entirely unsupported by

tangible facts or experimental data of any kind. He determmed

therefore, some time since to enter the field of experimental

research, with a view of finding, if possible, just how much power

was consumed in moving the sHde valves of different engines, and

how much that power varied under different working conditions ;

such as variations of speed and pressure, changes of load and

variation in point of cut-off.

The first attempt of an experimental nature resulted in the

device illustrated in Fig. 205, which clearly shows the construc-

tion Water or oil was used on either side of the piston to

transfer the pressure through a stop-cock to the indicator for

recording in the usual manner. After having used this, it was

learned that a similar device was tried by Dean Bros., the pump-

makers of Indianapolis, but without success. This device was

first intended to be used with a pressure gauge, but at the sug-

gestion of Mr. Harris Tabor, an indicator was put on to register

the variations of pressure in the cylinder, but the leakage past

the indicator piston from the continued action of the engine

soon produced a displacement which distorted the action of the

valve and reduced the travel. The indicator was then displaced

by a diaphragm gauge of low pressure which had the end of the
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index sharpened and turned at right angles to the dial. The glass

having been removed, this gauge was screwed in the cyUnder
where a stop-cock is now shown, and a stationary rest provided

to support the slide which carried a smoked glass. This was pro-

vided to avoid the friction of a pencil on paper, and when the glass

was brought in contact with the vibrating point of the index, it

described an outline on the glass which was easily preserved by
blue printing, and could be made to show fairly well the relative

power required to move the valve under varying loads. These

cards were found to be unworthy of entii'e confidence, for various

reasons. The movement of the index was radial instead of recti-

linear, and developed considerable momentum ; one-half of the

stroke only could be taken at once, and in spite of all precautions

displacement would soon shoAV its effects in reducing the travel of

the valve when running at rated speed. However imperfect this

device and its results, it was a decided step in advance of previous

experiments. Having thus found the desirable feature for a valve
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dynamometer, it was determined to design and construct one
which should possess as many of these points as possible.

1st. It must be sufficiently yielding to feel the variations of
strains on the valve stem, and at the same time so nearly rigid,
that it would give a very small fraction less than the full travel of
the valve as the showing, from a reduced travel or a distorted
valve action, would be entirely unsatisfactory. In other words, it

must be rigid without being entirely rigid.

2d. It must show accurately the strains on the valve stem
throughout the entire revolution of the eccentric, and not simply

PUSHING

PULLING
Pig. 208

for one stroke of the valve. This, it is readily seen, would reverse
the strains on the instrument.

3d. It must have an accurate means of recording the variations
of stress on the instrument, upon paper, for future calculations
and comparisons of dilferent valves.

4th. It must be provided with a rigid connection to relieve the
springs when not taking a card, with means to detach the same
readily when under motion.

5th. It must either have means of varying the tension of the
springs for different size and type of valves, or be so constructed
that the springs could be easily replaced with others of different
tension.

The instrument designed to fill the.se requirements is shown in
Fig. 209. Fig. 203 shows in section the mechanical principles in-
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volved in the device, in which E and F are elliptical springs

attached at their extremities to the sliding sleeves (C) and (D).

Fig. 209

The former is the valve-stem guide to which the eccentric rod is

attached, and the latter is the stem itself. To each spring suitable

Fig. 210

attachments are made for connecting the pivoted extremities of

the parallel motion which carries the pencil (G). A slide having
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suitable support was provided, wliicli worked between grooves

Laving an adjustable stop, so that the paper mounted on the slide

could be brought in proper contact with the pencil and the stop

properly adjusted. Then, in order to take a card, it is simply

necessary to bring the paper in contact with the moving pencil

during one complete revolution of the engine. A flat-pointed

brass wire was attached to the instrument, so that when the paper

was brought in contact with the pencil, this point would mark

the neutral line, or line of

no strain on the card, from

which all measurements were

taken.

It was a comparatively easy

matter to design an instru-

ment which would show the

pull required by the valve,

but when it came to showing

the picsh required in the

same instrument, it was quite

another thing. Of course, it

was impracticable to push on

the ends of the springs, con-

sequently the strain must be

taken by the springs on the

jJuU through both strokes of

the valve. How this was

done can best be shown by

referring to Fig. 208, in which
Fig.206

corresponding letters refer to corresponding parts in Fig. 209.

D is a sleeve, sliding loose upon the valve-stem guide (B) and at-

tached to the springs, (C) is the sleeve sliding loose upon the valve

stem (A). Each of the sleeves has a steel pin fixed in the sleeve,

and passing through slots in the center of the valve stem and valve-

stem guide respectively. It will be noticed that the valve-stem guide

(B) comes to a bearing against the sleeve (C),also that the valve stem

(A) comes to a bearing against the pin in the sleeve (D). When
in operation, the valve-stem guide first pulls the sleeve (D) by

means of the pin, thence the strain is transferred through the

springs to the sleeve (C), which pulls the valve stem by means of

its pin, as shown. But when it comes to the push part of the

stroke, the valve-stem guide (B) first pushes against the sleeve
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(C) Avitliout moving tlie valve stem, thence tlie strain goes back

through the springs to the sleeve (D), wliich pushes on the end of

the valve stem by means of its pin, and so moves the valve.

Thus, the strain alwaj^s goes through the springs on the pull, and

is then measured and recorded by the instrument.

The rigid connection shown in Fig. 210 consists simply of the bar

(H) hinged to the sleeve

(D) and hooking over a

post (E) on the sleeve (C),

and having a sliding catch

(I) to hold it either on or

off the post (E). When this

connection was locked in

position, it was intended

that there should be no

movement of the pencil, but

owing to the spring of the

parts, the pencil did move so

that it could not be used

to di'aw the neutral line. It

was found that springs of

this kind could be made
stiff enough to move the

valve without permitting

any appreciable reduction

of the stroke, and at the

same time would be elastic

enough to feel the slight

variations of the strain, and

produce sufficient move-

ment when multiplied by

means of the levers to make
a good card. But this same

quality prevented adjusting the springs equally for valves of differ-

ent size, and it was decided to use springs of different thickness

to meet this case.

A scale by which to measure the cards taken by the various

springs was easily constructed by the use of a spring scale known

to be accurate, and noting the movement of pencil for each 50 ll)s.

strain added to the dynamometer.

In computing these cards, the height gives the maximum,

Fig.207
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minimum and average strain on the valve stem in lbs. This mul-

tiplied by the rate of movement gives the foot lbs. of work done

to move the valve. In using this instrument, it was found that

high speed produced fluctuations in the card, especially if the

springs were too light for the valve, but with the proper strength

of spring a speed of 250 revolutions per minute was entirely

feasible. Fig. 206 shows cards taicen with varying loads, and

Fig. 207 shows cards taken from varying points of cut-off. All

cards taken with any considerable load invariably show one end

(and that always the same end) heavier than the other. Tlie

cause of this for a time was a mystery, but was fully and satisfac-

torily esplaioed by taking into consideration the area of the valve

stem, which, multiplied by the pressure in the steam-chest, worked

against the instrument in one-half of the stroke and with it in

the other half, makiug the difference in strain equal to the sum
of the pressures. A table is appended which gives both the total

power required to move a special type of equihbrium slide valve,

also the percentage of the whole power of the engine which was

absorbed by the valve. The comparative tables from different

valves which follow may perhaps be found instructive :

6}" BY 10" ENGINE.

Revolutions.
Load on Brake,

lbs.

H. P. to Move
Valve.

Power Developed
on Brake.

Per cent, of Power
Developed on Valve

Stem.

125

175

200

10 lbs.

30 "

40 "

-A; H. P.

5

3 H. P.

9

13.5 "

2 per cent.

1.2

1.4

9' BY 12" ENGINE, 100 REV.
3 Ported Flat Valve.

9 ' BY 14" ENGIXE, 100 REV.
Equilibrium Valve.

Brake Load on Engine.
Percentage of Load on

Valve Stem.
Brake Load on Engine.

Percentage of Load on

Valve Stem.

5.5 II. P.

7.

8.2.J "

8.9 "

11.1 -

4A per cent.

3i

4

6

7.3 "

11.4 H. P.

13.5 "

14.

15. G "

1.2 per cent.

1.1

1.

1.
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DISCUSSION.

Mr. Chas. T. Porter.—This ingenious instrument opens a new and

interesting field of investigation. There seems to be some room
for improvement in it. The diagrams appear to show lost time,

some of them a large amount of it. Then the vibration of the

instrument seems to have been excessive. The reaction shows the

high points at commencement of each stroke to be the effect of

vibration. These defects can be remedied. The first one needs to

be completely removed.

A diagram ought always to be drawn, showing the force required

to overcome the inertia of the valve. This in a locomotive having

5 ins. throw of eccentric, and making 250 revolutions per minute,

would, if running in full gear, be 4.433 times the weight of valve

and stem at the commencement of each stroke ; and proportionally

less than this as the travel of the valve is shortened by cutting off.

The data for computing this initial force, namely, the weight of

the parts (valve and stem), the revolutions per minute, and the

throw of the eccentric, or the actual valve, travel, should always be

given.

Diagrams should be taken from the same engine at very different

speeds, under the same working conditions in all other i-espects.

It seems difficult to imagine a case in which greater skill and care

are required to secure really reliable results, than appear to be re-

quired in the case presented here.

Mr. Geo. H. Bdbcock.—This society and the profession generally

are under obligations to Mr. Giddings for his researches and his

account of the same in a line about which so little has been known

hitherto. As engine builders, we have all had our ideas as to the

amount of power required to drive sliding valves, but until now it

has been a matter entirely of theory or guess-work, instead of posi-

tive knowledge. Early in the history of engineering in this coun-

try slide valves were discarded and poppet valves made to take

their place, for the purpose of avoiding the load of the slide valves

upon the engine, and the difficulty of handling engines where the

friction of the valves had to be overcome by manual power. Our

cousins upon the other side of the Atlantic adhered until quite

recently to the barn-door slide upon all their engines, oblivions of

the amount of their friction, or considering it a lesser evil than

any of the numerous " balanced " valves known to them. Recently,
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however, they have adopted the piston valve for tlieir largest en-

gines. Difficulties in keeping the poppet valve tight, when bal-

anced, and the failure of so many attempts at making balanced

slide valves, have led to tlie extensive use of what are known as

four-valve engines, of which tlie Corliss may be considered the prin-

cipal representative, if, indeed, not the first to adopt this plan. By
the use of such four valves in place of one, each valve having reduced

throw with periods of rest, the friction due to a large slide has

been in a great measure overcome. Still, we have known little, if

anything, in regard to the amount of this friction, or whether it

was really worth the trouble which has been taken to avoid it, until

the researches described in this paper were made.

A number of years ago—in fact, in 1869, at the Exhibition of the

American Institute, where we had a 16 x 48 engine on exhibition

with a long slide vjilve and a cut-off valve riding on its back—I at-

tempted to ascertain this point by indicating the engine, unloaded

first, with the full ])ressure in the steam-chest ; the engine being

regulated for speed by the governor cutting off very early in the

stroke, and afterward indicating the engine at the same speed

with the steam throttled down to a pressure just sufficient to over-

come the friction ; thinking that in this way the difference would

show the friction of the slide valve due to the additional pressure

in the steam-chest. Yery much to my surprise, I found that the

cards taken from the engine running under the first condition

showed a negative pressure, or that it took less than no power at

all to drive the engine ; but when throttled down so that there was

little or no friction in the slide valve, the cards indicated 7 II.P., in

round figures, at the same speed. This proved, if it proved any-

thing, that the slide valve took less than no power at all, and was,

in fact, a source of power more than sufficient to overcome the fric-

tion in thp rest of the engine. Some anecdotes related by a well-

known engineer of great experience tended also to establish this

same point. He stated that on board a steamer of which he was at

one time engineer, the back half of the go-ahead eccentric strap

was found- to have fallen off some time in tlie night, and was lying

in the bilge, while the engine continued to make its regular revolu-

tions, with no apparent distress; the weight of the great slide valve

being quite sufficient to overcome its friction and that of the stuff-

ing-box.

His theory was that the valve floated on the steam, and had no

friction. He also said that on the steamer Thetis, which was fitted
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with a large revolving slide valve driven by gear, arranged with

stops in a well-known manner, so that, bv shifting the gear from

one stop to the other, the engine would run forward or backward,

it was found necessary to provide a means of fastening the gear

npon the shaft, as, whenever the boat M-as in a sea-way, and the en-

gines raced a little, the momentum of this slide valve was sufficient

to cause it to run ahead and so reverse the engine. Notwithstand-

ing, however, the singular results of my own experiments, and

these stories of no friction upon the slide valve, 1 have always con-

sidered that it was a loss of power quite sufficient to warrant any

reasonable method to overcome it.

The cards shown by the author are very interesting as indicating

the difference between the friction of starting and the friction of

motion. They also show what would scarcely be expected : that in

nearly every instance the friction decreased during the stroke.

This was probably due, in some measure, to improved lubrication,

owing to the valve riding over portions of the seat which had be-

come wetted by condensation of steam.

I trust that the author will continue his experiments with a view

to determining the effect of different conditions upon the friction of

the valve, as, for instance, the dryness of the steam, and particularly

the use of different metals, as gray and chilled cast iron, steel and

bronze upon themselves and upon other metals. My own expe-

rience goes to show that the friction of brass or bronze upon iro'i,

when immersed in steam, is very much in excess of that of iron

upon iron.

Future engineers, through such investigations as here recorded,

will be enabled to avoid many of the mistakes which have hereto-

fore been made for the want of just such knowledge.

Mr. Chas. H. Fitch.—It may be of interest to present some fig-

ures of tests of engine valves with the conditions more fully stated

than they are in the tables of the paper.

An engine (Of" X 10") was running with a valve of a partially

bahmced type designed by

the author of the paper.

Its operation will be read-

ily understood from the
^'"*- ^^^- longitudinal section here

presented in Fig. 251. Steam is taken in the middle. The outer

passages are steam passages giving the advantage of a double ad-

mission. The inner cavity, B, on either side is an exhaust passage.
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Minute orifices, A A, permit a slight flow of steiiin from the live

steam passages to the steam-chest, which is in turn relieved by
leakage through the minute orifices at li B.

The valve was 10|" long by 6f" wide. At | cut off, 220 revolu-

tions, 39.8 lbs. M. E. P., the work was 520,018 ft. lbs. The valve

diagrams showed 1|" travel, average stress on stem, 70 lbs., work

4,180 ft. lbs. The boiler pressure was about 80 lbs. The initial

cylinder pressure was 52 lbs. The steam-chest pressure calculated

from the difference uf push and pull on a |" diameter valve stem

was 67 lbs., the average of push being 96 and of pull 55 lbs.

At I cut off, 220 revolutions, 39.2 lbs. M. E. P., the work was

512,179 ft. lbs. The valve diagrams showed a travel of 1^", aver-

age stress on valve stem, 63 lbs.—push 77, pull 49, computed press-

ure in steam-chest 47 lbs. The initial cylinder pressure was 56 lbs.

Work of valve, 2,887 ft. lbs.

At ^ cut off, 220 revolutions, 38.5 lbs. M. E. P., the work was

503,033 lbs. The boiler pressure was 93 lbs., and the initial steam

pressure was 67 lbs. The valve travel by diagram was reduced to

•^0- of an inch. The average stress on valve stem was 87 lbs., 103

lbs. push, 72 lbs. pull, computed pressure in steam-chest 51 lbs.

Work of valve 2,871 ft. lbs.

At ^ cut off', the boiler pressure being then only 50 lbs., the

speed fell to 175 revolutions, diagram showing 13.3 lbs. M. E. P.

Work 138,230 ft. lbs. Initial pressure in cylinder, 31 lbs. The
valve travel by diagram was j\ of an inch, average stress on valve

stem 64 lbs., 75 lbs. push, 53 lbs. pull, computed pressure in steam-

chest, 36 lbs. Work of valve, 1,493 lbs.

In shutting down the engine, it was noticed that the stress on

the valve stem increased very much, running up to about 300 lbs.,

where the ordinary run- soc—

.

ning stress was less than

100 lbs.

Comparative diagrams

showing this phenomenon
are here adduced (Fiir.

\ n THi;oTTLEO. ruLL steam.
252). I will not attempt Fig.252.

to theorize upon it, but trust that the side-light thrown upon this

interesting subject will be of value.

2lr. Geo. SchuliTRann.—My experience with slide valves has been

the reverse of what is related by Mr. Babcock. I have seen them

offer so much resistance as to break off heavy rock shafts and rock

41
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arms, and I have had to use a stream of water on an eccentric to

keep it from running hot. Tlie instrument described by Mr, Gid-

dings is very ingenious indeed, but it does not tell us all the power

wasted by the slide valve, because we must add to it the friction of

the eccentric and that friction in main journals which is caused by

the thrust of eccentric rod. According to the table given in the

paper, the resistance on the valve stem in one case amounted to

7.3 per cent, of the total work of the engine ; so that if we assume

the travel of the valve to be one-sixth of the stroke of the piston,

the pressure on valve stem must be equal to 43.8 per cent, of the

total pressure on piston, and if we further consider the large diame-

ter of the eccentric, we will find that this eccentric friction and

side thrust friction in main bearings is of some importance.

My idea about ascertaining the total power wasted by the slide

valve would be to have the eccentric shaft independent of the crank

shaft (but of the same diameter as the latter), and then put a '' Web-

ber" or other lever dynamometer in between and measure the

power required to drive the eccentric shaft. In order to keep the

motion of the eccentric shaft steady, a small fiy-wlieel would have

to be added. Of course, we then have the friction caused by the

weight of the wheel and the shaft, but that can be easily eliminated

by measuring the power required to drive shaft and wheel alone.

Mr. Wnn. Kent.—I will outline a suggestion which Mr. Giddings

may take up and think about as a method of determining that strain

in the valve stem. Suppose the engine valve stem cut in half, and

between the two parts to be introduced Mr. A. H. Emery's hydrau-

lic means of weighing. Let there be two diaphragms held in a solid

steel ring, one diaphragm connected with the valve on one side

and the other to the eccentric. Fill the space between with some

liquid, and from this space carry to another dia])hragm of a similar

character which might be of the same or of a different area, a very

fine copper tube, which would be sufficiently flexible to allow the

travel of the valve. Load this diaphragm down to such a point as

to introduce a considerable amount of hydraulic pressure, making

the difference of pressure transmitted through the stroke a small

fraction only of the total pressure due to the solid weight. Weigh

the pressure on this second diaphragm either by Mr. Emery's flexion

balance, or by a torsion balance. We have there entirely friction-

less joints in every case. I think you would get an absolute trans-

mission of the pressure to the record ; the elasticity of the flexion or

torsion pivots being used instead of the spiral spring of the indicator.
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Mr. Bahcock.—How would Mr. Kent prevent the pressure be-

tween those two diaphragms from operating the valve directly?

iJ/r. Kent,—It is balanced on both sides.

Mr. Babcocl'.—Is there a pressure outside as well as in ?

Mi\ JCent.—The elasticity of the steel diaphragms acts against

the pressure of the tluid inside, preserving a constant condition of

strain. As there is nothing movable in the whole system, the fluid

being under heavy pressure, I think the total amount of motion

due to the diiference in strain would l)e slight.

21r. l](iJ)COcl\—Yuu Would tiien allow the pressui'e to spread the

diaphragms to the full extent?

Mr. Kent.—To I he extent that the elasticity of the diaphragms

would allow. I think that could be kept within two or three hun-

dredths of an inch.

Mr. Wilfred Leivis.—Although I have never measured the

actual resistance of a slide valve, I have had occasion to study the

effect of its resistance upon the speed of an engine, and 1 have

made experiments from which a comparative estimate of it could

be formed. In running our Buckeye engine, I noticed that for a

constant load, the speed varied directly with the steam pressure,

and I thought the cause of the variation could be traced to the

resistance of the cut-off valve.

Accordingly I connected the valve-rod with a friction slide and

noted the changes in speed cori-esponding to different loads on the

slide.

The greater the friction the greater the speed, and although the

pressures applied were not very heavy, certainly not more than one

hundred pounds, the variation in the speed of the engine exceeded

that which might occur from any change of load.

Mr. J. F. Hollovxiy.—The question of the load on the slide valve

is one of very great interest, but at the same time, it is a question

about which I' think we shall not be able to establish any data

which will apply to all kinds of engines. AVhile all informaticm

we can obtain upon that point will be of great value, yet it is in

the experience of engineers that the load upon the slide valve is

influenced greatly by the compression, that is, a valve having a

considerable compression under it moves much more easily than

one with less compression. It is within the knowledge of many

here, no doubt, that in rolling-mill and other engines which were

worked by hand with a starting-bar, it would often happen that a

vouniT light-weiii'lit engineer could handle an engine with ease and
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rapidity, while a stronger and heavier man could do nothing with

it. Of course, you know that it grew out of the fact that lie knew
just how much compression to accumulate under the valve before

he moved it. If he did not stop the valve in the right time in the

stroke, and the valve got locked up over the ports, all he could then

do was to shut down, and get tlie pressure out of the steam-chest

before he could start again. It is a sort of knack, in fact, which
is illustrated plainly in engines when being worked by hand. Yet
that same principle applies to slide valves in engines moved by an

eccentric, in relation to the amount of pressure that should be

under the valve, to counterbalance the pressure on the back of the

valve, at the moment when it is about closing the ports. I do not

know whether Mr. Giddings has taken that into account in his

paper or not, but it is one of the things which influence the amount
of power required to move a slide valve.

Mr. Jesse M. Smith.—The indicator card shown by Mr. Giddings'

apparatus, I think not only shows the resistance of the valve, but

also the inertia of the reciprocating parts combined. Now, it

would seem quite necessary to separate those and see how much is

due to the inertia of reciprocating parts and how much is due to

the resistance of the valve by the friction on its face ; and the ap-

paratus which Mr. Giddings introduces into the valve stem also

increases the weight of it. That should be taken into account.

The apparatus proposed by Mr. Kent must be necessarily quite

heavy. The inertia of that at high speed would be of very great

influence. An apparatus should be designed in some way to sep-

arate the two influences.

Mr. C. W. Barnaby.—It seems to me that tlie experiment men-

tioned by Mr. Lewis was not exactly to the point. On the main shaft

of the engine i-eferred to, there is a loose eccentric which is rotated

backward and forward by a shaft governor through a range of ninety

degrees. The application of a brake to the sleeve of this eccentric

tends to turn and hold it back on the shaft with a uniform force

drawing the governor levers inward, which is equivalent to chang-

ing the governor weights at will while the engine is in motion ; or,

more properly, to adding a certain amount of initial tension to the

springs and thereby adding a constant amount to the centripetal

force, wdiich would obviously increase the speed of the engine.

Now, the resistance of the valve does not produce a constant

effect by way of rotating the eccentric, by any means. The resist-

ance to be met in operating the valve is due to friction, inertia.
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and the pressure acting on the area of valve stem, and acts in two

ways upon the eccentric; first, by the direct leverage of tlie tlirust

of the eccentric rod acting as a connecting rod upon a crank, and,

second, by the friction between eccentric and yoke due to this

thrust. The former varies from zei'o at the dead centers to a

maximum at an intermediate point. The latter varies witli the

thrust and pull oi the rod, which variation is due ])rincipally to the

inertia of the valve and rods, and the passing of the valve over

ports. Above a moderate speed the inertia would be in excess of

the friction in parts of each stroke, thus exerting a force on the

eccentric in the opposite direction, tending to throw it ahead in-

stead of hack. This vai-iation in the force gives the governor a

chance to recover itself at two or more points in each revolution.

I do not wish to be understood as saying that resistance of the

valve has no effect on the governor, but it stiikes me that in mak-

ing experiments to determine tiiis effect it would l^e preferable to

apply a force as near parallel as possible to that actually coming in

play.

Mr. Jesse M. Smith.—It strikes me that the experiment of Mr.

Lewis shows that the increase in the resistance of the valves, as he

says, makes the engine run faster ; that is perfectly true, but in the

design of every governor, it is necessary to know what the resist-

ance of the valve is, because that resistance acts as a centripetal

force in aid of the spring or other means of overcoming the centrif-

ugal force of the fiving weights. Of course, if that resistance is

variable or is increased from outside sources, the centripetal force

is increased to the same extent and the engine must run faster, or

the weight of the flying weight must be increased in the same pro-

portion as the resistance of the valve is increased.

Mr. Wilfred Lewis.—The resistance of the cut-off valve affected

the speed of the engine directly through the governor as Mr.

JBarnaby inferred.

The expei'iment demonstrated that fact, and furnished data for

estimating the valve resistance from the speed, but of course not so

perfectly as the instrument described.

Mr. J. T. HawkiiiK—I tliink that really the most serious objection

to this very ingenious method of determining the work absorbed by

the valve is that raised by Mr. Schuhmann, and I think it would

be well for the gentleman who made tiie experiments to take that

into consideration. We all know very well what percentage of

power is absorbed by what we call the friction of the load in a
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large engine, and so far as the rotating parts are concerned, tliej

are the sanie as ap])lied to a slide valve, and really an accurate

measure of the power absorbed in the operation of the slide valve

should be made somewhere between the eccentric and the crank-

pin. This instrument is vei'j ingenious and complete, I think,

although it is open to the objection that the oi-iginal movement

through which the indications are obtained must bo so extremely

small that there are elements of disturbance arising from multiplying

so largel}' the indications at the point of record, and this is apt to

render them unreliable. That should be guarded against in taking

the figures from it. I think the most important consideration is,

that the whole power absorbed by the slide valve should be meas-

ured between the eccentric and the crank pin soniewhere.

Mr. John E. Sweet.—It seems to me that the Society has gained

one thing from Mr. Giddings. We know one fact we never knew

before, and Mr. Giddings may congratulate himself upon having

brought up an apparatus of such interest. In regard to one of

his devices, the one which uses the pull of the spring for both the

pull and push of the valve, it strikes me as being next-door neigh-

bor to a stroke of genius.

In regard to Mr. Kent's suggestion, he would find Yary few

engines where there is room to put on his device. In regard to

one objection raised to Mr. Giddings' device, there are very few-

parts whose inertia would affect the result at all, inasmuch as

nearly all the parts are attached to the eccenti-ic rod end of the

valve rod.

The Chairman.—While listening to the discussion, it has oc-

curred to me that some of the objections are well made, and tliat a

device interposed at the point described does not indicate all the

resistance developed in the engine by the driving of the valve gear
;

that Mr. Schuhmann's point is well taken, that there are other

resistances between the crank shaft and the point of application of

this dynamometer. This has led me to wonder why the sum-total

of this resistance might not be ascertained by driving the valve of

one engine by another engine, somewhat as in the duplex pump;

first taking a card from the engine to be tested with its valve gear in

the usual condition and with a constant resistance, and then discon-

necting the valve gear from that engine, and driving it by another

engine and again taking cards and ascertaining the difference in

power between the engine running under the two conditions. It

would seem that in this way it might be possible to ascertain very
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accurately the total power lost in the valve i,^ear of that particular

engine.

Mr. BabcocJc.—Allow nio to suggest that that introduces the in-

accuracies of several other instruments which would multiply the

trouble materially. I think the better way to carry out Mr. Schuh-

mann's suggestion would be to mount the eccentric loose on the

siiaftand drive it through a dynamometer, similar to Mr. Giddings',

which would thus registei' the power recpiired to drive the valve.

3Ir. Schuhmann.—This would still leave the side thrust friction

in main journals to be accounted for; that is, the friction caused

by resistance on the eccentric rod pushing the eccentric sliaft hard

against the sides of its journals.

Mr. Giddings.—First, taking up Mr. Porter's objection, he

mentioned the fact that there are a great many chances for im-

provement in the instrument. No one is more sensible of that

than myself. I assure the Society that with opportunities in the

future I hope to show them great improvements. He speaks of

lost time; if by lost time he means lost motion in the valve move-

ment, that was extremel}' slight. I was determined to have ninety-

nine one hundredths of the entire travel of the valve and actual

measurement of the cards showing the exact travel of the valve,

compared with the known throw of the eccentric showed me that

little was lost, and in my best experiments it did not amount at the

most to over a thirty-second of an inch.

He speaks of vibrations. As I mentioned in my paper, these are

unavoidable to a certain extent, and those at the end of the stroke of

which he speaks show plainly the tendency of the valve to hug its

seat. When once under motion it moves very much more easily.

He speaks about the inertia of the parts. That involves a good

deal when we come to think of it. How does the inertia act in

affecting the power required to move the valve ? As the engine

moves the valve in one direction, the inertia acts to increase the

resistance to moving the valve through the first ]>art of the stroke.

Then, if by virtue of that inertia the valve moves easier during the

latter part of the stroke, it works in just the opposite direction to

the first part, thereby constituting a decidedly variable quantity.

In regard to the inertia of the instrument that Mr. Kent men-

tioned, as Prof. Sweet has said, the greater part of that is taken up

by being attached to the eccentric rod end of the connection ;
and

but little of that was felt. I realize that great care is required to

show the strains accurately, and will say that this is only one step
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in tlie process of arriving at the facts. This is tlie third instrnrnent

which has been made for this purpose during tlie past three years,

and is far from satisfactory to myseif in many points. Still, I pre-

sent it to the Society as a means of setting them to thinking on

the subject, and showing them what has thus far been attained,

and what they may look for to a certain extent, and what they

must avoid.

Regarding the objections brought up by the different speakers,

Mr. Babcock speaks of the advantage of sliowing the friction of

different metals. That is something I have had in mind, as well

as the effect of different proportions of valves on the same engine.

This by means of false seats can be decided easily I think.

Another thing has been spoken of, that the instrument does not

show necessarily what is the load on the engine to move its valve

or how that load varies with the proportions of the ports of the

seat of the valve or the valve itself. I did not try to ascertain this

by itself, inasmuch as these were not the conditions which I was

trying to measure. I was not trying to measure what friction the

eccentric absorbed nor the pillow-block nor the crank-pin. That

was not what I was after. A dynamometer placed on a shaft will

no doubt serve an excellent purpose, and nobody would be more

interested than myself in watching the result of such an experi-

ment. But that would necessarily involve a change in the angular

advance, because you must have flexible connections, and with that

change of angular advance would come a certain amount of the dis-

tortion of the valve movement. I wanted to obtain as nearly as

possible the exact showing without distortion, without change from

the normal working conditions of the valve.

Mr. Kent speaks of an instrument, and in passing I will say a

few words in regard to that. I can imagine that his instrument

might be eflicient in the matter of push, but I think he would

find very nnsatisfactory results in the pulling of it. However, it

does away with leakage which produces displacement.

Mr. Holloway speaks of the varying conditions of different en-

gines. That is very true, and I would say that he has touched on

a very important point. Because one engii:ie shows certain results,

it cannot be said that much can be based upon them for other

engines. Yarying conditions enter into the design and construc-

tion of the different engines, so that it would be almost absolutely

necessary to have an application to each individual engine of dif-

ferent design in order to arrive at the bottom facts.
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Mr. Smith speaks of the inertia of tlie instrument, wliich has

been touched upon before, and part of which is worthy of con-

sideration, but in regai'd to tlio inertia of tlie valves, I thiidc that

lias been somewhat covered by helping through part of the stroke

and retarding through the l)alance of tlie stroke.

Now, if there are any designers of engines here interested in tin's

matter, who want to try this instrument on their engines, I should

be happy to afford them any help I can in the way of bine prints,

and should be very glad to hear from them as to the results ob-

tained, and if the experiments wei-e made with care it would add

to our knowledge in this direction.
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CCXVIII.

HANDLING GRAIN IN CALIFORNIA

.

BY JOHN H. COOPER, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

The State of California tbirtj-five years ago was a land un-

known to husbandly or to trade. To-day, with her 99,000,000 of

acres of territor}-, she takes the second place among the largest

States of the Union. In the year 1883 she produced 43,000,000

bushels of wheat and 10,000,000 bushels of barley.

In the year 1884, the wheat product, the largest crop ever

raised in the State, amounted to 57,420,188 bushels, nearly 3,000,-

000 of bushels more than Avas produced by any other State in the

Union, and this gathering was derived from 3,587,864 acres of soil.

In addition to this grand total, there were raised 5,988,316

bushels of corn ; 23,432,240 bushels of barley ; 3,050,672 bushels

of oats, and 141,015 bushels of rye.

In round numbers, it may fairly be said that one-eighth of the

wheat crop of the United States and one-fifth of the grain exports

of the entire country have been furnished by this State.

To gather this enormous fruitage from California's empire of

grain, to prepare it for haulage and to send it forward properly,

from the inital heading process in the field, to the final stowage

of the filled sacks in the holds of ships for transportation abroad,

either many men must lay a hand to the work in the primitive

way of the pioneer farmer, or the ingenious few must devise me-

chanical means in connection with rail facilities for putting this

business into a parallel with modern efiicient and economical

methods.

But, first of all, glance at the fields which are to be gleaned.

In a stage journey from Santa Barbara to Los Angeles the

road passes along the border of the San Fernando ranch, which

comprises several tracts, amounting in all to 121,000 acres, a part

of this, say 12 miles square, is seen to be growing wheat, and the

whole of it in full view at once. The question naturally arises,

what means are employed for plowing this extended plain ? A
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furrow 12 miles long in one direct line is u novel sight to eastern

eyes, but the second problem seemed more difficult of solution.

The methods of securing the grain from this wide expanse in the

short time allotted for such work and to do it in good order would
appear an impossible task if accomplished by the use of eastern

agricultural appliances alone, which in thouglit we would appoint

for this service.

Again, on the rail journey of nearly (300 miles in going from

Los Angeles to San Francisco, after circling the giddy heights

of the Tehachapi mountains, passing the " loop," where the rail-

way coils upon itself like a serpent, the road descends through a

score of dark tunnels and wild carious till tlie early dawn brings

the traveler in the plain again rolliug down the magnificent valley

of the San Joaquin. From this on throughout the day the line

passes in the midst of a sea of grain, wide as the visible horizon

and as long as a rail journey from sun to sun.

If to these be added the equally expanded valley of the Sacra-

mento and further a multitude of valleys of like productiveness

and of only lesser area, we shall begin to see somewhat of the

wheat-producing surface which goes to make uj) the more than

3| millions of acres of California's grain fields.

In order to describe fairly the means now emplo^^ed for put-

ting the standing grain into sacks, as fully as pictures and words

are capable of, three illustrations are given herewith of three dif-

erent machines, showing the latest improvements which the neces-

sities of broad farming in California have made upon the sickle

and the fan.

Since the year 1840 very many attempts have been made to

construct a machine which would cut, thresh, clean, and sack

ripened grain at one operation.

Up to about the year 1879 these efforts failed of complete suc-

cess, but at this time Mr. Daniel Houser—a plain farmer living

near Stockton, Cal.—undaunted by the failures of others, deter-

mined to construct a practically perfect machine to solve the

problem of heading, threshing, cleaning, and bagging grain sim-

ultaneously and on the run through the field.

Mr. Houser as a farmer, knoAving the wants of a farmer and

being a natural mechanic as well, proceeded in a common-sense

engineering way to construct a machine which would do first-class

out-of-door work on the ranch in the grain field.

An illustration is chosen of his combination Header and
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Thresher (Fig. 211), which will show to Ccastern eyes what manner

of machine it is. During the 3ears since, this harvester has proven

itself to be of great value as a labor and grain saving machine,

not one having failed to work to the entire satisfaction of its pur-

chaser. These machines are built comparative!}' light, they are

very strong and are Avell balanced. The best materials are em-

ployed in the construction of every part, they are so designed as

to do their work as well on uneven as on level ground ; they are

adapted to cutting through heavy as weU as through tangled and

lodged straw, and are built capable of making clean cuts of 12, 14,

10, 18, and 20 feet in breadth. They are constructed so as to be

pulled or pushed over the ground, and supplied with gearing or

belting as may be desired by the purchaser.

To give some idea of the performance of this class of machines,

the following miscellaneous data are on record : Four men and

sixteen mult s, averaged from 20 to 35 acres a day for fifty days

;

one thousand acres cut in thirty days, and grain put in sacks for

85 cents per acre, including hire of men and team ; on fifteen hun-

dred acres of knolly land the grain was sacked for $1.50 per acre,

twelve hundred acres in fort}' days, making 19,250 sacks, with a

Itt-foot machine using from fifteen to twenty-two horses ac-

cording to the nature of the land ; and other similar records

might be quoted, showing that it costs less to sack the grain w'ith

these machines than to stack the grain only by the old system,

and with less waste of grain than with the threshing machines only.

The "Minges," of which an illustration is given in Fig. 212, is

called " The Pioneer Pull and Belt Combined Harvester," and for

it is claimed a superiority over geared harvesters.

Its capacity in width of cylinder and separator enables it to

handle the grain for a 30-foot cut. As the header part is detach-

able, any size of header from 12 to 30 feet can be successfully

used. Tlie standard size is 14 feet. They require one animal to

each foot of cut on hard land.

The 26-foot cut machine harvested during two months 3,000

acres, 1,600 of which were cut in 25 days and with an outlay for

extras of less than one cent per acre.

Runaways are rendered impossible, as the machine can be in-

stantly stopped by means of a double brake connected with the

driver's seat, and is also within reach of the sack sewer and sep-

arator man. The wheel can be thrown into the ground 12 inches

in going 10 feet.
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At a contest of Combined Harvesters, August 18, 1885, near

Stockton, before the committee appointed b}^ the State Board of

Agriculture to examine harvesters in field work, there was re-

ported for the " Minges " 41| sacks harvested in 58 minutes with

a 16-foot cut.

An illustration is also given of the " Shippee Combined Harvest-

er," Fig. 213, which, like the others, is made up of substantial fram-

ing, iron work of best material, steel gearing and shafting. It is

claimed to be one of the best " push " machines, reducing the cost

of harvesting to less than 3 cents a bushel, and placing the grain

in sack at less cost than putting it in stack by the old method.

These machines have saved enough grain over and above the

old system of heading and threshing to pay the cost of harvesting.

They are the only combined machines wliich have an elevator to

run the straw into the header wagon, saving it all if desired, also

the chaff, wild oats, and weeds, and clearing the land of all foul

seeds. The platform and sickle adapt themselves to the inequalities

of the land, and a low or high cut is easily taken. The improved

steering gear enables the man standing back of the platform

(shown in the cut of the Minge Harvester) to have complete

control of the machine and a near and clear view of the grain and

sickle-bar, to guide with ease, to make the width and height of cut,

and to avoid all stumps, trees, and rocks. The driver, at ease on
his spring seat, gives attention exclusively to his team.

After the bags are filled and sewed up they are dropped from the

machine on the stubble, from which they are picked by hands and
put into wagons which follow after the header, thence to be hauled

to a suitable place in the field and temporarily stacked, biding

their proper time to be conveyed to some depot to await the

time of sale and delivery—the extension of the dry season into

the autumnal months giving ample time to effect these transfers.

And now comes the needful employment of machines for facil-

itating what might be called the relay stacking of tiie filled bags

in railway station or steam-boat wharf warehouses. To economize

space, this stacking is usually carried up to the roof-beams of the

building, which argues forcibly the necessity of employing mechan-

ical aj)pliances for extending the arms and strength of men to

points beyond their reach. The little, handy, portable machine

invented and built b}' Mr. Ira Bishop, of San Francisco, does this

work so readily that a description of it fits well in this place.

This machine consists of a double endless chain belt or carrier
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having peculiar sack hooks or rests, mounted by means of suit-

able driving mechanism upon a portable frame, to which are at-

tached top and bottom adjustable receiving and discharging aprons.

The lower or receiving apron or table is hinged to the sides of

the frame to permit it to be turned up out of the way when not

in use, or to allow the whole machine to occupy least room in

passing through narrow alleys between piles of sacks. The upper

or discharging apron is made adjustable to various inclinations, in

order to suit the grade of the chute attached to it to any pile of

sacks and to the iieight of the pile it is supplying. The driving

mechanism consists of sprocket-wheels engaging the chain carrier,

one pair of spur-wheels, and two hand cranks on the pinion shaft.

The grain is brought to the machine on hand trucks over the

warehouse floor from the Held and road wagons, and each sack

placed by hands upon the lower apron in succession ; as the sack

hooks pass up through the slits in the apron, they lift the sack

from it and carr}' it up the incline, as

shown in the cut ; when reaching the

top it is dumped upon the upper apron

while the hooks return through the slits

cut in the same, the sack meanwhile

sliding by gravity down the apron over

the chute onto the pile, Avhence it is

placed in position by hands ready to

build and bond the pile to size and in

proper order.

With this machine. Fig. 214, two men
can raise 4 sacks of grain, each weighing

140 lbs., in the same time that one was

raised by the older methods, and two

men can elevate 500 to 600 sacks of

wheat in one hour from a warehouse floor

to the top of a pile twenty sacks high.

It saves the labor of four men to each pile, and will raise sacks

up to the tie-beams of any warehouse, the machine working under

them beii)g made of different heights to suit. An ordinary labor-

ing man Avill raise 500 sacks per hour with more ease than he

could handle one end of each sack in the usual way. This ele-

vator is mounted on four patent castors, making it easily portable

over any warehouse floor, and can be secin-ed at any ])lace by

a few turns of four spud-screws in the corners of the frame, the

42

Fig. 214.
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points of which enter the floor. It is always ready for use, with-

out adjustment or change of any of its parts. It is well braced,

of light frame, having a total weight of 400 lbs., and is spoken

well of by all warehousemen who have seen it or who have put it

on trial.

The bags of grain have now been stacked in temporary depots

located at widely distant points all over this great State, where it

must needs await the proper time of shipment by rail to the sea-

board.

The choice of location for a principal receiving and discharging

warehouse involves certain favorable considerations. It must be

on the main line of railway, to secure facility of transportation,

and it must be at water edge, to which the largest ships can come

and where they can lie in repose from storms and at berth while

receiving cargo. The construction of so large a building must

be at the least expense consistent witli greatest capacit}^ of stor-

age ; the price of the ground upon which it is to stand must not

be exorbitant ; accessibility to both sides and to the whole length

of it by rail is necessary, while deep water by its side must be

secured and maintained.

A glance at the map of California shows that almost the whole

of the water-shed from the Sierra Nevada Mountains, which rise

along the entire eastern boundary of the State, is delivered into

the beds of two great connecting rivers and valleys : that of the

Sacramento coming down from the north, and that of the San

Joaquin running up from the south, both areas forming an im-

mense basin and covering a space in the aggregate apparently

one-third of tlie whole State. The one natural outlet for all these

waters is through a chain of bays, chief of which is the Bay of San

Francisco, extending to the southward from the open way to the

sea, and lying nearest to it. The waters first unite in Suisun Bay,

which lies to the extreme eastward, thence they pass to north-east-

ward through the Straits of Karquinez into the Bay of San Pablo,

which rounds the northernmost end of the group ; from this on

the flow is to the southward, meeting the waters of San Fran-

cisco Bay, Avhence all move westerly into the Pacific Ocean by

way of the Golden Gate. Somewhere on the shores of these

grandest of bays, a shipping point would naturally be selected;

not necessarily very near to the city of San Francisco, because

the main line of railway does not reach it, nor yet, as they are

made, on any available part of the shores of any one of these
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bays, because of their very wide

and shallow beaches, which would

necessitate long and costly ap-

proaches and track extensions,

providing it is desirable to build

a warehouse, as it must be, beside

the deep waters.

The location, although 35 miles

from San Francisco, is well-

chosen ; it lies opposite the town

of Benicia, on the southern shore

of the Straits of Karquinez, two

miles north-west of Martinez and

one mile south - east of Port

Costa ; the port of entrance of all

west-bound trains, which is made

over the back of the Solano^ the

largest ferry-boat, so called, in

the world.

The available ground for build-

ing is narrow between the place

of deep Avater and the lines of

railway which run closely to the

bulk of the hills. In plan the

littoral edge is curved, with the

greater circle at the base of the

hills ; the radius roughly stated is

a mile, having its center located

somewhere within the precincts

of Benicia. This slender segment

of wetted foot-land embraced in

the site of building and track de-

j)artures has a chord of 8,250 feet.

Within this crescent figure, curv-

ing with its curve to a radius of

4,72o feet, the buildings and ap-

proaches have been erected, the

whole structure resting upon

driven piles, Avhich are surmount-

ed by a solid and even floor above

the level of the main lines of rail-
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way. The scour of the outflowing waters during the run of the

tide through this bend is sufficient to keep it as now, a very deep

channel, always open.

A panoramic view of the whole structure is offered in Fig. 215,

as it now stands, bej-ond the waters of the strait, with a hne of

ships at wharf, trains of cars upon the railway approaches, and
with a background of rounded hills, the usual horizon of a Cali-

fornia landscape. This is reproduced from a photograph taken

from the Benicia side of the strait, and admirably 23ictures the

immense storage and shi23ping establishment erected by and con-

ducted under the auspices of the Nevada Warehouse and Dock
Comj)any.

The improvements of this Company, comprising the docks,

buildings, aud railway switch connections, cover, under franchise

grants of the Board of Supeiwisors, 3,250 feet in length, and a

width from 150 to BOO feet, or thereabouts, of State submerged
land. The dock frontage of 2,300 feet will afford space for eight or

ten large ships, with facilities for hauling into or changing berth

and loading, which are nowhere else to be found. The ware-

houses, of which there are two sections, one of 770 and the other

of 912 feet in length, have in their gi-eater extent a width of from

110 to 170 feet, with over 190,000 square feet of floor area, and 20

feet clear height for storage. Besides which, under the trestle

supporting the covered, elevated double railway track, on the

water-front side of the warehouses, is an area of over 80,000

square feet, completely protected from weather and largely avail-

able for storage should there be occasion to use it for this purpose.

The elevated double track, which by an easy rising grade from
the main line of railway brings the grain-loaded freight cars onto

a platform 50 feet wide and 11 feet above the floors of the ware-

houses and wharves, is completely covered and protected from
weather. This elevated road is one of the grand features of the

establishment. It extends the entire length of the whole ware-

house system, whence bags of grain, from the cars, can be slid

down chutes to the warehouse floor or into the holds of vessels

by aid of gravity alone. These tracks are on the water-front side

of the warehouses, while another track extends the whole length of

the warehouses on the shore side, all of which connect with the

tracks of the Southern Pacific Railway. This accomplishes a

meeting of rail and water transportation in a way most favorable

to the economical handling of the staples of the country.
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Between the approaching ends of the two warehouses is a space

of 150 feet. On the elevated raih'oad side of tliis and near mid-

way, is a handsome three-story

office building with high man-

sard roof surmounted by an

ornate cupola. The first story

on the wharf level is fitted up for

offices and occupied by grain

shipping firms. In the second

story, on the level of the elevated

railway track, are arranged the

counting-rooms of the company.

The third story is provided with

sleeping apartments and conven-

iences for the resident manager,

while the attic contains capacious

water supply tanks. Additional

buildings, including a hotel for

the accommodation of the large

staff of weighers, clerks, shipping

agents, and others have been built

following the completion of the

warehouses and to meet the exi-

gencies of the growing business.

The power for di'iving the grain

cleaning and grading machinery,

the sack elevators and carriers,

the fire pump and other machin-

ery is furnished by a 100 lioi-se-

power O'Neil cut-off engine and

horizontal tubular boiler, and is

carried by a line of shafting

under the main floor, through the

grading house, across the west-

ern end of warehouse No. 2 to the

water-side, where it is further

employed to operate a swinging

crane for discharging ballast and

a series of " gipsies " or small, vertical windlasses, set at distances

of two or three hundred feet apart between the tracks of the ele-

vated railway, and around which a turn of rope can be thrown as
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they revolve, to draw loaded freight cars to any desired point,

wlieu there is no locomotive at hand, to haul ships into the dock,

change their berths, and perform other pulliog service.

The grading-house is provided with the best and most improved

grain cleaning and grading machinery and has a capacity of 600

sacks per hour, or 800 tons in 24 hours.

Lines of 6", 5'', and 4" iron water-pipes extend from the steam

pump in the engine-room the entire length of the warehouses and

dock range ; these are furnished with 33 hose connections, at dis-

tances of about 128 feet apart and on each side of the warehouses,

to which sections of standard San Francisco Fire Department

hose are attached ready for use. An auxiliary fire-engine pump
and boiler for rapid steam generation are located and arranged

for quick use in case steam is not " up " in the larger boiler.

A cross sectional view of warehouse No. 2, cut through the end

near the space between the two where the motive machinery is

placed, is given in Fig. 216, showing, in a general way, and with-

out much regard to exactness of dimension or fullness of detail,

the mechanical appliances for elevating the bags of grain to a

higher level and for couveyiug thein back and forth and across the

warehouse. The relative positions of ships at wharf and the

cars upon the elevated railway are plainly seen.

The elevators, of which there are seven, are located at nearly

equal distances along the line of the main conveyer D. They
consist preferably of broad heavy belts to which steel brackets or

rests are riveted in cross lines of 3 each, each set properly dis-

tanced to give time for hands to place the bags upon them, as also

to enable bags to get out of the way of one another in transit

from the elevator to the conveyer. The upper pulley E, carrying

the elevator belt, is secured upon a shaft which is driven by the

main line of shafting through counter-shafts and bevel-gears. The
lower elevator pulley E' is carried in a tightener slide beneath

the table T, upon which the bags are placed, ready to be slid

onto the rests of the elevator belt over a grating in the table-top,

through the slits of which the rests pass in their upward flight.

The carrying capacity of these elevators is 20 sncks per minute.

Tiie conveyer Z^ is an endless doable chain of iron links embrac-

ing steel axles, with a flanged wheel running loosely upon each

end of each ; the links are connected crosswise by strips of wood
securely bolted, three to each pair of links. Upcm these strips of

wood the bags are delivered lengthwise at D by the elevator E.
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Continued double tracks, composed of liglit iron bars, " edge

laid" upou wooden stringers, extend above and below the roof tie-

beams nearly from end to end of warehouse. Tlie conveyer is

capable of being driven in either direction at a speed of 165 feet

per minute, b}' proper open and crossed belts upon counter-shaft

pulleys ; spur-gears being employed to overcome the great re-

sistance of so long a linkage laden with weight of many bags of

grain at once.

The belts run on large pulleys at high speed on a level with the

tie-beams and within command of hands at warehouse floor by

convenient strap shifters.

The cross conveyers, of which there are four, run from the main

conveyer to points over the elevated railway, delivering the bags

to a height about level with the top of a car body. They are run

at a speed of 220 feet per minute, and are composed of heavy

belts with cross strips of wood, the ends projecting beyond the

edges of the belt and restiug upon and are guided by ways framed

to and supported by the building. The return fold of the belt is

allowed to sag freely, and by its own weight produces sufficient

grip upon the 5-foot driving pulley C, which is located beneath

the main conveyer so as to receive bags therefrom and send them

across the warehouse in the direction of the arrow^ over the belt-

returning pulle}' C. This pulley is carried on adjustable bearings

in a frame-work supported upon the floor of the elevated railway.

The gravity transfer of the bags is conducted on inclined chutes,

on which, when worn smooth by use, and having guiding strips

on each edge, the bags are found to run on a descent of about one

in four.

These chutes are portable and adjustable every way, and are

shown in some of the positions in which they are used. Nos. 1

and 2 extend from car door to table T, where the bags are placed

in succession against, and to be taken by, the up-going belt of the

elevator. Nos. 3, 4, 5, and 6 are placed to right and left from the

conveyer to any stack, ^?. No. 7 is fixed in ])osition between the

main conveyer and the cross conveyer, and Nos. 8 and 9 conduct

the bags into the hold of a ship from the pulley C of the cross

conveyer.

The discharge of the bags from the main conveyer at any de-

sired point is effected by a smooth-faced board placed upon edge

close over and at an acute angle with the line of the conveyer.

The head end is firmly secured, and the tail end rests loosely in a
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vertical slit. This arrangement, simple as a railway switch, acts

as well in practice. It yields to the bags at first contact, and then

straightens out automatically with the persistence of a spring,

throwing the bags from the conveyer " end on," to finish their

journey down the chutes, thus illustrating the ease with which

movement is made after motion begins, when the difficulty of

" starting" friction is overcome.

Bags of grain can be brought from any part of the warehouse

to be cleaned and graded, if necessary, and returned to be re-

stacked after this process has been completed ; they may be sent

from either end to the other extreme end, taken over the distant

cross-conveyer and put into car or ship, or they may be sent from

the middle of the warehouse to either end.

This machinery will deposit bags of grain into hold of ship as

fast as they can be taken from stacks, and weighed and tnicked

over the warehouse floor to the nearest elevator.

The number of bags that can be gotten out of a car, slid down

the chutes, and delivered upon the conveyer by one elevator in

one hour is about 1,200.

The main conveyer has a longitudinal movement in either direc-

tion throughout the whole length of the warehouse connecting

with four conveyers moving transversely tow^ard car or ship, and

provided with seven elevators extending fi'om floor to the tie-beams

of the roof, equally spaced along the main line of transfer. When

these are taken in connection with the elevated railway, upon any

part of which cars can be placed, with the wharf extending the

whole length of the warehouse where ships can lie in berth, and

the facility with which numerous chutes can be placed in de-

scending lines from any chosen number of elevated points, it

can be readily seen that the whole area of the warehouse floor,

the entire lines of wharf and railway, are within easy reach.

Finally, it may be added, that to any point desired on these a

continual stream of bags of grain can be automatically sent and

delivered.

At present this system of handling bags of grain is confined to

warehouse No. 2, but a similar plant can be extended throughout

the entire area of warehouse No. 1, by carrying the conveyer and

shaft lines for driving the elevators across the intermediate space

between the two under a covered way and over a supported frame-

work at even height of present conveyer and in same line there-

with.
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The following statement will show the tonnage of grain handled

at Nevada Dock, Port Costa, from June 1st, 1884, to June 1st,

1885

:

Flags of Vosscls Loadt'd. Number.

American

Britisli

Germen

Norwegian

Dutch

Italian

Freuch

Total number

55

96

5

1

i

2

1

161

Total quantity of grain in warehouses on storage at any one

time during the year, 78,000 tons.

Total quantity of grain put on board of vessels out of cars, craft,

and warehouses for the year, 327,088 tons.

These warehouses were erected under the superintendence of

Mr. Ira Bishop, who also invented and patented the bag-handlicg

machinery, which was planned and made at the shops of the San

Francisco Tool Company, at the time under the management and
superintendence of Mr. John Richards.

The engines, boilers, and main lines of shafting were made and

erected by tJie Union Iron Works.

It is an agreeable task to write of things seen in a land, the

visiting of which was a delight, the leaving of which was a regret,

and the retrospect of which is more than a remembrance. When
so many substantial evidences are seen, as now, of prosperity in

agriculture, in manufactures, and in commerce, we may lament the

waste of work and life in the rage for getting grains of gold, but

we can feel glad that this has given away to the more peaceful

and profitable pursuit of raising golden grain. No longer does

glittering promise alone tempt the fortune-seeker from eastern

homes and occupation. The insignificant nugget which first met

the eyes of James Marshall in the saw-mill-race at Sacramento,

fancy may form into the first link of a golden chain which now
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represents Sl,500,000,0»)0 of the world's wealth of precious metal.

Vast as is this sum, it is trivial when compared with the value of

the yield of the soil, and the worth of this is not to be measured

wholly by the money which it brings in the world's market.

DISCUSSION.

Mr. T. W. Hugo.—On reading Mr. Cooper's paper, any person

at all conversant with the method of handling grain on this side of

the liockies must be struck with the great difference between such

handling and that described, and would be apt to be critical. But

when we consider the difference in the climate, and find that this

climatic difference is the reason why we cannot make use of such

machines as are described in Figs. 211, 212, 213 ; or why, instead

of the mammoth elevators to which we are accustomed, it is possi-

ble to use, to advantage, the low warehouses of Figs. 215, 216, we

can see that a comparison of the two systems, so widely different,

is useless, because each is the best suited to its particular conditions.

Speaking of the immense wheat-fields of Minnesota and Dakota,

the home of the " Hard " varieties of wheat, it is not possible to

bag our grain at the same time it is cut. It must be allowed to dry

for some days after all chance is cut off of moisture being trans-

mitted from the root to the berry. A period of dry weather is

not sufficient ; the drying ])rocess must take place after the grain is

cut. After being threshed the grain is hauled, generally in bags

(but hopper wagons are coming more and more into use), to the

grain market, and stored in small elevators of from 10,000 to 40,000

bushels capacity. These elevators are an adjunct to almost every

village on a line of raih-oad, the grain being stored in bulk by

grade, but sometimes in special bins. From these small elevators

the grain is shipped in bulk in cars to Dulutli, St. Paul, Minne-

apolis, etc., where it is again stored in bulk by grades, or in special

bins, where it may remain, if in good condition when received, for

years. Some two-year-old " No. 1 Hard " handled in Duluth this

spring was adjudged by State and private inspectors to be in per-

fect condition, and worth more than that of a more recent crop of

the same grade. Owing to our intensely cold winters and general

cool weather, even in the hottest days, a loaded elevator is a pleasant

refrigerator, and as late as in August it is a painfully cold job to

be obliged to work in a bin of wheat which has not been disturl)ed

since the winter.
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Now let us trace a cargo of, saj, 90,000 bushels on the steam-

ship Onoko (which cargo has been weighed up iu one hour and

twenty-eight minutes, and the vessel completely loaded in two

hours and five minutes), which in 100 liours after leaving Duluth

is being unloaded into an elevator at Buffalo, whence it is shipped

by railroad or by canal-boats to New York. The canal-boats carry

about 8,000 bushels, and are propelled by either steam or animal

power. At New York it is again stored ])revious to shipment,

always, up to this time, in bulk. From the Atlantic ports some

grain is shipped in bulk, but the larger amount is bagged previous

to shipment. Some of this grain may go to Montreal via Welland

Canal, stopping at Kingston, Out., for lightening to river draft.

What reaches Montreal on the propellers is very often elevated, by

means of a floating elevator which is ])laced between the ocean

vessel and lake craft, or the floating elevator has a bagging attach-

ment. The grain being elevated by the floating elevator out of the

hold of our lake steamer drops into the bagging hopper, is bagged,

and skidded into the hold of the ocean vessel. Oftentimes the

wheat is going into the vessel on one side while the process of un-

loadino- is ffoinii: on from the other onto the dock.o o O
In the elevator system described by Mr. Cooper, one thing is very

noticeable—the small amount of power provided, a 100 horse-power

engine being sufticient. The paper says the total quantity of grain

in warehouses, at the place mentioned, at anyone time is 2,600,000

bushels, and presuming that the 100 horse-power engine supplies

power for that amount of storage capacity it is a remarkably small

showing. If it were for one of our elevators of that capacity an

engine capable of developing from 500 to 1,000 indicated horse-

power would be necessary.

But the most interesting portion of this interesting paper to me

is the description of conveyers for conveying grain in bags wher-

ever needed. In a paper read before this Society at the Atlantic City

meeting, on " Belts as Grain Conveyers," I desci-ibed the Duluth

system of conveying grain in bulk, by means of belt conveyers,

necessitating an 1,800 feet belt in some eases. The power required to

drive those long belts is a very difficult matter to determine with any

degree of accuracy , as so many disturbing factors step in to perplex

:

the humidity of the atmosphere; the temperature; the lubrica-

tion of the hundreds of bearings ; the tightness of the belt and the

amount of grain on it, as well as the length of the stream of wheat,

all make a combination of seemingly innumerable possibilities of
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variation, so that I would nev^er hazard a guess as to how much
power would be required unless I could specify the kind of weather,

what the oiler should be fed upon, and be able to control all the

other factors, and then I would be better satisfied if I could measure

it before committing myself. To give a general idea of the power

required, the following data are given, referring to the description

given in " Belts as Grain Conveyers " for further information in

regard to the elevators and conveyers mentioned

:

Elevator B, lower conveyer, speed 760 feet per minute ; 11,000 bustels per

hour.

Power to overcome friction of engine and 13" sliaft, and 300 ft. of 6' to 4'' shaft-

ing upstairs in cupola 47 I.H.P.

Power to drive conveyer belt light 13 "

Power to drive belt when above amount of grain is on 38 "

Elevator B, upper conveyer, speed 775 feet per minute, 13,500 bushels per

hour.

Power to overcome friction of engine, etc., as above 45 I.H.P.

Power to drive conveyer belt light 24 "

Power to drive conveyer when above amount of grain is on 60 "

Elevator E, lower conveyer, speed 730 feet per minute, 8,300 bushels per hour.

Power to overcome friction of engine and shaft, and 185 feet of 6" to 4" shafting

upstairs in cupola 36 I.H.P.

Power to drive conveyer belt light 8 "

Power to drive conveyer when above amount of grain is on 33 "

Elevator E, upper conveyer, speed 800 feet per minute, 8,300 bushels per hour.

Power to overcome friction of engiae and shaft, etc., as above for E. . .36 I.H.P.

Power to drive conveyer belt light 20 "

Power to drive conveyer belt when above amount of grain is on 52 "

To those of us who are not familiar with California surprises, Mr.

Cooper's paper reads almost as a romance, so very different is the

method of handling grain in the JSTorth-west, and when we con-

sider the millions of bushels handled bj- each system, each the out-

growth of necessity, we have another instance of the greatness of

this nation, where such great diversities of practice are demanded

by natural requirements, and all under the one flag.

Mr. Henry R. Toiune.—Those acquainted only with New Eng-

land methods would find it difficult perhaps to credit the statement,

that this paper illustrates a harvesting apparatus which requires at

times from fifteen to thirty head of cattle to draw it, cuts a swath

fifteen to twenty-five feet in width, mows the grain down, threshes

it, winnows it, puts it into bags and delivers the bags on one side.

Such things can, of course, only be used on fields which are

measured, as the author says, " by the rising and setting of the sun."
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CCXIX.

THE BELATIVE VALUE OF WATER GAS AND GAS
FROM THE SIEMENS PRODUCER, FOR MELTING
IN THE OPEN-HEARTH FURNACE.

BY FREDERICK W. TAYLOR, NICETOWN, PHILA., PENX.

Since 1876 a large number of articles have been published in

pamphlets, in the manufacturing and scientific journals, and in the

proceedings of engineering societies, setting forth the advantages

of water gas for heating purposes. Almost any engineer, after

reading these papers, unless he himself carefully examined all the

calculations, would coiiclude that water gas was quite as economical

for all heating purposes, such as the generation of steam, house

warming and cooking, etc., as coal used in " direct firing," and that

it was far more economical than any other gas used for heating

purposes. One pamphlet, which has had a wide circulation, after

using data which the writer believes to be erroneous in determining

the calorific effect of water and Siemens' gases, and the amount of

gas produced per pound of coal burned in the producer, states as a

conclusion, that, the cost of a given quantity of heat obtained from

the Siemens gas is to that of the same quantity obtained from the

Strong gas (water gas) in the proportion of 2.5 to 1.

Some time since the management of the Midvale Steel Co., with

which the \vriter is connected, contemplated an addition to their

open-hearth furnace plant, and it was in determining what sort

of gas it would be advisable to use in such furnaces that he had

occasion to read as much literature on water gas as he could find,

and make the calculations, of which the results are given beneath.

As his conclusions, after having made his own calculations, differ

very materially from those which he had formed after reading the

water-gas articles, they are here presented, as they may be of inter-

est to some of the members of the Society.

The writer in this paper has confined himself, first, to estimating

the cost of a given number of heat units produced by the combus-
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tion of water gas, as compared with that of the same number of

heat units produced by the combustion of Siemens' gas, giving inci-

dentally as a matter of interest the results of some calculations

about Pennsylvania natural gas, pure marsh gas, pure carbonic

oxide gas, and pure liydrogen gas. In determining the above cost,

he has entirely left out of consideration the labor used in making
the gas, and the interest on plant, etc., obtaining merely the cost

of the combustibles nsed in generating a sufficient amount of either

gas to produce a given number of heat units.

Second, to determining the theoretical flame temperatures ob-

tained in the open-hearth furnaces by the combustion of water and
Siemens' gases.

Appended to this paper will be found a table giving a summary
of the results of some calculations on the heating properties of sev-

eral kinds of gases. It will be noticed that the sample of natural

gas is of considerably better quality than the average Pennsylvania

natural gas ; also that the samples of water gas taken had passed

through the purifier, and that it was of better quality than would
probably be obtained for heating purposes.

The flame temperatures recorded in the table would, of course,

never be attained in practice, as the gases would have reached their

points of dissociation before arriving at so high a heat. These fig-

ures are, therefore, only useful for purposes of comparison.

In calculating the quantity of heat developed by the various

gases, the writer has used the valuable tables compiled by Mr, Mag-
nus Troilius, and published in "Notes on the Chemistry of Iron."

They are based on the experiments of Messrs, Favre & Silberman.

By reference to the appended summary, it will be seen that in

every respect the water gas is superior in quality to the Siemens

gas, developing 2688 heat units per cubic meter, or 302 B,t, u. per

cubic foot of gas, as against 1123, or 126 B. t. u. per cubic foot,

yielded by the Siemens gas, and giving a theoretical flame tempera-

ture of 2764 degrees C. (oCiOT' F.) against 18o0 degrees C, (3272° F.)

Siemens, So that were the question of whether to use Siemens' or

water gas to be decided by these figures, there would be no doubt

as to the answer. By reference, however, to the relative cost of

the two gases given fuither on in the table, it becomes doubtful

whether the advantages obtained from the superior quality of the

water gas are not much more than counterbalanced by its excessive

cost. In estimating the cost of the Siemens gas, the writer has

taken the gas made at the producers in use at the Midvale Steel Co.
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as an average sample. These producers are not of the most im-

proved style, havino- been built before 1871, so tliat the gas which
is taken here as the basis of onr calculations is by no means of the

ver}'- best quality.

The analysis given beneath is selected as being abont the average
of a large number of analyses made by Mr. Troilius of samples of

gas taken from the above producers. It is as follows

:

CO.. = 1.5 vol.

CO = 28.6 vol.

H = 6.0 vol.

CH,= 3 vol.

N = 66.9 vol.

The data used in estimating the cost of the gas are as follows:

One ton (2,000 lbs.) of Pennsylvania screened slack (bituminous coal,

which the Midvale Steel Co. have found, on the whole, the most
economical to use for gas making) costs them delivered at their

producers $2.90. The ash and coke produced (w^hich were weighed
for several months) are together 14.4 per cent, of the coal charged
in the producer. The tar and soot deposited in passage-ways lead-

ing to the furnace also determined by weight are .92 per cent., and
it is assumed that one per cent, of the gas made leaks out. From
the above data it is found that one lb. of coal will produce 83.04053
cubic feet of gas. This is readily calculated in the Siemens pro-

ducers, as the gas analysis shows the proportion of combustible
present in the gas, and none of the gas, except that which makes
the .92 per cent, of tar and soot mentioned above, goes to waste
before reaching the place in wliich it is burned. One cubic foot

of Siemens gas develops 126.288 heat units (lb. Fahrenheit), so

that one dolhir spent on coal will pay for 689.64 lbs., which will

yield in burning 7,228,834 lieat units (lb. Fahrenheit).

The cost of water gas cannot be so readily obtained, as the analy-

sis of the gas does not afford the means of calculating the coal re-

quired to produce it. During that part of the process of making
water gas in which the air is blown through the coals, the products

of combustion either pass to waste, or, in the most improved
plants, yield a part of their heat to a regenerating chamber of some
description. No calculation can of course determine the amount of

heat which actually goes to waste under these circumstances.

After carefully sifting all of the articles on water gas which he
has been able to obtain, and having seen the several tyj^es of water-
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gas furnaces in operation, the writer has come to the following gen-

eral conclusions

:

1st. That water-gas producers of the modified "Strong" type are

to be preferred to other types for making gas to be used for heat-

ing purposes, since in the former the products of combustion

formed while air is being blown through the coal, as well as the

hot-water gas itself, yield part of their heat to regenerating cham-

bers through which the steam and air afterward pass on their way
to the hot coals, while with other types of producers a part of this

heat at least goes entirely to waste.

2d. That although in some cases the heat contained in the waste

gases above referred to, might be used in generating steam or for

some other useful purpose, the large part of the water-gas produ-

cers would be so situated as to make it impi'acticable to do so.

3d. That it is necessary, in order successfully to use a fuel in any

water-gas producers which have yet been constructed, that it be

broken into lumps certainly not liner than egg coal; that it be of

such a quality that when subjected to a high heat it will neither

decrepitate nor cake, and that it be entirely free from dust.

4th. That about 50,000 cubic feet of gas can be made from

2,240 lbs. of anthracite coal (this includes also the coal used in

generating steam to be used at the producers).

The only fuels available at Phihidelphia for making water gas,

which the writer knows of, are anthracite coal and coke. The cost

of the latter places it beyond consideration. Anthracite egg coal

would cost delivered at the works of the Midvale Steel Co., $3.90

per ton (of 2,000 lbs.). One lb. of this coal will produce 22.32143

cubic feet of water gas, which will yield in burning 7147.500 heat

units. In obtaining this figure the writer has assumed that water

gas produced from the above coal will be of the same quality as

that recorded in the table appended to this paper. It would, of

course, not be as good as the Lowe gas which had been freed from

carbonic acid by passing through the purifier. From the above

data we find that $1,00 spent on coal will pay for 513 lbs., M'hich

will yield in burning 3,666,672 heat units. Using these figures to

compare the commercial value of Siemens' and water gas at Phila-

delphia, we find that $1-00 spent for coal for the Siemens producer

will pay for as many heat units as $1.07 spent for coal to be used

in the water-gas producers. If a suitable quality of anthracite coal

could be bought for the same price per ton as bituminous coal, then

$1.00 spent for coal for the Siemens producer would pay for as
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many heat units as $l.-i6 spent for coal to be used in the water-gas

producers.

Even supposing that with a mixture of an inferior coal consist-

ing of ^ dust and | egg anthracite costing at Philadelphia $3.20 per

ton, we could make 70,000 cubic feet of water gas (which the

writer believes to be the largest estimate offered by any of the

writers on water gas), we should then be able to make as many
heat units from $1.00 worth of coal burncl in the Siemens pro-

ducers, as we could from $1.15 worth of coal burned in the water-

gas producers.

The temperature, however, at which the two gases burn in the

open-hearth furnace cannot be left out of consideration. In open-

hearth furnaces the incoming gas and air are not unfrequently

iieated to a temperature whicli will melt cast iron. Assuming this

to be 1,670° C, we find that while Siemens' gas burns in the open

hearth (after both the gas and the air have been heated so as to

enter the furnace at a temperature of 1,670° C.) at a theoretical

flame temperature of 3,668° C. ; water gas burned in a furnace in

which the air is pre-heatcd to 1,670° C. (the gas being admitted at

the temperature of the atmosphere), will burn with a theoretical

flame temperature of 4,271° C. This makes it possible to construct

an open-hearth furnace with smaller regenerator chambers, if water

gas is used instead of Siemens' gas.

It is possible that the higher flame temperature of the water gas

might enable us to melt steel with the use of fewer heat units than

are required with the Siemens gas. It is also possible that using

the same number of heat units combined with the high tempera-

ture of the water gas, we would be able to melt more rapidly with

water than with Siemens' gas ; but it seems scarcely probable that

the increased efficiency of the water gas would overcome the dif-

ference of 97 per cent, in cost for a given quantity of heat in favor

of the Siemens gas.

There still remains to be considered the difference in the cost of.

the Siemens and water-gas plants, and the price of the labor in-

volved in using the two systems. In view of the greater simplicity

in all respects of the Siemens plant, it is safe to say that the Sie-

mens system would again have the advantage here.

The following are the conditions under whicli it might be ad-

visable to use water gas in an open-hearth furnace

:

The fuel must be such that it will neither decrepitate nor cake

when subjected to a high heat; it must be broken into lumps not

43
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finer than egg coal, and the

same amount of carbon (or its

equivalent) as is contained in

one ton of the best anthracite

coal, must not cost more than

70 per cent, of the cost of

good bituminous coal. This

would enable us, as far as the

cost of the fuel is concerned,

to make heating gas as cheap-

ly by the water gas as by the

Siemens process. Such a fuel

as the above might be the

refuse coke from puddling

furnaces or from retort gas

works. Prof. Egleston, of

Columbia College, informed

the writer of the successful

operation of a water-gas plant

which he had seen at Essen

(not in Krupp's works), in

which they used refuse pud-

dling furnace coke. This, the

writer believes, is the only

case in which water gas has

been commercially successful

for heating purposes abroad.

After all, the question still

remains, as to whether any

fuel, which is suitable for

making water gas, cannot be

made to yield more heat units

by being turned into Siemens'

gas.

I would call attention to

two facts which have come

under my observation since

preparing the foregoing.*

* Contributed in MS. at the meet-

ing at which the printed paper was

read.
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A few weeks since the Midvale Steel Company began the use of

gas made from Phillips' producers in the open-hearth furnace.

This gas has many points of resemblance to the M^ater gas. It is

made from hard coal by forcing air through the bed of hot coal with

a steam blast, and if it did hot contain the nitrogen from the air, it

would have a chemical composition very closely resembling that ot

water gas.

Analyses of a number of samples, taken just before the gas en-

tered the furnace, showed it to have a higher calorific power than

the Siemens gas made from soft coal in producers adjoining it.

But in spite of this, the amount of coal used per pound of steel

melted was very high, running sometimes as high as one pound

of coal per pound of steel, and the furnace worked very slowly.

Thinking that the trouble might lie with the furnace, we changed to

the use of Siemens' gas made in our older producers, and obtained

satisfactory results. We then retnrn€d to the use of the Phillips

gas, and studied more carefully into the causes for its unsatisfac-

tory working. We believe that there have been two of them.

First. The gas burned with an almost colorless flame, so that it

was exceedingly difficult to judge when the proper mixture of air

and gas had been attained. Doubtless at times a grdat excess of

gas went through the furnace, while at others an excess of air was

used.

After having analyzed the waste products of the furnace, and

learned better how to regulate the supply of gas and air, there still

remained the second objection, which we have not succeeded in

overcoming. This is, that the gas burns with a short flame. The
combustion is very rapid and intense for a short distance beyond

the point at which the air and gas meet, so that the brickwork is

there heated nearly to the melting point, while the other end

of the furnace is comparatively cool.

The Siemens gas, although not burning with as high a flame-

temperature, contains a considerable amount of marsh gas and car-

bon, mechanically held in suspension, which causes it to burn with

a luminous and a long flame. The luminous flame enables the

melter to regulate the relative quantities of air and gas used with

great nicety, while the long flame renders the heat throughout the

furnace more uniform. We are now using a mixture of Siemens'

and Phillips' gases in the furnace with economy, and without in-

jury to the furnace.

It would seem that the experience which we have had with Phil-
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lips' gas would be repeated in the use of water gas in an open-

hearth furnace of ordinary construction, and that the objections

would be even increased. It might, however, be possible to con-

struct a furnace in which the air ajjd gas conld be projected with

force upon the bath of hot metal, and in that way save the roof

and entrance to the ports from damage.

DISCUSSION.

Mr. Wm. Kent.—There is one method of calculating the relative

efficiencies of the two gases, which I think Mr. Taylor might look

up with advantage. It is that the efficiency would depend on the

amount of heat rejected at the chimney. Suppose we have a given

amount of fuel and convert it into water gas. It has a certain anal-

ysis. Convert it into Siemens' gas ; it has a certain other analysis.

Take each of these gases and burn them thoroughly. Burn all the

carbon into carbonic acid, and all the hydrogen into water; make
the calciilation*of the amount of the resulting gases, and the amount
of heat they carry into the chimney. I think a complete theoret-

ical calculation can be made in that way to show which is the most
efficient. I have no data to controvert the statements made in Mr.

Taylor's paper, and I am inclined to think they are right.

In regard to melting steel in the greater temperature obtained in

water gas, I do not think we are able to obtain a better result, be-

cause with the Siemens gas we can obtain the temperature of melt-

ing fire-brick. Any higher temperature than that we would have

to do without. We would have to control the gas so that the tem-

perature would be below the temperature of melting fire-brick.

Mr. Geo. Schuhmann.—Some months ago a paper was read before

tlie Iron Masters' Association of German}'^ describing a water-gas

plant at Essen, which I suppose is the same plant which Prof.

Egleston saw in successful operation. Strange to say, the author

of that paper starts out with the assertion that America is the home
of water gas, owing to the anthracite eor^ coal being the fuel best

adapted for making water gas, as it does not clinker so much as

the inferior fuel with which they have to content themselves in

Germany, and now in the paper read before this Society we are

told that the only commercially successful water-gas plant for heat-

ing purposes is this very plant at Essen. According to that Ger-

man paper the plant there has been in successful operation for over

three years and, as stated by Mr. Taylor, they use puddle-furnace coke
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for fuel. They use the gas for heating purposes and for ligliting,

but for the latter they do not rely upon its own illuminating

power, but they utilize the high heat of its combustion to heat so-

called magnesian ribbons to incandescence. The paper also

describes a plant in which the producers are used alternately as a

Siemens' gas producer and then as a water gas producer; that is,

instead of burning the gas, generated during " warm blowing," in

the regenerative chambers, it is led through dust catchers into

a receiver, and the water gas generated during "steam blowing" or

"cold blowing" is also led into the same receiver, thus mixing

both gases. An analysis showed the mixture to consist of

:

CO = 30.8 vol.

CO2 = 2.2 vol.

H = 11.2 vol.

I^ = 55.2 vol.

It is further claimed that the same amount of fuel which is neces-

sary to generate one cubic meter of water gas will geiftrate five cubic

meters of the above gas mixture (Mischgas), and that one cubic

meter of the latter will develop 1,400 heat units at a theoret-

ical flame temperature of 2,200° C. When used in a gas engine

five cubic meters of the mixed gases developed as much power as

two cubic meters of water gas, but the Ave cubic meters of the

former do not cost any more than one cubic meter of water gas.

The reason why they have made heating with water gas a finan-

cial success may be because they use it for a different puipose than

for melting steel in an open-heartli furnace; they use it there for

welding Fox's corrugated boiler flues, and I believe that the flame

is more concentrated, more on the blow-pipe principle, than in an

open-hearth furnace. A member of this Society has made some

successful expei'iments, welding sheet iron and sheet steel with a

water-gas blow-pipe. Another gentleman who has made many
experiments with Avater-gas also told me that it costs considerable

more per heat unit developed than Siemens' gas, and the figures he

showed me come very close to the figures presented by Mr. Taylor.

To my question : "Why do you use it then 1
" he replied that on

certain goods it does miicli cleaner work and also increases the out-

put of the furnace. A similar factor may also lielp to make the

Essen plant successful.

The paper and its discussion are published in full in Staid und

Eisen of January, 188G.
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Mr.F. TF". Taylor.—I should like to say that a friend who has re-

cently returned from Europe, a Swedish engineer, whose cousin was
engaged in running this same water-gas plant at Essen, advised me
particularly against saying anything very strongly in favor of it. He
said his cousin had written him stating that the financial success of it

was extremely doubtful, and that even if it were a financial success

that the waste products used at Essen are of such rare occurrence

that they could seldom be obtained in a position close enough to

where the gas would be wanted to make it desirable to use them.
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SUBSTITUTES FOR STEAM.

BT GEORGE H. BABCOCK, KEW YORK CITY.

HayDnG been called upon a number of times within a few years

past, and twice quite recently, to witness and report upon the

working of engines using some other fluid than steam, each sup-

posed, or at least claimed to be a great advance in economy, over

steam—which claims, it is scarcely necessary to state, were wholly

unsupported by the facts—I have thought it worth the while to

give a brief history of such attempts, discuss then- possible advan-

tages and their evident disadvantages, and inquire what can be

hoped for in that line.

The steam-engine had scarcely left the hand of "Watt and

demonstrated its practical usefulness, before efforts began to be

made to supersede it by engines driven by some other fluid, hav-

ing fancied elements of economy. Such efforts have not always

been made intelligently, and up to the present time have not met

with any marked success, excepting, perhaps, in air and gas

engines for lighter powers. As is well Icnown, water has the

highest specific heat (with two exceptions only, bromine and

hydrogen) of any known substance, and in passing from a liquid

state to a vapor it renders a larger quantity, of heat " latent " than

any other known liquid. These two facts have seemed to point

to a probability of economically supplanting water as a fluid for

vapor-engines, and at first sight it seems plausible that a fluid

boiling at a lower temperature, and having a lower specific heat,

would possess decided advantages. Before the dynamic theory

of heat had been developed, and its principles applied to heat and

heat-engines, it is not strange that Sir Humphrey Dav}' and many
other well-informed men thought that such would be the case, but

it is scarcely creditable that at this late day engineers and scientific

men can be found who assert the same fallacy, or that a late stand-

ard work. Spoil s Encyclo'pcdia, should contain such a statement

as this :
" The bisulphide [of carbon] is easily evaporated to a
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dense vapor ; tlie heat absorbed for evaporization being about
280° F., that of steam about 1,000° F., a saving of seventy-one per

cent, in the fuel."

VAPOR-ENGINES.

The j&rst use of other vapors than that of water for producing

power may be traced to Kev. Dr. Edmund Cartwright, the ingen-

ious inventor of power-looms. In 1797, he patented an engine

(Fig. 217) in which he proposed to use " ardent spirits or ether,

or any other spirit more volatile than water, either wholly or in

part." He also proposed to attach this engine to a still to utilize

the vapor therefrom, first for power, and afterward when con-

densed, for sale, or, possibly, home consumption. It is also inter-

esting to know that this same Dr. Cartwright invented the

automatic cut-off, and patented it as early as 1801. The next to

Fig. 217.

attempt the use of such vapors was Mr. Thomas Howard, of

London, who patented, in 1825, and made between that and 1830
an engine (Fig. 218) in which alcohol was vaporized at each
stroke, by being injected upon the surface of a highly heated
fluid, as oil, the pressure being transferred by the oil to a piston

in a communicating cylinder. The vapor was then condensed by
" a large surface of metal surrounded or covered with flannel or

some other porous substance continually absorbing water, and at

the same time acted on by a stream of atmospheric air."

The following glowing statement appeared in a London magazine
in 1826, and must have referred to the latest new motor of that

day :
" One of the greatest discoveries yet made in navigation

has transpired. . . . Three-quarters of the fuel now used in

navigation will be saved! . . . The vapor of quicksilver is
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substituted for steam with similar machinery. . . . The sav-

ing of stowage will be very considerable, and a ton of quicksilver

will be sufficient for propelling a vessel to India and back again,

with an engine of 140 horse-power." I have been unable to trace

this quicksilver engine beyond this paragraph, and it possibly re-

fen-ed to a plan of Howard's for substituting mercury for the oil

in his vapor-engine.

Du Trembley, in 1842, patented, in France, an engine (Fig. 219)

in which ether was substituted for water, being evaporated in a

vessel placed within a common steam-boiler. Some five years

later he brought out his "binary engine," which had better claims

to be an advance in engineering than any previous attempt in that

line, and which, in fact, was put into more extensive practice than

any before or since. He used steam in an ordinary engine, con-

densing it on a surface in contact with liquid ether, transmitting

-A

Fig. 218

its latent heat thereto. This, at the temperature of say 15 inches

vacuum in the condenser, produced an elastic vapor of ether hav-

ing a pressure of about 50 lbs. above atmosphere, which vapor

was used to develop power in another cylinder and was itself

condensed at as low a temperature as possible. This was claimed

to double the power with no additional expense. A number of

engines were put to work successfully, and up to 1859 no less than

eight vessels were fitted with them, viz. : The Du Tremhley, 651

H. P. ; France, 600 H. P. ; Brazil, 300 H. P. ; Kohyle, 200 H. P.

;

Sahel, 200 H. P. ; Ville de Lyon, 420 H. P. ; and Ameriqtie, 420

H. P.

A government commission examined into their working, and

made a very favorable report, stating the consumption of coal to

be 2.8 lbs. per hourly horse-power, which was much below marine

steam-engines of that day. The vessels, however, came to grief,
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from the dangerous character of the vapors, which no care could

confine. One, the La France, was burned in the harbor of Bahia

from the escape of vapor, others were compehed to empk)y Davy

safety-lamps in their engine-rooms, as it was impossible to stop

the leakage at the joints. The result was that the engines were re-

moved from them all, notwithstanding the statement of the inventor

that chloroform or chloride of carbon could be substituted for the

inflammable vapors, and this source of danger avoided. One of

Du Trembley's engines was brought to this country in 1851, and

erected at the Novelty Works, in New York, for driving the

shops, where it created some flutter of anticipation ; but when it

Fig. 219

was put into operation, the high temperature of the condensing

water, it having been started in summer, and the danger of fire

interfered so seriously Avitli its usefulness, that it disappeared.

This failure did not, however, deter other inventors, for in 1855

a small bisulphide of carbon engine, 2^ x 4 inches, was running

in the Bank of the Republic building, in New York, said to be the

invention of one Hughes ; and in 18.57, Prof. Carl F. F. Salomons

had one running in Baltimore, which was tested by a commission

of engineers appointed by Secretary Toucey, which reported that it

was deserving a more thorough and perfect trial. Another was

tried, later, in Brooklyn, but was not heard of afterward.

In 1872, there appeared a new prophet seeking for profits in
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the same line, J. H. Ellis, copyinp; Du Trembley, with sli£;ht

variations, but using instead of ether, carbon bisulphide, which

2201'

he had succeeded in producing at reduced cost. He claimed
as high as 166 per. cent, gain of power with the same fuel. A

small engine was tested show-

ing a considerable saving, as

compared with a wasteful steam-

engine, and a company, styled

the Ellis Vapor Engine Co., was

formed, with a large nominal

capital, to introduce the " inven-

tion." The Atlantic Works,

East Boston, Poole & Kunt,

Baltimore, and the Haskins Ma-
chine Co., of Fitchburg, Mass.,

embarked in the business of

manufacturing the Ellis Vapor
Engines (Figs. 220 and 220^0 for

the market, and great savings

were reported in several cases.

But after Mr. Poole had nearly

lost his life by an explosion of

the vapor, and much capital had

been expended in the business,

it quietly died a natural death,

notwithstanding that there
were plenty of certificates from

engineers and users, testifying

to its wonderful economy. Like many another untruth, however,

it would not stay dead, and three or four years ago the old

fallacy was resurrected by certain parties, who this time went

back to the idea of Dr. Cartwright and used alcohol in their
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boiler mingled with the water, though they kept the nature of

the fluid a profound secret. Wonderful claims were made for

its economy, which were said to be proved by tests made on a
miniature engine. A great stock company, it was claimed, had
been formed, and that there was the pi-ospect of " miUions in it."

Capitalists, however, wanted more " facts," and as the selected

engineer would not report favorably from experiments on the
miniature engine, a tug was fitted up in Boston harbor for a
convincing trial. Unfortunately, however, the trial had scarcely

begun when the vapor caught fire, the tug burned and went to the
bottom, where I suppose the stock of the company has followed
it. Even this did not finish the old fallacy, however, as, since that

time, two attempts have been made to form stock companies, on
the prospects of great gains to be obtained from the use of bisul-

phide of carbon in place of water; and at the present time one
with a capital, said to be $25,000,000, is seeking for investors.

As a demonstration of its wonderful possibilities, they exhibit a
plant in which a first-class automatic engine 12 x 30, haviui'' for

a load 49 electric arc lights with T^^j.-inch carbons, is driven 118
revolutions per minute by the bisulphide vapor. Tlie consump-
tion of coal is claimed to be | of a ton in ten hours. As each
light probably requires less tiian half a horse-power, it will be
seen that the saving is probably represented by a very large
minus quantity.*

There is really no excuse for engineers who at this day indorse
such schemes. So long ago as 1830, Mr. Ainger showed, in a
paper read before the Royal Institute, that there could be no gain

* Fig. 221 is a card taken from this engine when driving the load stated. Its

scale is iV inch per lb., and it figures 29 horse-power. Tlie vacuum shown,
8 inches, corresponds wiih 99" F.

temperature^ while that of the ex-

haust-pipe was said to be 104. The
highest pressure shown is 35 lijs.,

corresponding to a temperature of

170" F. Its ideal etliciency would
therefore be 11 per cent. The stated

consum()tion of coal makes 5 lbs.

per hourly liorse-power, or an actual

efficiency of 3.6 per cent, of the total

heat used. A steam-engine,working
under the same pres.sure and the

same temperature of condenser, should use 2.5 Ib.s. of coal, or oue-half the
quantity used by the bisulphide engine.
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by using any other vapor in place of steam. Craddock, in his

" Lectures on the Steam-Engine," in 1847, pointed out the fallacy

in the claims for the Du Trembley engine. Rankine, in his

" Prime Movers," in 1859, proved that " The binary engine is not

more economical than steam-engines designed with due regard to

economy of fuel ; but," he remarks, " by the addition of another

engine, a wasteful steam-engine may be converted into an eco-

nomical binary engine." And Messrs. Gantt and Maury, in Van

Nosfrand's Magazine, for November, 1884, demonstrated clearly

that under all ordinary conditions of working, " none of the non-

aqueous vapors will ever successfully compete with steam."

CARBONIC-ACID AND AMMONIA-GiS ENGI>ES.

As these gases are not properly what is popularly known as

" vapor," at (>rdinary tempera-

tures, I have placed the attempts

to utilize them for power in a

group by themselves, although

they are based on the same prin-

ciple as the vapor-engines. No
sooner had carbonic-acid gas been

liquefied by Faraday, in 1823,

than numerous inventors seized

upon the great force stored in the

liquid as a means of developing

power, forgetting that it could

give out no more than had been

^ put into it, and that as there

were no means of producing a

cold sufficient to again condense

the gas, this could only be done

^^ I I

I
I

.
I

I j3. at the expense of a considerable

I

—
\

1

1f=J—H ^1 I h^ back pressure on the engine, while

Fig. 222. the cost of the material quite

forbade it being thrown away after once using. One of the first

persons to seek to apply the new force to mechanical work was

the well-known engineer. Sir M. Isambard Brunei, who, by the

way, commenced his career as an engineer in this country, and

was the architect of the Old Bowery Theatre. He patented an

engine to be driven by liquefied gas in 1825 (Fig. 222), and for ten

years he and his son spent much time, labor, and money trying to
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carry out the idea, but finally bad to abandon it. He confined

the gas in strong receivers, in which it was alternately exposed to

temperatures of 120*^ and GO'^, the difi'erenee in pressure—some
40 atmospheres—being transmitted to the piston through vessels

of oiL Several other inventors followed in his wake, but none

were successful.

Ammonia gas has received considerable attention, because, by

its great solubility in water, it may be condensed with a less

degree of cold. The liquefied gas was used about 1860 by MM.
TelHer and Flandrin to propel omnibuses in the streets of Paris

;

the gas, after expansion, Avas absorbed by water and subse-

quently was redistilled and condensed for future use. It was
claimed that in the absorption of the gas all the latent heat

was regained, so that there was no loss. Figs. 223 and 224

show Tellier's carriage. Subsequently, street cars were propelled

m New Orleans by the same means. This, however, was not

properly a substitute for steam, but, rather, a convenient method
of storing and regaining power. M. Frot had an ammonia engine

in the Paris Exposition, 1867, in which a solution of one part of

ammonia in four parts of water was used in a boiler, the mingled

gas and vapor from which was used in the cylinder of an engine,

and then discharged into a condenser (Fig. 225), where it met a

spray of ammoniacal water, drawn from the boiler and cooled,

which, because of its lower temperature, re-absorbed the ammonia,
aided by external refrigeration, after which it was pumped again

into the boiler. The inventor claimed that it used but one-

quarter the fuel required by a steam-engine of the same power 1
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The mode of action of this engine was identical with that of Dela-

porte's of 1859 (Fig. 226). President Barnard, in his report to the

U. S. Government upon the machinery at the Paris Exposition,

took pains to point out and demonstrate clearly tbat there was no
advantage in such an engine except the possible saving of waste

in the furnace. This might amount to five per cent. ; not more.

'-'mmmsm.

A few weeks ago, I was invited to witness some experiments with

a " new " motor in New York, which proved to be this same cycle

revived. In connection with this latter engine, a claim is made
that the latent heat of the gas is utilized by its absorption into

water, and that by a jacket of cold water, absorbing a cold gas,

the vapor in the cylinder is superheated. As, however, the

temperature of the water and gas require to be kept down
by external means, in order to secure the absorption, it is
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not apparent where tlie benefit, if any, comes in. In the

same line, and but a Httle more unscientific, if possible, is

the " zero motor '' (Fig. 227), regarding which about five years ago

the reading world were startled by the announcement that the

days of steam-engines, and, in fact, all engines deriving power

fi'om the combustion of fuel, were doomed, and that thereafter

2:)0wer was to be obtained in abundance from the " heat of the

environment." The new miracle-worker was invented by Profes-

sor Gamgee, at Washington, and its claims were indorsed by

prominent officials of the U. S. Kavy. A zero motor was said

to have been at work for months in the Washington Kavy
Yard, using liquefied ammonia, in a " boiler " which absorbed

its heat from the air, the generated vapor expanding in a work-

ing cylinder, transforming its heat into work, until it was con-

densed into a fluid at a temperature " approaching absolute zero,''

after which it was pumped back into the boiler and the cycle

completed. By this wonderful invention a vessel was to cross the

ocean, with no expenditure of heat save what she drew from the

surrounding water. It is needless to say that this promising

engine disappeared very soon, doubtless congealed by its own

refrigerative power, and its very mention at this date is sufficient

to inaugurate a freezing coolness in quarters where it was once so

warmly received.

CLOUD ENGINES.

More than thirty years ago, as many of you will remember, con-

siderable interest was excited by the fabulous saving reported to

have been made by the " Cloud Engine " of Wm. Mount Storms.

This saving was certified to over the signature of Horatio Allen,

who reported that by careful trials with an engine in practical
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use, he found a saving of over 50 per cent., and added :
" But one

conclusion can be made from these trials, and that is, that by the
Cloud combination a very large saving will be effected." The
trial on which this conclusion rested was made with an engine 8
inches diameter of piston and 12 inches stroke. It was run for a
short time with steam of 70 lbs. pressure cut off at 2 inches. The
engine was then changed so that the piston drew in U inches of
atmospheric air before the steam-port opened, after which two
inches of steavu was admitted, to mingle with the air. The load
was obtained by a brake

; the consumption of steam was assumed
to be the same, the saving being indicated by the increased num-
ber of revolutions. The idea of the inventor was that there was
a production of " visicular vapor " within the cyhnder (see Fig.
228). The air was admitted cold, and was expanded by heat

FW-EZS'

received from the steam, Avhich, it was claimed, greatly increased
the pressure and effectiveness. A steamer, the Novelty, was
subsequently fitted with engines on this principle, but was not
given a pubKc trial. Some four years later, however, we hear of
another small engine by the same inventor in Troy, running 4}
days on the same coal which it took to run it 21 days, with st°am
alone, a saving of 45 per cent., notwithstanding'which it has long
since ceased to have a place, except in the record of unfulfilled
hopes.

It is hardly necessary to say that Mount Storms was not the first

experimenter in this line. Previous to 1830, one Wilham Wilmot
Hall, of Baltimore, patented a steam and gas engine in which the
products of combustion from the chimney were to be pumped into
the steam space of the boiler, to add, by their heat and expansive
force, to the economy of the engine. And, in fact, the same idea
had occurred to Kichard Trevithick as early as 1811, as described
and sketched by him in a letter of his dated January 11 of that
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year (Fig. 229). He had fount! by experiment that his chimne}'

delivered " four and a half times the quantity of heated air at

nearly four times the temperature of heat that there is of steam

produced from the same' fire and delivered to the cylinder." He
V therefore proposed to make a tight furnace
~

and blow the air in at such a pressure that

" the whole of the air driven into the fire-

place, with all the steam raised by its pas-

sage up througli the water in the boiler,

must go into the cylinder." He, however,

did no more than make the suggestion. In

1829, Wm. Oilman published in the Mechan-

ics' Magazine a plan for accomplishing the

same thing, which, he says, he had in oper-

ation in 1826. In 1837, John Isaac Hawkins

patented a similar engine, and in 1817 the

same idea again occurred to TV. E. Can-ett, who also published

a design for such an engine in the Mechanics Magazine. Ten

years after Mount Storms, Rogers & Black patented an engine

in which, by means of an injector fitted in the steam-pipe, air was

taken in and mingled with the steam on its way to the engine.

In 1857, the steam-boat Joha Faron was fitted with an engine

quite like Hall's, but claimed by F. B. Blanch ard, and was run

upon the North Eiver for a time. She was 155 feet long, 25 feet

beam, and made 13 miles an hour on a consum])tion of about 400

lbs. of coal. In 1867, George "Warsop, of Nottingham, England,

worked out a similar idea. He, however, heated his air by the

exhaust, then by the waste gases of the chimney, after which it

was mingled with the steam in the boiler (Fig. 230). A paper
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was read upon the wonderful promise in this invention before the

British Association, claiming a saving of 47 per cent. One of

these engines was in operation at the International Exhibition of

1871, and a locomotive was running on tlie Lancashire and York-

shire Railway from 1868 to 1873, which used IG per cent, less

coal per mile mn than the average of five other engines, but, un-

fortunately for accurate comparison, no record was kept of the

loads drawn by each.

An exhaustive discussion of the results to be attained under

various conditions in these engines—or, rather, in the first and

best of the series, Trevithick's or Hall's, in which the products of

combustion were pumped into the boilei-—was made by J. A.

Henderson as a graduating thesis at Stevens Institute, and pub-

lished by Prof. Thurston in his report on " Mechanical Engineer-

ing at the Vienna Exposition in 1873." This discussion showed
that the whole possible gain must arise from the saving of the

usual losses in chimney gases, the capability of carrying a higher

temperature with the same pressure, the saving in condensation

in the cylinder due to this high temperature and to the mixture

of air and steam. Prof. Iteynolds, F.R.S., fourid by experiment

that from 5 to 10 per cent, of air in the steam effectually pre-

vented condensation. These possible savings, hoAvever, would

not give, after making reasonable allowance for imperfection in

the machine, as great a useful effect per pound of coal as has been

attained practically with steam alone in the best modern engines.

Where a condenser is inadmissible, however, a small gain might

be hoped for.

AIR-ENGINES.

In this term are included all engines using atmospheric air for

the fluid medium, through which heat can be transformed into

work, whether the air be heated by external means or by internal

combustion of solid, liquid, or gaseous fuel. It Avould be well if

the term " gas-engine " could be confined to those engines using

other gases than atmospheric air as their actuating fluid, such as

carbonic acid, or ammonia, or nitrous oxide ; but it is doubtless too

late to establish such a nomenclature at present. If we call a

machine a "gas-engine," simply because it uses gas for fuel,

what should we, to be consistent, call motors using coal or wood?
Passing those projects for utiHzing the explosive force of gun-

powder, which preceded the steam-engine, as mere suggestions not
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put in practice, and the air-engine by which the priests of On are

said to have caused the statue of Memnon to speak at the rising

of the sun, supposed to be the first instance in which heated air

was used for motive power, we come to the pateut of John Barber,

in 1791, in which he mixed " gas generated from wood, coal, oil,

or other combustible matter with atmospheric air in an exploder,"

to be "fired by the application of a match or candle." Water
was to be injected "to prevent the melting of the inward pipes

and mouth of the exploder by the issuing flame." The issuing

stream of inflamed gas acted upon an " engine " which was to "be
applied to grinding, rolling, forging, spinning, and every other

mechanical operation ... or passed out the stern of any

ship ... or other vessel . . . against the water

driving the vessel with its contents in any direc-

tion." This latter idea, however, was taken from the previous

{Combustion/ /
\

Chamber^ /^

Fig,231

patent, 1790, of James Rumsay, an ingenious American, who
originated many inventions claimed by others years afterward.

It is somewhat amusing to see how closely this Barber's patent

describes the latest " great invention " which is to revolutionize

navigation ; the only difi"erence being that in the modern one the

gas is generated from petroleum, is mixed with air at a consider-

able higher pressure than the atmosphere, and is ignited by elec-

tricity. By virtue of the latter fact, the " invention " has been

described in some of the papers as the application of electricity to

marine propulsion

!

The engine of Mr. Robert Street, which appeared in 179*1, was

actuated by the explosion beneath a piston of a mixture of com-

mon air and the vapor of turpentine, the latter being generated
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witliiu the cyliiuler by injecting a small quantity of the liquid

upon red-hot iron. Mr. Street also employed, at this early day,

the method of igniting the charge which is most extensively used

at the present time, by means of an external light, the flame from

which was conveyed to the gases within the cylinder at proper

intervals.

M. Lebon, in 1799 and 1801, patented in France a gas-engine,

in many of its details anticipating later inventions up to the time

of Otto (Fig. 281). As illuminating gas was not then in public use,

he manufactured it by a process quite like those employed by

the great city gas companies before the advent of water-gas. A
proper portion of this gas he pumped into a chamber mixed

therein with a proper proportion of atmospheric air, supplied by

another pump, and ignited therein by the electric spark. These

products of combustion Avere then expanded in a cyhnder, driving

the engine. This engine also had self-regulating devices, and

had it not been fifty years ahead of its time, might have made a

mark in the world. De Rivaz, in 1807, patented, in France, an

engine which, it is said, he applied to a small locomotive. This

engine is remarkable from being the first to use a flying piston,

elevated by an explosion, and doing work in its descent, a plan

which, re-invented by Otto and Langen two-thirds of a century

later, inaugurated a new era in gas-engines. It is also notable

that this locomotive, driven by gas, was only three years Liter than

the first successful attempt at steam locomotion by Oliver Evans,

and only two years later than Trevithick's first steam-carriage.

Eivaz's cylinder was about 5 inches in diameter (Fig. 232), and

was fitted with a piston carrying a rod and rack, or chain. At

the bottom of this cylinder was a smaller one, fitted with another

piston, which was used to draw in the charge of air and mix it

with one-half its bulk of hydrogen, from an inflated bag, through

a three-way cock. The inventor proposed four methods of igni-

tion, namely, by a portion of the cylinder kept red-hot, by the

sudden compression of oxygen, by the use of phosphuretted hy-

drogen, and by electricity. He used the latter in practice.

In 1820, a Mr. Cecil gave a detailed account in the Transac-

tions of the Cambridge Philosophical Sociely of an engine in-

vented by him, in which he used a mixture of hydrogen and

oxygen in the proportions to form water, the explosion of wdiicli

would actuate a piston by the expansion of the gases, and after-

ward, by the condensation of the vapor into water, a vacuum
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was produced, by Avhicli the return stroke was performed under

the pressure of the atmosphere. The cylinder was worked with

a pressure of about 12 atmospheres, and the noise and shock of

the explosion were so great that the inventor proposed putting

the cyhnder down a well to deaden the sound ! A later inventor.

James Johnson, patented the same idea in 1841, and has gen-

erally been credited with being the first to suggest the use of

these two gases for this purpose.

The first attempt we can hear of iu this country for applying

Fig. 232

the explosive effect of a mixture of gas and air as a motive power

was by an unknown inventor, who showed, in 1814, at Philadel-

phia, a model of his apparatus to Thomas P. Jones, afterward

editor of the Franlclin InMitute Jotirval. He proposed to make
his gas by the distillation of wood, churning that the resulting

charcoal would pay the expenses. In 1826, Samuel Morey had

an engine at work in New York or Philadelphia by means of a

vacuum produced b}^ the explosion of a mixtiire of atmospheric

air and vapor from proof spirits mixed with a small portion of
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spirits of turpentine—the " campbene " of thirty j'ears ago, the

explosive character of which is doubtless familiar to many pres-

ent. Two cylinders fitted witb pistons were alternately filled witli

the mixture, wbicli, when ligbted by a taper, drove most of the

contents out through a valve in the bottom, the vacuum thus cre-

ated drawing down the pistons and setting the machine in mo-
tion. Great expectations were entertained of this engine. The
Franklin Institute Journal an^ Silliman's Journal predicted that

"if no unforeseen difficulties present themselves in its opera-

tion on a large scale, this will be the greatest improvement in

many years, . . . as the weight of the materials to keep it in

motion for a considerable Isngth of time will be so small as not

to be worth mentioning."

Meanwhile, Mr. Samuel Brown, of London (1823-5), had pat-

ented in this country and England the same idea (Fig. 233), which

at first he used for raising water to actuate a water-wlieel, but

afterward made a piston-engine. The Mechanics' Magazine says

of this engine :
" Mr. Brown has tried gas for the production of a

vacuum, and by employing the ixtinciion of apcaceahle jiarne in-

stead of a violent explosion, he has succeeded—has furnished his

country and the world with a power which, judging from the first

machine (and what would have been the judgment from the first

steam-engine?), will be convenient in its operation and cheap and

safe to use be3^ond all precedents. . . . The engine can be
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adopted in any case bj sea or by land where a power is required,

while even in its present infantile state, the expense either of the

engine itself or the working of it bears no proportion to that of

the steam-engine. . . . One cubic foot of gas raises 300 gal-

lons of water "—but the height was not stated. A company called

the " Canal Gas-Engiue Company '' was formed for testing it, of-

fered a prize for the best plans, and built a boat to be propelled

by gas. After spending £5,000 for the patents and experiments,

their boat, according to an official report, " started from Black-

friar's Bridge, went at the rate of from seven to eight miles per

hour, with all the regularity of

steam-boats . . . and it appeared

that the power could be sustained

for any length of time by gas as

well as by steam." But the chair-

man having reported that " the

expense of procuring gas would

entirely supersede its application

as a prime mover instead of

steam," the company dissolved in

1827. In 1832, however, one of

Brown's engines was at work on

the Croyden Canal for raising

water from a lower level to a

higher. It had a cylinder 42

inches in diameter and 22 feet

high. Air and gas were ad-

mitted into this cylinder and

exploded, lifting a cap and ex-
' '

pelling the greater portion of the

air. Water was then injected to cool what remained, and the

partial vacuum raised the water into the cylinder, from which it

was discharged at the higher level. Estimates were published of

the cost of working this engine, which stated that besides the

work done, the running of the engine yielded a net profit of

X102.18 per annum, from the sale of the coke and tar, which

were by-products of the manufacture of the gas. It is needless

to say that even such a profit did not extend its use very largely,

or long keep the Croyden engine at work.

A very gi-eat advance in gas-ergines was made in 1833 by

Samuel W. Wright, in whose engine was first used a charge of
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compressed explosive mixture, fired within a chamber behind the

piston, when the crank was on the center, and acting by direct

expansion within a cylinder kept cool by a water-jacket. This

engine (Fig. 234) was somewhat complicated, but had almost all

the elements which secure success in modern gas-engines, Tlie

gas was compressed into one reservoir, and the air into another

by pumps actuated by the engine when running. A proper chaige

of each was measured out at each stroke, and transferred by

valves to a globular vessel connecting with the end of the cylinder,

and in which the mixture was exploded. The quantity of air and

gas for each stroke was determined by a governor, varying the

size of the measuring vessels. It will be seen that with a proper

pressure in his reservoirs, and closing the exhaust at a proper

point, an effect precisely similar to that of the Otto engine might

be produced.

The patent of Stuart Perry, of Xew York, in 1846, shows sev

Fig. 235.

eral novel devices, among them incandescent platina lighters,

which were uncovered at proper intervals by valves. He also

introduced an auxiliary receiver, for storing some of the surplus

power exerted by the engine when running, for the purpose of

starting it again after stopping (Fig. 235). The large engine of

Dr. Drake, exhibited in the Fair of the American Institute in

1856, and those of Lenoir and Hugon, rival exhibitors at the Paris

Exposition in 1867, were little different from those which preceded

them, save that Drake used for his igniter a surface of cast-iron,

kept incandescent by an external blow-pipe flame, and uncovered

by the travel of the piston. Lenoir was the first to make a busi-

ness in gas-engines. A large number of his Avere sold and put

into use.

The decision of the President of the " Canal Gas-Engine Com-

pany," in 1827, was applicable with equal force to all gas-engines for

forty years at least, or up to tlie date of the atmospheric engine
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of Otto & Langen, which first appeared in 1867. In this, as in

that of Rivaz, the explosion lifted a weight, which in falling ex-

erted its stored-up power. Previously, no such engine consumed

less than 90 cubic feet of gas per hourly horse-power, and usually

they consumed considerably more. The small Otto & Langen

engine exhibited at Paris in that year ran for 38 cubic feet,

including the igniting burner, an immense saving over former

engines, but even this would require gas to be but 40 cents per

1,000 feet in order to equal the cost, at $5 per ton, of the coal used

by a steam-engine working at six pounds per hourly horse-power.

The history of the gas-burning air-engine since the later in-

vention of Otto, in which a compressed charge is ignited just as

the crank is passing its center, thus not only greatly increasing

the power, but reducing the shock and causing the engine to run

as quietly as a steam-engine, is well known to every one present.

Many thousands of them have been sold and are every^vhere at

work doing good service, and to a large extent displacing small

steam-engines wherever gas can be readily obtained. Though the

cost of the gas consumed is greater than the cost of coal for a

steam-engine of equal power, the greater convenience, the reduced

cost of attendance, and the fact that the expense ceases the

moment the engine stops, and does not begin again until it is

started, are sufficient in most cases to overcome the extra cost of

the fuel.

In 1862, M. Beau de Bochas published a paper in Paris, enti-

tled, Studies on the Practical Conditions of the Greatest Utiliza-

tion of Heat^ and of Motive Force in General, in which he pro-

posed a novel and ingenious cycle of operations—in brief, the

making of the steam-engine an auxiliary to the gas-engine for the

purpose of utilizing the waste of the latter. This paper has

become somewhat famous recently from the fact that it describes

minutely the four-stroke cycle, which has become known as the

" Otto cycle." De Bochas proposed to burn his fuel in a gas

producer, turning it into carbon-monoxide, which gas, after pass-

ing through a steam-boiler, to utilize the heat while reducing its

temperatui'e, was to be mixed with a proper quantity of air, and

used in a gas-engine, then exhausted through a separate series of

tubes in the same steam-boiler, the feed-water of which he proposes

to pump through the water-jacket of the gas-engine. The steam

generated in the boiler was to be used for driving an auxiliary

engine, which not only added its power to that of the gas-engine,
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but served to put it iu motion at the start. If we assume tlie dis-

tribution of the heat in this gas-engine be the same in the Otto

engine, it is easily shown that the evaporation from the boiler

would be about 25 per cent, of that from the same amount of coal

burned in the usual manner, and if the efficiency of the steam-

engine was -^^, this would amount to 2.5 per cent, of the totid

heat. The 17 per cent, efficiency of the gas-engine would be

reckoned, hoAvever, upon the heat developed by the combustion

of the carbon monoxide only, equal, sa}^ to two-thirds of the

thermal value of the coal. This would give 17 x .66 -f 2.5 = 13.87

per cent, as the total efficiency, which is not enough better than a

good steam-engine to warrant the additional plant, ingenious as

is the suggestion.

Analogous to the gas-burning air-engine are those which burn

liquid fuel within the cylinder. This,

in fact, was the idea of Robert Street,

in 1794, but was not available until

the supply of petroleum became plen-

tiful within the last thirty years. The
first practical engine of this kind was

made iu 1860 by Stephen Wilcox, a

member of this society (Fig. 236).

He employed the waste heat of the

exhaust to evaporate petroleum, the

vapor fi'om which was forced in proper

quantities, together with aii- for its

combustion, by pumps into the engine, where it was ignited and

burned as it issued instead of exploding. A charge of air was taken

into the engine at each stroke, and partially heated by the exhaust

before reaching the burner. This was doubtless the most

economical engine relative to the heat used yet made of its class

;

but the high price of petroleum at that early day, difficulty with

the residuum in the evaporating vessel, and the different temper-

atures required at different stages of the vaporization, caused its

disuse. Julius Hock exhibited an engine at London in 1874 in

which a spray of petroleum was injected into the cylinder at each

stroke, the mixture of the vapor with air being ignited by a flame

forced in through a self-acting valve (Fig. 237). This engine

was said to have superseded steam-power at the Imperial Printing

Works in Vienna. In 1874, Geo. B. Brayton patented his well-

known iDctroleum engine, iu which the fuel is sprayed into a cur-
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rent of condensed air on its entrance into the cylinder, wherein it

burns with a steady flame, increasing the vohime but not the press-

ure ; after which the products of combustion are joermitted to

expand like the steam in a steam-cj'linder. Man}' of these engines

have been built, with varying success. The best economy claimed

for them has been four horse-power for one hour for each gallon

of oil, and in some cases the}" have given not more than one horse-

power pergallon. At the former rate, compared to coal at $5 per tou,

petroleum, at as many cents per gallon as the steam-engine uses

pounds of coal per hourly

horse - power, would be

equally as cheap a fuel.

This engine could there-

fore compete only with the

smaller and more wasteful

steam-engines. If, how-

ever, petroleum could be

substituted for gas in the

modern gas-engines, with

equal efficiency, it would

give ten horse-power for

each gallon used per hour, and might then compete with steam

on equal footing and at market rates.

A product-of-combustion engine, in which coal was used for

fuel, was clearly described by Sir George Cayley in a communica-

tion to Nicholson's Journal in 1807. Though the construction

there shown was impracticable (in fact, he stated that the one he

made was so imperfect that it would not work), he did not abandon

Fig. 238.
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the plan of such an engine, but as late as 1825 and again in 1837,
be patented modifications of the same idea, several of which he
built, but with no marked success. Subsequently to Cayley's sug-
gestion, Di-. Xeill Arnott, the celebrated scientist, took up the
same idea, and patented, iu 1821, an air-engine in which, by in-

genious devices, air was pumped through a closed fire, and the
products of combustion Avere used to actuate a piston working in

one leg of a syphon cou-
otaining oil, peculiar

valve directing the hot

gases first to one leg and
then the other (Fig.

238). The piston upon
which these gases worked
was, in fact, the surface

of the oil, so that it was
not affected by the ashes ^
and heat which upset

the later built engines of

Sir George Cayley. Nu-
merous inventors have

followed in the footsteps

of these noted men,

among them Stephen

Wilcox, S. H. Eoper, and
Philander Shaw, each of

whom built and sold a

number of engines which
were put into practical

use. One little engine,

built by Mr. Wilcox, in

Providence, in 1865 (Fig.

239), with a G-incli cylin-

der ran itself 360 revolutions per minute, for several days driving
a 12-inch fan blower at the rate of 3,000 revolutions upon a con-
sumption of oue pound of coal per hour. The actual horse-poAver
was not measured. Shaw's engine, exhibited at the Paris Exposi-
tion, 1867 (Fig. 240), ran an average of over 20 horse-power upon a

consumption of 1.4 lbs. coal per hourly horse-power—a better result

than had ever been attained by a steam-engine. The difficulty,

however, in providing against the abrading action of the ashes.

Fij2.Z9
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and tlie overheating of the valves in such engines, have prevented

their coming into extensive use, notwithstanding their economy.
This chiss of engines can boast of a stupendous failure, next

in magnitude to those of Ericsson's ships. In 1856, the Novelty
Iron Works, in New York, built a large locomotive called the Vam-
pire, weighing 4i tons and costing $40,000, for parties in St.

Louis. It was intended to be propelled by the products of com-
bustion, mingled with steam from water injected into the fire, and
also steam made by a water-jacket surrounding the fire. The hot

mixture was first conveyed around the cylinder, then into it, and
after being exhausted, gave up its heat to the incoming air. This

locomotive, the invention of which was attributed to one P. Ben-
net, was tried on the Erie Railway, near Paterson, and succeeded

^znnOon

in running itself into a ditch, after making a mile and a half at

the rate of twelve miles an hour. The cylinders, cut by the ashes

and heat, were rebored, and the engine refitted once or twice,

only to end in an ignoble failure and the junk shop.

Still another and altogether distinct form of air-engine was

originated by Rev. Robert Stirling in 1816. His first successful

engine was built in 1827, and one afterward ran a foundry in

Dundee for three years, developing 20 horse-power by the brake,

on a consumption of 50 lbs. coal per hour, an account of Avhich

was presented before the Institute of Civil Engineers in 1851. In

this engine (Fig. 241), the same volume of air was alternately

heated and cooled, producing a variation of pressure which actu-

ated a working piston. The heating and cooling were atfected by

changing the air by means of a plunger, from end to end of a

cylinder, one end of which was kept hot by a fire and the other

cool by water. On its way from end to end the air passed through
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a passage partly filled, near the hot end, by thin plates of metal,

and near the cold end by small tubes filled with water. The thin

plates alternately absorbed the heat from the air, and gave it back

on the return, so that the refrigerator only had to carry ofT what

heat could not be thus extracted. This was the first application

of the "regenerator" or "economizer," a very important element

in the problem of securing extreme economy. This engine failed

through th(^ giving out of the heaters, which required to be kept

red iiot, a difficulty which has attended all efforts to heat air

3-:- ~^i^LJ^

Fig. 241.

through the walls of a metallic receptacle. It is because of this

difficulty probably that this very promising form of air-engine has

not yet been brought into use. In 1844, Franchot patented, in

France and England, a very ingenious arrangement of the Stirling

engine, with large and efficient heating and cooling surfaces.

The working cylinder was an extension of the hot end of the

changing cylinder, and the heated air expanded directly against

the working piston without being first cooled, as in Stirling's

engine. The spaces over the two working pistons, which were

connected to opposite ends of a beam, were inclosed and con-

nected by a pipe, thus transferring pressure, relieving the beam,

and preventing leakage around the piston. Ilankine thought so

well of the Stirling engine that he, in conjunction with Napier,

attempted to improve its weak point, the heating surface ; and

Prof. Jenkin also spent much time and money in endeavoring to

45
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perfect it, mainly in combining its advantages with those of the

Cayley type. Lauberau, in France, made a number of small

engines upon the same principle—one of which (Fig. 242), work-

ing to I of one horse-power, tested at the Conservatoire des Arts

et Metiers, in 1863, used 10 lbs. coal per hourly horse-power, which

is doubtless as well as would be done by any steam-engine of

equal power. Engines upon the same principle are now being

built in Boston, and are said to work very well.

The engines of Captain Ericsson are somewhat different still,

drawing their supply from the atmosphere at each stroke, heating

it, allowing it to expand while doing work, and then exhausting it

again into the external air. On the large engines of the air-ship

Ericsson an economizer was employed to retain part of the heat of

the exhaust and return it to the incoming air (Fig. 243). This

class of air-engine eujoys the notoriety of having been built on the

largest scale and of having made the most noted failure. The

idea dates from 1833, but the engines of the caloric-ship were not

put in motion until December, 1852. Xo dependence can be

placed upon any of the reports of her trials. Suffice it to say the

engines, with cylinders 14 feet in diameter, a size never before

attempted, came out, and others were substituted which also came
out, before the ship had made a respectable trial trip, and steam-

engines took their place. Afterward, Captain Ericsson made
another attempt to drive a vessel by an air-engine. The Primera

was built and fitted with horizontal engines drawing their supply

from and exhausting into an artificial atmos])here of high press-

ure. But, as in the former attempt, the heating surface w^as in-

adequate and the available pressure was too small to give much
power, so that again steam was substituted after a short trial.

Many small engines of Ericsson's design, but quite different in

details from the air-sliip, and without economizers, were sold and
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put to work, some of which are still running, giving good satisfac-

tion. Few of them exceeded five horse-power, and they used a

quantity of fuel not less than steam-engines of similar size, but,

requiring no water or licensed engineer, they were preferred in

many cases. One working to two horse-power was tested at the
Paris Exposition of 1807, and found to use 10 lbs. coal per hourly
horse-power, though one is reported as running in a printing-office

in New York for 18 years burning but 4.^ Ij^s. The Wilcox
engines, of which a large number were made, and which received

r

a medal at the London Exhibition, 1862, were of much the same
character (Fig. 244^, but had a pecuhar supply cylinder which took
in the air with Httle resistance, and changed it to the hot end by
passing it through an economizer. Some of these ran as low as 3
lbs. and under of coal per hourly horse-power Avhen exerting as
little as five horse-power. All this class of engines had to meet the
same difficulty noted under the former, or Stirling type, of the
burning out of the heating surface, and few of them are now to be
seen.
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The " compression engine " is a distinct class from those which
have been hereinbefore described. In these a given quantity of

air is constantly changed in volume, being compressed while cold

and expanded while hot. There are usually two cyhnders ; one
cold and kept cold by a water-jacket or other means, and the

other hot and kept heated by external means. The piston in

the hot cylinder is generally timed from one-sixth to one-quarter

of a revolution in advance of that in the cold cylinder, whereby
the air is first changed into the cold cylinder, sometimes through
au "economizer"—then compressed therein, then changed to the

hot cylinder back tlu-ough the economizer, taking up again the

Iij;-244

Fig. 245.

heat stored therein, and then expanded in the hot cylinder. In

practice the expansion also takes place partly in the cold cylinder,

as likewise the compression occurs partly in the hot, but not to

any great extent. The first engine of this kind I have been able

to find a record of was patented in France and England in 1853

by Charles Louis Felix Franchot. Hot and cold cylinders, of dif-

ferent areas, were placed side by side with pistons therein con-

nected to cranks 135° apart (Fig. 245). The bottom of the cold

cylinder was connected to the top of the hot cyUnder and vice

versa, through heating and cooling chambers in which Stirling

regenerators were to l»e placed, though they are not shown, nor

is any means shown for heating or cooling the air. The arrange-

ment of the pistons and cranks was such that the air is compressed
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in the cool cylinder, passed through the regenerator into the hot

cjdinder, where it is expanded, then is transferred to the cold

cylinder through the cooling chamber, and the cycle repeated.

From fi»nr to six cylinders, each

double-acting, were proposed to be

combined in a series. A model of

one of these engines was exhibited at

the Paris Exhibition of 1855, and at-

tracted much ttention from scien-

tists. In this, cranks 90° apart were

connected to pistons in two cylin-

ders, each double-acting, their ad-

jacent ends communicating freely

through Stirling i^egenerators. All

this engine lacked of " perfection

"

(according to Carnot's cycle) was a

means for keeping the two cj'linders

at constant temperatures, and supply-

ing the necessary heat without loss

and at proper times. This same prin-

ciple was embodied in an engine

patented by Sir William Siemens in

1860. He employed four cylinders

(Fig. 246), each hot at one end and

cold at the other, all connected to oi\e

shaft through a wabbling disc, at

equal quarters of the revoluiion, and

so arranged that the hot end of one

communicated through an economizer

with the cold end of the next in order.

The heat was to be supplied by hot

products of combustion from j(=%^ If
burning producer gas in a -^^^^
chamber connected with the

hot ends of each cylinder,

while the opposite ends

were supplied Avith refriger-

ators. The noted inventor neglected, however, to put the ma-

chine into practical use, his time being occupied with liis metal-

lurgical investigations and inventions. As he subsequently experi-

mented with a dili'erent and inferior class of air-engines, he

Vmrnmn'M
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evidentl}' encountered difficulties in this one not easily over-

come. This class of air-engines lias, however, been made very-

efficient for small powers by A. K. Rider, of New York, whose
small pumping-engiues (Fig. 247) are well known to most of

the members of this society. ISTo other form of air-engine

offers so many advantages, but it has also its peculiar diffi-

culties. If the latter can be overcome, it is likely to become

the air-engine of the future. An
effort to this end is now being

made, with fair prospect of suc-

cess.

THEORY.

11^247 M=

We will now consider briefly

the principles which underlie

thermo-dynamies, and their ap-

phcation to the inquiry. In any
heat-engine it is essential that

there should be, 1st, a working

fluid ; 2d, a source of heat ; and,

3d, a receptacle for unexpended

heat, both of which latter must

be externa] to the working fluid-

In its operation there must be a

reception of heat by the working

fluid, at a certain temperature,

a conversion of heat into work,

;ind a discharge of unconverted

heat at a lower temperature than

that at which it was received. The difference between such

higher and lower temperatures is called the " range of tempera-

tures," and the engine is called a " perfect engine " when the

M'hole heat con-esponding to its range of temperature is converted

into work. Sadi Carnot, in 1824, seems to have been the first

to enunciate the principle, now universally recognized, that the

ratio of the maximum mechanical effect in a perfect heat-engine

to the total heat expended upon it, is a function solely of the two
constant temperatures, at which respectively heat is received and
rejected, and is independent of the nature of the intermediate

agent or Avorking fluid, though at that day the dynamic theory of

heat was not known, and Carnot supposed that all the heat re-
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ceived in the boiler, or its equivalent, was transferred to the con-

denser. Subsequent researches of Joule, Rankine, and others,

have established the following propositions ;

1st. In any heat engine the rnaxirmim useful effect (expressed in

foot pounds or in percentage) hears the same relation to the total

heat expended (expressed in foot pounds or as unity) that the

range of temperature hears to the ahsolute temperature at which

heat is received..

2d. In any heat engine the miniinum loss of heat hears the

same relation to the total heat expended as the temperature at

tchich the heat is rejected hears to the temperature at which it is

received^ both being reckoned from absolute zero, 400°* below the

zero of Fahrenheit's scale.

These two propositions, expressed in algebraic formulae, are :

(1) U =H ~ ', which, if H= 1, becomes the well-known equa-

tion U = -J—-
; and,

(2) I = H^ in which also, if Zf := 1 . . . . L = ^-
. But as

I + U =\, .'. U —\ , which is identical with (1) diflferently

written.

At this point we need to divest ourselves of an idea which is

common, and which naturally comes from the terms used, that

"latent" heat is necessarily wasted heat—or, in other Avords, that

if all the heat received was expended in elevating the tem|)era-

ture, instead of a large share of it going into the "latent" condi-

tion, we should be able to turn a larger percentage of it into

power. It has been upon this erroneous supposition that most of

the searches for substitutes for steam have been based. To show
its fallacy, practically, it is only necessary to consider the action

of an engine using steam as a gas without expenditure of latent

heat, and compare it with the results attained in engines in

which the latent heat is expended in the boiler and discharged

in the condenser. We will assume that steam be supplied

at 100° temperature—1 pound pressure, or 28 inches vacuum

nearly—that it be worked through Carnot's cycle between that

* This is not on'y a convenient number to use, but the nearest approximation

in wliole numbers to the latest established absolute zero. Kankine used 461.3. but

later physicists have settled upon '6Td.\ Ceut., equivalent to 459.6 Fah.
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temperature and 320°—the temperature of saturated steam at

75 pounds gauge pressure. The efficiency of this cycle would

The heat expended per
, , , . , 780-560 „Q
be, by above tormula, =

—

_--— = ,28.

pound of steam would be 220 x ,475 x 772 = 80,674 foot pounds

of energy, of which the engine would utilize 28 per cent., or 22,588

foot pounds. There would, therefore, be required
1,980,000 = 87.6
22,588

pounds steam per hourly horse-power, and that in a perfect engine ;

but, working within the same limits, in a very imjierfect engine,

using water with its large latent heat, in actual

practice, a horse-power is obtained for from 16

to 18 pounds, or about one-fifth the quantity

of fluid. Latent heat must, therefore, be an

efficient source of energy as well as sensible

heat. That it is just as much so when working

between the same limits of temperature, was

demonstrated by Rankin e in a series of articles

published in the Engineei' in 1857. And, in

fact, it may be said there would be no availa-

ble energy if there was no latent or specific

heat.

We may, perhaps, make this point a little

plainer by means of an illustration suggested

by Carnot, which, tliough based upon the

theory of the materiality of heat, is still just

as true under the correct theory. In fact, the \
second law of thermo-dynamics is equally ap-

f(|'

plicable to a ponderable body as to

heat, and may be summed up in the ;^^^^^ 4- ->1

well-known adacre, " Water will not

run up-hill." Fig, "248 is a section of a building in which is situnted

a tank of water, or any other fluid, which is used to drive a water-

motor upon a floor below, after which the fluid is discharged,

whence it may or may not find its way to the sea-level—the line of

absolute zero. Now it is evident the greatest possible cfifect obtain-

able in the motor-engine is represented by the weight of fluid, Q,

multiplied by its fall to the point of discharge. The height of the

surface of the tank above sea-level is Tj, and the height of its dis-

charge from same datum-line is r,, while its fall is Tj — t,, and

the greatest efficiency of the motor is expressed by U— Q (^j — Tj).

'or dkielutt~XirS.

Fij 24'8-
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But the total energy of the fluid is represented by Q r,, and the

efliciency of the motor expressed in terms of total energy is

It is evident that the same law holds

good whatever be the character of the fluid in the tauk. Now,

the quantity Q,—which may represent the latent heat, while the

height, Ti, represents temperature—may be greater or less with

the same height. If ^ = 0, then there would be no available

energy, for there would have been none expended. It will also be

seen that if in the supposed steam-engine as above calculated,

be substituted for .475, the specific heat of the steam, there

would be no energy in the engine.

From the mere inspection of the above formulte, in view of this

illustration, it is readily seen :

1st. That the useful effect can only equal the total heat ex-

pended when the temperature at which it is rejected is absolute

zero, in which case it matters not at what temperature the heat

may be received.

2d. That with a given minimum temperature, the higher the

maximum temperature the greater will be the proportion of total

heat converted into useful Avork.

3d. That it is of greater importance to lower the temperature

at which heat is rejected than to raise that at which it is received.

There are, however, practical limits to these several values

:

1st. The temperature of rejection cannot be carried below that

of the substance into which it is rejected—in practice it must be

several degrees above it—and is independent of the fluid em-

ployed. As there is, in practice, nothing available colder than

the air or water, t^ cannot easily be less than IOC Fahr., 560"

absolute.

2d. The temperature of reception cannot be greater than the

highest temperature of combustion, nor greater than the surfaces

of the piston and cylinder will stand ; nor greater than will pro-

duce in the given fluid the highest allowable pressure.

3d. The highest pressure is limited by the strength of the

mechanism and safety of its operation, and is also independent of

the fluid. As all fluids except mercury and turpentine attain this

limit of pressure before the limit of temperature, the pressure

is the practical limiting condition in this direction.

Obviously, then, as the limits of lowest available temperature

and of highest practical pressure are the same for all vapors, it
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becomes evident that the fluid having the highest temperature at

the limit of pressure, other things being equal, has the advantage,

theoretically, in possible economy. Of all available liquids, water

fulfills this condition best, and therefore it is useless to search

for another vapor as a substitute for steam, unless it can be shown
that the losses incidental to the use of the latter are necessarily

enough greater than those incidental to some other fluid, to more
than counterbalance this advantage. That there are such com-

pensating advantages is not probable, and they would, indeed,

need to be very great to ofi'set the cost of fluid, water being free

of cost in nearly all situations.

Were we, however, to look for a fluid to use in a " binary sys-

tem," it must necessarily be among those which vaporize at a

higher temperature than water, rather than, as has heretofore

been sought, at a lower. In this way it might be possible to

attain a higher range of temperature, and thus gain something

theoretically in economy, unless, perchance, the additional loss in

the furnace should ofi'set to a large degi'ee any such possible gain.

It becomes evident, therefore, that a successful substitute for

steam in motive power cannot be found among vapors, and most
probably, if found at all, it must be among permanent gases. By
a bountiful provision of nature, an equally free and exhaustless

supply of a perfect gas—atmospheric air—has been provided

which has several elements of value in the problem. As it

requires 500" of heat to double its pressure at 39° Fahr.—the

point of greatest density of water—it may be heated to a very

high temperature before it reaches a practical limit of pressure.

It is a poor conductor of heat, and does not become fluid when
cooled ; therefore it will suff'er less loss from being used in a cool

cylinder. Being a supporter of combustion, the fuel may be

burned within the working fluid, and the loss due to the furnace

avoided. It also offers the opportunity of recovering a larger

share of its rejected heat to be used again. In a steam-engine,

the only use to which this rejected heat can be put is in heating

the feed-water and air for combustion, and onh' a small fraction,

not over i, can be utilized in that way, while with air Ran-

kine estimates that as much as 90 per cent, of the heat in

the exhaust may be retained for use, by a device invented by
Stirling, known as the " economizer " or " regenerator." . There

are disadvantages, however, peculiar to air, among which are its

bulk and the necessity of initiating motion by external power.
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The former is overcome by compression before heating, and the

latter may yet be provided for in some simple manner.

FUTURE POSSIBILiriES.

Air, then, gives the best jiromise for an economical substitute

for steam in pressure engines. The development of its advan-

tages involves many difticulties, but these are fast being overcome.

The air-engine of Stirling, of forty years ago, equaled in economy

any steam-engine of its day, while the Shaw air-engine, of 1807,

equaled in economy of fuel the largest and most perfect steam-

engines of to-day. The Otto engine, and others of similar char-

acter, exhibit an economy of heat double that of our first-class

steam-engines, but they are handicai)ped by the necessity of using

a very expensive fuel, and are necessarily confined to small powers

and special circumstances.

It is a singular coincidence that the best gas or air engines

attain to nearly the same percentage of their theoretical efficiency

as the best steam-engines. Thus, a condensing engine working

under 75 lbs. pressure of steam, and using 18 lbs. water per hourly

H. P., has a theoretical efficiency of .28, and an actual efficiency

of .12 for the engine, or .09 for both engine and boiler, which

latter is equal to 32 per cent, of the theoretical. x\n Otto or a

Clerk engine, according to various tests, utilizes 18 per cent, of the

expended beat in power, working ordinarily between the limits of

2,700 and 900° Fahr. This would give a theoretical efficiency of

.57, and these engines, therefore, attain to 31.6 per cent, of their

theoretical efficienc}', or practically the same as is done by the

steam-engine. A 2^f'^ori, other vapors than steam cannot come

nearer their theoretical economy, in all cases less than that of

steam.

In this connection it may be of interest to note the rate at

which the increase of the temperature of rejection, demands an

increase in the maximum temperature to maintain the same

efficiency as, for instance, the temperature and pressure of steam

at which a non-condensing engine would equal a condensing en-

gine under ordinary conditions. From equation (1), we obtain

Ti = Y~\'' ^^^^ ^^ assilming t^ = 212 + 460, with U = .28 as

above, we have r^ = 933° or 473° Fahr., which corresponds with a

pressure of about 550 lbs.—quite inadmissible in practice. It is

not unusual to hear men say that the advantages of a condenser
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can be obtained by carrying fifteen poiincls more pressure on the

boiler. The above shows the falhicy of this statement.

Tlie prospect of much further economy in steam-engines is not

bright. By means of a non-conducting lining for the cylinder, a

saving might be effected of, say, 25 per cent, in fuel, bringing the

efficiency up to 13 or 14 per cent., and by running the pressure up

to 250 lbs., we might attain, possibly, an efficiency of 17 per cent.,

or the same as is now attained in gas-engines. In these, however,

as now built, over 50 per cent, of the total heat is lost in the

jacket, and 17 per cent, in the exhaust, of which losses there is no

good reason why we may not expect to save one-half, so that

the air-engine may attain to, say, | its theoretical efficiency. At

the same time, by reducing the lower limit of temperature, the

theoretical efficiency may be raised materially. Thus, if the

minimum be lowered from 900° to, say, 300°, leaving the maximum
at 2,700 as before, we will have a theoretical efficiency of .75,

and if two-thirds of that be realized, there will result an actual

efficiency of 50 per cent, as that which ma}^ fairly be looked for

in air-engines. If coal can be utilized directly for fuel, this will

give a horse-power for an hour for
J-

lb. of coal, a saving of 78 per

cent, upon the best results yet attained with steam. If, however,

it is necessary to turn the coal into water-gas before it can be

used, double the amount of coal would be required, or | pounds

per hourly horse-power, which is still a large advance on any

possible attainment with steam.

Are there still further possibilities of economical development

of power? Probably not in the line of pressure-engines. But

science already points to the possible conversion of heat directly

into electricity, and if that can be done without too great a loss,

the electrical engine may yet become a prominent rival of the

steam or air engine. The conversion of 90 per cent, of electrical

energy into mechanical work is not beyond reasonable expecta-

tions, even if it is beyond present attainment, and if the heat of

combustion can be converted into electricity with a loss of only

10 per cent.— which is supposable—we then should get a horse-

power for .22 of a pound of coal per hour. This would be a saving

of 30 per cent, over the best probable result with air-engines, or

85 per cent, over the best results yet attained with steam.

With these possibilities before us and the still further possi-

bility of the direct conversion of heat into available power with

not over 10 per cent, loss—by some means yet to be discovered

—
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who shall say there is not ample scope for invention and experi-

mental research ? We may, however, safely conclude that it lies

not in the line of " binary engines," or the substitution of other

liquids for water, or other gases for air.

Is steam, tlierefore, doomed to be superseded'? By no means.

Even if robbed of its position on the throne of power, it must ever

remain one of the most useful servants of man. Its large s[)ecific

and latent heat render it the best attainable medium of trans-

ferring heat within a certain range of temperature, from the

furnace to the place where it may be wanted for various processes,

and even now it fills a larger field in that direction than it does

as a prime mover. So far as now appears, it need fear no success-

ful substitute in that field.

DISCUSSION.

Mr. Thomas S. Crane.—Having been recently called upon to

examine a carbon bisulphide engine o])erating an electric plant at

Lowell, Massachusetts, I have thought it would interest the mem-
bers, in connection with this discussion, to learn some of the facts

observed during this examination.

The plant at Lowell consisted of two 14x 28-inch engines coupled

together and supplied witli CSg vapor at 80 lbs. ])ressurc by two

generators containing liquid bisulphide.

These generators were jacketed with live steam, as well as the

vapor conduit to the engines, and the cylinders and steam-chests

of the latter.

Steam at 40 lbs. pressure was furnished by a boiler having less

than 800 feet of heating surface (estimated at 60 horse-power),

and was fed at a regulated pressure of 20 lbs. per square inch to

the jackets of the CSg generators, and at a pressure of 40 lbs. per

square inch to the jackets of the engine cylinders and vapor con-

duits. The CSs vapor operated in a closed circuit, passing through

a surface condenser and being returned by a pump to the generators.

The engines operated two lines of heavy shafting and six 25-

horse dynamo-electric machines at the time of this examination
;

and during the greater part of the time furnished a current to 138

arc lights of 2,000 candle power each, through 21 miles of wire, de-

veloping 174 horse-power by the indicator cards. The consump-

tion of coal was 2,012 pounds (containing 1,634 pounds of com-

bustible, with a new fire) during the entire period of the examina-

tion, 8^ hours.
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The consumption of coal per horse-power per liour was therefoi-e

lj\ lbs.; but as the engines, when first started, were not operated

with their fnll load, an allowance for such lighter load would in-

crease the expenditure of fuel per actual horse-power to IjW lbs.

per hour per horse-power.

I would like to ask, first, whether, in view of these facts, it is

reasonable to say that no substitute for steam can be found to de-

velop greater economy ? secondly, whether any horizontal tubular

steam-boiler having less than 800 feet of heating surface is any-

where operating a steam-engine with a load of 174 indicated horse-

power ?

Prof. Win. P. Trowbridge.—I consider the paper of Mr. Babcock

one of the most complete and valuable contributions to the history of

the classes of heat-engines discussed that has been presented. As
a concise statement, or monograph, of the gradual development of

such engines and the true theory of heat applicable to them, it must

pi'OA^e valuable to all who have not had the time or the opportunity

to consult the various authorities who treat of these subjects. Such

a paper is needed just now, and will probably always be of service

as a guide and warning to those who are looking for impossibilities in

attempts to secure extraoi'dinary economy of power in heat-engines

by the use of some other vapor than that of water. A recent

number of the School of Mines Qiiarte rli/"^ conta'ms a short paper

by myself, giving the results of computations of the relative effi-

ciencies of steam and bisulphide-of-carbon vapor engines as the

latter is employed in the recently constructed engines to which I

have no doubt Mr. Babcock refers.

His paper will be eflScacious in preventing the periodical re-in-

vention of this bisulphide-of-carbon engine which presents itself

at intervals with the announcement that it will save one-half to two-

thirds of the fuel consumed by the steam-engine, but which suc-

ceeds only in causing large amounts of money to change hands

under the excitement of ill-advised speculatioTis.

The close relation which my paper had to the subject discussed

by Mr. Babcock will, I trust, be considered a sufficient reason

for my asking the privilege of giving here the principal results of

my calculations. The following sketch illustrates in a general way
the parts or organs of the bisulphide apparatus :

In Fig. 270, drawn in the most simple manner for illustration, S

represents an ordinary steam-lioiler, which delivers steam through

* April, 1886.
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a pipe, P, to a large cylindrical chamber, A B. Witliiii this cham-

ber or shell is another, C, which contains liquid bisulphide of car-

bon. When steam is introduced into the larger chamber A B, the

heat of the steam vaporizes a portion of the bisulphide, the vapor

passing through a pipe, E, to an ordinary engine, where it acts like

steam to give motion to the piston.

The exhaust from this engine is carried to a condenser G, from

which the condensed liquid bisulphide is pumped by a pump, h,

back to the bisulphide boiler through a pipe, I. The condensed

steam in the shell A B, which comes from the liquefaction due to

the heat imparted to the bisulphide of carbon, is pumped back to

the steam-boiler by a pump, P.

The steam thus makes a circuit from the boiler S to the large

Fig. 270.

shell and back without entering the working cylinder, while the

vapor of the bisulphide makes another circuit, as shown in the

sketch, through the cylinder, performing work, and back to the in-

terior bisulphide boiler C, without mingling with the steam. If

no leakages occur, the same water and the same bisulphide ma}-

thus work on indefinitely, each making its own circuit.

Fig. 271 illustrates the general appearance of the most recent

form of these designs as actually set up.

It will be seen that this apparatus may be changed into a con-

densing steam-engine by carrying the steam directly from the

Bteam-boiler S to the cylinder of the engine, thence to the con-

denser G, from which the condensed water may be pumped back to

the boiler S—by taking away, in fact, the intermediate shell A B
and the interior bisulphide boiler C.

To determine the relative efficiencies of the two arrangements,
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i.e. of the bisulphide arrangement, and of the apparatus used sim-

ply as a steam-engine, it will be sufficient to investigate the

economical working of both under similar conditions, or by operat-

ing the apparatus as an ordinary condensing engine, and then as a

bisulphide engine.

In the actual apparatus the boiler pressure in S is reduced by a

reducing valve before it enters the shell A B, while, at the same

time, the cylinder F is steam-jacketed with steam direct from the

boiler S. The bisulphide vapor then rises through the pipe E at

a lower temperature than that of the steam in the boiler S, but at

a high pressure ; and is to some degree superheated in its passage

Fig. 271.

to the working cylinder, inasmuch as the pipe E is also steam-

jacketed.

To ascertain the efficiency of the bisulphide-of-carbon engine

thus described, the following formula of Rankine is employed in

what follows

:

The work in foot-pounds performed by one pound of the vapor

in expanding and performing work between the absolute tempera-

tures 7i and JIj is given by the expression,

W= a hyp. log. |J + J (^1 - T,) - ^ {T^~ - Ti) + V, {j>, +p,)

in which the constants a, Z*, and c, are taken from the expression,

n - 1077732.62 + 139.35 T~ 0. 2118 T^

or

II = a + h T - c T'
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n-liich represents tlie latent licat of evaporation of one ponnd of
bisulphide of carbon in foot-pounds.

Ti is the initial absolute temperature.

Tz is the absolute temperature, corresponding to^j-
Fg the volume of one pound of vapor at the pressure j^>2 (at the

end of the ex])ansion) and jt>3, the back pressure.

The table on the following page, giving the temperatures, latent
heats, specific weights, and specific volumes of steam and bisulphide
of carbon in British units, has been prepared from con-esponding
tables, giving the same quantities in French units,. from Zeuner's
work on the Theoiy of Heat.

This table serves to determine the quantities employed in the
formulae.

From^?!, the initial temperature, we get from the table ^i°, from
which is easily obtained T^.

If r be the ratio of expansion and t\ the initial volume of pound
of vapor, then we have Va = ri\, and from % we find from the table
jt?2 and T-i.

An engine recently constructed and kept in use for several
months, was observed to be working under the following conditions :

^1 = 70 + 14.Y = 84.7 lbs. per sq. inch = 1219G.8 lbs. per sq. foot.
r = 4:.

pz = 10 lbs. per sq. inch = 1440 lbs. per sq. foot.

Vx — 1.034 (from table) cubic feet.

i^2 = 4 X 1.034 = 4.136 cubic feet.
'

t^ = 233.92.

T, = 693.32.

4 = 132.14".

T^ = 591.54°.

J?. = 19.93 lbs. per sq. inch = 2869.92 lbs. sq. foot.

|=i.m.
T,- T,= 101.78.

r,2 - T.^ = 130673.05.

p^-p.,= 1429.92.

hyp. log.
Ij
= 0.158S.

Putting these numerical values for the quantities which represent
them in the expression for IF, we have

F= 23340.6 foot lbs.,

46
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for the work performed by one pound of bisulphide of carbon under
the conditions given.

Tlie heat expended in foot-pounds to produce the same is given
by tlie equation,

h = Jc (T, ~T,) +a+b T,° -c T^ + W- V. {p, - 2^).

In which J= 772.

Ti = absolute temperature of the condenser.

Giving the proper numerical values to these quantities from the
tables, as before, we have

h = 139986.24 foot lbs.

Tlie efficiency is found by dividing the work by the heat in foot-
pounds required to produce it.

h 139986.24 ~ ''

For a condensing steam-engine, under the same conditions, we
may assume that the boiler pressure can be carried at SO lbs. guage
or 95 lbs. absolute pressure, and that the pressure in the condenser
is 4 lbs. We will then have for the steam-engine, using the same
apparatus, witii the bisulphide attachments left off, and employino-
the same formula :

Px — 13680 lbs. per square foot.

U = 323.7".

T, = 783.1.

Fi = 4.5644 cubic feet.

F2 = f^vi = 1S.2576 cubic feet.

4 = 231.3.

7; = 690.7.

^2 = 21.29 per square inch = 30657.6 per square foot.

^3 = 576 lbs. per square foot.

r = 4.

Pi = pressure in condenser = lbs.

t, = 124^

Ti = 583.4.

Substituting these numerical values, with the proper values of a,
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h, and c for steam in the formula for the work, Wi, we have for the

steam-engine

Fi = 152888 foot lbs. of work per lb. of steam.

And for the heat in foot-pounds expended,

h, = 971581.66.

From these expressions we get

^.=^.= lf|88 0.157
hi 9do81.66

for the efficiency of the steam-engine.

These two determinations differ by only about one per cent,, or

one-hundredth part—a remarkable coincidence, when it is consid-

ered that each of these results depends on separate experimental

determinations of the latent heats and the relations between the

vapor-temperatures and pressures of each of them.

The comparison verities, as was to have been expected, the law

that theoretically the two engines are equal in efficiency.

There is one further consideration to be introduced, for which

science gives us no precise practical solution at present. It is

known that in the ordinary use of steam there is a waste of steam

which does not appear in the ordinary tlieoretical formulas, due to

the absorption of heat by the walls of the cylinder during the influx

of steam into the cylinder, and the cooling of the walls of the

cylinder and the waste of heat during the efflux or exhaust.

This cause of loss or diminution of efficiency was first brought

to the attention of engineers, I believe, by Professor Rankine, in a

paper read before the Institute of Engineers of Scotland, in 1852.

In another paper, published in 1868, he discussed the confirmation

of his previous deductions by Mr. Isherwood in the experiments

made by the latter under the auspices of the U. S. Navy Depart-

ment. A recent paper by Professor W. D. Marks, of the Uni-

versity of Pennsjdvania, published in the Journal of the Franklin

Institute, discusses the subject fully.

The loss from this cause in any particular case is uncertain in

amount. The question, however, in the present case is not as to

the actual amount of loss, but whether a loss from this cause, which

must take place in the bisulphide engine, is greater or less than
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that for the steam-engine. This is the only uncertainty in the
comparison of the two engines, and until it is demonstrated by ex-
periments tiiat steam and bisulphide vapor differ in this respect, we
cannot assume superiority for either as far as cylinder condensation
is concerned.

It is thus clearly demonstrable, not only by the application of
the general laws of physics as determined by the science of Ther-
mo-dynamics, but by special formulas applicable to heat-engines in

which the results of experiments on the physical properties of va-

pors are employed, that for the same initial and final temperatures
there is no theoretical advantage in the use of bisulphide of carbon.
A similar discussion would show the same to be true of the vapor

of ammonia.

In regard to the hot-air engine, Mr. Babcock describes its status
very clearly. I do not understand him to predict that hot-air
engines will ever supplant the steam-engine, but merely to state
undoubted facts in regard to the efiiciencies of such engines; while
he hints that it is possible that some of the disadvantages in the
use of this class of engines may in the future be remedied. It

does not seem to me, however, that any one can suggest at the
present day the means by which the radical obstacles which now
stand in the way of the hot-air engine as a universal motor mav be
removed. These obstacles are chiefly the great bulk of the engines
for a given power, the high initial pressure compared with the mean
and final pressures, the mechanical difficulties attending the heating
and cooling of the air, and the difl&culties attending provisions for
a reserve of power, etc., etc.

It was shown first by Ilirn, and demonstrated also by Zeuner,
that the regenerator is of no use in air-engines which work under
conditions of maximum efficiency. So that neither past experience
nor present knowledge seem to me to give much encouragement to

the idea that the hot-air engine can ever hold more than a subordi-
nate place among motors.

Mr. Babcock's allusion to the Second Law of Thermo-dynamics,
and the illustration which he gives of the analogy which exists

between the work performed by a fall of water and a fall of heat,

and the similarity of the conditions of eflaciency in the two cases,

furnish an opportunity which I beg the privilege of making use
of to say a few words in regard to the Second Law of Thermo-
dynamics.

The unfortunate enunciation of this law by Clausius, in one of
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his first memoirs, has given rise to no end of" confusion of ideas in

regard to it. It is difficult to find two writers on the subject of

heat who agree in their exact definitions. Clausius' first enuncia-

tion was as follows : ''''Heat can never passfrom a colder to a warmer
body without some other change connected therewith occurring at the

same time,^'' a mere negative proposition which means nothing when
stated as a law of nature or of physics, and which certainly sounds

like the old adage, " water cannot run up-hill."

Clausius, who, it will be remembered, was jointl}^ (though inde-

pendently) with Rankine a founder of the accepted science of Ther-

mo-dynaraics, in a subsequent memoir modified his definition, pre-

facing this modified definition or enunciation with the remark that

" the second theorem should he expressed with sufficient clearness

to show the real nature of the theorem, and its connection with

the first theorem.'''' The second definition w^as as follows :

" If two transformations, which without necessitating any other

permanerd change, he called eqxtivalent, then the generation of the

heat of the temperature t, from work Q has the equivalent value

•^, a/nd the passage of the heat Q from the temperature t to the

temperature ti has the equivalence value Q f — — — j, wherein T

is afunction of the temperature independent of the nature of the

process hy which the transformation is effected^ It is difiicult to

imagine any necessary relation between these two definitions, and

yet the former has been most frequently quoted in various ways as

the Second Theorem or Law of Thermo-dynamics. Rankine gives

several definitions also. His first is as follows

:

" TJve Second Law of Thermo-dynamics^ ''''If the total actual

heat of a homogeneous and uniformly hot substance he conceived to

he divided in any number of equal parts, the effects of those parts in

causing work to he performed are equals And again :
" The second

Law of Thermo-dynamics, expressed with reference to absolute tem-

peraturey ''''If the absolute temperature of any uniformly hot sub-

stance he divided into any number of equal parts, the effects of those

parts in causing work to be performed are equal.^''

It will be seen that the last enunciations of both Clausius and

Rankine agree, substantiallj', and both refer to the absolute tem-

perature.

Both may be included under one general enunciation ; and the

first and second laws may be stated simply as follows

:
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1st Law.

—

Heat is the living force, or vis viva, due to cer-

tain MOLECULAR MOTIONS OF THE MOLECULES OF BODIES, AND THIS

LIVING FORCE MAY BE STATED OR MEASURED IN imits of heat, OR IN

foot-pounds, A UNIT OF HEAT IN BRITISH MEASURES BEING EQUIV-

ALENT TO 772 FOOT POUNDS.

2d Law.

—

The living force or vis viva of a body (called heat)

IS always proportional to the absolute TEMPERATURE OF THE
BODY.

From this enunciation it follows that any variation of the heat,

or living force, of a body in performing work, is to the whole heat

as the variation of the absolnte temperature is to the whole
absolute temperature ; or the disappearance of heat and the dis-

appearance of absolute temperature, Avhen work is performed by a

body, are concordant phenomena. The absolute temperature is

thus a sort of measure of the sensible heat of the body. And the

symbolical expression of the Second Law by both Clausius and
Rankine will follow directly from the enunciation,

—-pr~ = ~^~T'
—

^' '^^^'® ^^ ^ well-known expression, which may be

called the symbolical or algebraic enunciation of the Second Law

—

the law which limits the efficiency of heat-engines and which does

not depend on the nature of the working medium employed.

Mr. Geo. H. Schuhmann.—It may be of interest to some of the

members if I add to Mr. Babcock's valuable paper a short descrip-

tion of a motor, which was also intended to supersede the steam-

engine, but which also landed in the scrap-heap before it had

accomplished this result. I have reference to the "Bradley Pro-

methor," which was built in a Philadelphia machine-shop during the

summer of 1877. The working Huid was to be a " gas," which
was generated by injecting water, in line sprays, into a red-hot

boiler, or "generator," as the inventor called it; and the gas, after

doing its Work in a motor, was to be burned up underneath the

generator. This generator consisted of a main pipe about 4" diam.

X 4 ft. long, with 8 branch pipes on each side ; small, bottle-

shaped steel castings (of about 1^" largest inside diameter), were
screwed into the lower side of the branch pipes (about 80 bottles

in all). Inside of the generator was a feed-pipe, with a branch for

each branch of the generator, and into these branches small pipes

were screwed in, so as to lead the water into the steel bottles. The
ends of these small pipes were plugged shut with small caps, which
had each a small hole in the center, probably not more than ^" in
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diameter, so tliat wlion water was pumped into tlie feed-pipe, it

was forced out of these little holes, in fine streams, into the bottles.

Above the generator were quite a number of supei-heating " cells,"

similar to a Harrison boiler, but much smaller ; the whole appa-

ratus was tested to 4,000 lbs. h_ydraulic pressure, and M^as then put

into a little furnace lined with fire-brick. The generating bottles

were first heated red hot, then the feed-water was injected by a

hand-pump, causing the j)i'essure-gauge to go up in jumps of 50

to 100 lbs. each stroke of the pump, until the working pressure of

1,000 to 1,200 lbs. was reached. Then the motor was started and the

intention was to regulate the pressure by regulating the feed-pump.

The inventor claimed that the generator contained a combustible

gas, and when a small test-cock was opened, the escaping gas would

make a terrible noise, but no moisture could be seen. When the

exhaust from the motor was turned into the fire, the combustion

was very much accelerated, and the inventor's principal claim was

that burning up the exhaust underneath the generator would result

in a large saving of coal, and owing to the high pressure carried, a

small motor could do a tremendous amount of work.

It is probable that when first started, a part of the injected w^ater

was dissociated into its elements, the oxvs^en combining- with the

red-hot steel setting the hydrogen free, but after the steel was sat-

urated with oxygen, no further dissociation could take place and the

gas could then be nothing else but highly superheated steam. One
day, during the absence of the inventor, a temporary condenser

was constructed by connecting a line of piping to the generator

and the gas turned on slowly ; the escape at the other end of the

line was steam and hot water. The " motor" was quite a curiosity.

The principal part was called " the reciprocating bluck," and its in-

terior consisted of three cylinders, one below and two above. Each

cylinder had a stuffing-box, to admit a 3" plunger. The outlines

of the block represented a heart. It had a wrist-pin on each side,

and two connecting-rods connected it to a double crank-shaft. The
plungers were stationary, and the gas was first let into the lower

plunger, driving the block upwards, then it was let out of the lower

plunger into the two top plungers, driving the block down again
;

the final exhaust was into the fire-box. As all three plungers were

of the same diameter, the ratio of expansion was only two. At the

first trial the motor did not mote very long, as the brass plungers

expanded and stuck fast in the cylinders. Mr. Babcock mentioned

an engine that congealed, but this one did quite the reverse ; in
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fact, it became so hot tliat the bright work liad all the colors of a

rainbow ; to lubricate any internal part was entirely out of the ques-

tion. Several more trials were made, but the machine got " balky "

every time, so that no economy test could be made. One trial was

made in the presence of some experts, who were to report about

the feasibility of using the "promethor'' on a street-car; they

watched the pressure-gauge rather anxiously, and said the machine

was too hot to go close to it. After a long delay, the "company"
had another motor built somewhere in Maryland ; the working

pressure was greatly reduced, and the motor was very similar to a

little yacht engine. They put it on a boat and made a trial trip

down Chesapeake Bay, and I was told that when they reached salt

water, the little holes in the generator bottles got stopped up and

they had to hail a tug-boat to tow them home again.

J/r. TT^ J^. Durfee.—Tiie idea of using steam injected into a red-

hot boiler is quite an old one, I once saw an attempt to use steam

that was so hot that it melted a lead washer off the cylinder-cock,

burned out all the packing around the piston-rod and valve-stem,

and cut the cylinder and valve faces full of grooves. The interior

of the cylinder was also pi-etty well used up. The result was a

dismal failure.

Mr. Wm. Kent.—I think Mr. Babcock has done great service to

engineers, for there is scarcely any of us who has not been ap-

proached for an opinion (without a fee) as to some vapor-engine.

I think that all we have to do now is to send such persons to the

secretary for the paper of Mr. Babcock, simply saying to him,

"Those are my sentiments."

Mr. Babcock says, '' Science already points to the possible con-

version of heat directly into electricity." My present impression

is that the indications of science are exactly the opposite. I do not

see in any way that science is now tending toward the use of elec-

tricity in" place of steam, but on the contrary, steam-power is used

to furnish electricity.

Mr. John Walker.—Of the various substitutes for steam men-

tioned by Mr. Babcock, I would advise our members to let bisul-

phide of carbon alone.

I happened to be with Messrs. Poole & Hunt, of Baltimore, at

the time the experiments referred to were made. After the ex-

plosion, I personally aided in assisting Mr. Poole, and attending to

him and the other parties burnt and otherwise injured.

One of the sufferers was overcome with heat and gas. I had the
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presence of mind (knowing something about persons being gassed),

to take damp sand and put liis head into it, until the gas was ex-

haled from his system.

The experiments were a success until the explosion; the results

of the experiments were carefully compiled by a young man called

John D. Isaacs, and I believe published in pamphlet form by
Messrs. Poole & Hunt. The data were carefully taken, and are

very interesting, and my recollections are that they showed excellent

results. However, there are at least two reasons why we should

let bisulphide of carbon alone: First, everything about it smells

like a bone-yard : Second, the awful possibility of being blown to

Kingdom-come.

Mr. F. W. Taylor.—W\^\i I ask Mr. Walker to explain a little

more thoroughly his method of resuscitating men who have been

overcome by the effects of gas ?

Mr. Walker.—I learned of the treatment for persons when
gassed in the North of England, where it is used by the employes

about the blast-furnaces.

A i)ed of sharp sand (sea or lake sand, coarse quality preferred,

or very fine gravel will answer), say eighteen inches square and

nine inches deep, is prepared, thoroughly saturated with water. A
depression is formed in the center of this by scraping out (not com-

pressing) with the hand about the size of patient's head
;
place his

face in the soft depression so that he can breathe through the moist

sand, and the patient will usually recover in a short time. When
the patient is removed, exhalation of the gas can be plainly seen on

the sand in a greenish tint.

In addition to this treatment, stimulants have been administered

to the patient with good effect.

Mr. Kent.—What can be the theory of that method of cure \

Mr. Walker.—I am not a doctor, and profess to know very little

of the theory"- of this question.

It would seem, however, that the humidity of the air the patient

breathes tlirough the damp sand causes the gas to exhale sooner

than would be possible with the common atmosphere ; the damp air

at the same time cools the nostrils and parts affected.

Mr. G. M. Bond.—Is it necessary to have artificial respiration ?

Mr. Walker.—It is all the better to have it.

Mr. Crane.—I would like to state that the difficulties in refer-

ence to the bisulphide vapor are directly dependent upon how the

work with it is done. I was around the present motor two days,
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day and night, and could not tell that there was any bisulphide used.

It was kept in the generator and engine right along. It would

have been as difficult to set iire to it as it would have been to set

lire to a pile of ice. Every receptacle in which the bisulphide was

contained was surrounded with a steam-jacket. A steam-jacket is

a very good protector. There was no place in the working of the

engine where the gas was discharged. The vapor was retained.

We cannot admit as engineers that the world does not move on.

Steam itself made a great many enemies, because it cast some

smoke over the green fields of England at first, and frightened tiie

cows. Electricity has paralyzed a great laany men who did not

know how to go about their work, and so it has been with the sub-

stitutes for steam. Men have experimented and taught their suc-

cessors how to manage that motor.

Mr. Walker.—Some trouble was found, at the time to which I

refer, with the bisulphide of carbon itself. The bottom of the con-

denser would occasionally be filled with small crystals, mixed with

the lubricant which went to the condenser from th.e engine. These

crystals seemed to have formed in the condensing process. I might

add also, that all the working parts of stop-valves, pump, and engine,

that came in contact with the bisulphide of carbon in liquid or

gaseous condition, had to be of iron, and the stuffing-boxes were

made double—such as are used in ammonia-pumps, with a by-pipe

in the chamber to carry off any escaping vapor or liquid.

Mr. Cvwne.—There is a little exhaust-chamber in the stuffing-

box of the present motor—an ordinary stuffing box was used. Any
vapor or liquid which attempted to follow the rod out was sucked

right away to the condenser; of course, nothing was lost.

Mr. Geo. II. Barrus.—This subject would be incomplete without

further reference to an air-engine which is being developed in Bos-

ton. I refer to the engine designed by Messrs. Woodbury, Merrill

& Pattoti, and built by Mr. Joshua Merrill of Boston. Several of

these engines have been built and used, but they have not yet been

put on the market. The projectors have spent five years or more

in experimenting and perfecting the machine, and the desire to

realize to some extent the excellent results which the engine prom-

ises, has delayed its appearance before the public. It is claimed

that this form of air-engine is adapted for very large powers. One

engine has been running a factory in the town of Winchendon,

Mass., for three years, developing about ten net horse-power. The

last machine built, one which is now being used for experiment, de-
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Fig. 273.
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velops twenty net liorse-power. Tliis engine gives promise of a

consumption of 2i pounds of coal or less per net horse-power per

hour. The engine works on the same principle as the Stirling

engine, but in perfection of detail is far ahead of it. It has two

working cylinders, each of which is double-acting, and two
reverser plungers, which effect the transfer of air from the heater

Fie. 275

to the cooler. The pressure used is several atmospherep. A gen-

eral idea of the engine may be gained from the accompanying sec-

tional cuts, Figs. 272 and 273, appended to which are copies of in-

dicator diagrams, taken b}' the writer from one of the engines two
years ago, Fig. 275. The scale of the spring used is 30 pounds

per inch.
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3//\ Bdbcock.—Mr. Crane suggests* that the action of the heat

passing through the walls of the cylinder, instead of being put into

the fluid in the boiler, may alter the condition of the problem and

the formula. It will, but its only effect will be to reduce the pos-

sible economy. The condition of what is known as the Carnot

formula is that all the heat shall be imparted to the fluid at the

higher temperature at the beginning of the cycle; that what is

discharged shall be abstracted at the lower temperature at the end

of the cycle, and any variation from that reduces the possible econ-

omy. The amount of heat which could be carried through the

walls of the cylinder with only 100 degrees difference between the

internal and tlie external fluid, with the small conducting power of

the fluid itself, is very slight, and would produce no important

effect. As is well known, the object of a steam-jacket upon a steam-

engine cylinder is only to prevent internal condensation. It does

not increase the efficiency, but it reduces the quantity of the

steam used. There is a portion of the steam which gets through

without doing any work at all. Being condensed at the beginning

of the stroke, and evaporating at the end of the stroke, it is not

shown at all on the indicator cards. The steam-jacket tends to re-

duce that waste. It is probable that a steam-jacket on a vapor-

engine might have a similar effect, possibly in a greater proportion,

for the reason that the condensation of tiie vapor with its low latent

heat would be as great, or greater, notwithstanding the lower tem-

perature.

Mr. Crane seems to suppose that superheating would materially

alter the expansion line upon the indicator card. It would not.

The expansion of superheated steam varies from that of saturated

steam only slightly. Any vapor which is superheated sufficiently

to furnish all the heat converted into v>-ork during its expansion

without condensation will expand, according to what is called

Mariotte's law, the curve of the hyperbola, while the expansion

line of saturated steam, as shown by Rankine, varies from that only

as the tenth root of the ninth power, which is very slightly. The

formulae given in the paper are not intended to be applicable to actual

practice. They show, not actual econom\% but the greatest possible

econoniy theoretically to be obtained. The remarks which Mr. Crane

*Mr. Crane having withdrawn from the record the remarks to which this

reply refers, it might have been advisable to withdraw the reply also, but as it

covers some points not elsewhere treated in this connection, it has been thoue:ht

best to let it stand as spoken.
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attributes to Prof. Thurston and others refer to the fact that the for-

mula? we have are only for theoretical conditions, not for practical

conditions. In practice they would need to be very greatly reduced,

not increased. Gantt and Maury found in their investigations that

bisulphide vapor produced a small percentage of economy over
steam, not twenty per cent., as stated, nor even four per cent., as I

remeniber it; and that only when the bisulphide vapor was used
at 250 pounds to tlie inch, as compared to steam at a pressure of

120 pounds. This was unfair for steam. There is no reason why
we cannot use 250 pounds of steam as well as 250 pounds of bi-

sulphide vapor. I do not find any such admission as Mr. Crane
refers to, that under proper circumstances bisulphide Avould have
the advantage. In regard to the experiments reported from tlie

present motor, I have no reason at present to dispute figures. I

know nothing more about them. I do know that the parties have
refused to have competent investigations made of the engine. In
that respect they stand on a par with the Keely and the Paine
motors. The parties who called my attention to this bisulphide

motor, and for whom I went to see it, told me that Prof. Richards,

of Yale, and Prof. Trowbridge, of Columbia, had investigated it

and made a very favorable report, of which they promised to send
me a copy. This they neglected to do. AVhat the character of

Prof. Trowbridge's report would have been is seen in his contri-

bution to this discussion. It certainly cannot be considered favor-

able to the claims of the motor.

Mr. Kent asks in regard to electricity. S;^ience certainly does

point in that direction. It has been known for many years that

through what is known as the thermal battery we can convert heat

into electrical activity. Within a few years past a Frenchman,
I do not now recall his name, produced what he called briquetts,

composed of carbon and nitrate of potash wrapped in asbestos

cloth, which when thrown into the fire, so long as they continued to

burn, produced a continual stream of electricity, but, of course, at

too great a cost for practical use. Mr. Edison is at the present time

investigating in that line. I have great hopes that some time in

the future, it may not be very far, because we know that science

travels very fast nowadays, we shall be able to burn coal and con-

vert it directly into electricity, instead of, as we do now, indirectly

through the steam-engine.

In reply to Mr. Walker, I would say, I have never seen anv re-

sults from the binarj' engine—which in itself is far ahead of the
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simple bisulpliide engine—which compare favorably with the best

results obtained bj the compound steam-engine. There is no

doubt but that a wasteful steam-engine, and all our steam-engines

are wasteful, may be converted into a more economical engine by

adding to it another cylinder, in which bisulphide of carbon or other

vapor may be used. It is also well known that equal if not better

results can be obtained by using the steam in the additional cylin-

der before condensing it ; and now they tell us that by using three

cylinders, or triple expansion, they are securing wonderful results

iu the way of economy by steam alone, better than anything that

has ever been talked of, even for bisulphide, so that we do not need

to go outside of theory yet to account for accomplished results.

As to the means of preventing the escape of objectionable vapor

from the engine, there has nothing been invented recently. The
means described b}^ Mr. Crane are precisely the same as were used

by Mr. Ellis, and tiiey were precisely the same as those used by

Laboreau, many years previously. While this engine at Lowell

was in the hands of experts in its use, it was quite possible, per-

haps, to keep the vapor within bounds, but immediately that such

an engine was put into the hands of an ordinary workman it would

be found to be an exceedingly dangerous thing.

Prof. Trowbridge, working in a different way, has arrived at the

same result, and has clearly demonstrated that no difference in econ-

omy is to be attained b}' substituting other vapors for steam. He,

however, suggests that there may possibly be slight practical gains

if it can be shown that there is less condensation in the cylinder

—

the greatest known source of loss in the steam-engine. I fear,

however, that little hope can be indulged in this direction, for

the great density of the vapor will, probably, more than compen-

sate for its lower temperature. The density of the CS^ vapor is

4.22 times that of steam at same pressure, while at the temperature

of the condenser, at which the cjdinder remains at least one-half

the time, it is 50 times as great. It is reasonable to suppose that

because of this comparative density its action in cooling the cylin-

der is much greater than that of steam, necessitating a greater con-

densation to restore the heat at the beginning of the next stroke.

The cards given above sustain this expectation, as the expansion

curve is farther removed from the theoretical than in a steam-

jacketed steam-cylinder, even though the difference in tiie temper-

ature in jacket and cylinder is much greater than in the case of

steam. The vapors of ether and chloroform are much denser than
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that of carbon-bisulpiiide, tliat of alcohol less so, but still tar in

excess of steam.

Prof. Trowbridge very correctly concludes that it is not my in-

tention to predict the future supplanting of steam for power by
the air-engine, but the probability looks clearer to me tlian to him.
The difficulties which he enumerates are alre:idy in part overcoine.
The gas-engines of to-day dsvelop as much power with a given
size of cylinder as do the steam-engines. The great difference

between initial and final pressure is an element of economy, and as

has been shown by Mr. C. T. Porter, with a properly proportioned
engine, employing an impulse at each reciprocation, such differ-

ence is needed to produce uniformity of rotative effect. The diffi-

culty of heating the air is not found in a gas-engine, but no
sufficient means of cooling it has yet been devised.

It is true, as stated by Ilirn and others, that the regenerator is

of no use in an air-engine working under conditions of maximum
efficiency, Ijccanse in that case the air would be discharged at the
same temperature at w^hich it was received. But that condition is

difficult, if not impossible, to attain. The regenerator affords a
means of vsecuring an approximation thereto.

2fr. Geo. H. Bahcocl:.'^—Prof. Hutton lias handed to me since

the meeting the following table, giving performances of the Rider
engine mentioned in the paper contributed by the Delamater Iron
Works, by the courtesy of Thos. J. Rider

:

SIZES AND PERFORMANCE OF RIDER ENGINES AS MADE BY THE
DELAMATER IRON WORKS.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Nominal
Power Piston.

Revolutions
pur minute.

Work Perform
«'d in (iallon.-i.

Water raised 50
feet per hour.

Coal con-
sumed

per hour.

Work
done in

Horsi-
power.

Cojil per
Horse-

power per
hour.

Weight of
Engine.Size.

Dia. stroke.

5"

6"

8"

10"

5"

Si"

lOi"

7"

9i"

12"

14i"

100—160

80—120

80-1-20

80—110

350 gallons.

1000 "

2000 "

3000 "

3 lbs.

5 '•

7 "

9 "

0.07

0.21

0.42

0.64

40.3 lbs.

23.8 "

16.6 "

14.2 "

1050 Ib.^.

1800 "

2700 "

3600 "

I have calculated and added columns 7 and 8, showin'^>- the 1 lorsc-

* Contributed since the adjournment of the meeting.

47
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power exerted and the cost of the liorsc-power in pounds of coal

per liour. The liorse-power thns calculated is the efficient work

done, The indicated power must necessarily be much larger in

engines doing so small an amount of work. The pounds of coal

per horse-power are therefore not comparable with the performance

of larger engines per indicated horse-power. Considering the

small power exerted, the economy is all that could be expected.

Since the above paper was prepared and read, Chief Engineer

Isherwood, of the United States Navy, has published in the Frcmlc-

lin Institute Journal^ June, 1886, the results of a series of inter-

esting experiments made at the Navy Yard by Chief Engineers

Theodore Zeller and George P. Hunt, with an engine in which air

was pumped into the steam-chest under the same pressure as the

steam, and expanded in connection therewith in the cylinder. The

results show that for the same amount of total power developed,

the amount of feed-water required was precisely the same when
air was used as when it was not. Mr. Isherwood thinks there

should have been a difference in favor of the air, owing to the

well-known action of air when mixed witli steam to retard conden-

sation, and accounts for the want of any economy in the experi-

ment on the supposition that there was no intimate mixture within

the cylinder. He argues that, in order to secure any of the advan-

tages which might with propriety be expected in a non-condensing

engine, it is necessary to produce the most intimate mixture

between the air and steam, and that for that purpose some aj)par-

atus, more or less complicated, will be required. The article and

the experiments referi-ed to fully sustain the position taken in the

paper in speaking of the Cloud engine.

After the close of the discussion, the annexed indicator cards (Eig.

250) were handed to me, without the dotted lines, as illustrating

tests referred to by Mr. Crane of what is known as the " Triple

Thermic Motor," with a request that I give my opinion in regard to

the same. A pamphlet was also circulated among the members giv-

ing a full report of certain tests. This pamphlet includes the same

diagrams and three other sets quite similar. At the very outset, in

this report, we come upon an extraordinary phenomenon. It is

stated that the pressure in the vapor generator was SO lbs., and that

the cards show, in all cases, 85 lbs. pressure in the engine cylinder,

which curious condition is specially referred to and attributed to

the superheating of the vapor within the open conduit on its way

from the generator to the cylinder. We have, then, to assume, if
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the cards and data are correct, that the vapor flowed continuonsly

from a vessel at 80 lbs. pressure into another at 85 lbs.—something

quite new in nieclianies. It is not probable that the steam-gauge

upon the generator was wrong. The pressure of the steam in the

enveloping jacket is given at 20 lbs. and the corresponding differ-

ence in temperature between the two sides of tiie evaporating sur-

faces is stated to be 5°. Certainly, tlien, 80 lbs. is the highest

pressure of vapor which couUl be maintained when the engine was
running at full power. Indeed, it is questionable if a difference of

only 5^ in temperature between the two sides of the generator

would be sufhcient to evaporate the quantity of fluid required.

ga H. P. each Cyi'nder- 184^

2Cyi., /4r2^i'ifK, 1 10 Rev.

Fig. 250.

These facts, together %vith inspection of the cards—each one of

which shows a sharp limit at exactly 85 lbs. pressure—indicate,

with almost the clearness of mathematical demonstration, that

something was the matter with the instrument used ; that the

spring of the indicator was very much lighter than it purported

to be, and was provided with a stop which limited its movement

to 2J inches from its normal position. This consideration utterly

vitiates the test and all the conclusions drawn from it, as the horse-

power developed must have been much less than estimated, and

might have been any amount below that stated. This is also

demonstrated by the fact that the load upon the engines was 138
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Thompson & Houston arc lights. Now according to Thompson's

Dynamo-Electric Machinery, p. 200, a " 2,000 candle-power

"

Thompson & Houston arc lamp requires from 45 to 46 vAts,

E. M. F., which at 9.6 amperes (the current stated) gives 437 watts

or .585 H. P. per lamp, or 80.8 horse-power for the 138 lamps

used. Add. 20 H. P. for engines and shafting and we have, say,

100 H. P. as the probable load.

The report assumes to prove that the triple thermic motor
" actually converted into power 17.8 per cent, of the total heat which

passed through the engine." This statement is repeated three times,

and seems to be viewed as settling the question of the great value

of the CS.2 vapor. Now this is within less than one-half of one per

cent, of the highest possible results attainable in a perfect engine

with no losses whatever, working at that range of temperatm*e.

The expansion curves which I have placed upon the cards show

conclusively that no sucli approximation could possibly occur.

These have been calculated for the dS^i vapor, and on the scale of

40 as given for the cards. As this is, doubtless, too large a scale,

the proper curve would show even greater losses in the develop-

ment of the power. These curves also show that the assumption

that one-third or any other large proportion of the heat passed

through the sides of the cylinder from tiie steam-jacket to the

vapor, or that this, or any other cause, increased the average press-

ure within the cylinder above that due to the ordinary action of

expansion, is wholly without foundation.

In liis dis3ussion, Mr. Crane referred to the investigations of

Messrs. Gantt and Maury as showing a great gain for bisulphide-

of-carbon vapor, and the report referred to makes the statement

that these investigations " demonstrated that, under conditions

suitable to the CS^ vapor, the latter might generate 60 per cent,

more power than steam with the use of a cylinder having only yV^j

the capacity of the assumed steam-cylinder. The same experi-

menters admitted that the only considerations counteracting this

immense gain in the use of CS^ vapor were those arising from the

possible danger from the inflammable character of the fluid, and its

odor and corrosive action upon iron when exposed alternately to

the vapor and air." It needs only a reference to the discussion in

question (
Van Nostrand^s Magazine, vol. 31, pp. 431, 432), to see

the disingenuousness of this statement and to refute it completely.

The " conditions suitable " were an initial pressure of the CS^

vapor of 254.9 lbs. as against 120.2 for steam, and the facts were
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that witli this enormous advantage in pressure the CS^ vapor devel-

oped 60 per cent, more power per cubic meter of vapor at initial

pressure, with nearly nine times as much weight as of the steam, or

the same power in a cylinder of 55 per cent, capacity. It will be
noticed that these data have nothing to do with the economy.
Under these circumstances Gantt and Maury say :

" The vapor of

bisulphide of carbon gives a gain in efficiencij of 3.71 per cent.

They also say (italics as given) : '' if we limit the maximum press-

ure to that employed in the steam-engine, steam is the most evident

fluid we can use. The relative size of cylinder necessary to pro-

duce the same power is smaller for steam than it is for non-aqueous
vapors when all have the same initial pressure."

Apropos of the reference in the paper to the production of elec-

tricity directly from boat, a step in that direction seems to have
been made by Mr. Willard E. Case, of Auburn, N. Y., to whom a

patent has been issued since the meeting for a thermal battery, con-

sisting of metallic tin on a plate of carbon for one electrode, and
a plate of carbon surrounded by porous terra-cotta for the other,

the battery being filled with a mixture of alcohol and hydro-
chloric and chromic acids. When heat is applied to this battery it

gives off a current of electricity until all the tin is converted into

protochloride. On being allowed to cool, the chemical action is

reversed and the battery restored to its original condition. This
alternate action is said to be capable of being carried on indefi-

nitely
;
but no facts are yet available as to the proportion of the heat

expended which is converted into electricity by the apparatus.
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CCXXI.

THE TRAINING OF A DYNAMIC ENGINEER IN
WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY, ST. LOUIS.

BY CALVIN M. WOODWAED, ST. LOUIS, MO.

The complete course of ti'aining supplied by this university con-

sists of three distinct stages, which will be briefly presented in suc-

cession.

It is proper that an account of these stages should be prefaced

with tlie statement that as yet no students have passed through

the third stage. It is but recently organized, and ne.xt year will

be the first in which all will be in simultaneous operation. We
logically began at the bottom and have now reached the topmost

story. The first and second stages have been tested and their

value confirmed by successful experience. Of the value of the final

stage, we have no question.

The primary course of instruction is given in the Manual Train-

ing School, occupying three years, from the age of 15 to 18 on the

average. The second stage covers four years of undergraduate

instruction in the Polytechnic School, from 18 to 22, at the end of

which the successful student receives tlie non-professional degree

of " Bachelor of Engineering." The final stage covers one year of

what may be called graduate study and investigation, the comple-

tion of which entitles the student to the degree of " Dynamic
Engineer."

The Manual Training School was established as a distinct and
separate preparatory depaitmejit in 1879.

Our Polytechnic School was organized sixteen years ago. At
first the departments of Civil and .Mechanical Engineering were

combined in one. Three years ago they were separated and the

broader and more appropriate name of Dynamic Engineering was

adopted. The name is respectfully commended to the considera-

tion of this society. In England and largely in this country, a

mechanical engineer is j/fr^^J of all a machinist ; secondly, a draughts-

man
; and thirdly, he is more or less (generally rather less) familiar
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with matlieniatics and theoretical mechanics. A dynamic engineer

should be tlioroughlj grounded in all—in the theory as well as in

the practice of the great prime movers which serve to develop the

forces of nature.

I. THE MANUAL TRAINING SCHOOL.

This scliool gives systematic instruction in mathematics, science,

language and literature, drawing and shop-practice. All of these

five subjects enter into the programme of every day for every boy,

two hours of school time being devoted to the shop, and one hour to

each of the other four subjects. The school year consists of about

one hundred and ninety days net; the home study varies from

two to three hours daily, being the greatest with the highest class.

The course in mathematics is not unlike that in the high-schools

and academies which prepare boys for college. Arithmetic, alge-

bra, geometry, mensuration, and some plane trigonometry. In

science or applied mathematics, comes a science primer, physical

geography, botany, elementary physics (including the construction

and use of simple apparatus and the determination of laws induc-

tively), chemistry (with very little laboratory practice, though we

hope gradually to introduce more), physiology and book-keeping.

The literary work consists of history, rhetoric, Latin, French,

and English classics. Those boys who do not propose to take a

liigher course in a college or polytechnic school, may omit Latin

and French, giving the time to more history, English composition,

and political economy.

DRAWING.

Penmanship and lettering come under the head of drawing,

which is practical rather than artistic in its aim, in view of tiie

principle that the artistic should always follow the practical. The

former is intricate, requiring maturity and familiarity with element-

ary principles; the latter is simple, plain and intelligible to every

boy of ffteen years, and so far as known, it has never been shown

before what boys of fourteen and fifteen are capable of in the art

of drawing. We begin with orthographic projections of simple

objects, generally modifications of geometric forms, requiring three

views consistently drawn. This is all free-hand work on black-

board, or pencil work on paper. This training enables the boys to

make and read their shop-drawings from the very first. Their

first instrumental work is on stretciied paper with ink, and con-

sists in learning to draw straight and curved lines in ink, clear.
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iinn and true. Free-hand sketches of simple articles which have

details of simple shape, such as speed lathes, center rests, face

plates, etc., are next followed by instrnmental drawings of the

same to exact scale, accompanied by a sheet of "ligiired" details

and sections.

The drawing of the second year is all on stretched paper, and

largely instrumental or brush work. Representations of blocks,

plain, truncated or intersecting, drawn in strict orthographies ;
flat

tinting, isometrics, lettering, borders; a machine (from the object)

with details ;
architectural details and ornament.

The third year drawing begins with two sheets of geometrical

exercises, a sheet of line shading with shades and shadows; a

sheet of brnsh shading of cones, cylinders, spheres, toruses, etc.

The final exercise is the drawing from the object by actual meas-

urement of a large engine, machine, or structure. This is first

sketched and measured, then drawn and shaded with a brush.

Tins drawing is as finished as the boy can make it, and shows tiie

result of the course. A tracing on cloth is taken of the outline

work. Nowhere in this course do we teach linear perspective or

descriptive geometry. The very simple exercises in intersections,

screws, developments, and shadows are regarded only as geometri-

cal exercises.

Throughout the drawing course, the character of the shop work

going on at the same time, and its accompanying working drawing,

is kept steadily in view.

SHOP WOEK.

The shop practice extends over a very wide field, but like the

drawing which runs parallel with it, it is all required of every boy

in the school, no matter what his plans for the future may be. It

occupies two hours a day for five days each week.

The 380 hours of the first year are devoted to wood, at the bench

and at the lathe. Joinery, with wood-carving, gluing, inside and

outside turning, forms of beauty and forms of strength, constitute

the series. Tlie year ends with the construction of an article,

original or copied, which shall embody as many of the steps already

learned as ])ossible. Incidentally the pupils keep up the stock of

handles, mallets, clamps, trestles, and shelving in the establishment,

though the great majority of exercises are of a purely abstract

character.

The size of a shop division is limited to twenty-four boys, undei-
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tlie charge of a single tcaelier, and tlie daily lesson is uniform for

the division. A working drawing of the piece or model required is

first made and explained by the teacher of the division. Every boy
copies the drawing in his special bi>ok, and henceforth works from
the drawing. The piece is then executed by the teacher in the

presence of the class. Attention is called to the order in which the

steps are taken, what tools are used, and how new processes are

combined with old ones. The boys then execute the task, each for

himself, with or without special direction or help from the teacher.

Boys who work rapidly and well, put their spare time after linishing

their exercises into '* extras," which generally combine the stei)S

already' learned, in some article of use or beauty. The slowest boy
generally hands in an unfinished piece. The results are criticised,

compared, and graded on an absolute scale where 100 per cent,

means reasonable pei-fection.

The aim is to nuxster the range of every tool, aiul to cultivate the

habit of aiuilyzing complicated processes into simple elements. A
high degree of skill is not aimed at, the chief immediate object

being an intelligent mastery of every step and every tool.

By a similar method forging is learned during the middle year.

The elementary processes of the forge are learned one at a time,

with just enough practice to fix them iiidelibly on the mind and to

secure a moderate degree of skill. We have found it extremely use-

ful in giving exact knowledge of forms, and in teaching how to

strike and how to hold pieces under tlie hammer, to use bars of cold

lead in a preliminary exercise. The time apparently lost on a lead

exercise is more than made good by the material and time saved in

the subsequent forgings of iron and steel. The necessity of keep-

ing up the supply of forging tools, and of the construction of a set

of lathe tools, cold chisel and steel dog, gives all the variety neces-

sary for a course of mere instruction. The size of a working divi-

sion during the second year is reduced to twenty-two ; hence the

shop contains but twenty-two forges, anvils, and sets of tools. A
total of only 285 hours is given to the forging shop. The remain-

ing 95 hours of the second year are given to pattern-making,

mouldino^, castings (with plaster or lead), brazing and soldering.

In connection with soldering comes practice in cutting sheet metal

for special shapes, and spinning. This work is done in strict con-

nection with their drawing of intersections and the developments

of surfaces.

The shop practice of the third year is in the Machine and Fitting
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Sliop. The maximum size of a working division is liere reduced to

twenty, atid yet it has been found impossible to adhere strictly to

uniform lessons, for the reason that it is practically out of the ques-

tion to furnish twenty complete sets of machine tools. We have

found our wants fairly met by twelve engine lathes, four speed

lathes, two drills, two planers, and twelve vises. As one man is

always detailed to keep the tool shop, nineteen are to be kept at

work at once. ISTevertheless, a large degree of uniformity is secured

by means of systematic class instruction on the different tools, and

then systematic rotation in the exercises. In the use of the planers

and drills, a boy is iirst learner and then teacher. The series of

exercises which we use are the results of large experience in devising

such work as shall prove most instructive, and best serve to develop

the full capacity of every hand and machine tool. The exercises

occupy fully four-fifths of the year, and include the use of every

tool in the shop.

The last few weeks are devoted to construction. In some cases

new patterns are constructed, in others old patterns, made during

the second year, are used, and from the castings (made elsewhere)

articles of some complexity and real utility are constructed. During

the present year the senior class is engaged in the construction of

three upright engines, several jack screws, an emery grinder, and

several pieces of brass work. The abstract exercises, however, cov-

ered the shop work from the first of September to the middle of

April. These engines and other articles are not made with any

view to an income. Our purpose in their construction is to give

the students themselves an opportunity to see how fully their exer-

cises have prepared them for such constructive work ; and on the

other hand, to teach them that, no matter how comprehensive their

experience may be, a new article may involve new problems which

can be solved only by thoughtful study and the exercise of good

judgment.

As to our policy of not carrying on a commercial establishment;

of taking no (contracts; and of not setting out to manufacture for

any market—reference will be made later on. It may be now said

that we have found our present system of uniform exercises : 1.

More fruitful in general skill; 2. Better adapted for teaching

method and precision ; 3. More economical as admitting of a larger

number of students simultaneously under one instructor.

Such, then, are the chief features of the Manual Ti-aining School.

It was not established, nor is it conducted, as a school for the pri-
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marj training of inechanical engineers alone. It is a school for gen-

eral training. It is assumed that pupils entering its junior class

are too young and undeveloped to decide the all-important question :

—what occupation or career in life shall he select. By the end of

its three-years' course, however, the bent or natural aptitude of a

boy is generally found, if he has one. If he combines a love for

practical work with strong mathematical power, then he has the

prerequisite of an engineer. Thus far those who have entered the

Polytechnic School as students in the course of dynamic engineering

have had good reasons for their selection.

II. THE UNDEKGKADUATE COURSE IN THE POLYTECHNIC SCHOOL.

During the freshman and sophomore years, the course is in

common with that of the civil and mining engineers. Higher

algebra, and geometry, trigonometry, and analytical geometry in

pure mathematics, descriptive geometry, with its applications to

spherical projections, shades, shadows, perspective and masonry
;

physics, theoretical and practical ; chemistry, theoretical and prac-

tical ; surveying, modern languages, modern literature ;
constitu-

tional government ; mineralogy ; elocution ; free hand and higher

mechanical drawing. As compared with other technical schools,

our course is marked as particularly full and thorough in descrip-

tive geometry and its applications.

It has long appeared to the writer that educators have failed to

appreciate either the disciplinary or the practical value of descrip-

tive geometry. In his judgment, it has no equal as an aid to the

geometrical imagination, a quality invaluable to an engineer. Then,

ao-ain, the ffreat value of its clear and direct methods is shown

when they are used to illustrate the parallel and analytical proposi-

tions. When a student realizes that every problem in the geometry

of space iias two solutions, one analytic, the other graphic
;
and

when he is sufficiently familiar with both to use one as a check

upon the other, then and then only has he the proper command of

the mathematical tools of engineering.

At the beginning of the third year of the Polytechnic, the stu-

dents enter upon their professional studies in separate divisions.

The dynamic engineers are by themselves in the study of electric-

ity, machinery, and mill-work, in which they regularly have five

exercises per week. In common with the other students, they

take up the calculus and applied mechanics. Four exercises per
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week for tlie entire yeur are not too mucb for a working knowledge
of the differential and integral calculus.

Two exercises a week for the junior year, and four per week
for the senior year, are given to graphical statics and Rankine's ap-

plied mechanics, in connection with a large collection of illustrative

examples. During the senior year Rankine's Steam Engine and

other Prime Movers is thoroughly read and illustrated.

In connection with electricity and mill-work and the prime

movers come both drawing and laboratory work.

Throughout the junior and senior years there is systematic

work in the laboratory of dynamic engineering. By actual experi-

ments the students become familiar with the strength and elas-

ticity' of engineering materials, and the power of motors, as deter-

mined by a variety of dynamometers. A great deal of attention

is paid to the question of the efficiency of machines.

In common with the other eno-ineers, the dvnamic students take

political economy and the study of English style during the senior

year.

Throughout the course, in all subjects which admit of such'

treatment, graphical and analytical methods are employed side by

side.

We have found the facility with which students can construct

apparatus at the shop a great help in all their experimental v/ork.

In designing and planning new pieces, a knowledge of moulding,

forging, and machine tool work is simply invaluable.

So far as possible, Ave rely upon knowledge at iirst hand, uj^on

primitive judgment, from contact with materials and forms, instead

of getting ideas from books and verbal descriptions. The solution

of ideal problems and the planning of works, under purely ideal

conditions, is comparatively an easy matter. The difficulties lie in

expressing 7'eal conditions in mathematical language, and in giving

to each element of the real \iYo\)\em its just weight of influence.

The writers of books have too generally confined themselves to

ideal problems ; and, though they are careful to say that their

results are only approximately true for real problems, they give no

hint as to the degree of approximation. It is not till a student has

tried his hand at putting in all the conditions, with their proper

weight, that he realizes the full meaning of the word a]iproxima- .

tion. No student can need this training more than the dynamic

engineer. In static engineering the conditions are far more sim-

ple. It is only when we deal with unbalanced forces and moving
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bodies that we enconiiter tlic greatest difficulties. It is for tliesc

reasons that we attach great value to our laboratory work in phys-

ics and applied mechanics.

In the previou course the students are made familiar with the

manipulation of the engine. In this course the discussions upon

the making and using of steam are illustrated by the examina-

tion and frequent tests of furnaces and engines in and near St.

Louis.

If a student did not receive his preliminary training at a Manual

Training School, he is required to spend four hours per week, for

the whole four years, in the shops. If the shop training came

in the preparatory course, the laboratory work of the freshman

and sophomore years is devoted to drawing, physics and chemis-

try.

The shop exercises of undergraduate students differ in no im-

portant respect from those of the Manual boys. They are older

and of course make more progress in the same number of hours.

III. THE GRADUATE YEAR IN THE POLYTECHNIC SCHOOL.

The required work of the additional year, which is intended to

render one worthy of public confidence as a dynamic engineer, is

partly theoretical in the realms of heat and electricity, and partly

practical in connection with 'further use of apparatus, and in criti-

cal examinations and analytical reports of existing mechanical

plants. Such reports take the form of professional papers, and

will be subject to the severest criticism on the part of the profes-

sors. Here, most appropriately comes in examination of prices,

and estimates of cost of material, workmanship, and labor.

The laboratory work will take the form of research, instead of

being chiefly illustrative, as during the undergi-aduate stage of

training. The character and equipment of the "Laboratory of

Applied Mechanics and DyTiamic Engineering," which it is pro-

posed to construct. during the present year, is oittlined in the

following sketch from a report recently adopted by the Faculty :

3. The Department of Dynamics can never be what it ought to be without a

suitable Laboratory of Dynamic Engineering. Such a laboratory should contain

a large variety of apparatus for testing and illustrating the principles of the

mechanics of engineering. For the first time in the history of the Polytechnic

School, we are in a condition to appreciate and use such a laboratory. More than

three-fourths of the students in dynamic engineering next year will be graduates
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of the Manual Training School, and, therefore, familiar with the use of tools and

machinery. The time whicb in the past studcnis have given to bhop-work,

should in their case be given to work iu the proi)OSHd laboratory.

Tbe following is a partial list of the apparatus needed in the proposed

laboratory :

(«.) Machines for testing the strength, elasticity, and durability of the materials

of engineering, such as wood, bricks, stones, cements, iron, steel, and alloys.

(6.) Dynamometers, such as springs, brakes, gears, indicators, etc., for deter-

mining the power of a motor, or the energy transmitted, or tiiat used by a

particular machine or process.

(c.) Water-wheels and turbines, in connection with tanks and dynamometers.

(d.) Pumps, cylindrical and centrifugal, for lifjuids and for air, in connection

with tanks and dynamometers.

(e.) A high-speed steam engine with a steam jacket and a condenser.

(/.) Special apparatus for testing lubricants and the coefficients of friction.

{g.} Calorimeters of various liinds for determining the specific heats of .=olids,

liquids, and gases; also for determining the vaporizing heats of liquids in com-

mon use.

(h.) Electric dynamos and motors, and electrical plant in general.

Much of this apparatus we ah-eady have, in one shape and an-

other, scattered about in different buildings^.

In common with the students in civil and in mining engineering,

the dynamic students will make a thorough study of thermody-

namics, and engage in such practical applications of the theory as

can be conducted in the laboratory or found at accessible points

outside.

A certain amount of elective work will be offered during the fifth

year, which it is hoped will prove very valuable. There will be

opportunity for an extended study of the metallurgy of iron and

steel, with a view of determining their engineering value from

chemical tests and a knowledge of constituents and the methods of

manufacture. Exercises in designing machines to perform speci-

fied work, and in planning various mechanical establishments under

given conditions, extend through the year.

One of the chief features of the graduate year will consist in the

preparation of the professional thesis. In the past, the students

have been compelled to attempt the preparation of a thesis before

the principles, which ought to be employed, have been sufficiently

mastered to render their intelligent use reasonable. Not till the

time when the thesis was to be finished did the student feel pre-

pared to begin it. As a consequence of this change, of requiring

only a literary or scientific essay on the reception of the degree of

" Bachelor," and of the postponement of the thesis till the follow-

ing year, we expect a much higher grade of woi-k, and occasionally
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some really valuable discussions. By thus reducino; iniieh of our

work to the plane of professional life, we hope to shorten the pro-

bationary period of an engineer.

Having- thus briefly outlined the three stages of our methods of

training dynamic engineers, no defence of its character will be

entered into. The Manual Training School stands in need of the

Polytechnic to supplement its work, as truly as the Polytechnic

stands in need of the Manual to properly prepare students for its

ministi'ations. Purely manual work is elementary in character ; it

is only the close reasoning about such work that requires maturlt}-,

and only those who have tried our plan, can know how helpful it is

to the polytechnic student to be familiar with the manipulations

of practical mechanics.

All that was said a year ago by Prof. Alden, in regard to the

wholesome intellectual effect of combining theory and practice, is

cordially endorsed by the writei-. Even on the intellectual side

there is no waste of time, in either the earlier or the later stages of

our training. The reasonableness of every step in the course is

evident to every one who enters upon it. On two points only need

more be said.

THE POLICY OF THE SHOP.

One point is the old one of the policy of the shops in Avhich the

students receive their manual or tool instruction and practice. It

must be borne in mind that our shop practice comes as a rule during

the preparatory stage, while the student is in the Manual Training

School. We may, therefore, still speak of the students as boys.

Prof. Alden believes in a commercial shop where real business is

done, and where commercial standards are used. He admits that

" such a plan would not have been developed as the outgrowth of

a school,'^ and says it was made a necessary condition of the accept-

ance of the donation for the establishment of the shop. Neverthe-

less, he appears to regard it as the best means for secuiMug the end

sought, viz., the education and training of the students in practical

mechanics. According to Prof. Alden, the question is, " whether

shop sliall, frst, be a place where business is done, in order that

there may be something practical for the students to learn, or

whether it shall be a place fitted with tools, where only their use

and the processes of shop practice are taught." lie decides for the

former ; here we have decided for the latter.
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Thejirfit tiling to do in the sliops of a school is to teach the use of

tools and the processes of the arts; the rniestion of what shall be

done with the incidental products is a secondary matter. Our exer-

cises are so designed that their execution shall be as instructive as

possible, and not at all with a view to sale. We cannot afford to

fill orders; the moment a boy is fit to fill an order involving only

old exercises, he must turn his attention to new ones. We aim to

put but one article upon the market, viz., hoi/s.

Not that we hold, as Prof. Alden appears to think, that the sale

of an article produced as an exercise " would in some wa}^ render

the practice unfit to be associated with a school." We make no

attempt to sell their drawings, their surveys, their English essays,

their physical apparatus, or their chemical analyses; so we do not

aim to sell their shop work. I thiidc the policy of deliberately

manufacturing for the market is unwise or mischievous in three

ways

:

1. The orders which the superintendent can get, and the sequence

in which begets them, are greatly inferior in the opportunities they

offer for logical treatment and fullness of instruction to the orders

which he is capable of designing.

2. The pecuniary risk involved in the execution of a delicate

operation on a large or complicated article, is liable to lead the

skilled instructor to do with his own hands in every case, what each

student should have a chance to practice upon for himself.

3. In spite of all efforts to the contrary, the filling of actual

orders is sure to involve not only a dearth of the most instructive

processes, but an excess of the simpler steps, continued practice in

which ceases to be of any subjective value, and which therefore re-

sults in a waste of time and loss of interest. [It must be borne

steadily in mind that I am not speaking of learning a trade ; I am
speaking of the training of an engineer.]

All of the shop teachers were trained in business shops, one of

them at the Worcester Institute, and yet after several years of ex-

perience in which they have combined exercises of their own design,

with the execution of projects more or less complicated and quite

analogous to outside orders, they are more and more in favor of

their own exercises for the purpose of instruction.

As regards the interest which students take in their work, we

have found no lack of it in judicious exercises. I have heard of a

lack of interest upon a chipping and filing exercise which lasted
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several weeks, and wliich was generally left unfinished. At the same
time we liav^e no objection to putting to actual use such of our ex-

ercises as will admit of it During the past year, every student of

the graduating class. of the Manual Training School has been re-

quired to make, as a lathe exercise, three small and three large bolts

with their nuts. Now the first bolt finished was likely to be poor;

the last in each set was likely to be good. Such being the case, we
had no wish for the class to make mora Our object was secured.

We could not stop to make more, even to fill an order. With a

full knowledge of all the facts, a St Louis firm, of whom we bought

iron and steel, offered to let us have all the material we needed for

this exercise if we would let them liave the finished bolts when we
were through with them. This offer we acce})ted purely in the

interest of economy.

THE STUDY OF MONEY VALUES.

Secondly, I wish to consider an argument offered by the superin-

tendent of the " Miller Manual Labor School " in Virginia. He says

in his catalogue of 1885 :
'' We consider it part of the instruction

of the shop to teach boys the value of labor, the increased value of

skilled labor, and the still greater value of an educated mind guid-

ing a trained hand." And again :
" We feel sure that no course of

shop instruction will be complete that does not take cognizance of

the value of material and the value of labor." It is probable that

by " valae " is meant money value.

This sounds well, and the object aimed at is worthy, but I doubt

their success in this direction. A learner can get no correct idea of

the money value of his time or of the education he is getting. His

time is well spent in learning, even if he sj)ends six hours in doing

what an expert would do in less than one. Take mechanical draw-

ing, for instance: A boy at school makes but one good drawing of

a kind. He knows how long it took him to do it, but he does not

know how long it would take him to duplicate it ; much less does

he know what an experienced draughtsman can do. Speed comes

with long practice, which a school ought not to try to giva It is

the same with shop work.

As to his making a just comparison between skilled and unskilled

labor, and between an ignorant and an educated workman, it is

clearly out of the question. Only long experience in employing

and directing workmen of all grades of intelligence and skill, gives

48
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opportunity for reliable judgment on these points. Of course our

bo^^s /ee/the difference between knowing and not knowing, between

tlioughtfulness and thoughtlessness ; but the money value of that

difference is beyond their horizon. So in their study of politi-

cal economy they get ideas about wages, and the value of skill,

both mental and manual, but such ideas cannot be called knowl-

edge until confirmed by personal experience in the real work of

life.

ISTeither do I think much is to be gained in discussing the cost of

materials. Economy may be taught even if the material costs

nothing. We can teach intrinsic values without meddling with

market values. The former are permanent, the latter fluctuating,*

It is only during our third stage of training, in the fifth or grad-

uate year, when the would-be engineer is preparing directly for the

responsibilities of professional life, that a systematic consideration

of market values finds appropriate place.

In conclusion, let it be said that there are many things which

cannot be taught or learned at school. A West Point cadet can-

not be drilled in the presence of fl.ying bullets and bursting shells

;

though exercise under such conditions is the "real business," the

"something practical," which the real soldier must some time learn.

The law student argues before a "moot" court; it is only the

lawyer who engages in real business before a real court. So the

medical student amputates and dissects dead men, leaving living

people to those who, worthily or unworthily, have received their

diplomas.

In like manner, while an engineering school can successfully

teach and train students in the details of shop work, as a matter of

applied mechanics and practical mechanism, we shall ijot wisely

undertake to train them in the actual transaction of business. Such

training lies outside the walls of even an engineering school ; and

any attempt to bring it in is sure, in my opinion, to result in deep-

seated errors, in false estimates, and in the diminished regard for

those intrinsic values, those immutable laws, and those permanent

factors which are of universal use, which most reward careful

study, and which form the only secure basis for good engineering.

* Learning market values is like coniinittiiig to memory the ])opulivtion of

towns in geography. I can remember that as a boy I learned the useful fact

that St. Louis had 25,000 inhabitants !
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APPENDIX Vir.

MANUAL TRAINING SCHOOL.

.lUNIOll CLASS.

Arithmetic, completed. Algebra, to Equations.

English Language, its Structure and Use. Study of Selected Pieces. History

of the Unitt'd States.

Latin, Grammar and Reader mny be tukeii in place of English.

Huxlerj's Introduction to Science. Physical Geography. Botany.

Drawing, jNleclianical and Fiee-liaiid. Penmanship.
Carpentry and Join ry. Wood-curving. Wood-turning. Pattern-making.

MIDDLE CLA88.

Algebra, tlirough Quadratics. Geometry begun.

Natural Philosophy. Experimental work in the Physical Laboratory. Principles

of Mechanics.

English Composition and Literature. Rltetoric. English History.

La'.in [CaesarJ may be taken in place of English and History.

Z)ra?ci«(/, Line-shading and Tinting, Macliines. Development of Surfaces, Free-

hand Detail Drawing. Isometric Projections.

Forging—Drawing, Upsetting, Bending, Punching, Welding, Tempering, Mould-

ing, Casting, Soldering and Brazing.

SKNIOR CLASS.

Geometry, continned. Plane Trigonometry. Mensuration.

English Composition atid Literature. History. Ethics and Political Economy.

French may be taken in place of English and History, or in plac3 of the Science

of Study.

Phydology. Elements of Chemistry. Students who Lave taken Latin, and who
intend to enter the Polytechnic Scliool after completing the course in this

school, will take History in the place of Physiology and Chemistry.

Book-Keeping.

Drawing,}A.&ch.\v\e and Architectural.

Work in the Machins Shop. Bench Work and Fitting, 1 urning. Drilling, Plan-

ing, Screw-cutting, etc. Study of the Steatn Engine.

Execution of Mechanical Project.

POLYTEOPINIC SCHOOL.

Course in Dynamic Engineering.

freshman cl.\ss.

ITR8T TERM.

Mathematics—Chauvenet's Geometry complete.

Physics—Pneumatics, Acoustics, Heat.

French or German—Elementary or advanced.

History—United States Constitution.
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Free-hand Draicing.

Mechanicul JDratmig— From Flats and Models. Use of Scales, Tracing, and
Construction of Plates, etc.

£j7iglish—E\ocation and Composition ; Rhetoric.

Descriptive Geometry—Orthographic Projections, Problems of Points, Lines and
Planes, Curves.

Shop Work—Use of Carpenter's Tools.

Ethics—Lectures.

SECOND TE15M.

Mathematics—Plane and Spherical Trigonometry.

Phtjsics—Heat continued. Optics.

French or German—Grammar and Reader continued.

Free-hand Drawing—Continued as First Term.
Descriptiiie Geometry—Tangency and Intersections.

History—England.

English—Elocution and Composition ; Shakespeare.

Shop Work—As First Term.

SOPHOMORE CLASS.

FIKST TERM.

Mathematics—Higher Algebra.

Physics—Electricity, Magneti-sm and Meteorology.

Descriptive Geometry—Spherical and Isometric Projections ; Shades and Shad-
ows ; Perspective.

Theoretical Chemistry—Roscoe's, with Lectures.

Free-hand Draicing—Machinery, Casts, etc.

Mechanical Drawing—Line and Brush Shading ; Lettering.

French or German—Reading prose writers.

Shop Work—Turning of Wood.

SECOND TERM.

Mathematics—Analytical Geometry.

Surveying—hand, Topographical, Hydrographical and Geodetic Surveying. The
use of instruments : Compass, Transit, Level, and Stadia in the Field.

Practical Chemistry—Qualitative Analysis.

Mineralogy and Geology—Lectures.

Free-hand and Mechanical Drawing—Machinery, Architecture, and Topog-
raphy.

Physics—Theoretical and Practical Work.
English—Modern Literature (Lectures).

Shop Work—Pattern-making.

VACATION WORK.

Surveying and the preparation for a full Report upon an Engineering Method.

JUNIOR YEAR.

FrRST TERM.

Mathematics—Differential Calculus and Applications.

Ste'.-eotomy—Applications to Masonry, Carpentry, and Machinery.
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Mechanical Engineering—RauUine's Applied Mechanics, Part II. ; Principles of

Mechanism ; Kankiiie's Machinery and Mill Worli ; Lectures on Steam

Enjjineering.

Mechanics— Graphical and Analytical Statics.

Electricity and Magnetism—Theoretical.

Practical Chemistry—Qualitative Analyt^is.

Shop Work—Testing Strength of Wood and Iron; Working the Blacksmith Shoj):

Practical Stone-cutting ; Construction of Arches, etc.

Dramng—Machinery and Models.

SECOND TEEM,

Mathem,atic8—lr\tegTR\ Calculus ; Analytical Mechanics.

Mechanical Engineering—Kankines Applied Mechanics ; Designinii; V.ilve-

gearing ; Steam Engines and Boilers ; Workshop Appliances ; Visits to

Engineering Works, with Notes and Sketches ; llankine's Machinery and
Mill Work.

Mechanics— Strength, and Stiffness. Kinematics ; Tiie Principle.s of Mechanism.
Electricity and Magnetism—Dynamo-Electrical Machinery.

Drawing—Machine Drawing, continued.

Shop Work—Welding and Tempering ; Testing Strength of Materials.

VACATION WORK.

A Descriptive Report of a Prime Mover and its Work.

SENIOR YEAR.

FIRST TERM.

Mechanical Engineering—Analytical Study of Different Machines ; Steam

Engines; AVater Wheels; Water Engines and Pumping Machinery, Effi-

ciency of Machinery, Steam Boilers and Furnaces ; The Theory of Combus-
tion ; Theoretical Electricity.

Mechanics—Rankine'a Applied Mechanics continued ; Stress Kinematics.

Draicing—Of Working Machinery.

Astronomy—Xewcomlj and Holden's Astronomy.

Shop Work—Chipping and Filing ; Machine Work ; Study of Engine aud Boilers.

English—Study of Style.

SECOND TERM.

Mechanical Engineering—Designing and Computing the Parts of Machine.'' re-

quired to perforin Particular Work ; Construction and Management of En-
gines ; Rankine's Steam Engine.

Drawing—Oi Machinery of Original Design. •

Laboratory Woi'k—Experiments and Researches in the Dynamic Laboratory.

Mechanics—Theoretic Study of the Prime Movers ; Water Wheels and Engines ;

Theory of Mechanism ; Dynamics.

Political Economy—Bowen, Mills, Rogers, Cary. (Recitations and Lectures.)

English—Study of Style.

Shop Work—Machine and Hand Fitting.

Thesis- For the Degree of "Bachelor of Engineering,"
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THE FIFTH YEAR COUESE.

A full professional degree will be conferred only after an additional year's

successful study in the line of the work already done during the four years of

the Polytechnic course. The requirements of the fifth year are peculiarly

liable to change, but for the year 188G-7, they will be substantially as follows :

Thermodynamics continued.

Electric Plants.

Elasticity, Resistance, Fatigue of Engineering Materials.

Various methods of transmitting power ; wire ropes, steam, watei', compressed

air, and electricity ; their relative economy and advantages.

Engine and Boiler Tests ; Experimental Methods.

Specifications and Contracts.

The preparation of Designs, Abstracts and Reports upon certain classes of ma-
chines, obtaining the data from professional papers or by observation. The
reports will include estimates of cost of construction and operation.

The Metallurgy of Iron and Steel.

The Theory of Least Squares.

The Preparation of a Professional Thesis for the Degree of Dynamic Engineer,

ELECTIVE STUDIES FOR ALL THE COURSES.

Courses of lectures will be given on the following subjects, provided a suflS-

cient number of applications are made by members of the class :

Quaternions.

Higher Geodesy.

Theoretical and Practical Astronomy.

The Analytic Geometry of Space.

River Hydraulics.

The following subjects are included in the work of the first four years. They
are open to those whose course of study has not already included them :

Chemistry.

Pumps and Pumping Machinery.

Tunneling.

Heating and Ventilation.

DISCUSSION.

Prof. R. II. Thurston.—I have been reading Dr. Woodward's

very interesting paper with attention, and am very much pleased

with the systematic way in which the work is evidently done at the

Washington University. I am pleased to see that a considerable

amount of practice in free-hand drawing is there insisted on, and tliat

it includes some final work in machine sketching. This training

gives the boys the best possible exercise in the movements of hand

and arm, correlated with the action of tlie eye. The use of the

sketch(3S so made, in the succeeding work witli drawing instruments,

illustrates a princijile which a carefully planned course may illus-
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trate in u great inanj' ways—that of combining tho pnictico of the

moment with the prej)aration of work for a hiter j)eri()d in the

course. It will be often found thus practicable to " kill two birds

with one stone," and I know of no more important factor in the

successful operation of any extended system than this. The order

and succession of exercises are admirable.

I am very similarly impressed with the systematic plan and work-

ing of the shop instruction. I particularly like the system of in-

troducing each exercise with a lecture—if so unpretentious a talk

as is necessary in this case may be so denominated—in which the

nature of the exercise is explained, and the method of its accom-

plishment ; the tools to be used are indicated ; their form, method
of use, special characteristics stated ; the piece to be made l)eing

exhibited, the best way of using the tool is explained, and the exe-

cution of the work is illustrated by the instructor. I do not think

it possible to attain the desired result promptly and satisfactorily

with classes and to secure rapid progress, in any other way nearly

so well as by this method of reaching every student at once, and

thus leaving a minimum of time to be expended by the instructor

on individuals who happen to be slow or inattentive. With boys

who have the real spirit and knack of the mechanic in them—and

no others should ever be allowed to attempt to enter the profession

of engineering, in view of their inevitable failure—it is marvelous

to see how rapidly they acquire the power of skillfully using tools.

I find many a youngster who had never used a tool before in his

life, other than his jack-knife, after a few weeks doing such work

as his instructor, not to say the average journeyman, may well ad-

mire. His muscles and his nervous system are in a stage of growth

when they can be made to accept this systematic training of every

fiber of both, and when they are by nature best prepared to acquire

the habits and to o:ain the sleisrht that is characteristic of the natu-

rally good mechanic. If a boy does not show that he has the essen-

tial proclivities in childhood, it may be usually assumed with safety

that he is not of the elect, and he is not likely to prove, in later years,

a good mechanic or a great engineer. I do not mean to say, how-

ever, that I regard the working into its best possible shape of such

material as this latter as useless or objectionable. I believe that nine-

teen boys out of twenty do possess more or less of the mechanic's

tastes and powers, and that the other one out of the twenty will be

so benefited, and his usefulness to himself and the world so in-

creased, by shop instruction, that he will do well to secure it. But,
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in tlie work of life a man must do tliat for wliicli he is best fitted,

and he cannot liope to sncceed in eon)petition witli tlie world if he

attempts to make a livelihood and to carry on a business for which

he is not fitted. The turtle may be an admirable diver, but he can-

not hope to succeed in the race with the hare—if the hare attends

to his business.

It is claimed for the system of general exercises, such as has

been described, that it secures fruitful application of talent in the

acquirement of general skill; that it is especially well adapted for

conferring upon the student habits of method and precision ;
and

that it is peculiarly well adapted for instructing classes, in which

tlie work must be done by the least possible number of instructors.

I believe these claims to be all perfectly correct. Once that knowl-

edge and skill are acquired, the student is ready to turn his atten-

tion to their application in the arts and trades of whatever depart-

ment he may choose to enter. He will succeed in any trade, or

will progress toward success in any department of engineering,

provided he have, in addition to the skill of the mechanic, the in-

tellectual and moral character and force essential to advancement

in any and every walk in life. Without the latter, all the training

that all the trade schools and schools of engineering in the world

could give him would be useless.

The arrangement of the work in the lecture room courses, during

the period of attendance in the polytechnic school, seems to be ex-

cellent. I am a little puzzled by their variety and apparent extent.

I have never been able to get such heavy work as is usually de-

manded of the advanced student in engineering into the four years

of a technical course, and at the same time find time for good

work in eight subjects in one term. I think it is usually found

that some very desirable, and even what are generally thought

very important branches, must be sacrificed, in arranging such a

course, in order to secure the essentials of professional work. The

technical course should be made a superior course, to be i)ursued,

as in law, in medicine, or in the divinity school, after an earlier

general, more or less liberal, and largely "gymnastic," education

of the ordinary type. Could all students secure a liberal education

before entering upon the technical and professional studies of the

polytechnic school, it would be of enormous advantage to them,

and to the world about them. Since this cannot be done in the

majority of cases, it seems to be the next best tiling, at least, to

adjust the course in the latter school to the most imperative neces-
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sities of the student, making so much sacrifice, or ratlier so little

sacrifice, as may be found to meet the case best. I should be glad

to learn that literary studies can be carried satisfactorily throiish a

course in which good work is done in pure and apj)lied science,

and especially in the advanced \vork of a professional course in en-

gineering. If it should prove thoroughly practicable, I shall cer-

taiidy become decidedly less conservative than at present, both in

views and in practice.

The question whether tiie shop shall be a business establishment

as well as a school, or simply the latter, is a very interesting one,

and one which can never be determined by debate or individual

opinion, but must be settled by experience. For my own part, I

have watched the progress of the two systems very carefully, from
the beginning, in this country, and can see the advantages claimed

for each system very clearly ; but I see no reason why the advan-

tages of both plans should not be combined. I propose, at least,

as opportunity offers, to endeavor to combine them. There can

be no question that to teach the use of tools fird^ is the first and
indisputable duty of the instructor, and that, the use of the tool

being once well taught, its application in the arts is his second

and no less imperative duty. I should therefore, whether attempt-

ing the administration of the school-shop, or of the shop-school, first

attempt systematically and thoroughly to teach the entering pupil

the use of the tools of his art. This can undoubtedly be best done by
a series of graded exercises, beginning with the easiest and simplest,

and with the simplest tools, and proceeding by a carefully studied

course to the more intricate operations. The progress which can

be made by the skillful application of this system of exercises is

simply astonishing to one who has not seen it in operation ; and it

is probably well within bounds to assert that, by means of this

method, the young aspirant can be carried farther along in his

trade in a 3'ear than by the old methods and lack of system in ap-

prenticeship, he could go in the whole period of the seven years

for which it was once customary to write the indentures. As a

means of attaining skill in the use of tools, simply, it is beyond

question the only commendable system.

A good knowledge of the nature, special characteristics, and

uses of the tools of any art being thus taught, the next step, it

would seem evident, must be the acquirement of some useful knowl-

edge of the pro])er and best methods of application of this skill.

This can be obtained by an extension of the same general system, to
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a very considerable and useful extent, and, so far as this is possible,

there can hardly be a question that this is the best coarse to take.

But this division of the work of instruction demands vastly more
than the familiarizinpr of the student with certain standard and

stereotyped luetliods of forming parts and assembling machines.

It demands such variety of work as will give the young man some

idea of the thousand difficulties and problems arising in actual

practice, and in the course of regular business. Such practice and

instruction cannot well be given, ordin irily, by deliberately planned

exercises, be\'ond a certain and somewhat limited extent, and the

experiences of a manufacturing establishment do, I think, more

generally confer upon the novice that kind of knowledge, and readi-

ness in adapting himself to circumstances. In fact, it is the habit of

promptly uieeting emergencies, and of inventing and of perceiving

on the instant just what is needed to meet unexpected and exceptional

demands upon the intelligence and skill of the learner that actual

shop life and practice gives which constitutes its special value in

the development of the 3'oung mechanic. I also think that the life

of the young man in the shop, in the atmosphere of real life which

he finds there, must in all cases prove a very valuable incentive to

industry, and to a good spirit of work and thought. Nothing so

greatly stimulates a boy as to be able to feel that he is taking part

in a man's work, and doing something that will have a real and

immediate practical outcome. It has always seemed to me that if

these two methods can be combined, either by synchronous or by

successive practice, the result must have maximum value. This

cannot be done, as a rule, to any great extent in the school-shop:

it can be done to a useful extent in a shop-schoo], provided that,

in the latter, the instructors are compelled to adhere to the system

of instruction by means of graded exercises until it has fully com-

pleted its work, and that the business exigencies of the establish-

ment are never permitted to break into that system to an apprecia-

bly injurious extent. I can see, as I think, a possibility of the two

being, to a certain extent, made to work together, and the one to

aid the other, the exercises being so planned as not only to teach

what is desired to be taught by their means, but also to furnish

pieces, more or less finisihed, for the commercial purposes of the

shop. But if the attempt is made to effect this combination, it is

evident that the primary object must be the instruction, and tiot

the making of money. I presume that, in those schools in which

the business side is presented, this rule is generally adhered to, and
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being so adliered to, I should think tlie presence of the sliop an ad-

vantage. The needed capital is not, liowever, always available,

and where it is, the usual risks of business must be accepted ; and

they are not so small as to make their acceptance a matter of small

impoi'tance to the average trustee. In the school-shop, such as that

at St. Louis, and such as that at Cornell, for example, in which

this business capital has not been invested, it would seem possible

to secure some of the sjiecial advantages of the system, by giving

to the work of instruction, i)y means of graded exercises, so much
of the time as maybe absolutely essential, and then, should it ]irove

possible to find more time, turning the now somewiuit skilled

students over to the direction of the foremen, who could ]>ut them

upon work of construction, as illustrated in the building of a steam

engine or of a lathe. I should, in every case, however, insist upon

the preliminary training by systematic performance of carefully

planned exercises, to such an extent that the student should have

acquired a good knowledge of the use of tools of all the familiar

kinds in regular use in the principal trades which underlie the

work of the engineer.

At Cornell University, we are trying to do some such work in

Sibley College. Of this work, I will endeavor to give a full ac-

count at some later time. Just now, our schemes are too youthful

to permit a judgment to bo affirmed. The general plan is to have

a carefully adjusted undergraduate course, in which the student

coming from the high schools, or possessing a good high school ed-

ucation, may enter upon a scheme of study and shop-work which

shall accomplish the objects so well described by Dr. Woodward,

and by substantially the same means. This course occupies four

years and leads to the degree of " Mechanical Engineer "—I prefer

the old and established nomenclature—but this may he followed

by a year of graduate study in either of several courses of advanced

instruction,' each of which leads into some one of several special

lines of engineering work, as Marine Engineering, Steam Engineer-

ing, the Mechanical Engineering of Railways, etc., etc., and to

Electrical Engineering; or the student can take up advanced lines

of Civil Engineering, also arranged as supplemental to a regular

undergraduate course. The undergraduate course includes a con-

siderable amount of shop-work, conducted in uuich the same way as

at St. Louis, the latter part of the course being spent upon work

of advanced character, and having commercial value if possible.

Investigation and experiment in the laboratory forms a very im-
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portant part of our work. The college is divided into tliree princi-

pal departments: the Department of Mechanical Engineering-, that

of Industrial Drawing and Art, and that of the Mechanic Arts,

or shop-work. Much thought is given to making these several de-

partments help each otlier, by each working in such manner that

the products of its work may be useful to the others, as, for exam-

ple, the exercises in the drawing rooms are made to answer the

demands of the instructors in the shop, who desire their pupils to

work from drawings made by themselves. The appended schedule

irives an idea of the arrano;ement of the graduate courses. In this

schedule, one period in the workshop, or drawing rooms, or labora-

tory, is the equivalent of an hour in the lecture room. The total

number of periods allowed is not expected to be less than lifteeu

per week, nor more than eighteen ordinarily.

SIBLEY COLLEGE POST-GBADUATE COURSES.

SCHOOL OF MARINE ENGINEERING.

ONE YEAlt.

Fall Term.—Structure and efficiencies of Marine Engines and Machinery, 3 ;

experimental work in mechanical laboratory, 3; contracts and specification?, 3;

chemistry or physics, laboratory work, 3 ; optional, 3 to 6.

Optional: Mathematics, 5; history, 3; languages, 2; natural history, 6 ; his-

tory of philosophy, 3 ; literature, 3 ; civil engineering, 2 ;
astronomy, 5 ;

archi-

tecture, 3 ; special work in science, 5.

Winter Term.—Naval Architecture ; resistance and speed of vessels, as af-

fected by size, form, material of surfaces, and power, 3 : mechanical laboratory

investigations, 3 ; chemical or physical laboratory work, 3 ; contracts and speci-

fications, 3 ; optional, 6 to 9.

Optional: Matliematics, 5; history, 3; languages 2; literature, 3; military

science, 2 ; astronomy, 3 ; moral philosophy, 2 ;
political economy, 2 ; archi-

tecture, 3 ; civil engineering, 5 ; rivers and harbors, 3 ; special scientific work, 5.

Spring Term.—Designs of Marine Machinery, etc., 3 ; investigation in me-

chanical laboratory, 3 ; chemical or physical laboratory work, 3 ;
preparation of

reports or thesis, 3 ; optional, 6 to 9.

Optional : Mathematics, 5 ; literature, 3 ; American law, 5 ;
Constitution of the

United States 12 lectures ; architecture, 5 ; civil engineering, 3 ; natural his-

tory, 3 ;
physiology, 3 ;

political economy, 5 ; special scientific work, 5.

SCHOOL OF STEAM ENGINEERING.

ONE YEAR.

Fall Term.—Structure and efficiency of steam boilers, 3 ; experimental work,

3 ; contracts and specifications, 3 ; chemistry or physics, laboratory work, 3 ;

optional, 6 to 9.

Optional, as in marine engineering.
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Winter Term.—Structure and efficiency of steam engines, 3 ; investigation in

the mechanical laboratory, 3 ; chomieal or pliysical laboiatory work, 3 ; contracts
and specifications, 3 ; optional, G to 9.

Optional, as in marine engineering.

Spring 'I'erm.—Designing steam engines and boilers, 8 ; experimental inves-
tigation, 3 ;

chemical or physical laboratory work, 3
;
preparation of reports or

thesis, 3 ; optional, 5 to 9.

Optional, as in marine engineering.

SCHOOL OF RAILWAY MACHINERY.

OXE YEAR.

Fall Tjerm.—Structure and efficiency of locomotive engines and railway ma-
chinery, 3; civil engineering, 3; exi)erimental work, 3; contracts and specifica-

tions, 3 ; chemistry or physics, laljoratory work, 3 ; optional, 3 to 6.

Optional, as in marine engineering.

Winter Term.— Study of special types of locomotive engines and railway
machinery, their structure and proportions, 3 ; civil engineering, 3 ; laboratory in-

vestigation, 3 ; chemical or physical laboratory work, 3 ; contracts and specifica-

tions, 3; optional, 3 to 6.

Optional, as in marine engineering.

Spring Term.—Designing railway machinery and apparatus, 3; civil engi-
neering, 3; experimental investigation, 3 ; chemical or physical laboratory work,
3 ; optional, 6 to 9.

Optional, as in marine engineering.

Clioice of optional studies, as well as of the special schools of engineering, ia

subject to the approval of the Director.

Students in tlie post-graduate courses pay no fees and are entitled to all the
privileges of resident graduates.

I have asserted a very decided preference for the old nomencla-
ture of our profession, and have expressed a conviction that the

often proposed change of title is neither right, wise nor politic,

even if it were possible (as I am very strongly inclined to think it

is not), to secure its general adoption, or even favorable considera-

tion, by either the profession itself or the public; while the latter

are certainly very much pnzzled by the new cognomen, and are not
at all certain what the bearer of the new title proposes to do in the
world.

I have stated that the term ]>roposed is incorrect, as well as un-
desired, and entirely undesirable. It is well known that the sci-

ence of "Mechanics" is now coming to be called, and properly so,

^^ Dynamics,''' and that it includes, as its primary subdivisions,

^^ Statics'' and ''' Kinetics.'' Should a change of name be desired

by the profession, it should be called " Kinetic Engineering." The
term "dynamics" does not properly apply to any idea specially in-

volving that of motion. The term has been generally so used, but
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it is coming to be recognized as inexact by derivation, and "kinet-

ics" is now substituted for it. Tliis change lias become fully

accepted by the English mathematicians, and is well illustrated in

Professor Clifford's little work on '' Dynarnivsy

In the next place, there is no valid reason for an attempt to

chanije the title. The existing title is well settled, and it is alwavs

a serious matter to attempt such a change without imperative neces-

sity ; and to endeavor to effect the change in the face of the preju-

dices and predilections of the profession, and without either a good

reason or other excuse than a desire to introduce a novel desio^na-

tion, seems to me very inadvisable.

The old designation is a better one than the new. Were it de-

fective in any manner, the case would stand quite differently. But

the term " mechanical," relating as it does obviously and unmis-

takably to mechanism, the department of construction with which

the profession are specially concerned, is precisely that which suits

our purposes. To the vast majority of men it conveys just the

idea desired, and is by all well understood ; while the newly pro-

posed term is to many men quite without meaning, and is to all

less expressive of the meaning to be conveyed than the accepted

designation. ^^Mechanioal Engineering'''' is understood wherever

the English language is spoken. We could not have, need not

have, and, so far as I am able to judge, do not want, a better name.

The profession—and the profession must ultimately determine

the question—does not desire a change. The English society is

designated the " Institution of Mechanical Engineers." Imagine

its chanffinff its name to the new form ! The title is well under-

stood throughout Great Britain, as it is in this country. Its occasional

abuse is no more reason for its abandonment than is the infraction

of the decalogue a reason for giving up the ten commandments.

Far greater reason, on this score, exists for surrendering the name

"engineer," which in this country is usually assumed by the average

citizen to be synonymous with engine driver, and in Great Brit-

ain with the engine-building machinists also. When our own so-

ciety was founded, this question was very generally talked over

and fully discussed, with the result of settling the title of the

society, and, therefore, probably of the profession, for all time, so

far as we can now see. The profession does not recognize and does

not want the new name. The old is right, is good, is well under-

stood, is acceptable, and is established. The newly introduced

title is wrong in derivation and in application, is not a good term.
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is not generallv nndorstootl, even amoiic^ tlie members of tlie pro-

fession itself, is not acceptable, aiul is not now, nor <]oes it seem
likely to become, established. We have no right to endeavor
to force upon the profession a title which it has not chosen and
does not approve. It is for the profession to take the initiative, in

any case. When it has done so, and has effected the change, the
schools m:iy follow; not till then.

The objections to the introduction of a new title as a degree to

be conferred by the technical schools, seem to me even more nu-
merous, and not less serious. All that has been said applies to this

phase of the affair as well. Furthermore, it is, as it seems to me, a

serious wrong to young men to give them a course of instruction

for the profession of mechanical engineering, and then to send
them out with a title on their diplomas that is not recognized, and
is even unknown by the great majority, not only of the ])eople who
it is hoped may become their clients, but even by their professional

colleagues, and one which, in some sense, reads them out of their

own profession. It is putting them at a very serious disadvantage

in their business, as well as making them special difficulties in

every direction in which the title of the practitioner comes into

view. The title to be conferred at graduation from the school

must probably be always determined, aside from the practice of the

profession itself, mainly by the action of the special schools, in

either branch of the profession, which have become best known.
These schools, like the societies, have adhered, most fortunatelv

as I think, to the old designations. So long as they, and the pi-o-

fession generally, make no chajge, the other schools must Jieces-

sarily follow the old nomenclature or submit to a disadvantage

which may possibly prove sufficient to determine the success or the

non-success of the school and of its average graduate.

The term " Bachelor," given in many schools of engineering, is

not generally liked by the profession, and is objected to on the

score of being incongruous and unsuitable. At Cornell we have

abandoned it, and now follow the practice of the schools of longer

standing, and give the degrees of Meciianical or of Civil Engineer

at graduation, reserving a higher degree—Master in Mechanical

Engineering—for the post-graduate year. The designation Master

is good English, and is peculiarly suitable to our profession. The
schools must in this matter be guided by the action of the profes-

sion as a body, and I think that there is no question that the great

majorit}' of its members are satisfied with the old title, dislike the
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new, and are not likely soon to change. I liave not observed any

inclination on the part of the civil engineers to dub themselves

"static engineers," and 1 think it probable that the two will change

together, if at all. Of the two, the progressive tendencies of our

branch of the profession of engineering may be well indicated by

the term " Kinetic Engineering; "but I doubt if onr friends of the

other branch will accept, as significant of their status, the cognomen
" Static Engineering," as indicating the unprogressive tendencies

of which they are accused occasionally by the more radical of their

own members.

Mr. Win. Kent.—1 have watched the progress of the Manual Train-

ing School at St. Louis for many years with considerable pleasure.

I think the success of that school will eventually make a revolution

in our whole educational system. Our public schools must some

day make the change which has been made at St. Louis. Prof.

Woodward knows that I took part in the discussion of his presen-

tation of the subject at the meeting of the American Association

at Philadelphia, in 1884, and that I approve all that he has said to-

day, especially in regard to the school-shop. I then said that to

judge of the value of the work of a student b}' its salability, was

utterly wrong.

I have taken a little trouble to see if I could satisfy myself as to

my real reasons for objecting to the term " dynamical engineer,"

and I have here a few notes. Prof. "Woodward says it is a broader

and more appropriate term than mechanical engineer. I hold that

it is far narrower and far less appropriate. Mechanical engineering

includes net only dynamics, or the science of force in motion, but

also statics or the science of forces in equilibrium, kinematics, or

geometry of motion, also mechanical drawing, also workshop prac-

tice, the ways and means of accomplishing results laid out in the

engineer's designs, and also the selection and the application of the

best existing practice. The best engineer of the present day is the

one who uses the best judgment in the selection of designs, whether

they are original or not. It includes also a knowledge of the prop-

erties of fuels, the methods of generating steam, the adaptation

of furnaces to these fuels, and many other things which are not

"dynamical." Turniiig to some of the great authorities. Smith

says :
" Mechanics is the science that treats of law3 of equilibrium

and motion." Eankine says : "The engineer is he who by art and

science makes the mechanical properties of matter serve the ends

of man. The title of engineer is more properly restricted to those
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who make the useful application of mechanical science their

peculiar study and profession." (xenerul Barnard referring to this

definition of Rankine sajs : "Engineering is tlie art and science

by which the mechanical properties of matter are made to serve

the ends of man, or it is the useful application of m<?cA<7n^6'(^? science

of those ends." None of the old authorities use the title "dynam-

ical engineer." and there is no reason for the existence of this

new title. I agree with Prof. Thurston that the name '* mechanical

engineer" is thoroughly understood, while the name "dynamical

engineer" is thoroughly confusing and misleading. I hope the

society will strongly disapprove of it.

Mr. J. T. Hawkins.—I think I can offer some little suggestion

with reference to the manual training schools, that may be of value.

I might premise by saying that I had the honor in 1865 to organize

the practical exercises in the manual training school at Annapolis,

and was in charge of it for four years afterward. The part of the

present system adopted in such schools in the shops, which in my
opinion can be improved, is that they do not give enough lectures

in the shops. I think that shop lectures may be so extended and

systematized as to save a vast amount of time, and give information

in a way that cannot be given in the method adopted by the Pro-

fessor, that is where one instructor is put in charge of a large num-

ber of boys wliom he has to instruct verbally. During my first

year at Annapolis I adopted that plan and found that it occupied

the time of three or four, while in a great many instances lectures

and tabulated statements put upon a black-board in the shops saved

a large amount of time. Take for instance the question of tem-

pering. A lecture would be given on that subject, and the results

given in tabulated form and put up in the shop, enabling the boys

to see at a glance what they needed to do to produce a certain

result on certain kinds of metals for certain purposes. The same

applied to cutting tools and their uses, and many other shop

methods. I merely say now that whether there be any value in

them or not, I have copies of lectures given at the above institu-

tion with diagrammatic matter which I should be glad to furnish

to the society as a part of this discussion, if it is thought desir.

able.

Mr. Oherlin Smith.—I have long thought that there was a wise

middle ground in a polytechnic or mechanical school of any kind

between the two extremes of throwing away all the work that has

been done, or, on the other hand, of producing work for the market.

49
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I am glad to see tliat Prof. Woodward is working- soinewliat in that

line—that he is not throwing away all those bolts he makes, but is

allowing a manufacturing concern that wants them to take them.

The evils are of course great if we try to run a school as a com-

mercial institution ; such a course must be subversive of proper

learning. On the other hand, a disposing of bolts that are needed

in the market, and at the same time giving to the boy the exact

kind of work he needs to develop him, is a good thing, provided

nobody tries to get orders for them, vrhich orders must be filled on

time or in excessive quantity. If, for instance, in the case of the bolts,

the first two of the three bolts can be thrown away, and the third

one, which comes up to the standard necessary for that boy's work,

and which also comes up to the commercial standard demanded by

the customers, can be sent to them and the money got for it, it is

an excellent thing in more than one way. It shows the boy what

is an actual practical standard, instead of an imaginary one gotten

up in the school, and one which may not be quite practical enough.

Another advantage is that the boy does not see things which he has

made wasted, that is, none but the imperfect first attempts. With

some persons this would have an evil influence throughout their

lives that would tend away from economy. It would not affect all

minds that waj', but it would some. The fact that the part of his

work was wasted which was not good enough to come up to the

standard, would always incite him onward towards the standard

degree of perfection. A third advantage to the school is, of course,

the actual money received from sales.

I think that eventually the tendency of all these schools will be

in this direction. Part of the work will be throAvn away and part

kept and used in actual connnercial life, but not in such a way as

to interfere with the proper training of the student.

With regard to the nomenclature of engineering I agree with

the other gentlemen who have spoken entirely. I see no reason

why we should use that word "dynamical engineer,'- especially as

it is bad English, and does not cover the ground at all. As far as

I know, the word " mechanical engineer " is a good enougli name for

us at present. There are various others, such as mining, electrical

and military engineers, that are very properly named. The only

ones that are badly named are the civil engineers. I presume we

are all civil. I hope in time the civil engineers will get a better

name. It is certainly a bad thing that every fellow who, perhaps,

cannot read or write, but who can grease a little agricultural engine,
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should ill this country be called an " engineery I don't know liow
we can reinedj it, except that some time I hope this society will act

upon the matter of mechanical nomenclature^ and that there will

be some commission appointed who will get up a good mechanical
dictionary, so that these words may be properly defined. I think
societies like this can influence the great railroads of the country
to adopt some new name for the men who run their locomotives.
If all the railroad companies would adopt some name for their

engine drivers and the larger manufacturing concerns would do
likewise, this new name would be printed in the newspapers and
the public would get used to it, and we might gradually be able to

get rid of this word, which in the sense so often used, does not
belong in our mechanical literature.

Mr. F. W. Taylor.—I desire to take exception to one statement
made by Prof. Thurston in his paper. His opinion is that one year of

practice in a school shop will supplant seven years of practice in an
actual machine sliop. I think it would be more nearly the contrary.
I think one year of actual service in a nuichine shop would in cer-

tain respects supplant twenty years of practice in a school shop.

Probably the great majority of those who go through a practical

course of that sort intend to become masters; that is, they would
not intend to remain workmen, and it would seem to me that in

the course in the school shop the boy misses, perhaps, the one thing
which will be afterward of the greatest use to him in his experi-

ence with men
; that is the knowledge of the character of the men

with whom he is dealing. He learns thoroughly the feeling of

one student toward another and of a student toward a professor,

but he fails to appreciate properly tlie feeling of apprentices toward
their teachers, of workmen toward their foreman, and of foremen
to their employees, which will enable him afterwards to manage
men successfully. I think that no training whatever in a manual
school can give a man this experience, which is more valuable tlian

any manual dexterity whicli he can attain, and which I think he
never can get if he starts at the other end as foreman and attempts

to work down. He can only have it by passing through the mill

himself; getting there at seven in the nu^rning and leaving at six,

and being knocked about to a certain extent as an apprentice in

the shops.

Mr. Angus Sinclair.—No one belonging to this society can have a

greater interest in the development of the manual school system of

this country than I have; but at tlie same time I think tliat senti-
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ment which has been showing itself through the society, of depre-

ciating the apprentice system and giving preference to the manual

school system is not calculated to be of beneiit to the mechanical

interests of America. It has been repeatedly said here that the

apprentice system is dead, and consequently we must "look to the

manual school system for something to take its place. There is no

member, I presume, more around the shops than I am. I am con-

tinually over the country from the one ocean to the other. I spend

half of my time continually traveling, and I am always watching

the men who are doing the mechanical work of the country'. I

find that there is a growing class of mechanical men—boys who
have not the name of apprentices, but nevertheless they are learn-

ing the trade just the same as apprentices used to do. They are not

held down for seven years under the close rules of the apprentice

system, but they have opportunities of learning the trade that per-

haps the old apprentice system did not supply. Now, I think that

the duty of the Mechanical Engineers' Society, in regard to that

class, is to give them the opportunities of learning the higher

branches of mechanical engineering, supplying them with facilities

for night schools, where they can learn the principles which they

are so often deficient in. That is a system which is becoming

very wide-spread in Europe. It has been receiving a very great deal

of attention in Great Britain lately. There is not a city of any

size in that island where machine shops are running that appren-

tices cannot go nightly to school, where they have the very best Op-

portunities for getting the higher parts of the mechanical training;

and I consider that in that respect this country is falling very badly

behind Great Britain, and it is to a great extent because this society

and similar societies hold that manual schools and the technical

school should do what eventually will have to he done i^y the ap-

prentice S3'stem. The great mass of those who are learning the

business are in shops, under some name or other, and there is

where the great mass of experience is obtained that enables men

to carry on manual work. A boy may work in a technical school

or in a manual school and attain the skill which enables him to do

a piece of very fine work, but there he will never collect that great

mass of experience that enables him to control men doing similar

work to the best advantage in a great shop or even in a small shop.

If I mistake not, the leaders of this society, the men who have made

their mark on the mechanical work of this countr}', have risen

through the shop. They have gained their technical knowledge
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through burning the niidniglit lamp under the very greatest disad-

vantages. If they would help those who are coming in their foot-

steps, to obtain the information whicli they acquired under such
great disadvantages, more easily, they will be doing a great work
for themselves, to the country and for the mechanical interests

generally.

Mr. J. M. l)o(hje.—I came here by railroad from New York. I

would have known more of the country if I had walked ; but it is

a question whether that would have been any decided advantage.

I served my time in a shop. My foreman hit nie with a hammer
one day because I asked him how to temper a chisel. Afterwards,

I got a little engineering chart. I followed its directions at

home, took my chisel back to the shop and found out I knew how
to do it. I believe if I had irone to the manual training-school

and had that lecture about tempering given to me I would have

known more about it than my foreman did. I do not believe in

this age of the world's history it is worth while to cling to an old

institution, simply because it is old. It is not fair to say that the

apprentice system made foremen, because the apprentice system,

out of a thousand boys only made ojie foreman. The fact of the

matter is, that the personality of the boy has got a great deal to do

with it. I went through the shop experience very thoroughly. I

went on a strike and got hit with a brick. I followed the men
right through, worked with them, fought with them, and did every-

thing, and I was thoroughly put to blush by a young man from the

Stevens Institute, after I had erected an engine on a large ship, by
finding out that he knew a great deal more about it than I did. I

liad built the engine as I thought, and the proudest thing I did was

to find a mistake in the design, which I afterwards discov^ered was
because I didn't measure it right. The fact is that I had some
training at Cornell University, and afterwards I went through the

shop thoroughly, and I must say I wish I could go through a

manual training school now. So far as managing men is con-

cerned, my experience is, that a num who knows what he wants

will get it done. A man said to me: " What will you do if there

is a strike?" I said: "I don't know. What will you do if there

is a strike?" Tie prided himself on being able to manage men.

He had a strike afterwards, and he didn't manage the men any

better than anybody else. He fell right in and did the best that

he could when the time came. I am largely of opinion that with

good material, a manual training school will instruct thoroughly
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and perfectly as far as it goe.s, and that a man of the right mind
will gather up the deficiencies without any trouble.

Prof. S. W. Robinson.—I think that this course Avhich has been

detailed at some length is an admii-able course for students in

mechanical engineering. I might state a few points from my own
experience which may be of some interest in regard to this question.

Ill the tirst place, with respect to the apprentice system, in my ex-

perience of four years of apprenticeship in a machine shop, I never

got so much shop philosopliy as this—that in forming a piece of

iron for a machine there are two operations—first, rough dressing

it out; and second, finishing the piece; and further, that in rough

dressing the piece out, the way to do it well is to do it quickly, as the

main point ; and in fitiishing the piece the way to do that M'ell is not

to take the biggest chip you can possibly take, but to take sucli chips

as will give the best results as to form and surface. This is the

kind of philosophy that should be given in our school shops. If a

man can go through a whole appenticesliip and not get as much
philosophy as that, I think that five minutes under a teacher in learn-

ing this is worth more than four years' apprenticeship for this

point. "When you apply it to all the points, you will see that there is

need of both applications. I think the school shop is a necessary

element for the highest success, and that the machine shop is also

a necessary element for the highest success in life. Let a young
man who comes out of school full of philosophy go out and learn

the practical. In this day of competition it is necessary, as has

been expressed by one of our members, not to allow the workman
to tinker along with little "tickling chips;" he must take the

heavy chips when he can.

This age, I think, might be called a mechanical age. Who is

responsible for the great improvements and the wonderful things

which we enjoy every day all over this land ? Who is more responsi-

ble for these than the mechanical engineer \ I think it is eminently

proper that the mechanical engineer should be so styled, instead of

being called a dynamical engineer, or some other name which leaves

out most of the meaning connected with the profession.

With regard to the manufacturing of articles in school shops, I

tried both ways and can speak from experience. I started out in

one school where a mechanical laboratory was set up with the cen-

tral idea that we must make something to sell, because, " if a

student made something to sell " his enthusiasm would be un-

bounded, as compared with working on a piece which, when done,
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would i;o to tlio scrap heap. Well, I would urge from my own ex-

perience, in that as well as the other plan—that is, where there is

no manufacturing and no remuneration given—I would urge a

fourth ohjection to the three which have been already named, and
that is this: that in this practice of mauufactunng something, the

student commences to work and things will go on very nicely

until you come to iind out that the student has accomplished very
little and the work is dragging. The man who wanted the work
comes around in a hurry and says he will lose his order unless the

work is ready next week. Well, we cannot begin to finish the job

by next week without an extraordinary effort for us. The man
finally brings such a pressure on us that we take all the boys

out of the classes in the school and concentrate them on this job

work. That introduces irregularity into the whole thing, spoilino-

class standing, running shop unusual hours, etc. This fourth

objection I count to be a serious detriment to the school manufac-
turing scheme.

I think it is well that we follow Mr. Kent's suggestion to " sit

on " some of these titles, by appointing a committee who shall take

under consideration the proper titles to appl}^ to the mechanical

engineer, the engine runner, etc., and make a proper distinction all

through.

31/'. Uosea Webster.—The fact that the majority of the prominent

members of this society are men who have started from the bottom,

and, as expressed in homely phrase, "pegged up;" the fact that a

great many of them have a good deal of distrust of " college men,"

and the fact that many college men after being out of college a

few years, would find it a hard matter to pass their first calculus

examination, lead to a good deal of perplexity in the mind of one

who may happen to be called upon to advise a young man desiring

to become a mechanical engineer, what course to pursue.

It is unfortunate that there is this distrust of the college man
among our leading manufacturers, but may not one cause of it be

found in the fact that, having spent four j^ears in college, a young

man is granted his degree if he has attained an average of say

seventy-five percent, in his examination, and so gets into a seventy-

five per cent, habit, while the profession of engineering is, above all

others, a hundred per cent, profession ?

A seventy-five per cent, ti-acing won't make a head draughtsman.

The discussions of the matter of technical education, which are

now going on, are a good sign, and indicate that the time is not far
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distant when manufacturers will realize that technical education

is tl)e best foundation for the profession of mechanical engineer-

ing.

The English s)'stem of paid apprenticeships is meeting with good

success. A young man, upon pa^yment of a small sum annually,

is admitted into the shops, put to work with the men, and has

special attention paid and careful practical instruction given him in

return for the )noney invested. This system is said to be turning

out some excellent young engineers.

The technical graduate has reached the point where he has

learned how to lei^rn, and draw logical and practical conclnsions.

The proper combination of the theoretical with the practical,

must result to the advantage of the producer, and it is hoped that

the discussions in this society will soon bring about ^the desired

result,

Mr. W. F. Durfee.—I am aware that the time is getting very

short, and I will promise to be as brief as is consistent with a clear

presentation of certain points which I regard as deserving of espe-

cial consideration in connection with any scheme of study and prac-

tice intended to serve as the foundation of the education of the

mechanical engineers of the future. When an engineer of experi-

ence undertakes to erect a structure or mechanism of any kind, the

first thing he considers is the character of the soil upon which he

is to lay those foundations, upon whose stability the integrity and

usefulness of all his future work depends. In such a fundamental

matter there must be no mistake ; a proper selection must be made

or disaster is absolutely certain.

I am a firm believer in the great possibilities and far-reaching

value of the work of the leading technical schools of our land in

laying the foundations npon which the practice and the lame of

the engineering of the future is to rest; provided, however, that

their efforts are conscientiously expended upon a wise selection of

mental material.

Notwithstanding the fact that the leading schools of engineering

have met with some measure of success, and that there are many
members of that profession to whom they point with pride as evi-

dences thereof, I am, as the result of a somewhat prolonged

experience, firmly of the opinion that these schools will not con-

serve the best interests of the future, until they adopt some

thoroughly effective system of selection, which shall at an earl)' stage

of their studies, cull out from among those students who aspire ulti-
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mately to become engineers, sucli as have not that intuitive prac-

tical sense of the etei-nal fitness of things, and of tlie adaj)tation of

means to ends, born in tJiem, as an endowment of nature^ which is

au essential qualification of every competent engineer.

Relative to such a vital matter as this the trumpets of our tech-

nical schools should give no uncertain sound, but should proclaim

with a resonance that cannot be misunderstood, that it is not suf-

ficent evidence of fitness for the engineering profession that a

student is successful in passing through some mere routine of study

extending over a certain fixed period of time;—that there is more

required than the mere facts that a young man has studied niathe-

matics until his head is a veritable "ant-hill of units and tens;"

that he has attempted to learn the mere rudiments of mechanical

drawing, and next to nothing of the art of design ;—written a thesis

upon some question affording opportunity for an exuberant display

of the opulence of his knowledge ojf the higher calculus, which is

used with such success as a foil to his abject poverty in all things

practical, as to win the plaudits of his friends and the envy of his

enemies :

" And still they gazed, and still the wonder grew,

That one small head could carry all he knew. "

More even, than the culminating fact of academical experience,

which much too often follows such a successful exhibition of the

smooth working of the young man's memory;—that of being

straightway turned loose into the work-a-day world, clad in sheep-

skin, " cum maxima laude^'' and decorated with some such titular

abomination as " dynamic engineer."

Yes, Mr. President, something more is required than all this, to

fully qualify a young man for the initial experiences of an engineer,

and that something is:—mental adaptation ^o, and an abiding love

for the profession ;—an inborn and irresistible consciousness that in

no other walk of life can he so employ the ten talents intrusted to

him as to gain other ten talents, and what is of vastly more conse-

quence, the final commendatory judgment upon his stewardship,

"well done, thou good and faithful servant."

For the purpose of exemplifying ray meaning, a few illustrations

from my own observation and experience may not be out of

place.

Some years since 1 had as an assistant a young man who was

a graduate of a famous European institution of learning; on his
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diploma were the names of some of the world's most renowned

professors, who could have liad no other justification for their si^<>-na-

tnres than the fact that the student, as the result of a persistent

application of diligent study to a retentive memory, could " with

parrot tjngue rejjeat tlie scholar's part."

This young gentleman, whose American antecedents had been

reinforced by Eui'oi)ean study, and crowned with its honors, not

onl}" deliberately proposed to me, as the best possible means of

determining the quality of any ore of iron and of the metal that

could be pi'oduced from it, the erection of a miniature blast-fur-

nace, ten feet in height, having all the apparatus and appurtenances

peculiar to furnaces of ordinary dimensions—but he was both

earnest and eloquent in support of his proposal. It is not necessary

for me to say to raetalhirgists that there was not one grain of prac-

tical common-sense in that suggestion.

I once knew a gentleman, of excellent scholarship and admirable

social qualities, who had conscientiously endeavored through all his

active life to acquire business and reputation as an engineer. At
the age of iifty he built a structure, which, after standing for a

time, actually tumbled down from its own inherent weakness ; and

on investigation it was found, so imperfectly had its details been

supervised, that some of its supporting columns could have been

tested to absolute destruction l)y a tack-hammer. This gentleman

had a constitutional inaptitude for the practical, although his

theoretical qualifications were beyond question. I knew another

man who, after seven years' apprenticeship at the brass-worker's

trade, acknowledged that he could not mould a spike.

Now, it would have been of the greatest benefit not onlj' to these

individuals, but to society at large, had some one in authority said

to each of them in the outset of his career :
" You are not adapted

to the line of life you propose to yourself to follow." The attempt

(in which far too many of our technical scliools are engaged), to

make engineers of anybody and everybody who, in the ardor

of youthful inexperience, thinks he " wants to be an engineer,"

should, in the interest of society as a whole and of the future of

American engineering, be stopped at once and for all time. As
well think of making every man a poet who can write "doggerel,"

or every person a singer who has a loud voice, as to endeavor to

make engineers of men whose only qualifications are perseverance

and a good memory.

Before closing I desire to say a few words relative to what 1 will
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call the ethics of engiiieering, a subject almost if not totally ig-

nored in our technical schools.*

I have not time to discuss this importani question at as great

length as I desire, but will divide it into four heads and briefly

speak of each.

1st. The duty which a young assistant engineer owes to his

chief.

2d. The relations and duties of engineers to eacli other.

8d. The duty which an engineer owes to his employer.

-ith. The duty which the profession owes to society at large.

As regards the first division of the subject, I will say that I have

often heard it remarked by men in responsible positions, that they

would not have a young man from a technical school about them,

as graduates from such schools had no idea of subordination or

discipline, and were too much disposed to spell assistant with a

big A and chief with a sm.all c ; and I have also heard of instances

in which young men from some of our schools of engineering had

hardly got warm in their positions as assistants to some worthy

chief before they began to use all the arts of the " sapper and

miner" to undermine the man whom tiiey should have been

loyally assisting, with a view of securing through the influence of

relatives and friends the position he occupied.

All this is wrong, and in a great measure such conduct on the

part of young engineers is the result of a thoughtless selfishness,

against which they have heard no warning voice raised in the

school f]'om which they came. A young engineer accepting the

position of assistant, shotild be as loyal to his chief as the chief

of staff of an army is to its general ;—should do everything iTi his

power to win his confidence and to deserve it; should keep him

advised of the progress of all work under his direction, and protect

his reputation as carefully as his own—in short to be an assistant,

confidant and friend to his chief who appointed him.

Relative to the relations and duties of engineers to eacii other,

much more can be said than i^assing time permits. Mutual help-

fulness and generosity should always characterize these relations,

and a charitable consideration one for another always prevail. No
honorable engineer can ever do willful injustice to his fellow, or

* Attlie Pittaburgli Meeiingof the Am. Inst. Mining Engineers in 1886, Irons.,

Vol. XIV.. page GdO, the I'resid.iit, J. C. Baylep, E«q., of New York, delivered a

very able addres.-< upon "Professional Ethics" which every young engineer

could '• rend, mark, and inwardly digest" with great profit.—W. F. D.
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pass adverse criticism upon another's work without tlie fullest

knowledge upon which to base it, and especially M'ill he never com-

ment adversely in a public manner upon the work of another upon

mere ex ^mrle testimony. "Do as yon would be done l)y," is the

rule by which every honest engineer gauges his relations with his

felloAVS.

I must be still more brief in ray comments on the third head

of this subject—the dut}^ of an engineer to his employer—and will

simply say that that duty consists in the strictest honesty of word

and service, and in its discharge he is to keep always in mind, to

dare to " do all that may become a man."

I now come to the fourth head—the duty which the profession

owes to society. One of the iirst and most important duties which

the profession owes to society is so to govern and conduct itself as to

secure and retain the confidence of the public, to the end that when
important engineering works are proposed, society will have entire

faith in its judgment and unhesitatingly call for its advice and

assistance. Another important duty of the profession is the main-

tenance of organizations for the dissemination of professional

information, which tend gi-eatly to protect society from the schemes

of ignorant pretenders and unprincipled knaves. Other duties of

a public character might be named if these remarks were prolonged,

but I will close by earnestly urging the managers of our technical

schools to bestow more attention in the future than they have in

the past to tlie matters of discipline, and the determination of the

natural qualifications of the students they graduate, and by com-

mending!: the ethics of en<;ineerinor to the- careful and conscientious

consideration of all interested in schools of engineering, and more

especially to some of the more recent and enthusiastic advocates of

manual training.

Prof. C. I. King.—It seems to me that when an apprentice has

served his time, and when a young man from college, having been

through the technical school, has served his time, we will say, and

])Oth come out, we will imagine on a level, and begin their work in

the shop—that the apprentice has practically arrived where he is

ready to bcLnn to learn something. lie is where he feels a respon-

sibility that he has never had before, and if you are going to make a

foreman out of him he must acquire all that implies after liis appren-

ticeship has been served. It is equally so with a college man, if

he is going to make a superintendent oi- foreman. The only differ-

ence it seems to me is, that your college man has a basis to build
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upon that is as broad a foundation as can ])e laid. The difference

in the broadness of these foundations depends on the men alto-

gether. It seems to me that in that respect alone the eoUeii^e mail

is a good way ahead, and I hold that with this system of manual
training, every college man, if he has any natural ability, when he

steps into the shop he is capal:»le of earning a living there. He is

able to earn as much and in a great many cases more than the ap-

prentices. In regard to the different systems of work in the col-

leges, I hold that it is almost impracticable, so far as good results

are concerned in the way of instruction, to mix instruction and

business, and especially so if there is a time limit for completing

the work. The result in every case will be found, as Prof. Eobin-

son says, that you are sacrificing instruction to the completion of

work. That has been my experience for eight or nine years. Mr.
Smith touched upon one matter which I wish to mention, and that

is in regard to a vocabulary or dictionary of mechanical terms. It

seems to me that in a great many of our processes we have need

for a term which when si)oken makes the object referred to stand

out before one so that one knows what is meant. But in a great

many pieces of our machinery we refer to a part as " a boss " or

" lug," or something else of that kind, and it does not mean any-

thing. AVe sliould try to teach our boys terms that will bring out

some kind of a meaning, or picture something to the mind. I

think there is a great deal of work before the Society and before

the technical schools in that direction.

Prof. Woodward.—I have little to add in closing the debate. I

desire to thank Mr. Hawkins for his excellent suggestion, while at

the same time I ought to say that we make continual use of the

lecture method. In fact, the class, or " Russian," method of tool

instruction necessarily involves lectures, black-boards, and general

explanation. The economy of our method arises from giving an

explanation, a diagram, directions, etc., to twenty-four boys at once.

Then, again, when they proceed to the execution of their task, the

teacher knows so well what each has to do, that a glance suffices

to tell whether the student is doinc; as he ought or not. Mean-

while it must be remembered that our students are not men ; they

are boys from fourteen to eighteen years of age, and that they know
nothing whatever of engineering.

Again, I think the gentlemen who have spoken have dwelt too

much upon a single phase in the training of an engineer—that of

being a shop foreman or manager. Some of you seem to regard
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M'hat I call the " Training of a Dynamic Engineer," as only a new

kind of apprenticeship, tiie object of which is to make a man a good

machinist or a manager of machinists. To be an engineer means

vastly more than to be a skillful workman or a hue executive officer,

or both combined. I grant, if you wish, that it does mean thus

much, but it means a knowledge of theory too ; a knowledge and

ready command of both analytical and graphical methods of inves-

tio-ation ; a knowledge of the best practice ; of what has been done,

and how done, in the engineering world. An engineer is a man

whose familiarity with different methods and theories is wide

enough to entitle him to speak of his "-judgment A man who

knows but one way has no judgment about ways. A man who

has never "seen any use" for graphical statics, or the calculus, or

thermodynamics, simply admits that he has no command of such

things, and that countless opportunities for their use pass him with-

out his being in the least aware of the fact. A born frontiersman

is apt to " have no use" for a thousand of our great conveniences

about which he knows nothing. These remarks are in part sug-

gested by some side-discussions I have heard at this convention.

Let me say that no subject is put down in the course of study

given as an appendix to my paper, which I do not consider essen-

tial to the training of a finished engineer.

I am glad to lind that you all appear to agree with me in regard

to the policy of our shop. As regards what we cannot and do not

try to teach in our shop, I will quote a word from that very keen

observer and successful man of business, William Mather, Esq.,

manufacturer, Manchester, England, late Koyal Commissioner of

Education to America, now Member of Parliament.

" There is no possibility of teaching in a school that sort of

knowledge which practical work, carried out on commercial prin-

ciples within restrictions as to time of execution, etc., can alone

make any one familiar with."

—

TeGhnical Education in Eussia^

p. xii.

Bear me witness that the manual training school does not claim

to teach a single trade, nor to give business experience.

I did not expect my suggestion of the term " Dynamic Engineer "

would be received with much favor. All your traditions are

against it. It suggests distinctions not generally made. When I

first heard the phrase "dynamic engineering" from the Sheffield

Scientific School, I was not pleased with it. It struck me then as

it does Mr. Kent to-day. But further reflection effected a change
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of view. Mr. Smith thinks "dynamic" is not good English. It

is certiiinly good Greek, and in tliat respect it is on a par with

" mechanical " Avhicli is also from the Greek, " mochane," {f^t^x^^v)

a machine. Now if oar engineer is to be only a machinist, I will

withdraw my suggestion (and this is not intended to reflect in the

least upon that honorable calling) ; but if lie is to grapple with, and

control, and direct in the best manner the great fokcks (" djma-

meis," dwoe 1-181^) oi nature; steam, electricity, wind, water, and

all-embracing heat, then I claim for him a higher title than a

maker of machines.

Mr. Kent appears to make the term " mechanical engineering"

embrace all engineering, civil and mining. Rankine, whose fine

definitic»n of an engineer Mr. Kent quotes, was a civil engineer,

or rather he was, as I should say, a civil and a dynamic engineer.

But there must be a distinction between the two. They have much

in common, perhaps most things in common, but the names by

which they are to be distinguished must come from their differ-

ences. Now nothing better represents the peculiar field of our

society than " dynamics," which from time immemorial has Qn\-

hvAQQ^ forces upon bodies in ^notion. Here then we have our pe-

culiar province; the hodies (machines) with their details ; the mo-

tions of their parts (kinematics) ; and t\\Q forces by which they are

moved, which the several parts transmit, and which they apply to

useful ends. I still thiidv that no name can so appj'opriately ex-

press our high calling as " Dynamic Engineering."
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CCXXII.

TOPICAL DISCUSSIONS AND INTERCHANGE
OF DATA,

No. 222.—18.

Are there any grave objections to cam motions for moving the

valves of higli-speed engines 'i What is a limiting speed for cams?

DISCUSSION.

Mr. F. F. Herninway.—It is difficult to say in these times what a

high-speed engine is, and while I have had some experience in oper-

ating valves on steam engines by cam motions, I should hardly be

prepared to call them high-speed engines. I have used it on a steam

engine making as high as two hundred and forty revolutions a

minute, without any difficulty whatever. As to what the limiting

speed would be, I could not say. That is as high as I had any occa-

sion to use a cam motion for that purpose. But at that speed I

found no difficulty. Of course it must not be a heavy unbalanced

valve. It must be a balanced valve, and a valve so arranged that

motion is moderately limited.

I think the largest engine on which I ever attempted such speed

was 10 inches in diameter. I have used the cam motion on cylin-

ders as large as 20 inches diameter, but in that case the stroke was

so long that there was no occasion for a high rotatory speed.

Tlie valve was a multi-ported valve, and the extent of lift of the

valve was three-quarters of an inch. That w^as the most that the

cam ever was required to lift the valve, so that the lift, as I say,

was very moderate. With a short lift I never found any difficulty.

1 ran the small engine at 240 revolutions continuously, that is

through ordinary working hours, for a year, without any attention

whatever, and at the end of that time found the cam was scarcely

worn. It is fair to say, however, that there was almost absolutely

no pressure to be overcome in lifting the valve. The entire travel

of the valve was an inch and a half, or three-quarters of an inch each

way from its central position.
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Mi'. Babcock.—I cannot sa}' much about valves on liigli-speed

engines, though I have made a great many engines with valve mo-
tions driven by cams. I cannot now recall any running over 75

revolutions, which, as you know, is very slow speed in these days. But
I have had them running for ten years or more with very little wear
and very little rattle. Those cams were made to move the valve about

an inch and an eighth—a multi-ported valve which had the pressure

of steam upon it a part of the time. But it was a four-valve engine,

so that the pressure was relieved from the valve largely at the time

when it was moved. I imagine that the main difficulty to be found
in running cam motions at any speed is simply in making a well-

fitting cam. There is no reason why what is known as the French
cam working between two parallel bars, Mdien it is well fitted, with-

out lost motion, should not run as smoothly and at as high a speed

as the eccentric. The difKculty is to keep it in that condition. Wiien
I saw this question in the list, I imagined that our friend Porter,

whom some of us consider the apostle of high speed, would be here

to say something on that subject. He told me the other day that

lie had the best valve motion in the world. He said that he had
a single valve whicli would cut off at any point of the stroke, gives

a constant lead, a constant release, and a constant compression at

any point of cut-off, and only used one valve to do it, and asked

me how I supposed that was accomplished. Said I, "You use a

cam to move it." Said he, " I don't use an eccentric." So I judge
he is in that line—to make a cam motion and run at high speed.

No. 222.—19.

"What is the maximum safe load for steel tires on steel rails?

Can this be expressed in terms of the crushing strength of the tire

and rail, and per inch of width for different diameters of tire?"

DISCUSSION.

Mr, Henry 7?. Towne,—To start the discussion, I may mention

the fact that Mr. Chanute some years ago, while in charge of the

Erie Railway, made some very interesting experiments on this

point. I think a partial description of them was published in the

Proceedings of the QW\\ Engineers, but unaccompanied, I believe,

•50
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by any illustrations. Some two or three years ago, having occasion

to iTivestigate this subject myself, I wrote to Mr. Chanute, asking if

I could get the information he had acquired in his experiments, and

lie very kindly sent me tracings which he had compiled, showing

the actual tests which he has made, and which were very interest-

inor indeed. His method of investitjation was to take the different

standard locomotives in use on the Erie Railway, jack up one of

the driving wheels and place under the wheel, between it and the

head of the rail, a piece of very thin tracing paper with a piece of

thin carbon paper under it ; then let the wheel down on the paper,

leaving it a few moments, then raising the wheel again and taking

the paper out. The result was to make a record showing the area

and form of the contact between the wheel and rail. Those out-

lines he then had inked on the tracing paper, and from those trac-

ings he made blue prints, of which he sent me a full set. I think

there must have been forty or fifty of them. The forms of the

surfaces of contact were very curious. I could not produce them

on the board, for none of you would be able to see them ; but

the outline of the surface of contact was irregular, angular, and

quite sharp oftentimes in outline, the total area being exceedingly

small. The maximum measurement from one extremity to the

other of any one of the tracings, as I remember it, would not ex-

ceed fifteen one-hundredths of an inch. Mr. <3hanute had calcu-

lated from each of these, very carefully, the actual area of contact,

and had collated that with the weight on the driving wheel, and

from that had ascertained, ^r«^, what was the actual pressure per

unit of area—per square inch if you please—of the contact of the

rail and wheel with the engines that they were using; and, second,

from that had made a deduction as to what, in his opinion, consti-

tuted a safe limit. Mr. Chanute's deduction was that 12,000 lbs.

should be the limit of load on any one driver. Pei'haps some pres-

ent may be more familiar than I with the experiments to which I

refer, or with others in the same direction.

Mr. Wilfred Lewis.—The only expression that 1 know of as to

the relation between the diameter of the wheel and the load to be

put on it, is the one suggested by Mr. C. Shaler Smith for the rolls

for a pivot bridge, and the expression he used may be reduced to

the formula

—

Load = 1760 x face x Vdiam., all in lbs. and inches.

It would seem more natural that it shoulct vary directly as the di-
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ameter. I do not know what the philosophy is in putting it in

that form.

The Chairman.—Tills is a matter of great consequence in rail-

way practice, and of great importance by reason of the growing ne-

cessity for increasing the size of engines and the load on the drivers.

Mr. A7igus Sinclair.—I think it would be very desirable if the

members of this Society who are familiar with very heavy loads

would give the results of their experience of what is likely to be a

safe load for the locomotive tire. Most raih'oad men who have

studied railroad mechanical subjects are familiar with those experi-

. ments made by Mr. Chanute, and I don't think that it is generally

believed now that the deductions made from those experiments have

been favorable either to the wear of rails or to the wear of tires in

practice. The exact experiments which Mr. Chanute made show
very distinctly the amount which was resting on the rail, i)ut it is

very probable that his deductions of how much weight the rail would

safely stand have had injurious rather than beneficial effects. The
small area resting on the rails, with the tires with which he experi-

mented seems to show that the tire had a considerable cone. A
cylindrical tire would have a greater resting surface than one which

was considerably coned, and it would depend considerably on the

form of the rail head and the form of the tire how much the bear-

ing surface was. Mi-. Chanute's view that 12,000 pounds was the

safe limit to put upon a tire, has had a very great influence on

locomotive designers, and I shall not hesitate to say that that influ-

ence has been ver}' injurious to the steel rail. A locomotive which

iias a light load on it is much more injurious to rails than a locomo-

tive which has a heav}' load. In English practice they are using

eight and ten tons safely on locomotive tires, that is with single

drivers, and there does not seem to be anj' trouble from the wearing

out of rails. The tendency among locomotive designers in this

country now is continually to increase the weight on drivers, and

they are by no means confining themselves to 12,000 pounds, and

those who go bej'ond that limit are having the best success in mak-

ing the tires and the rails wear. The locomotives on the Erie have

Mr. Chanute's influence very strongly on them still, and I do not

believe that there is a railroad in the country whose rails have suf-

fered more from the wear of the slipping drivers than the Erie

locomotives, and the tendency now is to ignore the area of bearing

and put a weight on the drivers which experience shows is condu-

cive to long wear of tires and of rails. Probably there is a limit
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which is not determined yet, where the rnW will crush under the

driver. It seems to me that the engineers here who liave liad great

experience with crushing weights in other departments will he

able to shed light which would be beneficial to railroad men on this

subject.

The Chairma?!.—The statement i^ certainly interesting, and it

suggests that one fact which ought to be included in any equation

representing this matter is the elastic strength of the material com-

posing the rail and tire. Obviously with a theoretically perfect

rail and tire there is contact only either at a point or at a line. If

you conceive of a perfect cylinder resting on a perfect plane, of

course the contact is a line. J^ow, if that were really the case with

a locomotive, obviously the wheel would have to bed itself into the

rail until the actual area of contact was so extended from a mathe-

matical line as to give an area which, divided by the load, would

reduce the pressure per unit of surface to some figure within the

elastic strength of the material. If you went beyond that you would

have crushing, and therefore it would seem to me that any correct

equation representing this point would have to bring in that as one

of its factors, and that the results obtained would vary materially

with different steels, hard and soft.

M7\ Oherlin Smith.—I have not much experience in locomotives

and cars, but I have run a good many cams on rollers under heavy

pressures and, substituting steel castings for east iron, have put from

10,000 to 20,000 pounds upon rollei's which were only about four

inches in diameter and three inches face. In the case I speak of the

cast iron soon crushed and wore out, but the steel castings stood

excellently well.

No. 222.—20.

" What is the present status in Chicago of the question of smoke-

preventing furnaces under steam boilers ?
"

Mr. G. E. Palmer.—That the City Council has passed laws abating

the smoke nuisance in Chicago is nearly the whole extent to which

the matter has progressed.

I have given this matter some attention for quite a number of

years, but I have been thinking during the past few moments that,

with all the experience I have had, my mind is still almost entirely
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a blank on the subject of smoke prevention, or smoke-preventing

furnaces. You can imagine from tiiis that we have accomplislied

very little; in fact, 1 do not know of any substantial, general prog-

ress that has been made in the city of Chicago in the direction of

abating the smoke nuisance or in the general introduction of any

kind of smoke-preventing furnaces under steam boilers. There

have been introduced a hundred or perhaps a thousand (I don't

know how many) inventions, claiming to prevent the making of

smoke, nearly all of them mechanical, and nearly all of them fail-

ures or worse than failures, for in almost every instance when any-

thing of the kind has been introduced in the city of Chicago, even

if it has succeeded to any extent in abating the smoke that was

produced, it has also been found to result directly against economy.

People who have been forced, by reason of the aforesaid city ordi-

nance for the prevention of smoke, to put in some design or some

machine or some claimed invention for the prevention of smoke,

have generally found that the use of it has cost them considerably

more money to run their works, and in most instances they have

concluded to pay a fine once in about three months, rather than pay

the extra coal bill required to operate the same.

The only direction in which there has been any success in the in-

troduction of smoke-preventing furnaces under steam boilers in the

city of Chicago, has been in the construction of brick-arch furnaces,

burning the fuel under these brick arches, and in some cases these

have been quite successful both in economy and in preventing smoke,

particularly when plants of boilers have been put up of sufficient

capacity in order that they may be run and not crowded beyond a

reasonable limit. But whenever these plants have been put up,

even with the brick arches or ovens, and have been over-pushed

to any considerable extent, there would be about as much smoke as

before. In fact, Chicago, with all its legislation and all its inventive

genius, is almost entirely in the dark as to proper furnaces to be put

under steam boilers for the prevention of smoke, and we are cer-

tainly in hopes that some light may be thrown upon this subject by

our visitors at this time. We are seeking for light in this direction.

Mr. G. W. Cole.—Eecently I was passing by the West Side Water

Works in this city, and my attention was called to the combustion

at the rear of the furnace. It appears to be very perfect indeed.

I was told that that furnace was the invention of Mr. Mason, who

was the chief engineer of the city water works. It may be that some

resident here will correct me by saying that the smoke-stack gives
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off a good deal of smoke. Still the combustion was very perfect

that I saw when I was there.

Mr. Palmer.—The fact of the smoke-stack not giving off any

smoke is not an evidence in my opinion of perfect combustion or

great economy.

Mj\ Cole.—I M'ould say I did not observe the smoke-stack at all.

I looked in a hole in the rear of the fire, between the point where

the products of combustion left the grate and where they went

into the return tubes of the boiler. The smoke-stacks I did not look

at at all.

Mr. G. H. Balcoch.—I would say that there is a great deal of the

personal equation in this matter. The fact is. that with a good fur-

nace and a good fireman, smoke can be pi'evented to a large extent

without any mechanical appliances, but a great deal depends on the

kind of coal. A furnace which will burn one kind of coal without

smoke will not burn another kind of coal without smoke. I am not

speaking of anthracite, because we all know that we can burn that

Avithout smoke. But you may take two different kinds of bituminous

coal, put one in a furnace and it will burn without smoke, and another

in a similar furnace will not burn without a good deal of smoke.

The coals may be practically of the same smoke-producing quality.

For instance, there is a fui-nace runnjrig in Chicago which has been

running for four or five years on Indiana block coal, with absolutely

no smoke, and giving good economy. The same furnace put up

in other places, and using other kinds of bituminous coal, did not

answer. I remember noticing many times, a number of years ago,

at the l3altin]ore Sugar Refinery, the utter absence of smoke from

the chimney. They were always biirning a semi-bituminous coal

known as the Cumberland coal, while other chimneys in the neigh-

borhood were all producing immense quantities of smoke from the

same coal. The dift"ei*ence there was wholly in the firemen. The
furnaces were not different. It was entirely in knowing how to

handle the coal. In Glasgow, considerable is being done in the way

of preventing smoke, by automatic stokers. At the works of the

Singer Manufacturing Company they have a stoker (I cannot give

you the name of it), but it is one of a common kind, having a re-

volving chain grate. The furnaces are provided with fire-bricks in

such a way as to produce a sort of reverberatory action. They get

absolutely no smoke under ordinary circumstances, with very good

economy. The same arrangemeat is used in other parts of Scot-

land and is working very well. AVhether it would work equally
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well with American coals, is entirely conjectural. Men like Mr.

Palmer and myself, who have had a good deal of expei-ience in at-

tempts of this kind, begin to distrust our own knowledge on the

subject. We feel that all our experience with one coal does not

qualify us to judge of the requirements for another.

Mr. W. F. Durfee.—Probably the simplest expedient for the pre-

vention of smoke that has 3'et been devised, (if we except the fireman

who knows how to use coal), is the " dead plate " invented by James

Watt. I have used that with bituminous coal with very great success,

no smoke passing out of the chimney. It consists simply of a plate

of metal in front of the grate bars, cr a surface of brick two and a

half feet long in the case in my own experience, and the width of

the fire-door in front, and expanding to the width of the grate at its

inner end. The coal should not be shoveled directly upon the fire,

but be spread in a thin layer on this dead plate, when its gases pass

off slowly and are consumed without smoke, while the solid parts

of the fuel are partially coked. When the fire needs replenishing

the stoker pushes this partially coked coal u])on it, and fills the

dead plate again with fresh fuel. If this simple and inexpensive

method of preventing smoke is managed properly, very little or no

smoke at all will escape from the chimney.

Prof. E. C. Carpenter.—I made a trial of the brick arch method,

and found the result just the same as Mr. Palmer mentions. Where

ourcoasumption was twelve pounds or less of bituminous coal to the

square foot of grate surface, we got very good results indeed. But

when we had to push our boilers and make a great deal of steam, we

got very poor results. I think that necessarily follows from using

the brick arch. The arch tends to store up a good deal of the heat of

the coal. We got, with a very small consumption of coal, very good

results indeed. I have understood incidentally that the water w^orks

in this city were using anthracite coal. That may not be so, however.

I have seen a furnace which, although using slack coal, gave little or

no smoke. It had an automatic stoker, and the boiler was set a great

distance above the grate bars. The result with that furnace was

very good, both as to evaporation and as to smoke prevention.

3Ir. Cole.—The suggestion has been made that they are using

anthracite coal partially in the city. The North Side Works are

using anthracite coal, but the furnaces of which I spoke are at the

West Side, where they are using soft coal, a portion of it being

Hocking Yalley coal occasionally.

Mr. Palmer.—I understood Mr. Carpenter to say that he obtained
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very good results by burning about twelve pounds of bituminous

coal per square foot of grate. Do I understand by that economy,

or the prevention of smoke only ?

Mr. Carpenter.—We made some tests w^ith and without the arch.

The result was several per cent, in favor of the boiler with the

arch, in economy, and our fireman thought that we saved a great

deal. Our trial showed a saving of from five to ten per cent.

Mr. Palmer.—The experiments which I made proved to nie that

it is useless to burn so small a quantity of coal as 12 pounds, and

expect high economy. I have obtained the highest economy I

ever expected to obtain in burning 28 to 30 pounds to the square

foot. When I wish to obtain the liighest economy^ I burn all the

coal I can to the square foot of grate. In other words, I raise the

temperature of the furnace as high as I can. I believe that the

ordinary results of burning bituminous coal in the West, so far as

my knowledge goes, do not show evaporation of more than 5^

pounds ]5er pound of coal. When I have been making experi-

ments, burning as low as 12 pounds, and then taking the same

boiler with the same setting, the same furnace, and burning 25

pounds per square foot of grate, I have obtained as high as 40 per

cent, better economy in burning 25 pounds per square foot of grate,

than in burning 12 pounds. I do not know whether this would

hold true of hard coal passing out at a very high temperature. My
experience is, that the higher the temperature of the furnace, and

the more coal per square foot of grate surface burned, the higher

the economy.

Mr. Carpenter.—I would like to inquire how about draft, espe-

cially if you have bituminous nut or slack? My experience has

been exactly the reverse—I never tried the blower.

Mr. Palmer.—The matter of draft is a very essential considera-

tion. If you wish to burn 25 pounds per square foot of grate, you

must have a draft sufficient to do it. If you only have a draft suf-

ficient to burn 12 pounds, you could not burn 25. I am speaking

of where the draft is unlimited, and where we have all we

want.

Mr. J. T. HatuMns.—I imagine that the question of economy has

very small bearing on this case, as it has been pretty well settled,

I think, that the greatest economy that can be gotten from burning

bituminous coal with the most perfect combustion, over imperfect

smoke-producing methods, is about seven tenths of one per cent.,

so that the question of economy, I think, is hardly worth consider-
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ing, compared with the miisance of tlie smoke in a city ; but I was

going to state that I witnessed an experiment some eleven or

twelve years ago, made by Mr. J. B. Hoyt, of the firm of J. B.

Hoyt & Son, belting manufacturers, who has now retired from

business. He built a furnace for the express purpose of trying to

avoid smoke from bituminous coal, and he used coal containing the

greatest quantity of volatile constituents which he could obtain.

His aim at tiiat time M'as also to effect a considerable economy. In

this, of course, he did not succeed. He did, however, succeed in

burning the bituminous coal without a particle of smoke. A young

engineer named Skecl made some very exliaustive experiments

with that furnace. It constituted an elaboration of the dead plate,

which, as mentioned by Mr. Durfee, is about the best device for

producing that result. The furnace was built in this way: the air

was admitted under the grate, but the coal was put in at about five

or six different points on each side. These holes were arched and

kept stopped up with the coal, which was gradually pushed in from

time to time. Then there was heated air let into the back of the

grate, so that practically the coal was distilled at these arched open-

ings. Occasionally they would push the coked coal when the vola-

tile constituents had been taken out of it on to the grate bars. The

arch of the furnace was low and the temperature of the arch was

carried to a very high point, but in the combustion chamber at the

back of the grate the fiarae was perfect and there never was a par-

ticle of smoke came out of the chimney.

M7\ F. H. Underwood.—I had charge of Mr. Hoyt's establishment

at the tijne a portion of these experiments were made. We used

Cumberland coal, and we succeeded in doing away with all of the

smoke. The furnace was constructed as has been described by the

gentleman.

Prof. C. I. King.—I discovered a boiler some time ago which was

set with grate bars and tire-doors at both ends, the grate bars at the

back end of the boiler being slightly above those in front. The

gentleman who was using it told me he always started his fire at

what we call the back end of the boiler, and then started it after-

ward at the front. He claimed excellent results. I did not see it

in operation, as the establishment was using water power at that

time. I thought that some of the other members of the Society

mio-ht o'ive us a little information with reiirard to this style of set-

ting of boilers, and what the results may be. This gentleman, as I

said, claimed most excellent results in economy and a decided ab-
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senee of smoke from his chimney. I do not suppose this to be new,

as I have received information that it has been in use to a slight

extent in England.

Mr. Harding.—I had occasion to doctor up a battery of boilers

in my charge. I found that the distance between grate bar and

shell was fourteen inches. It was down on the river, down where

they were cursed by the old steamboat practice. They reset the

boilers with their false front, and gave them twenty-six inches be-

tween shell and fire. No patterns were changed in the fire walls.

We found a gain in economy between twenty and twenty-two per

percent. We werv^. doing very, badly before. It shows what an

odd ten inches will do between the shell and the fire.

Mr. H. P. Minot.—I think Mr. Eabcock has taken the right

ground. We want firemen who know their business. No doubt,

in many cases where parties are building a chimney or stack, they

do not build it high enough and large enough to get draft enough.

I think if we investigate the matter at the West Side Water Works

here, we will find that the engineer is pretty well up in the way

to fire his boiler, and keeps his firemen where they should be. I

think we ought to have firemen go through a school of instruction

somewhere, and understand how to handle their fires properly.

Mr. John Walker.—Would some of our members posted on

boilers tell us, why a gas producer placed immediately in front of

a boiler would not be an economical arrangement for getting up

steam and abating the smoke nuisance ?

The Chairman.—I think Mr. Walker has touched the key-note

of this thing, and as there is no punishment at the present day for

prophesying, I will venture to make a prediction. It seems to me
we have the clue given us in two recent usages, one, to which we

were directed first by that great English engineer, Siemens, and the

other by nature; and I may add also that the New York Steam

Heating Company is helping on my argument, which is, that steam

under certain circumstances can be carried in mains, just as gas and

water are, economically. We see in Pittsburgh that gas can be

distributed in the same way for industrial purposes. Siemens told

us how to take coal and make gas of it and get rid of smoke. Why
not convert our fuel into gas at convenient points outside of large

cities, and distribute it by mains, just as we do our illuminating

gas, and apply it under furnaces of proper construction where the

gas would be entirely consumed and no smoke result from it ? Per-

haps the next time this Society holds its meeting in Chicago you
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uill find that process in operation here and tlie smoke nuisance

gone.

Mr. Bdbcock.—Tlie matter has been experimented on extensive-

ly. We have ourselves made a great many experiments in that

line, without any great satisfaction, owing to the difficulties of

making a producer in connection witli the boiler. If, however, the
gas be made in a separate producer and cooled so as to be carried

in pipes to the point of combustion, a large share of the value of

the coal would be lost before it reached the boilers. Water gas is

the great cure-all or do-all in these days, but water g^s cooled con-

tains just about one-half of the heat units of the coal from which it

was made. Therefore, if we use the gas after it has been carried

in a cold-blooded manner through the streets we shall have to con-

tent ourselves with having expended one-half of the value of the

coal in making the gas, leaving the other half only for use under
our boilers. An experiment of that kind was tried here in the city

of Chicago at a large brewery, and it M-as found that the economy
was so bad that they had to return to firing beneath the boilers in

the ordinary way. Gas-fired boilers are very successful in Pitts-

burgh and other places where they have natural gas, and also in

connection with blast furnaces where they have gas to throw away
or use as they prefer. But there is no hope whatever, for mechan-
ical purposes like steam making, in using gas made at gas works
and carried through pipes, for the reason that so large a proportion

of the heat units have to be used up in the production of the gas.

Mr. Dtivfee.—I did not suppose that the question would permit
of the consideration of the use of gas. I thought that it would be
confined entirely to the prevention of smoke arising from the use

of coal burned directly under the boiler on grates. Had I sup-

posed the discussion would take the range it has, I would have
stated when up before that in the years 1868, 1869, and 1870, I

used gas malde in the Siemens producers, under flue boilers. In

the works under my charge at that time, there was a battery of

eight producers, which made the gas for the whole works, and a

sufficient quantity of that gas was taken for consumption under the

boilers. There was no difficulty at all in making the necessary

amount of steam without any appearance of smoke from the top of

the stack. About the economy, it is impossil)le for me to state,

because the consumption was from the general amount of gas pro-

duced. We did make a saving in this way : we had no firemen

especially employed to take charge of the boilers ; the watchman
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at the works lighted the fire in the morning, and when the engi-

neer came the steam was ready, and he looked after the gas durinif

the rest of the day, and on leaving at night he shut the gas valves
;

and of course tiiere were no ashes to pull out or clinkers to remove,

or grates to clean, or any work of that kind.

Mr. Walker.—Mj suggestion was to have the gas producer im-

mediately in front of the boiler and to take the place of the present

furnace, flames and gases only passing under the boiler. It occurs

to me that tiiis plan would be compact and economical (as gas pro-

ducers certainly are economical), and there would be less loss by
radiation than if the gas producers were some distance away.

Mr. Geo. H. Barrus.^—The discussion on this subject at the meet-

ing gave me a strong impression that there were no smoke prevent-

ing furnaces in use in Chicago. I was afterward much surprised

during my visit to some of the factories in the city to find that this

impression was unwarranted. 1 do not know how extensively such

furnaces are in use there, but I can positively affirm that there is

at least one furnace in the city that burns Illinois nut coal with

absolutely no smoke. This furnace is at the Norton Mills. A de-

scription of what I observed and learned there may be of interest.

There are two horizontal return tubular boilers, with shells 65

inches diameter, 16 feet in length between heads, each containing

56 4" tubes. The grate surface in each furnace has an area of 24

square feet. The furnaces are fitted with automatic coal feeders.

The coal is shoveled into chambers built in the walls of the setting,

and extending the length of the furnace. The chambers are some-

what higher than the grates, and they have inclined bases, and each

has a side opening at the bottom leading to tJie furnace. The
grate is inclined downward from these openings on each side to

the center of the furnace, and the automatic device takes the coal

from the openings and gradually crowds it over upon the inclined

grates.

Each furnace is roofed over with a fire-brick arch, above which

is a passage through which air is admitted above the fuel. This air

enters the furnace at each side in a long stream just above the

entering coal, and the amount which is admitted may be regulated

by a damper in front. The rate of feeding of the coal can be

varied by appropriate meciumism.

The principle of the furnace is a gradual and uniform supply of

coal, the gradual coking of the coal as it enters, and the proper sup-

* Contributed since the meetinor.
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p]} of air above it for the combustion of tlie gases. No coal is

thrown directly on the fire by hand. The appearance of the fur-

nace space iinmediateh' on opening the fire door is similar to that

of a Siemens furnace, though not so hot. The outside of the boiler

shell is free from deposit and the fiame space at the rear end is as

transparent as it would be with anthracite coal in the furnace.

To show the effect of firing coal directly on the grate by hand,

observation was made of the discharge fi'om the top of the chimney

when working in the normal manner. There was no smoke under

these conditions of ordinary use. In thirty seconds' time, after

three shovelfuls of coal had been fired directly upon each grate,

smoke appeared at the chimney and gradually increased in quan-

tity and densit}', till it filled the chimney outlet with a cloud of

the blackest color. This cloud rolled away from the chimney sever-

al hundred feet before it dispersed. In the course of two minutes'

time the quantity and density began to diminish, and the smoke
gradually passed awa}^ until it had absolutely disappeared as before.

The boilers supply steam to a Harris-Corliss condensing engine,

having one cylinder 42^ in. diameter, 36| in. stroke, making 67

revolutions per minute. It drives the machinery of a flour mill on

the roller process, which makes 1,445 barrels in 24 hours.

The engine-man reported that on a run of 20 hours with the en-

gine developing 393 I.H.P., 31,800 lbs. of Streator nut coal was

burned (containing 3,225 lbs. of ash) and 217,812 lbs. of water fed

at 35° was evaporated. At this rate, the boilers evaporated 9.26

lbs. of water from and at 212° per lb. of combustible, and the en-

gine used 19.1 lbs. of feed water and 2.79 lbs. of coal per I.H.P.

per hour.

No. 222-21.

"Howdoj^ou make successful foundations for structures upon

yielding earth ?

"

DISCUSSION.

The Chairman.—We moved this question forward on the docket,

in order that it might come up to-night, for the reason that we
have pi'esent with us a gentleman of Chicago, Mr. Jenney, one of

the leading architects here, who has had special experience in this

matter, and who, I hope, will respond to an invitation to give us
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some light on the subject. Mr. Jenney lias erected many buildings

in this city, notably the new Union League Club Building, and the

Home Insurance Building, in speaking of which he surprised me
yesterday by telling me that in the starting of the works an allow-

ance of two and a half inches was made for the settlement of the

building during its completion. In other words, the whole build-

ing goes down two and a half inches while it is being erected. I

hope Ml-. Jenney will favor us with some information on this

point.

Mr. W. L. B. Jenney.—Formerly Chicago was very low and flat.

We do not claim to have any very high hills here yet; but there has

been a great deal of filling, notably after the fire, when material was
abundant. Now, underlying our streets about 11 to 12 feet below
the sidewalk in this business district where we are now, and upon
which all these very heavy buildings are erected, is a bed of clay

many feet deep. That clay is very soft and wet, about the con-

. sistence of soap grease on a

I

mild day. The upper two
' __ or three feet is partially

dried, and by courtesy is

% termed hard-pan, and the

"'% top of this so-called hard-

pan is the best stratum on

which we have to build

(Fig. 267.) That is

STUI'VOXllf

ma

dare

2 tons to the square foot.

Now, any building upon these foundations must naturally settle,

and, as Mr. Towne has stated, we calculate that a heavy building

will go down say two and a half inches, and therefore the grade

at the outset is placed that much above the definitive grade. Now,
as this building must settle, the great point is that it should be

made to settle uniformly. Therefore we must calculate our weights

and their disposition so that they should be distributed uniformly

over the foundation. The method we employ here with most suc-

cess is what is known as independent piers—that is, that each pier

that goes through the basement, or each wall, or each column, must

have its own independent foundation ; and where these founda-

tions, as most of them do, come close together, the concrete base

is separated by vertical 2 inch planks, that is, so that each one shall
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settle separately from the other. If we should ])nt two together,

as one side of the construction may go down more rapidly than tlie

other, they might be torn apart on lines not desirable. Now, there

are several difficulties ; one is to know exactly what the weights

are. We know what the permanent weight of a building is. We
calculate the building for the foundations entirely independent of

the general construction. The foundations are calculated first for

the empty building, and then we add what we deem, to tiie best

of our judgment, is going to be tiio permanent weight. In an

office building we put it very light, say 12 pounds per square foot

for all we call the live load, that is, the furniture and people in the

building ; for if we overload or underload it is equally bad. If we

should calculate a room filled like this to-night for every floor, why

that weight would be there very seldom, indeed, and the columns

^ lloyiIKe CtAHfS TV TAKr »/> TUP St^VJt.

a j-rf« i.irjs curjMTO riANBissrTvfXXN'JsrAH9

xixxAzuJi^ta^Ma BHewzHt ee/J/jt^iAfsjasAH covsjott^msb

Fig. 268.

in the center of the building would stay up while the walls would

go down, and the floors would soon be very unsightly. Another

point: it is very difficult to make our buildings, while in the pro-

cess of erection, receive a weight which is uniform over all the foun-

dations at the same time. The building should be designed so as

to do that .as far as ])ossible. Wherever any settling is likely to

take place, the walls must not be united, they must be separated;

and if they have to be tied together, or anchored together, the an-

chors must be made to run into slots so that they may go down

independent of each other and without injuring one or the other.

This necessitates also a great deal of anchoring. A building of

eight or ten stories high will settle two and a half inches in the

first year, and it must be made to do that settling so as not to in-

jure itself; and as it is impossible to carry your construction along

so that every part shall be uniformly disposed in regard to its
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weight, the anchoring must be xevy complete. We build in here

quite generally, wherever there is the slightest indication of a weak
point, over the archways, at all the corners, etc., very long strips of

hoop iron, three inches wide and three-sixteenths of an inch thick,

turned up strongly at the ends, and the brick or stone pounded in

with close joints at the end, so that all this hoop iron shall hold

that building together. (Fig. 268.) Now, the Home Building was

a decidedly heavy building. It was lire-proof in every particular

except the top floors and the doors and a few little trimmings, and

it was made decidedly heavy, calculated to be very substantial.

The piers are square iron columns. Every one of those columns

carried the end of a girder, so that we knew exactly where the

weights were going. The illustration shows a section of the iron

column in the piers ; the brick was then built around it. The
pressed brick on the outside is only four inches thick, just sufficient

to protect the columns from fire. On the inside, brackets or cor-

bels carried the ends of the girders. Then between these columns,

over to the next pier, resting on the brackets on the square columns,

and above the windows, were iron lintels, these all bolted together,

so that you have a complete system all over the building on each

floor, by which it is thoroughly tied in all directions. Wherever

an I-beam crosses a girder, or an I-beam comes in contact with

an I-beam, they are bolted together, so that we make each floor

a complete net-work, and if one part goes down more than another,

it is held by the balance of the whole building. In ordinary sys-

tems it is necessary that we should And our center of gravity and

make that the center of our footing. With the front piers, for ex-

ample, there is not room enough to make them square, therefore

we put in our plank to limit the concrete footings. They are

much longer out toward the sidewalk than they are to the right

and left. Where walls and columns come near together and there

are vaults, etc., so that they cannot be separated in their footings,

then arrangements must be made to group them, and arrange those

groups so as to get our weights distributed as uniformly as possible,

for if we get a weight greater per square foot in one place than

another, in this soil, we have trouble. In the Home Building is

first a bed of concrete, say 3 feet thick, separated wherever it comes

in contact with another bed by vertical 2-inch plank, so that they

may slide independently of each other. Upon that we put dimen-

sion stone. (Fig. 269.) This city is very well provided with dimen-

sion stone. We put in a dimension stone directly on the concrete
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with no dressing. The surface as it comes from the quarry is sub-

stantially even, but still not even enough to put another dimension

stone on top of it. The bed would require to be dressed. As that

is an expense, we " step

in " liere with large

rubble. The rubble can '•>-- '
'

be placed directly upon '^^f^'^^t'^^t^'^'.^"}

the dimension stone

without dressing. On

top of this course of

rubble stone we now

put another dimension

stone, because we can

set that with a coating

of c e m e n t between.

Here we can make an

offset of about say four inches in the dimension on the rubble;

so we get first concrete, then dimension, then rubble, then dimen-

sion, making an offset of rubble on dimension of 12 or 13 inches,

and of dimension on rubble of about 4 inches. Where the col-

umns come we give a very large and very heavy bed plate of iron.

sscTtoH or PIVX

Fig. 269.

In answer to Questions.—This hard-pan that we build upon is

our best surface, and we do not like to wound that at all. It lies

under this building about 11 or 12 feet below the grade of the side-

walk. That is just about where we would want to go unless we

have very broad footings. If we should remove that in any way

we would diminish the quality of our foundation, and then we
hardly know what weight we dare to put upon it. Another point,

and that is there are some light walls—we cannot help ourselves

—

places where we carried them down without any footings at all,

and yet these would have too much footing for the very little weight

upon them. "Whenever this occurs we have to cut tliem off from

the other portions of the structure. They will not go down, wliei-e

the other po-tions of the building will. Last November, at the

meeting of the Institute of xArchitects, I was there invited to de-

scribe with drawings this new Home Building. The description

was published in the Sanitary Engineer, December 10, from which

the illustrations are taken, in which any one who cares to may find

a more detailed description.

Mr. G. L\ Palmer.—I would like to ask Mr. Jenney what expe-

51
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rience he lias had in regard to placing iron on this bed of concrete

above the hard-pan.

Mr. Jenney.—Personally I have not nsed that much, because

when I could use dimension stone and rubble, I would prefer them.

There are times when we have to use the basement for such pur-

poses that this dimension stone and rubble put in as usual would in-

commode us, and w-e use railroad iron, which allows an increase of

the width of the offsets. This can be seen within what is called

the Rookery Building in this block. I would say in regard to the

success of these independent pier foundations, that in the Home
Building the calculations were made over and. over again by some

three different assistants, and careful leveling shows that the build-

ing had gone down at the time of completion two and a quarter

inches out of the two and a half allowed, and with inequalities of less

than three-quarters of an inch which were so generally distributed

about the building that they could only be detected by an engineer's

level.

Mi\ Oherlin Smith.—I would like to ask Mr. Jenney about how
thick this layer of clay is, and how far it is down to bed rock, if

there is any ?

3fr. Jenney.—In some instances I have known them to sound it

sixty feet and then they stopped, because they thought it was no

use to go farther. The artesian wells show the sections, but I have

not them in mind. It is of great depth
;
practically it is unlimited,

because there is no possibility in our buildings of using anything

below the clay. There are occasionally boulders of stone in it, occa-

sionally little pockets of sand. Under our Post Office there was

an old slough and there were pit holes. Wlitn we find those we
must so to the bottom of them. In one instance I was obliged to

go down with the concrete at one angle twenty feet below the

other portions of the building.

Mr. ^Y. F. Durfee.—The importance of the consideration which

has been presented to us by Mr. Jeimey so plainly, I have seen very

well illustrated in a very expensive building whicli is now being

erected in an Eastern city. \\\ the design of this building there

was contemplated and it is now in process of erection, a very lofty

and heavy tower. That tower, on the right and left flank of it, as

you face the tower from the interior quadrangle of the building, is

united to the main walls of the structure. Tlie tower is now one-

lialf of its intended height, and has alread)' settled so much that

the blocks of stone in the adjacent wall of the building proper are
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almost tlio wliolo of them craclced in numerous places. Tlie win-

dow caps and sills are very much dislocated, and some of the lighter

portions of the building show evidence of being forced up by the

upward movement of the clay soil on which the tower rests. The
tower has forced substance from under it which is actually lifting

parts of the adjacent structure.

Mr. J. ir. Cole.—1 would like to ask Mr. Jenney if he has in

mind any unsatisfactory experience in using piles?

Mr. Jenney.—This soft clay of great depth is not well adapted to

piling. Besides piling is necessarily more expensive, and we have
found that it is not necessary for a fire-proof building of ten or

eleven stories high.

Mr. Palmer.—I would like to ask Mr. Jenney if it is not a fact

that the county part of the county building of Chicago was put
upon piles, and the city part upon such a foundation as this, and if

it is a fact that the county part has settled so much that it has

nearly ruined the building ?

Mr. Jenney.—I cannot speak from any actual information, except
hearsay. It is universally reported that one-half of that building is

on piles, and the other half not, and that there has been some very

bad settling. If \xq load this soil with more than two tons a square

foot, or if we get it uneven, we are certain to have trouble.

Mr. Burfee.—There is a very simple and cheap method of get-

ting foundations which is applicable under many conditions of soil,

particularly if it is a clay soil resting upon a solid bed of gravel,

but with clay so deep that it would be too expensive to remove the

wdiole mass down to the gravel. By boring vertical holes with a

common post augur through the clay at about as frequent intervals

as you would naturally drive piles, and filling those holes with dry
sand, poured in and compacted by a pointed stick, you get a very
satisfactory substitute for piles, and I have used that construction

in two or three instances under the conditions which I have named
w'ith entire satisfaction.

The Chairman.—^ye are all very greatly indebted to Mr.
Jenney for the very interesting account which he has given us of

this mode of construction, whicli I am sure must be new to many
of us, and his remarks show how modern mechanical operations

overlap in the different so-called groups. Mr. Jenney might just

as well claim membership in our Society of Engineers as in the

Institute of Architects. His work is as much of an engineerino- as an
architectural character, as is shown by what he has told us to-night.
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No. 222—22.

" Would the use of an annular jet in an ejector induce a

greater current of tlie fluid to be moved than if a solid jet was

used of the same area ?
"

DISCUSSION.

Mr. John Walker.—I am of the opinion that the annular opening

would have more friction than a plain, round opening of same area,

and hence the latter would have the least resistance.

3I/\ Jesse 31. Smith.—I think that since the circumference of the

outer circle is greater for the annular jet than for the solid jet, and

since the air which is forced out is a question of entrainment

by the steam of the air, that the larger the surface of the steam

jet the larger would be the quantity of air delivered. The annular

jet would be thereby the more effective. If it were a case of an in-

jector for raising water for a very large jet I should think that the

condensation of the steam by the water would be more effective in

the case of an annular jet, because the stream of steim is thinner

and the water would come in contact with it more readily and con-

dense it more rapidly. For small sized jets I do not suppose there

would be much difference. But for an air pump or an air ex-

hauster, I should think that the annular jet was preferable.

if/', ir. F. Durfee.—In 1809 I constructed a filter pump with

an annular jet, and the reasons that influenced my decision in the

matter of its design were precisely those stated by the last speaker.

The filter pump was intended to work four filters, and it per-

formed that office perfectly well. The thickness of the jet of water

was one-sixteenth of an inch ; its internal diameter one-half of

an inch. I am not able ta say whether a solid jet would have

worked any better or any worse, but my impression is very strong

that an annular jet for such a purpose is the better form.

Mr. Walker.—I would like to call Mr. Smith's attention to the

fact that this is an ejector, not an injector.

Mr. Smith.—I recognize the fact that it is an ejector, and I think

that the surface of the jet, whether it be of steam or of air, would

be better if annular. If it were a jet of air forced by pressure

throuiifh an annular nozzle and it was desi<>:ned to entrain more

air and make a blower so as to deliver air in a larger quantity and

Ht a lower pressure—even then I think that an annular jet would
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be better on account of having a niucli larger surtacc for entrain-

uient of the surronndinff air.

Mr. Durfee.—As an adjunct to the filter puinj) described, I pro-

vided a reservoir intoM'hich the air was discharged and from which
it would be delivered into a blow pipe, so that the same appaia-

tus could be made use of as a blow pipe without any inconven-

ience. Any one who is interested in seeing that apparatus will

find an illustrated description of it in the thirteenth volume of the

papers of the American Institute of Mining Engineers, to which
I contributed it.

Mr. G.II. Bahcock.—With air I have no doubt that an annular

jet would be more effective, as the action is simply one of friction

between the two fluids, the energy of the escaping steam being im-
parted to the air by contact and friction. This is illustrated by the

blowers which are put into the smoke stacks of steamboats. It is

found that the most effective blowers, using live steam, are made
of a ring in which are a large number of small holes, so that there

is a large number of jets, forming practically an annular ring

of steam. But I imagine that the conditions would be very dif-

ferent if water or any other fluid capable of condensing the steam
was to be moved. In that case there is a direct transference of the

momentum of the steam to the water upon the condensation of the

steam, its energy being imparted directly to the water. I think it

would make no difference in that case whether the jet was annular

or sub-divided in any way. The question is how much steam at a

given velocity is condensed in a given quantity of water.

Mr. J. T. Hawkins.—It seems to me that the annular jet is going
to be more eflicient because of its greater surface. If we have the

air entering up from the center as well as on the outside, we have a

great increase of contact, after the manner of the Ai-gand burner.

The Argand burner furnishes oxygen for the flame more completely
than a solid burner, and I should say it would act in the same way
for a jet. I know that on some of the United States steamers during
the war they had that same kind of jet to which Mr. Babcock refers,

and in that case the air passed up inside of the ring as well as out-

side. But if it was closed in the center, I should say it would not

make so much difference.

J/>'. Sinith.—I would say that Giffard who flrst called attention

to this form of injector states that an annular jet and a solid jet of

the same area are the equivalents one of the other, and that the

h"quid jet may be either the central jet and the steam the annular jet
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or vice versa. That, of course, applies to steam raising water where

the steam is entirely condensed by the watei-. But where air or

steam is used to entrain air or steam or any other gas or vapor, the

question is quite different. It is simply there a question of entrain-

ment and not of condensation at all ; so that I think that the an-

nular jet would be more efficient for entraining one gas or vapor

by another gas or vapor, while the forcing of a liquid by steam

might not have so great a difference.

J/r. Babcocl'.—I do not know that it is proper to bi-anch off at

all upon the question, but there is a point in regard to the action

of such jets, particularly for chimneys, which is of interest.

The Chairman.—I think that would be entirely pertinent ; I

think it is the object of these discussions to bring out minor

points of practice or experience that the society would not other-

wise obtain.

Mr. BaljcocTi.—Let us suppose a smoke-stack of ordinary pro-

portions. If a steam jet be put into that stack near the base it will

have a certain effect in producing a draft. If we should now
bring our jet near the top of the stack it will have a verj' much
greater effect. The reason is, that the steam, escaping under a

considerable pressure immediately expands and occupies a large

volume, and the additional velocity required for carrying the air

and the steam together through the pipe, increases the friction so

greatly as to modify in a considerable degree the effect of the jet.

In fact, using almost any amount of steam at the bottom would

produce scarcely any increase in the amount of draft ; whereas, if

you bring it to the top, so that it has a chance to escape, and just

about till the chimney by the time it reaches the top, it produces

the best effect.

No. 223.-23.

" Moulds for printing-press ink-rolls. What are the best known
conditions covering the moulding, mixing, melting and casting of

iron for the successful production of such tubes?"

DISCUSSION,

Mr. J. T. HaicMns.—As the propounder of that question I mis^ht

state the facts with reference to it as nearly as I know them. The
article in question is simply a tube of cast iron, varying from two

inches internal diameter up to as high as live or six, but generally
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two and three inches. We make them about half an inch thick,

finding that to be the best practice. They run np as liigh as

seventy-two inches in length. The experience in making these

tubes so they shall be perfectly free from defects inside, after they

are bored and polished as they have to be, seems to be of the most

erratic character. That is my experience, and so far as I can find

out, it has been the experience of pretty nearly everybody. In

the last two or three years we have tried all the principal establish-

ments in the United States, and none of them have hesitated to

say that they could make them perfectly, and they all have failed.

"We succeeded in making them for a time in our own foundry, and

have at times made as many as eight or nine hundred without get-

ting a bad one, and without changing the conditions in any way

whatever so far as we could tell, we have made eight or nine hun-

dred bad ones. I hope there will be some gentleman here who can

throw a little light on that. The object is to produce a tube of

cast iron about six feet long which will polish inside ; we don't

care about having a pei-fectly high polish, but without any pin

holes or blow holes or defects in it, and having it come out with a

reasonable degree of certainty that you can do the same thing every

time. If we could confine the loss within twenty per cent, we
would not complain ; but as I say we have made eight hundred or

nine hundred good ones out of a thousand, and then we have got

eight or nine hundred bad ones out of a thousand. We are mak-

ing them now in our own foundry and getting about seventy-five

per cent. good. At the same time we iiave another foundry in

Brooklyn, where they are supposed to be thoroughly posted on this

question, and the proprietor has had long experience in making

these ver}' things for a well known printing machinery firm, and

claims that he was uniformly successful, and we gave him an op-

portunity to make some of them. He had an order for a hundred :

He has supplied about seventy -five, and of what he has supplied up

to this time, about sixty per cent, has been bad. Of course they

want to be pretty near to perfection. A pin hole or a blow hole of

an eighth of an inch in diameter is sufficient to render one of no use.

We, of course, find in those of the castings that have been cast on

end in dry sand that the upper part will be defective to some extent,

and we cutoff two to three inches and then other defects will appear

further down. Some we cutoff and make shorter ones, but in these

cases I speak of they will be full of pin holes all the way down,

and we have to throw the whole thing away.
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Mr. T. D. West.—I would like to ask the gentleman the manner

in which he ponrs, in his own shop.

J/r. Hawkins.—I am not in a position to state critically just

what the operations were, because I have not been able to witness

them myself. I understand, however, that they pour the metal in

through one opening and have no escape. They get the best

result from one single hole into the mould in the top, allowing the

gas to escape from the same hole through which they pour. These

people in Brooklyn pour into a conical dish in the top which has a

number of small holes in it. The gas escapes through these same

holes. I resorted to making them in halves and did succeed in

making some pretty good ones in halves and devised a means of

disguising the joints, but after being used a little while and being

expanded and contracted it would make the seam become objection-

able and we had to give them up.

Mr. West.—In view of the fact which the gentleman has stated,

that so man}" of our best founders throughout the country have

tried to make them and failed, I would not attempt to say here

how they should be made successfully. Where I could go in the

shop and see the material which was used and how the jnoulding

was done, I could then talk understandingly, and perhaps point

out the cause of the trouble. I might just state a few points which

might be a guide in avoiding the trouble. There is one conception

which many form in reference to dirt or blow holes in cast-

ings—that they come from the iron. The iron itself is literally

clean when in a liquid state. If there is any dirt or holes in a cast-

ing, we may expect that they come from the mould, either by blow-

ing or scabbing, or some dirt getting into the mould through the

gates, and if the rolls can be procured at all clean and free of blow

holes, the only way to accomplish it, as far as the mode of casting

is concerned, would be by casting them vertically, unless they were

cast horizontally and plenty of stock left on the under-cast side of

core to allow for boring out any dirt which might be caught and held

by the under side of the core as the mould tilled with metal. One

gate, in pouring vertically would be objectionable. The best plan

would be to have a small gate, admitting the iron in at the bottom,

so that it would rise about a foot in height and by the time that it

had obtained that height then to drop from the top tJirougli small

gates distributed around the circle. I would not advise any outlet

gate for gas at all. Dropping from the top would agitate the iron

and any dirt would be floated towards the top of the easting.
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There is one great tronV)le with di-j sand work or work which

has a core in it, and that is the blacking. Tliey will mix blacking,

of such a character that it will be so close that the iron, when it is

in the mould, will not lie kindly to it. It will blubber and boil,

and the result is that it kicks the blacking off the mould. Or it will

be so weak that the friction of the rising metal will wash it off;

these scales mix with the iron and give us our dirt and are what a

great many consider due to poor iron. There is, generally speak-

ing, no dirt in iron when it is liquid. It comes from the gates and

mould or the surface of the metal when slaggy, and in oxidizing

when it is exposed to the open air.

Prof. C. I. King.—I would like to ask the gentleman if lie uses

dry sand cores ?

M)\ Hawkins.—I would say we have and in various ways. We
have built them up on a rod, and we have made them up on gas

pipe, and we have made them from loam. That did not work

quite as well, although we got pretty fair success with a loam

core built up on a pipe.

3fr. King.—I know of one difficulty of this kind being over-

come on very similar work, except being larger in diameter, by

using a core which was made up of very coarse sand. It often had

gravel stones in as lar2:e as the end of the little finger. This M-as

in the manufactui-e of printing-press cylinders from 12 to l-i inches

in diameter, and where they were losing about fifty per cent, of the

cylinders before they used this kind of core. It is now very sel-

dom that they lose one at all.

Mr. HaioTcins.—With reference to that, I would like to say to

the gentleman that of course in printing-press cylinders these de-

fects would be on the outside. In this case which troubles us they

are on the interior, and my impression is that they would be per-

fectly sound on the outside. In the case of the larger cylinder it

would not apj)ly. The great trouble in this case is in getting a

sound interior.

Mr.JohnWallcer.—I should judge from the description given of

the difficulties in producing these tubes that the iron must have been

of different qualities, and that producing the bad castings was highly

sulphurous. The facts that a large quantity of the castings are pro-

dnced good at one time, and as many are defective at another

time, that the moulds have all been pre])ared alike, and the little

holes in the castings have not been from dirt, confirm my opinion

that the iron has been at fault.
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Mr. Hawkins.—AVe have not been able to tell what was the

cause of the Iioles. We could not tell very well. They go into

the boring mill and the operation of boring would tear the dirt out,

if dirt, or leave thein visible if blow holes.

Mr. Walker.—The illustration (Fig. 261) shows a new method

of pouring eastings, which I have recently introduced. The cast-

ing illustrated is a cylinder 30" bore and 8 ft. long, cast a few

weeks ago, perfectly clean ; the top flange was as clean as the bot-

tom flange (when faced) and was cast as shown without a- riser

head. The mould was prepared in loam in the usual manner.

At the bottom of the run-

O ner, and in the gates are

prepared conical loam or

•^^j^ Sheet Leac qq^q seats to receive cor-

^^^ responding conical iron plugs

or valves. Placed at one side,

or on top of mould, as may be

desired, are automatic risers,

I7p-26I which are cup-shaped cores

with horizontal outlets. Placed

in the core and across these

outlets are pieces of sheet lead

-^^' or ^" thick. The proper

level of the under side of this

riser is 2" to 3" above the bot-

tom of runner, so that when

the mould is poured, the metal

will flow through the riser,

leaving 2" to 3" of iron in the

runner. In operating these

plugs and risers, the ladle is skimmed, but no skimming is necessary

when pouring. The pouring is started slowly until the runner is

well fllled, when the plugs are pulled out vertically, one or two at

a time, makino^ the intervals of time to suit the amount of metal in

the runner, and the speed at which the casting ought to be poured.

It is best to have a couple more gates than the casting would

ordinarily need, and open them if occasion should require, such as

the casting pouring too slowly or the iron being duller than was

intended. It is evident when the plugs are pulled, that the metal

will flow from the bottom of the runner, and nothing but the

pure liquid enter the mould, the scum and dross remaining
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on top. We are all aware of the troubles caused when risers

are opened, the air rushing through the mould tearing off portions

of its surface. The automatic riser described here effectually

prevents this, it being held down air tight. As soon as the iron

flows up into the horizontal outlet of the riser and comes in con-

tact with the lead partition, it melts it and the iron flows through

in the usnal way, needing no attention. This method of casting

has proved so successful that I think it may help Mr. Hawkins in

getting perfect castings.

The C/iairma7i.—DoQ& the metal flow to the bottom of the

mould ?

Mr. Walker.—Yes, sir.

2'he Chairman.—Do you have any trouble from the coating?

Mr. Walker.—^owe whatever. Tiie mould being deep was well

prepared and thoroughly dry. The iron went directly into the

mould, falling from bottom of runner to bottom of mould, a dis-

tance of 8' &'. The top flange was perfectly clean, showing that

when the iron goes into a mould clean and there is no disturbance

in the mould, we get a clean casting. I think if the moulds in Mr.

Hawkins' case were perfect, and no pieces came from the mould

or core, then the trouble was in the metal itself. I think the iron

used in the defective castings must have been highly impregnated

with sulphur. This class of iron cast in the form of a plate will,

when planed, show innumerable small globular or semi-globular

cavities on the upper side of the casting.

Mr. West.—These sulphur holes in iron are a good excuse to help

the moulder out. In my experience I have found that the point

brought forward by the gentleman in reference to the openness of

the sand has a great deal to do with such castings as these rolls or

pipes, in preventing the sulphur holes, as the moulder would have

it. It is the same thing as what I spoke of with regard to black-

ing. In mixing the blacking they may get it so close and hard

that the iron would not lie kindly to the core. Now, the same

conditions must be followed through with the sand. The sand

must be made of such a porous character or so well vented that it

will allow the iron to lie kindly to it, and when you cast anything

on end so that you have a good " head pressure," it is going to

force the gas out through the mould, providing the same is open

enough to allow the metal to lie kindly to it. I cannot agree with

Mr. Walker in reference to these being sulphur holes. I think

the whole trouble is due to the fact that the iron does not lie
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kindly to the core or mould. If you can pour a mould so as to

have the iron come up without a blister, you are pretty sure of a

good, clean casting, if you don't allow dirt to get in through

your gates. That plan of stoppers for gates is a system which I

have used a good deal with reference to casting big flat-surfaced

dies, in helping to get the face clean. There would be a big basin

made and a plug like that would be used to stop up the gate. The

ph^g would be drawn out as soon as the basin was filled and the

iron would go in with a rush, r.nd cover the face of the chill all

over. That would give a body to the chill sufhcient to prevent

what we call " cold shot," but when we start with an open gate

the iron goes in slowly on the face of the chill and "cold shots"

from the fact that thei'e is not body enough there to cover

the face of the chill quickly. That principle which Mr. Walker

shows there of a stopper would be a very good one to get clean

castings, I have made a good many cylinders in my time, but

never experienced any trouble with reference to what moulders

like to jump on—sulphur holes. There may be such a thing in

the iron to cause holes, and some claim that a little manganese

mixed with the metal will help that defect; but, as I said before, I

cannot fully concur with Mr. Walker in laying the blame of the

trouble with Mr. Hawkins' castings on to the sulphur. The trouble,

I feel safe to say, lies entirely with the mould, and not the iron.

Mr. Walker.—In answer to Mr. West I would like to remind

him that the position I took was this, that the moulds were practi-

cally all alike. Mr. Hawkins explained that the moulds of the bad

castings were made precisely the same as the moulds for the good

castings. Is that not so, Mr. Hawkins ?

Mr. Hawkins.—Yes, sir.

Mr. Walker.—The same material being used, the same workmen

probably, and the same conditions thnnighout, I see no reason why

(if the same metal is used) they should not have the same success

one time as another. It seems so strange that they should have a

run of seventy-five per cent, good for a time, and then a run of

seventy-five per cent. bad. I know of nothing which could produce

those small holes, perfectly clean and globular in shape, but sul|)hur.

Mr. West.—I would just state, Mr. President, that Mr. Walker

may find several moulds alike, but I have had considerable diffi-

culty to find moulds twice alike.

Mr. Bahcock.— [ imngine a good deal of the difficulty which Mr.

Hawkins finds is in the moulders themselves; more likely to be
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tliere than in the iron. In the production of duplicate castings of

an intricate nature to a hirge extent, we find that it is entirely a

question of moulders. Most of you are aware that in an article

which I am manufacturing there are used very many intricate hol-

low castings. We have never yet been able to pick up a journey-

man moulder who could mould them. We have tried a great

many accomplished moulders, and they accomplished nothing.

We never yet found the man, however experienced he was in

moulding other things, who could get one good casting out of four

moulds. Our only means of success has been in taking green

hands and teaching them the art. We take a green hand, throw

away all his work for two or three weeks, until he learns how to

do it. He never did anything else of the kind ; he does not know
how to mould anything else than just that one piece, but he does

know how to mould that, and he will mould four to six a day and

get ninety-nine good ones—not out of four, but out of every hun-

dred he moulds.

Mr. W. T. Magruder.—I am employed in the works which require

these moulds. About a year ago a lot of seventy or seventy-five

moulds were made, and of that number about ninety-five per cent,

were good ; the rest were bad. The foundryman, seeing his suc-

cess, immediately went on and made a still larger lot of them ; and

of this second lot of moulds, made from the same iron and by the

same moulder, and as far as possible in the same way, between

sixty and seventy per cent, were bad. The iron was obtained from

the same place, was of the same brand, and of the same quality

throughout, so far as we knew.

Another point Mr. West speaks about is that of blacking. By
cutting a mould in halves, crosswise, we find that the blow or dirt

holes are in the center next to the core, and not on the outside ; so

that the remark has been made that, if we could use the outside of

the mould-instead of the inside, good rollers could be cast every

time.

Mr. ^Vest.—That would prove to me, Mr. Chairman, that the

trouble comes from tlie core. The core does not vent quick

enough, or the sand is not open.

Mr. Wallier.—So far as getting uniform iron from the blast fur-

nace is concerned, I would say it is scarcely possible to get two

cars of iron alike. Those who have charge of foundries know this.

I am supposed to get iron .of the same brand alike on every order,

but occasionally I send' a specimen to an analytical chemist and
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find them very different. I believe v^^e got our irons more uni-

form years ago than we do now.

Mr. Kent.—I would suggest that even if the moulders were all

to work uniformly, and the pig iron were nuiform, there may be

a difference in the cupola work. There can snrely be a difference

of temperature of the metal when poured, and when it leaves the

cupola, and also in the character of the fuel.

Mt. West.—I am still opposed to laying the trouble on the iron.

I have seen so many moulders in my time trying to get off by

that excuse, that it cannot be fought down too hard. In nine

cases out of ten the trouble is w'itli the moulder. In my experi-

ence I cannot recall an instance where I have had any trouble with

the iron in obtaining sound, clean castings. The trouble at issue

now is undoubtedly due to the mould or moulder.

Jlr. Hawkins.—In closing the discussion I would like to refer to

the illustration used by Mr. Walker. That shows a cylinder eight

feet in diameter, which is a very different proportion from what

we proposed to make. With reference to the sulphur, I can say

that the greatest care has been taken to manage, as near as possi-

ble, to get the same kind of iron, but in spite of every precau-

tion these results have been obtained. We used all the precau-

tions that can be taken in that direction. I will say further,

that the Mason Machine Works, who make these moulds, have no

difficulty whatever in making cylinders of the proportion shown

in the illustration. They make perfectly sound locomotive cylin-

ders and similar castings of that kind. I also think that it is

hardly possible that there is any question of moulders in this

case, as the individual man who has had this work in hand—in

fact, several of them—have been as much interested to bring

about good results in this case as the proprietors themselves.

Moreover, the foi-eman of the foundry has given these matters

his personal attention, as well as in the cupola work. I have

noticed that he has been anxious to give his whole time to en-

deavor to bring out good results. Nor can I see that there was

any difference on different days of the week.

No. 222.-24.

"Mechanical circulation and filtration of water in steam boilers."
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DISCUSSION.

Mr. Wm. Kent.—I cannot see how circulation in the boiler would

prevent scale. Scale is caused t^enerally by deposition due to the

evaporation of the water. The scale materials are in the water in

solution, and when the water is evaporated the scale will bo de-

posited. Circulation may carry it from one place to another, and

deposit it in a place where there is the slowest current, such as a

large mud-drum, or something of the kind, but it won't prevent

the scale from forming. In connection with the paper on Hyatt's

filter, something was said about circulation and filtration outside

the boiler. That, no doubt, will prevent the deposition of scale,

and is a verv s^ood thini;.

M)\ W. Jb\ Durfee.—Some years ago in a rolling-mill boiler I

introduced an arrangement of feed-water pipe, for the purpose of

keeping the boilers from blowing off steam, when all the fnrnaces

were " blowing," Instead of feeding hot water into tlie boilers

Fig.263 Fl„^2(;4

from the heater at such a time, I arranged to feed cold in this way.

I placed- lengthwise in the boiler, and in about that position shown

at P, Fig. 263, a three-inch pipe, and occasionally there was a slit

sawed through the circumference of the pipe, so that the water

was distributed in thin sheets in about the direction in the boiler

shown by the dotted arrows. That worked well for a short time.

It stopped the blowing off of the steam under the circumstances

named, and made it safer and more pleasant to work in the mill.

One of the " water boys" at last reported to me that he could not

get any water in No. 1 boiler, and on examination we found the

pipe P in some such condition as that represented in Fig. 264.
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There was about half an inch of carbonate of lime deposited on

the inside of the tube, as shown in tlie figure, and the slits were

entirely closed up, the deposits taking the general shape shown.

The circulation of water through that pipe increased the deposit

of scale within it as compared with that on the interior surface

of the boiler, and all such feed pipes had to be removed.

No. 222.—25.

" What is the best device to catch the water of condensation in

the exhaust pipe of a high-pressure engine ? Would any economy

result from entrapping this water and pumping it back into the

boiler?"

DISCUSSION.

Prof. C. I. King.—The first part of the problem I will not agree

to solve by this method, tliough most excellent results are obtained

by its use. The water which is used at Madison, Wisconsin, where

this device was gotten up, is very similar to that known throughout

the country as the Waukesha water, and it contains a very large

percentage of the carbonate of magnesia, which seems to be given

off with a smaller amount of heat than the carbonate and sulphate

of lime. It does not stick to the boiler so tight as the carbonate of

lime, but it comes in such quantities that it will cover the shell of

a boiler in a very short time, and especially the flues. The idea of

this device is not only to get rid of tliat, but to catch all of the ex-

haust water that can be obtainer'. It is used in connection, also,

with a system of steam heating by the exhaust. We have at A,

Fig. 262, a cylinder somewhat larger than the main exhaust pipe

(B B'). Tlie main exhaust from the engine passes in at Band pass-

ing out at B' in warm weather. This cylinder is tapped in a num-

ber of pkces and pipes conducted from it throughout the build-

ing. The pipe B extends above the bottom of the cylinder about

2", so that any water carried through it can flow back. There is a

drip (Jj)
from this chamber directly back to the tank (T). In the

system of exhaust heating two pipes (C and D) are run, which we

will say are parallel with each other, and all the water flows from

pipe C back through pipe D into tlie tank again. One feature of

this system is in using short coils, which are usually only eight feet

long, and in no case over twelve. The pipe D, after it passes the
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last coil of the system, sinipl}' serves as a drainer to the coils.

This tank receiv'es all the water that is pumped back to the boiler,

both for a further supply and the exhaust water. In the receiver

(E,), where the small pipe (P) comes in, a fresh supply of water is

furnished for whatever is lost during the process of condensation.

There is a direct exhaust pipe (E) to the air from the chamber (R).

By contracting the pipe P at the end in R, it serves as a jet, and

all steam coming out through D comes in contact with that small jet,

and nearly all of the matter that will be deposited at that tempera-

ture is left in the cast-iron receiver (R), which is so arranged that

it can be cleaned out whenever desired. The pipe C is left open

during the summer and a slight circulation of steam takes place

through it, but the coils are shut off so that no steam passes

through them then, yet a good deal of water is cf.rried through the

mains back to the tank. It is stated that only about six barrels

of fresh water a day through this system is necc?sai-y for an en-

gine that is delivering from fifteen to twenty horse-power. The
results obtained from this are exceedingly surprising to me. I

52
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had not the least idea that the method would heat the water snflB-

ciently, at least in the summer, to get rid of scale, but in that re-

ceiver which held something over half a bushel, I saw at least a peck

of scale taken out after a two weeks' run. The result in the boiler

is, that it is as clean as any one could desire to have a boiler,

and a saving is claimed of from thirty to forty per cent, over the

system before in use. I would say that no other heater than this

is used, and in the winter the temperature of the water in the tank

gets as high as a hundred and ninety-six degrees. I have tried the

thermometer in it a number of times myself, but I never found it

above one hundred and eighty-five. I examined the boiler on one

occasion and found it exceedingly clean, and I have also observed

the water glass, and it is as clean as when it was first put up.

Using this same water before this method was adopted, I found

that there seemed to be an incrustation that would work out

through the packings of the glass and run down on the outside of

it. It is a most troublesome water in this respect. It is nearly

equal to bisulphide of carbon to keep in the boiler unless the salts

are deposited first.

Mr.F.A.Scheffler.—Does the oil in the water from the cylinder

give any trouble in that apparatus ?

Mr. King.—I suppose if we were feeding tallow by the quart

into the cylinders, as we used to dofi^fteen to twenty-five years ago,

there would be a good deal of trouble; but wliere the sight-feeding

lubricators and mineral oils are used I think there is no difiicnlty

or trouljle whatever to be experienced from that source. So far as

I know, there has been none. I have used the water of conden-

sation from different methods than those where the sight-feed

lubricator has been used, and have never known any trouble

with it.

Mr. C. M. Giddings.—In a recent visit to Philadelphia, I was

talking to Mr. Simpson of the Kensington Engine Works, and he

said he preferred to catch the water of condensation on the other

side of the cylinder. This naturally led to an inquiry as to the

means he had used, and he said he had made a simple cast-iron cylin-

der of a capacity equal to about three times that of the cylinder of

the engine. This cylinder had solid rounded heads cast in, and was

placed in a line with the steam pipe, as close to the engine as pos-

sible, at i-ight angles with the steam pipe. The length of the cylin-

der might be three or four times the diameter. On the opposite

sides and in the center leuirthwise of this receiver were necks and
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flanges to whicli he would bolt his steam pipe. Then in the middle

was a cast partition extending one-quarter to one-third of the

length of the cylinder at right angles to the direction of the cur-

rent of steam. lie said that in a recent trial, working the steam

through, I think, an eighteen-inch engine, that he had collected in

the course of a three or four hours' run, three barrels of water, an

amount far beyond his expectation, and one which was so great

that it led him to conclude that since such a simple device would

afford the means of catching this amount of water that he could not

afford to do without it, and had made a standard practice with his

customers, in putting u]) engines of the larger size, of putting these

receivers in the steam pipes.

Mr. Kent.—I think that device is quite common. I knew a case

in Pittsburgh where a line of steam pipe eight hundred feet long

was carried into a very large cylinder about twenty feet high by

three or four feet in diameter, and there was a constant stream of

water running through an inch pipe out of that steam trap. But

to come to the question under discussion—what is the best device

to catch the water of condensation in the exhaust pipe of a high-

pressure engine ? I think there is no better way than just a big

enlargement of the exhaust pipe, putting in diaphragms, or bends

in the steam pipe itself, so as to change the direction of the steam

—anything to change the direction, and make all the exhaust pas-

sages large enough so that there is no back pressure, and drain off

the water from the bottom.

As to the second question : Would any economy result from

entrapping this water and pumping it back into the boiler?

Certainlv not. If you can catch that water in the bigr exhaust

chamber at say a hundred and ninety degrees temperature and

put it back there, it is of course better to use that water than

to use cold water; but it is no better economy than using the

ordinary feed-water heater, which heats tlie water up to two

hundred.

Another possible advantage, when using this mineral water, m
enlarging this exhaust pipe, to enormous dimensions, is to make it

an air condenser. If you have not a water supply for a surface

condenser handy, then get as near as you can to a system that will

convert the exhaust steam back into water, simply by air-cooling

and radiation from the walls of this large chamber. In that way
you will get a larger amount of pure water than if you let the ex-

haust all go out of the engine directly into the air.
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M/\ Durfee.—Some years since I Imd occasion to do soinetliing

of this kind, for the reason that the building where the engine was

placed was on solid rock, and there was no readily available source

of water supply. The water had to be brought to a cistern. I

placed on the roof of the building a tin-plate cylinder, six feet high

and about two feet in diameter, and across that cylinder were a

number of liorizontal tin-plate tubes crossing each other at all

angles. The ends of these tubes were open so that the wind could

blow through them. The exhaust pipe entered the center of the

bottom of this cylinder and projected inside about two inches. As

the exhaust steam entered the tin cylinder and expanded, its veloc-

ity was diminished, and by contact with the comparatively cold

sides of the tin cylinder and the tubes which crossed it, a large por-

tion was condensed, and the resulting water was returned to the

cistern through a drain pipe connected to the lower end of the tin

cylinder. The quantity of water required to be purchased was of

course diminished by just the very considerable amount saved by

this apparatus.

Mr. Babcock,.—If this meeting is to be continued any longer I

have some remarks to make on that subject, which I think would

be of interest. If you are going to adjourn I will not inflict them

on the meeting.

The Chairman.—We would like to hear from you, I am sure,

Mr. Babcock.

Mr. Bahcock.—The questioii of trapping water out of steam

pipes is a matter to which I have given a good deal of attention,

and in which I have had considerable experience.

A number of years ago in England, a device was used consisting

in an enlarged bag-shaped place in the pipe with a baffle plate in-

serted to compel the steam to take a sudden bend. The impact

of the steam on the baffle plate caused it to give up its water

to the surface, but this water as it dripped from the plate was

caught up again by the current and carried forward. To be of

service, such an apparatus must convey the water drawn from the

steam to some place where it cannot again enter into the circula-

tion.

For this purpose we have found an apparatus like Fig. 276, to

be most efflcacious. A shell two or three times the diameter of the

steam pipe is provided with heads, the upper one being fitted with

a center opening for the exit and a side opening for the inlet of

the steam, the two forming an elbow in the pipe. The inlet is not
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made radial, but is so formed that the entering steam shall take a

spiral motion, while the outlet is provided with an extension pipe

leading to within a certain distance of the bottom of the shell. A
blow-off valve, or a trap, is fitted to the bottom, and a glass gauge

serves to tell the height of the water within. The rapid circuhir or

spiral motion of the steam drives the heavier particles of contained

water to the outside, where they come in

contact with and rim down the shell,

while the steam taking a sharp turn

rises through the center pipe freed from

its entrained water.

The first apparatus on this principle

was fitted by Mr.Wilcox to his yacht the

Sophia. In fact he used two, one be-

tween the locomotive boiler and the

high-pressure cylinder, and the other be-

tween the high and low-pressure cylin-

ders. It was curious to watch the action.

Water would rise perceptibly in the

glass until it reached a given point, when

it would cease to gather. If the accumu-

lated water was drawn off, then it would

again gather to the same point, and stop

as before. This poin*^ was found to be

about two diameters of the inner pipe

below its opening, and it was concluded

that the current of steam at that distance

from the end of the pipe swept up the

water again as fast as it was separated.

A large separator of this kind was placed

upon a triple-effect in the Chicago Sugar

Hefining "Co.'s. It was found that a

noticeable quantity of sugar was carried

away in the vapor from the vacuum

pans, and this was attached to the outlet

for the purpose of saving that sugar. Fig. 276.

The result was that a considerable quantity of sugar liquor was

retained by it, resulting in a saving which well paid for the

trouble.

3fr. G. Schuhmann.—We use the same kind of water catcher but

we just reverse the thing. We take the steam in the center pipe
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and let out at the side. We do not get any centrifugal action, but

the water is all deposited at the bottom.

3fr. Babcock.—That is a very old device. This centrifugal action

is very much more efficient.

No. 222.-26.

" Power required to drive a blower under conditions known to

the respondent."

DISCUSSION.

J/;\ K I. Snell.—I have made quite a number of experiments on

the power required to drive a blower under various conditions. It

is a subject which I think is very much misunderstood by many of

the profession, and I certainly found in my experiments a great

number of facts I did not expect to find.

My experinients have been made mostly with what is known as

the Sturtevant blower. I recollect one experiment made some

thirteen years ago with a number 6 Sturtevant fan blower of the

pattern of that date, and known as the " Ked Pressure Blower,"

the fan wheel of which was 23 inches in diameter, and having a

width at its periphery of 6| inches, and a diameter of inlet on each

side of V2\ inches, with 8 blades, each blade having an area of

45.59 square inches. I should say my discharge pipe from fan was

a conical tin tube, with sides tapering at an angle of about 3|^ de-

grees with the central axis, and that the actual area of discharge

was 7 per cent, greater than given in the experiments, in order

that the actual discharge of air might be calculated from the area

given. This difference you will understand was made to counter-

act the effect of the vena contracta.

Running a fan of the size just given at a speed of 1,468 revolu-

tions per minute, it took 3.55 II. P., and gave a pressure of blast of

3 ounces to the square inch. The same blower I have used at

about the same speed, viz., 1,519 revolutions, and it took 0.8 of one

H. P., and gave a pressure of 3.5 ounces per square inch, as shown

in the accompanying table.
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Experiments made with a No. 6 Red Pressure Sturtevant Fan, Au-

gust 15, 1873 :

Revolutions of Fan per
minute.

.\rea of Discharge open-
ing in square inches

Pressure obtained in

ounces per square inch.
Horse-Power.

1.519 0. 3.50 0.80

1,480 10. 3.50 1.30

1,471 20. 3.50 1.95

1,485 28. 3.50 2.55

1.485 36. 3.40 3.10

1,465 40. 3.25 3.30

1,451 44. 2.83 3.50

1,468 44. 3. 3.55

1,426 89.5 2.38 4.80

These two results M-ere from the same blower under the same

speed conditions as near as possible, and the difference in the

power required was due to the different areas of discharge, and con-

sequently the different volumes of air moved. In the first case

cited, the area of discharge was 44 square inches, and the volume

of air delivered 2,750 2ubic feet per minute, and in the last case

the opening was closed and the volume of air nothing. Air under

a pressure of 3 ounces will be discharged into the atmosphere at the

rate of 62.5 cubic feet per minute through an aperture of 1 square

inch.

Generally, without making any experiments at all with regard

to the power required to drive a blower, by taking the rule I see is

in the paper by Prof. Trowbridge before this meeting,* giving the

theoretical power required to handle a weight of air, and knowing

that a fan proportioned as the Sturtevant fans are, will give a

useful effect of 66 to 75 per cent., the actual power required may
be determined more accurately than some experiments show.

If we know the size aiul speed of the fan wheel, the area of

discharge, the area of inlet into fan, and amount of obstruction in

inlet or outlet, either from small diameter of long pipes, short

bends or angles, etc., it is easy to calculate what the power is or

See page 531, Vol. VII.
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Bhonld be, and if it is not giving- the useful effect before stated it

is not properly belted up or properly piped.

I made experiments, carrying them through for all sizes of outlet

atid also of inlet, finding the relations one beai's to the other, also

with wheels of various shaped blades, etc. These experiments

were made about the year 1873. I have very full notes of them

and intend to put them in the form of a paper at some future

time.

I recollect one experience I have had. I was in charge of Mr.

Sturtevant's exhibit at the Centennial, and during that time was

running a number 12 fan, with a 3-inch single leather belt, and a

gentleman well known in the mechanic arts, and for whom I had a

great deal of respect, though I never had met him before, came to

me, and wishing to ingratiate myself somewhat with him, I said :

" Yon see that I am running that fan with a three-inch belt."

He replied : Yes ; but you have your opening wide open
;
you

liave no resistance ! The discharge opening was three feet square.

I closed the opening immediately and showed him that the fan

would nm away with itself.

The Chairman.—This conception which Mr. Snell speaks of is

a very common one with regard to fan blowers. In a fan blower

it is a question of velocity of current, not of pressure, and if you

stop the velocity you lose all pressure, and by closing the mouth

of the outlet pipe you stop the work of the fan except its friction.

I had occasion to make a test recently of a small steam engine

which illustrates what Mr. Snell has just said. Tests of the engine

were required to be made which necessitated running it under vary-

ing conditions of speed and power, from almost a friction card to a

card carrying steam almost full stroke, and in order to make these

changes quickly and conveniently, and in order to furnish a resist-

ance to tlie engine, it was bolted to a large Sturtevant fan, and on

top of the outlet pipe of that fan, which was turned vertically, I

liad a head fastened with a sliding gate by which I could vary the

amount of aperture. This was so arranged that the opening was

rectangular. Now, if tlie opening was equal to the whole area of

the pipe for instance, the card will be almost rectangular; if you

throttle the opening and reduce its area the card becomes somewhat

smaller, and by varying the area of the opening of the discharge

pipe of the fan the duty of the engine could be changed to any

desired point.

Mr. Snell—I recollect that a member of this Society once called
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upon me and wanted nie to visit his works and see if I could im-

prove liis arrangement for blowing his cupolas. He was using a

number 7 Sturtevant pressin-e blower and objected to the amount
of power he was using. I made some tests of his blower and told

him the reason was tliat his blower was not large enough to work
the most economically for doing his work, and he ought to have

a number 9. lie replied, as most men would, I wanted to sell him
a blower. I told him no, I wanted to do him a favor and Mr.

Sturtevant justice. He told me to make the change, which I did,

and reduced the amount of power to do the same work about

nine horse-power.

I would like to say in reference to the table which is circulated

for the power to drive Sturtevant fans that that table is calculated

only for one speed or number of revolutions per minute for

each size of fan, and that the speed necessary to produce a press-

ure of air e(|ual to two ounces per square inch ; it is also calcu-

lated for a certain area of discharge and not the full size of the

outlet of the fan. The area of discharge of the outlet of the

Sturtevant fan is about twice what is technicallj'' called the

" capacity of the fan." The object of making it larger is to lead

people to use as large pipes as possible, thereby reducing the loss in

pressure by friction when sometimes conveying air long distances.

The " power required " and "volume of air" given in the table

are calculated on the basis of the " capacity of the fan " and a

two ounce blast.

Prof. 8. W. Robinson.—It seems to be correct in princi])le, that

when no air is moved through the fan no work is done. The energy

stored in the moving air is in proportion to the mass, and the

square of the velocity ; and of course that is nothing when the

outlet orifice is stopped entirely, and in reasoning from that to

the full mouthed opening, the energy of course stored in the air

would vary from nothing to the full extent in varying from the

zero orifice to the full sized orifice.

Mr. Snell.—There is another thing in this connection to which

I would like to call the attention of the members of the society,

amd get a little information from them.

My experiments ran also in the range of heating, and in con-

nection with a fan, I used what might be called a tubular heater,

placed on the inlet side of tiie fan, running the fan at varying

speeds from 400 up to 2,100. This tubular heater was so arranged

that I w'as drawing the air through the tubes and heating it with
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steam that surrounded them. In running it about 1,100 revolu-

tions per minute I found tliat the temperature of m}^ issuing air

from the discharge of tlie fan, which was about tliirty feet from

the lieater, was about 161 degrees. The temperature of the water

was, I tliink, 190—the condensed water produced from the ex-

haust steam used in heating the air. Wishing to know how hot

I could heat the air by letting it remain longer in the pipes, I

ran the fan down to as low a speed as 400 revolutions a minute.

I found I didn't get it any hotter. Then I wanted to see the effect

of going the other way and I speeded it up to 2,100 and I found

I did iret it a little hotter. One reason whv I got it a little hotter

may be because I increased the densitv of my air, increasing its

capacity for heat, but why was I enabled to heat material as high

when passing it through rapidly as when passing it at one-fifth the

speed? Mr. Sturtevant told me he did not believe I did, and bet

a hat on the subject. He lost, but never paid to my knowledge.
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CCXXIII.

APPENDIX VIII.

MEMORIAL NOTICES OF MEMBERS DECEASED DUR-
ING THE YEAR.

WILBUR HODGSON JONES

"Was born in Wilmington, Del., May 31st, 1859. He was engaged

for ten years in mechanical pursuits with Hilles & Jones and the

Harlan and Hollingsworth Co. of that city, and with the Sherill-

Koper Air Engine Co. and Otia Bros. & Co. of New York. He
was superintendent of tl\e Brooklyn works of the Air Engine Co.,

and designed and superintended construction of various kinds of

engines and machinery ; acted as draughtsman for the Daft Elec-

tric Co. of Jersey City, and for the Diamond State Iron Co. of

"Wilmington. It was while superintending the erection of the new

finishing mill for the latter Company that he met an instant death

by the fall of the unfinished building upon him during a heavy

wind storm, July 29th, 1SS5. He was elected a member of the

Society at the Pittsburgh meeting (IXth) May, 1884.

FREDERICK E. BUTTERFIELD.

Born at East Longmeadow, Mass., July 9th, 1853. In 1870

went to Knowles S. P. Works at "Warren as machinist's apprentice

;

educated at Wilbraham and Springfield Academies for "Worcester

Institute, which he entered in 1874. On graduation in 1877 he

was for two years and a half draughtsman at the Knowles S. P.

Works, and for three years and a half head draughtsman of the

Deane S. P. Co. January 1st, 1884, he became superintendent of

the Goulds Manufacturing Co., at Seneca Falls, N. Y., and re-

mained there till his death, on September 3d, 1885. His death

was due to quick consumption, attributed to overwork. He became

a member of the Society at the New York meeting ("V^lllth) in

October, 1883.
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WILLIAM CLEVELAND HICKS.

Born in New York City, July 21st, 1829. His father was Eev.

Dr. John A. Hicks, of Entland, Vt. In 1844 he entered Middle-

bury College, Vt., and going thence to Trinity College he gradu-

ated in 1848; acted as draughtsman in Ballard Yale machine shop

while still in college. After graduation assisted in laying out Rut-

land & Burlington R.E,., and afterward in shop of Woodruff 6:

Beach ; thence made assistant superintendent Colt's Armor}-, and

afterward city engineer of Hartford, laying out parks, inaugurating

a sewage system, and building the first water works of that city.

He acted as engineer for Col. Colt in reclaiming the South Meadows
of Hartford by a dike to shut out the Connecticut River.

In 1855 he became superintendent of the Volcanic Fire Arms
Co., and made many inventions and improvements in that line,

among them the lirst extractor for the shells of cartridges for

breech-loading guns. The Volcanic gun, as perfected by Mr.

Hicks, is now known as the Winchester rifle. This experience

fitted Mr. Hicks for the manufacture of the sewing-machine, and

the " Singer Family " machine was his design. He also invented

the " automatic take-up " used by Wilcox & Gibbs. At the out-

break of the war of 1861 his experience in special manufacture

enabled him so to alter the gun machinery for governmental work

as to raise the output from 500 to 1,000 guns per day.

The Hicks Engine was invented by him, and has been used

abroad to some extent, and has been a basis for many modifications

under other names. For twenty-five years he has acted as a patent

expert, and for some time before his death was a special expert for

the U. S. Government in its suits. He gave especial attention to

electricity in its engineeringapplication?. His health has not been

good for more than a year, but his final sickness lasted l)ut six weeks.

He died at Summit, Ts. J., on October 19th, 1885. Mr. Hicks was

one of the charter members of the Society, having come into it in

1880, before the first meeting.

DAUPHINE S. HIXES.

Born at Stillwater, N. Y., January 2Sth, 1829. For several years

after the family removed to Lonsdale, R. I., he worked in the

cotton factories ; had but nine months of continuous school oppor-

tunities ; he learned the machinist trade with Thomas Hill in Provi-

dence, R. I., building cotton machinery, and showed his talent
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by pointing out the incorrectness of the cone on the Hill spindles

of that time. In 1849 he came to Williamsburgh, K. Y., and en-

tered the shop of Worthiiiij^ton & Baker as journeyman. This shop

was then buikling the Worthington pump, and lie remained there

four or live years, working part of the time on outside jobs in steam-

ship work. When Mr. Worthington, in 1854, started the Hy-
draulic Works in South Brooklyn, Mr. Hines was selected to have

charge of the office, drawing room and buying department, and

after two or three years became general manager and superintend-

ent. In 18G5 he was taken into the firm of H. R. Worthington,

and was a member of that firm in its reorganization after the death

of the senior member. His health began to fail over three years

ago and he was obliged to relinquish active participation and con-

trol in the business, and absent himself in pursuit of relief from

pain. He died at his home in South Brooklyn, N. Y., on Novem-
ber 10th, 18S5.

Mr. Ilines was one of the founders of the Society, and attended

its preliminary re-union on February 16th, 1880. He acted as

member of the Finance Committee during the critical times of the

first years of its life.

THEODORE BERGNER

Was born in Germany in 1844; came to America in 1849; in 1850

was apprenticed to the Franklin Iron Works of Philadelphia (J. T.

Sutton & Co.), and was for four years there, mainly in drawing room.

After an association with H. Howson as mechanical engineer and

patent agent he became draughtsman for Wm. Sellers & Co. in

1857, remaining as chief draughtsman till 1874 ; acted as represent-

ative for his firm in the Expositions of 1867 at Paris, and of 1873

at Vienna; from 1874 to 1877 in business as mechanical engineer

making brewery machinery a specialty ; from 1877 to 1879 in Europe
as representative for Hoopes & Townsend of Philadelphia, intro-

ducing special machinery and manufacture of bolts, nuts, and rivets

into Austria. The Styrian irons were specially available for this.

In ISSO designed and erected the brew house for Bergner & Engel

in Philadelphia, and in 1882 the brewery for the Bemis & McAvoy
Brewing Co. in Chicago, the latter having a capacity of over 1,600

barrels ])er day, with much ingenious and automatic machinery.

Failing health rendered it necessary for Mr. Bergner to seek some
sphere which made less calls on his endurance, and he accordingly

turned his attention to patent soliciting, and endeavored to push
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the manufacture of liis special design of drawing-boards. A de-

scription of the mechanical features of this board is given in Vol-

ume YI. of the transactions of the Society, and is tlie only contribu-

tion Mr. Bergner ever made. His death was due to heart disease,

and took place, January 5th, 18S5. He was elected to the Society

at the Vlth meeting in New York, 1882.

EMILE FRANCOIS LOISEAU

Was born in 1831. From 1857 to 1866 was General Agent for the

United Collieries of the Lower Sambre, at Taniraes-snr-Sambre in

Belginm. Came to America in March 1866, and made a specialty

of the utilization of coal waste and iron-ore waste compressed into

briquettes. From 1866 to 1869 was experimenting at Nashville,

Tenn., with bituminous slack. In March, 1869, came to Philadel-

phia and tried with anthracite dust, at first on a small scale and

later (1870 to 1873) on a larger scale, under the auspices of the Le-

high Coal and Navigation Co. at Nesquehoning, in Carbon Co.,

Penn. The machinery for these experiments was built by Albright

& Stroh, at Mauch Chunk, and by Naylor 6: Co., Philadel-

phia. L P. Morris iSz Co. and the Eagle Iron Works built

the machinery for a large plant at Port Pichmond, including

a distributer, mixer, compressor, dryer and conveyers under Mr.

Loiseau's designs, and the works were erected in 1874. In

1882, after improvements, the works were in running order, and

the fuel product met with favor. These works were destroyed by

fire in 1883 during the absence of Mr. Loiseau, enforced by blind-

ness due to cataract on both eyes. A successful operation restored

his eye-sight, and before his departure for Europe he was engaged

in reorganizing his works, with improved machinery.

Mr. Loiseau returned to Belgium in August, 1885, carrying

with him his apparatus, as recently made for him by I. P. Morris

& Co., for the manufacture of the compressed fuel, and after some
negotiation connected himself with the United Collieries of the

Charleroi basin for the installation of his process. But just as the

manufacture was to be begun the disturbances of the social order

of tlie district broke out, and the new machines Avere buried under

heaps of coal dust. Even Mr. Loiseau himself ran great risks

during this troublous time. When the commotions had subsided,

early in April, 1886, Mr. Loiseau had already begun to suffer from

an aggravation of a catarrh and liver trouble which had already

annoyed him, but was only confined to his bed for the last three
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days of his life. He passed away on the 30fch of April at his home.

His son intends to carry on the business as left by the unexpected

death of the father, Mr. Loiseau entered the Society at the Pitts-

burgh (IXth) meeting in May, 1884.

APPENDIX IX.

[Note.—At the Annual Meetins; in Boston, November, 1885, addresses of welcome to the Society

were delivered by Mr. Edward Alkin!<on, President of the Boston Manufacturers' Mutual Fire

Insurance Co., and by Gen. Francis A. Walker, President of the Massachusetts Institute ol Tcch-

nolo!>y. The Publicaiion Coiumlttee directed that these addresses be printed as an appendix to

the Volume of Transactions.]

ADDRESS OF iMR. EDWARD ATKINSON.

Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen ;—I cau only conceive that I am
set up here as one of the plain people, to welcome you who touch the plain peo-

ple and who come nearer to them than almost any other class of pcientists. I

know nothing myself of the physical sciences and have missed a scientific educa-

tion. I can only speak to you of what I do not know, which, however, is perhaps

a good qualification.

We welcome you here, because, as I said, you do touch the plain people more

than auy other class of scientists. You bring to our immediate use and to our

immediate application the work of scientific research. What could it advantage

us that the botanist should test the timber, that the chemist should exjilore the

mine, or that the naturalist should tell us of the beasts of the field and of the

forest, unless you came between and laid down the timber upon the ground, the

rail upon the timber, constructed the engine and brought together the rich fruits

of the country ? Are you not the missing link between us,—whose brains are

not equal to the higher mathematics and who do not know a cam from a cosine,

—

to unite us to the scientists whose heads are among the stars? That, it seems

to me, is your function, and during the last twenty-five year.s what you have

accomplished ! I think 1 am safe in saying that more has been done than in any

other equal period of the world's history.

I have been studying the statistics of food of late. To the average man, half the

cost of living, measured in money, is even now the price of food, and in relieving

him from a part of that arduous struggle to which he would have been subjected,

here in New England and in many other places, what liave you left undone ?

Never in tiie history of the world has the arduous struggle for life been so much
relieved as during this recent period. You have abolished space and eliminated

time. A day's work of a common mechanic places him next door to the prairies

of the West ; and it is by your work that this is done. You have made abun-
dance where scarcity would have been. I have said that this has been accom-
plished in these recent yeais since the end of the civil war by which this nation

was made a unit. In that jjeriod greater abundance has been secured and greater

relief from arduous work has been given than in any other equal period in the

world's history, and in this final application of science the mechanical engineer

has been the chief agent.

We welcome you here, those of us who are qualified by what we don't know,
to see what we are attempting to do fur those who will follow us. and to instruct

us in what more we can accomplish in the matter of technical education.
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You have with you your sisterd and yi)ur wives. To tliem also we extend all

the welcome that they deserve. But who can measure their merit? What is

their desert ?

" Our guardian angels.

O'er our lives presiding,

Doubling our pleasures

And our cares dividing."

We will adopt yoa, ladies, as our cousins and our aunts and devote all our

wives' relations *o your entertainment when you cannot be with us on our excur-

sions. And so to each and all we say, while you will find in our crooked city

ways which are not plain, yet we will endeavor that you shall not escape from

them until you have tasted of our hospitality.

ADDRESS OF GEN. FRANCIS A. WALKER.

Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen:—His Honor the Mayor has bidden

you welcome to our good Puritan City of Boston, and it becomes my humbler
task, as suits my more limited jurisdiction, to tender to the Society the use of the

buildings of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, and to express the great

pleasure which the Corporation and Faculty of the Institute feel at receiving

within their walls the American Society of Mechanical Engineers. This courtesy

and hospitality we would gladly tender to any learned society ; but we are pecul-

iaily gratified to receive and to entertain an association whose aims and purposes

are so closely congenial to our own ; our instructors will highly value their oppor-

tunity, during the next three days, to point the students of the mechanical engi-

neering department, the latest and yet already by far the largest of the depart-

ments of instruction, to th')se who have won the honors of the profession to which
they themselves aspire ; to those who, in actual practice, on the large scale, under

tlie test of competition, subject always to economic conditions, have courageously

and successfully applied the principles which these young men are engaged ia

acquiring, in abstract form, through the studies and exercises of the recitation

and the lecture room, or are engaged in putting into practice, tentatively on the

small scale, and under the more favorable conditions of the laboratory and

the workshop. And we believe it will be no slight or transient inspiration which
these young men will receive, as tiiey behold the recognized leaders of their

future profession, the masters in hydraulics and steam engineering, in mill work
and steel construction, going in and out among them during the next three days.

It is always well for the apprentice, the novice, the pupil, the cadet, to look up
to those who have engaged in the strife, who Lave borne its heat and burden, who
have carried themselves nobly there, and have won great names by high deeds

well done. And on your part, gentlemen, we hope and trust that it will not

be without interest and sympathy that you will regard these young men who are

laboriously and patiently striving to qualify themselves to become your juniors,

and in time your successors, in the profession to which you belong.

You have called this the sixth annual meeting of your association to assemble

in that part of our land, where. I think I may mike bold to say, your i)rofession has

been most highly honored in the past, and most strikingly and brilliantly illus-

trated in practice. The opinion has perhaps widely prevailed that here in Boston

and in Massachusetts and in New England, consideration is paid chiefly to cult-

ure and the refinements of life or tj acquirements in art and letters; but there

could not be a more mistaken apprehension. Boston has striven hard to acquire
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that wisdom which leads to expending wealth worthily and well, with what suc-

cess let the parks and streets of our city and these institutions of beneficence,

education and art, arising on every side, testify. Hut Bo.ston is not more proud

of the knowledg'e how to spend wealth worthily and well than of the knowledge

how to produce wealth elliciently and rapidly. Harvard College and the Boston

Athennpum and the Museum of the Fine Aits and Trinity Church are no more facts

in Massachusetts than are its great manufacturing cities built up by the genius

of its own sons ; nor are they more characteristic of the peculiar and dominant

genius of New England. The names of Quincy, of C'hanning, and of Felton are

not more honored in Boston than are the names of Ijowell and Amory, of Baldwin

and Francis. Those men who on this bleak and barren shora have in seventy

years built up the second largest and most important manufacturing district of

the world, are entitled to rank with great captains in war and with the leaders

of every art of peace. Assuredly if the plodding peasant, who makes two blades

of grass to grow where but one grew before, is entitled to be called a benefactor

of his species, the engineer who, by his profound knowledge of the principles of

science, with boldness in conception, with fertility of resource, with undaunted

patience in execution, hews his way through mountains to make a path for the

traffic of States ; who curbs the career of mighty rivers and cliains them to the

wheels of industry ; who builds up cities, not witli the plunder of bleeding

nations, but with the spoils of vanquished nature ; whose common work it is to

lessen the pains and increase the fruits of others' labor ; whose profession it is to

find on every hand opportunities by which hundreds, thousands it may be, mill-

ions, perchance, of human beings may be able o eat their daily bread in decency

and humble comfort—surely that man is not to be spoken of as practicing a low

and materialistic art, of base and sordid aims. Matter it is that he deals with,

indeed : but only that he may transform and transmute it l)y the power of the

human soul, by knowledge, by patience, by industry, by skill and by the scien-

tific imagination. He is the true and only wonder-worker of our age ; and the

most lame and halting narrative of the deeds he has wrought far transcends all

the tales of Nor.se or of Oriental magic. He is the true philanthropist, for he

does not distribute a charity that degrades and corrupts, but he makes places and

opportunities, on every hand, where the industrious and self-respecting poor may
earn their own livelihood. And so, Mr, Chairman, and gentlemen of the Insti-

tute of Mechanical Engineers, I might continue in this strain, descanting upon

the dignity and the usefulness of your profession, so young and yet so full of

lusty vigor and so big with the promise of things to come ; but these things you

know far better than I. The only thing that remains for me to say is one which

you cannot know half so well, and that is, how heartily your are welcome to our

city and to our school, to bur homes and to our hearts. In the language of the

Oriental host, but with all Occidental sincerity, I say, "The house, it is yours."

53
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